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INTRODUCTION
1. The Importance of Understanding the Historical Background
of Individual Doctrine & Covenants Sections
Most books of scripture contain lots of narrative detail. You can
understand the books of Matthew and Mosiah without knowing much more
history than is already provided within those very books. Indeed, the authors of
those books carefully selected which historical details to include and which to
leave out so the historical narrative would itself contribute to the message of
each book.
But that is not the case with Paul’s letters or the Doctrine & Covenants.
In fact, Brigham Young stated in 1856, only twelve years after Joseph Smith’s
death, that:
I do not anticipate, in the few remarks that I shall make,
throwing any particular light upon this revelation [D&C 58],
especially to those who are acquainted with the circumstances
under which it was given.
When revelations are given through an individual
appointed to receive them, they are given to the understandings
of the people. These revelations, after a lapse of years, become
mystified to those who were not personally acquainted with the
circumstances at the time they were given.
The revelation that I have been reading may be as
mysterious to our children, in a thousand or fifteen hundred
years from now ... as the revelations contained in the Old and
New Testaments are to this generation, and it would be
commented upon with the same scrutiny and accuracy; and men
would study, year after year, and fret themselves almost to
death, to find out the mysterious meaning of the revelation given
to us their forefathers.
This revelation is as plain and clear to the
understandings of those who know the circumstances that called
it forth, as it would be for you to understand me should I talk
about making a canal to bring the waters of Big Cottonwood to
this city ...
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But a portion of this congregation have not been
personally acquainted with the early experience and travels of
this Church, and with the sayings and doings of the Prophet
Joseph, and it may be that they do not fully understand what this
revelation really does mean.1
Joseph Fielding Smith, who was born another twenty years later in 1876,
also explained that the Doctrine & Covenants should be understood in light of
its historical setting and with the help of historical references:
Many years ago when I was a president in a quorum of
seventies ... it was decided by that quorum of seventies that they
would study the Doctrine & Covenants, and I was appointed to
be the class teacher. We took it up section by section. You are
not going to get all there is out of it in any other way. You may
take it up if you want to by topics or doctrines, that is good; but
you are not going to understand the Doctrine & Covenants, you
are not going to get out of it all there is in it, unless you take it
up section by section; and then when you do that, you will have
to study it with its setting as you get it in the history of the
Church.
So when we studied the Doctrine & Covenants in those
days, we did not take the Doctrine & Covenants for our text
book, but we took the Documentary History of the Church. The
first volume had just been published [in 1902], and it contained
the greater part of the revelations in the Doctrine & Covenants,
with their setting, so that we got the reasons why this revelation
was given.2
Joseph Smith likewise taught that, when seeking to understand a
scriptural passage, one should become familiar with the circumstances
surrounding its origin:
I have a key by which I understand the scriptures. I
inquire, what was the question which drew out the answer, or
caused Jesus to utter the parable? ... To ascertain its meaning,
we must dig up the root and ascertain what it was that drew the
saying out of Jesus.3
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This point is also illustrated by an experience of Sidney Rigdon. He
accompanied Joseph Smith for most of their first trip to Missouri in 1831, was
present when D&C 58 was received at Jackson County, and was present when
D&C 62 was received during the return trip to Ohio. But even with his intimate
knowledge of the circumstances under which the two sections were received, he
still said, when he later learned of additional facts involving other elders, “I did
not know what those revelations meant before.”4
These statements all affirm that a key to understanding the Doctrine &
Covenants is to become familiar with its story.
2. The Chronological Format of this Book
This book grows out of my professional training. As a lawyer I often
have to figure out what documents mean. The single most important step in that
process is, of course, to read the documents. But to fully understand a document,
I have to know what the parties were saying and doing both before and after the
document was created. I have to know what documents already existed, what the
parties thought were the problems and potential solutions, how they each
responded to the document, and so on. In other words, I have to understand the
document in light of its historical context. And then I have to record that
understanding in a way that allows it to be quickly remembered or shared with
anyone else who works on the case. Early in my career I learned that the best
way to accomplish all this is with a chronology. So as I sought to understand
each of the 138 documents in the Doctrine & Covenants, I naturally looked for
a chronology that would:
• provide the historical context leading up to every section, reminding
me of the previous sections and events that influenced it;
• keep all events in strict chronological order so I can view them the
way they were initially experienced, without the benefit of hindsight;
and
• allow me to see how people reacted to each section, which often
reveals what Joseph Smith and others thought the section meant.
Unable to find such a chronology, I wrote this one so that I and anyone else
working on the Doctrine & Covenants could, as Brigham Young said, “fully
understand what [each] revelation really does mean.”
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Many books have done a good job of telling Church history. But they are
of limited value when it comes to the Doctrine & Covenants because they rarely
mention even half its sections. As a lawyer I dare not go to trial completely
ignorant of how half my documents fit into the facts of my case. And while
commentaries do often discuss the historical background of each section, they
can only do so in chopped up little pieces that are themselves separated from the
larger context. Again, as a lawyer I cannot go to trial lacking a clear sense of the
big picture and how each document relates to it. This chronology overcomes
those problems by providing an uninterrupted narrative focused specifically on
the Doctrine & Covenants. For the first time, every single section is seamlessly
integrated into the larger fabric of Church history so that references to people,
activities and circumstances make intuitive sense. My underlying assumption is
that the Doctrine & Covenants is far more important than a contract dispute and
should therefore be understood at least as well.
3. The Language of the Doctrine & Covenants
An important part of the background of most sections is the language in
which it was expressed by Joseph Smith. When that language was criticized in
1834, he explained: “We did not think so much of the orthography [spelling] or
the manner, as we did of the subject matter; as the word of God means what it
says.”5 This suggests that Joseph was not a meticulous wordsmith, and that we
should look for the obvious intent of his language rather than subtle shades of
meaning based on the placement or choice of an individual word.
4. The Origin of the Doctrine & Covenants
The stereotypical Doctrine & Covenants section is a revelation that
Joseph Smith received and dictated to a scribe during a Church conference.
Although many sections do fit this stereotype, many others do not. The various
types of documents found in the Doctrine & Covenants include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

dictation by Joseph Smith for the Lord – D&C 1, 38, 50, 51, 88
received through the urim and thummim – D&C 3, 6, 11, 17
received as the translation of an ancient text – D&C 7, 93a
repetition of the words of a visiting angel – D&C 2, 13, 27
description of a vision or visitation – D&C 76, 110, 137, 138
prophecy – D&C 87
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•
•
•
•
•
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revealed prayer – D&C 65, 109
excerpts from letters – D&C 85, 121-123, 127, 128
excerpts from sermons – D&C 130, 131
minutes of a meeting – D&C 102
written over time in drafts – D&C 20, 109

A few sections were written at least in part by other people:
• Joseph Smith assisted by four others – D&C 109
• Oliver Cowdery – D&C 102 (minutes), 134 and draft of D&C 20
• John Taylor – D&C 135 (following Joseph Smith’s death)
Some sections have been changed over time for various reasons, such as:
• one section split or separate sections combined – D&C 14-16, 30, 42
• received or written down in pieces over time – D&C 27, 72, 88, 107
• edited over time to reflect additional information
• D&C 20 to add references to new priesthood offices
• D&C 51 to clarify implementation of the law of consecration
• D&C 81 to replace Jesse Gause’s name with successor in office
During 1831 Joseph Smith’s scribes, mostly John Whitmer, copied
revelations from loose sheets of paper into a bound book of blank pages now
known as Revelation Book 1. In late 1831 this book was taken to Missouri for
William Phelps to use in printing the Book of Commandments (the original 1833
edition of the Doctrine & Covenants, roughly corresponding to D&C 1-75). But
the Jackson County printing press was destroyed as printing reached D&C 64,
and only about a hundred incomplete copies survived. As later revelations made
their way to Missouri, they were also copied into Revelation Book 1.6
Back in Ohio, new revelations were copied during 1832-1834 by Joseph
Smith’s scribes, mostly Frederick Williams, into a new manuscript book long
known as the Kirtland Revelation Book, but now also called Revelation Book 2.
By May 1835 Revelation Books 1 and 2 were both being used in Ohio to print
the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants (roughly corresponding
to D&C 1-107).7
On June 12, 1844 it was announced that the third 1844 edition of the
Doctrine & Covenants would be available in about a month, but the printing was
not completed until after Joseph Smith’s death on June 27. This edition added
D&C 103, 105, 112, 119, 124, 127, 128, as well as D&C 135. A similar 1845
edition was printed in England, and both editions were reprinted several times.
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The next substantively revised edition of the Doctrine & Covenants was
the 1876 edition printed shortly before Brigham Young’s death in 1877. This
edition added D&C 2, 13, 77, 85, 87, 108-111, 113-118, 120-123, 125-126,
129-132, 136 and thus brought the Doctrine & Covenants text to essentially its
current form.
The visions now found in D&C 137-138 were canonized and added to
the Pearl of Great Price in 1976, and for the current 1981 edition they were
moved to the Doctrine & Covenants.8
5. Ten Key People
This book points out whenever a Doctrine & Covenants section gives
instruction to someone because they have a particular calling, talent, or resource.
Many people are mentioned in this book, but the only ones you really need to
know when reading D&C 1-70 are the following:
• Joseph Smith – prophet, seer, revelator, translator, First Elder
• Oliver Cowdery – teacher, scribe, Three Witnesses, Second Elder
• Martin Harris – wealthy farmer, Three Witnesses
• David Whitmer – Three Witnesses
• John Whitmer – scribe, Church Historian
• Sidney Rigdon – excellent public speaker, Bible scholar, scribe
• William Phelps – printer
• Edward Partridge – Presiding Bishop
• Newel Whitney – merchant, bishop in Ohio
• Sidney Gilbert – merchant, bishop’s agent in Missouri
6. Features and Conventions in this Book
Although this book presents a lot of Church history, it is primarily about
the scriptures and the things one has to know in order to understand them. Any
other function has been subordinated to this primary purpose. For example,
chapter breaks are placed where they best serve a study of the Doctrine &
Covenants, not a study of Church history.
As with any other religious text, the best perspective from which to
understand the message of the Doctrine & Covenants is the perspective of the
believers for whom it was written. This book therefore presents LDS Church
history from the perspective of Mormon believers. It does not give attention to
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the plausibility of Joseph Smith’s claims or the arguments of his critics, and in
any event that has already been done elsewhere, including in Richard Bushman’s
biography of Joseph Smith, Rough Stone Rolling.
Each chapter begins with a brief double-column introduction written
specifically for people who are less familiar with Church history. The
introductions identify key events, people and places that will make their first
appearance in each chapter and briefly explain how the revelations discussed in
each chapter fit into the big picture.
The index is generally alphabetized only for the first level of sorting.
Subheadings in the index are instead sorted logically, often in chronological
order. The index is intended to be exhaustive so that individuals, places and
many topics can be followed wherever they appear throughout the narrative.
The event headings are intended as a detailed contents or chronological
index that can be quickly skimmed to remind you of the historical context for
each section. Event headings are underlined if they relate directly to Church
history, italicized if they do not, and bold if they are especially significant.
World history events with italicized headings are not the focus of this book, have
generally not been researched back to original sources, and are included only to
provide historical background for events that do relate to Church history.
Each section is briefly summarized as part of the historical background
for all the other sections that follow. These summaries reflect the train of
thought in each section. For example, see the parallel units of thought in the
outline of D&C 1, the inverted parallel outline of D&C 6, or even the less
formally structured summary of D&C 38. These summaries also point out when
there is a break in the train of thought because a revelation was received in
multiple pieces that were later stitched together (as with D&C 107), changes
who is being addressed (as in D&C 18), or simply moves from one subject to
another. They explain the extent to which each section was initially circulated
and known to Church members. And they identify relationships both to other
sections and to the historical development of Mormon doctrine. While the
chronological format of this book necessarily prevents it from being a full-blown
commentary, many of these summaries will be helpful when studying the text
of a particular Doctrine & Covenants section.
Some section summaries conclude with “Also see:” and a list of items
important to the background of that section. Items within the same chapter are
not usually listed since it is assumed that the reader will scan through event
headings within the same chapter.
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Sections are always referred to as “D&C ____” according to their
numbering in the current 1981 LDS edition of the Doctrine & Covenants. Any
reference to numbering in another edition is to “Section ____.” For example,
“D&C 20, published as Section 2 in the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine &
Covenants, ...”
A verse or chapter number followed by a small letter refers to only a
portion of that verse or chapter. For example, “Ether 13a, the prophecy of the
New Jerusalem, ...” or “In D&C 23e, directed to Joseph Knight Sr., ...”
A verse number followed by a capital letter “L” indicates that it is the
last verse in a section or chapter. For example, “D&C 42:74-93L.” It is often
useful to know that a verse begins or ends a chapter. But while the number “1”
reliably indicates the first verse in a chapter, something more is needed to
indicate that a verse falls at the end.
All commas before “Jr.” and “Sr.” have been omitted. This is bad
grammar, but it reads more smoothly, especially where several names in a list
are separated only by commas. “Joseph Smith” always means Joseph Smith Jr.,
never his father Joseph Smith Sr. “Joseph Smith Jr.” is used only where it
already appears in the original quote.
The word “and” is replaced by “&” where people form a distinct unit,
such as missionary companions, a translating team, or a husband and wife.
Spelling, capitalization and punctuation within quotes are modernized,
and most abbreviations are spelled out. Additions that change the way a quote
sounds when read aloud, such as adding a first name or a date, are placed in
[brackets]. But standardizations that do not change the way a quote sounds
when read aloud, such as spelling out abbreviations and correcting archaic
spellings and punctuation, are not identified.
“_____ [‘____’] _____” indicates that a short quote has been placed
within a longer quote. For example, the account in this book of the First Vision
is quoted mostly from Joseph Smith’s 1838 account. But additional details are
added within brackets wherever they make sense, sometimes in the form of short
quotes from his 1832 and 1835 accounts.
Quotes by people far removed from the historical events they discuss
are always introduced by name. For example, “Scholar Robert Matthews notes
that ...”
The term “ordain,” which appears in several quotes, was broadly used
in the early years of the Church in situations where “confer” or “bless” would
now be used instead.9 For example, in D&C 55:2, 4.
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This book tries to help readers let go of the “hindsight omniscient” point
of view and to instead experience Church history as it was experienced by those
who lived it. This is done by relating events in the “historical present” tense,
using informal language, and presenting events in chronological sequence.
Often, the fact that an event occurred is known with certainty, while the
best that can be said about the date is “probably about ....” Words suggesting
uncertainty (likely, possibly, could, may, suggest, indicate, etc.) mean the author
does not know for sure that an event occurred in exactly the way that he thinks
it probably might have perhaps happened. Events are arranged in what is
believed to be the correct sequence, but that sequence may be incorrect if the
order is not established by the content of each entry.
The dates provided in original sources are often inconsistent with each
other. The dates repeated in other secondary sources can generally be defended
by reference to at least one original source, but the dates stated in this book have
been reconciled so that they can all be defended at the same time. For example,
see the notes to the first preaching at Kirtland in November 1830 or to the
ordinations on June 6 [16], 1831.
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1. Joseph Smith’s Years of Preparation
Spring 1820 - September 1827
D&C 2, JS-History

This chapter covers the seven
years from Joseph Smith’s First
Vision in 1820 until his receipt of
the gold plates in 1827. During this
period Joseph experiences the
events recorded in Joseph Smith
History and hears Moroni’s
statement recorded in D&C 2.
Preparing Joseph Smith.
Three key events stand out in the
history of the Church during 18201827: (1) the First Vision in the
spring of 1820, (2) Moroni’s initial
visit in September 1823, and
(3) Joseph Smith’s receipt of the
gold plates in September 1827. But
just as important is Joseph Smith
learning day by day to govern his
heart and mind so he can translate
the gold plates with an eye single to
the glory of God, undistracted by
thoughts of financial gain. These
events really involve only Joseph
Smith, and in this first chapter
Church history is largely his
individual history.

Family and Friends. Family
members figure prominently in
Joseph Smith’s teenage years,
especially his parents, Joseph Sr.
and Lucy Mack Smith, and his two
older brothers, Alvin and Hyrum.
Three other significant figures are
Josiah Stowell, Joseph Knight Sr.
and Martin Harris. Each employs
members of the Smith family at
various times, and each is trusted
sufficiently that Smiths tell them
beforehand when Joseph is about to
receive the gold plates. And of
course there is Emma Hale, who he
marries in 1827 as this preparatory
period concludes.
Four Key Places. During the
New York Period of Church history
most events occur at only four
places: (1) Manchester-Palmyra
where Smiths and Martin Harris
live; (2) Harmony where Emma
Hale’s family lives; (3) ColesvilleSouth Bainbridge where Knights
and Josiah Stowell live; and
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(4) Fayette-Waterloo where
Whitmers live. See the maps of
Palmyra-Manchester and New
York-Pennsylvania at the back of
the Doctrine & Covenants.
Others Are Also Prepared.
Joseph Smith is not the only person
prepared during these years. Sidney
Rigdon’s religious views evolve
during the 1820’s as he joins the
Campbellites and begins preaching
both to his parishioners and on
traveling crusades throughout
northeast Ohio. David Patten,
Solomon Chamberlain, and others
also have experiences that prepare
them to receive the gospel when
they later hear it preached.
Church History Is Slow in
this Chapter. Although some very
important events in Church history
do occur before Joseph Smith
receives the gold plates in
September 1827, those few events
are spread out over several years.

Events from the larger world thus
receive an unusual emphasis in this
initial chapter. There are two
reasons. First, it takes the place of a
prologue by describing the
environment into which the young
Church is born, especially for
readers who are less familiar with
U.S. history. Second, it serves as a
reminder that Church history is in
fact occurring slowly over the
course of seven long years as
Joseph Smith grows from age 14
to 21. If the pace of this first chapter
is too slow, you can skip the world
history events that have italicized
headings.
The pace of Church history
will pick up once Joseph Smith
receives the gold plates at the
beginning of Chapter 2. Doctrine &
Covenants sections will be
addressed in much quicker
succession beginning with D&C 3
at the end of Chapter 2.

Joseph Smith’s Years of Preparation – D&C 2
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Conditions at Palmyra, New York. Palmyra was first settled in the early
1790’s. By 1820 its population is about 3,700, of which 748 are engaged in
agriculture, 190 in manufacturing, and 18 in commerce. By 1824 Palmyra has
four inns or taverns, a post office, a printing office and newspaper, two or three
schoolhouses and an academy, thirteen dry goods stores, three druggist shops,
two tailors, an iron works, a blacksmith, a cooper, five distilleries, two asheries,
two tanneries, several saddlers, a harness shop, three gristmills, eight sawmills,
a fulling mill, and several other mechanical industries. One of the tanneries is
large enough to employ 40 workers. Substantial amounts of cloth are also woven
by individual families and exported from the area. By 1822 two canal boats for
passengers are running along the Erie Canal through Palmyra, and by 1824 there
is also a daily stagecoach to Canandaigua. So while Palmyra is newer and less
settled than New England, it is not located in a frontier state like Ohio,
Michigan, Illinois or Missouri.1
Circumstances of Smith Family at Manchester-Palmyra. In 1816 the
Joseph Smith Sr. family moves from Vermont to Palmyra in what will soon
become Wayne County, New York. For the first couple years they rent a frame
house on the outskirts of town. They support themselves on the proceeds of a
small beer and cake shop at which they sell gingerbread, pies, boiled eggs, root
beer, and other items. On civic holidays they also sell refreshments from a
homemade cart. The older male members of the family hire out as laborers to
perform jobs like harvesting, cutting hay, gardening, digging wells, and building
walls. Mother Lucy Mack Smith also paints oilcloth coverings for tables, stands,
and other furniture. High wheat prices during 1812-1819 keep wages high at
about $14 per month for a good hand. Following the financial Panic of 1819
wheat prices fall by a third, so farmers have less cash available for paying
wages, but local wage levels remain high because of the need for construction
labor on the nearby Erie Canal during 1817-1822.
In probably 1819 (or perhaps 1818) Smiths build and move into a log
cabin 2 miles south of Palmyra and begin clearing a forested 100 acre farmsite.
The owner of the land (the estate of a deceased land speculator) does not appoint
a land agent until June 1820, so Smiths do not formally contract to purchase the
farm until July 1820. The total purchase price to be paid for the 100 acres of
unimproved land is $100 per year through 1825 for a total of probably $600.
The Smith log home is 24 feet by 30 feet in size and is “a one-story
smoky log house ... divided into two rooms on the ground floor, and had a low
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garret [or attic story, also divided] in two apartments. A bedroom wing, built of
sawed slabs” is added later after Smiths move in. The log home is mistakenly
built on an adjacent property 50 feet north of the farm’s property line. While the
farm is located barely within what will soon become Manchester township in
Ontario County, the log home is located barely within Palmyra township in what
will soon become Wayne County. (Although technically incorrect, this book
treats the log home as though located at Manchester in order to follow the
convention used by Smiths in their own histories and to treat the log home and
farm as both being located at the same place).
Smiths have eight children living in 1820 (two others have died in
infancy): Alvin 21, Hyrum 19, Sophronia 16, Joseph 14, Samuel 11, William 8,
Katharine 6, and Don Carlos 3. The eleventh and last child, Lucy, will be born
in 1821. Smiths clear about 30 acres the first year, a substantial achievement for
a man and three working age sons. Smiths sell ashes from trees they have
cleared and burned. They also sell wood and maple sugar harvested from the
farm. In 1820 they likely raise only a subsistence crop of corn, the typical first
year crop on freshly cleared farmland. In 1821 they harvest their first wheat crop
and are able to make “nearly all” of their first annual land payment. Smiths also
begin making and selling brooms and baskets, and Joseph Smith Sr. engages in
coopering (barrel making). In 1822 Alvin will leave home to find work as a
laborer and will by himself earn enough to make all of the second annual land
payment.2
Religious Revivals near Manchester-Palmyra. Manchester is located in
what historians later call the “burned over district” because of the religious
enthusiasm and numerous revivals conducted in the region during the early
1800’s.3 By 1823 there are five church buildings in or near Palmyra: two
Presbyterian, a Methodist, a Baptist, and a Quaker. In contrast, the New England
seacoast is largely dominated by just the Congregational Church, and the
Southern seacoast by just the Presbyterian Church. But the Methodist and
Baptist Churches are both growing rapidly through active proselyting, especially
on the frontier. So while the number of denominations at Palmyra may seem
small to the reader, to Smiths the religious world appears to be in a confusion
of competing revivals and proselyting.4
Joseph Smith records that “some time in the second year after our
removal to Manchester, there was in the place where we lived an unusual
excitement on the subject of religion. It commenced with the Methodists but
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soon became general among all the sects in that region of country. Indeed, the
whole district of country seemed affected by it, and great multitudes united
themselves to the different religious parties, which created no small stir and
division amongst the people, some crying, ‘Lo, here!’ and others, ‘Lo, there!’
Some were contending for the Methodist faith, some for the Presbyterian, and
some for the Baptist.
“For notwithstanding the great love which the converts to the different
faiths expressed at the time of their conversion, and the great zeal manifested by
the respective clergy who were active in getting up and promoting this
extraordinary scene of religious feeling in order to have everybody converted,
as they were pleased to call it, let them join what sect they pleased; yet when the
converts began to file off, some to one party and some to another, it was seen
that the seemingly good feelings of both the priests and the converts were more
pretended than real; for a scene of great confusion and bad feeling ensued
– priest contending against priest, and convert against convert – so that all their
good feelings one for another, if they ever had any, were entirely lost in a strife
of words and a contest about opinions.
“I [Joseph Smith] was at this time in my fifteenth year [having
completed 14 years of age]. My father’s family was proselyted to the
Presbyterian faith, and four of them joined that church, namely, my mother
Lucy, my brothers Hyrum and Samuel Harrison, and my sister Sophronia.”5
Joseph Smith Is Confused and Reads James 1:5. “During this time of
great excitement, my [Joseph Smith’s] mind was called up to serious reflection
and great uneasiness. [‘I pondered many things in my heart concerning the
situation of the world of mankind ... My mind became exceedingly distressed,
for I became convicted of my sins,’ and ‘wanted to get religion too, wanted to
feel and shout like the rest, but could feel nothing.’] But though my feelings
were deep and often poignant, still I kept myself aloof from all these parties,
though I attended their several meetings as often as occasion would permit. In
process of time my mind became somewhat partial to the Methodist sect, and I
felt some desire to be united with them. But so great were the confusion and
strife among the different denominations that it was impossible for a person
young as I was, and so unacquainted with men and things, to come to any certain
conclusion who was right and who was wrong.
“My mind at times was greatly excited, the cry and tumult were so great
and incessant. The Presbyterians were most decided against the Baptists and
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Methodists and used all the powers of both reason and sophistry to prove their
errors, or at least to make the people think they were in error. On the other hand,
the Baptists and Methodists in their turn were equally zealous in endeavoring to
establish their own tenets and disprove all others.
“In the midst of this war of words and tumult of opinions, I often said to
myself, ‘What is to be done? Who of all these parties are right, or are they all
wrong together? If any one of them be right, which is it, and how shall I know
it?’
“While I was laboring under the extreme difficulties caused by the
contests of these parties of religionists, I was one day reading the Epistle of
James, first chapter and fifth verse, which reads ‘If any of you lack wisdom, let
him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth not, and it shall
be given him.’
“Never did any passage of scripture come with more power to the heart
of man than this did at this time to mine. It seemed to enter with great force into
every feeling of my heart. I reflected on it again and again, knowing that if any
person needed wisdom from God, I did; for how to act I did not know, and
unless I could get more wisdom than I then had, I would never know; for the
teachers of religion of the different sects understood the same passages of
scripture so differently as to destroy all confidence in settling the question by an
appeal to the Bible.
“At length I came to the conclusion that I must either remain in darkness
and confusion, or else I must do as James directs, that is, ask of God. I at length
came to the determination to ask of God, concluding that if he gave wisdom to
them that lacked wisdom, and would give liberally and not upbraid, I might
venture.”6
JSH 1:14-20

early Spring 1820

The First Vision. “So in accordance with this, my determination to ask
of God, I [Joseph Smith] retired to the woods to make the attempt. It was on the
morning of a beautiful clear day, early in the spring of 1820. It was the first time
in my life that I had made such an attempt, for amidst all my anxieties I had
never as yet made the attempt to pray vocally.
“After I had retired to the place where I had previously designed to go
[a small clearing in a grove on the Smith family farm now known as the Sacred
Grove], having looked around me and finding myself alone, I kneeled down and
began to offer up the desires of my heart to God. I had scarcely done so, when
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immediately I was seized upon by some power which entirely overcame me, and
had such an astonishing influence over me as to bind my tongue so that I could
not speak. [‘I heard a noise behind me, like someone walking towards me.
I strove again to pray but could not. The noise of walking seemed to draw
nearer. I sprung up on my feet and looked around but saw no person or thing that
was calculated to produce the noise of walking.’] Thick darkness gathered
around me, and it seemed to me for a time as if I were doomed to sudden
destruction.
“But exerting all my powers to call upon God to deliver me out of the
power of this enemy which had seized upon me, and at the very moment when
I was ready to sink into despair and abandon myself to destruction – not to an
imaginary ruin, but to the power of some actual being from the unseen world,
who had such marvelous power as I had never before felt in any being – just at
this moment of great alarm, I saw a pillar of light exactly over my head, above
the brightness of the sun, which descended gradually until it fell upon me.
“It no sooner appeared than I found myself delivered from the enemy
which held me bound [and it “filled me with unspeakable joy’]. When the light
rested upon me I saw two Personages, whose brightness and glory defy all
description, standing above me in the air. One of them spake unto me, calling
me by name, and said, pointing to the other, ‘This is My Beloved Son. Hear
him!’
“My object in going to inquire of the Lord was to know which of all the
sects was right, that I might know which to join. No sooner, therefore, did I get
possession of myself so as to be able to speak, than I asked the Personages who
stood above me in the light which of all the sects was right (for at this time it
had never entered into my heart that all were wrong) and which I should join.
“I was answered that I must join none of them, for they were all wrong.
And the Personage who addressed me said that all their creeds were an
abomination in his sight, that those professors were all corrupt, that: ‘they draw
near to me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me, they teach for
doctrines the commandments of men, having a form of godliness, but they deny
the power thereof’ [paraphrasing Isaiah 29:13; 2 Timothy 3:5].7
“He again forbade me to join with any of them, and many other things
did he say unto me which I cannot write at this time [1838].” Those other things
include: (1) “Joseph, my son, thy sins are forgiven thee. Go thy way, walk in my
statutes, and keep my commandments. Behold, I am the Lord of glory. I was
crucified for the world that all those who believe on my name may have eternal
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life,” (2) “a promise that the fullness of the gospel should at some future time be
made known unto me,” and (3) “Mine anger is kindling against the inhabitants
of the earth to visit them according to their ungodliness and to bring to pass that
which hath been spoken by the mouth of the prophets and apostles. Behold and
lo, I come quickly, as it is written of me, in the cloud, clothed in the glory of my
Father [Matthew 24:30].”
“When I came to myself again, I found myself lying on my back, looking
up into heaven. When the light had departed, I had no strength. But soon
recovering in some degree, I went home. And as I leaned up to the fireplace,
mother [Lucy Mack Smith] inquired what the matter was. I replied, ‘Never
mind, all is well, I am well enough off.’ I then said to my mother, ‘I have learned
for myself that Presbyterianism is not true.’ ...
“I had now got my mind satisfied so far as the sectarian world was
concerned – that it was not my duty to join with any of them, but to continue as
I was until further directed. I had found the testimony of James to be true – that
a man who lacked wisdom might ask of God, and obtain, and not be upbraided.”
In addition, “my soul was filled with love and for many days I could rejoice with
great joy.”8
The First Vision teaches Joseph Smith about four or five major religious
subjects: (1) the true nature of God, that man is created in his image, and that
God and Christ are two separate beings; (2) that evil is real but less powerful
than God; (3) Joseph Smith’s personal standing before God and the forgiveness
of his sins; (4) the apostate condition of the religious world, the availability of
modern revelation, and the promise of a restoration; and perhaps also (5) Joseph
Smith’s role in that restoration. Joseph Smith first mentions learning that “God
had a work for me to do” only in connection with Moroni’s initial visit in 1823,
yet in connection with a time prior to that visit he also refers to “that character
which ought to be maintained by one who was called of God as I had been.”9
Circulation: Joseph Smith recounts this experience to at least one
Methodist preacher in 1820, and the story’s circulation results in widespread
persecution. In February 1831, a year after the Church is organized, the Palmyra
Reflector refers to the First Vision when it includes among its disparagements
of Mormonism that Joseph Smith claims to have received a “commission from
God” and has “seen God frequently and personally.”
But it appears that Joseph Smith does not often recount the First Vision
until about the mid 1830’s. No printed narrative accounts of the First Vision
appear in either Mormon or non-Mormon publications until the Nauvoo period
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of the early 1840’s. The canonized 1838 account is first printed in the April 1,
1842 issue of Times & Seasons as part of the serial publication of Joseph
Smith’s manuscript history.10 (In contrast, Oliver Cowdery’s accounts of
Moroni’s initial visit and the restoration of the Aaronic Priesthood are published
in the Messenger & Advocate during 1834-1835).11 In this connection, Joseph
Smith’s comment in 1843 may be significant: “The history is going out by little
and little in the papers and cutting its way so that, when it is completed, it will
not raise a persecution against us.”12
1820-1823
Joseph Smith Recounts First Vision to Preacher and Is Persecuted.
“Some few days after I [Joseph Smith] had this vision, I happened to be in
company with one of the Methodist preachers who was very active in the before
mentioned religious excitement. And conversing with him on the subject of
religion, I took occasion to give him an account of the vision which I had had.
I was greatly surprised at his behavior. He treated my communication not only
lightly, but with great contempt, saying it was all of the devil, that there were no
such things as visions or revelations in these days, that all such things had
ceased with the apostles, and that there would never be any more of them.
“I soon found, however, that my telling the story had excited a great deal
of prejudice against me among professors of religion and was the cause of great
persecution, which continued to increase. And though I was an obscure boy,
only between 14 and 15 years of age, and my circumstances in life such as to
make a boy of no consequence in the world, yet men of high standing would
take notice sufficient to excite the public mind against me and create a bitter
persecution, and this was common among all the sects – all united to persecute
me.
“It caused me serious reflection then, and often has since, how very
strange it was that an obscure boy of a little over 14 years of age, and one, too,
who was doomed to the necessity of obtaining a scanty maintenance by his daily
labor, should be thought a character of sufficient importance to attract the
attention of the great ones of the most popular sects of the day, and in a manner
to create in them a spirit of the most bitter persecution and reviling. But strange
or not, so it was, and it was often the cause of great sorrow to myself.
“However, it was nevertheless a fact that I had beheld a vision. I have
thought since that I felt much like Paul when he made his defense before King
Agrippa and related the account of the vision he had when he saw a light and
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heard a voice, but still there were but few who believed him. Some said he was
dishonest, others said he was mad, and he was ridiculed and reviled. But all this
did not destroy the reality of his vision. He had seen a vision, he knew he had,
and all the persecution under heaven could not make it otherwise. And though
they should persecute him unto death, yet he knew, and would know to his latest
breath, that he had both seen a light and heard a voice speaking unto him, and
all the world could not make him think or believe otherwise.
“So it was with me. I had actually seen a light, and in the midst of that
light I saw two Personages, and they did in reality speak to me. And though I
was hated and persecuted for saying that I had seen a vision, yet it was true. And
while they were persecuting me, reviling me, and speaking all manner of evil
against me falsely for so saying, I was led to say in my heart, ‘Why persecute me
for telling the truth? I have actually seen a vision, and who am I that I can
withstand God, or why does the world think to make me deny what I have
actually seen?’ For I had seen a vision. I knew it, and I knew that God knew it,
and I could not deny it, neither dared I do it – at least I knew that by so doing I
would offend God and come under condemnation.”13
Joseph’s brother William later recounts that “We never knew we were
bad folks until Joseph told his vision. We were considered respectable till then,
but at once people began to circulate falsehoods and stories in a wonderful
way.”14
Joseph Smith went to the sacred grove desiring the same religious
experience as others in his community. But the First Vision is not that same
revival experience, and subsequent persecution separates him even further from
the local religious community.15
24 April 1820
Sale of Western Public Lands. Since 1800 the United States government
has sold its public lands in the Northwest Territory (now Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan) on credit, allowing up to four years for the purchase price to be paid.
In 1804 the minimum purchase was reduced from 320 acres to 160 acres, and
the price was reduced from $2.00 per acre to $1.64 per acre.
On April 24, 1820 the U.S. government further reduces the minimum
purchase to 80 acres and the price to $1.25 per acre. But the government also
eliminates sales on credit and now requires full payment at the time of purchase.
Few settlers on the western frontier can muster the $100 cash payment required
for even the smallest allowable purchase. The timing of this law is particularly
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bad because the financial Panic of 1819 has depressed business and reduced the
availability of credit from private sources.16
June 1820
Exploration of Western Great Plains. In June 1820 Major Stephen Long
begins exploring the southern Great Plains (now Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma).
He reports that the area is too arid for settlement and calls it the “Great
American Desert.” Lieutenant Zebulon Pike had previously made a similar
report in 1810. These two reports discourage settlement of the Great Plains for
over a generation until John Fremont makes a much more favorable report in the
1840’s. Until then the United States designates this unwanted area west of
Missouri as the “Indian Territory.”17
Summer 1820
Sidney Rigdon Preaches in Ohio Western Reserve, Joins Campbellites.
During March - August 1819 Sidney Rigdon fulfills an apprenticeship with a
Baptist minister at North Sewickley, 50 miles north of Pittsburgh in western
Pennsylvania. He then returns home for a few months to St. Clair (now Library),
10 miles south of Pittsburgh. About the first of March 1820 he moves 80 miles
northwest to Warren, the political and religious heart of the “Western Reserve”
in northeast Ohio.18
The Western Reserve will figure prominently in Church history. Upon
the formation of the United States, Connecticut, like the rest of the original
13 American colonies, relinquished most of its claims of both jurisdiction and
ownership of western lands. But Connecticut did reserve ownership of about
4 million western acres in northeast Ohio. Connecticut then sold this Western
Reserve in 1795 to a land company headed by Moses Cleveland. With the
availability of good land titles and easy access to Lake Erie, the population of
the Western Reserve explodes between 1800 and 1820 from 1,300 to 57,000.
Most of those who settle in the Western Reserve are from New England and
bring much of that culture with them.19
On April 1, 1820, shortly after moving to the Western Reserve, Sidney
Rigdon receives his certificate as an ordained Baptist minister. He boards with
the family of Adamson Bentley, the local Baptist minister since 1810 and a
member of the committee that approved his ordination. On June 12 Sidney
Rigdon, age 27, marries Phebe Brooks, age 20, the sister of Adamson Bentley’s
wife. They continue to live at Warren, but Sidney Rigdon works as a circuit
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preacher traveling among several nearby Baptist congregations that are too small
to afford a resident minister.
The Baptist congregation at Warren has no meetinghouse and so meets
in its members’ homes. But during the summer of 1820 Adamson Bentley and
Sidney Rigdon baptize an additional 90 members into the congregation, and that
winter a Baptist meetinghouse is finally built at Warren in Trumbull County,
Ohio.20
Meanwhile Alexander Campbell participates in a widely publicized
religious debate on June 19-20, 1820. During the debate he asserts that infant
baptism is improper and that baptism is for the remission of individual sins
rather than original sin. He also preaches a succession of dispensations of the
gospel and the need to restore the order of the ancient church. His general
religious view is to adopt everything that is sanctioned by the New Testament
and to reject anything – including denominational creeds – that is not found in
the New Testament. “Where the Scriptures speak, we speak; where the
Scriptures are silent, we are silent.” Adherents of these views often call
themselves the “Restoration Movement” or “Disciples,” but they are also
commonly known as “Reformed Baptists” or “Campbellites.”
Adamson Bentley and Sidney Rigdon later read an account of this
debate. In July 1821 they visit Alexander Campbell at his home at Buffaloe
Creek, Virginia (now Bethany in what will become West Virginia in 1863
during the U.S. Civil War). They speak late into the night. Adamson Bentley and
Sidney Rigdon are so enthusiastic upon their departure the next day that
“I [Alexander Campbell] felt constrained to restrain rather than to urge them on
in the work of reformation.”21
1821
David Patten Receives Spiritual Manifestations. During 1821 David
Patten, about 21 years old and living in southeast Michigan, receives a particular
manifestation of the Holy Ghost. For the next three years he enjoys night dreams
and visions. In one of these experiences it is made known to him that he will live
to see the church of Christ restored in his day.22
31 May 1821
First U.S. Catholic Cathedral in Maryland. Maryland was initially
established in 1634 as a colony for Catholics. By 1820, more than 175 years
later, there are still only about 200,000 Catholics in the United States out of a
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total population of more than 9 million. The largest concentration is still located
at Baltimore, the Maryland state capitol, and the first Catholic cathedral in the
U.S. is dedicated at Baltimore (population 63,000) on May 31, 1821.23
10 August 1821
Missouri Becomes 24th State under Missouri Compromise. By 1820
Southern politicians recognize that the population is growing much more rapidly
in Northern “free” states than in Southern “slave” states, thus ensuring that free
states will always dominate the U.S. House of Representatives (in which
representatives are apportioned on the basis of population). They also recognize
that control of the U.S. Senate (in which senators are apportioned two per state)
is currently balanced between 11 slave states and 11 free states, and that this
balance must be maintained in order to prevent the passage of anti-slavery
legislation. (In order for a federal law to be enacted in the United States, it must
pass by majority vote in both the House of Representatives and the Senate, and
it must also be signed by the President unless the President’s veto is overridden
by 2/3 majorities in both houses of Congress).
As Congress considers admission to the United States of Missouri, a
likely slave state, Northern politicians insist on admitting Maine as a free state
at the same time. The resulting Missouri Compromise provides that the Missouri
constitutional convention will decide whether to permit or prohibit slavery in
Missouri, and that slavery will be permitted only in the remaining part of the
Louisiana Purchase that lies south of Missouri (or what is now Arkansas). This
is a significant defeat for the Southern slave states, who recognize that they will
someday be outnumbered in the Senate as they already are in the House of
Representatives. Maine is quickly admitted to the United States as the 23rd state
effective March 15, 1820.
In July 1820 a provision is introduced at the Missouri state constitutional
convention to exclude all free blacks from the state, meaning that any black
person found in Missouri would be subject to slavery. This is an extreme
pro-slavery position, and it prompts heated debate both in Missouri and
nationwide. In March 1821 legislation passes Congress to admit Missouri as a
state, but only if it adopts more moderate language stating that the rights of
citizens from other states will not be impaired, meaning that free blacks who
enter the state would still be free. Missouri is finally admitted as the 24th state
effective August 10, 1821.24
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24 August 1821
Mexico Gains Independence. In the ten years since Father Miguel
Hidalgo’s cry of independence for Mexico in 1811, conservative royalists have
largely defeated the liberal revolution. But the Mexican conservatives’ loyalty
to Spain is undermined when liberals in Spain force the king to accept a
constitution that reduces aristocratic privilege in both Spain and its possessions,
including Mexico. In February 1821 the conservative royalists join the
revolution, and within six months Spain recognizes Mexican independence on
August 24, 1821. That independence will not be truly secure, however, until
Mexico repels a Spanish invasion in 1829.25
16 November 1821
Santa Fe Trail Opened. Mexico’s three northernmost states are Alta
California (now California), Nuevo Mexico (New Mexico) and Texas. The only
substantial population center anywhere in these three states is at Santa Fe.26
In September 1821 William Becknell departs Franklin, Howard County,
Missouri with three wagons and some pack animals to trade with Indians. In
November he meets Mexican soldiers who tell him that Mexico has won its
independence and who encourage him to trade at Santa Fe. Previously U.S.
merchants who attempted to trade in Mexico had their goods confiscated and
were often imprisoned, but such trade is now welcomed. William Becknell
arrives at Santa Fe three days later on Friday, November 16. He trades for about
a month, departs Santa Fe on December 12, and returns to Franklin, Missouri on
January 29, 1822 with bags full of silver dollars.
On May 22, 1822 William Becknell leads another expedition to Santa
Fe with $3,000 in goods, and he returns to Franklin two months later on July 7
with $60,000. This second expedition pioneers the Cimarron cutoff, which
makes the 800 mile journey by wagon much easier. These expeditions are
important in part because they establish the feasibility of crossing the Great
Plains with wagons and teams. Oxen begin to be used on the Santa Fe Trail in
1829, a year after their first use by the U.S. Army, since they are less valuable
than mules and so are less often raided by Indians.
Later expeditions of up to 100 wagons return with large quantities of
gold and silver coins. Until 1849 very little silver and even less gold is produced
in the United States, and both are always in short supply. In fact, the total value
of all gold mined in the U.S. through 1828 is only $110,000, all from some small
deposits in North Carolina. The scarcity of gold in the U.S. helps to explain the
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importance of the Santa Fe Trail trade and the subsequent California Gold Rush
of 1849.27
13 February 1822
Borders Fixed in Pacific Northwest, Mountain Man Era Begins. In 1818
the United States and England agree that the 49th parallel of latitude will be the
border between the United States and Canada westward from the Great Lakes,
and that the two countries will jointly occupy the Oregon Territory (now
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and the Canadian Pacific coast).28
In 1821 the Hudson’s Bay Company and the North West Company
merge, converting an intense competition between the two fur trading companies
into a monopoly in the Oregon Territory. In 1822 the United States government
stops operating its fur trading posts, and John Astor soon buys out his few
remaining rivals to obtain a monopoly over the fur trade in the region of the
Great Lakes, Missouri River and Rocky Mountains. He retires from the fur trade
a decade later, and at the time of his death in 1848 he is the richest person in the
United States.
The fur trade has previously been conducted by building forts at which
Indians can trade their furs for manufactured goods. On February 13, 1822
William Ashley and Andrew Henry advertise in the St. Louis Missouri Gazette
and Public Advertiser to hire white men to trap their own furs, for which they
will be paid by the piece. Other companies soon copy this method of operation,
and the first fur trappers’ rendezvous is held in July 1825. These events usher in
the era of the fur trapping mountain man, which lasts about fifteen years until
1834-1840 when the fur trade collapses due to both overhunting and changes in
European fashion.29
16 April 1822
Creation of Town of Manchester, New York. On March 31, 1821 the
town of Farmington in Ontario County, New York is divided. The east portion
where the family of Joseph Smith Sr. lives is briefly named Burt, but on
April 16, 1822 it is renamed Manchester.30 (Although technically incorrect
before this date, this location is referred to at all times as Manchester in order
to avoid the confusion that would result from using multiple names for a single
location.)
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2 July 1822
Denmark Vesey’s Attempted Slave Revolt in South Carolina. Denmark
Vesey is a black former slave who purchased his freedom in 1800 with $600 that
he won in a lottery. For years he has been organizing a plot to seize control of
Charleston, South Carolina. Several thousand slaves in and around Charleston
are involved, arms have been collected, and a date in July 1822 has been set for
the revolt. When word of the impending revolt leak out in June, the date is
moved up to June 16, but state militia and federal troops still arrive before the
revolt begins. Denmark Vesey is convicted and on July 2 he is executed, as are
34 others.31
17 September 1822
Translation of Rosetta Stone in France. In 1799 Napoleon’s troops in
Egypt discovered the Rosetta Stone, a large stone monument with the same
inscription carved in three languages: Greek, Egyptian demotic, and Egyptian
hieroglyphic. The Egyptian demotic text is translated in England in 1814.
In the early 1820’s Jean-Francois Champollion of France deciphers the
Egyptian hieroglyphs on the Rosetta Stone, and he presents his results on
September 17, 1822. This is the first successful translation of Egyptian
hieroglyphs in modern times, and it now becomes possible to translate other,
previously discovered hieroglyphic writings. The birth of modern Egyptology
is generally traced to Jean-Francois Champollion’s translation of the hieroglyphs
on the Rosetta Stone in 1822 and to an expedition to Egypt that he will
subsequently lead in 1827.32
Professor Charles Anthon of New York City will acquire a book on
hieroglyphs by Jean-Francois Champollion by 1827, a year before Martin Harris
shows him a transcript of characters from the gold plates in February 1828.33
late 1822
Antonio Lebolo Acquires Mummies & Papyrus Scrolls in Egypt.
In about 1817 Antonio Lebolo leaves his native Piedmont, Italy to avoid
prosecution for having served in Napoleon’s army. Beginning probably that year
he is employed supervising 200-300 Egyptian workers excavating tombs along
the Nile River at Luxor (Thebes). He also does excavations for his own account.
In about 1821 he moves to Alexandria, Egypt where he is successful as a dealer
in Egyptian antiquities. He returns home to Italy in about late 1825 or early 1826
following Napoleon’s death in 1821. It is presumably while excavating in Egypt
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that Antonio Lebolo comes to own the Egyptian mummies and papyrus scrolls
that will arrive at Kirtland, Ohio in 1835 and result in the Book of Abraham.34
Luther Bradish of Albany, New York, who Martin Harris will also visit,
spends about five months during 1821 in Egypt where he has contact with a
French operation that is removing antiquities.35 And in 1824, when an Egyptian
mummy from another collection is unwrapped at the New York City College of
Physicians prior to its public display, one of the experts on hand to endorse its
authenticity is Samuel Mitchill, the other expert that Martin Harris will visit.36
27 October 1822
First Section of Erie Canal Completed in New York. Construction on the
Erie Canal began in 1817. On October 27, 1822 the first 280 mile section of the
Erie Canal opens from Albany on the east to Rochester, about 25 miles west of
Palmyra in Monroe County, New York. By December, two passenger boats are
running through Palmyra. The Erie Canal passes within 100 yards of Main Street
in Palmyra and within 2 miles of the Smith home at Manchester.37
November 1822
Smith Family Begins Construction of Frame House. In 1822 Smiths still
live in their 24 foot by 30 foot two story, five room log house. In November
1822, after harvest season, Smiths raise the frame for a more comfortable
nine room frame house of sawed boards. It will be three years before the house
is finished and Smiths move in. Alvin has hired out and earned the entire second
annual $100 land payment that is due in 1822 (about seven months’ wages). The
seller’s land agent has recently died, however, and it appears that Smiths may
not make the land payment or set that money aside until a new agent is
appointed, and may instead apply that money toward the new frame house.38
8 January 1823
Orson Hyde in Ohio Western Reserve. Orson Hyde was orphaned at
age 7. During 1818-1820 he and the family that has raised him move to Kirtland
in the Ohio Western Reserve. On January 8, 1823, at age 18, he sets out on his
own because “suitable arrangement was not offered to me for education.” His
possessions are one homemade woolen suit, two homemade flannel shirts, a pair
of shoes, two pairs of socks, an old hat, and 6¼¢.
Orson Hyde works as a clerk in Newel Whitney’s store at Kirtland
during probably most of 1824 and again during the winter and spring of 1826-
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1827. Orson Hyde is also employed probably before 1827 at Grandison Newell’s
iron foundry at nearby Mentor.39
11 April 1823
Creation of Wayne County, New York. Effective April 11, 1823 the
northeast corner of Ontario County and the north end of Seneca County are both
taken to form Wayne County, New York. Palmyra is located in the portion of
Wayne County taken from Ontario County, while Manchester remains in
Ontario County.40 (Although technically incorrect prior to 1823, this book refers
to Palmyra as being located at all times in Wayne County in order to avoid
confusion).
JSH 1:27-54; D&C 2
Sunday, 21 September 1823
Moroni’s Initial Visit. On the evening of Sunday, September 21 Joseph
Smith, age 17, retires to bed but remains awake after the rest of the family has
fallen asleep. He feels condemned for his weakness and imperfections in
associating with jovial company and levity, which he recognizes as inconsistent
with his having been called of God. Near midnight, “I [Joseph Smith] betook
myself to prayer and supplication to Almighty God for forgiveness of all my sins
and follies, and also for a manifestation to me that I might know of my state and
standing before him ...
“While I was thus in the act of calling upon God,” an angel appears,
surrounded by light and standing in the air. “He called me by name, and said
unto me that he was a messenger sent from the presence of God to me, and that
his name was Moroni; that God had a work for me to do; and that my name
should be had for good and evil among all nations, kindreds and tongues, or that
it should be both good and evil spoken of among all people.” Moroni also tells
him “that his sins were forgiven and that his prayers were heard.”
“He said there was a book deposited, written upon gold plates, giving an
account of the former inhabitants of this continent and the source from whence
they sprang. He also said that the fullness of the everlasting gospel was
contained in it, as delivered by the Savior to the ancient inhabitants.” Moroni
also tells Joseph of the breastplate with the urim and thummim (seer stones) that
has been prepared for the translation of the book.
“After telling me these things, he commenced quoting the prophecies of
the Old Testament ... and offered many explanations,” including at least: (1) part
of Malachi 3; (2) Malachi 4, making the changes now found in D&C 2;
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(3) Isaiah 11, saying that it is about to be fulfilled; (4) Acts 3:22-23, which
quotes Deuteronomy 18:15-19, explaining that the prophet spoken of by Moses
and Peter is Christ, and that the day will soon come when they who will not hear
his voice will be cut off; (5) Joel 2:28-32, saying that it will soon be fulfilled and
that the fullness of the Gentiles will soon come in; (6) Psalm 100; (7) Psalm 107;
(8) Psalm 144; (9) Isaiah 1-2; and (10) Jeremiah 31. Many of these passages are
often used by contemporary Protestant clergy when preaching about the
Millennium and so would likely be recognized by Joseph Smith.
“Again he told me that when I got those plates of which he had spoken,
for the time that they should be obtained was not yet fulfilled, I should not show
them to any person, neither the breastplate with the urim and thummim, only to
those to whom I should be commanded to show them; if I did I should be
destroyed. While he was conversing with me about the plates, the vision was
opened to my mind that I could see the place where the plates were deposited,
and that so clearly and distinctly that I knew the place again when I visited it.”
Oliver Cowdery may be correct in recounting second hand “‘Yet,’ said
he [Moroni], ‘the scripture [Isaiah 29:11-12] must be fulfilled before it is
translated, which says that the words of a book, which were sealed, were
presented to the learned ...’”
“A part of the book was sealed, and was not to be opened yet. The sealed
part [the vision written by the brother of Jared], said he, contains the same
revelation which was given to John upon the isle of Patmos, and when the
people of the Lord are prepared and found worthy, then it will be unfolded unto
them.” Moroni then leaves by ascending in a column of light.
Moroni then appears a second time. “He commenced and again related
the very same things which he had done at his first visit without the least
variation, which having done, he informed me of great judgments which were
coming upon the earth, with great desolations by famine, sword, and pestilence,
and that these grievous judgments would come on the earth in this generation.
Having related these things, he again ascended as he had done before.”
Moroni soon appears a third time and again repeats to Joseph Smith all
that he said before “and added a caution to me, telling me that Satan would try
to tempt me (in consequence of the indigent circumstances of my father’s
family) to get the plates for the purpose of getting rich. This he forbade me,
saying that I must have no other object in view in getting the plates but to glorify
God, and must not be influenced by any other motive than that of building up his
kingdom, otherwise I could not get them.” Moroni then leaves again. Almost
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immediately a rooster crows and Joseph realizes that the whole night is gone and
it is now Monday morning.41
Joseph Smith’s accounts of the First Vision do not clearly state that he
received any call at that time. But there is no question that on this occasion
Joseph Smith is told that God has a particular work for him to do. While Moroni
does address Joseph’s personal standing before God, he also makes it perfectly
clear that Joseph Smith has a mission beyond merely his own personal salvation.
Apocalyptic language about the Second Coming will also appear in
many of the revelations that Joseph Smith subsequently receives. At times that
language will simply convey information about the last days. But often, as here,
it will place an individual call in the context of the grand sweep of history.
D&C 2 is not a correction of a poorly transmitted text, since
Malachi 4:5-6 is quoted by the Lord in 3 Nephi 25:5-6 without any change.
D&C 2 is instead an interpretive paraphrase by Moroni, or to use Joseph Smith’s
words in D&C 128:17-18, it is a “plainer translation.” The changes that Moroni
makes in reciting Malachi 4:5-6 emphasize that: (1) what Elijah will do is
restore priesthood keys, (2) those priesthood keys are necessary to fulfill the
promises made to the fathers under the Abrahamic Covenant, and (3) those
promises must be fulfilled in order to fulfill God’s purposes in mortality. The
addition of D&C 2 to the Doctrine & Covenants in the 1876 edition thus points
both the Restoration and the Doctrine & Covenants away from the priesthood
government sections D&C 20, 107, 84, 102 placed at the beginning of the
second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants, and toward the priesthood
ordinance sections D&C 110, 128, 132 that are all recorded after 1835.
The promise quoted by Moroni from Malachi 4:5-6 to send Elijah will
not be fulfilled in 1829 with the restoration of the Aaronic and Melchizedek
Priesthoods, but will be fulfilled later on Easter Sunday/Passover 1836 as
recorded in D&C 110, a week after the dedication of the Kirtland Temple (also
see D&C 35:4 received after 1829).
Circulation: Incomplete accounts of Moroni’s initial visit appear in
newspapers in 1827 and are in widespread circulation by 1829. Oliver
Cowdery’s detailed second-hand account is first published in the February and
April 1835 issues of the Messenger & Advocate. The 1838 account of Moroni’s
visit found in JSH 1:27-54, including D&C 2, is first printed in the April 15,
1842 issue of Times & Seasons as part of the serial publication of Joseph
Smith’s manuscript history (much like the visitations recorded in D&C 13, 110
and the First Vision account in JSH 1:14-20). D&C 2 (again like D&C 13, 110)
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is first included in the Doctrine & Covenants in the 1876 edition shortly before
Brigham Young’s death.42
Monday, 22 September 1823
Joseph Smith’s Initial Visit to the Hill Cumorah. Monday morning,
following Moroni’s visits during the night, Joseph goes to harvest wheat with his
brothers Alvin and William and their father. Joseph stops working and, since
harvesting is the most urgent and intense labor of the year, Alvin tells Joseph not
to slacken. But he soon stops again. This attracts the attention of their father,
who finds Joseph to be pale, assumes he is sick, and sends him home to recover.
Joseph starts for home, but his strength fails while crossing a fence, and
he falls unconscious under an apple tree. “The first thing that I [Joseph] can
recollect was a voice speaking unto me, calling me by name. I looked up and
beheld the same messenger standing over my head, surrounded by light as
before. He then again related unto me [for the fourth time] all that he had related
to me the previous night, and commanded me to go to my father and tell him of
the vision and commandments which I had received. “I obeyed. I returned to my
father in the field and rehearsed the whole matter to him. He replied to me that
it was of God, and told me to go and do as commanded by the messenger.”
Joseph Smith then goes to the Hill Cumorah 3 miles southeast of the
Smith farm. While approaching the hill he considers the possibility that the gold
plates, or the popularity of their translation, will produce enough wealth to lift
his family above their current economic station.
On arriving at the Hill Cumorah, Joseph recognizes from his vision
where the plates are buried. He digs the earth away from the edges of a large
rock that covers a stone box in which the plates are hidden and uses a stick to
pry the stone lid out of place. But “on attempting to take possession of the
record, a shock was produced upon his system by an invisible power, which
deprived him in a measure of his natural strength. He desisted for an instant and
then made another attempt but was more sensibly shocked than before. ... [He]
supposed that physical exertion and personal strength alone was only necessary
to enable him to yet obtain the object of his wish. He therefore made the third
attempt with an increased exertion, when his strength failed him more than at
either of the former times, and without premeditation he exclaimed ‘Why can
I not obtain this book?’ ‘Because you have not kept the commandments of the
Lord,’ answered a voice within a seeming short distance. He looked, and to his
astonishment there stood the angel.”
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Joseph is repentant, seeks the Lord in prayer, and is filled with the Holy
Ghost. A vision opens to him and the glory of the Lord rests upon him. He then
sees a contrasting vision of the Prince of Darkness. Moroni explains that this is
shown to him so he can clearly discern between the two powers and never be
influenced or overcome by Satan. The impression of this vision is afterward
always vivid in Joseph Smith’s memory, and he states shortly before his death
in 1844 that he was thereafter always willing to keep the Lord’s commandments.
Moroni again repeats that the plates are not to be obtained for wealth, and that
Joseph cannot obtain the plates “until he had learned to keep the commandments
of God – not only till he was willing, but able to do it.”
Moroni tells Joseph that when this work becomes known the wicked will
tremble in anger, but the faithful will be comforted with signs, gifts and
manifestations. Moroni also tells him that, “when it is known that the Lord has
shown you these things, the workers of iniquity will ... seek to take your life. But
remember this: if you are faithful and shall hereafter continue to keep the
commandments of the Lord, you shall be preserved to bring these things forth.”
Moroni tells Joseph that the time for bringing forth the book will not
arrive for four years, and he instructs Joseph to return to the Hill Cumorah on
that same day each year until then. Moroni’s parting instruction is “Forget not
to pray, that thy mind may become strong, then when he shall manifest unto
thee, thou mayest have power to escape the evil and obtain these precious
things.”
That evening, Monday, the Smith family sits up late while Joseph tells
the others about his encounters with Moroni the night before, in the field, and
at the Hill Cumorah. Finally Alvin notices Joseph’s extreme fatigue and suggests
that the discussion resume the next evening after dinner.43
Tuesday, 23 September 1823
Joseph Smith Recounts Moroni’s Visit to his Family. On Tuesday
evening, the next day after Joseph Smith’s initial visit to the Hill Cumorah, the
Smith family gathers to listen to him. He begins by warning them not to disclose
what he says to anyone outside the family, that evil people will otherwise try to
kill them, and that once the plates have been obtained their names will be cast
out as evil.
Prior to Joseph Smith’s receipt of the gold plates in September 1827,
Moroni’s visit is disclosed probably only to Martin Harris, Josiah Stowell, and
the family of Joseph Knight Sr.
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“After giving us this charge, he proceeded to relate further particulars
concerning the work which he was appointed to do.” “The whole family were
melted to tears, and believed all he said. Knowing that he was very young, that
he had not enjoyed the advantages of a common education, and knowing, too,
his whole character and disposition, they were convinced that he was totally
incapable of arising before his aged parents, his brothers and sisters, and so
solemnly giving utterance to anything but the truth” and that “Joseph was a
truthful boy. That father and mother believed his report and suffered persecution
for that belief shows that he was truthful. ... We [Joseph’s family] never doubted
his word for one minute.”44
Fall 1823
Joseph Smith Receives Visions of Nephites. Following Moroni’s initial
visit, Joseph Smith receives visions of Nephite history and visits from angels,
including Nephite prophets such as Nephi, Alma, the Twelve chosen during
Christ’s visit to America, and Mormon.45
Joseph often tells his family in the evening about “the ancient inhabitants
of this [American] continent, their dress, mode of traveling, ... their cities, their
buildings with every particular, their mode of warfare, also their religious
worship. This he would do with as much ease, seemingly, as if he had spent his
whole life among them.” But these sessions continue only for about eight weeks
until the death of his oldest brother Alvin on November 19. Alvin is the most
anxious of the family for Joseph to obtain the plates, and subsequent attempts
to resume these sessions remind the family too painfully of his death.46
Wednesday, 19 November 1823
Death of Alvin Smith. “On [Saturday] the 15th of November 1823, about
10 o’clock in the morning, Alvin was taken very sick with the bilious colic
[severe abdominal pain, often related to the liver or gall bladder]. He came to the
house in much distress and requested his father [Joseph Sr.] to go immediately
for a physician. He accordingly went, obtaining one by the name of Greenwood,
who ... was not the physician commonly employed by the family ... in
consequence of the family physician’s absence. ... Alvin at first refused to take
the medicine [prepared by Dr. Greenwood], but by much persuasion he was
prevailed on to do so. This dose of calomel lodged in his stomach [and became
gangrenous], and all the medicine afterwards freely administered by four very
skillful physicians [the usual family physician Dr. Alexander McIntyre, his uncle
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Dr. Gain Robinson, and two others who all arrive on Monday, November 17]
could not remove it.”
On his deathbed Alvin calls each of the children in the family to him. As
the oldest boy in the family and the one who has taken the lead in erecting the
large frame house, Alvin charges Hyrum, the next oldest son, “I have done all
I could to make our dear parents comfortable. I want you to go on and finish the
house, and take care of them in their old age, and do not any more let them work
hard, as they are now in old age.” At this point the new frame house has been
under construction for a year, is two stories high, lacks a roof, and will not be
completed for another two years.
Alvin charges Joseph, “I want you to be a good boy and do everything
that lies in your power to obtain the record. Be faithful in receiving instruction
and in keeping every commandment that is given you.”
Alvin dies on Wednesday, November 19 at age 25.47
late 1823
Sidney Rigdon Joins Campbellite Congregation at Pittsburgh. Sidney
Rigdon leaves Ohio in January 1822 when he obtains a position as minister of
a Baptist congregation at Pittsburgh in western Pennsylvania, probably with help
from Alexander Campbell. The congregation grows over the next year and a
half. But eventually the congregation is split by Sidney Rigdon’s preaching of
Campbellite doctrines, especially his refusal to teach the Baptist doctrine that
infants who die without baptism are damned. On October 23, 1823 Sidney
Rigdon is excommunicated by the regional Baptist association. He is out of town
at the time, accompanying Alexander Campbell at a public debate.
Soon afterward in late 1823 Sidney Rigdon and all but 22 members of
his former Baptist congregation join a reformist Presbyterian congregation at
Pittsburgh. Their new congregation has been led since 1819 by Walter Scott. On
this occasion the difference in moving from a Baptist to a Presbyterian
congregation is less than usual since the aim of the reformist Campbellite
movement is to unite the various denominations in the power of the ancient
gospel – without being fettered by the non-Biblical distinctions that separate
denominations. Alexander Campbell has in fact made a consistent effort to unite
with pre-existing denominations rather than dividing his followers into yet
another denomination. Sidney Rigdon is not employed as a preacher during this
time, but he is regularly discussing religion with Walter Scott and probably also
with Alexander Campbell.
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Walter Scott’s reformist congregation does not financially support its
clergy, but instead expects its clergy to support themselves by the sweat of their
own brow. Sidney Rigdon therefore joins his wife’s brother Richard Brooks in
his tannery business at Pittsburgh for about two years from late 1823 until
December 1825 when he moves back to Ohio. Working as a tanner is a
substantial sacrifice for Sidney Rigdon since tanners smell badly because of
their work, have low social standing, and generally earn much less than
preachers.
Also in 1823 Alexander Campbell begins publishing his Christian
Baptist newspaper.48
18 August 1824
Discovery of South Pass & Salt Lake Valley in the Rocky Mountains.
On August 18 fur trapper Jedediah Smith (no relation) discovers South Pass (or
Wind Pass) in the Wind River Range of the Rocky Mountains. South Pass is one
of the best routes for crossing the Rocky Mountains and the continental divide
from the Platte River into the Salt Lake Valley and the Snake River Valley. It
later forms an important part of both the Mormon Trail and the Oregon Trail.
South Pass was previously discovered in 1812 by John Astor’s fur trading
company, but its existence had been kept secret in order to prevent its use by
competitors.
A month later on September 20 fur trapper Jim Bridger discovers the
Great Salt Lake Valley where Brigham Young will lead the Saints to settle
twenty three years later in 1847.49
Wednesday, 22 September 1824
First Anniversary Visit to Hill Cumorah. “As I [Joseph Smith] had
been commanded, I went [to the Hill Cumorah] at the end of each year, and at
each time I found the same messenger [Moroni] there, and received instruction
and intelligence from him at each of our interviews regarding what the Lord was
going to do, and how and in what manner his kingdom was to be conducted in
the last days.”50
On Wednesday, September 22, the first anniversary of his initial visit to
the Hill Cumorah, “Joseph again visited the place where he found the plates the
year previous. And supposing at this time that the only thing required, in order
to possess them until the time for their translation, was to be able to keep the
commandments of God – and he firmly believed he could keep every
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commandment which had been given him – he fully expected to carry them
home with him.” But after removing the plates from their hiding place, it occurs
to him “that probably there was something else in the box besides the plates
which would be of some pecuniary [financial] advantage to him. So in the
moment of excitement he laid them [the plates] down very carefully for the
purpose of covering the box, lest someone might happen to pass that way and get
whatever there might be remaining in it. After covering it, he turned round to
take the record again, but behold it was gone, and where he knew not, neither
did he know the means by which it had been taken from him.
“At this ... he was much alarmed. He kneeled down and asked the Lord
why the record had been taken from him, upon which the angel of the Lord
appeared to him and told him that he had not done as he had been commanded.
For in a former revelation he had been commanded not to lay the plates down
or put them for a moment out of his hands, ... and contrary to this he had laid
them down with a view of securing some fancied or imaginary treasure that
remained. ... Having some further conversation with the angel on this occasion,
Joseph was permitted to raise the stone again, when he beheld the plates as he
had done before.
“He immediately reached forth his hand to take them, but instead of
getting them as he anticipated, he was hurled back upon the ground with great
violence. When he recovered the angel was gone, and he arose and returned to
the house weeping for grief and disappointment.
“As he was aware that we would expect him to bring the plates home
with him, he was greatly troubled, fearing that we might doubt his having seen
them.” Joseph relates the circumstances in full to his family, “which gave us
much uneasiness, as we were afraid that he might utterly fail of obtaining the
record through some neglect on his part. We therefore doubled our diligence in
prayer” that he will be worthy of obtaining the record.51
Fall 1824
Martin Harris Learns of Moroni’s Visit. “During the fall of 1824 Joseph
Smith Sr. and his son Hyrum were walling a basement and digging and curbing
a well for Martin Harris. Mr. Harris exhibited an unusual interest in Joseph’s
vision in the grove, stating that he was much interested in it at the time, and had
since given it considerable thought. Mr. Smith, observing his sincerity, loosened
up and told him all the particulars. Each day while they were there, Martin
would find excuse to bring up the matter and would ask many questions,
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referring frequently to the Bible to prove that heavenly messengers visiting the
earth was not a new doctrine. [Martin Harris had an experience several years
earlier in which the Lord showed him that the true church was not upon the earth
but would soon be restored.] Finally, during the course of their conversations,
Mr. Smith took Martin into his confidence and told him of Joseph’s wonderful
experience with the angel Moroni. Martin was thrilled beyond expression. He
requested that he be kept posted on any new developments, offering to assist in
any way possible, and promising not to spread the information to his
neighbors.”52
3 January 1825
Robert Owen’s Utopian Community at New Harmony, Indiana. Attempts
are repeatedly made throughout North America’s history to establish
experimental model communities. During the seventy five years between the
writing of the U.S. Constitution in 1787 and the beginning of the U.S. Civil War
in 1861, more than 125 of these social experiments are attempted in the United
States. Ralph Waldo Emerson, about two years older than Joseph Smith, once
writes to an acquaintance that “We are all a little wild here with numberless
projects of social reform. Not a reading man but has a draft of a New
Community in his waistcoat pocket.”
On January 3, 1825 Robert Owen, a wealthy cotton mill owner and
social reformer from Scotland, purchases 20,000 acres in the southwest corner
Indiana at a site that he renames New Harmony. There he establishes a model
community featuring equality of property and opportunity. About 1,000 settlers
are attracted to the community, including educators, writers and scientists. But
dissensions arise, Robert Owen leaves in 1827, and in 1828 New Harmony
ceases to be a utopian community.
This social experiment costs Robert Owen most of his fortune, but it is
very influential and further fuels the establishment of model communities.
Sidney Rigdon is among the many who are deeply influenced by the New
Harmony experiment.53
Friday, 18 February 1825
Russell Stoddard Sues Smiths over New Frame House. On February 18
Russell Stoddard, the principal carpenter on the Smiths’ frame house, sues them
for payment for his work. The case is resolved a year later in April 1826. At
some point during 1825 Russell Stoddard also offers to purchase the Smiths’
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farm and frame house for $1,500, but Smiths reject this offer. It is possible that
Russell Stoddard considers the proposed purchase to be the best way of ensuring
that he will receive compensation for his work.54
4 March 1825
Inauguration of 6th U.S. President John Quincy Adams. The United
States presidential election of 1824 results in a three-way deadlock between
Andrew Jackson, John Quincy Adams, and Henry Clay in which none can
muster the required majority of votes in the House of Representatives. The
deadlock remains unbroken after several rounds of voting until Henry Clay, who
is in third place, throws his support to John Quincy Adams, who is in second
place. On Friday, March 4, 1825 John Quincy Adams is inaugurated as the
6th President of the United States. On the following Monday he names Henry
Clay as his Secretary of State. Andrew Jackson immediately accuses them of
having made a “Corrupt Bargain.”55
July 1825
Manufacture of Pressed Glassware in Massachusetts. Glass has been
shaped since ancient times by blowing. But in July 1825 Deming Jarves opens
the Boston & Sandwich Glass Works at Sandwich, Massachusetts where molten
glass is instead shaped by pressing into molds. Although mechanically pressed
glass is at first heavy, it is also uniform, cheap, able to be intricately designed,
and often made to appear more delicate with patterns of tiny raised dots. Cheap,
standardized sets of glassware appear in stores for the first time and are rapidly
purchased. By 1830 the factory’s annual sales exceed $100,000, and by 1850
annual sales exceed $500,000. European glassmakers are forced to also adopt
mechanical pressing techniques in order to avoid being swamped by cheap
American imports.
But not everything goes according to plan. The sand on the beach at
Sandwich turns out to have too much iron to be suitable for glassmaking, and the
coastal factory has to import sand from other locations.56
19 July 1825
Founding of American Unitarian Association in Massachusetts. In 1819
William Ellery Channing delivers an influential sermon at Baltimore, Maryland
on “Unitarian Christianity.” He clearly articulates the liberal Congregational (or
Unitarian) position emphasizing human free will, God’s benevolence, and a
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belief that there is only one unitary member of the Godhead – in contrast to the
more orthodox Calvinist Congregational emphasis on human bondage to original
sin, predestination, and eternal punishment. On July 19, 1825 the American
Unitarian Association is formally organized at Boston, Massachusetts by liberal
members of the Congregational Church.
During the mid 1800’s Thomas Starr King, a prominent Unitarian
preacher, distinguishes between Unitarians and Universalists by stating that
“Universalists believe that God is too good to damn people, and the Unitarians
believe that people are too good to be damned by God.” Over a hundred years
later in 1961 the Unitarians and the Universalists will merge to form the
Unitarian Universalist Association.57
Thursday, 22 September 1825
Second Anniversary Visit to Hill Cumorah. Joseph Smith returns to
the Hill Cumorah on Thursday, September 22, the second anniversary of his
initial visit. He receives instruction but does not receive the plates.58
26 October 1825
Completion of Erie Canal in New York. On October 26 the Erie Canal
is completed and the Seneca Chief, the first boat to travel the entire canal,
departs Buffalo with New York Governor DeWitt Clinton aboard. The Erie
Canal connects the Great Lakes at Buffalo with the Hudson River at Albany, and
thus to the Atlantic Ocean at New York City. The Erie Canal reduces the cost
of transporting freight from Albany to Buffalo from $100 per ton to $10 per ton
and the time from twenty days to six days (transport is much cheaper by boat
than overland from ancient times until the advent of railroads in the
1830-1840’s). The Erie Canal costs $7 million to build, but the expense is
quickly recovered through tolls. In 1825 alone 13,110 canalboats pass by the
town of Utica, Oneida County on the Erie Canal. A great burst of canal building
follows throughout the country.
The Erie Canal – in combination with the Ohio & Erie Canal that
connects the Great Lakes to the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers when completed
in 1832, and with the increasing presence since 1811 of steamboats that can
travel upstream – makes it possible for New York City to displace New Orleans
as the principal gateway to the enormous Mississippi River basin.59
Cities along the Erie Canal boom. During 1820-1840 Albany at the east
end grows from a population of 13,000 to 34,000, Buffalo at the west end grows
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from 2,000 to 18,000, and Rochester grows from a small town to 20,000. (In
1840 only nine cities in the entire United States are significantly larger than
20,000, and only another ten are in the range of 17,000 to 23,000.)60
October 1825
Joseph Smith Hired to Dig for Silver Mine near Harmony. Josiah
Stowell owns hundreds acres of land and some saw mills on the Susquehanna
River near Colesville at South Bainbridge (now Afton), Chenango County, New
York. He has what he believes is an old Spanish document describing a silver
mine on property he owns near Harmony, Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania.
During the summer of 1825 he hires several men to dig to find the mine. At this
time and place many respectable people dig for buried treasure, and axes and
other iron artifacts are commonly uncovered while plowing new fields.
Having heard that Joseph Smith can locate buried treasure, Josiah
Stowell travels from South Bainbridge to Palmyra in about October for the
purpose of hiring him to help locate the mine. Joseph Smith attempts to dissuade
Josiah Stowell from digging. But Josiah Stowell insists that he will dig, and he
offers good wages of $14 per month, so Joseph Smith and his father Joseph
Smith Sr. both hire out to dig for Josiah Stowell.
By late 1825 Smiths are in serious financial difficulty and are actively
seeking any available employment. They apparently still owe the annual land
payment for 1824 as well as the upcoming final payment for 1825, and a new
land agent has begun foreclosing on purchasers that are too far behind on their
payments. They have also been sued by Russell Stoddard for payment for his
work on the frame house, and that suit is still pending.
Joseph Smith and Joseph Smith Sr. arrive at Harmony and start digging
by Tuesday, November 1. Several pits are dug into the rocky ground, the largest
about 20 feet deep and 150 feet in circumference. The men employed by Josiah
Stowell board with Isaac Hale, who settled at Harmony, Pennsylvania more than
thirty years earlier in 1791. Articles of Agreement dated November 1 at
Harmony give the largest shares of any find to Josiah Stowell, his brother Calvin
Stowell, and Isaac Hale’s brother William Hale. The agreement also gives
smaller shares to Joseph Smith, Joseph Smith Sr. and others. The agreement is
signed at Harmony and is witnessed by Isaac Hale.
Joseph Smith and Emma Hale first meet during this time and are
attracted to each other. But Emma’s father Isaac Hale wants his educated, school
teacher daughter to marry someone better than he considers Joseph Smith to be.
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After digging unsuccessfully for a couple weeks, Josiah Stowell, with
Joseph Smith’s urging, gives up the digging project. Joseph Smith and Joseph
Smith Sr. both depart Harmony on about Thursday, November 17 to return home
to Manchester 140 miles to the northwest.61
29 November 1825
Martin Harris Deeds 80 Acres to Lucy Harris. On November 29 Martin
Harris transfers 80 acres of his farm at Palmyra to his wife Lucy Harris (Martin
and Lucy are cousins and so shared the same last name even before their
marriage). Because New York law prohibits transfers of land from husband to
wife, he deeds the property to her brother Peter Harris, who in turn deeds it to
Lucy Harris on the same day. Martin also owns about another 225 acres.62
December 1825
Smith Frame House Completed, Arrangements for Last Land Payment.
In about November the Smiths’ frame house is completed, and the family moves
in. The old log house will sit vacant until Hyrum Smith and Jerusha Barden
marry and move into it a year later.63
Soon after Joseph Smith and Joseph Smith Sr. return home from
Harmony, they are visited at Manchester by Josiah Stowell and Joseph
Knight Sr., who are buying grain to transport and sell in New York City. They
reach an agreement under which Joseph Smith Sr. will deliver a quantity of flour
in the following fall of 1826, for which Josiah Stowell and/or Joseph Knight Sr.
will now pay in advance.
Apparently Smiths have now made the annual land payment for 1824
and only the final $100 payment for 1825 remains. Joseph Smith Sr. sends his
oldest son Hyrum 16 miles south to tell the land agent at Canandaigua, the
county seat of Ontario County, that the final annual payment for 1825 will be
paid by Sunday, December 25. The payment is late, and the land agent has the
legal right to foreclose on the farm without any compensation to Smiths, but late
payments are common in western New York, and the land agent agrees to accept
the late payment.
Meanwhile Joseph Smith Sr. and Joseph Smith travel 125 miles
southeast to collect the advance payment from Josiah Stowell of South
Bainbridge and/or Joseph Knight Sr., who lives at Colesville 3½ miles from
Josiah Stowell. 64
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Thursday, 15 December 1825
Russell Stoddard Obtains Deed to the Smith Family Farm. While Joseph
Smith Sr. and Joseph Smith are away on their trip to South BainbridgeColesville, Russell Stoddard falsely tells the Smiths’ land agent that Hyrum is
cutting down the maple sugar orchard, hauling off the fence rails, and otherwise
damaging the value of the farm. He also says that Joseph Smith Sr. and Joseph
Smith have run away. The land agent is new, does not know Smiths well,
believes this report, and sells the farm to Russell Stoddard as he has the legal
right to do. Russell Stoddard pays for the farm with cash borrowed from friends,
and he receives a deed to the farm. Russell Stoddard and two friends then visit
the Smith home, announce that they have purchased the farm, forbid Smiths to
touch anything, and tell Smiths to leave.
Hyrum Smith immediately calls on Dr. Gain Robinson for help. Gain
Robinson makes out an affidavit affirming the family’s good character and
obtains sixty signatures in about an hour. Hyrum takes this affidavit to the land
agent at Canandaigua, who is enraged to learn that Russell Stoddard’s report was
a lie.
The land agent tries to persuade Russell Stoddard to rescind the
transaction, but at noon on Thursday, December 15 Russell Stoddard agrees to
rescind the sale only if Smiths can pay him $1,000 (presumably for labor as
carpenter or materials for the frame house) by 10 o’clock on Saturday night.
Hyrum Smith also leaves notes describing the crisis at inns along the
route that Joseph Smith Sr. and Joseph Smith would travel on their return from
South Bainbridge-Colesville. They do receive one of these notes and hurry
home, arriving that afternoon or evening, Thursday, December 15.65
Saturday, 17 December 1825
Loss of the Smith Family Farm. Smiths know they will not be able to
raise $1,000 in cash in less than 60 hours, so they look for someone who will
purchase the farm and at least let them stay as tenants to harvest the next crop.
Late Friday evening, December 16 Smiths learn that Lemuel Durfee
might purchase the farm. Before daybreak the next morning Joseph Smith Sr. is
speaking with him. By midmorning Lemuel Durfee inspects the farm and agrees
to buy it. They go to Canandaigua to meet with the land agent, arriving at half
past 9 o’clock in the evening. Russell Stoddard claims the 10 o’clock deadline
has already passed, but he finally relents, and Lemuel Durfee purchases the farm
for $1,135 on Saturday, December 17 (the deed is dated Tuesday, December 20,
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1825). Only $100 is owed to the land agent, and the additional $1,000 may be
paid to Russell Stoddard for his work or materials used on the frame house.
Lemuel Durfee gives Smiths a three year lease to remain on the farm as
tenants until December 1828, and they ultimately remain by permission for a
few additional months until about April 1829. The annual rent for at least two
of those years is paid in the form of six months of service each year by Samuel
Smith, now age 15. Lemuel Durfee also hires Hyrum Smith to cut hay in August
1827 and to do hoeing in June 1828.
Joseph Sr. and Lucy Mack Smith are now 54 and 50 years old, and their
older sons are into marrying age. It is thus likely now that they will never be in
a position to own their own farm, but will instead spend their old age as tenants
or sharecroppers, or else living on the charity of their children.66
It seems likely that this financial disaster would cause Joseph Smith to
confront even more seriously the instruction that he must not have any thought
of financial gain in connection with his receipt of the gold plates.
1825 - 1826
Joseph Smith Again Employed by Josiah Stowell near Colesville.
Following his employment by Josiah Stowell in November 1825 and the loss of
the Smith family farm in December, Joseph Smith again returns to South
Bainbridge, where he is again employed by Josiah Stowell for the winter and for
much of 1826. He may also work part of this time for Joseph Knight Sr. During
this time he attends some formal schooling and several times makes the 20 mile
trip to Harmony, Pennsylvania to see Emma Hale. Her parents continue to
oppose any relationship between them.67
1825 - 1827
Milestones in the Arts at New York City. In 1825 Thomas Cole begins
painting detailed, realistic, and highly romanticized paintings of New York
landscapes. This style of painting becomes known as the Hudson River School.
Landscapes and the Romantic style both become important in American painting
for the first time. Thomas Cole’s paintings are first reviewed on November 22,
1825 in the New York Evening Post.
A week later on November 29, 1825 the first American production of
opera in the grand European style opens at New York City. The production of
Giaochino Rossini’s Barber of Seville, written in 1816, features a famous
European tenor.
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James Fenimore Cooper spends four years at New York City writing
Last of the Mohicans, finishing in 1826. It is a bestseller in both the United
States and Europe and sells over two million copies.
On February 7, 1827 a French ballerina stages the first ballet production
in the U.S. at New York City. Her scanty costume is so shocking that every
woman in the first tier of boxes immediately gets up and leaves the theater.68
13 February 1826
Founding of American Temperance Society in Massachusetts. The
American Temperance Society, the first national organization to advocate the
prohibition of alcoholic beverages, is founded at Boston, Massachusetts on
February 13. From about this time until the beginning of the Civil War in 1861
there is an atmosphere of reform in the United States. The most prominent
reform movement is the abolition or anti-slavery movement, but people also
organize for women’s rights, prison reform, education reform, social welfare,
religious liberalism, the promotion of Sunday schools, and against alcohol and
coffee. Factors contributing to this atmosphere of reform include the religious
revival that began in the 1820’s, the rational spirit of the Enlightenment and its
belief in the possibility of progress, and the Romantic idea that the New World
is a second Eden in which mankind can start all over again and get things right.69
Monday, 20 March 1826
First Criminal Charges against Joseph Smith at South Bainbridge.
On March 20 Joseph Smith stands trial at South Bainbridge in Chenango County
(near Colesville) on a charge of being a disorderly person. Under New York law
a disorderly person includes “all persons pretending to tell fortunes or where lost
or stolen goods may be found.” He is acquitted.70
4 July 1826
50th Anniversary of U.S. Declaration of Independence. On the Fourth
of July, 1826 the United States celebrates the 50th anniversary of the signing of
the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776. John Adams and Thomas
Jefferson both die on this day. They were the next two Presidents after George
Washington, and both participated in writing the Declaration of Independence.
Many take this as a sign of divine favor upon the United States. John Adams’s
son John Quincy Adams is now serving as the 6th U.S. President.71
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27 August 1826
First Overland Trip to California. In 1826 Jedediah Smith leads the first
overland expedition to California, departing on August 27 from the recently
discovered Great Salt Lake Valley and arriving on November 27 at San Gabriel
(now Los Angeles). Along the way the group eats most of its horses as the
horses die of exhaustion and thirst. Other explorers soon follow to California,
including Kit Carson and John Fremont. But as late as 1840 the non-Indian
population of California is still less than 5,000, and though it grows during the
1840’s, it remains small until the California Gold Rush of 1849 when it quickly
explodes to 250,000.72
Fall 1826
Sidney Rigdon Begins Serving as Pastor at Mentor, Ohio. In December
1825 Sidney Rigdon, his wife Phebe Brooks Rigdon and their four small
children move from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania back to the Ohio Western Reserve.
They settle at Bainbridge in Geauga County on land owned by Phebe’s father.
Sidney Rigdon soon begins serving as minister of the small Baptist congregation
at Bainbridge even though he is unwilling, as a Campbellite, to endorse its
Calvinist creed. For the next several months he also serves as a circuit preacher
in the surrounding region. In June 1826 the long-serving pastor of the Baptist
congregation at nearby Mentor dies. The congregation is so impressed with
Sidney Rigdon’s eulogy that in the fall of 1826 it invites him to become the new
pastor. He accepts.
During 1826 Campbellite preacher Walter Scott also leaves Pittsburgh,
moving about 35 miles west to Steubenville in Jefferson County, Ohio.73
Friday, 22 September 1826
Third Anniversary Visit to Hill Cumorah. Joseph Smith again returns
to the Hill Cumorah on Friday, September 22, the third anniversary of his initial
visit. He receives instruction but again does not receive the gold plates.74
Thursday, 2 November 1826
Marriage of Hyrum Smith & Jerusha Barden. Hyrum Smith, the oldest
living Smith son at age 26, marries Jerusha Barden of Palmyra, New York on
Thursday, November 2. They purchase an 80 acre farm adjacent to the Smith
family farm. The Hyrum Smith farm includes the log house that the Smith
family had mistakenly built 50 feet north of the family farm and had lived in
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prior to building the larger frame house. Hyrum & Jerusha move into the old five
room log house.75
late 1826
Joseph Smith’s Desire to Marry Emma Hale. In late 1826 (perhaps while
at Manchester for his annual visit to the Hill Cumorah in late September) Joseph
Smith, the second oldest living Smith son at age 21, tells his parents of his desire
to marry Emma Hale of Harmony, Pennsylvania. He obtains their consent.76
He also asks Isaac Hale for “my consent to his marrying my daughter
Emma. This I refused, and gave my reasons for so doing, some of which were
that he was a stranger and followed a business [money-digging] that I could not
approve.”77
November 1826
Joseph Smith Tells Knights about the Gold Plates. During NovemberDecember 1826 Joseph Smith works for Joseph Knight Sr. at Colesville (now
Ninevah) in Broome County, New York, about 3½ miles south of Josiah
Stowell’s farm at South Bainbridge in Chenango County. Joseph Knight Sr.
settled at Colesville in 1811 and owns a farm, a gristmill, and two carding
machines. “He was not rich, yet he possessed enough of this world’s goods to
secure to himself and family not only the necessaries, but also the comforts of
life.” “He bought three other farms and hired many hands. In [1826] he hired
Joseph Smith.” Knights are Universalists.
It is probably during this time in late 1826 that Joseph Smith tells
Knights about Moroni and the gold plates. “I [Joseph Knight Jr.] think it was in
November [1826] he made known to my father and I that he had seen a vision,
that a Personage had appeared to him and told him where there was a gold book
of ancient date buried, and if he would follow the directions of the angel he
could get it. We were told it in secret. ... My father and I believed what he told
us. I think we were the first after his father’s family.” Joseph Knight Sr. recalls
being told that “if he [Joseph Smith] would do right according to the will of
God, he might obtain [the plates] the 22nd day of September next [1827], and
if not, he never would have them.”78
Thursday, 18 January 1827
Joseph Smith & Emma Hale Marry – 1st Home at Manchester. By
January 1827 Joseph is again working for Josiah Stowell at South Bainbridge,
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New York. During January Emma Hale travels 20 miles from Harmony to visit
Joseph and, with Josiah Stowell’s encouragement, they are married on January
18 by Justice of the Peace Zachariah Tarbell at the justice’s home at South
Bainbridge. Joseph is 21 and Emma is 22½.
Hales are very upset about Emma’s “abduction.” Anticipating this
reaction, Joseph & Emma move in with Joseph’s parents in the frame home at
Manchester. Joseph farms the 1827 season at Manchester with his father Joseph
Smith Sr.79
early 1827
Joseph Smith Severely Chastised by Moroni. Not long after Joseph
Smith marries and returns to live with his parents, his father sends him early in
the day on an errand into town at Manchester, about 6 miles south of the family
farm. He is expected home at the latest by 6 o’clock in the evening (sundown),
but it is three hours after dark before he finally arrives.
“On coming in, he [Joseph Smith] threw himself into a chair, apparently
much exhausted. ... Presently he smiled and said in a calm tone, ‘I have taken
the severest chastisement that I have ever had in my life.’” He has to calm his
father by explaining that it was not a neighbor who chastised him, but the angel
Moroni as he was passing by the Hill Cumorah when about halfway home. He
continues relating that “the angel met me and said that I had not been engaged
enough in the work of the Lord, that the time had come for the record to be
brought forth, and that I must be up and doing and set myself about the things
which God had commanded me to do. But give yourself no uneasiness
concerning the reprimand which I have received, for I now know the course that
I am to pursue, so all will be well.” Moroni has also told Joseph Smith to
attempt again to obtain the plates on the next September 22, but he does not yet
tell this to his parents.80
1827
Massachusetts Requires the Establishment of Free Public High Schools.
In 1827, six years after the first free public high school in the United States
opened at Boston, the Massachusetts legislature passes the nation’s first state
high school law. The law requires that a free, tax-supported public high school
be established in every town of 500 or more families. Other states soon adopt
similar laws.81
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29 March 1827
Founding of Independence, Missouri and Fort Leavenworth. During the
1820’s shallower boats are introduced on the Missouri River. This pushes
upstream and westward the point at which goods can be cheaply transported by
water to come into the United States from, or to supply, the Rocky Mountain fur
trade and the Santa Fe Trail trade.
In 1825 the Osage and Kansas Indians sign treaties that cede all of their
lands within the state of Missouri to the U.S. government. Jackson County is
soon organized in western Missouri out of a portion of those lands.
On March 29, 1827 the town of Independence is founded as the county
seat of Jackson County. Located at a landing that can be reached by these new
shallow boats, the volume of trade grows rapidly, and Independence soon
displaces Franklin as the starting point for the Santa Fe Trail. The merchants at
Independence do not merely supply local farmers, but are engaged in substantial
commercial enterprises to outfit large trading expeditions and to then sell to
successful traders and fur trappers who return to the U.S. with large quantities
of cash or furs. Located on the nation’s largest westward river only 12 miles
from Indian Territory, Independence becomes the gateway to the west.82
In May 1827 Colonel Henry Leavenworth selects the site for a
permanent military camp about 30 miles upstream from Independence, and
construction begins in September. The fort is used to patrol the Santa Fe Trail
(and in later years also the California Trail and Oregon Trail). A town grows up
around Fort Leavenworth as use of the trail increases. For the next twenty years
Fort Leavenworth will be the only U.S. settlement in Indian Territory.83
August 1827
Joseph & Emma Smith Agree to Move to Harmony. Emma Hale Smith
writes from Manchester, New York to her father Isaac Hale at Harmony,
Pennsylvania asking whether she can retrieve her clothing, furniture, cows and
other property. Her father replies that her property is safe and at her disposal.
In August Joseph & Emma hire their neighbor Peter Ingersoll to carry
them in his wagon to retrieve Emma’s property. Upon their arrival at Harmony,
Isaac Hale addresses Joseph Smith in a flood of tears saying: “You have stolen
my daughter and married her. I had much rather have followed her to the grave.”
Isaac tells Joseph that, if he will move to Harmony and work for a living, Isaac
will help to set him up in business. Joseph accepts this offer and makes
arrangements with Emma’s brother Alva Hale to go to Manchester with a wagon
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and bring Joseph’s property to Harmony (this will occur in about December).
Joseph & Emma then return to Manchester with Peter Ingersoll.84
1827 - 1829
Sidney Rigdon’s Campbellite Crusades in Ohio Western Reserve.
During 1827-1829 Sidney Rigdon is instrumental in establishing several
Campbellite congregations throughout the Ohio Western Reserve as he conducts
itinerant crusades.85 Among those baptized into the Campbellite church by
Sidney Rigdon during these years are: (1) Orson Hyde, formerly a Methodist, in
about 1827;86 (2) Edward Partridge and his wife Lydia Clisbee Partridge of
Painesville, formerly Universalists, who are baptized into the Mentor
congregation in 1828;87 (3) Isaac Morley of Kirtland and his family, formerly
Presbyterians, in 1828;88 (4) Parley Pratt in about April 1829;89 (5) Lyman Wight
in May 1829;90 (6) Newel Whitney and his wife Elizabeth Smith Whitney of
Kirtland by 1830;91 and (7) Eliza Snow of Mantua by 1830.92 John Murdock,
formerly a Methodist lay preacher, is also brought into the Campbellite
movement in about 1827 through Thomas Clapp, brother to his wife Julia Clapp
Murdock.93
About this time Sidney Rigdon invites Orson Hyde to stay with the
Rigdon family at Mentor, and Sidney Rigdon tutors him for several months in
English grammar. Orson Hyde then attends the Burton Academy for two
quarters where he studies grammar, geography, arithmetic and rhetoric. He then
lives for several months at Mentor with the Clapp family, in whose home the
local public library is located, and he spends much of his time reading from that
library. Orson Hyde will soon hear about Joseph Smith’s Gold Bible but will
consider it to be a hoax.94
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2. Translation and Loss of the 116 Pages
September 1827 - September 1828
D&C 3

This chapter covers the year
during which Joseph Smith receives
the gold plates, translates 116 pages
of manuscript with Martin Harris,
and then loses that manuscript. This
chapter concludes with Joseph
Smith’s receipt of D&C 3.
Persecution at Manchester.
Joseph Smith finally receives the
gold plates on September 22, 1827,
the fourth anniversary of Moroni’s
initial visit. “The most strenuous
exertions” are immediately made to
get the plates away from him. By
December Joseph & Emma flee
Manchester-Palmyra to go live with
Emma’s parents at Harmony,
Pennsylvania.
Martin Harris & 116 Pages.
Martin Harris meanwhile becomes
convinced that Joseph Smith is
called of God, and he helps Joseph
in many ways. Martin helps Joseph
to leave Manchester by giving him
$50 and helping to conceal the gold
plates for the trip to Harmony. He
takes characters copied from the

plates to Professor Charles Anthon
at New York City to verify the
correctness of the translation. And
for two months he serves as scribe
for the translation, writing
116 manuscript pages.
Martin Harris then takes the
manuscript home to show to his
wife at Palmyra. A month later
Joseph follows to check up on the
manuscript and learns it has been
lost. Upon returning home to
Harmony he receives D&C 3, in
which he is severely chastised and
warned that he will fall and have no
further gift unless he repents.
After ten weeks on probation,
Joseph Smith again receives the
plates on September 22, 1828, the
fifth anniversary of Moroni’s initial
visit. The intervening year is a false
start in terms of moving the work
forward. But in terms of preparing
Joseph Smith to lead that work, it
teaches him the necessity of relying
completely and exclusively upon
God.
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Lucy Harris. Lucy Harris also
appears in this chapter and the next.
She is at first inclined to help
Joseph Smith with the translation
and publication of the gold plates.
She even has a dream through
which she obtains a testimony of his
calling. But she has opinions about
her role, and those opinions are
soon frustrated. By February 1828
she is angry at her husband Martin
and at Smiths, and she is afraid that
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Smiths will cause the loss of the
Harrises’ financial security. This
fear is even vindicated when Martin
Harris later sells much of his farm
to satisfy the cost of printing the
Book of Mormon. Throughout 1828
and early 1829 Lucy Harris is
Joseph Smith’s most active
persecutor. But by the time the
translation is completed in the
summer of 1829 she will largely
disappear from Church history.
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mid September 1827
Martin Harris Told the Time Has Come to Receive the Plates. Two or
three days before September 22, Joseph Smith Sr. tells Martin Harris that the
time has come for Joseph to receive the gold plates. Martin Harris is also told
to hold this information in confidence, but he subsequently goes to the house of
a local preacher and lets slip that Joseph has the gold plates, adding that they
will settle all religious controversies and speedily bring in the Millennium.1
Thursday, 20 September 1827
Josiah Stowell & Joseph Knight Sr. Visit Smiths. On Thursday,
September 20 Josiah Stowell and Joseph Knight Sr. arrive at Manchester in
anticipation of Joseph Smith receiving the gold plates. They are returning from
a business trip to Rochester that they purposely scheduled to coincide with
Joseph Smith’s annual visit to the Hill Cumorah. They stay with Smiths for
about a week.2
mid September 1827
Willard Chase Declines to Make a Box for the Plates. Shortly before
September 22 Joseph Smith asks Willard Chase, a local Methodist Sunday
School class leader, to make a container for the plates. He declines.3
Saturday, 22 September 1827
Fourth Annual Visit to Hill Cumorah, Joseph Receives the Plates.
Near nightfall on Friday, September 21 Joseph Smith asks his father to watch
Samuel Lawrence’s house (just east of the Smith farm) and, if he sees any
activity, to warn Samuel Lawrence not to interfere with Joseph’s visit to the Hill
Cumorah. Joseph Smith Sr. returns after dark and reports seeing no activity.4
His mother Lucy Mack Smith is still sitting up with her work after
midnight in the very early morning of Saturday, September 22 when Joseph &
Emma Smith drive Joseph Knight Sr.’s horse and wagon for the 3 mile trip south
to the Hill Cumorah. Lucy Mack Smith spends the rest of the night praying, “for
the anxiety of my mind would not let me sleep.”5
Upon arriving at the Hill Cumorah, Emma kneels down and prays.
Joseph ascends the hill alone, and on the fourth anniversary of his initial visit he
finally receives the gold plates and the breastplate with the urim and thummim.
Regarding the plates, Moroni charges Joseph “that I should be responsible for
them; that if I should let them go carelessly, or through any neglect of mine,
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I should be cut off; but that if I would use all my endeavors to preserve them
until he, the messenger, should call for them, they should be protected.”
The gold plates are about 6 inches wide, 8 inches tall, and 6 inches thick.
They weigh about 50 pounds. The individual sheets are as thin as common tin
and pliable like paper. The edges rustle with a metallic sound when flipped like
the pages of a book. The writing consists of engraved hieroglyphics. The sheets
are bound together as a book by three large rings. A portion of the book is sealed
so it does not open.
Upon receiving the plates Joseph locates a birch log, decayed but with
the bark still sound, about 3 miles from the Smith home. He carefully removes
a portion of the bark with his pocketknife, makes a hole in the decayed wood
into which he puts the plates and the urim and thummim, and replaces the bark.
He then lays brush against the log to further conceal the hiding place.6
Joseph & Emma then return home about breakfast time. “Joseph called
me [Joseph Knight Sr.] into the other room, and he set his foot on the bed and
leaned his head on his hand and says ‘Well, I am disappointed.’ ‘Well,’ say I, ‘I
am sorry.’ ‘Well,’ says he [Joseph Smith, about to spring the joke], ‘I am greatly
disappointed – It is ten times better than I expected.’ ... He seemed to think more
of the glasses or the urim and thummim than he did of the plates for, says he, ‘I
can see anything. They are marvelous.’”7
Later that day Joseph Smith (or perhaps Hyrum) arranges with a
cabinetmaker to build a chest in which to keep the plates. Joseph does not know
how he will pay for the chest since at the moment Smiths have no cash.8
Saturday, 22 September 1827
Youngs See Vision in the Night Sky. On the night of Saturday,
September 22 “I [Heber Kimball] had retired to bed [at Mendon, Monroe
County, New York, 10-15 miles west of Palmyra], when John P. Greene
[husband of Rhoda Young Greene and brother-in-law of Brigham Young], who
was living within a hundred steps of my house, came and waked me up, calling
upon me to come out and behold the scenery in the heavens. I woke up and
called my wife [Vilate Murray Kimball] and [my mother-in-law] Sister Fanny
Young Murray (sister to Brigham Young), who was living with us, and we went
out of doors.
“It was one of the most beautiful starlight nights, so clear that we could
see to pick up a pin. We looked to the eastern horizon and beheld a white smoke
arise toward the heavens. As it ascended, it formed itself into a belt and made
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a noise like the sound of a mighty wind, and continued southwest, forming a
regular bow dipping in the western horizon. After the bow had formed, it began
to widen out and grow clear and transparent, of a bluish cast. It grew wide
enough to contain twelve men abreast.
“In this bow an army moved, commencing from the east and marching
to the west. They continued marching until they reached the western horizon.
They moved in platoons, and walked so close that the rear ranks trod in the steps
of their file leaders, until the whole bow was literally crowded with soldiers. We
could distinctly see the muskets, bayonets and knapsacks of the men, who wore
caps and feathers like those used by the American soldiers in the last War [of
1812] with Britain, and also saw their officers with their swords and equipage,
and the clashing and jingling of their implements of war, and could discover the
forms and features of the men. The most profound order existed throughout the
entire army. When the foremost man stepped, every man stepped at the same
time. I could hear the steps. When the front rank reached the western horizon a
battle ensued, as we could distinctly hear the report of the arms and the rush.
“No man could judge my feelings when I beheld that army of men, as
plainly as ever I saw armies of men in the flesh. It seemed as though every hair
of my head was alive. This scenery we gazed upon for hours until it began to
disappear.
“After I became acquainted with Mormonism, I learned that this took
place the same evening that Joseph Smith received the records of the Book of
Mormon from the angel Moroni, who had held those records in his possession.
“John Young Sr. and John P. Greene’s wife Rhoda were also witnesses.
My wife, being frightened at what she saw, said ‘Father Young [John Sr.], what
does all this mean?’ ‘Why, it’s one of the signs of the coming of the Son of
Man,’ he replied in a lively, pleased manner. The next night similar scenery was
beheld in the west by the neighbors, representing armies of men who were
engaged in battle.”9
Monday, 24 September 1827
Joseph Smith Asked to Dig Well for Cash Payment. On Sunday, the day
after Joseph receives the plates, Smiths learn that widow Mary Wells of
Macedon (in Wayne County just west of Palmyra) wants Joseph to dig a well for
her. She will pay cash, which would allow him to pay for the chest he ordered.
He goes to Macedon the next day, Monday, September 24 and begins work.10
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September - November 1827
Attempts Generally to Get the Plates from Smiths. “I [Joseph Smith]
soon found out the reason why I had received such strict charges to keep them
[the gold plates] safe ... For no sooner was it known that I had them, than the
most strenuous exertions were used to get them from me. Every stratagem that
could be invented was resorted to for that purpose. The persecution became
more bitter and severe than before, and multitudes were on the alert continually
to get them from me, if possible.” Smiths have to guard the house while the
plates are kept inside. Some neighbors offer to pay Smiths to see the plates.
Numerous falsehoods regarding Smiths are also circulated.11
Wednesday, 26 September 1827
Joseph Smith Brings the Plates Home. On Tuesday, September 25 “one
of the neighbors asked Mr. Smith [Joseph Sr.] many questions concerning the
plates.” He soon learns that about a dozen men led by Willard Chase have
gathered to try to get the plates away from Joseph.
The next day, Wednesday, September 26, Joseph Smith Sr. goes among
his neighbors to see what he can learn. He finds a group gathered behind Samuel
Lawrence’s house with a highly regarded conjurer who has traveled perhaps
60 miles to join them. Joseph Sr. eavesdrops through an open doorway while
pretending to read a borrowed newspaper until he has learned their plan. He then
returns home and sends Emma on horseback to Macedon to warn Joseph.
As Emma approaches Macedon, Joseph feels impressed to climb up out
of the well he is digging, and he meets Emma as she arrives. Through the urim
and thummim he checks on the plates and sees that they are still safe for the
moment. Then, after overcoming Mary Wells’s initial protests, he borrows a
second horse and rides home alongside Emma to Manchester.
On arriving home Joseph asks his brother Hyrum “to get a chest having
a good lock and key, and to have it there by the time he (Joseph) should return.
And after giving these instructions, Joseph started for the plates.”
As Joseph is on his way home through the woods, with the plates
wrapped in the linen smock he had worn while digging the well, and as he is
jumping over a fallen tree, he encounters a man who demands the plates from
him. The man hits Joseph with a club or gun, badly bruising his side, but he
knocks the man down and runs for home. He encounters two more lone
assailants on the way home, and during the last encounter he dislocates his right
thumb. He finally arrives home speechless with fright and exhaustion. He hands
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the plates in at the window to either Josiah Stowell or his mother Lucy Mack
Smith. Several men, including at least Joseph Smith Sr., Josiah Stowell and
Joseph Knight Sr., search unsuccessfully for the attackers.
Hyrum has not yet returned from his log home to the Smith family frame
home with a box, and Don Carlos, age 11, is sent to fetch him. “When [Don]
Carlos arrived at Hyrum’s, he found him at tea with two of his wife’s sisters
[who are visiting to celebrate the birth of his first child on September 16]. Just
as Hyrum was raising a cup to his mouth, [Don] Carlos touched his shoulder.
Without waiting to hear one word from the child, he dropped the cup, sprang
from the table, caught the chest, turned it upside down and, emptying its
contents on the floor, left the house instantly with the chest on his shoulder.”
This chest had previously been Alvin’s writing desk.12
late September 1827
Lucy Mack Smith Handles Urim and Thummim. “After bringing home
the plates, Joseph commenced working with his father and brothers on the farm
in order to be as near as possible to the treasure which was confided to his care.”
“Soon after this he came in from work one afternoon, and after
remaining a short time, he put on his great coat and left the house. I [his mother
Lucy Mack Smith] was engaged at the time in an upper room in preparing some
oilcloths for painting. When he returned he requested me to come downstairs.
I told him that I could not leave my work just then, yet upon his urgent request
I finally concluded to go down and see what he wanted, upon which he handed
me the breastplate spoken of in his history.
“It was wrapped in a thin muslin handkerchief, so thin that I could feel
its proportions without any difficulty. It was concave on one side and convex on
the other, and extended from the neck downwards as far as the center of the
stomach of a man of extraordinary size. It had four straps of the same material,
for the purpose of fastening it to the breast, two of which ran back to go over the
shoulders, and the other two were designed to fasten to the hips. They were just
the width of two of my fingers (for I measured them), and they had holes in the
end of them to be convenient in fastening. After I had examined it, Joseph
placed it in the chest with the urim and thummim.”13
When in use, the urim and thummim are attached to a silver rod that
extends up from the breastplate and holds the two stones in front of the wearer’s
eyes in a silver figure-8 shaped bow.14
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late September 1827
Plates Buried by Fireplace. “Shortly after this circumstance [allowing his
mother to handle the urim and thummim], Joseph [Smith] came to the house in
a great haste and ... said that a mob would be there that night, if they did not
come before that time, to search for the record.” Smiths take up the hearth stones
in front of the fireplace and dig a hole in which they bury the plates. “This was
done as speedily as possible, but the hearth was scarcely relaid when a large
company of men, well armed, came rushing up to the house.” The male
members of the Smith family rush out of the house toward the oncoming mob
with such fury, calling as though followed by a large company of men, that the
mob is put to flight and disperses in the woods.
Alva Beaman of Livonia, Livingston County, New York arrives at the
Smith home soon after Joseph’s arrival with the plates, helps to bury them under
the hearth, and remains with Smiths for a few days.15
late September 1827
Claim on the Plates Asserted by Treasure Diggers. Some of the local
treasure diggers at Palmyra claim a share in the ownership of the gold plates.
“The money-diggers claimed that they had as much right to the plates as Joseph
had, as they were in company together. They claimed that Joseph had been
traitor, and had appropriated to himself that which belonged to them. For this
reason Joseph was afraid of them and continued concealing the plates.”16
Samuel Lawrence, an active treasure-digger and Smiths’ neighbor to the
east, visits them while the plates are buried under the hearth. He is accompanied
by “a great rodsman” who uses divining rods to find hidden items. Samuel
Lawrence tries to bargain with Joseph for a share of the plates but fails. The
rodsman then takes out his divining rods, which point at the hearth, and he says
“‘There, it is under that hearth.’ So they [Smiths] had to guard the house.”17
It appears that this is the last event for which Josiah Stowell and Joseph
Knight Sr. are still present at Manchester and that they depart for home soon
after.
September - October 1827
Plates Hidden in Cooper Shop, New Box for the Plates. Soon after
scaring off the mob, Joseph Smith receives an intimation of another mob and the
need to move the plates. Also, the wall of the Smith home is partly down, and
Smiths are afraid that someone could get under the house and dig the plates out.
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“Consequently he [Joseph] took them [the plates] out of the box in
which they were placed, and wrapping them in clothes, carried them across the
road to [Smiths’] cooper’s shop and laid them in a quantity of flax which was
stowed in the shop loft. After which he nailed up the box again, then tore up the
floor of the shop and put it under the same. As soon as night came, the mob
[following directions from Willard Chase’s sister Sally Chase] came also and
commenced ransacking the place. They rummaged round the house and all over
the premises ... The next morning we found the floor of the cooper’s shop torn
up and the box which was laid under it shivered in pieces.” The plates, however,
are still safe up in the loft. The box destroyed by the mob is the one made by the
cabinetmaker, not Alvin’s writing desk.
“When they [the plates] were taken from there [the cooper shop], they
were put into an old Ontario Glass [Company] box. Old Mr. [Alva] Beaman
sawed off the ends, making the box the right length to put them in, and when
they went in he said he heard them jink, but he was not permitted to see them.”
The plates are still being kept in this third box after Joseph & Emma
subsequently move to Harmony. It appears that this is the last event for which
Alva Beaman is present and that he returns home to Livonia soon after.18
October - November 1827
Lucy Mack Smith Requests that Martin Harris Visit Joseph Smith.
During about October - November, “Joseph came to me [his mother Lucy Mack
Smith] one afternoon and requested me to go [3½ miles north] to this Mr.
[Martin] Harris and inform him that he had got the plates and that he desired to
see Mr. Harris concerning the matter. ...
“On arriving at Mr. Harris’s, I cautiously detailed the particulars [to his
wife, Lucy Harris] with regard to Joseph’s finding the plates, so far as wisdom
dictated and necessity demanded in order to satisfy Mrs. Harris’s curiosity.
However, she did not wait for me to get through with my story before she
commenced urging upon me a considerable amount of money that she had at her
command. ... I told her that I came on no such business, that I did not want her
money, and that Joseph would attend to his own affairs, but that I would like to
talk to Mr. Harris a moment and then return home. ... Yet, notwithstanding all
this, she was determined to assist in the business, for she said she knew that we
should want money, and she could spare $200 as well as not.
“After detaining me a few minutes she went with me to her husband, and
I told him that I wished to speak with him. He replied that he was not going to
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stop his work, for he was just laying the last brick in his hearth. ‘You see,’ said
he, ‘this is the last work I have to do on the house, and it is the last work I shall
do about the house or on the farm in one year. And when this is done I am going
to hire a hand to work a year for me, as I shall travel that length of time before
I shall settle myself at home again.’”
Upon completing the hearth, “He said that he would see Joseph in the
course of a few days. At this his wife exclaimed, ‘Yes, and I am going to see
him, too, and I will be there on Tuesday afternoon, and I will stop overnight.’”19
October - November 1827
Lucy Harris Visits Smiths and Is Convinced that Joseph Has the Plates.
“Accordingly, when Tuesday afternoon arrived, Mrs. Harris made her
appearance [at the Smith home], and as soon as she was well seated she began
to importune my [Lucy Mack Smith’s] son [Joseph] relative to the truth of what
he had said concerning the record, declaring that if he really had any plates she
would see them, and that she was determined to help him publish them. He told
her she was mistaken, that she could not see them, for he was not permitted to
exhibit them to anyone except those whom the Lord should appoint to testify of
them ...
“Then said she, ‘Joseph, I will tell you what I will do. If I can get a
witness that you speak the truth, I will believe all you say about the matter and
I shall want to do something about the translation. I mean to help you any way.’
This closed the evening’s conversation.”
That night Lucy Harris has a dream in which she is shown the plates and
is told that she has improperly disputed the word of the Lord’s servant. The next
morning she accurately describes the plates and insists on loaning Joseph $28.
He finally accepts “in order to get rid of further importunity upon the subject.”20
October - November 1827
Martin Harris Visits Smiths and Is Convinced that Joseph Has the Plates.
A day or two after Lucy Harris returns home, her husband Martin Harris also
visits Smiths. “I [Martin] found that Joseph had gone away to work for Peter
Ingersoll to get [earn] some flour. I was glad he was absent, for that gave me an
opportunity of talking with his wife and the family about the plates. I talked with
them separately to see if their stories agreed, and I found they did agree. When
Joseph came home I did not wish him to know that I had been talking with them,
so I took him by the arm and led him away from the rest and requested him to
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tell me the story, which he did ... I said ‘If it is the devil’s work I will have
nothing to do with it. But if it is the Lord’s, you can have all the money
necessary to bring it before the world.’ He said the angel told him that the plates
must be translated, printed, and sent before the world. ... While at Mr. Smith’s
I hefted the plates, and I knew from the heft that they were lead or gold, and I
knew that Joseph had not credit enough to buy so much lead.
“I left Mr. Smith’s about 11 o’clock and went home. I retired to my
bedroom and prayed God to show me concerning these things, and I covenanted
that if it was his work and he would show me so, I would put forth my best
ability to bring it before the world. He then showed me that it was his work ...
by the still small voice spoken in the soul. Then I was satisfied that it was the
Lord’s work, and I was under a covenant to bring it forth.”21
October - November 1827
Joseph & Emma Smith Ask Alva Hale for Transportation to Harmony.
During October - November, Joseph & Emma Hale Smith write to her brother
Alva Hale requesting that he come from Harmony to Manchester with a wagon
and carry them back to Harmony.22
Martin Harris advises Joseph to settle his debts before leaving, to leave
ahead of his announced departure in order to avoid being mobbed, and to have
Alva Hale cut some clubs for self-defense and bring them from Harmony in the
wagon.23
October - December 1827
Mob of 50 Threatens Joseph Smith. “When it became generally known
that Joseph was about moving to Pennsylvania, a mob of fifty men collected
themselves together, and they went to Dr. [Alexander] McIntyre, [Smiths’
regular physician and nephew of their friend Dr. Gain Robinson,] and requested
him to take the command of the company, stating that they were resolved on
following Joe Smith and taking his Gold Bible from him. The doctor ... told
them they were a pack of devilish fools and to go home and mind their own
business. ... After this a quarrel arose among them respecting who should be
captain, and it ran so high that it broke up the expedition.”24
late November - December 1827
Alva Hale Arrives at Manchester, Martin Harris Gives Joseph $50.
In about late November or December 1827 Alva Hale brings a wagon 140 miles
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from Harmony, Pennsylvania to Manchester, New York. He also brings the
wooden clubs suggested by Martin Harris.
“During the short interval of Alva’s stay with us, he and Joseph were one
day in Palmyra at a public house transacting some business. As they were thus
engaged, Mr. [Martin] Harris came in. He stepped immediately up to my son
[Joseph], and taking him by the hand, said, ‘How do you do, Mr. Smith.’ After
which he took a bag of silver from his pocket and said again, ‘Here, Mr. Smith,
is fifty dollars. I give this to you to do the Lord’s work with. No, I give it to the
Lord for his own work.’ ‘No,’ said Joseph, ‘We will give you a note [promising
repayment] ...’ Mr. Harris, however, insisted that he would give the money to the
Lord, and called those present to witness the fact that he gave it freely and did
not demand any compensation.” This money makes it possible for Joseph Smith
to settle his financial obligations and move to Harmony without being followed
by lawsuits for debt.25
December 1827
Joseph & Emma Smith Move from Manchester to Harmony.
In probably early December Alva Hale carries Joseph Smith, Emma Hale Smith,
and Joseph’s belongings in his wagon 140 miles southeast to Harmony,
Pennsylvania. Joseph Smith has given out that they will leave Manchester on
Monday, but they leave instead on the preceding Saturday night. The Ontario
Glass box containing the plates is hidden near the bottom of a barrel filled with
beans. Emma is two months pregnant.
Upon arriving at Harmony, Joseph & Emma live with her parents Isaac
& Elizabeth Lewis Hale in two rooms of their home. Joseph uses one of the two
rooms as an office to study the characters on the plates with the urim and
thummim. For the first time in weeks he can work in relative peace, copies many
of the characters, and translates some of them with the urim and thummim.26
February 1828
Joseph & Emma Smith Move onto Small Farm at Harmony – 2nd Home.
While Joseph & Emma live with her parents at Harmony, her father Isaac Hale
is shown the Ontario Glass box in which the plates are kept. He is allowed to
feel the weight of the box, but not to look inside to see the plates. He is
displeased “and informed him [Joseph] that if there was anything in my house
of that description which I could not be allowed to see, he must take it away. ...
After that the plates were said to be hid in the woods.”
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Soon after, in February 1828, Joseph & Emma move into a small house
belonging to her oldest brother Jesse Hale on 13½ acres that belong to her father
Isaac Hale. They live on the small farm by permission until a contract to
purchase the property for $200 is signed in April 1829. The home is 26 feet
wide, 18 feet deep, and 14 feet high, with two rooms on the ground floor, a large
single room upstairs, and a basement. It stands about 150 yards from the Isaac
Hale home.27
February 1828
Martin Harris Visits Harmony, Lucy Harris Turns Against Joseph Smith.
In February, as previously arranged, Martin Harris travels from Palmyra to visit
Joseph Smith at Harmony. “When Mrs. [Lucy] Harris heard of what her husband
had in contemplation, she resolved to accompany him. But he, concluding that
it would be better to go without her, left quite suddenly without her knowledge
in company with my son Hyrum [Smith].” They ride in a small wagon pulled by
a team of mules.
“Mrs. Harris soon missed her husband, ... became highly exasperated,
and charged me [Lucy Mack Smith] with planning the whole affair. I protested
against it ... Mrs. Harris then observed that she had property, and knew how to
take care of it, which she would convince me of. ‘Now stop,’ said I. ‘Do you
know that we have never asked you for money or property? And that if we had
been disposed to take advantage of your liberality, could we not have obtained
at least $270 of your cash?’ She answered in the affirmative. Notwithstanding,
she went home in a great rage, determined to have satisfaction for the treatment
which she had received.”28
February - March 1828
Martin Harris Visits Professor Charles Anthon. By the time Martin
Harris arrives at Harmony in February, Joseph Smith has copied a “considerable
number” of characters from the plates and translated some of them with the urim
and thummim.
Martin Harris departs Harmony with a transcript (or copy) of the
characters and their translation, driving his team and wagon, to visit three noted
linguists, probably as follows. (1) First, to Lt. Governor Luther Bradish at
Albany, New York, and (2) then to Samuel Mitchill of Rutgers Medical College
at New York City. (3) He then visits professor Charles Anthon of Columbia
University at New York City, who confirms the ancient nature of the characters
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and the correctness of the translation, and he gives Martin Harris a certificate to
that effect. But when told that Joseph Smith claims to have received the plates
from an angel, he tears up the certificate and asks that the book be brought to
him to translate. Martin Harris responds that the plates are not allowed to be
shown, and that a portion of them are sealed. Charles Anthon replies that
“I cannot read a sealed book.” (4) Finally, Martin Harris returns to Samuel
Mitchill, who confirms Charles Anthon’s evaluation of the characters and
translation. (It is doubtful that anyone in the United States in 1828 could actually
say whether the characters are correctly translated, but Charles Anthon is about
as well qualified as anyone in the country).
Following these visits, Martin Harris returns to Harmony convinced of
Joseph Smith’s calling. This visit with Charles Anthon is considered to fulfill the
prophecy of Isaiah 29:11-12.29
late March - early April 1828
Lucy Harris Harasses Joseph Smith at Harmony and Palmyra. In March
Martin Harris returns home from Harmony to Palmyra to arrange his affairs for
an extended absence. “In a short time Mr. Harris returned [to Palmyra], and his
wife’s anger kindled afresh at his presence, insomuch that she prepared a
separate bed and room for him, which room she refused to enter.”
Flanders Dikes has been courting the daughter of Martin & Lucy Harris,
also named Lucy, age about 19. Martin Harris and the daughter approve of his
attentions, but the mother Lucy Harris opposes the match. While Martin is at
Palmyra, however, his wife Lucy agrees with Flanders Dikes that she will give
her consent if he will obtain Martin’s transcript of Egyptian characters and make
a copy for her. He does as requested (and so will marry the daughter Lucy on
May 8).
Martin & his wife Lucy Harris then set out for Harmony at the end of
March. During the trip, “the first time he [Martin Harris] exhibited the
characters ... she [Lucy Harris] took out of her pocket an exact copy of the same,
and told those present that Joe Smith was not the only one who was in
possession of this great curiosity, that she had the same characters, and they
were quite as genuine as those shown by Mr. Harris. ...
“As soon as she arrived there [at Harmony], she informed him [Joseph
Smith] that her object in coming was to see the plates, and that she would never
leave until she had accomplished it. Accordingly, without delay, she commenced
ransacking every nook and corner of the house – chests, trunks, cupboards, etc.
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Consequently, Joseph was under the necessity of removing both the breastplate
and the record from the house and secreting them elsewhere. Not finding them
in the house, she concluded that Joseph had buried them, and the next day she
commenced searching out of doors, which she continued to do until about
2 o’clock” in the afternoon at which time, out in the snow where reptiles are
rarely found, she “encountered a horrible black snake, which gave her a terrible
fright, and she ran with all possible speed to the house.”
“The woman was so perplexed and disappointed in all her undertakings
that she left the house and took lodgings during her stay in Pennsylvania with a
near neighbor. ... While this woman [Lucy Harris] remained in the
neighborhood, she did all that lay in her power to injure Joseph in the estimation
of his neighbors, telling them that he was a great imposter ... [with] a design
upon her husband’s property.” After two weeks Martin Harris takes his wife
home to Palmyra and then returns alone to Harmony.
“Immediately after Martin Harris left home for Pennsylvania, his wife
went from place to place [at Palmyra], and from house to house, telling her
grievances and declaring that Joseph Smith was practicing a deception upon the
people, which was about to strip her of all that she possessed ... So she carried
away her furniture, linen and bedding, also other movable articles, until she
nearly stripped the premises of everything that could conduce to comfort or
convenience, depositing them with ... her friends and acquaintances” in order to
put them beyond Joseph Smith’s reach.30
Saturday, 12 April 1828
Translation of the 116 Page Manuscript at Harmony. Beginning on
Saturday, April 12 and continuing for two months until Saturday, June 14,
Joseph Smith translates from the gold plates with Martin Harris as scribe. They
hang a thick blanket to curtain off one end of the upstairs room in Joseph’s
home. The blanket separates the two men and prevents Martin from seeing the
plates.31
“By putting his finger on one of the characters and imploring divine aid,
then looking through the urim and thummim, he would see the import written
in plain English on a screen placed before him.” “Joseph dictated to me [Martin
Harris] from the plates of gold as the characters thereon assumed, through the
urim and thummim, the forms of equivalent modern words.”32
But over time Joseph Smith stops using the urim and thummim in favor
of a seer stone in his possession. “Now the first part my [Emma Smith’s]
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husband translated, was translated by the use of urim and thummim ... After that
he used a small stone, not exactly black, but was rather a dark color.” “He
[Martin Harris] said that the Prophet possessed a seer stone, by which he was
enabled to translate as well as from the urim and thummim, and for convenience
he then used the seer stone. ... By aid of the seer stone, sentences would appear
and were read by the Prophet and written by Martin, and when finished he
would say ‘Written.’” “The stone was placed in a hat” to block out the ambient
light, “and with the aid of this seer stone the Prophet would read sentence by
sentence as Martin wrote.”33
“When they became weary, as it was confining work to translate from
the plates of gold, they would go down to the river and throw stones into the
water for exercise. Martin on one occasion picked up a stone resembling the one
with which they were translating, and on resuming their work Martin placed the
false stone in the hat. He said that the Prophet looked quietly for a long time,
when he raised his head and said ‘Martin, what on earth is the matter, all is dark
as Egypt.’ Martin smiled [his ‘countenance betrayed him’], and the Seer
discovered that the wrong stone was placed in the hat. When he asked Martin
why he had done so, he replied, to stop the mouths of fools who had declared
that the Prophet knew by heart all that he told him to write, and did not see by
the seer stone. When the true stone was placed in the hat, the translation was
resumed as usual.”34
During these two months Martin Harris fills 116 pages of manuscript
(handwriting) as Joseph Smith translates from Mormon’s abridgement of the
Large Plates of Nephi. (Joseph Smith refers to this manuscript as the Book of
Lehi, and in the following January of 1829 his mother Lucy Mack Smith will
write a letter about the translation in which she says that Ishmael is the brother
of Lehi’s wife Sariah and that the Jews at Jerusalem were destroyed because of
one or more secret combinations that existed among them). No lengthy
examples of Martin Harris’s handwriting survive, but 116 pages of manuscript
by Oliver Cowdery would fill about 125 printed pages in the current 1981
edition of the Book of Mormon.35
The work of translating is often interrupted and does not progress
steadily. On one occasion they bury the plates in the woods for safekeeping.
“Did I [Martin] not at one time hold the plates on my knee an hour and a half,
whilst in conversation with Joseph, when we went to bury them in the woods
that the enemy might not obtain them?” And on May 8 Martin’s daughter Lucy
is married in New York to Flanders Dikes. It is likely also during these two
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months that Emer Harris (Martin’s brother) walks from his home at Windham,
Luzerne County, Pennsylvania 50 miles north to Harmony in Susquehanna
County to learn about the Gold Bible.36
When Martin Harris is at home in Palmyra, his wife Lucy Harris
repeatedly asks him to see the manuscript. Upon returning back at Harmony, “he
began to tease me [or to repeatedly ask Joseph Smith] to give him liberty to
carry the writings home and show them, and desired of me that I would inquire
of the Lord through the urim and thummim if he might do so.”37
Wednesday, 30 April 1828
William Phelps Publishes Anti-Masonic Newspaper in New York.
In 1826 William Morgan, a former Freemason from western New York,
threatens to publish information about the Masonic Order. To prevent this, in
September 1826 a group of Masons takes him captive and then kills him.
Several men are convicted of this crime in January 1827 following a widely
publicized trial. But they receive light sentences – as the result of Masonic
influence according to widespread rumors. The campaign of rebuttals against
these rumors by politicians, newspapermen and other elites is so complete that
the campaign itself creates a backlash and is seen as proof confirming the extent
of Masonic influence.
In response to the perception that Masons are again creating a privileged
class in the midst of a newly democratic society, the Anti-Masonic Party is
organized. In 1828 the party wins 15 seats in the New York state legislature.
During 1826-1836 the number of Masons in New York declines from 20,000 to
only 3,000, and many public figures renounce their Masonic membership. But
the Anti-Masonic Party is short-lived. In 1836 it will be absorbed into the new
Whig Party, and by 1840 Freemasonry will enjoy renewed popularity.
The Anti-Masonic Party believes that major newspapers are all
controlled by Masons. So it establishes a “free press,” meaning a press free of
Masonic influence, including 45 weekly Anti-Masonic newspapers just in New
York state. In early 1828 William Phelps moves from Thompson County, New
York, where he has been publishing an Anti-Masonic newspaper, to
Canandaigua, the county seat of Ontario County, New York. On April 30 he
publishes the first issue of a new Anti-Masonic newspaper, the Ontario Phoenix.
About this time William Phelps also seeks the Anti-Masonic party’s nomination
as its candidate for lieutenant governor in the next statewide election.38
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1828
Cherokee Indian Printing Press in Georgia. The Cherokee Indians of the
Southern United States are the most Europeanized tribe in North America. Many
have purchased farms outside the boundaries of the Cherokee nation reservation.
Some even own black slaves.
In 1821 the Cherokee nation approves a written alphabet developed by
Sequoyah. Within months thousands of Cherokee learn to read and write their
own language. In 1824 a portion of the Bible is printed in Cherokee. In 1828 the
Cherokee take delivery of a printing press in Georgia, and they soon begin
publishing the Cherokee Phoenix newspaper in the Cherokee language.39
19 May 1828
Tariff of Abominations Turns States’ Rights into a Southern Issue.
On May 19 President John Quincy Adams signs a tax bill commonly known in
Southern states as the “Tariff of Abominations.” It reduces import duties on
woolen goods purchased by Northern manufacturers while raising export duties
on cotton and other raw materials produced in Southern agricultural states. Until
the War of 1812, Northern states had often invoked the doctrine of states’ rights
to complain about national policies that hurt shipping. But beginning in 18281830 Southern states begin to invoke states’ rights in relation to cotton and
slavery. Vice President John Calhoun of South Carolina was previously such a
strong federalist that John Quincy Adams had said he was “above all sectional
and factious [partisan] prejudices more than any other statesman of this Union.”
But as a Southerner he now becomes a leading sectionalist. The third large
region of the United States is the Western frontier states.
National politics are also polarized at this time by personal animosity
between Andrew Jackson, a Southern senator from Tennessee, and President
John Quincy Adams, a Northerner from Massachusetts. Andrew Jackson had led
in the 1824 presidential election, but he lost the deadlocked three-way race as
a result of John Quincy Adams’s “Corrupt Bargain” with Henry Clay. John
Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson now face each other again in the 1828
presidential election. Instead of trying to weaken the tariff bill, Jackson’s
supporters add tariffs that hurt Northern interests in an effort to defeat the bill
entirely and thus discredit Adams before the election. But the strategy backfires
when the bill passes even in this more objectionable form, and the animosity
between John Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson increases even further.40
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2 June 1828
Campbellite Sieges of Baptist Congregations in Ohio Western Reserve.
During the previous year, in the entire Mahoning Association of 17 Baptist
congregations in the Ohio Western Reserve, there have been only 34 baptisms,
13 other additions to membership, and 13 excommunications. Alexander
Campbell decides the association needs a traveling preacher to stir up religious
feeling. Campbellite reformers dominate the Mahoning Association, and the
1827 annual meeting selects reformer Walter Scott to be that traveling preacher.
In January 1828 Walter Scott preaches at Warren, Ohio, and within a
week almost all of Adamson Bentley’s Baptist congregation is converted to the
Campbellite movement in the “Siege of Warren.” Walter Scott preaches on five
fingers: “faith, repentance, baptism, remission of sins, gift of the Holy Ghost.”
He also baptizes people with the statement “For the remission of sins and the gift
of the Holy Spirit, I immerse you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Spirit.” He thus preaches baptism not only for the reception of the
Holy Ghost, but also for the immediate remission of sins. “The missing link
between Christ and convicted sinners seemed now happily supplied [for Sidney
Rigdon, and] ... Rigdon was transported with this discovery.”
“On leaving Warren to return to Mentor, he [Sidney Rigdon] persuaded
his brother-in-law Adamson Bentley to accompany him.” They soon besiege
Sidney Rigdon’s own Baptist congregation at Mentor in about the spring of
1828, and about fifty (all but six) are converted to the Campbellite movement.
Sidney Rigdon and Adamson Bentley then preach 3 miles southwest of Mentor
at Kirtland, where they baptize at least twenty people and organize another
Campbellite congregation. The Kirtland congregation will soon grow to about
fifty members. Sidney Rigdon thus comes to serve as pastor for congregations
both at Mentor and at nearby Kirtland.
On June 2 Alexander Campbell reports in his Christian Baptist
newspaper that Walter Scott, Sidney Rigdon and Adamson Bentley have
collectively baptized about 800 people during the previous six months.41
In September the Grand River Association of Baptist churches (about
15-20 congregations) will, because of doctrinal differences, terminate its
fellowship with the Campbellite-dominated Mahoning Association.42
Saturday, 14 June 1828
Martin Harris Takes the 116 Page Manuscript Home. After Martin
Harris begins his work as Joseph Smith’s scribe on April 12, he also begins
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asking permission to take the manuscript home to show to his wife in the hope
that this will improve relations with her. He prevails upon Joseph Smith to ask
the Lord for permission three separate times. The first two times the Lord’s
answer is “No.”
But “she [Lucy Harris] still persisted and wanted him [Martin] to ask the
third time. At this time Martin said she was awful worked up and threatened to
kick him out of the house if he did not bring the manuscript [he was already
kicked into a separate bedroom in March following his trip to see Professor
Charles Anthon]. ... ‘I [Martin Harris] loved my wife and wanted to please her,
so I told her I would ask the Prophet the third time.’” So Joseph Smith asks the
Lord again, and this time the Lord gives Joseph permission, at his own peril, to
let Martin Harris “have the writings on certain conditions, which were that he
show them only to his brother Preserved Harris, his own wife [Lucy Harris], his
father and his mother, and a Mrs. [Polly] Cobb, a sister to his wife [and widow
of several years who will soon remarry]. In accordance with this last answer I
required of him that he should bind himself in a covenant to me in the most
solemn manner that he would not do otherwise than had been directed. He did
so. He bound himself as I required of him, took the writings, and went his way.”
Martin departs Harmony, for Palmyra on Saturday, June 14 with the only copy
of the 116 page manuscript.
Joseph Smith’s willingness to ask a third time is understandable in light
of Martin Harris’s greater age and high social standing ever since Joseph moved
to Palmyra as a young boy, Martin’s significant contributions in money, in time
as a scribe and in friendship, Joseph’s not knowing of anyone else able and
willing to take Martin’s place, the fact that Martin is slowly sacrificing his
marriage to the woman he loves in order to help Joseph, and the prospect that
showing the manuscript to his wife might avoid the need for that sacrifice.
About this time Joseph Smith is required to return the urim and
thummim to Moroni “in consequence of my having wearied the Lord in asking
for the privilege of letting Martin Harris take the writings.”43
Sunday, 15 June 1828
Birth and Death of Joseph & Emma Smith’s First Child. On Sunday,
June 15, the day after Martin Harris leaves for Palmyra, Emma Smith gives birth
to her first child Alvin, who dies that same day. Emma is also gravely ill, and for
two or three weeks Joseph is constantly at her side.44
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June - July 1828
Martin Harris Shows the 116 Page Manuscript to Several Visitors.
After arriving back home at Palmyra in June, Martin Harris “exhibited the
manuscript to his wife and family. His wife was so pleased with it that she gave
him the rare privilege of locking it up in her own set of drawers, which was a
special favor, for she had never before this allowed him even the privilege of
looking into them.”
On one occasion while she is absent, Martin Harris tells a good friend
all about the gold plates. “The man’s curiosity was much excited, and as might
be expected, he earnestly desired to see the manuscript. Martin was so anxious
to gratify his friend that, although it was contrary to his obligation, he went to
the drawer to get the manuscript. But the key was gone. He sought for it some
time but could not find it. Resolved, however, to carry his purpose into
execution, he picked the lock and in so doing considerably injured his wife’s
bureau. [She is very upset about this upon her return home.] He then took out the
manuscript and, after showing it to this friend, he removed it to his own set of
drawers, where he could have it at his command. Passing by [ignoring] his oath,
he showed it to any good friend that happened to call on him.”45
1828
Independence, Missouri Booms. The town of Franklin in Howard
County, Missouri is located at a landing on the Missouri River 200 miles
upstream from St. Louis. The town has boomed since 1822 as the starting point
of the Santa Fe Trail, and its population has swelled to 1,600. But in 1828
Franklin is destroyed when the Missouri River floods. Independence, founded
another 150 miles upstream the year before, becomes the new starting point for
the Santa Fe Trail, and Franklin never regains its former importance. In 1833 the
boom will begin moving another dozen miles further upstream to Westport
Landing after another large flood moves the deep channel of the river away from
the landing at Independence (Independence and Westport Landing are now both
part of metropolitan Kansas City).46
4 July 1828
Beginning of the Railroad Age in the United States. The railroad age in
the United States is generally dated from the groundbreaking ceremony on the
Fourth of July 1828 for the Baltimore & Ohio (B&O) Railroad at Baltimore,
Maryland. Charles Carroll, chairman of the railroad, turns the first shovelful of
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dirt and says “I consider this among the most important acts of my life, second
only to my signing of the Declaration of Independence.”
The first section of track opens in May 1830 with horse-drawn cars. In
August 1830 the first steam engine is put in use. By 1857, a quarter century
later, the B&O’s tracks will extend all the way from Baltimore to St. Louis. By
the 1850’s railroads will largely displace rivers and canals as the principal
means of transportation in the United States. In fact the B&O Railroad was first
conceived in February 1827 as a means of recapturing to Baltimore western
trade that has been diverted to New York City along the Erie Canal.47
early July 1828
Joseph Smith Travels to Palmyra. In early July, after Martin Harris has
been gone for two or three weeks, Joseph Smith’s attention returns to the
116 page manuscript. A few days later Emma is much recovered, and she
suggests that he travel the 140 miles to Palmyra to check on Martin Harris. Her
mother Elizabeth Lewis Hale agrees to look after her during Joseph’s absence.
Joseph Smith takes the next stage north (by switching horses along the
way, a stagecoach can cover about 60 miles per day). During the journey Joseph
begins to fully appreciate the great risk he has taken in letting Martin Harris take
the manuscript. The only other passenger in the stage (perhaps on the last leg of
a two-day journey) is a man who comments on his gloomy appearance. Joseph
responds with an explanation about his first child’s death and his wife’s illness,
but he does not mention the manuscript.
The stage arrives at its destination (likely Canandaigua, 16 miles south
of Manchester) around 10 o’clock at night, and Joseph tells the stranger that he
still has 20 more miles to travel on foot that night. The man insists on traveling
with him, for “I have watched you since you first entered the stage, and I know
that you have neither slept nor eaten since that time, and you shall not go on foot
20 miles alone this night, for if you must go, I will be your company. Now tell
me what can be the trouble that makes you thus dispirited?” Joseph again
mentions only the death of his child and the illness of his wife. The two set off
together to walk to Manchester.48
early July 1828
Loss of the 116 Page Manuscript. On arriving at the Smith home near
daylight the next morning, the stranger who has been traveling with Joseph
Smith says Joseph is sick and needs rest and refreshment. He also says he has
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had to lead Joseph by the arm for the last few miles because Joseph was so tired
he would keep falling asleep every few minutes while walking along. Smiths
give the stranger some breakfast, and he leaves. They also get Joseph to take
some pepper tea.
Joseph sends for Martin Harris, and Smiths begin preparing breakfast for
the family. They also set a place for Martin, since he lives only 3½ miles away
and usually comes quickly when requested by Joseph. Food is set on the table
by 8 o’clock, but it is a half hour past 12 noon when Martin finally arrives,
“walking with a slow and measured tread towards the house, his eyes fixed
thoughtfully upon the ground.” On coming to the gate he stops, and instead of
passing through, “got upon the fence and sat there some time with his hat drawn
over his eyes. At length he entered the house,” and finally everyone sits down
to eat.
“He [Martin Harris] took up his knife and fork as if he were going to use
them, but immediately dropped them. Hyrum, observing this, said ‘Martin, why
do you not eat? Are you sick?’ Upon which Mr. Harris pressed his hands upon
his temples and cried out in a deep tone of anguish, ‘Oh, I have lost my soul!
I have lost my soul!’
“Joseph, who had not expressed his fears till now, sprang from the table,
exclaiming ‘Martin, have you lost that manuscript? Have you broken your oath
and brought down condemnation upon my head as well as your own?’ ‘Yes, it
is gone,’ replied Martin, ‘and I know not where.’
“‘O, my God!’ said Joseph, clenching his hands. ‘All is lost! All is lost!
What shall I do? I have sinned – it is I who tempted the wrath of God. I should
have been satisfied with the first answer which I received from the Lord, for he
told me that it was not safe to let the writing go out of my possession.’ He wept
and groaned and walked the floor continually.
“At length he told Martin to go back and search again. ‘No,’ said Martin,
‘it is all in vain, for I have ripped open beds and pillows, and I know it is not
there.’ ‘Then must I,’ said Joseph, ‘return [to Emma] with such a tale as this?
I dare not do it. And how shall I appear before the Lord? Of what rebuke am I
not worthy from the angel of the Most High?’ ...
“Sobs and groans and the most bitter lamentations filled the house.
However, Joseph was more distressed than the rest, as he better understood the
consequences of disobedience. And he continued pacing back and forth,
meantime weeping and grieving, until about sunset when, by persuasion, he took
a little nourishment.
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“The next morning [after arriving at Palmyra], he set out for home. We
parted with heavy hearts, for it now appeared that all which we had so fondly
anticipated, and which had been the source of so much secret gratification, had
in a moment fled, and fled forever. ... I [Lucy Mack Smith] well remember that
day of darkness both within and without. To us, at least, the heavens seemed
clothed with blackness, and the earth shrouded with gloom.”
That same day “a dense fog spread itself over his [Martin Harris’s] fields
and blighted his wheat while in the blow, so that he lost about two-thirds of his
crop, whilst those fields which lay only on the opposite side of the road received
no injury whatsoever.”49
Smiths believe that Lucy Harris participated in the loss of the
manuscript.50
D&C 3

early July 1828

Joseph Smith Returns the Plates and Is Placed on Probation.
Immediately upon returning home to Harmony, “I [Joseph Smith] commenced
humbling myself in mighty prayer before the Lord, and as I was pouring out my
soul in supplication to God, that if possible I might obtain mercy at his hands
and be forgiven of all that I had done contrary to his will, an angel [Moroni]
stood before me and answered me saying that ... as I had ventured to be
responsible for his [Martin Harris’s] faithfulness, I would of necessity have to
suffer the consequences of his indiscretion.” Moroni also “handed to me the
urim and thummim again, for it had been taken from me in consequence of
my having wearied the Lord in asking for the privilege of letting Martin Harris
take the writings ... and I inquired of the Lord through them, and obtained the
following revelation [D&C 3]” at Harmony during July51 directed to Joseph
Smith –
Stating with regard to God’s purposes that: (i) while man’s purposes can
be frustrated, God’s purposes cannot, and his promises will be fulfilled – 1-3,
16, 19; and (ii) God’s purpose in preserving and translating the gold plates is to
bring the Lamanites to a knowledge 1-of their fathers and of the Lord’s promises
to his people and 2-of the Savior so they can be saved through repentance
– 16-20.
Also stating with regard to Joseph Smith’s standing before God that:
(iii) Martin Harris is a wicked man, meaning that he has boasted in his own
wisdom rather than heeding God’s commandments and his covenants – 12-13;
(iv) Joseph Smith should have been faithful to God rather than fearing man, and
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God would have supported him in every trial – 7-8; (v) but Joseph likewise
ignored God’s commandments and so delivered sacred writings into the hands
of wickedness – 5-6, 12, 15; (vi) he has therefore lost his gift to translate for a
season – 14-15; (vii) he is nevertheless still called to the work if he repents, but
will have no further gift if he does not – 10-11; and (viii) Joseph and anyone else
called of God will fall if they boast in their own strength rather than obeying
God’s commandments – 4, 9.
From his visits to the Hill Cumorah, Joseph learned a great lesson about
obedience and not giving heed to the enticements of wealth. He now learns
another great lesson. Historian Richard Bushman notes that after all Joseph has
sacrificed and endured, losing his son and nearly losing his wife would seem to
be sufficient punishment merely for trusting a close friend who is both well
intentioned and uniquely helpful. But, Bushman continues, Joseph needs to learn
that his real error was to not trust in the Lord completely and exclusively.52 Read
D&C 3:1-9 aloud and consider the impact of this stinging rebuke until the first
conciliatory word finally arrives in verse 10. This experience further prepares
Joseph to function as the Lord’s prophet by teaching him that any course of
action “setting at naught the counsels of God” is “wicked,” even when motivated
by the best of desires.
D&C 3:16-20 is the earliest known statement of the purposes of the
Book of Mormon. The Title Page lists those purposes as 1-showing the House
of Israel what the Lord has done for their fathers and his covenant of eventual
gathering and 2-convincing all men that Jesus is the Christ. Nephi likewise states
in 2 Nephi 11:4-5, the literary center of Second Nephi, that his soul delights in
scripture because it 1-contains the covenants of the Lord to his fathers and
2-proves the coming of Christ. But Joseph will not encounter either of those
statements until June 1829 while finishing the translation at Fayette.53
“After I had obtained the above revelation, both the plates and the urim
and thummim were taken from me again.” Moroni tells him that, “If you are
very humble and penitent, it may be you will receive them again. If so, it will be
on the 22nd of next September.”
Martin Harris never again writes as scribe for Joseph Smith as he
translates or receives revelation.54
Circulation: D&C 3 is the first revelation that Joseph Smith writes down
and preserves at the time of its receipt. It is first published in the original 1833
edition of the Book of Commandments.55
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Only abut a hundred incomplete copies of the Book of Commandments
survive the destruction of the Jackson County printing press in 1833. The fact
that a particular revelation is published in the Book of Commandments thus says
more about the desire to circulate the revelation than the actual extent of its
circulation. All of the revelations published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments are again published, and thus widely circulated, by
inclusion in the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants.
early July - 22 September 1828
Joseph Smith Continues on Probation and Repents. “After the angel
[Moroni] left me [Joseph Smith], I continued my supplications to God, without
cessation,” “fasting and praying for several days,” from July through
September 22, the fifth anniversary of his initial visit to the Hill Cumorah.56
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3. Translating the Book of Mormon
September 1828 - July 1829
D&C 4-18

This chapter covers the six
months after Joseph Smith again
receives the gold plates but
translates little, and the following
three months during which he and
Oliver Cowdery translate the Book
of Mormon and receive the
priesthood. During this time Joseph
also receives D&C 4-18.

In March Joseph receives
D&C 5 instructing him not to
preach publicly or pretend to any
gift except translation until his work
on the Book of Mormon is done.
D&C 5 also tells him that three
witnesses will be called to bear
witness of the gold plates, including
Martin Harris if he repents.

Slow Progress in Winter.
Joseph Smith again receives the
gold plates from Moroni on
September 22, 1828, this time at
Harmony. He also receives
D&C 10a in which he is warned not
to retranslate the lost 116 pages of
manuscript. Over the next six
months Joseph is able to translate
only a few pages from Mosiah.
During October - January,
Joseph’s parents make an extended
visit to Harmony. Near the end of
this visit he receives D&C 4, stating
that “a marvelous work is about to
come forth among the children of
men” and “the field is white already
to harvest.”

Oliver Helps Translate at
Harmony. In April Oliver Cowdery
begins writing as Joseph’s scribe.
Within three months they translate
the entire Book of Mormon.
D&C 6 witnesses to Oliver that
the work is true and tells him he has
a gift to translate ancient records.
He is anxious to do so, and in
D&C 8 he receives permission to
translate. In D&C 9 he is told that
he was unable to translate because
he requested answers without first
studying things out for himself.
When Joseph & Oliver
disagree about the fate of John the
Beloved, they ask the Lord and
receive D&C 7.
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Priesthood Restoration. On
May 15 Joseph & Oliver receive the
Aaronic Priesthood from John the
Baptist as recorded in D&C 13.
They also receive the Melchizedek
Priesthood from Peter, James and
John.
O the r R ev e la tio ns at
Harmony. In late May Hyrum
Smith visits Harmony, and Joseph
receives D&C 11 instructing Hyrum
to seek to bring forth Zion, but not
to preach until he has helped to
bring the Book of Mormon to light.
Joseph Knight Sr. visits from
Colesville, and Joseph Smith
receives D&C 12 instructing him to
keep the commandments, preach,
and seek to bring forth Zion.
Joseph also receives D&C 10b
instructing him to translate the
Small Plates of Nephi in place of
the lost 116 page manuscript.
Translation Completed at
Fayette. When persecution at
Harmony becomes severe, Joseph &
Oliver go to Fayette where they stay
with Whitmers and finish the
translation about the end of June.
Three of the Whitmer brothers
(David, John, Peter Jr.) are
especially anxious to assist in the
work. Joseph receives D&C 14-16
directed to each of them. All three
are instructed to preach. David
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Whitmer is also told that, if he prays
with faith, he will stand as a witness
of what he sees and hears.
In D&C 18 Oliver Cowdery
and David Whitmer are taught that
the worth of souls is great in the
sight of God, are instructed to keep
the commandments and preach, and
are promised that they will search
out the Twelve Apostles.
As the translation nears
completion, Oliver Cowdery, David
Whitmer and Martin Harris ask
insistently to be the witnesses who
will see and bear testimony of the
gold plates. Joseph Smith receives
D&C 17 identifying them as the
Three Witnesses. Later that
morning Moroni shows them the
gold plates and other items, and
they hear a voice commanding them
to bear witness of the gold plates
and of the correctness of the Book
of Mormon translation.
A few days later Joseph Smith
and several Whitmers travel from
Fayette to Manchester, where he
shows the gold plates to the Eight
Witnesses and begins making
arrangements to print the Book of
Mormon.
The revelations received during
this time increasingly focus not just
on publishing the Book of Mormon,
but also on saving souls and Zion.
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Monday, 22 September 1828
Fifth Anniversary of Moroni’s Initial Visit, Plates Received Again.
At Harmony, Pennsylvania on September 22, the fifth anniversary of Moroni’s
initial visit, Joseph Smith has the “joy and satisfaction” of again receiving both
the plates and the urim and thummim. “The angel seemed pleased with me ...
and he told me that the Lord loved me for my faithfulness and humility.” Moroni
also promises that the Lord will send Joseph a scribe.1
D&C 10:1-37
late September 1828
Instruction to Not Retranslate Lost Manuscript. Upon again receiving the
plates and the urim and thummim, Joseph inquires of the Lord and receives
probably D&C 10:1-37 through the urim and thummim at Harmony,
Pennsylvania2 directed to Joseph Smith –
Stating with regard to Joseph’s calling to translate the Book of Mormon
that: (i) his gift to translate is now restored – 3; (ii) he is to be faithful and
continue as he began until he completes the translation, as he has strength and
means to do so – 1-4; and (iii) he is to pray always in order to conquer Satan and
escape Satan’s servants – 5.
Also stating with regard to those who do not outwardly appear to be
wicked that: (iv) Martin Harris is a wicked man because Martin has sought
(perhaps without realizing)3 a course whose end is the loss of Joseph’s gift to
translate and of the things entrusted to his care – 5-9; and (v) since Joseph
cannot always distinguish the wicked from the righteous, he is not to show the
translation to the world until it is completed – 34-37.
Also stating with regard to the plan of those who have stolen the
116 page manuscript that: (vi) the manuscript has been altered so that its words
will not match any retranslation – 10-19; (vii) Satan has snared the souls of
those who seek, through lies, to catch Joseph in what they believe is a lie
– 20-28; and (viii) Joseph is not to retranslate the manuscript, otherwise the plot
would succeed and the Lord’s word would not be believed – 29-33.
The remainder of D&C 10 is probably not received until May 1829.4
Circulation: D&C 10 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments. The content of D&C 10:1, 10-14, 17-18, 30-33, 41-43
is discussed in the Preface to the first edition of the Book of Mormon (see
Appendix 1), and the Preface is reprinted in the November 30, 1830 issue of the
Painesville (Ohio) Telegraph barely a month after the first missionaries arrive
in Ohio, so the substance of these verses is widely known at an early date.5
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September 1828 - March 1829
Little Progress in Translating over Six Months. “I [Joseph Smith] did
not, however, go immediately to translating [upon receiving the plates again],
but went to laboring with my hands upon a small farm that I had purchased of
my wife’s father in order to provide for my family.” “Now he could not translate
but little, being poor and nobody to write for him but his wife [‘and his wife’s
brother would sometimes write a little for him through the winter’] and she
could not do much and take care of her house, and he being poor and no means
to live but work.”
For the next six months Joseph periodically works on the translation at
Harmony as he is able. His wife Emma Hale Smith and her brother Reuben Hale
each serve as scribe at times (there is no indication that Reuben Hale has any
continuing interest in Mormonism). But by March 1829 Joseph has completed
only a few pages of manuscript.
The translation resumes with the Book of Mosiah, “continuing as he
began” as instructed in D&C 10:3. The Small Plates containing First Nephi to
Words of Mormon are translated last after Joseph later moves to Fayette, and it
is not clear whether Joseph Smith is even aware yet that the Small Plates exist.6
Of the translation process (at this and other times), Emma Smith later
recalls: “In writing for your father I frequently wrote day after day, often sitting
at the table close by him, he sitting with his face buried in his hat, with the stone
in it, and dictating hour after hour with nothing between us.”
“When my husband was translating the Book of Mormon, I wrote a part
of it as he dictated each sentence, word for word, and when he came to proper
names he could not pronounce or long words, he spelled them out ... Even the
word Sarah he could not pronounce at first but had to spell it, and I would
pronounce it for him.” David Whitmer likewise recalls that “It sometimes took
Oliver several trials to get the right letters to spell correctly some of the more
difficult words” (such as “Coriantumr,” which Oliver begins several times to
spell with different vowels before the last “r”). But while Joseph Smith has the
ability to see difficult spellings and to correct his scribes, correction is not
automatic, and the original manuscript contains many misspellings that Joseph
Smith and his scribes do not check against what is seen in the urim and
thummim. Royal Skousen, a leading authority on the Book of Mormon
manuscripts, notes that “There is only one revealed stage in the transmission of
the text, and that is what Joseph Smith received from the Lord. All other
transmissions show human transmission and errors.”
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“When he [Joseph] stopped for any purpose he would, when he
commenced again, begin where he left off without any hesitation. And one time
while he was translating, he stopped suddenly, pale as a sheet, and said ‘Emma,
did Jerusalem have walls around it?’ When I answered ‘Yes,’ he replied ‘Oh!
I was afraid I had been deceived.’ He had such a limited knowledge of history
at that time that he did not even know that Jerusalem was surrounded by walls.”
“Joseph Smith could neither write nor dictate a coherent and wellworded letter, let alone dictating a book like the Book of Mormon. And though
I [Emma] was an active participant in the scenes that transpired, and was present
during the translation of the plates, and had cognizance of things as they
transpired, it is marvelous to me, ‘a marvel and a wonder,’ as much so as to
anyone else.” Emma is clearly convinced that Joseph has in fact been called of
God.7
early Winter 1828
Joseph Smith Requests Financial Assistance from Knights. Emma’s
father Isaac Hale does not approve of Joseph’s work on the translation. It is not
the kind of work he had in mind when offering to help set Joseph up in business
at Harmony. Hales are therefore not financially supportive. And during the
previous April - June planting season Joseph spent much of his time with Martin
Harris translating the 116 pages of manuscript rather than farming. So although
he has been working the land since July, he and Emma are in need as winter
approaches.8 In fact, by the following spring of 1829 “we had become reduced
in property, and my wife’s father [Isaac Hale] was about to turn me out of doors,
and I had not where to go.”9
“He and his wife [Joseph & Emma] came up to see me [Joseph
Knight Sr. at Colesville] the first of the winter 1828 and told me his case. But
I was not in easy circumstances, and I did not know what it might amount to,
and my wife and family all against me about helping him. But I let him have
some little provisions and some few things out of the store, a pair of shoes and
$3 in money to help him a little.”10
Joseph Smith then visits Joseph Knight Jr., who has purchased a lot next
to his father and is almost ready to build a large house. “He [Joseph Smith] told
my father he wanted $50. My father could not raise it. He then came to me
[Joseph Knight Jr.]. The same day I sold my house lot and sent him a one horse
wagon.”11
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October 1828
Joseph Smith’s Parents Visit Harmony. In about October Joseph Smith’s
parents travel from Manchester to visit him at Harmony. They have not heard
from him since the 116 page manuscript was lost in July. He assures them that
he has again received the plates and the urim and thummim, which are now
being kept in a red morocco trunk (a wood trunk covered in goatskin dyed red
with sumac berries). They stay at Harmony for about three months until mid
January. Joseph’s mother and Emma’s parents meet for the first time.12
Fall 1828
Letters to Joseph Smith Sr.’s Extended Family. In the fall of 1828 Joseph
Smith Sr. writes a letter to his father Asael Smith Sr. at Stockholm in
St. Lawrence County, New York telling him about some of Joseph Smith’s
visions.
A second letter from Joseph Smith soon follows stating that the
judgments of God will overtake this generation if it does not repent. John Smith,
brother of Joseph Smith Sr., remarks that “Joseph wrote like a prophet.” George
A. Smith, age 11, son of John Smith and cousin to Joseph Smith, is also present
when the letter is read, and it makes a deep impression on him.13
Fall 1828
Oliver Cowdery Teaches School at Manchester, Hears of Gold Plates.
In the fall of 1828 Lyman Cowdery is hired to teach school at Manchester. But
he learns almost immediately afterward of circumstances that will make it
impossible for him to fulfill the teaching contract. So the next day after being
hired, he arranges with the school trustees for his younger brother Oliver
Cowdery to teach in his place.
“He [Oliver Cowdery] had been in the school but a short time when he
began to hear from all quarters concerning the plates.”14 He becomes interested
in the gold plates, and it appears that this interest causes him to suffer
persecution already before the end of 1828. Oliver Cowdery is a third cousin to
Lucy Mack Smith.15
Hyrum Smith is one of the Manchester school trustees at this time and
is also a member of the local Masonic Lodge. He is the best educated of the
Smith boys, and he teaches school during this time both at Manchester and
35 miles to the west at Stafford in Genessee County.16
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late 1828
David Whitmer Hears about the Gold Plates at Palmyra. In late 1828
David Whitmer travels 30 miles north on business from his home at Fayette in
Seneca County to Palmyra in Wayne County, “and while there stopped with one
Oliver Cowdery. A great many people in the neighborhood were talking about
the finding of certain golden plates by one Joseph Smith Jr. ... Cowdery and I
[David Whitmer], as well as many others, talked about the matter, but at that
time I paid but little attention to it, supposing it to be only the idle gossip of the
neighborhood. Cowdery said he was acquainted with the Smith family, and he
believed there must be some truth in the story of the plates, and that he intended
to investigate the matter. I had conversation with several young men who said
that Joseph Smith had certainly golden plates, and that before he had attained
them he had promised to share with them, but had not done so, and they were
very much incensed with him ... These parties were so positive in their
statements that I began to believe there must be some foundation for the stories
then in circulation all over that part of the country. I had never seen any of the
Smith family up to that time, and I began to inquire of the people in regard to
them ... After thinking over the matter for a long time, and talking with
Cowdery, ... I went home” to Fayette.17
19 December 1828
South Carolina Nullifies the Tariff of Abominations. On December 19
South Carolina declares the Tariff of Abominations (the federal tax law passed
on May 19) to be oppressive, unjust and unconstitutional. Georgia, Mississippi
and Virginia all pass resolutions supporting this position. Vice President John
Calhoun of South Carolina publishes the South Carolina Exposition and Protest
in which he argues that individual states have the right to veto federal laws. This
dispute will bring the country dangerously close to civil war before it is resolved
in 1833.18
January 1829
Revelation to Joseph Smith Sr. In probably January 1829, during the
visit to Harmony by Joseph Smith’s parents, Joseph receives D&C 4 at
Harmony, Pennsylvania, given to his father Joseph Smith Sr.19 but addressed to
all “ye that embark in the service of God” – 2
Stating that: (i) a marvelous work is about to come forth – 1; (ii) the
field is white already to harvest – 4; (iii) “if ye have desires to serve God ye are
D&C 4
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called to the work” and to lay up salvation to your soul – 3; (iv) faith, hope,
charity and an eye single to the glory of God qualify one for the work – 5-6;
(v) those who embark in the work must do so wholeheartedly and with their
might in order to stand blameless at the last day and obtain salvation – 2, 4; and
(vi) “ask and you shall receive” – 7.
The phrase “a marvelous work and a wonder” in D&C 4:1 appears in
Isaiah 29:14, the same prophecy that describes Martin Harris taking the
transcript of characters to Professor Charles Anthon in Isaiah 29:11-12. This
phrase is repeated only in revelations received during the translation of the Book
of Mormon prior to the organization of the Church (D&C 4:1; 6:1; 11:1; 12:1;
14:1; 18:44).
D&C 4:2 does not emphasize the component of personal perfection
relating to purity or forgiveness of sins, but instead emphasizes the other
component of perfection relating to maturity or full development as a
participant with God in the work of saving his children. The list of qualifications
in D&C 4:5-6 again emphasizes the development or maturation of godly
characteristics. The First Vision, Moroni’s initial visit, D&C 3 and D&C 4
have each moved a little further in this direction. As noted by historian
Richard Bushman: “The point was not to rid oneself of the burden of sin, but
to make oneself worthy of the great work that lay ahead.”20 In D&C 58:26-30
the Lord will explicitly state that anxious engagement in good works
is as much a requirement for salvation as purity through obedience and
repentance.
D&C 4:3 and similar verses in other early revelations indicate that
participation in the work is open to just about anyone. D&C 4:5-6; 12:8; 18:17
limit participation to those who possess faith, hope and charity, but there is no
requirement of any formal training. These early revelations thus begin already
to establish a broad base of meaningful member participation in the work of the
future Church.
D&C 4 is the first recorded revelation directed primarily to someone
other than Joseph Smith.
Circulation: D&C 4 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.21 The content of D&C 4:1, 3-4, 7 is repeated during
May - June in D&C 6:1-5; 11:1-5; 12:1-5; 14:1-5 as discussed in more detail in
connection with D&C 6. At least most of the content of D&C 4 is thus soon
known to most of those associated with the work.
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Thursday, 22 January 1829
Joseph Smith’s Parents Return Home, Prepare to Leave Family Farm.
On Thursday, January 22 Joseph Smith Sr. & his wife Lucy Mack Smith
arrive back home at Manchester from their three month stay at Harmony
with Joseph Smith. Upon returning home they find that their children Sophronia,
age 26 and married for over a year, and Samuel, age 21, are sick with winter
coughs, “so low that Hyrum had left his own house and quitted business in order
to take care of them during our absence.” Samuel does not fully recover for
months.
William, age 17, is at Canandaigua for the season to learn the trade of
joiner.
The three year lease under which Lemuel Durfee has allowed Smiths to
remain on the farm they previously owned has expired in probably December,
but he allows them to remain on the farm until spring. So upon their return
home, Joseph Sr. & Lucy Mack Smith begin preparing to move from the nine
room frame house and farm where they have been living and to join Hyrum
Smith’s family on the adjacent 80 acre farm that he has purchased and on which
he is making payments. Hyrum is living in the same five room log house that
was mistakenly built 50 feet north of the Smith family farm and that the family
had lived in prior to completing the frame house in late 1825.22
Spring 1829
Oliver Cowdery Boards with Smiths and Obtains Testimony. Oliver
Cowdery resides by turn at the homes of his various students at Manchester,
including Smiths. While staying with Smiths during about February - March he
inquires about the gold plates, “but for a considerable length of time did not
succeed in eliciting any information. At last, however, he gained my husband’s
[Joseph Smith Sr.] confidence, so far as to obtain a sketch of the facts relative
to the plates. ... From this time Oliver was so completely absorbed in the subject
of the record [the gold plates] that it seemed impossible for him to think or
converse about anything else.”23
Oliver later relates “that one night after he had retired to bed he called
upon the Lord to know if these things were so, and that the Lord manifested to
him that they were true, but that he had kept the circumstance entirely secret”
until after the receipt of D&C 6 in April. “[The] Lord ... showed unto him the
plates in a vision, and also the truth of the work and what the Lord was about to
do through me, his unworthy servant [Joseph Smith]. Therefore he was desirous
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to come and write for me to translate.”24 When Oliver later recounts the occasion
on which he first meets Joseph in early April, he describes it as the first time that
he saw Joseph Smith “with my natural eyes.”25
4 March 1829
Andrew Jackson Is Inaugurated as 7th U.S. President. On Wednesday,
March 4 Andrew Jackson is inaugurated as the 7th President of the United
States. While the first six presidents were all rich Virginia planters or
Bostonians, Andrew Jackson was born in a log cabin on the frontier to a poor
immigrant mother whose husband died a few days before he was born. His
election is widely seen as a victory for the common man.
The White House reception following a president’s inaugural address
has traditionally been attended only by a limited number of distinguished
invited guests. But following Andrew Jackson’s inauguration thousands of the
common people follow him uninvited to the White House. Several thousand
dollars worth of cut glass and china is broken as the crowd struggles to reach the
refreshments, some people are trampled, and tubs of punch are finally taken out
to the lawn to lure some guests outside. “Ladies fainted, men were seen with
bloody noses, and such a scene of confusion as is impossible to describe. Those
who got in could not get out by the door again, but had to scramble out of
windows.” Andrew Jackson himself leaves through a side door for his own
safety.
The election is swung by Martin Van Buren of New York, who is
rewarded with the office of Secretary of State and control over the distribution
of political appointments (“patronage” or “spoils”) in New York state. Andrew
Jackson makes no apology for employing the spoils system, replacing about ten
percent of federal officeholders during his first year in office. John Calhoun of
South Carolina is reelected as vice president.
In his first address to Congress, President Andrew Jackson indicates his
dissatisfaction with the Bank of the United States. The eventual demise of the
bank in 1836 will affect national politics and the economy throughout the late
1830’s. President Jackson also expresses his belief that Indian tribes living east
of the Mississippi River must either submit to the jurisdiction of the states in
which they live, or else voluntarily relocate to the Indian Territory west of
Missouri. In May 1830 the Indian Removal Act will authorize the forced
relocation of all tribes that still live east of the Mississippi River.26
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March 1829
Martin Harris Visits Joseph Smith at Harmony. Soon after Joseph
Smith Sr. returns to Manchester, Martin Harris visits Joseph at Harmony.
“Martin Harris has desired a witness at my [the Lord’s] hand that you, my
servant Joseph Smith Jr., have got the plates of which you have testified and
borne record that you have received of me” – 1. In response, Joseph receives
D&C 5 during March at Harmony27 directed to Joseph Smith –
Stating with regard to witnesses of the work in general that: (i) Joseph
is to tell Martin that he has been commanded of the Lord not to show the gold
plates to anyone except those designated by the Lord – 2-3; (ii) showing the gold
plates would not convince the world of the truth of the Lord’s words anyway
– 7-9; (iii) Joseph stands as a witness of the gold plates and will deliver the
Lord’s word to this generation – 1, 10; (iv) three others will also see the gold
plates and hear the Lord’s voice declaring that the translation is true, and they
will also stand as witnesses – 12-15; (v) the Holy Ghost will be manifested to
those who believe on the Lord’s word – 16; and (vi) if the world hardens its
heart, then a desolating scourge is predicted until the world either repents or is
destroyed – 18-20.
Also stating with regard to “my servant Martin Harris” (in contrast to
D&C 3:12-13; 10:1, 7 in which he is called “a wicked man”) that: (vii) if Martin
will humble himself in mighty prayer and repent, then he will receive a view of
the plates – 24, 28; (viii) if he does receive such a witness, then he will be under
obligation to himself become a public witness of their truth – 25-27; and (ix) if
he does not humble himself and receive such a witness, then God foresees that
Martin will fall into transgression – 32.
Also stating with regard to Joseph Smith and the slow pace of the
translation that: (x) Joseph shall have no other gift until the translation is
completed – 4; (xi) he is to translate a few more pages and then stop until the
Lord provides means to continue – 30-34; and (xii) he is to repent, be firm in
keeping the commandments, and not give in to the persuasions of men – 21-22.
All of verse 6, the middle part of verse 11 “whom I shall call ... these
things, and they,” the rest of verse 14 beginning with “in this the beginning ...,”
and all of verse 17 are added to D&C 5 for the second 1835 edition of the
Doctrine & Covenants. These additional verses clarify that Joseph Smith and the
Three Witnesses are to bear witness after being ordained to that calling, and that
their witness will be the first step in the establishment of the Lord’s church. It
is not clear whether Joseph Smith yet understands when D&C 5 is first received
D&C 5
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in 1829 that the word this generation is to receive through him extends beyond
the Book of Mormon translation to include an ongoing church.28
Scholar John Tvedtnes notes (in connection with D&C 84:103) that “The
words ‘And again’ at the beginning of [a verse] are used throughout Joseph
Smith’s revelations to mark places where the Lord gave him supplementary
information to a previous revelation, usually the same day, after a break [even
though] the whole was considered a single revelation ...”29 D&C 5:23 is the
earliest appearance of this term in the Doctrine & Covenants, and it likely
indicates a break in the train of thought.
Circulation: D&C 5 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.30
Also see: Chapters 2 and 3 up to D&C 5.
late March 1829
Joseph Knight Sr. Visits Joseph Smith at Harmony. In about late March
“I [Joseph Knight Sr.] told my wife [Polly Peck Knight] I must go down and see
Joseph [Smith] again. ‘Why do you go so soon for,’ said she. Says I, ‘Come go
and see.’ And she went with me. Next morning we went down [20 miles] and
found them well and [they] were glad to see us. Joseph talked with us about his
translating and some revelations he had received, and from that time forth my
wife began to believe.”31
late March 1829
Oliver Cowdery & Samuel Smith Travel from Manchester to Harmony.
As planting season arrives, Samuel Smith plans to visit Joseph & Emma at
Harmony. He probably remains until late May to help through the planting
season (although it is possible that he soon returns to Manchester and then visits
Harmony again in May).
The arrival of planting season means the end of school so that children
can help on their family farms, and thus means the end of Oliver Cowdery’s
teaching duties at Manchester. Oliver has by now become convinced that he will
write for Joseph Smith, and he tells Smiths that “‘I have resolved on what I will
do. Samuel, I understand, is going down to Pennsylvania to spend the spring
with Joseph. I shall make my arrangements to be ready to accompany him
thither [there] by the time he recovers his health, for I have made it a subject of
prayer, and I firmly believe that it is the will of the Lord that I should go. If there
is a work for me to do in this thing, I am determined to attend to it. ...’
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“In April, Samuel and Mr. Cowdery set out for Pennsylvania. The
weather for some time previous had been very wet and disagreeable, raining,
freezing, and thawing alternately, which had rendered the roads almost
impassable, particularly in the middle of the day. Notwithstanding,
Mr. Cowdery was not to be detained either by wind or weather, and they
persevered until they arrived at Joseph’s” home at Harmony 140 miles southeast
of Manchester-Palmyra.32
“[Oliver] Cowdery told me [David Whitmer] he was going to Harmony,
Pennsylvania, whither [where] Joseph Smith had gone with the plates on
account of the persecutions of his neighbors, and see him about the matter [or
‘to make inquiries’]. He did go, and on his way he stopped at my father’s house
[Peter Whitmer Sr. at Fayette, 30 miles southeast of Manchester-Palmyra] and
told me that as soon as he found out anything, either truth or untruth, he would
let me know.”33
Thursday, 2 April 1829
Joseph Smith Prays for a Scribe. Joseph & Emma Smith have both been
so occupied with their temporal needs that, since again receiving the plates the
previous September, Joseph has translated only a few pages. “Joseph had been
so hurried with his secular affairs that he could not proceed with his spiritual
concerns so fast as was necessary for the speedy completion of the work, [and]
... his wife had so much of her time taken up with the care of her house that she
could write for him but a small portion of the time.
“On account of these embarrassments [and perhaps also the instruction
in D&C 5:30-34 to stop until means to continue are provided], Joseph called
upon the Lord, three days prior to the arrival of Samuel and Oliver, to send him
a scribe according to the promise of the angel [when Moroni returned the plates
to him on the previous September 22], and he was informed that the same should
be forthcoming in a few days. Accordingly, when Mr. Cowdery told him the
business that he had come upon, Joseph was not at all surprised.”34
Sunday, 5 April 1829
Oliver Cowdery and Samuel Smith Arrive at Harmony. Oliver Cowdery
and Samuel Smith arrive at Joseph Smith’s home at Harmony near sunset on
Sunday, April 5. Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery stay up late into the evening
discussing Joseph Smith’s calling and experiences.35
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Monday, 6 April 1829
Contract to Purchase Joseph Smith Farm at Harmony. On Monday,
April 6, the next day after Oliver Cowdery’s arrival at Harmony, Joseph Smith
is occupied in finalizing the contract to purchase from his father-in-law
Isaac Hale the 13½ acre farm on which he & Emma have been living by
permission since February 1828. Oliver Cowdery witnesses the contract.
Payment will be made, and the deed will be received, sixteen months later on
August 25, 1830.36
Tuesday, 7 April 1829
Joseph Smith & Oliver Cowdery Begin Translating. “Two days after
the arrival of Mr. Cowdery (being the 7th of April), I [Joseph Smith]
commenced to translate the Book of Mormon, and he commenced to write for
me. ... During the month of April I continued to translate, and he to write, with
little cessation.”37 Oliver Cowdery later recalls that “These were days never to
be forgotten – to sit under the sound of a voice dictated by the inspiration of
heaven ... Day after day I continued, uninterrupted, to write from his mouth as
he translated with the urim and thummim ... the history, or record, called The
Book of Mormon.”38
Emma Smith recalls that “Oliver Cowdery and your father [Joseph
Smith] wrote in the room where I was at work. ... The plates often lay on the
table without any attempt at concealment, wrapped in a small linen tablecloth
that I had given him [Joseph] to fold them in. I once felt of the plates, as they
thus lay on the table, tracing their outline and shape. They seemed to be pliable
like thick paper, and would rustle with a metallic sound when the edges were
moved by the thumb, as one does sometimes thumb the edges of a book. ...
I moved them from place to place on the table as it was necessary in doing my
work.”39
Joseph & Oliver translate an average of about 8 pages per translating
day, both at Harmony and later at Fayette, counting pages as they are printed in
the current 1981 edition of the Book of Mormon.40
April 1829
Oliver Cowdery Writes Two Letters to David Whitmer. “After he
[Oliver Cowdery] got there [Harmony, Pennsylvania], he became acquainted
with Joseph Smith, and shortly after wrote to me [David Whitmer] telling me
that he was convinced that Smith had the records and that he (Smith) had told
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him that it was the will of heaven that he (Cowdery) should be his scribe to
assist in the translation of the plates. He went on and Joseph translated from the
plates and he wrote it down.
“Shortly after this Cowdery wrote me another letter, in which he gave
me a few lines of what they had translated, and he assured me that he knew of
a certainty that he had a record of a people that inhabited this continent and that
the plates they were translating gave a complete history of these people.
“When Cowdery wrote me these things and told me that he had revealed
knowledge concerning the truth of them, I showed these letters to my parents
and brothers and sisters.”41
April 1829
Oliver Cowdery’s Gift to Translate. After Joseph & Oliver begin
translating, Joseph receives D&C 6 through the urim and thummim at Harmony,
Pennsylvania42 –
Directed to Oliver Cowdery, stating with regard to the work that: (i) a
great and marvelous work is about to come forth – 1; (ii) the field is white
already to harvest – 3; (iii) all who will reap are called to the harvest to treasure
up salvation to their souls – 3-4; (iv) God answers requests and desires for good
– 5, 8, 11, 14, 20, 25, 32; (v) Oliver is to keep the commandments, seek to
establish the cause of Zion, and preach only repentance – 6, 9; (vi) he is also to
stand by Joseph, and they are to admonish each other – 18-19; (vii) Oliver is not
to seek after earthly riches, but after the mysteries of God and eternal life – 7;
and (viii) “Behold, I am Jesus Christ, the Son of God,” and yet was rejected by
the world – 21.
Also stating with regard to gifts that: (ix) Oliver has a sacred gift to find
out mysteries, which gift is not to be disclosed to unbelievers – 10-12; (x) he
also has a second gift to translate like Joseph and is to use that gift by assisting
to bring hidden scriptures to light – 25-27; (xi) the keys of this gift are given
jointly to Joseph & Oliver – 28; and (xii) the greatest gift of all is to be saved in
the kingdom of God – 13.
Also stating with regard to witnesses of the truth of the work and the
Holy Ghost that: (xi) Oliver has met and is assisting Joseph only because Oliver
has inquired of God, and God through his Spirit has enlightened Oliver’s mind
with instructions – 14-15; (xii) Oliver is told this so he can recognize the Spirit
of Truth – 15; (xiii) Oliver’s thoughts and intents are also revealed as a witness
that Joseph is a servant of God and that the Book of Mormon translation is true
D&C 6
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– 16-17; and (xiv) as a second witness the Lord also reveals that, while boarding
with Smiths at Manchester, Oliver had prayed to know if Joseph is a prophet,
and God spoke peace to his mind, which Oliver had not yet disclosed to Joseph
or to anyone else – 22-24.
Also directed to Oliver Cowdery & Joseph Smith jointly, stating that:
(xv) they are to fear not if the world rejects their testimony, for it can do no more
to them than it did to Christ – 29-30, 36-37; (xvi) but if their testimony is
accepted, “then ye shall have joy in the fruit of your labors” – 31; (xvii) “Fear
not to do good, my sons, for whatsoever ye sow that shall ye also reap” – 33;
(xviii) “Fear not, little flock, do good, let earth and hell combine against you, for
if ye are built upon my rock they cannot prevail” – 34; and (xix) Joseph &
Oliver are not condemned, but should go their way, sin no more, look unto God
in every thought, and perform the work to which they have been appointed
– 35-36.
After receiving this revelation, Oliver recounts to Joseph the occasion
on which he had prayed while boarding with Smiths and the Lord had
manifested to him that these things were true, but “had kept the circumstance
entirely secret, and had mentioned it to no being, so that after this revelation
having been given, he knew that the work was true because no being living knew
of the thing alluded to in the revelation [D&C 6:22-24] but God and himself.”43
Six of the earliest sections of the Doctrine & Covenants repeatedly
emphasize to the inexperienced supporters of this new work that the heavens are
open if they will but ask: D&C 4:7; 6:5, 8, 14; 8:1, 9-11; 11:5, 8, 10; 12:5;
14:5, 8. Four of those sections also teach them how to recognize when responses
come through the Holy Ghost: D&C 6:15, 23; 8:2-3; 9:7-9; 11:12.
D&C 6:6 is the first reference in the revelations to “Zion,” a term
including both people and place. And in verse 9 Zion is equated with “my [the
Lord’s] work.” D&C 6 thus begins to widen the scope of the work from simply
translating and preaching from the Book of Mormon to establishing an organized
people.
Circulation: D&C 6 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.44 In the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine &
Covenants the revelations are arranged into three ranks, and D&C 6 is the only
revelation received prior to the organization of the Church (other than D&C 20)
to be included in either of the first two ranks.45 It is true that elements of D&C 4
are repeated during May - June in revelations to other early supporters of the
work at all four centers of Church activity in D&C 6:1-5 to Oliver Cowdery at
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Harmony, in D&C 11:1-5 to Hyrum Smith of Manchester-Palmyra, in
D&C 12:1-7 to Joseph Knight Sr. of Colesville, and in D&C 14:1-5 to David
Whitmer at Fayette, with D&C 11:27 and D&C 12:7 expressly directing those
two sections to all who desire to assist in the work. But D&C 6:1-6 is repeated
in those other sections almost word for word. So while D&C 4 is now much
better known, it appears that the content of D&C 6 likely received greater
emphasis in the early days of the Church.
April 1829
Revelation regarding John the Beloved. “During the month of April,
I [Joseph Smith] continued to translate, and he [Oliver Cowdery] to write, with
little cessation, during which time we received several revelations. A difference
of opinion arising between us about the account of John the Apostle mentioned
in the New Testament [John 21:18-23], whether he died or whether he continued,
we mutually agreed to settle it by the urim and thummim, and the following
[D&C 7] is the word which we received” at Harmony46 –
Stating that: (i) Peter and John will each receive and have joy in what
they each ask of the Lord – 1, 8; (ii) John desires to and will tarry on earth until
the Second Coming in order to bring souls unto Christ – 2-6; (iii) Peter desires
to return quickly to Christ in God’s kingdom – 5-6; and (iv) Peter, James and
John hold the keys of the ministry until the Second Coming – 7.
D&C 7 is “translated from parchment, written and hid up by himself
[John]” (it is unclear whether Joseph Smith sees the original parchment in the
urim and thummim or only the translated words of the text).47 D&C 7 teaches
Joseph & Oliver that the records kept hidden by the Lord to be brought forth
according to D&C 6:26-28 include scriptures that will throw additional light
upon the Bible.
D&C 7:3 is by itself sufficient to answer the question that prompted
Joseph & Oliver’s inquiry. The additional verses again emphasize themes found
in several other early revelations: “ask and you shall receive,” and two goals
people should be earnestly seeking are to return to Christ in his Father’s
kingdom and to also bring other souls unto Christ. Those twin goals are tied
together in D&C 4:4 and similar verses in other early revelations, and especially
in D&C 18:14-16, 41-45.
Circulation: D&C 7 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.48
D&C 7
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April 1829
Oliver Cowdery Given Permission to Translate. Following the receipt
of D&C 6:25, in which Oliver Cowdery is told he has a gift to translate ancient
records, he “became exceedingly anxious to have the power to translate
bestowed upon him” and “would not be satisfied until he should be permitted,
or have the gift, to translate as well as Joseph.” Joseph then receives at
Harmony, “in relation to this desire,” “a revelation [D&C 8] to Oliver, he being
desirous to know whether the Lord would grant him the gift of translation”49 –
Stating that: (i) Oliver, if he requests with sincerity and faith, will
receive a knowledge of ancient scriptures containing lost portions of the gospel,
or in other words he has a gift of translation – 1, 11; (ii) he will receive this
knowledge in his mind and in his heart through the Holy Ghost, which is the
spirit of revelation – 2-3; (iii) he has a third gift, the gift of Aaron (to be a
spokesman),50 by which he will be granted much knowledge and do marvelous
works – 6-9; and (iv) all gifts require faith and are not to be trifled with, such as
by asking for things that should not be requested – 10.
Circulation: D&C 8 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.51
D&C 8

April 1829
Oliver Cowdery Fails to Translate. Following the receipt of D&C 8:1, 11
Oliver Cowdery attempts to translate. He does translate a few words, but then
he is unable to translate any more. Joseph Smith then receives at Harmony “a
revelation [D&C 9] to Oliver; he was desirous to know the reason why he could
not translate, and thus said the Lord unto him” 52 –
Stating with regard to the process of translation that: (i) Oliver began
well but was ultimately unsuccessful in translating because he did not continue
as he began, he feared, and he thought only to ask for the answer without first
studying it out in his mind – 5, 7-8, 11; (ii) God will cause Oliver’s bosom to
burn if the answer he has studied out is correct, but will instead cause a stupor
of thought to come upon him if the answer is wrong, so that sacred words cannot
be written unless given by the Lord – 8-9; and (iii) Oliver could have translated
successfully if he had known this – 10.
Also stating with regard to the tasks appointed to Joseph & Oliver that:
(iv) because Oliver was unsuccessful as a translator, he should at present
continue serving as Joseph’s scribe – 1, 3-4; (v) God has given Joseph sufficient
strength to make up for Oliver’s shortcoming – 12; (vi) neither Joseph nor
D&C 9
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Oliver stands condemned, and Oliver will be saved if he remains faithful
– 12-14; and (vii) God has other records that Oliver will subsequently have the
opportunity to help translate – 2.
About 28% of the original manuscript of the Book of Mormon translation
still survives (mostly from Alma 22 - Helaman 3 and 1 Nephi 2 - 2 Nephi 1). Of
that portion, the following 28-word passage from Alma 45:22 “... yea, in every
city throughout all the land which was possessed by the people of Nephi. And
it came to pass that they did appoint priests and teachers ...” is in the
handwriting of Joseph Smith53 and so might have been translated by Oliver
Cowdery.
Oliver Cowdery subsequently assists as scribe for the Joseph Smith
Translation of Moses 1:1-5:43 and for a small portion of the Book of Abraham
translation.54
Joseph Smith routinely translates with the gold plates near at hand, but
covered, while he reads from a single seer stone in his hat. It is unclear whether
Oliver Cowdery sees the gold plates or the urim and thummim at this time as he
attempts to translate, or if he instead first sees these objects as one of the Three
Witnesses at the end of June.
Circulation: D&C 9 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.55
about April - May 1829
Lucy Harris Sues Joseph Smith at Lyons in Wayne County. In about late
April or early May, Lucy Harris initiates a lawsuit against Joseph Smith at
Lyons, the county seat of Wayne County, New York. She attempts to prove that
Joseph Smith does not have the gold plates but has simply made up the story in
order to get money from her husband Martin Harris. It is possible that the suit
is prompted by word of Joseph Smith’s success in resuming the translation.
After several witnesses testify that all Joseph Smith wants from Martin
Harris is his money, the magistrate insists that Martin Harris be the next witness.
Martin Harris states, “I can swear that Joseph Smith never has got one dollar
from me by persuasion since God made me. I did once, of my own free will and
accord, put $50 into his hands in the presence of many witnesses for the purpose
of doing the work of the Lord. This I can pointedly prove. And I can tell you,
furthermore, that I have never seen in Joseph Smith a disposition to take any
man’s money without giving a reasonable compensation for the same in return.
And as to the plates which he professes to have, gentlemen, if you do not believe
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it, but continue to resist the truth, it will one day be the means of damning your
souls.”
The magistrate then tears up the record of testimony and tells everyone
to go home and mind their own business.56
D&C 13

Friday, 15 May 1829

Restoration of the Aaronic Priesthood. After about forty days of
translation (beginning with Mosiah, not First Nephi), Joseph Smith & Oliver
Cowdery reach 3 Nephi 11:18-38 (the Savior’s teachings to the Nephites about
baptism).57 “We still continued the work of translation when, in the ensuing
month (May 1829), we on a certain day went into the woods to pray and inquire
of the Lord respecting baptism for the remission of sins as we found mentioned
in the translation of the plates.
“While we were thus employed, praying and calling upon the Lord, a
messenger from heaven [John the Baptist] descended in a cloud of light, and
having laid his hands upon us, he ordained us, saying unto us [as recorded in
D&C 13]: ‘Upon you my fellow servants, in the name of Messiah, I confer the
Priesthood of Aaron, which holds the keys of the ministering of angels, and of
the gospel of repentance, and of baptism by immersion for the remission of sins;
and this shall never be taken again from the earth until the sons of Levi do offer
again an offering unto the Lord in righteousness.’ He said this Aaronic
Priesthood had not the power of laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy
Ghost, but that this should be conferred on us hereafter. And he commanded us
to go and be baptized, and gave us directions that I [Joseph Smith] should
baptize Oliver Cowdery, and afterwards that he should baptize me.
“Accordingly we went and were baptized. I baptized him first, and
afterwards he baptized me, after which I laid my hands upon his head and
ordained him to the Aaronic Priesthood, and afterward he laid his hands on me
and ordained me to the same priesthood, for so we were commanded.
“The messenger who visited us on this occasion and conferred this
priesthood upon us said that his name was John, the same that is called John the
Baptist in the New Testament, and that he acted under the direction of Peter,
James and John who held the keys of the Priesthood of Melchizedek, which
priesthood he said should in due time be conferred on us, and that I should be
called the First Elder of the Church, and he [Oliver Cowdery] the Second. It was
on the 15th day of May, 1829 that we were baptized and ordained under the
hand of the messenger. ...
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“No sooner had I baptized Oliver Cowdery than the Holy Ghost fell upon
him, and he stood up and prophesied many things which should shortly come to
pass. And again, so soon as I had been baptized by him, I also had the spirit of
prophecy. When standing up I prophesied concerning the rise of this Church and
many other things connected with the Church and this generation of the children
of men ... Our minds being now enlightened, we began to have the scriptures
laid open to our understandings, and the true meaning and intention of their
more mysterious passages revealed unto us, in a manner which we never could
attain to previously, nor ever before had thought of.”
Joseph & Oliver do not at this time publicize the restoration of the
Aaronic Priesthood because of rising persecution at Harmony.58
Apostle Bruce McConkie explains that John the Baptist conferred both:
(1) the authority of the Aaronic Priesthood, and (2) the keys of the Aaronic
Priesthood, or the right to preside over and direct others in the exercise of the
Aaronic Priesthood.59 Joseph Fielding Smith further explains that Oliver
Cowdery, as Second Elder and as a joint recipient with Joseph Smith of this
conferral, holds the keys of the Aaronic Priesthood jointly with Joseph Smith (as
he also will for the Melchizedek Priesthood).60
Circulation: D&C 13 (much like D&C 2, 110) is first published in the
August 1, 1842 issue of Times & Seasons as part of the serial publication of
Joseph Smith’s manuscript history and (again like D&C 2, 110) is first included
in the Doctrine & Covenants in the 1876 edition shortly before Brigham
Young’s death. John the Baptist’s role in restoring the Aaronic Priesthood is not
widely publicized in the very earliest days of the Church, but a fairly detailed
account by Oliver Cowdery is published in the October 1834 issue of the
Messenger & Advocate.61
D&C 10:38-70L
May 1829
Instruction to Translate the Small Plates of Nephi. Joseph Smith receives
D&C 10:38-70L at Harmony in probably late May. The sequence of this event
in relation to others is uncertain. This revelation is directed to Joseph Smith62 –
Stating with regard to the translation that: (i) Joseph is to translate the
Small Plates of Nephi up to the reign of King Benjamin, which contain a more
particular account of those parts of the gospel that the prophets prayed, and that
the Lord desires, to have come forth – 38-41, 45-47; and (ii) Joseph is to publish
the Small Plates of Nephi in order to confound Satan’s plot of claiming error in
any retranslation of the lost 116 page manuscript – 42-44.
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Also stating with regard to the coming forth of the Lord’s gospel and the
establishment of his church that: (iii) the Lord is fulfilling the request of his
prophets that the gospel come forth to the Lamanites and to any other nation
possessing this land, that this land would be free, and that those upon this land
who believe the gospel would have eternal life – 47-52; (iv) Christ will build up
his church (as prophesied in 3 Nephi 21:22) of those who repent and come unto
him, as a mother hen gathers her chicks, but he will disturb the wicked – 52-69;
and (v) “Behold, I am Jesus Christ, the Son of God,” who was rejected by the
world (recalling D&C 6:21, 29-30) – 57-58.
This revelation may be prompted either by either approaching the end
of Moroni in the Book of Mormon translation, or by Lucy Harris’s renewed
persecution since Smiths believe she is allied with whoever has the lost 116 page
manuscript.63
The first two references in the revelations to the establishment of the
Lord’s Church are in D&C 10:53-55 and D&C 11:16 (since D&C 1 is not
received until 1831 and D&C 5:14 is only added in about 1835 as a clarification
of D&C 5).
Circulation: D&C 10 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments. The content of D&C 10:1, 10-14, 17-18, 30-33, 41-43
is discussed in the Preface to the first edition of the Book of Mormon (see
Appendix 1), and the Preface is reprinted in the November 30, 1830 issue of the
Painesville (Ohio) Telegraph, barely a month after the first missionaries arrive
in Ohio, so the content of these verses is widely known at an early date.64
late May 1829
Restoration of the Melchizedek Priesthood during Trip to Colesville.
In probably late May while they still live at Harmony, (although possibly in June
after moving to Fayette) Joseph Smith & Oliver Cowdery travel 20 miles each
way from Harmony to Colesville and back. While traveling, Peter, James and
John appear and confer upon them the Melchizedek Priesthood.65
Joseph Smith later writes of this event: “And again, what do we hear?
... The voice of Peter, James and John in the wilderness between Harmony,
Susquehanna County and Colesville, Broome County on the Susquehanna
River, declaring themselves as possessing the keys of the kingdom and of
the dispensation of the fullness of times.” (D&C 128:20). Oliver Cowdery
records only that they received the Melchizedek Priesthood from Peter, James
and John.66
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In discussing the authority conferred at this time, the Lord later states in
D&C 27:12-13 “... Peter and James and John, whom I have sent unto you, by
whom I have ordained you and confirmed you to be apostles and especial
witnesses of my name, and bear the keys of your ministry and of the same things
which I revealed unto them, unto whom I have committed the keys of my
kingdom and a dispensation of the gospel for the last times, and for the fullness
of times in the which I will gather in one all things, both which are in heaven
and which are on earth.”
Apostle Bruce McConkie explains that on this occasion Joseph & Oliver
receive: (1) the Melchizedek Priesthood, (2) the keys of the kingdom of God, or
the authority to preside over the Church, and (3) the keys of the dispensation of
the fullness of times, or the authority to direct all of the spiritual work relating
to all people who live during this dispensation.67 Then-Apostle Wilford
Woodruff states that the responsibility of the Church in this dispensation does
not merely begin around 1800 but reaches back to the end of the apostolic
dispensation in the days of the Roman Empire.68
This could be the same trip to Colesville during the spring that “Joseph
& Oliver came up to see me [Joseph Knight Sr.] if I could help him to some
provisions, having no way to buy any. But I was to Catskill,” 115 miles east of
Colesville on the Hudson River in Greene County, New York.69
Also see: D&C 7:7 and the comments of John the Baptist on the
occasion of conferring the Aaronic Priesthood upon Joseph & Oliver.
Monday, 25 May 1829
Samuel Smith Baptized at Harmony. Samuel Smith has probably been
staying at Harmony with Joseph & Emma in order to help with the spring
planting since his arrival with Oliver Cowdery on April 5 (though it is possible
that he soon left and then returns to Harmony again in about mid May).
Joseph & Oliver “informed him [Samuel] of what the Lord was about to
do for the children of men and to reason with him out of the Bible. We also
showed him that part of the work which we had translated, and labored to
persuade him concerning the gospel of Jesus Christ which was now about to be
revealed in its fullness. He was not, however, very easily persuaded of these
things, but after much inquiry and explanation he retired to the woods [for]
secret and fervent prayer ... The result was that he obtained revelation for
himself sufficient to convince him of the truth of our assertions to him. And on
the 25th day of that same month [May] ... Oliver Cowdery baptized him, and he
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returned to his father’s house [at Manchester] greatly glorifying and praising
God, being filled with the Holy Spirit.” Samuel Smith is the third person
baptized, the next after Joseph & Oliver.70
D&C 11
late May 1829
Hyrum Smith Visits at Harmony. Soon after Samuel Smith’s baptism
and departure (and so at least ten days after the receipt of D&C 13), Hyrum
Smith arrives at Harmony, Pennsylvania from Manchester, New York “to
inquire concerning these things when, at his earnest request, I [Joseph Smith]
inquired of the Lord through the urim and thummim and received for him the
following [D&C 11]”71 addressed to “all who have good desires and have thrust
in their sickles to reap” – 27
Stating generally that: (i) a great and marvelous work is about to come
forth – 1; (ii) the field is white already to harvest – 3; (iii) all who will reap are
called to the harvest to treasure up salvation to their souls – 3-4; (iv) ask and you
shall receive – 5, 8, 10, 17; (v) Hyrum is to keep the commandments and seek
to establish the cause of Zion – 6, 9, 20; (vi) he is to seek for wisdom and eternal
life, not earthly wealth – 7, 23; (vii) “Behold, I am Jesus Christ, the Son of
God,” who was rejected by the world – 11, 28-29; and (viii) those who believe
in Christ will have power to become sons of God – 30.
Also stating with regard to a gift and the Holy Ghost that: (ix) Hyrum
will have a gift (of a tender heart and merciful spirit according to Joseph
Fielding Smith)72 if he seeks it with faith and sincerity – 10; and (x) he is to put
his trust in the Holy Ghost, which leads to do good, do justly, and walk humbly,
and then he will receive the Holy Ghost, which also teaches, enlightens the
mind, and fills the soul with joy – 12-14.
Also stating with regard to preaching that: (xi) Hyrum is to preach
nothing but repentance – 9; and (xii) he is not to seek yet to declare the Lord’s
word, but is to assist in bringing forth the Book of Mormon, and is to study it and
the Bible so “that you may know of a surety my doctrine,” and then his tongue
will be loosed – 15-22, 26.
The universal call of D&C 11:4 and similar verses in other early
revelations that “whosoever will thrust in his sickle and reap, the same is called
of God” is for the first time in D&C 11:15 made subject to the control of
religious leaders by the statement that “you need not suppose that you are called
to preach until you are called.” The statement in D&C 11:21 equating “my Spirit
and my word” with “the power of God unto the convincing of men” is the first,
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very general instruction regarding how missionaries are to preach. Additional
instructions will come little by little through D&C 63.
Hyrum is baptized during a subsequent trip in June to visit Joseph &
Oliver at Fayette.73 He appears to be sufficiently enthusiastic that in
D&C 11:15-22 he is restrained rather than encouraged forward in the work. As
directed in those verses, Hyrum’s role in the day to day activity of actually
getting the Book of Mormon manuscript printed during August 1829 - March
1830 will be second only to Oliver Cowdery.
Circulation: D&C 11 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.74
D&C 12
May 1829
Joseph Knight Sr. Brings Provisions to Harmony. Joseph Knight Sr.
returns home to Colesville from Catskill after “Joseph & Oliver came up to see
me if I could help him to some provisions,” and “my folks told me what Joseph
wanted. But I had engaged to go to Catskill again the next day, and I went again,
and I bought a barrel of mackerel [fish] and some lined paper for writing. And
when I came home I bought some 9 or 10 bushels of grain and 5 or 6 bushels
taters [potatoes] and a pound of tea, and I went down to see him [at Harmony].
And they were in want. Joseph & Oliver were gone to see if they could find a
place to work for provisions, but found none. They returned home and found me
there with provisions, and they were glad for they were out. Their family
consisted of four, Joseph & wife [Emma], Oliver, and his brother [Samuel].
Then they went to work [on the translation] and had provisions enough.”75
“About the same time [as Samuel’s baptism on May 25 and Hyrum’s
subsequent visit], came an old gentleman to visit us, of whose name I [Joseph
Smith] wish to make honorable mention: Mr. Joseph Knight Sr. of Colesville,
Broome County, New York, who having heard of the manner in which we were
occupying our time, very kindly and considerately brought us a quantity of
provisions in order that we might not be interrupted in the work of translation
by the want of such necessaries of life. And I would just mention here, as in duty
bound, that he several times brought us supplies a distance of at least 30 miles,
which enabled us to continue the work when otherwise we must have
relinquished it for a season. Being very anxious to know his duty as to this work,
I inquired of the Lord for him and obtained as follows [D&C 12]” at Harmony,
Pennsylvania76 directed to “all those who have desires to bring forth and to
establish this work” – 7
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Stating that: (i) a great and marvelous work is about to come forth – 1;
(ii) the field is white already to harvest – 3; (iii) all who will reap are called to
the harvest to treasure up salvation to their souls – 3-4; (iv) humility, faith, hope,
and charity qualify one for the work – 8; (v) ask and you shall receive – 5; and
(vi) people are to keep the commandments and seek to establish the cause of
Zion – 6.
D&C 12 is the most fully developed and universally applicable statement
prior to the organization of the Church of the themes repeated in D&C 4, 6, 11,
12, 14.
D&C 12 is placed in Joseph Smith’s manuscript history after Samuel
Smith’s return to Manchester, and Joseph Knight Sr. does not mention Samuel
seeking work along with Joseph & Oliver, so his recollection that the household
includes Samuel is probably based on circumstances in general during his
multiple trips that spring rather than this trip in particular.
Circulation: D&C 12 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.77
late May 1829
Oliver Cowdery Writes Letter to Whitmers Asking to Stay at Fayette.
By late May persecution has become intense at Harmony. “We were forced to
keep secret the circumstances of our having been baptized and having received
this priesthood, owing to a spirit of persecution which had already manifested
itself in the neighborhood. We had been threatened with being mobbed from
time to time, and this, too, by professors of religion. And their intentions of
mobbing us were only counteracted by the influence of my wife’s father’s [Isaac
Hale] family, under divine providence, who had become very friendly to me and
were opposed to mobs ... and therefore offered and promised us protection from
all unlawful proceedings as far as in them lay.”78 A leader of this persecution is
Emma’s uncle Nathaniel Lewis, an ordained Methodist deacon since 1807.79
“As Joseph was translating ... he received, instead of the words of the
book, a commandment to write a letter to a man by the name of David Whitmer,
who lived in Waterloo [at the west edge of Fayette], requesting him to come
immediately with his team and convey himself and Oliver to his own residence,
as an evil-designing people were seeking to take away his life.”80
So Oliver Cowdery writes a third letter from Harmony, Pennsylvania to
David Whitmer at Fayette, New York “telling me [David Whitmer] to come
down into Pennsylvania, and bring him and Joseph to my father’s house, giving
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as a reason therefore that they had received a commandment from God to that
effect.”81
late May 1829
David Whitmer Receives Miraculous Assistance Plowing Fields. In
response to Joseph Smith & Oliver Cowdery’s letter to Whitmers requesting
assistance, Whitmers propose “that we should have our board free of charge, and
the assistance of one of his [David Whitmer’s] brothers to write for me [Joseph
Smith], and also his own assistance when convenient.”82
But before retrieving Joseph & Oliver from Harmony, David has to
finish the annual spring planting in late May. “I [David] did not know what to
do, I was pressed with my work. I had some 20 acres to plow, so I concluded I
would finish plowing and then go. I got up one morning to go to work as usual,
and on going to the field found between 5 and 7 acres of my ground had been
plowed during the night. I didn’t know who did it, but it was done just as
I would have done it myself, and the plow was left standing in the furrow.”83
“David made considerable inquiry in regard to the matter, both among
his relatives and neighbors, but was not able to learn who had done it. However,
the family were convinced that there was an exertion of supernatural power
connected with this strange occurrence. David immediately set out for
Pennsylvania,” making the 110 mile trip in about two and a half days.84
early June 1829
Joseph Smith & Oliver Cowdery Go to Fayette to Finish Translating.
David Whitmer begins the return trip from Harmony back to Fayette “in the
beginning of the month of June” in a two horse wagon, with “Oliver and
I [David] on an old fashioned wooden spring seat and Joseph behind us.”
Moroni has taken the plates in order to avoid any risk of loss while traveling.
Emma remains briefly at Harmony before joining the others at Fayette. Joseph
Smith will not return to Harmony until October after the printing of the Book of
Mormon is underway.85
Whitmers are Pennsylvania Germans who settled at Fayette twenty years
earlier in 1809. They belong to the German Reformed Church but are sometimes
described as strict Presbyterians. The oldest son Christian Whitmer, age 31, is
one of Fayette’s 6 elected town constables in both 1828 and 1829.86
Joseph Smith and David Whitmer quickly become close friends.87
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early June 1829
Translation of the Book of Mormon Resumes at Fayette. Joseph
Smith receives the plates back from Moroni upon his arrival at Fayette. On the
day following his arrival, about June 4, the translation resumes in an upstairs
room of the Peter Whitmer Sr. home. The plates are hidden at least some of the
time in Whitmers’ barn.88
“Upon our arrival we [Joseph & Oliver] found Mr. Whitmer’s family
very anxious concerning the work and very friendly towards ourselves. They
continued so, boarded and lodged us according to proposal, and John Whitmer
in particular assisted us very much in writing during the remainder of the
work.”89 “Emma, Joseph’s wife, came to my [David Whitmer’s] house a short
time after Joseph and Oliver came, and she wrote a little of the translation, my
brother Christian wrote some, but Oliver wrote the greater portion of it.” The
translation “was a laborious work, for the weather was very warm and the days
were long, and they worked from morning til night. But they were both young
and strong and were soon able to complete the work.”90
“I [Elizabeth Ann Whitmer] often sat by and saw and heard them
translate and write for hours together. Joseph never had a curtain drawn between
him and his scribe while he was translating.”91 “The mode of procedure
consisted in Joseph’s placing the seer stone in the crown of a hat, then putting
his face into the hat, so as to entirely cover his face, resting his elbows upon his
knees, and then dictating, word after word, while the scribes, Emma, John
Whitmer, O. Cowdery, or some other, wrote it down.”92 “He did not use the
plates in the translation, but would hold the [stone] to his eyes and cover his face
with a hat.” “My [David Whitmer’s] statement was and now is that in translating
he put the stone in his hat, and putting his face in his hat so as to exclude the
light, and that then the light ... appeared in the hat together with the
interpretation which he uttered and was written by the scribe ...”93
“He [Joseph] was a religious and straightforward man. He had to be, for
he was illiterate and could do nothing of himself. He had to trust in God. He
could not translate unless he was humble and possessed the right feelings toward
every one. To illustrate, so you can see. One morning when he was getting ready
to continue the translation, something went wrong about the house and he was
put out about it. Something that Emma, his wife, had done. Oliver and I [David
Whitmer] went upstairs, and Joseph came up soon after to continue the
translation, but he could not do anything. He could not translate a single
syllable. He went downstairs, out into the orchard, and made supplication to the
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Lord, was gone about an hour, came back to the house, asked Emma’s
forgiveness, and then came upstairs where we were and the translation went on
all right. He could do nothing save he was humble and faithful.” (italics in
original).94
“Sarah Heller Conrad, who lived with David Whitmer when Joseph
Smith & Oliver Cowdery were translating the Book of Mormon in the upper
room of the house, and she only a girl, saw them come down from [the]
translating room several times when they looked so exceedingly white and
strange that she inquired of Mrs. Whitmer the cause of their unusual appearance
... The girl felt so strangely at seeing so strange and unusual appearance, she
finally told Mrs. Whitmer that she would not stay with her until she knew the
cause of the strange looks of these men. Sister Whitmer then told her what the
men were doing in the room above and that the power of God was so great in the
room that they could hardly endure it.”95
June 1829
Friendly Conditions and Baptisms at Fayette in Seneca County. There
are no accounts of persecution at Fayette or anywhere in Seneca County, only
neighborly kindness.
“We found the people of Seneca County in general friendly and disposed
to inquire into the truth of these strange matters which now began to be noised
abroad. Many opened their houses to us in order that we might have an
opportunity of meeting with our friends for the purposes of instruction and
explanation. We met with many from time to time who were willing to hear us
and wishful to find out the truth as it is in Christ Jesus, and apparently willing
to obey the gospel when once fairly convinced and satisfied in their own minds.
... From this time forth many became believers and were baptized, whilst we
continued to instruct and persuade as many as applied for information. ...
Meantime we continued to translate at intervals when not necessitated to attend
to the numerous inquirers that now began to visit us ... and occasionally we
administered the ordinance of baptism for the remission of sins to such as
believed.”
Those baptized in June include Hyrum Smith and David Whitmer by
Joseph Smith, and Peter Whitmer Jr. and John Whitmer by Oliver Cowdery, at
least the first three in Seneca Lake.96 The translation project begins transforming
into a ministry per D&C 4:1-4 and similar verses in other early revelations.
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D&C 14-16
June 1829
Revelations to Three Whitmer Brothers. “David, John and Peter
Whitmer Jr. became our zealous friends and assistants in the work. And being
anxious to know their respective duties, and having desired with much
earnestness that I [Joseph Smith] should inquire of the Lord concerning them,
I did so through the means of the urim and thummim and obtained for them in
succession the following revelations [D&C 14-16]” at Fayette directed to each
of them.97
D&C 14 to David Whitmer states that: (i) a great and marvelous work
is about to come forth – 1; (ii) the Lord will bring forth his gospel from the
Gentiles to the House of Israel – 10; (iii) the field is white already to harvest – 3;
(iv) all who will reap are called to the harvest to treasure up salvation to their
souls – 3-4; (v) ask and you shall receive – 5; (vi) David is to keep the
commandments and seek to establish Zion – 6; (vii) if he prays with faith, he
will receive the Holy Ghost, preach repentance, and stand as a witness of what
he will see and hear (presumably as one of the Three Witnesses) – 8; and (viii) if
he keeps the commandments and endures to the end, he will receive eternal life,
the greatest gift of God – 7.
D&C 15-16 to John Whitmer and Peter Whitmer Jr. state to each of them
that: (i) they have each asked many times what would be of most worth unto
each of them, which fact neither of them has yet told anyone – 3-4; and (ii) the
answer to each of them is to declare repentance in order to bring souls to the
Lord and rest with them in the kingdom of God – 5-6. The extra “unto” that
appears in 16:5 but not in 15:5 is a later addition, and the two sections are
otherwise identical.98 D&C 15:5; 16:5 suggests that John and Peter Jr. have
already begun preaching.
Circulation: D&C 14-16 are first published in the original 1833 edition
of the Book of Commandments.99
June 1829
Moroni Shows the Plates to Mary Whitmer. “My [David Whitmer’s]
mother [Mary Musselman Whitmer] was going to milk the cows, when she was
met out near the yard by [Moroni], who said to her: ‘You have been very faithful
and diligent in your labors, but you are tired because of the increase of your toil.
It is proper therefore that you should receive a witness that your faith may be
strengthened.’ Thereupon he showed her the plates. My father and mother had
a large family of their own. The addition to it therefore of Joseph, his wife
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Emma, and Oliver very greatly increased the toil and anxiety of my mother. And
although she had never complained, she had sometimes felt that her labor was
too much, or at least she was perhaps beginning to feel so. This circumstance,
however, completely removed all such feelings and nerved her up for her
increased responsibilities.”100
Thursday, 11 June 1829
Copyright Certificate for the Book of Mormon. On Thursday, June 11
a copyright certificate for the Book of Mormon is issued to Joseph Smith by the
federal district clerk for the Northern District of New York. The copyright
certificate is issued 100 miles east of Fayette at Utica, Oneida County, New
York.101 It is not clear whether the copyright is or could be obtained by mail or
instead involves a trip in person to Utica, nor who would have made the trip.
Only a copy of the title page must be submitted to the clerk in order to
obtain a copyright, and the copyright must be obtained before the book is
published and sold. Since the title page is taken from the last leaf of Mormon
and Moroni’s writings, the translation has by this time reached the Small Plates
of Nephi. To finish perfecting the statutory copyright that will protect the book
following publication, the copyright notice must still be printed in a newspaper
for four consecutive weeks within sixty days following publication of the Book
of Mormon, and a copy of the published book must be sent to the U.S. Secretary
of State.102
June 1829
Revelation in the Chamber of Peter Whitmer Sr.’s Home. When John the
Baptist conferred the Aaronic Priesthood upon Joseph Smith & Oliver Cowdery
on May 15, he promised them “that provided we continued faithful, we should
also have the Melchizedek Priesthood, which holds the authority of the laying
on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost,” and that Joseph Smith would be
called the First Elder of the Church and Oliver Cowdery the Second Elder.1 03
Although the Melchizedek Priesthood was probably conferred upon them by
Peter, James and John in late May, it appears that Joseph and Oliver have not yet
ordained each other to the Melchizedek Priesthood as they had to the Aaronic
Priesthood following the visit of John the Baptist. In addition, there is not yet a
restored Church in which to be an elder.104
“We had for some time made this matter [the Melchizedek Priesthood]
a subject of humble prayer, and at length we got together in the chamber of
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Mr. Whitmer’s [Peter Sr.] house [at Fayette, probably in early June] in order
more particularly to seek of the Lord what we now so earnestly desired, and ...
we had not long been engaged in solemn and fervent prayer when the word of
the Lord came unto us in the chamber, commanding us that I [Joseph Smith]
should ordain Oliver Cowdery to be an elder in the Church of Jesus Christ, and
that he also should ordain me to the same office, and then to ordain others as it
should be made known unto us from time to time. We were, however,
commanded to defer this (our ordination) until such times as it should be
practicable to have our brethren, who had been and who should be baptized,
assembled together, when we must have their sanction to our thus proceeding
to ordain each other, and have them decide by vote whether they were willing
to accept us as spiritual teachers or not. ...” The revelation also provides detailed
instructions regarding the agenda for the Church’s organizational meeting,
including administration of the sacrament, the ordination of others to the
priesthood, and conferral of the gift of the Holy Ghost.105
The order of receipt of this revelation and D&C 18 is uncertain.
Note: The uncanonized historical introduction to D&C 18 in the current
1981 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants is probably incorrect. The historical
sources, including History of the Church 1:60-61, identify the response to the
request for knowledge about John the Baptist’s promise as the revelation
received in the chamber of Peter Whitmer Sr.’s home, not D&C 18. And while
those sources do state that D&C 18 “will further illustrate the nature of our
calling to this [Melchizedek] Priesthood,” they do not state that D&C 18 is itself
the response to that particular inquiry, nor even that it sheds light on the
response to that inquiry.
D&C 18
early-mid June 1829
Revelation to Oliver Cowdery & David Whitmer regarding the Twelve.
At some point during June 3-14 Joseph Smith receives D&C 18 at Fayette106 –
Stating to Oliver Cowdery that: (i) the Lord has manifested to Oliver
many times by his Spirit that the things Oliver has written are true, Oliver knows
they are true, and Oliver should therefore rely upon them – 1-3; (ii) in these
writings are all things concerning the foundation of the Lord’s church and
gospel, and the gates of hell will not prevail against him if he builds up the
Lord’s church upon this foundation – 4-5; (iii) the world is ripening in iniquity
and must be stirred up unto repentance – 6; and (iv) Joseph Smith has been
“called ... unto mine own purpose, which is known in me” – 8.
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Also stating to Oliver Cowdery & David Whitmer jointly with regard to
preaching the gospel that: (v) Oliver & David are called, as was the Apostle
Paul, to cry repentance to all the world – 9, 14, 26, 41-42; (vi) the worth of souls
is great in the sight of God, Christ rejoices in souls that repent, and he suffered
death and the pains of all men so that those who do repent can come unto him
– 10-13; (vii) Oliver & David are called to cry repentance so that their joy will
be great with even one soul brought to the kingdom of God, and greater still with
many souls, so that this call and blessing “is above all things” – 14-16, 41-45;
(viii) faith, hope and charity qualify them for the work, and in this work they are
armed with the gospel, and also with the Holy Ghost if requested in faith
– 17-19; and (ix) they are to preach saying that all who repent, are baptized in
the name of Christ, and endure to the end in obedience to the commandments
will be saved – 21-25, 41-42.
Also stating with regard to the future Twelve Apostles that: (x) Twelve
others shall be called to go into all the world preaching and baptizing – 26-30;
and (xi) Oliver Cowdery & David Whitmer (and later also Martin Harris) are
appointed to search out the Twelve and show them this revelation – 37-40.
Also stating directly to the future Twelve Apostles that: (xii) the Twelve
are to walk uprightly, ordain priests and teachers, declare the gospel by the
power of the Holy Ghost, testify that this revelation is from the Lord, and testify
that they have heard his voice through these words – 31-36.
Joseph Smith states that “this commandment [D&C 18] will further
illustrate the nature of our calling to this [Melchizedek] Priesthood, as well as
that of others [the Twelve] who were yet to be sought after.”107
It is significant that the Twelve Apostles, special witnesses of Christ’s
name, will be selected by the Three Witnesses, special witnesses of the Book of
Mormon that contains the fullness of Christ’s gospel.108 It is also significant that
in D&C 18:37 the task of seeking out the Twelve is delegated to anyone other
than Joseph Smith. While he is clearly to be the First Elder, he is not the only
person who is to receive revelation or have authority in the Church.
The Lord states in D&C 18:9 that both Oliver Cowdery & David
Whitmer are called with the same calling as the Apostle Paul. D&C 5:11 also
states that the Three Witnesses will not only be called, but also ordained, as
special witnesses of the Book of Mormon. Consistent with these verses,
President Brigham Young later states in 1852 that the first three apostles in this
dispensation are Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer. In 1857
Apostle Heber Kimball also includes Martin Harris in his list of the first four
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apostles.109 It is not clear when the Three Witnesses would have received this
ordination. But D&C 18:9 does appear to use the term “apostle” in the strict
sense of being ordained to hold apostolic authority, although the term is used in
D&C 84:63 and at times by Church leaders in a broader sense to include anyone
who has been commissioned of God to warn the people.110
D&C 18:10-18 provides the clearest statement of why missionaries
preach. D&C 18:21-22, 41-45 also provides the most detailed instruction so far
regarding what they are to preach: repentance, baptism and endurance to the
end. D&C 19:21-22, 30-31 will likewise instruct Martin Harris, the other of the
Three Witnesses, to preach only faith, repentance, and baptism by water and the
Holy Ghost, to not preach new doctrines, and to not contend. D&C 18, 19 also
form a pair in which D&C 18 to two of the Three Witnesses emphasizes the joy
available through mercy, while D&C 19 to the other Witness emphasizes the
dread of justice.
Circulation: D&C 18 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments. D&C 18:10-14, 21-25 is paraphrased in a letter from
Oliver Cowdery to Hyrum Smith dated June 14, so it is likely that the content
of at least those verses is soon known to many of the Saints at ManchesterPalmyra.111
Sunday, 14 June 1829
Letter from Oliver Cowdery to Hyrum Smith Quoting D&C 18. On
Sunday, June 14 Oliver Cowdery writes a letter from Fayette to Hyrum Smith
at Manchester. In this letter he paraphrases D&C 18:10-14, 21-25, which must
therefore have been received by this date. He also thanks Mrs. Rockwell
(probably Orrin Porter Rockwell’s mother Sarah Witt Rockwell) for a pair of
shoes that she has sent to him. Finally, he encourages Hyrum to “Stir up the
minds of our friends against the time we come unto you” from Fayette to
Manchester-Palmyra.112 That trip will occur about the first of July.
June 1829
Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer & Martin Harris Ask to be Witnesses.
“In the course of the work of translation, we ascertained that three special
witnesses were to be provided by the Lord, to whom he would grant that they
should see the plates from which this work (the Book of Mormon) should be
translated, and that these witnesses should bear record of the same, as will be
found recorded [in the] Book of Mormon [referencing 2 Nephi 27:12-14].
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Almost immediately after we had made this discovery, it occurred to Oliver
Cowdery, David Whitmer and ... Martin Harris (who had come to inquire after
our progress in the work) that they would have me [Joseph Smith] inquire of
the Lord to know if they might not obtain of him to be these three special
witnesses.”113
late June 1829
Translation of the Book of Mormon is Completed. The Book of
Mormon translation is completed at Fayette, New York about the end of June,
possibly as late as about July 1. The gold plates are returned to Moroni soon
after.114
late June 1829
Joseph Smith’s Parents Visit Fayette. “As soon as the Book of Mormon
was translated, Joseph [Smith] dispatched a messenger to Mr. Smith
[Joseph Sr.], bearing intelligence of the completion of the work, and a request
that Mr. Smith and myself [Lucy Mack Smith] should come immediately to
Waterloo [Fayette]. ... Accordingly, the next morning we [including Martin
Harris, if he is not then still at Fayette] all set off together, and before sunset met
Joseph and Oliver at Mr. Whitmer’s.
“The evening was spent in reading the manuscript, and it would be
superfluous [unnecessary] for me to say ... that we rejoiced exceedingly. It then
appeared, to those of us who did not realize the magnitude of the work, as if the
greatest difficulty was then surmounted, but Joseph better understood the nature
of the dispensation of the gospel which was committed unto him.”115
D&C 17
Sunday, 28 June 1829
Revelation Designating the Three Witnesses. Oliver Cowdery, David
Whitmer & Martin Harris have requested that Joseph Smith inquire of the Lord
whether they might be the three special witnesses discussed in 2 Nephi 27:12-14
and other passages. “Finally they became so very solicitous, and teased me
[asked Joseph] so much, that at length I complied, and through the urim and
thummim I obtained of the Lord for them the following revelation [D&C 17]”
at Fayette on Sunday morning, the day after Joseph Smith’s parents arrive, on
probably June 28116 –
Stating that: (i) if they rely upon God’s word with faith and full purpose
of heart, they will see the plates, breastplate, urim and thummim, and sword of
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Laban – 1-2; (ii) they will then be obligated to testify of what they have seen in
order to bring about the Lord’s purposes and to prevent Joseph’s destruction
– 3-5, 9; (iii) Joseph has translated that part of the book commanded by God,
and it is true – 6; (iv) the Three Witnesses have received the same power, faith
and gift as Joseph Smith – 7; and (v) if the Three Witnesses fulfill these
commandments, the gates of hell will not prevail against them and they will be
lifted up at the last day – 8.
This is the last record of Joseph Smith using the urim and thummim.
Circulation: D&C 17 is first published in the September 1835 issue of
the Messenger & Advocate and is first included in the Doctrine & Covenants in
the second 1835 edition, not the original 1833 edition.117
Also see: Ether 5:2-4; 2 Nephi 11:3; 2 Nephi 27:12-14; D&C 5:11-12,
24 (to Martin Harris); D&C 14:8 (to David Whitmer); D&C 6:27-28; 8:1 (to
Oliver Cowdery, less clear).
Sunday, 28 June 1829
Moroni Shows the Gold Plates to Three Witnesses at Fayette. On
probably the same day that D&C 17 is received, probably Sunday, June 28, at
the usual morning devotional of scripture reading, singing and prayer at Peter
Whitmer Sr.’s home, Joseph Smith solemnly tells Martin Harris that, “You have
got to humble yourself before your God this day that you may obtain a
forgiveness of your sins. If you do, it is the will of God that you should look
upon the plates in company with Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer.”118
“I [David Whitmer] was plowing in the field one morning, and Joseph
and Oliver came along with a revelation [D&C 17] stating that I was to be one
of the witnesses to the Book of Mormon. I [fastened my team to a fence and] got
over the fence, and we went out into the woods nearby ... We then kneeled down
and Joseph prayed.”119 Joseph “was followed by each of the rest in succession.
We did not yet, however, obtain any answer or manifestation ... We again
observed the same order of prayer ... in rotation, but with the same result as
before. Upon this, our second failure, Martin Harris proposed that he would
withdraw himself ...
“He accordingly withdrew from us, and we knelt down again, and had
not been many minutes engaged in prayer when presently we beheld ... an angel
stood before us [and ‘a table with many records or plates upon it besides the
plates of the Book of Mormon, also the sword of Laban, the directors, i.e. the
ball [or Liahona] which Lehi had, and the Interpreters [or urim and thummim]’].
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In his hands he held the plates which we had been praying for these [Oliver
Cowdery, David Whitmer] to have a view of. He turned over the leaves one by
one so that we could see them and discern the engravings thereon distinctly. He
addressed himself to David Whitmer and said ‘David, blessed is the Lord, and
he that keeps his commandments,’ when immediately afterwards we heard a
voice from out of the bright light above us saying ‘These plates have been
revealed by the power of God, and they have been translated by the power of
God. The translation of them which you have seen is correct, and I command
you to bear record of what you now see and hear.’
“I [Joseph] now left David and Oliver, and went in pursuit of Martin
Harris, who I found at a considerable distance, fervently engaged in prayer. He
soon told me, however, that he had not yet prevailed with the Lord and earnestly
requested me to join him in prayer that he might also realize the same blessings
which we had just received. We accordingly joined in prayer and ultimately
obtained our desires. For before we had yet finished, the same vision was opened
to our view ... and I once more beheld and seen [saw] and heard the same things,
whilst at the same moment Martin Harris cried out, apparently in an ecstasy of
joy, ‘Tis enough, tis enough, mine eyes have beheld, mine eyes have beheld.’”
“Brother Harris said that the angel stood on the opposite side of the table on
which were the plates, the interpreters, etc., and took the plates in his hands and
turned them over.”120
All four return to the Whitmer residence between 3 and 4 o’clock in the
afternoon. Joseph goes into the bedroom where his parents and Mrs. Mary
Musselman Whitmer are sitting and expresses great relief that he is no longer the
only one to have seen the plates or to be under obligation to publicly testify of
them. “Joseph threw himself down beside me [Lucy Mack Smith] and exclaimed
‘Father, mother, you do not know how happy I am ... They have seen an angel,
who has testified to them, and they will have to bear witness to the truth of what
I have said, for now they know for themselves that I do not go about to deceive
the people, and I feel as if I was relieved of a burden which was almost too
heavy for me to bear, and it rejoices my soul that I am not any longer to be
entirely alone in the world.’ Upon this Martin Harris came in. He seemed almost
overcome with joy and testified boldly to what he had both seen and heard. And
so did David and Oliver, adding that no tongue could express the joy of their
hearts and the greatness of the things which they had both seen and heard.”121
Soon after, in order to fulfill their obligation to bear public testimony,
they write down and each sign their joint testimony that now appears in the Book
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of Mormon. Their testimony is also published many times in newspapers of the
day.122
early July 1829
Joseph Smith Shows Gold Plates to Eight Witnesses at Manchester.
The next day after Moroni shows the plates to the Three Witnesses, Joseph
Smith Sr. & Lucy Mack Smith return 30 miles to the Hyrum Smith farm at
Manchester, possibly with Martin Harris.123 “In a few days, we were followed
by Joseph, Oliver and the Whitmers, who came to make us a visit and make
some arrangements about getting the book printed.” The Whitmer party includes
Hiram Page, husband of Peter Whitmer Sr.’s daughter Catherine Whitmer Page.
At Manchester Joseph Smith and the Eight Witnesses, consisting of all
five of the male members of the Whitmer party who have traveled to
Manchester, as well as three members of the Smith family: (1) Christian
Whitmer, (2) Jacob Whitmer, (3) Peter Whitmer Jr., (4) John Whitmer,
(5) Hiram Page, (6) Joseph Smith Sr., (7) Hyrum Smith, and (8) Samuel Smith,
“retired to a place where the [Smith] family were in the habit of offering up their
devotions to God. They went to this place because it had been revealed to Joseph
that the plates would be carried thither by one of the ancient Nephites
[Moroni].”
Their written testimony states that “Joseph Smith ... has shown unto us
[the Eight Witnesses] the plates ... which have the appearance of gold. And as
many of the leaves as the said Smith has translated we did handle with our
hands, and we also saw the engravings thereon, all of which has the appearance
of ancient work and of curious workmanship.”
“That evening we held a meeting in which all the witnesses bore
testimony to the facts as stated above, and all of our family, even to Don Carlos
who was but 14 years of age, testified of the truth of the latter-day dispensation,
that it was ushered in.”
Several of the Whitmers return home within a few days, so it is likely
that the Eight Witnesses sign their joint testimony about this time.124
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4. Printing the Book of Mormon
July 1829 - March 1830
D&C 19

This chapter covers the nine
months during which the Book of
Mormon is printed. D&C 19 is
received as the printing nears
completion.
Arrangements for Printing.
In August Egbert Grandin agrees to
print the Book of Mormon at
Palmyra. Martin Harris pledges his
farm to secure the cost of printing.
Oliver Cowdery makes a copy
of the manuscript, and each day he
and Hyrum Smith carry a few pages
of that copy to the printer. In early
October Joseph Smith returns home
to Harmony.
Early Book of Mormon
Converts. In October Thomas
Marsh visits Palmyra and returns
home to Boston with a copy of the
first printed sheet of 16 pages.
Solomon Chamberlain then visits
Palmyra and returns home to nearby
Lyons in Wayne County, New York
with copies of the first four sheets.

Joseph Smith’s Trips Back to
Manchester. In January Joseph
briefly returns to Palmyra to deal
with a newspaperman who has
begun printing unauthorized
excerpts from the Book of Mormon.
He returns again to reassure
Egbert Grandin that, despite a local
boycott against purchasing the Book
of Mormon, the printer will be paid.
In March he returns a third
time as printing nears completion.
Martin Harris, who is concerned
about the boycott and the potential
loss of his farm if the Book of
Mormon does not sell, insists
on receiving a “commandment.”
Joseph receives D&C 19, which
instructs Martin to pay the printer
and get out of debt rather than
coveting his own property.
The Book of Mormon goes on
sale on March 26, and the Church is
organized eleven days later on
April 6.
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early Summer 1829
First Attempt to Hire Egbert Grandin to Print the Book of Mormon.
After completing the Book of Mormon translation at Fayette, Joseph Smith
travels to Manchester where he shows the gold plates to the Eight Witnesses. He
also tries to hire Egbert Grandin to print the Book of Mormon at Palmyra. Egbert
Grandin declines.1
Summer 1829
Attempts to Hire a Printer at Rochester. In about July, following the
unsuccessful attempt to hire Egbert Grandin, Joseph Smith travels 25 miles west
to Rochester and attempts to hire Thurlow Weed to print the Book of Mormon.
Thurlow Weed is the leader of the Anti-Masonic Party and publishes the
Anti-Masonic Enquirer newspaper. He is unimpressed with Joseph Smith and
with the chapter from the Book of Mormon that is read to him, and he declines
to take the job. Joseph Smith returns a day or two later with Martin Harris, who
offers security for the cost of printing, but Thurlow Weed again declines.
Joseph Smith then visits Elihu Marshall, a book publisher in Rochester,
who offers terms for printing the Book of Mormon and is willing to accept
Martin Harris’s security.2
Monday, 17 August 1829
Contract to Print the Book of Mormon, Martin Harris Mortgages Farm.
Once Joseph Smith has found a printer for the Book of Mormon, he again
attempts to hire Egbert Grandin at Palmyra. He points out that the printing will
be done regardless of whether Egbert Grandin takes the job, but that he will be
saved much inconvenience and expense if the work is done locally at Palmyra,
especially since the manuscript will be delivered and the proof sheets examined
daily. Egbert Grandin consults with friends who convince him that this is merely
a business matter and that he will not be connecting himself with the new
religion. He obtains a few sample pages of the manuscript and engages John
Gilbert to help him estimate the cost of printing.
On Monday, August 17 Joseph Smith and Egbert Grandin agree to print
5,000 copies of the Book of Mormon for $3,000 (this is an unusually large run
for a new book in these days). Nine days later on Wednesday, August 26, about
two months after Moroni appeared to Martin Harris and showed him the plates,
Martin Harris signs a mortgage pledging his farm as security to guarantee
payment to Egbert Grandin within eighteen months.3
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“The fact that such a man as Martin Harris should mortgage his farm for
a large sum to secure the publisher for printing the book, should abandon the
cultivation of one of the best farms in the neighborhood and change all of his
habits of life ... was truly phenomenal. He at the same time was the only man
among all the primitive [early] Mormons who was responsible in a pecuniary
sense for a single dollar. Nevertheless, he had become absolutely infatuated ...
He was noted as one who could quote more scripture than any man in the
neighborhood, and as a general thing could give the chapter and verse where
some important passage could be found. If one passage more than any other
seemed to be in his mind it was this: God has chosen the weak things of this
world to confuse the wise [1 Corinthians 1:27].”4
late Summer 1829
Printing of the Book of Mormon Begins. Work on printing the Book
of Mormon begins in August, although the first sheet does not come off the press
until early October soon after Joseph Smith returns home to Harmony. For the
next six months Oliver Cowdery and Hyrum Smith supervise the printing
process. Martin Harris is also often at the printer’s shop.
“Before he [Joseph] returned to [Harmony,] Pennsylvania, where he had
left his wife, he received a commandment which was in substance as follows:
First, that Oliver Cowdery should transcribe the whole manuscript. Second, that
he should take but one copy at a time to the [printing] office, so that if one copy
should get destroyed, there would still be a copy remaining. Third, that in going
to and from the office, he should always have a guard to attend him for the
purpose of protecting the manuscript. Fourth, that a guard should be kept
constantly on the watch both night and day about the house, to protect the
manuscript from malicious persons who would infest the house for the purpose
of destroying the manuscript. All these things were strictly attended to, as the
Lord commanded Joseph. After giving these instructions, Joseph returned to
Pennsylvania.”5
“When the printer was ready to commence work [‘as quick as
Mr. Grandin got his type and got things all ready to commence the work,’
Martin] Harris was notified, and Hyrum Smith brought the first installment of
manuscript, of 24 pages closely written on common foolscap [8½" x 13½" or
roughly legal size] paper. He had it under his vest, and vest and coat closely
buttoned over it. At night [Hyrum] Smith came and got the manuscript and with
the same precaution carried it away. The next morning, with the same
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watchfulness, he brought it again, and at night took it away. This was kept up for
several days. ...
“After working a few days, I [John Gilbert] said to [Hyrum] Smith on his
handing me the manuscript in the morning, ‘Mr. Smith, if you would leave this
manuscript with me, I would take it home with me at night and read and
punctuate it.’ His reply was, ‘We are commanded not to leave it.’ A few
mornings after this, when [Hyrum] Smith handed me the manuscript, he said to
me, ‘If you will give your word that this manuscript shall be returned to us when
you get through with it, I will leave it with you.’ I assured Smith that it should
be returned all right when I got through with it. ... I took it home with me and
read it and punctuated it with a lead pencil. ... Every chapter, if I remember
correctly, was one solid paragraph without a punctuation mark from beginning
to end. Names of persons and places were generally capitalized, but sentences
had no end ... I punctuated it to make it read as I supposed the author intended.
... [Correction of printing errors and a revision of John Gilbert’s punctuation and
paragraphing is made by Joseph Smith for the second 1837 edition and again for
the third 1840 edition. Current chapter and verse breaks are made by Orson Pratt
for the 1879 edition.]
“The work was commenced in August 1829 and finished in March 1830,
seven months. Mr. J.H. Bortles and myself [John Gilbert] done the press work
until December, taking nearly three days to each form. In December
Mr. Grandin hired a journeyman pressman, Thomas McAuley, or ‘Whistling
Tom’ as he was called in the office, and he and Bortles did the balance of the
press work. ... The printing was done in the third story of the [building], and the
binding by Mr. [Luther] Howard in the second story, the lower story being used
as a bookstore by Mr. Grandin.”6
“Martin Harris, Hyrum Smith and Oliver Cowdery were very frequent
visitors to the office during the printing.” “Oliver Cowdery and Hyrum Smith
were the two who generally brought the copy to the printing office.” “Cowdery
held and looked over the manuscript when most of the proofs were read.”
“Oliver Cowdery was not engaged as compositor on the work, or was not a
printer. He was a frequent visitor to the office, and did several times take up a
stick [a row of type] and set a part of a page. He may have set 10 or 12 pages,
all told.” “Joseph Smith Jr. had nothing to do whatever with the printing or
furnishing copy for the printers, being but once in the office during the printing
of the [Book of Mormon], and then not over 15 or 20 minutes.”7
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1829
Oliver Cowdery Begins Early Draft of D&C 20. During 1829 Oliver
Cowdery completes an early draft or forerunner to D&C 20, the Articles and
Covenants of the Church. Consistent with the instruction in D&C 18:3-4 that
Oliver “rely upon the things which are written ... concerning the foundation of
my [the Lord’s] Church,” most of this draft quotes or paraphrases passages from
the Book of Mormon and from D&C 18.8 (The text of this draft is reprinted in
Appendix 2).
11 September 1829
Spain Fails to Reconquer Mexico. On July 16 a force of 2,600 Spanish
troops lands at Tampico, Mexico in an attempt by Spain to reconquer Mexico.
Mexican General Antonio de Santa Anna immediately moves north from his
base at Vera Cruz with 2,000 men, without authorization from the Mexican
government, and without any information about the Spanish troops’ situation.
By September 7 Mexican General Manuel Mier y Terán arrives with
another 2,000 Mexican troops, and on the afternoon of September 10 they attack
the Spanish army at Tampico. The Spanish troops surrender the next day.
Mexico’s independence from Spain is now secure in the same way that
the United States’ independence from England became secure following the War
of 1812. Antonio de Santa Anna instantly becomes a Mexican national hero in
much the same way that Andrew Jackson became a hero in the United States
after he won the Battle of New Orleans at the close of the War of 1812.9
Sunday, 4 October 1829
Joseph Smith Returns Home from Manchester to Harmony. Joseph
Smith departs Manchester about the first of October for the 140 mile trip to
Harmony. He travels on foot and arrives home at Harmony on Sunday,
October 4.10
Thursday, 8 October 1829
Purchase of Pulpit Bible Later Used in Joseph Smith Translation.
A large pulpit style edition of the King James Bible, including the Apocrypha,
is purchased from Egbert Grandin at Palmyra for $3.75 on Thursday, October 8.
The book is 11 inches tall by 9 inches wide by 2½ inches thick and weighs five
pounds. The margins are largely filled with printed cross references. This is the
copy of the Bible subsequently used in the Joseph Smith Translation.
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An undated inscription on the flyleaf in Joseph Smith’s handwriting
states the date, place and price of purchase and that the book belongs to Joseph
Smith and Oliver Cowdery. The inscription does not say who actually made the
purchase and thus is consistent with the fact that Joseph Smith has already
returned to Harmony.11
October 1829
Thomas Marsh Visits Palmyra. In about early October Thomas Marsh
returns home to Massachusetts from a three month stay at Lima, Livingston
County in western New York. While returning he spends the night with a family
at Lyons in Wayne County, New York. “On leaving there next morning the lady
inquired if I had heard of the golden book found by a youth named Joseph
Smith. I informed her I never heard anything about it and became very anxious
to know concerning the matter. On inquiring, she told me I could learn more
about it from Martin Harris in Palmyra.
“I returned back westward and found Martin Harris at the printing office
in Palmyra, where the first 16 pages of the Book of Mormon [to 1 Nephi 7:4] had
just been struck off, the proof sheet of which I obtained from the printer and
took with me. As soon as Martin Harris found out my intentions, he took me to
the house of Joseph Smith Sr. [the Hyrum Smith log home] ... Here I found
Oliver Cowdery, who gave me all the information concerning the book I desired.
After staying there two days, I started for Charleston [near Boston],
Massachusetts, highly pleased with the information I had obtained concerning
the newfound book.
“After arriving home and finding my family all well, I showed my wife
[Elizabeth Godkin Marsh] the 16 pages of the Book of Mormon which I had
obtained, with which she was well pleased, believing it to be the work of God.
From this time for about one year I corresponded with Oliver Cowdery and
Joseph Smith Jr. and prepared myself to move west.”12
October 1829
Solomon Chamberlain Visits Palmyra. In 1816 Solomon Chamberlain,
then age 28, had a vision in which he learned that all churches were corrupt, that
God would soon raise up his Church after the apostolic order with the same gifts
as in the ancient Church, that a book like unto the Bible would come forth to
guide the people, and that he would live to see that day. In the mid to late 1820’s
he begins to feel that this time is drawing near.
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In mid to late October 1829 Solomon Chamberlain, now age 41, lives
near Lyons, the county seat of Wayne County, New York, about 20 miles east
of Palmyra along the Erie Canal. While traveling from Lyons toward Ontario,
Canada, he feels prompted to get off the canalboat at Palmyra and travel south,
which he does for about 3 miles before putting up for the night.
In the morning the family with whom Solomon Chamberlain is staying
asks if he has heard of the Gold Bible, and he feels a power like electricity from
the top of his head to his toes. So he walks a half mile to the Hyrum Smith farm,
where he finds Hyrum Smith.
Solomon Chamberlain says, “Peace be unto this house.” Hyrum replies,
“I hope it will be peace.” Solomon says, “Is there anyone here that believes in
visions or revelations?” Hyrum replies, “Yes, we are a visionary house.” Five
or six men are then called together, including Joseph Smith Sr., Christian
Whitmer, and some other Whitmers. Solomon gives them a pamphlet of his
experience that Hyrum and Christian read aloud, and Solomon preaches that all
churches are corrupt and God will shortly raise up his church that will never be
brought down nor confounded. The others ask him where he has heard these
things, for they have a book that says the same things. Solomon concludes by
requesting that, “If you are a visionary house, I wish you would make known
some of your discoveries, for I think I can bear them.” The others tell him about
the Book of Mormon and its translation, and they teach him for two days.
Hyrum Smith and Solomon Chamberlain then go together to Egbert
Grandin’s printing shop. As the fourth sheet of 16 pages comes off the press,
Solomon Chamberlain takes the 64 pages (to 2 Nephi 2:19) and continues his
journey to Ontario, preaching Mormonism along the way.13
Fall - Winter 1829
Preaching from Book of Mormon before Printing Is Completed. “Whilst
the Book of Mormon was in the hands of the printer we [Joseph Smith and
others] still continued to bear testimony and give information as far as we had
opportunity.” By August “Christian Whitmer had copied from the manuscript
the teachings and doctrine of Christ, being the things which we were
commanded to preach. We [David Whitmer and others] preached ... from
August 1829 until April 6th, 1830.”
Oliver Cowdery also sends some loose printed sheets to his brother
Warren Cowdery at Freedom in Cattaraugus County, New York. “The little
information that we [William Hyde and his neighbors] gained upon this subject
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until the elders came preaching was through Warren A. Cowdery, whose farm
joined with ours. Warren A. obtained from his brother Oliver, at an early date,
some of the proof sheets to the Book of Mormon, some of which we had the
privilege of perusing.”14
16 October 1829
Luxury Hotel Opens in Massachusetts. The 170 room Tremont Hotel at
Boston, Massachusetts opens on October 16 with a one dollar per plate dinner
attended by many prominent guests. It is the first luxury hotel in the United
States. It is the first to have room clerks, bell boys, dining room menus, private
bedrooms with door locks, soap and a pitcher of water in each room, and indoor
toilets (there are eight).
Six years later the American House hotel at Boston will become the first
to have gas lighting for upstairs halls and guest rooms.15
Thursday, 22 October 1829
Letter from Joseph Smith to Oliver Cowdery. On Thursday, October 22
Joseph Smith writes a letter from Harmony to Oliver Cowdery at Palmyra
stating that he (Joseph Smith) arrived back at Harmony on Sunday morning,
October 4. He also writes that “There begins to be a great call for our books in
this country. The minds of the people are very much excited when they find that
there is a copyright obtained and that there is really [a] book about to be printed.
... Mr. [Josiah] Stowell has a prospect of getting $500 or $600 ... and if he can
get the money he wants to pay it in immediately for books [of Mormon].”16
Friday, 6 November 1829
Letters from Oliver Cowdery to Joseph Smith and from Thomas Marsh.
On Friday, November 6 Oliver Cowdery writes a letter from Palmyra to Joseph
Smith at Harmony stating that the printing is going slowly because Egbert
Grandin is waiting for additional type and the type founder (maker) is sick, but
that Egbert Grandin still expects to finish printing by the first of February 1830.
Oliver Cowdery also states that, four months after beginning the
printer’s copy of the manuscript, he has only copied through Alma 36. This is
a much slower pace than the original translation of the Book of Mormon, likely
due to the time that he and Hyrum Smith spend supervising and proofreading at
the printer’s shop. All but 3 lines of the Printer’s Manuscript still survive, with
84.6% written by Oliver Cowdery, 14.9% by an unidentified “Scribe No. 2”
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(essentially Mosiah 25 - Alma 13 and 3 Nephi 19 - Mormon 9, possibly Martin
Harris), and 0.5% by Hyrum Smith (two short portions from Mosiah 25Alma 13). So work on the printer’s copy is progressing slowly even though
Scribe No. 2 has recently copied 18 chapters for Oliver. The printer will later
work from the original manuscript of 3 Nephi 19 - Mormon 9 rather than the
Printer’s Manuscript (it is not known whether Scribe No. 2 copied that portion
before or after it was printed).
Oliver reports that Martin Harris and Hyrum Smith traveled from
Palmyra to visit Whitmers in Fayette the previous week and found all well.
Oliver also tells Joseph that Thomas Marsh wrote from Boston on
October 25 to report on his efforts to generate interest in the Book of Mormon.17
Fall 1829
Orson Pratt Experiences Spiritual Feelings. In the fall of 1829 Orson
Pratt, age 18, begins retiring to the fields and woods at Canaan, Columbia
County in northeast New York, seeking the Lord in prayer, often at night while
everyone else is sleeping. His health eventually begins to suffer, but he
continues for a year until his older brother Parley Pratt arrives in September
1830 to preach the restored gospel to him and the other members of their
extended family.18
1829
Orson Hyde and Parley Pratt Begin Campbellite Preaching in Ohio. In
1829 Sidney Rigdon goes on an itinerant Campbellite crusade (or mission)
accompanied by the much younger Orson Hyde. They preach at Elyria in Lorain
County and at Florence in Huron (now Erie) County in the west part of the Ohio
Western Reserve. They baptize many and organize several Campbellite
congregations. The following spring of 1830 Orson Hyde accepts the position
of pastor for the new Campbellite congregations at Elyria and Florence. During
the subsequent fall and winter of 1830 he also teaches school at Florence.19
Among those converted to the Campbellite doctrine during this crusade
is Parley Pratt. “What was my astonishment when I [Parley Pratt] found he
preached faith in Jesus Christ, repentance towards God and baptism for
remission of sins with the promise of the Holy Ghost to all who would come
forward, with all their hearts, and obey this doctrine. Here was the ancient
gospel in due form. Here were the very principles which I had discovered years
before, but could find no one to minister in [faith, repentance, baptism and gift
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of the Holy Ghost]. But still one great link was wanting [missing] to complete
the chain of the ancient order of things, and that was the authority to minister in
holy things, the apostleship ... However, we were thankful for even the forms of
truth, as none could claim the power, and authority, and gifts of the Holy Ghost,
at least so far as we knew. ...
“About this time I took it upon me to impart to my neighbors from time
to time, both in public and in private, the light I had received from the Scriptures
concerning the gospel, and also concerning the fulfilment of the things spoken
by the holy prophets. I did not claim any authority as a minister – I felt the lack
in this respect – but I felt in duty bound to enlighten mankind so far as God had
enlightened me.”20
In January 1830 the Campbellite leader Alexander Campbell changes the
name of his newspaper, which he has been printing since 1823, from the
Christian Baptist to the Millennial Harbinger. On the first page of each issue he
prints Revelation 14:6: “I saw another messenger flying through the midst of
heaven, having everlasting good news to proclaim to the inhabitants of the
earth.”21 Mormons later identify this verse with the angel Moroni.22
Sunday, 27 December 1829
Hyrum Smith Attempts to Stop Printing of Book of Mormon Excerpts.
On Sunday afternoon, probably December 27, “Hyrum [Smith] became very
uneasy as to the security of the work left at the printing office” and “his peculiar
feelings led him to believe that something was going wrong.” Hyrum asks Oliver
Cowdery to accompany him to see if all is right, but Oliver hesitates because the
contract with Egbert Grandin explicitly denies them access to the shop on
Sundays. Hyrum finally says “I shall not stop to consider the matter any longer,
for I am going. You may suit yourself about the matter, but I will not suffer such
uneasiness any longer without knowing the cause.”
At this Oliver is persuaded, and they both go to the printing office where
they discover Abner Cole at work. Abner Cole, a former justice of the peace, has
been printing the Reflector newspaper only since September 1829 under the
pseudonym Obadiah Dogberry. He prints the paper on nights and weekends
when Egbert Grandin’s press is otherwise idle, and this gives him the
opportunity to copy pages from the Book of Mormon. The December 9 issue of
the Reflector had promised to begin publishing excerpts from the Book of
Mormon. Upon arriving at the shop, Hyrum and Oliver try to persuade Abner
Cole not to violate Joseph Smith’s copyright, but he refuses to stop.
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Joseph Smith Sr. promptly departs on a several days long, 280 mile
round trip by stagecoach to retrieve Joseph Smith from Harmony.23
Saturday, 2 January 1830
The Reflector Prints First Excerpt from the Book of Mormon. The
Saturday, January 2, 1830 issue of the Reflector prints 1 Nephi 1:1-2:3 on its
front page. But in contrast to his derisive comments in earlier issues about the
Gold Bible, Abner Cole follows this excerpt with an article stating that people
who are as ignorant as he about the content of the Book of Mormon should
withhold judgment until the complete book becomes available.24
Sunday, 3 January 1830
Joseph Smith Visits Manchester to Stop the Printing of Excerpts.
Joseph Smith Sr. arrives back at Manchester from Harmony with Joseph Smith
on Sunday, probably January 3. “The weather was so extremely cold that they
came near to perishing before they arrived at home. Nevertheless, as soon as
Joseph made himself partially comfortable, he went to the printing office where
he found [Abner] Cole employed as on the Sunday previous.
“Joseph examined his [paper, the Reflector], and then said firmly,
‘Mr. Cole, that book and the right of publishing it belongs to me, and I forbid
your meddling with it any further.’ At this Mr. Cole threw off his coat, rolled
up his sleeves, and came towards Joseph ... roaring out, ‘Do you want to fight,
sir? ... I will publish just what I please. Now, if you want to fight, just come on.’
... ‘Now, Mr. Cole,’ said he [Joseph], ‘you had better keep your coat on. It is
cold, and I am not going to fight you. Nevertheless I assure you, sir, that you
have got to stop printing my book, for I know my rights and shall maintain them.
... There is law, and you will find that out if you do not understand it. But I shall
not fight you, sir.’ At this, the ex-justice [Abner Cole] began to cool off a little,
and finally concluded to submit to an arbitration. ...
“Joseph, after disposing of this affair, returned to Pennsylvania.”25
Wednesday, 13 January 1830
The Reflector Prints a Second Book of Mormon Excerpt. Abner Cole
prints 1 Nephi 2:4-15 in the Wednesday, January 13 issue of the Reflector, the
next issue after January 2. This excerpt is followed by a respectful article in
which he acknowledges that the Book of Mormon is protected by a copyright.26
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Winter 1830
Book of Mormon Boycott, Joseph Smith Again Visits Palmyra. “Joseph,
after disposing of this affair [regarding Abner Cole], returned to [Harmony,]
Pennsylvania, but not for long to remain there. For when the inhabitants of the
surrounding country [Manchester-Palmyra] perceived that the work still
progressed, they became uneasy and again called a large meeting. At this time
... they resolved, as before, never to purchase one of our books when they should
be printed. ... This information caused Mr. Grandin to stop printing, and we were
again compelled to send for Joseph. These trips, back and forth, exhausted
nearly all our means [paying stagecoach fares], yet they seemed unavoidable.
“When Joseph came, he went immediately with Martin Harris to
Grandin and succeeded in removing his fears, so that he went on with the work
until the books were printed.”27
Saturday, 16 January 1830
Agreement regarding the Sale of Books of Mormon. On Saturday,
January 16, during one of his trips to Manchester-Palmyra, Joseph Smith signs
an agreement stating: “I [Joseph Smith] hereby agree that Martin Harris shall
have an equal privilege with me and my friends of selling the Book of Mormon”
until the debt to Egbert Grandin is fully paid.28
Joseph Smith returns home to Harmony from one of his two trips to
Manchester-Palmyra with printed sheets of at least First and Second Nephi.29
Friday, 22 January 1830
The Reflector Prints Third and Final Book of Mormon Excerpt. On
Friday, January 22, Abner Cole prints Alma 43:22-40, the third and last of his
unauthorized excerpts, in an extra unnumbered issue of the Reflector (these three
unauthorized excerpts are free of significant errors). In the next issue his
coverage of Joseph Smith again becomes antagonistic and derisive.30
The failure to print any further extracts suggests that it is about this time
that the arbitration “decided that he [Abner Cole] should stop his proceedings
forthwith, so that he gave us no further trouble.”31 The legal basis upon which
Joseph Smith is entitled to prevail in early 1830 is not the statutory copyright for
which he has applied, since in 1830 the statute only protects books following
publication. He is instead entitled to prevail on the basis of a common law (or
traditional) copyright that protects books up until the time they are published.32
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Winter 1830
Protection of the Book of Mormon Manuscript. At some point during the
course of printing the Book of Mormon, in response to a plot to seize and destroy
the manuscript, Lucy Mack Smith “placed it in a chest which was so high that,
when placed under the bed, the whole weight of the bedstead rested upon the lid.
Having made this arrangement, we felt quite at rest, and that night the family
retired to rest at the usual hour, all save Peter Whitmer [Jr.] who spent the night
on guard.”33
early 1830
Purchase of Home and Farm for Sidney Rigdon at Mentor, Ohio. In early
1830 Sidney Rigdon’s Campbellite congregation at Mentor offers to pay him a
salary for his services. He responds that “he did not believe in selling his
services in that way, but would receive what they felt willing to give.” The
congregation then purchases a farm for him and begins construction of a house
that will be almost ready to occupy when Mormon missionaries first arrive in
Ohio in the fall of 1830.34
February 1830
Beginnings of the Morley Common Stock Family at Kirtland, Ohio. In
late 1829 or early 1830 three of Sidney Rigdon’s Campbellite followers (Isaac
Morley, his brother-in-law Titus Billings, Lyman Wight) agree to form a
communal society having all things in common as recorded in Acts 2:44-45;
4:34-37.
In February 1830, Lyman Wight moves his family 20 miles from
Warrensville in Cuyahoga County to live on the Isaac Morley farm at Kirtland
in Geauga County, Ohio. Eight more families soon join, and by October there
are more than fifty members of the “Morley Common Stock Family” living on
the 103 acre Isaac Morley farm.35
Thursday, 18 February 1830
Death of Antonio Lebolo. On February 18 Antonio Lebolo dies at his
home in Piedmont, Italy at age 49. It takes several men nine days and 88 pages
of paper to complete the inventory of his property, including numerous Egyptian
artifacts.
The inventory does not mention the eleven Egyptian mummies and
papyrus that will eventually arrive at Kirtland, Ohio in 1835. It is probably
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another year before his heirs learn that the mummies exist and were consigned
for sale prior to his death through Albano Oblasser of Trieste, Italy. Seventeen
months later on July 30, 1831 Antonio Lebolo’s oldest son Pietro Lebolo will
be authorized to pursue payment on behalf of his heirs. They will still be
working out payment arrangements as late as October 1833.36
March 1830
Alexander Doniphan Moves to Missouri and Begins Practicing Law. In
1829 Alexander Doniphan completes his law studies and is licensed to practice
law in both Kentucky and Ohio. He arrives at St. Louis, Missouri in March
1830, and a month later at age 21 he is also licensed to practice law in Missouri.
He soon moves further west and settles at Liberty in Clay County, Missouri.
In August Alexander Doniphan and David Atchison are admitted, on the
motion of attorney William Wood, to the bar of Clay County to appear in court
in that county. All three will later represent the Mormons in various court
proceedings during 1833-1839. In these days judges often ride circuit, holding
court at various locations within a designated circuit that includes several
counties. Attorneys travel with the court, seeking employment as trial lawyers
as the court makes each stop on the circuit. This is likely the court’s first stop at
Liberty since the two young lawyers moved to the area.37
Wednesday, 10 March 1830
Smith Family Members Suspended from Presbyterian Church. On
Wednesday, March 10 a committee appointed by the Western Presbyterian
Church of Palmyra visits Lucy Mack Smith, Hyrum Smith and Samuel Smith,
who all belong to that church, regarding their public involvement with the
forthcoming Book of Mormon.
They speak first with Lucy Mack Smith. She just wants to preach to
them about the Book of Mormon. They speak next with Hyrum. He is unwilling
to admit, as they request, that Joseph never had the plates or that he (Hyrum) is
deceived in the matter. For their part, the committee members consider it
beneath them to, as Hyrum requests, read the Book of Mormon and ask God for
a witness whether it is true. Their conversation with Samuel is even less
productive. He quotes Isaiah 56:9-11 to them, which reads in part “... his
watchmen are blind, they are all ignorant, they are all dumb dogs, ... loving to
slumber, yea, they are greedy dogs, which can never have enough, and they are
shepherds that cannot understand, ...”
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The committee reports that it failed to receive satisfaction, Smiths fail
to appear before a church court on Wednesday, March 24, and on Monday,
March 29 the Western Presbyterian Church suspends the three from
membership.38
Friday, 19 March 1830
Announcement that the Book of Mormon Will Go on Sale. The Friday,
March 19 issue of the Wayne Sentinel, printed by Egbert Grandin, announces
“that the Book of Mormon will be ready for sale in the course of a week.”39
As the first copy is bound, Martin Harris takes and gives it to his older
brother Emer Harris of Windham, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania who is present
for the occasion at the printing office in Palmyra.40
D&C 19
March 1830
Joseph Smith Visits Manchester, Revelation to Martin Harris. In about
late March Joseph Knight Sr. of Colesville takes Joseph Smith by wagon
140 miles northwest from Harmony, Pennsylvania to Manchester-Palmyra, New
York. They arrive while the printed pages of the Book of Mormon are still being
bound.
Upon arriving at Palmyra, Joseph Smith and Joseph Knight Sr. encounter
Martin Harris crossing the street with several Books of Mormon. Martin Harris
is understandably afraid that he will lose his farm if the books do not sell. Joseph
Knight Sr. recounts that “He [Martin Harris] says, ‘The books will not sell, for
nobody wants them.’ Joseph [Smith] says ‘I think they will sell well.’ Says he,
‘I want a commandment [or revelation].’ ‘Why ... fulfill what you have got.’
‘But,’ says he, ‘I must have a commandment.’ Joseph put him off. But he
insisted three or four times he must have a commandment.
“We went home to his father’s [the Hyrum Smith log home], and Martin
with us. Martin stayed at his father’s and slept in a bed on the floor ... In the
morning he got up and said he must have a commandment to Joseph and went
home. And along in the after part of the day Joseph and Oliver received a
commandment which is in the Book of Covenants [D&C 19],” “a commandment
of God and not of man to Martin Harris”41 –
Stating with regard to humility and obedience that: (i) the Lord subdued
all things through obedience to the Father – 1-2, 19, 24; and (ii) rhetorically
asking whether Martin Harris can rejoice in humble obedience to the Lord’s
instructions or will instead continue trusting his own judgment (as he did with
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the 116 page manuscript) and “run about longer as a blind guide”
– 23, 33, 39-41.
Also stating with regard to the punishment to be suffered in consequence
of sin that: (iii) all men must suffer for their sins on the day of judgment if they
do not repent – 3-5; (iv) the length of punishment for sin is not endless, but is
instead the punishment meted out by an endless God – 6-12; (iv) the intensity
of punishment is that same exquisite pain suffered by Christ during his
atonement, the smallest portion of which Martin Harris tasted at the time the
Lord withdrew his Spirit (presumably following the loss of the 116 page
manuscript) – 15-20; and (v) the Lord commands Martin Harris, in order to
avoid that punishment, to repent and obey the commandments received through
Joseph Smith – 13-15, 20.
Also commanding Martin Harris in certain particulars that: (vi) for the
“great and the last” time, Martin (who has at times disclosed information after
promising to keep it confidential)42 is to preach with rejoicing to every people
he sees, but he is to preach only faith, repentance, and baptism by water and the
Holy Ghost (milk), and he is not to preach new revelations and doctrines (meat),
nor is he to contend (opponents accuse him that “he can silence almost any
opposer by talking faster and louder than he can”)43 – 21-22, 29-32, 36-37;
(vii) he will have peace if he listens to these counsels, but misery and the
destruction of both himself and his property if he does not – 23, 33; (viii) he is
commanded to not covet his neighbor’s life, his neighbor’s wife (his own
marriage has become quite difficult),44 nor even his own property, but is to
impart freely of his property for the publication of the Book of Mormon and thus
release himself from the bondage of indebtedness to the printer – 25-26, 34-35;
(ix) he should keep enough property to support his family and should return
home from preaching when he desires to see them – 34, 36; and (x) he is
commanded to pray publicly and in secret, and the Lord’s Spirit will be poured
out upon him with a blessing greater than corruptible property – 28, 38.
D&C 19 does not provide Martin Harris with any assurance regarding
his farm if the Book of Mormon does not sell. It instead directs him to consider
more important issues and to pay the printer in spite of any sacrifice that may
require.
The Lord’s “gospel” is clearly defined in 2 Nephi 31 and in 3 Nephi 27
as faith, repentance, baptism and the gift of the Holy Ghost. But D&C 19:31 is
the first time that a missionary is specifically instructed to preach those
principles as subsequently articulated in the Fourth Article of Faith. Earlier
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revelations received before the Book of Mormon translation was completed, as
in D&C 11:9, typically instruct missionaries merely to “say nothing but
repentance.”
Joseph Smith and Joseph Knight Sr. remain in western New York, first
at Manchester and then at Fayette, until mid to late April, after the Church is
organized on April 6. Joseph Smith preaches several times during this stay at
Manchester.45
Circulation: D&C 19 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.46
Also see: Chapters 2-3. D&C 19 can be read as a pair with D&C 18.
D&C 20
March 1830
Receipt of (Portion of) Articles & Covenants. It seems likely that part
but not all of D&C 20 is received in March after Joseph Smith’s arrival at
Manchester but before he receives D&C 19 the next day. At least a portion of
D&C 20 is certainly received before the organization of the Church on April 6,
since “the Lord continue[d] to give us instructions from time to time concerning
the duties which now devolved upon us. And among many other things of the
kind, we obtained of him the following by the spirit of prophecy and revelation,
which not only gave us much information, but also pointed out to us the precise
day [April 6, 1830] upon which, according to his will and commandment, we
should proceed to organize his Church once more here upon the earth
[in D&C 20:1].” In addition, Joseph Smith places D&C 20 in his history prior
to D&C 19, suggesting that at least a portion of D&C 20 is received before
D&C 19.
On the other hand, Joseph Knight Sr. recalls that, while taking Joseph
Smith from Harmony to Manchester-Palmyra, “he [Joseph Smith] told me that
there must be a church formed, but did not tell when.” This suggests that Joseph
Smith did not know the date until after arriving at Manchester-Palmyra in
March.
D&C 20 is dated April 10 in Revelation Book 1. And while it is read and
accepted at the First Quarterly General Conference in June, there is no record
of it being read or presented at the organizational meeting of the Church in
April. This suggests that (like D&C 10) a portion of D&C 20 is received in late
March, but that the remainder is not received until after the organizational
conference on April 6.47
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Friday, 26 March 1830
Book of Mormon Goes on Sale. The Friday, March 26 issue of the
Wayne Sentinel prints the entire title page of the Book of Mormon and
announces that it is now on sale at Egbert Grandin’s printing office. The Wayne
Sentinel again prints the entire title page in each of its next three weekly issues
in an attempt to comply with the requirements for a statutory copyright. But
although this good faith effort comes close to meeting the statutory
requirements, and far exceeds what most authors of the day attempt, the failure
to also include the copyright notice in these four printings deprives Joseph Smith
of any copyright protection following publication. Fortunately, the statutory
copyright is never challenged in court.48
In addition to the scriptural text on pages 5-588, the original 1830
edition of the Book of Mormon includes on page 1 the same two-paragraph Title
Page that has appeared in every edition without substantial change, a copyright
notice on page 2, a Preface on pages 3-4 that discusses the lost 116 page
manuscript and the Lord’s instruction in D&C 10 not to retranslate it (reprinted
in Appendix 1), the testimonies of the Three and Eight Witnesses on
pages 589-90, and a sequential index on pages 593-96 to key passages. The text
is divided into only 114 chapters, and there are no verse numbers to identify the
approximately 1,145 paragraphs. In 1879 Orson Pratt will redivide the Book of
Mormon into the current 239 chapters and 6,604 verses under direction from
President John Taylor.49
The entry in Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, page 7 entitled
“Title Page of the Book of Mormon” first appears in the original 1830 edition
of the Book of Mormon.
late March - early April 1830
Solomon Chamberlain’s First Mission. “As soon as the book [of
Mormon] was printed, I [Solomon Chamberlain] took eight or ten of them and
traveled for eight days, and sold one in that time. ... While on my way home I
stopped at a freewill Baptist Church and preached to a large congregation, and
they received the work, but there was no one to baptize them. The Church was
not yet organized, but was soon after.”50
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5. Organizing and Regulating the Church
April 1830 - September 1830
D&C 20-27, Moses 1-4

The Church is organized at
Fayette on April 6, 1830. This
chapter covers the next six months
during which Joseph Smith begins
to establish and regulate its
practices. D&C 20-27 play an
important role in that process.
The Articles & Covenants.
D&C 20 is known as the
co n stitution or Articles &
Covenants of the Church. It
proclaims the role of God’s Church
in restoring the gospel. It
establishes basic doctrines such as
the Godhead, the creation, the fall,
the atonement, faith, repentance,
ba p tism , sa n c tification and
justification. It establishes the
qualifications for and covenant of
baptism. And it outlines the duties
and organization of the priesthood
leadership and of the general
Church membership. D&C 20 is
often read at Church meetings in its
entirety.
Regulating the Church.
B e g i n n i n g w it h D & C 2 1 ,

revelations are increasingly
addressed to the Church as a whole
rather than to individuals. Most of
the revelations in this chapter
address basic matters of Church
doctrine and practice.
In D&C 24, 26 Joseph Smith is
instructed to strengthen the
branches and work on the Joseph
Smith Translation. He soon receives
Moses 1-4 as part of that
translation. In D&C 21, 23, 24
Church members are warned that
they will be blessed or cursed
according to the heed they give to
the words of the prophet and are
encouraged to preach the gospel.
In D&C 24 the Lord instructs
that miracles are only to be
performed upon request, and then
only to heal or to cast out evil
spirits.
The manner and qualifications
for baptism are set forth in D&C 20.
In D&C 22 the Lord clarifies that
baptisms are only valid if performed
according to his restored covenant
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by holders of his restored
priesthood. In D&C 27 the Lord
explains that drinks other than wine
may be used in the administration
of the sacrament.
The Church is instructed in
D&C 20, 21 to keep written
records, and in D&C 25 Emma
Smith is instructed to compile a
hymn book.
Persecution at Colesville.
During this time Joseph Smith
makes four trips to Colesville. On
the first trip he casts an evil spirit
out of Newel Knight. On the second
trip he is arrested and tried on two
successive days as a disorderly
person in both Chenango and
Broome Counties. His third and
fourth trips are marked by threats of
mob violence.
The Order of Revelation. But
the greatest threat comes from
within the Church at Fayette, where
external persecution is largely
absent. In about August Oliver
Cowdery writes a letter from
Fayette in which he commands
Joseph Smith to correct a portion of
D&C 20:37. Joseph fires back a
letter from Harmony inquiring as to
Oliver’s authority to change a
revelation from God. Joseph then
travels to Fayette and ultimately
succeeds in convincing Oliver
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Cowdery and Whitmers that the
verse is written correctly.
In September Joseph Smith
moves to Fayette and discovers that
Hiram Page has been receiving false
revelations. At the end of the month
(and the beginning of the next
chapter), D&C 28 is read in a
general conference stating that only
the prophet is authorized to receive
written revelation for the Church.
Other Church leaders may speak by
way of commandment, but they
may only write by way of
suggestion. This establishes the
“order of revelation.”
Missions and Conversions.
During the Church’s first few
months the gospel spreads mostly
among the extended families of
Joseph Smith’s early supporters. By
late September 63 people have been
baptized, about 3/4 of them related
to Smiths, Rockwells, Whitmers,
Jollys, or Knights. In early
September Thomas Marsh and
Parley Pratt are also baptized.
In June Samuel Smith departs
on his first mission and leaves two
copies of the Book of Mormon with
Brigham Young’s extended family.
In August Joseph Smith Sr. and
Don Carlos Smith preach the gospel
to Joseph Smith’s extended family
in northeast New York.
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D&C 21
Tuesday, 6 April 1830
Organization of the Church. The Church is formally organized as the
“Church of Christ” at the home of Peter Whitmer Sr. at Fayette, Seneca County,
New York about mid day on Tuesday, April 6, 1830. President Spencer Kimball
later states that April 6 is significant as the anniversary of Christ’s birth.1
The Whitmer log home is about 20 feet by 30 feet in size. The
“two rooms were filled with members, about 20 from Colesville, 15 from
Manchester Church, and about 20 from around Father Whitmer’s [Fayette].
About 50 members and the 6 elders [or organizing members] were present.”
The six organizing members are: (1) Joseph Smith, (2) Oliver Cowdery,
(3) Hyrum Smith, (4) David Whitmer, (5) Peter Whitmer Jr., and (6) Samuel
Smith (or possibly John Whitmer), all of whom were baptized for the remission
of sins during May-June 1829. The law requires a board of at least three and not
more than nine initial trustees, although many early members mistakenly believe
that the law requires exactly six.2
“Having opened the meeting by solemn prayer to our Heavenly Father,
we [Joseph Smith & Oliver Cowdery] proceeded, according to previous
commandment [received in the chamber of Peter Whitmer Sr.’s home], to call
on our brethren to know whether they accepted us as their teachers in the things
of the kingdom of God, and whether they were satisfied that we should proceed
and be organized as a Church according to said commandment which we had
received. To these they consented by an unanimous vote.”
During this organizational meeting Joseph Smith receives D&C 213
addressed to the Church stating that: (i) the Church is to keep records – 1;
(ii) the Lord approves the Church’s organization – 2-3, 7-8; (iii) Oliver Cowdery
is to ordain Joseph Smith as the First Elder of the Church, and Joseph is to
ordain Oliver as the Second Elder – 10-11; (iv) Joseph Smith’s position as First
Elder includes being a seer, translator, prophet, apostle and elder – 1; (v) Oliver
is to be the first preacher to the Church and to the world – 12; (vi) “his [Joseph
Smith’s] word ye [the Church] shall receive as if from mine [the Lord’s] own
mouth ... for by doing these things the gates of hell shall not prevail against you,
yea, and the Lord God will disperse the powers of darkness from before you and
cause the heavens to shake for your good” – 4-6; and (viii) the Lord will bless
those who labor in his vineyard with faith on Joseph Smith’s words – 9.
At some point during the day twelve people are baptized. The first four
are, in order: (1) Joseph Smith, (2) Oliver Cowdery, (3) Martin Harris by Oliver
Cowdery, and (4) Joseph Smith Sr., who had previously refused to join any
denomination. “When Mr. Smith came out of the water, Joseph stood upon the
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shore, and taking his father by the hand he exclaimed, with tears of joy, ‘Praise
to my God! that I lived to see my own father baptized into the true Church of
Jesus Christ.’” “He [Joseph] ... seemed as though the world could not hold him.
He went out into the lot and appeared to want to get out of sight of everybody
and would sob and cry and seemed to be so full that he could not live. Oliver and
I [Joseph Knight Sr.] went after him and came to him and after a while he came
in. But he was the most wrought upon that I ever saw any man. But his joy
seemed to be full.” The others baptized that day are Joseph Smith’s mother Lucy
Mack Smith, the other four organizing members (Hyrum Smith, Samuel Smith,
David Whitmer, Peter Whitmer Jr.), John Whitmer, Orrin Porter Rockwell, and
his mother Sarah Witt Rockwell.4
“I [Joseph Smith] ... laid my hands upon Oliver Cowdery, and ordained
him an elder ... after which he ordained me also to the office of an elder of said
church. We then took bread, blessed it, and brake it with them; also wine,
blessed it, and drank it with them.
“We then laid our hands on each individual member of the Church
present, that they might receive the gift of the Holy Ghost and be confirmed
members of the Church of Christ. The Holy Ghost was poured out upon us to a
very great degree. Some prophesied, whilst we all praised the Lord and rejoiced
exceedingly.” “Joseph gave them instructions how to build up the Church and
exhorted them to be faithful in all things, for this is the work of God.”
“We [also] proceeded to call out and ordain some others of the brethren
to different offices of the Priesthood,” probably consisting of David Whitmer to
the office of elder and Martin Harris, the other of the Three Witnesses, to the
office of priest.
“After a happy time spent in witnessing and feeling for ourselves the
powers and blessings of the Holy Ghost, through the grace of God bestowed
upon us, we dismissed with the pleasing knowledge that we were now
individually members of, and acknowledged of God, ‘The Church of Jesus
Christ,’ organized in accordance with commandments and revelations given by
him to ourselves in these last days, as well as according to the order of the
Church as recorded in the New Testament.”5
The order of revelation, under which only the prophet receives written
revelation for the Church, will be further developed in D&C 28:1-7; 43:3-7.
Circulation: The content of D&C 21 is immediately widely known since
it is received in the presence of the organizing congregation. D&C 21 is first
published in the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments.6
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D&C 20
Saturday, 10 April 1830
The Articles & Covenants; Elder, Priest, Teacher, Deacon. D&C 20
was written over a lengthy period of time. A draft by Oliver Cowdery is dated
1829. A portion was apparently received in March 1830. There is no mention of
D&C 20 being presented at the organizational conference on April 6, and
Revelation Book 1 gives the date and place of recording as April 10, 1830 at
Fayette.7
Unlike most other sections, which are generally spoken in the voice of
the Lord to specific individuals, D&C 20 is an impersonal general statement of
belief and practice –
Stating first as grounds for the Church’s claim to be the legitimate
successor to the ancient Christian church that: (i) the Church was organized on
April 6, 1830 in accordance with the commandments and authority of God given
to Joseph Smith, an ordained apostle and First Elder, and to Oliver Cowdery,
Second Elder - Amen – 1-4; (ii) a brief reference to the First Vision and visits
from the angel Moroni – 5-6; (iii) the Book of Mormon was translated by the
power of God and contains the fullness of the gospel of Jesus Christ – 7-9; and
(iv) the translation of the Book of Mormon and the testimony of the Three
Witnesses prove that the scriptures are true, that God calls men today, and that
God does not change - Amen – 10-12.
Also warning the world that: (v) having so many witnesses, those who
accept this work and are faithful shall receive eternal life, while those who reject
it shall receive condemnation - Amen – 13-16.
Second, setting forth basic doctrines of the gospel (in language similar
to most New England Protestant creeds of the day, though with significant
doctrinal differences):8 (vi) God is eternal, the creator of heaven, earth and
mankind – 17-18; (vii) man’s transgression of God’s commandments led to the
fall – 19-20; (viii) Christ’s atonement, resurrection, and glorification on the right
hand of God – 21-24; (ix) man may be saved upon faith, baptism and endurance
to the end – 25-27; (x) the Holy Ghost bears record of the Father and the Son Amen – 27-28; (xi) again, men must have faith, repent, and endure to the end
– 29; (xii) justification and sanctification come by grace, and a caution to
beware of falling from grace even after sanctification – 30-34; and (xiii) God’s
word is true, including John’s Revelation, the holy scriptures, this revelation
[D&C 20], and all future revelations - Amen – 35-36.
Also stating with regard to the qualifications for baptism that:
(xiv) baptism is available to those who truly repent with broken hearts and
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contrite spirits, are willing to take Christ’s name upon them, and are determined
to serve him to the end – 37.
Third, stating with regard to the duties and organization of the
priesthood that: (xv) an apostle is an elder – 38; (xvi) the duties of apostles and
elders are to baptize, ordain, administer the sacrament, confirm and confer the
gift of the Holy Ghost, teach, exhort, baptize, watch over the Church, and take
the lead of meetings as led by the Holy Ghost and in accordance with the
commandments and revelations of God – 38-45; (xvii) the duties of priests are
to teach, exhort, baptize, watch over the Church, preach, visit the house of each
member, exhort, ordain, take the lead of meetings if no elder is present, and
follow the elders’ lead in all of these duties – 46-52; (xviii) the duties of teachers
are to watch over the Church, be with them and strengthen them, warn, exhort,
teach, invite all to come unto Christ, and take the lead of meetings if no elder or
priest is present – 53-59; (xix) the duties of deacons are to warn, exhort, teach
and invite all to come unto Christ – 58-59; (xx) the ordination of priesthood
bearers is to be by inspiration of the Holy Ghost – 60; and (xxi) the elders are
to hold quarterly general conferences of the Church and issue certificates of
ordination – 61-67.
Fourth, stating with regard to the duties and organization of the general
Church membership that: (xxii) after baptism, members are to be taught in
doctrine and are to demonstrate a godly walk before being confirmed as
members of the Church and partaking of the sacrament– 68-69; (xxiii) parents
are to have their children blessed by the elders before the Church – 70;
(xxiv) the manner of baptizing those who have reached the age of accountability
(not specified at 8 years of age until Genesis 17:11 JST is received in FebruaryMarch 1831) – 71-74; (xxv) the manner and frequency of administering the
sacrament – 75-79; and (xxvi) Church discipline, the sending of branch
representatives to conferences, and maintenance of membership records – 80-84.
The italicized headings in verses 37, 38, 68 are part of the revelation
9
text.
The significant difference between Mormon and Protestant baptisms is
the claim to authority in the opening statement of the baptismal prayer of
D&C 20:73. Ezra Booth later explains following his apostasy that “The form of
baptism is similar to other orders [denominations], only it is prefaced by ‘having
authority given me of Jesus Christ.’”10
The organizational structure presented in D&C 20:38-62, 64 is very
simple and appropriate to only a small group. Additional priesthood offices,
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quorums and councils will be added over time as needed to administer the
growing Church, especially in D&C 41 (bishop), D&C 81 (first presidency),
D&C 102 (high council), D&C 107b (quorums and presidency of the high
priesthood), and at the Fourth Quarterly General Conference at Kirtland (high
priest). Additions will also be made directly to D&C 20 for the second 1835
edition of the Doctrine & Covenants (but not to earlier printings during 18321833), including all of verse 63, the last line of verse 64 and all of verses 65-67.
These additions add concepts not revealed until 1831-1834 such as bishops, high
priests, high councils, and the presidency of the high priesthood.11 Since the
earliest available copy of D&C 20 is from 1831, it is possible that the references
to deacons, an office mentioned in the New Testament but not in the Book of
Mormon, did not appear in the original text, and that both the office of deacon
and the references to it were added in 1831.12
Language similar to “... in addition to the church laws respecting church
business ...” appears several times in the revelations (D&C 68:13; 72:9, 24;
83:1; 107:59) and may be understood as introducing supplements to the Articles
and Covenants of D&C 20 or to the Law of D&C 42.
Circulation: D&C 20 is commonly known as the Articles and Covenants
of the Church. It is often read in its entirety at Church meetings. Although
readings eventually become less frequent as members become familiar with it,
early Church records show continued use of D&C 20 as a standard for Church
doctrine and practice throughout Joseph Smith’s lifetime. Many elders
(including Zebedee Coltrin, Sidney Gilbert, Orson Hyde, Orson Pratt, Wilford
Woodruff) copy the entire Articles and Covenants into their diaries, and many
quote it in their preaching (along with D&C 42, known as the Law). When
Lincoln Haskins is appointed to preach the gospel in 1832, that uncanonized
revelation states in part “let him be ordained and receive the Articles and
Covenants [D&C 20] which I have given unto you, and some of the
commandments [Doctrine & Covenants sections], that he may go forth and
proclaim my gospel.” In 1833 Elial Strong writes that he has been disadvantaged
in his preaching, “not having instruction ... other than the Articles [D&C 20],
Book of Mormon, and the Comforter.” But the large number of handwritten
copies results in many transcription errors that are perpetuated until D&C 20 is
eventually published.
D&C 20 is first published in the April 26, 1831 issue of the Painesville
Telegraph (along with D&C 22 and part of D&C 27). D&C 20 is first published
by the Church on the front page of the inaugural June 1832 issue of the Evening
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& Morning Star (along with D&C 22). It is again published (alone) on the front
page of the June 1833 issue of the Evening & Morning Star, together with an
apology that “As there were some errors which had got into them [the Articles
& Covenants] by transcribing [into the bound collection known as Revelation
Book 1], we have since obtained the original copy and made the necessary
corrections.” D&C 20 is included in the original 1833 edition of the Book of
Commandments. In the second 1835 edition (in which sections are not all
arranged in strict chronological order) D&C 20 is published as Section 2, the
first section following the Lord’s Preface (D&C 1).13
Sunday, 11 April 1830
Oliver Cowdery Preaches First Sunday Sermon, Baptizes Six at Fayette.
On Sunday, April 11 Oliver Cowdery preaches the first sermon in the Church
at the home of Peter Whitmer Sr. at Fayette. Oliver Cowdery then baptizes six
people in nearby Seneca Lake: Hiram Page, his wife Catherine Whitmer Page,
Christian Whitmer, his wife Ann Schott Whitmer, Jacob Whitmer, and his wife
Elizabeth Schott Whitmer. Joseph Smith attends.14 Baptized Church membership
is now 18.15
D&C 22
Friday, 16 April 1830
Practice and Doctrinal Necessity of Rebaptism. Joseph Smith travels
30 miles from Fayette to Manchester. There he receives D&C 22 on Friday,
April 16 “in consequence of some desiring to unite with the Church without
rebaptism, who had previously been baptized” into other churches.16 “In the
early days of this Church there were certain persons belonging to the Baptist
denomination, very moral and no doubt as good people as you could find
anywhere, who came saying they believed in the Book of Mormon, and that they
had been baptized into the Baptist Church, and they wished to come into our
Church. The Prophet Joseph had not at that time particularly inquired in relation
to this matter, but he did inquire and received a revelation from the Lord
[D&C 22 stating that baptism enables one to pass through the gate into heaven
only if administered by the Lord’s restored Church as part of his restored
covenant] ... These Baptists had to be rebaptized. There was no other way to get
into this Church.”17
Those known to be baptized for the remission of sins before the
organization of the Church (Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, Hyrum Smith,
Samuel Smith, David Whitmer, John Whitmer, Peter Whitmer Jr.) were all
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re-baptized on April 6. As for new converts, historian Richard Bushman
explains that: “No single teaching caused the early missionaries more trouble
than the requirement of rebaptism, with its implication of universal Christian
apostasy. Sidney Rigdon felt a terrible shock in Kirtland when the missionaries
told him of the clean break he must make with his past. After Rigdon joined the
Church, Thomas Campbell, his former associate, prepared to debate him on this
very point as one of Mormonism’s offenses against Christianity. The
missionaries themselves made as little of rebaptism as possible.”18
Circulation: Church practice shows that the content of D&C 22 is soon
widely known. D&C 22 is first published along with D&C 20 and part of
D&C 27 in the April 26, 1831 issue of the Painesville Telegraph. D&C 22 is
first published by the Church in the inaugural June 1832 issue of the Evening &
Morning Star following D&C 20 without any break as though part of the
Articles & Covenants. D&C 22 is included in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.19
D&C 23
about Friday, 16 April 1830
Revelations to Oliver Cowdery, Joseph Knight Sr. and Three Smiths.
D&C 23 is received soon after April 6 when Joseph Smith travels from Fayette
to Manchester “and got a number of Mormon Books,” but before Joseph
Knight Sr. returns to Colesville later in April.20 So it is likely received on about
Friday, April 16 during Joseph Smith’s only known trip back to Manchester
during April after the organization of the Church.
Oliver Cowdery, Hyrum Smith, Samuel Smith, Joseph Smith Sr. and
Joseph Knight Sr. are each “anxious to know of the Lord what might be their
respective duties in relation to this work.” (These are mostly the same people
who visited Joseph Smith at Harmony in early 1829 and received revelations
through him in D&C 4-12). So Joseph “inquired of the Lord and received for
them the following revelation [D&C 23]” at Manchester.21
D&C 23a is directed to Oliver Cowdery and states that: (i) he is blessed
and is under no condemnation, (ii) he is to beware of pride lest he enter into
temptation, (iii) he is to make his calling known to the Church and before the
world, and (iv) his heart will be opened to preach the truth henceforth and
forever – 1-2. Also see: D&C 6, 8, 9, 17, 18, 24 are also addressed to Oliver
Cowdery and often address these same topics.
D&C 23b is directed to Hyrum Smith and states that: (i) he is also under
no condemnation, (ii) his heart is now opened and his tongue is now loosed (in
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contrast to the earlier instruction in D&C 11:15-17, 21-22 in May 1829 to wait
before preaching), (iii) his calling is to exhortation and to strengthen the Church
continually, and (iv) because of his family, his duty is to the Church forever
(apparently referring to the subsequently revealed office of patriarch)22 – 3.
D&C 23c is directed to Samuel Smith and states that: (i) he is also under
no condemnation, (ii) his calling is to exhortation and to strengthen the Church,
and (iii) he is not yet called to preach before the world (in contrast to Hyrum, but
at the conference on June 9 he will be ordained to the office of elder and will
then depart on a mission to Livonia and other towns west of ManchesterPalmyra)23 – 4.
D&C 23d is directed to Joseph Smith Sr. and states that: (i) he is also
under no condemnation, and (ii) his duty (like his son Hyrum) is to exhortation
and to strengthen the Church forever – 5. Also see: D&C 4.
D&C 23e is directed to Joseph Knight Sr. and states that: (i) he must
pray vocally: in secret, with family and friends, and before the world, and (ii) it
is his duty to unite with the true Church and to continually exhort so he may
receive a laborer’s reward (he has “had some thoughts to go forward [to be
baptized], but I had not read the Book of Mormon, and I wanted to examine a
little more, I being a Restorationer and had not examined so much as I wanted
to.”)24 – 6-7. Also see: D&C 12. Note the glaring absence from D&C 23e, when
compared with D&C 23a-d, of any statement that Joseph Knight Sr. is not under
condemnation.
Circulation: D&C 23 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments, where it appears as five separate sections (no. 17-21).
D&C 23 is printed as a single section in all subsequent editions of the Doctrine
& Covenants.25
Sunday, 18 April 1830
Oliver Cowdery Baptizes Seven More at Fayette. On Sunday, April 18
Oliver Cowdery baptizes seven more people in Seneca Lake near Fayette: Peter
Whitmer Sr. and his wife Mary Musselman Whitmer, their daughter Elizabeth
Ann Whitmer, William Jolly, Elizabeth Jolly, Vincent Jolly, and Ziba (Richard)
Peterson. Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery and the others return from Manchester
in time to attend.26 All 7 Whitmer children have now been baptized: Christian,
Jacob, John, David, Catherine Page, Peter Jr., Elizabeth. Baptized Church
membership is 25.
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late April 1830
Joseph Smith’s First Trip to Colesville, He Casts Out an Evil Spirit.
In late April Joseph Smith travels 95 miles from Fayette to visit Knights at
Colesville, possibly in company with Joseph Knight Sr. who returns home from
the organizational meeting of the Church to Colesville after the receipt of
D&C 23.27 Joseph Smith has previously spent time at Colesville, but this is his
first trip since the organization of the Church on April 6.
“We held several meetings in the neighborhood. We had many friends
and some enemies. Our meetings were well attended ... We had got into the
habit of praying much at our meetings, and Newel [son of Joseph Knight Sr.]
had said that he would try and take up his cross and pray vocally during meeting.
But when we again met together he rather excused himself ... and [said] he
would wait until he should get into the woods by himself, and there he would
pray.”
The next morning Newel goes into the woods to pray privately, but he
feels guilty, then feels ill, and finally returns home. He sends his wife to retrieve
Joseph Smith, who arrives to find him possessed by an evil spirit and being
physically thrown around the room. Eight or nine neighbors have also gathered.
“With great earnestness [Newel] requested of me [Joseph] that I should
cast the devil out of him, ... I replied, ‘If you know that I can, it shall be done;’
and ... I rebuked the devil and commanded him in the name of Jesus Christ to
depart from him ... This was the first miracle which was done in this Church, or
by any member of it, and it was done not by man, nor by the power of man, but
it was done by God ... This scene was now entirely changed. For as soon as the
devil had departed from our friend, his countenance became natural, his
distortions of body ceased, and almost immediately the Spirit of the Lord
descended upon him, and the visions of eternity were opened to his view ...
“All this was witnessed by many, to their great astonishment and
satisfaction, when they saw the devil thus cast out, and the power of God and his
Holy Spirit thus made manifest. ... As may be expected, such a scene as this
contributed much to make believers of those who witnessed it, and finally the
greater part of them became members of the Church.
“Soon after this occurrence I [Joseph Smith] returned to Fayette.”28
late April 1830
Solomon Chamberlain Baptized at Fayette. In probably late April,
Solomon Chamberlain travels from his home at Lyons in Wayne County, New
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York and is baptized by Joseph Smith in Seneca Lake near Fayette. His wife
Hope Haskins Chamberlain is probably not baptized until at least late
September.29
May 1830
Almira Mack of Pontiac, Michigan Baptized at Manchester, New York.
Almira Mack, daughter of Lucy Mack Smith’s brother Stephen Mack, travels in
May from Pontiac, Michigan (about 20 miles northwest of Detroit) to visit her
aunt Lucy Mack Smith at Manchester, New York. While at Manchester she is
baptized. She subsequently marries William Scoby of Fayette after he is baptized
during 1830-1831.30
late May 1830
Newel Knight Baptized at Fayette. “During the last week in May ...
Newel Knight came [95 miles from Colesville] to visit us at Fayette, and was
baptized by David Whitmer.” He is the first person from Colesville to be
baptized.31
late May 1830
Oliver Cowdery Transports Books of Mormon from Palmyra to Fayette.
In about late May, Oliver Cowdery departs Palmyra on a canalboat eastward
along the Erie Canal and then south on the Cayuga & Seneca Canal with a load
of Books of Mormon, presumably transporting them to Fayette-Waterloo before
attending the Second General Conference of the Church that begins on June 9.
This appears to be a different trip to get Books of Mormon than the trip taken
about April 16.32
30 May 1830
B&O Railroad Opens at Baltimore, Maryland. On May 30 the first
section of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad opens from Baltimore 13 miles east
to Ellicot’s Mills in Maryland. The railroad has gross revenues of $20,000 in its
first four months of operation.
For the first three months train cars are pulled along the tracks by horses
until the steam engine Tom Thumb begins service on Monday, August 30. The
railroad calculates that it can operate a steam engine for $16 per day, much less
than the $33 per day that it costs to obtain the same work from horses. On
September 18 Tom Thumb races a horse, each pulling a train of forty passengers
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over 9 miles on the B&O Railroad to Baltimore. Tom Thumb springs a boiler
leak, fails to finish the race, and loses the widely publicized race.33
31 May 1830
U.S. President Andrew Jackson’s View of Limited Federal Power.
On May 31 President Andrew Jackson vetoes a bill that would have provided
federal funds for a turnpike road in Kentucky. This is only the 11th presidential
veto in forty years of U.S. history. But because the road is entirely within one
state and is not connected to a national system, Andrew Jackson believes the
project is local rather than national in character, and that funding it would
therefore exceed the federal government’s limited powers under the
U.S. Constitution. Such views are common for another hundred years until the
Great Depression of the 1930’s.
On the very same day Andrew Jackson does sign a law funding
extension of the National (Cumberland) Road that runs from Maryland to Ohio.
He approves this expenditure because it is national rather than local in character
and can therefore be supported by the federal government.34
Wednesday, 9 June 1830
Baptized Church Membership. Prior to the First Quarterly General
Conference of the Church, baptized Church membership is 28, located mostly
at Manchester-Palmyra and Fayette:
(1) Joseph Smith, (2) Oliver Cowdery, (3) Martin Harris, (4) Joseph
Smith Sr., (5) his wife Lucy Mack Smith, (6) Hyrum Smith, (7) Samuel Smith,
(8) Orrin Porter Rockwell, (9) his mother Sarah Witt Rockwell, (10) David
Whitmer, (11) John Whitmer, and (12) Peter Whitmer Jr. on April 6,
(13) Hiram Page, (14) his wife Catherine Whitmer Page, (15) Christian
Whitmer, (16) his wife Ann Schott Whitmer, (17) Jacob Whitmer, and (18) his
wife Elizabeth Schott Whitmer on April 11,
(19) Peter Whitmer Sr., (20) his wife Mary Musselman Whitmer,
(21) their daughter Elizabeth Ann Whitmer, (22) William Jolly, (23) Elizabeth
Jolly, (24) Vincent Jolly, and (25) Ziba Peterson on April 18,
(26) Solomon Chamberlain in April, and (27) Almira Mack and
(28) Newel Knight in May.35
Ordinations to Office of Elder. Six men are ordained to the office of
elder prior to the First Quarterly General Conference of the Church: (1) Joseph
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Smith, (2) Oliver Cowdery, and (3) David Whitmer on April 6, and (4) John
Whitmer, (5) Peter Whitmer Jr., and (6) Ziba Peterson before June 9.36
Wednesday, 9 June 1830
First Quarterly General Conference at Fayette. The First Quarterly
General Conference of the Church is held on Wednesday, June 9 at Fayette as
generally directed by D&C 20:61. Those attending include almost the entire
Church membership, including all of the six elders ordained to date, plus many
“who were either believers or anxious to learn.”
The meeting is opened by singing and prayer, and the sacrament is then
administered. Joseph Smith reads Ezekiel 14 and prays. Joseph then reads the
Articles & Covenants (D&C 20), which are unanimously accepted by those
present.
Those previously baptized are confirmed. Oliver Cowdery ordains
Samuel Smith to the office of elder. Joseph Smith Sr. and Hyrum Smith are
ordained to the office of priest (Martin Harris has previously been ordained to
this office). Licenses are issued to David Whitmer, John Whitmer, Peter
Whitmer Jr., Ziba Peterson and Samuel Smith (elders), to Martin Harris, Joseph
Smith Sr. and Hyrum Smith (priests), and to Christian Whitmer and Hiram Page,
who were apparently ordained previously (teachers). This is the earliest known
reference to an ordination to the office of teacher.
“Exhortation by Joseph Smith Jr. and Oliver Cowdery.” The Holy Ghost
is “poured out upon us in a miraculous manner.” Many in attendance prophesy,
and many including Newel Knight see visions.
Oliver Cowdery serves as clerk of this meeting and is appointed to keep
the Church records and conference minutes until the next conference on
September 26.
“Prayer by all the brethren present and dismissed by brother Oliver
Cowdery.”37
Later that day David Whitmer baptizes eleven (or perhaps twelve)
people in Seneca Lake including: William Jolly’s daughter Julia Anne Jolly,
John Jolly, Harriet Jolly, Caroline Rockwell, Electa Rockwell, Peter Rockwell,
Joseph Smith’s siblings Katharine Smith, Don Carlos Smith, and William
Smith, Hyrum Smith’s wife Jerusha Barden Smith, and John Poorman (and
perhaps also his wife Margaret Poorman). Baptized Church membership is 39
(or perhaps 40).38
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June - August 1830
Joseph Smith Returns from Fayette to Harmony. “Immediately after
conference, I [Joseph Smith] returned to my own home” 110 miles southeast of
Fayette at Harmony.39 Over the summer he makes trips back to western New
York, but mostly he remains at Harmony working on his farm and on the Joseph
Smith Translation of the Bible. Oliver Cowdery and John Whitmer also spend
much of the summer at Harmony serving as his scribes.40
late June 1830
Joseph Smith Begins His “New Translation” of the Bible. As early
as 1820 Joseph Smith recognized that the different Christian denominations
“understood the same passages of scripture so differently as to destroy all
confidence in settling the question by an appeal to the Bible.” In June 1829 he
learned from his translation of 1 Nephi 13:21-29 that this confusion was largely
caused by the removal of many “plain and precious parts” from the Bible.
D&C 7, received two months earlier in April 1829, provided him with an
example of a more complete account by the Apostle John than is found in the
modern Bible. And in June 1830, only three months after the Book of Mormon
goes on sale, Joseph Smith learns from his receipt of Moses 1:41 that a prophet
will restore many of the words lost from Moses’ writings. Moses 1 comprises
the first installment of that restoration, which Joseph Smith calls his New
Translation (also called his Inspired Revision, but now usually called the Joseph
Smith Translation or JST).41 Joseph Smith refers to this second scriptural
translation project as a branch of his calling.42
The idea of a new Bible translation is not new. More than 500 English
translations were produced just between 1776-1830. The differences among
these translations generally consist of minor refinements, such as improved word
choice, since they tend to be scholarly works derived from the same Hebrew and
Greek texts. But Joseph Smith lacks any scholarly qualification, translating
instead “as one having authority,” and his primary contribution is material
available only through revelation – specifically because it does not appear in the
available Greek and Hebrew manuscripts. In fact, it is possible that some of the
material revealed to Joseph Smith includes clarifications and enlargements that
go beyond the words recorded anciently. As noted by historian Ivan Barrett, the
Joseph Smith Translation is therefore a “translation” only in the broad sense of
“rendering passages in the Bible which were obscure and difficult to understand
into language more easily comprehended and free from ambiguity.”43
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The urim and thummim were returned to Moroni at the end of June 1829
upon completion of the Book of Mormon translation, and they are not returned
or used in connection with the Joseph Smith Translation. “He [Orson Pratt, who
often boarded with the Joseph Smith family when he was at Kirtland] had been
present many times when he [Joseph Smith] was translating the New Testament
and wondered why he did not use the urim and thummim, as in translating the
Book of Mormon. While this thought passed through [his] mind, Joseph, as if he
read his thoughts, looked up and explained that the Lord gave him the urim and
thummim when he was inexperienced in the spirit of inspiration. But now he had
advanced so far that he understood the operations of that spirit and did not need
the assistance of that instrument.”44
The Joseph Smith Translation serves at least two purposes. First, the
translation process stimulates questions and answers for Joseph Smith
individually. Scholar Robert Matthews, a leading authority on the Joseph Smith
Translation, notes in connection with D&C 45:60-61 that: “The translation was
to be a learning experience to the Prophet, which would bring him to an
understanding of things heretofore not known by him. He was not reading the
Bible in order to find errors so that he could offer his premeditated corrections.
Rather, he was by divine appointment searching the text for its intended
meaning, and in the process the Lord gave him knowledge to clarify and purify
the text and even to restore lost material where necessary.” Thus, “the
translation was not a simple, mechanical recording of divine dictum, but rather
a study-and-thought process accompanied and prompted by revelation.” Robert
Matthews also explains that “Exact words may have been given to the mind of
the Prophet on occasion [such as for John 5:29 in D&C 76:15-18], but the
manuscript evidence suggests that generally he was obliged to formulate the
words himself to convey the message he desired.”45
A second purpose is to make knowledge available to the general Church
membership. The Joseph Smith Translation’s restoration of plain and precious
parts of the Bible eliminates the cause of much stumbling for those who accept
it, as explained in 1 Nephi 13:29. The Lord states in D&C 35:20 that the Joseph
Smith Translation “shall be given ... to the salvation of mine own elect,” or those
who hearken to his voice. Important doctrines revealed through the Joseph
Smith Translation include pre-mortal life, the three degrees of glory, Zion, and
the uniformity of the gospel as taught throughout all ages of the earth.
The books of the Bible in which Joseph Smith will change the most
verses are: Genesis 662, Luke 563, Matthew 483, Mark 349, Psalms 188,
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Isaiah178, John 159, Romans 118, Revelation 75, First Corinthians 68, Exodus
66, and Hebrews 47. Large blocks of new material are added, especially to
Genesis 5, Genesis 14, Genesis 50, Isaiah 29, Matthew 21, Matthew 24 and
Luke 3. But although Joseph Smith makes thousands of changes to the text of
the Bible, he does not necessarily make every change that would be helpful.46
And, as with the Book of Mormon translation, there are again human
transmission errors between the original manuscripts and the final printed
version.47
Relationship of Joseph Smith Translation to Doctrine & Covenants.
Work on the Joseph Smith Translation begins in June 1830 and will be largely
completed by July 2, 1833.48 During these same three years Joseph Smith will
also receive D&C 1, 24-96, 99, 107b, 133 and at least an early version of
D&C 132, or more than half the revelations now included in the Doctrine &
Covenants. Scholar Robert Matthews states “I believe this is not a coincidence,
but a consequence.”49
For example, four Doctrine & Covenants sections are clearly received
as the direct result of Joseph Smith’s work in translating the Bible: D&C 76
(John 5:28-29), D&C 77 (Revelation), D&C 86 (Matthew 13), and D&C 91 (the
Apocrypha).50 Several other sections also discuss doctrines similar to those
found in contemporaneously translated portions of the Joseph Smith Translation
including: D&C 29 (Moses 1-4), the concept of Zion in D&C 37-64 (Moses 7),
D&C 45 (prompting translation of the New Testament, particularly
Matthew 24-25), D&C 46 (1 Corinthians 12), D&C 84 (Hebrews 3, 7 rather than
Exodus 33 which was revised later), D&C 88 (Revelation 7-19), D&C 93
(John 1), and perhaps also D&C 74 (1 Corinthians 7:14 which was revised later).
In addition, many sections contain specific instructions regarding the
progress and printing of the Joseph Smith Translation, including: D&C 24:5, 9;
25:6; 26:1; 35:20; 37:1; 41:7; 42:56; 43:12-13; 45:60-61; 47:1; 73:3-4; 90:13;
91:3; 93:53; 94:10; 104:58; 124:89.51
Moses 1
The Words of Moses. Joseph Smith, with Oliver Cowdery as scribe,
receives Moses 1 (also known as the Words of Moses) at probably Harmony (but
possibly Colesville) in June during the same general time period as his second
trip to Colesville. Moses 1 is the beginning of the Joseph Smith Translation of
the Bible.
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In the Pearl of Great Price, Selections from the Book of Moses (usually
just called the Book of Moses) is the Joseph Smith Translation of Genesis 1:16:13. It fills the first 21 pages of the first manuscript of the Joseph Smith
Translation of the Old Testament, known as OT1. The first chapter of Moses, “a
revelation given to Joseph the Revelator,” is an introductory preface. The
chapter corresponding to Genesis 1 is instead Moses 2.52
Moses 1 relates a series of three visitations experienced by Moses at the
time of his call to deliver the Israelites from bondage in Egypt. It shares much
in common with Joseph Smith’s own First Vision in 1820 and Moroni’s initial
visit in 1823.
First, Moses is enveloped in God’s glory, sees God face to face, is
addressed as God’s son, is told that he is in the similitude of God’s Only
Begotten, and is told that God has a work for him to do. Moses then sees a
vision of the entire world. Once the glory of God withdraws from Moses, it is
hours before he regains his strength. He observes that man is as nothing,
something he had not previously suspected – 1-11.
Satan then appears and commands to be worshiped by Moses, but Moses
asserts that he is a son of God, observes that Satan is revealed by a lack of glory
to not be God, and affirms that he will worship only God – 12-15. Moses
commands Satan to stop attempting to deceive him and states that he will learn
by calling upon God – 16-18. Satan claims to be the Only Begotten, Moses sees
the bitterness of hell revealed in Satan, and Moses successfully commands Satan
to depart by invoking the name of the Only Begotten – 19-23.
Finally, Moses calls upon God and again beholds his glory. God tells
Moses that he will command the waters and deliver God’s people – 24-26.
Moses beholds all of the earth’s inhabitants and lands – 27-29. God tells Moses
face to face that he has made many worlds through his Only Begotten, that the
heavens are innumerable, that as one earth passes away another comes, and that
his purpose in all of this is to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of
man – 30-42.
Circulation: As early as January - February 1831 John Whitmer, Edward
Partridge and others make personal copies of portions of OT1, which contains
the first draft of the Joseph Smith Translation of Genesis 1:1-24:42 including the
Book of Moses. The translation reaches Genesis 5:32L / Moses 8:12 before John
Whitmer departs for Ohio on about January 4, 1831, and within two weeks of
his arrival in Ohio the Painesville Telegraph is reporting that John Whitmer has
brought a batch of revelations including “a more particular description of the
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creation of the world, and a history of Adam and his family, and other sketches
of the ante-diluvian world.”
Moses 1 is first published in the January 16, 1843 issue of Times &
Seasons. The complete Book of Moses is not published until the second 1878
edition of the Pearl of Great Price, which is canonized during general
conference on October 10, 1880. The most accurate text of the Book of Moses
is found in The Book of Moses and the Joseph Smith Translation Manuscripts
by Kent Jackson.53
Saturday-Monday, 26-28 June 1830
Joseph Smith’s Second Trip to Colesville, Baptisms and Arrest.
In late June, Joseph Smith & co (Emma Smith, Oliver Cowdery, David
Whitmer, John Whitmer) travel 20 miles northeast from Harmony on his second
trip to Colesville since the organization of the Church.
“There were many in our [Newel Knight’s] neighborhood who believed
and were anxiously waiting for an opportunity to be baptized. Meeting was
appointed for the Sabbath, and on Saturday afternoon [June 26] we erected a
dam across a stream which was close by with the intention of baptizing those
who applied on Sunday, but during the night [Saturday] a mob collected and tore
away the dam.”
On Sunday, June 27 a meeting is held at Newel Knight’s home. Oliver
Cowdery preaches, and others bear testimony of the Book of Mormon and the
principles of repentance, baptism and the gift of the Holy Ghost. Some mob
members are present and afterward harass those in attendance.
Early on Monday morning, June 28 the temporary dam is rebuilt and
Oliver Cowdery baptizes probably 17 people: Emma Smith, Joseph Knight Sr.
and his wife Polly Peck Knight, their son Joseph Knight Jr., their daughter Polly
Knight, their daughter Anna Knight DeMill (her husband Freeborn DeMill is
later baptized in September), their daughter-in-law Sally Colburn Knight (her
husband Newel is already baptized), their daughter Esther Knight Stringham, her
husband William Stringham and daughter Julia Stringham, Polly Peck Knight’s
brother Hezekiah Peck and his wife Martha Long Peck, Aaron Culver and his
wife Esther Peck Culver, Levi Hall, and probably 2 others. Baptized Church
membership is probably 56.
A mob of about 50 again gathers before the baptisms are completed,
pointing and asking if the Saints have been washing sheep. “They surrounded
the house of Mr. Knight [Joseph Sr.] where we had retired, raging with anger
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and apparently wishful to commit violence upon us ... so that we thought it
wisdom to leave and go to the house of Newel Knight. There also they followed
us, and it was only by the exercise of great prudence on our part and reliance on
our Heavenly Father that they were kept from laying violent hands upon us. And
so long as they chose to stay, we were obliged to answer them various
unprofitable questions and bear with insults and threatenings without number.”54
Monday-Tuesday, 28-29 June 1830
Joseph Smith Tried as a Disorderly Person at South Bainbridge. Before
the confirmation meeting at Colesville on Monday evening, Joseph Smith is
arrested and taken by a constable 5 miles north to South Bainbridge in Chenango
County, a little past Josiah Stowell’s home, for trial as a disorderly person.
The constable “found me [Joseph] to be a different sort of person from
what I had been represented to him.” So he tells Joseph that the mob that
obtained the warrant plans to ambush them. To the mob’s surprise, the constable
does not deliver him to the mob but instead drives off with him. A wheel comes
off the wagon, but Joseph and the constable are able to replace the wheel and
again drive off toward South Bainbridge just before the pursuing mob catches
up with them.
The constable lodges Joseph Smith that night in an upper room of a
tavern. The constable sleeps on the floor with his feet against the door and a
loaded musket at his side while Joseph Smith sleeps in a bed.
Joseph Knight Sr. meanwhile arranges for his non-lawyer neighbor
James Davidson to defend Joseph Smith the next day at trial. Upon arriving at
the courtroom he remarks that “it looks like a squally [stormy] day,” and he
suggests that Joseph Knight Sr. also engage John Reid, another non-lawyer
neighbor known for his speaking ability.
On Tuesday, June 29 Joseph Smith is tried at South Bainbridge before
a justice of the peace beginning at 10 o’clock in the morning. The favorable
testimony of Josiah Stowell and two of his daughters contributes to his acquittal.
Many of the witnesses against Joseph Smith so plainly contradict themselves
that their testimony is disallowed. Others can only repeat hearsay (repeating
what they have heard from others but did not experience for themselves). James
Davidson and John Reid are also able to exclude any evidence of disorderly
conduct alleged to have occurred in neighboring Broome County, but those
pressing charges against Joseph prolong the trial until nearly midnight while
they obtain a warrant from neighboring Broome County.
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The trial testimony shows that Joseph Smith has by this time purchased
a horse from Josiah Stowell and a yoke of oxen from someone else.55
Tuesday-Wednesday, 29-30 June 1830
Joseph Smith Also Tried at Colesville and then Returns to Harmony.
Upon being acquitted around midnight on Tuesday in Chenango County, Joseph
Smith is arrested by a constable from neighboring Broome County on the same
charge of being a disorderly person, but in Broome County. “Although I [Joseph
Smith] had been kept all the day in court without anything to eat since morning,
yet he hurried me off to Broome County, a distance of about 15 miles, before he
allowed me any kind of food whatever. He took me to a tavern and gathered in
a number of men, who used every means to abuse, ridicule and insult me. They
spit upon me, pointed their fingers at me saying, ‘Prophesy, prophesy!’ ... I
applied for something to eat. The constable ordered me some crusts of bread and
water, which was the only food I received that night.”56
Joseph Knight Jr. recalls “that night [Tuesday] our wagons were turned
over and wood piled on them, and some sunk in the water, rails were piled
against our doors, and chains sunk in the stream, and a great deal of mischief
done.”57
Joseph Knight Sr. again engages James Davidson and John Reid to
defend Joseph Smith. This trial on Wednesday, June 30 is before three justices
of the peace, the number reportedly required to order his removal from Broome
County if found guilty. Trial begins at 10 o’clock in the morning, and witnesses
testify until two hours past midnight. Closing arguments last another two hours
until 4 o’clock in the morning. After deliberating privately for half an hour, the
judges acquit Joseph Smith but nevertheless publicly reprimand him before the
crowd of about 300.
Following the trial, “even the constable who arrested me and treated me
so badly now came and apologized to me and asked my forgiveness ... He
informed me that the mob were determined, if the court acquitted me, that they
would have me and railride me and tar and feather me ... But through the
instrumentality of my new friend, the constable, I was enabled to escape them
and make my way in safety to my wife’s sister’s house, where I found my wife
awaiting with much anxiety, ... and with her in company, next day I arrived in
safety at my own house” at Harmony, 20 miles southwest along the
Susquehanna River from Colesville.58
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Wednesday, 30 June 1830
Samuel Smith’s First Mission, Book of Mormon to Young Family.
On Wednesday, June 30 Samuel Smith, recently ordained to the office of elder,
departs Manchester on what is often called the first official mission of the
Church. He has been appointed to preach and to sell Books of Mormon at
Livonia in Livingston County where Alva Beaman lives, about 30 miles west of
Manchester-Palmyra. He travels generally westward toward Livonia, though not
in a straight line.
After traveling 25 miles on the first day, Samuel calls around sunset at
a tavern and asks if the owner would be interested in buying a book about the
origin of the American Indians. The owner asks him where he got the book, and
he explains that it was translated by his brother from plates found in a hill. The
owner calls him a liar and orders him out. Samuel is sick at heart, having now
been turned out of doors five times this first day. He washes his feet in a stream
as a testimony against the owner of the tavern, travels another 5 miles, and
spends the night under an apple tree.
The next day, Thursday, July 1, Samuel Smith gives a copy of the Book
of Mormon to a widow who cannot afford to buy the book but who gives him
breakfast. He then travels 8 miles to Bloomfield in western Ontario County (still
10 miles short of Livonia), where he leaves a copy of the Book of Mormon with
Reverend John Greene, a Methodist minister. John Greene has no interest in the
book himself, but he agrees to ask his congregation if any of them are interested
and to sell the book if he can. He suggests that Samuel Smith return in two
weeks. His wife is Rhoda Young Greene, sister of Brigham Young and Phineas
Young.59
July 1830
Samuel Smith Sells Book of Mormon to Phineas Young. During this first
missionary trip (or perhaps during his second trip two weeks later) Samuel
Smith stops in Bloomfield at the Tomlinson Inn. There he sells a Book of
Mormon to Phineas Young, brother to Brigham Young and brother-in-law to
John Greene. Phineas is returning home to Mendon, 10 miles away to the
northwest, after having preached 10 miles to the west at Lima.
“While engaged in conversation with the [Tomlinson] family, a young
man came in and, walking across the room to where I [Phineas] was sitting, held
a book towards me, saying ‘There is a book, sir, I wish you to read.’ The thing
appeared so novel to me that for a moment I hesitated, saying ‘Pray, sir, what
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book have you?’ ‘The Book of Mormon, or as it is called by some, the Golden
Bible.’ ‘Ah, sir, then it purports to be a revelation.’ ‘Yes,’ said he, ‘it is a
revelation from God.’ I took the book and by his request looked at the testimony
of the witnesses. Said he, ‘if you will read this book with a prayerful heart and
ask God to give you a witness, you will know of the truth of this work.’ I told
him I would do so, and then asked him his name. He said his name was Samuel
H. Smith. ‘Ah,’ said I, ‘you are one of the witnesses.’ ‘Yes,’ said he, ‘I know the
book to be a revelation from God, translated by the gift and power of the Holy
Ghost, and that my brother Joseph Smith Jr. is a prophet, seer and revelator.’
“This language seemed to me very strange, and I ... thought he must be
deceived, and that the book was a production got up to lead people astray.
However, I thought it my duty to read it as I had promised and search out the
errors and, as a teacher in Israel, expose such errors and save the people from
delusion.
“I bought the book and went home and told my wife [Clarissa Hamilton
Young] ... I have got a book here called the Book of Mormon, and it is said to be
a revelation, and I wish to read it and make myself acquainted with its errors so
that I can expose them to the world.
“I commenced and read every word in the book the same week. The
week following I did the same. But to my surprise I could not find the errors I
anticipated, but felt a conviction that the book was true. On the next Sabbath I
was requested to give my views on the subject, which I commenced to do. I had
not spoken ten minutes in defense of the book when the Spirit of God came upon
me in a marvelous manner, and I spoke at great length on the importance of such
a work, quoting from the Bible to support my position, and finally closed by
telling the people that I believed the book. The greater part of the people agreed
with my views, and some of them said they had never heard me speak so well
and with such power.
“My father [John Young Sr., who lives at Mendon] then took the book
home with him and read it through. I asked him his opinion of it. He said it was
the greatest work and the clearest of error of anything he had ever seen, the Bible
not excepted. I then lent the book to my sister Fanny [Young] Murray [who lives
at Mendon with her daughter Vilate Murray Kimball and son-in-law Heber
Kimball]. She read it and declared it a revelation. Many others did the same.”60
Soon after, “I [Brigham Young] first saw the Book of Mormon, which
brother Samuel H. Smith brought and left with my brother Phineas H. Young.”61
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early July 1830
Joseph Smith’s Third Trip to Colesville and Immediate Return. A few
days after Joseph Smith’s two trials at the end of June, he & Oliver Cowdery
make a third trip to Colesville, planning to perform the confirmations previously
intended for Monday, June 28. Sally Colburn Knight, wife of Newel Knight, has
a dream and tells the other Colesville Saints that Joseph will visit them that day.
Joseph & Oliver arrive a couple hours later. This experience strengthens the
faith of the Colesville Saints.
But “we had scarcely arrived at Mr. Knight’s when the mob was seen
collecting together to oppose us, and we considered it wisdom to leave for home
[Harmony], which we did without even waiting for any refreshment. Our
enemies pursued us, and it was oftentimes as much as we could do to elude
them. However, we managed to get home after having traveled all night, except
a short time during which we were forced to rest ourselves under a large tree by
the wayside, sleeping and watching alternately [taking turns].”62
This may be the same trip that Joseph Smith later recounts: “When I first
commenced this work, and had got two or three individuals to believe, I went
about 30 miles with Oliver Cowdery to see them. We had only one horse
between us. When we arrived, a mob of about 100 men came upon us before we
had time to eat and chased us all night, and we arrived back again a little after
daylight, having traveled about 60 miles in all, and without food. I have often
traveled all night to see the brethren, and when traveling to preach the gospel
among strangers have frequently been turned away without food.”63
D&C 24
July 1830
Revelation to Joseph Smith & Oliver Cowdery. Soon after Joseph Smith
returns home from his third, very short trip to Colesville, he receives D&C 24
at Harmony in July (probably early July) directed to Joseph Smith 64 –
Stating with regard to Joseph Smith’s labors and temporal needs that:
(i) Joseph will have strength in the service that he has been called to give in
Zion, but “in temporal labors thou shalt not have strength, for this is not thy
calling” – 1, 7, 9; (ii) he is to 1-sow his fields, and then magnify his calling by
2-building up the Church at Colesville, Fayette and Manchester, and
3-expounding the scriptures and writing what the Lord reveals to him (including
the Joseph Smith Translation) – 3, 5, 7, 9; and (iii) the Saints will be blessed
(or cursed) as they do (or do not) support Joseph and give heed to his words
– 3-4, 6.
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Also stating with regard to adversity and temptation that: (iv) the Lord
has delivered Joseph from his enemies (including recently at Colesville), and
Joseph is to be patient in the many afflictions he will yet have, for the Lord is
with him – 1, 8; and (v) Joseph is not excused in his sins, but is to go his way
and sin no more – 2.
Also stating with regard to Oliver Cowdery that: (vi) Oliver is to preach
to the world and to the Church as with a trump, day and night, and he will have
strength and glory in the Lord, not of himself – 10-12.
Also stating with regard to all who are ordained (including Joseph &
Oliver) that: (vii) they are called to prune the vineyard for the last time
according to the following pattern – 19: (viii) they are not to require miracles,
other than casting out evil spirits, healing, and against serpents and poisons, and
then only upon request – 13-14; (ix) they are permitted to invoke cursing upon
those who reject or oppose them, including by casting the dust off their feet
– 15-17; and (x) they are to take no purse or scrip, but are to rely upon the
Church for support – 18.
Circulation: D&C 24 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.65
D&C 25
July 1830
Revelation to Emma Smith. During July Joseph Smith receives D&C 25
at Harmony directed to Emma Smith66 –
Stating with regard to hardships arising from temporal needs and
opposition that: (i) those who accept the gospel and are faithful in keeping the
commandments will receive crowns of righteousness as sons and daughters of
God, and if Emma is faithful her life will be preserved and she will receive an
inheritance in Zion – 1-2, 15-16; (ii) her sins are forgiven, she is to rejoice and
cleave unto her covenants in meekness, and she is to beware of pride and not
murmur about the things that she has not seen (possibly the gold plates, etc.)67
– 3-5, 13-14; and (iii) she need not fear for her temporal support, for her
husband will support her in the Church, and she is to lay aside the things of this
world and seek for the things of a better world – 9-10.
Also stating with regard to her calling and use of talents that: (iv) she is
an elect lady – 3; (v) she is to be a comfort to her husband Joseph and is to take
delight in him and the glory that he will receive – 5, 14; (vi) she is to “go with
him at the time of his going” (there is no indication that she ever again sees her
parents after she and Joseph move to Fayette in September)68 – 6; (vii) she is to
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be a scribe as needed so that Oliver Cowdery can be sent away on other errands
(in early December she will serve as scribe for the Joseph Smith Translation of
Genesis 5:12-21 / Moses 6:19-51)69 – 6; (viii) she is to exhort and expound and
give her time to learning and writing – 7-8; (ix) she is to make a selection of
hymns, which are as prayers to God (the first edition will be published in
November 1835)70 – 11-12; and (x) she will receive the Holy Ghost (in early
August on the occasion of D&C 27)71 – 8.
Twelve years later on March 17, 1842 at Nauvoo, while organizing the
Relief Society with Emma Smith as its president, Joseph Smith “gave much
instruction, read in the New Testament and the book of Doctrine & Covenants
concerning the ‘elect lady,’ and showed that the elect meant to be elected to a
certain work, etc., and that the revelation [D&C 25:3] was then fulfilled by
Sister Emma’s election to the presidency of the Society, she having previously
been ordained to expound the scriptures.”72
Circulation: D&C 25 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.73
mid July 1830
Samuel Smith’s Second Visit to John Greene’s Home. In mid July
Samuel Smith departs Manchester in company with his parents Joseph Sr. &
Lucy Mack Smith to return 20 miles west to Reverend John Greene’s home at
Bloomfield, as previously agreed, two weeks after his initial visit on July 1.
They intend to pass by the tavern where Samuel had been poorly treated
on his previous mission, “but just before we came to the house a sign of
smallpox intercepted us. We turned aside and, meeting a citizen of the place, we
inquired of him to what extent this disease prevailed. He answered that the
tavern keeper and two of his family had died with it not long since, but he did
not know that anyone else had caught the sickness, and that it was brought into
the neighborhood by a traveler who stopped at the tavern overnight.” Samuel
and his parents continue on to Livonia and spend the night with Alva Beaman.
The next day Samuel Smith travels alone 10 miles to Reverend John
Greene’s home at Bloomfield in western Ontario County. He learns that
Reverend Greene is out on circuit and has yet to find anyone who wants to buy
the Book of Mormon. But his wife Rhoda Young Greene says she likes the book,
so Samuel Smith leaves it with her. Samuel and his parents return home the next
day from Livonia to Manchester.74
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D&C 26
July 1830
Revelation to Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery and John Whitmer. Oliver
Cowdery has served as scribe for the Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible since
it began in about June. John Whitmer is also at Harmony to serve as a scribe.
Joseph Smith receives D&C 26 at Harmony in July.75 It appears likely that, since
receiving D&C 24:3 earlier in July, Joseph Smith has visited the branches at
Manchester and Fayette but not at Colesville.
D&C 26:1 is directed to Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery and John
Whitmer stating that, until they go west to the next conference (at Fayette on
September 26), they are to devote their time to: 3-studying the scriptures
(working on the Joseph Smith Translation), 2-preaching and confirming the
Church at Colesville, and 1-farming as necessary. These are the same three tasks
previously listed in D&C 24.
D&C 26:2 states the Law of Common Consent: “All things shall be done
by common consent in the Church, by much prayer and faith.” The law of
common consent will be reiterated in other sections, including D&C 28:13;
41:9; 104:21; 124:144. This rule is not entirely new, since the revelation
received in the chamber of Peter Whitmer Sr.’s house specified that several steps
taken during the organizational meeting of the Church on April 6 were to be by
the common consent of those present. The minutes of the Church’s first two
quarterly general conferences also clearly indicate both that D&C 20 is accepted
by the Church, and that Joseph Smith is appointed to receive revelation for the
Church, by the common consent of those attending. On November 7, 1837 the
law of common consent will lead to Frederick Williams being rejected at Far
West, Missouri as a counselor in the First Presidency.76
Circulation: D&C 26 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.77
Moses 2-4
July 1830
Progress on Joseph Smith Translation, Revelation on Creation and Fall.
Oliver Cowdery is scribe for all of the Joseph Smith Translation through
October 17 to Genesis 4:18 / Moses 5:43. By late July some portion of
Moses 2:1-5:43 has almost certainly been written since the receipt of Moses 1
in June, but just how much is not known. Chapters 2-4 are treated here as a
group since the original JST manuscript OT1 treats them as a single chapter and
there are clear breaks in the text at Moses 1:42L-2:1 and 4:32L-5:1. Moses 2 is
preceded in OT1 by the heading “A revelation given to the elders of the Church
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of Christ on the first Book of Moses.” Any portion of Moses 2:1-5:43 not yet
received will be written during the busy time between Joseph Smith’s arrival at
Fayette in September and Oliver Cowdery’s departure on his mission to the
Lamanites on October 17. Oliver Cowdery will then be replaced as scribe for the
Joseph Smith Translation on October 21 by John Whitmer.78
Moses 2 (Genesis 1 JST) recounts: (i) the creation of the earth through
the creation of Adam – 2:1-31L.
Moses 3 (Genesis 2 JST): (ii) relates how God rested on the seventh day
and sanctified it – 3:1-3; (iii) states that all things were created spiritually before
they were created temporally – 3:4-6; (iv) recounts Adam being placed in the
Garden of Eden along with the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and
evil – 3:7-17; and (v) relates Eve being placed in the Garden with Adam and
their naming the plants and animals – 3:18-25L.
Moses 4 (Genesis 3 JST) recounts: (vi) Satan’s fall from heaven upon
his seeking to have God’s power and to destroy mankind’s agency – 4:1-4;
(vii) how Adam & Eve were tempted and ate the fruit of the tree of knowledge
of good and evil – 4:5-13; and (viii) how God confronted Adam & Eve, cast
them out of the Garden of Eden, and made coats of skins for them – 4:14-32L.
Circulation: Moses 2:26-29; 3:15-17, 19-20; 4:14-19, 22-25 are quoted
in the second lecture of the Lectures on Faith that are published without being
canonized in the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants. Moses 2:14:13 is published in the March 15, 1851 issue of the Millennial Star, and
Moses 2:1-4:19, 22-25 is printed in the original, uncanonized 1851 edition of the
Pearl of Great Price, both in England. The complete text of Moses 4:1-32L is
not published or widely available until the complete Book of Moses is included
in the second 1878 American edition of the Pearl of Great Price, which is
canonized in 1880.79
Summer 1830
Oliver Cowdery Moves to Fayette. “Shortly after we had received the
above revelations [D&C 24-26 at Harmony during July], Oliver Cowdery
returned to Mr. Peter Whitmer’s [Sr. at Fayette], and I [Joseph Smith] began to
arrange and copy the revelations which we had received from time to time
[presumably D&C 3-12, 14-26], in which I was assisted by John Whitmer who
now resided with me” at Harmony.80 Joseph Smith makes no further progress on
his translation of the Bible until September when he also moves to Fayette.
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Summer 1830
Oliver Cowdery Writes Letter Challenging the Text of D&C 20:37.
Oliver Cowdery, after moving to Fayette, writes a letter to Joseph Smith at
Harmony. “He wrote to inform me that he had discovered an error in one of the
commandments, book of Doctrine & Covenants [D&C 20:37]: ‘and truly
manifest by their works that they have received of the Spirit of Christ unto the
remission of their sins.’ The above quotation, he said, was erroneous, and added
‘I [Oliver] command you [Joseph] in the name of God to erase those words, that
no priestcraft be among us.’
“I immediately wrote to him in reply, in which I asked him by what
authority he took upon him to command me to alter or erase, to add or diminish
to or from, a revelation or commandment from Almighty God.”81
Oliver Cowdery was appointed at the First Quarterly General
Conference on June 9 to keep the Church records until the next conference in
September, so he presumably has ready access to the text of D&C 20 as
accepted by the conference.82 During 1829 he had prepared an early draft of
D&C 20 (reprinted in Appendix 2), so he may also feel an unusual interest in the
text of that section. The verse containing the language at issue did not appear in
his early draft but was added later. Of the revelations received to date, D&C 20
is clearly the most important.83 And D&C 20:37 is not just any verse from the
Articles and Covenants, but concerns the terms of admission into the Church by
covenant with God, is the only verse with its own heading, and is the central
verse bridging the two halves of D&C 20 that address church doctrines and
church duties.
As for the substance of Oliver Cowdery’s concern, historian Richard
Bushman explains: “Possibly Oliver felt that the requirement to prove the
reception of the Spirit verged dangerously close to the traditional Puritan
practice of insisting on evidence of grace before granting church membership.
Since ordinarily the minister evaluated candidates, he exercised great power
over admissions. Oliver saw in those words the seeds of priestcraft.”84
Summer 1830
Oliver Cowdery and Whitmers Acknowledge that D&C 20:37 Is Correct.
“In a few days afterwards [following the exchange of letters regarding
D&C 20:37], I [Joseph Smith] visited him [Oliver Cowdery] and Mr. Whitmer’s
family, when I found the family in general of his opinion concerning the words
above quoted [D&C 20:37], and it was not without both labor and perseverance
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that I could prevail with any of them to reason calmly on the subject. However,
Christian Whitmer at length got convinced that it was reasonable and according
to scripture and finally, with his assistance, I succeeded in bringing not only the
Whitmer family but also Oliver Cowdery to acknowledge that they had been in
error and that the sentence in dispute was in accordance with the rest of the
commandment [D&C 20].
“And thus was this error rooted out, which having its rise in presumption
and rash judgment, was the more particularly calculated, when once fairly
understood, to teach each and all of us the necessity of humility and meekness
before the Lord.”85 But this will not be the last time Oliver Cowdery acts proudly
in resisting counsel from Joseph Smith.
D&C 27
early August 1830
Revelation regarding the Sacrament. “Early in the month of August
Newel Knight and his wife [Sally Colburn Knight] paid us a visit at my [Joseph
& Emma Hale Smith’s] place at Harmony, Pennsylvania. And as neither his wife
nor mine had been as yet confirmed, it was proposed that we should confirm
them and partake together of the sacrament before he and his wife should leave
us. In order to prepare for this I set out to go to procure some wine for the
occasion, but had gone only a short distance when I was met by a heavenly
messenger and received the following revelation [D&C 27], the first paragraph
of which [verses 1-4] was written at this time, and the remainder in the
September following”86 –
Stating that: (i) “It mattereth not what ye shall eat or what ye shall drink
when ye partake of the sacrament, if it so be that ye do it with an eye single to
my glory” – 2; (ii) the Saints are not to purchase wine or strong drink from their
enemies, but are to drink it only if made new (not significantly fermented)
among themselves – 3-5a; (iii) the hour soon comes that the Lord will drink of
the fruit of the vine as foretold during the Last Supper (in Luke 22:14-20) with
many of the ancient prophets, as well as all those whom the Father has given
him out of the world (thus pointing the sacrament both back to the atonement
and forward to the Second Coming)87 – 5-14; and (iv) the Saints are to lift up
their hearts, rejoice, put on the whole armor of God, be faithful, “and be agreed
as touching all things whatsoever ye ask of me.” – 15-18.
“In obedience to the above commandment, we prepared some wine of
our own make and held our meeting, consisting only of five, viz., Newel Knight
and wife, myself and my wife, and John Whitmer. We partook together of the
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sacrament, after which we confirmed these two sisters into the Church.”88
Circulation: The initial publication of D&C 27 includes only verses 1-4
plus the following portion of verses 5, 14-15, 18: “Behold, this is wisdom in me,
wherefore marvel not, for the hour cometh that I will drink of the fruit of the
vine with you on the earth, and with all those whom my father hath given me out
of the world. Wherefore, lift up your hearts and rejoice, and gird up your loins
and be faithful until I come. Even so. Amen.”
This portion of current D&C 27 is first published along with D&C 20,
22 in the April 26, 1831 issue of the Painesville Telegraph, is first published by
the Church in the March 1833 issue of the Evening & Morning Star, and is
included in the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments. The entire
current text of D&C 27:1-18L is first published in the 1835 Evening & Morning
Star reprint and in the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants.89
4 August 1830
Founding of Chicago. In 1829 the state of Illinois authorizes the Illinois
& Michigan Canal to connect Lake Michigan with the Mississippi River via the
Des Plaines and Illinois Rivers. It also authorizes towns to be laid out along the
canal, with proceeds from the sale of town lots to be applied toward the cost of
the canal. The survey and plat for the town of Chicago, on Lake Michigan at the
mouth of the Des Plaines River, is filed on August 4, 1830. Three years later on
August 12, 1833 Chicago is formally incorporated as a town containing 3/8 of
a square mile and a population of 350.90
August 1830
Sidney Rigdon, Alexander Campbell Disagree over Common Property.
The annual meeting of the Mahoning Association of 17 Baptist congregations
is held in about mid August at Austintown, Trumbull (now Mahoning) County
in the Ohio Western Reserve. The meeting is dominated by Campbellites.
Sidney Rigdon has known for years that Alexander Campbell opposes
the idea of communal groups having property in common as described in Acts
2:44-45; 4:34-37. But on the second day of the conference Sidney Rigdon
nonetheless preaches in favor of the idea for half an hour. Alexander Campbell
then preaches for the next half hour against the idea. This public disagreement
leads to a rift between Campbell and Rigdon, in part because Alexander
Campbell is sensitive about challenges to his leadership, and in part because
Sidney Rigdon is sensitive about public embarrassment.
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During the third and final day of the conference, contrary to Alexander
Campbell’s desires, those attending vote to dissolve the association since they
find no counterpart for it in the ancient church. The formal beginning of the
Disciples of Christ is often marked from this event (although the beginning of
the denomination is dated by some from the Mantua congregation’s renunciation
of its creed three years earlier on January 27, 1827).91
August 1830
Joseph Smith Sr. & Don Carlos Smith Preach to Extended Smith Family.
In August Joseph Smith Sr. & his son Don Carlos Smith, age 14, travel 200
miles northeast to Potsdam-Stockholm in St. Lawrence County, New York. They
spend the first night after their arrival at Potsdam with Joseph Smith Sr.’s
youngest brother John Smith, who will later become a prominent Church leader.
Upon leaving the next day to visit his parents, Joseph Smith Sr. leaves a copy of
the Book of Mormon at John Smith’s home. John Smith’s son George A. Smith
records that “I and my mother [Clarissa Lyman Smith] spent the whole of
Saturday, all day Sunday, and Sunday night in reading the Book of Mormon.”
Joseph Smith Sr., Don Carlos Smith and John Smith travel to nearby
Stockholm where they spend the next (second) night at the home of their oldest
brother Jesse Smith, who is strongly opposed to Mormonism. Joseph Smith Sr.
“began to speak of the discovery and translation of the Book of Mormon. At this
Jesse grew very angry and exclaimed, ‘If you say another word about that Book
of Mormon, you shall not stay a minute longer in my house, and if I can’t get you
out any other way, I will hew [chop] you down with my broadaxe.’”
The next morning the three brothers, with Don Carlos, visit their parents
Asael Smith Sr. and Mary Duty Smith where they live at Stockholm with
another brother, Silas Smith. When Joseph Smith Sr. attempts to discuss the
restoration with his parents, his brother Jesse “replied in so insulting a manner,
and continued to talk so abusively, that Silas was under the necessity of
requesting him to leave the house.” Asael Smith Sr. (Joseph Smith’s
grandfather) bears testimony that the Book of Mormon is true. But he is in poor
health at age 86 and dies two months later on October 30 without having been
baptized.
A couple days later after returning to Potsdam, “Jesse came to my [John
Smith’s] house and informed me that all my brothers [Joseph Sr., Asael Jr. and
Silas] were coming to make me a visit, and ... [that] ‘they are setting a trap for
you, to make you believe it [the Book of Mormon].’” During the visit Jesse “was
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very careful to hear every word which passed among us and would not allow one
word to be said about the Book of Mormon in his presence.” But at the end of the
day Asael Jr. takes John aside and says “‘Now John, I want you to have some
conversation with Joseph [Sr.], but if you do, you must cheat it out of Jesse. And
if you wish, I can work the card for you. ... I will take a certain number in my
carriage and Silas will take the rest, and you may bring out a horse for
Joseph [Sr.] to ride, but when we are out of sight, take the horse back to the
stable again and keep Joseph [Sr.] overnight.’ I did as Asael [Jr.] advised, and
that evening Joseph [Sr.] explained to me the principles of Mormonism.”
Although several of the extended Smith family are receptive, none are
baptized before Joseph Smith Sr. (a priest) and Don Carlos return to Manchester
in September. But later that fall “Mr. Solomon Humphrey, a Baptist exhorter in
Stockholm, being impressed with the truth of the work, went to Manchester ...
to see ... Joseph [Smith], and was baptized and ordained an elder.”92
Note: Solomon Humphrey of northeast New York should not be
confused with Solomon Chamberlain who lives in western New York at Lyons
near Manchester-Palmyra.
Friday, 20 August 1830
Solomon Chamberlain Preaches to Phineas Young & Joseph Young. In
August Joseph Young, a Methodist preacher in Ontario, Canada, visits Mendon
in Monroe County, New York “with the intention of getting me [his brother
Phineas Young] to go back with him. We accordingly left for Kingston in Upper
Canada [now the province of Ontario] about the 20th of August. And passing
through the town of Lyons [in Wayne County, New York], we called on an old
acquaintance by the name of Solomon Chamberlain.
“We had no sooner got seated than he began to preach Mormonism to
us. He told us there was a church organized, and ten or more were baptized
[actually about fifteen in the Palmyra-Manchester area and about sixty
altogether], and everybody must believe the Book of Mormon or be lost. I told
him to hold on, when he had talked about two hours setting forth the wonders
of Mormonism, that it was not good to give a colt a bushel of oats at a time. I
knew that my brother [Joseph Young] had but little idea of what he was talking,
and I wanted he should have time to reflect. But it made little difference to him
[Solomon Chamberlain], he still talked of Mormonism.
“We tarried a short time with him and then went on our way, pondering
upon the things we had heard. [Phineas had received a Book of Mormon from
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Samuel Smith in probably July, but] This was the first I had heard of the
necessity of another church, or of the importance of rebaptism. But after hearing
the old gentleman’s arguments on the importance of the holy priesthood, and the
necessity of its restoration in order that the power of the gospel might be made
manifest, I began to inquire seriously into the matter, and soon became
convinced that such an order of things was necessary for the salvation of the
world.
“We [Phineas and Joseph Young] soon reached the place of our
destination, it being but 18 miles from Kingston, in Earnest Town [in Ontario],
where we commenced our labor [preaching Methodism]. I [Phineas] tarried
some time with my brother, trying to preach, but could think of but little except
the Book of Mormon and what I had heard of Mormonism. One day after I had
been preaching in Loboro, I said to my brother, ‘What did you think of my
preaching today?’ ‘Oh,’ said he, ‘if you had just come from the priest factory in
the [United] States, I should have thought you did very well, but I don’t think
there was much God in it.’ I then told him I could not preach, and that I should
return home. I accordingly started in a few days [to return to New York].”93
Friday, 20 August 1830
Plan for Joseph Smith’s Fourth Trip to Colesville. Following the receipt
of D&C 27, Newel & Sally Colburn Knight return home from Harmony to
Colesville. “Brother Joseph intended visiting the Saints at Colesville on
Saturday, the 21st of August, and on my [Newel’s] return arrangements were
made for the brethren and sisters to meet on that day, if possible, without letting
our enemies know anything about it. But brother Joseph was prevented from
keeping his engagement on this occasion, but [along with John Whitmer] wrote
a letter [dated Friday, August 20 but sent the next morning] in which he
explained the cause of his not coming: the conveyance in which he intended to
make the journey did not arrive from the west [Fayette],” “therefore we [Joseph
& co] cannot come this Saturday, but look for our friends from the west every
day, and with safety we can promise to come next Saturday [August 28], if the
Lord will ...”94
Wednesday, 25 August 1830
Increased Persecution at Harmony, Purchase of the Joseph Smith Farm.
In about August a Methodist minister visits Joseph Smith’s father-in-law Isaac
Hale “and told him falsehoods of the most shameful nature concerning me
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[Joseph Smith], which turned the old gentleman and his family so much against
us that they would no longer promise us protection [from persecution at
Harmony] nor believe our doctrines.”
About this time Joseph Smith borrows $200 and pays it on Wednesday,
August 25 to Isaac Hale as the purchase price for, and in return receives a deed
to, the 13½ acre farm on which he and Emma have been living at Harmony and
which they had contracted on April 6, 1829 to purchase. (They will sell the farm
in June 1833). It is not clear whether the timing of this purchase is related to the
deteriorating relations between Joseph and his father-in-law.95
late August 1830
Parley Pratt Converted at Manchester and Baptized at Fayette.
In early 1830 Parley Pratt, a Campbellite who lives 30 miles west of Cleveland
in the Ohio Western Reserve, feels impressed to search the prophets and to pray
to understand them. On doing so, the prophets of the Bible are opened to his
understanding beyond all expectation. “I was swallowed up in these things. I felt
constrained to devote my time in enlightening my fellow men on these important
truths, and in warning them to prepare for the coming of the Lord. ...
“In August 1830 I had closed my business, completed my arrangements,
and we [Parley Pratt & his wife Thankful Halsey Pratt] bid adieu [goodbye] to
our wilderness home and never saw it afterwards. On settling up, at a great
sacrifice of property, we had about ten dollars left in cash. With this small sum
we launched forth into the wide world, determining first to visit our native place
[Canaan, Columbia County in eastern New York] on our mission, and then such
other places as I might be led to by the Holy Spirit.”
On arriving at Buffalo they spend the last of their money plus some
clothing to buy passage on a canalboat along the full 360 mile length of the Erie
Canal to Albany, New York. But after only 80 miles, “I [Parley Pratt] informed
my wife that, notwithstanding our passage being paid through the whole
distance, yet I must leave the boat, and her to pursue her passage to our friends,
while I would stop awhile in this region. Why, I did not know, but so it was
plainly manifest by the Spirit to me. I said to her, ‘We part for a season. Go and
visit our friends in our native place. I will come soon, but how soon I know not,
for I have a work to do in this region of country, and what it is, or how long it
will take to perform it, I know not. But I will come when it is performed.’”
Not later than probably Friday, August 20, and perhaps earlier, Parley
leaves the canalboat at Newark (8 miles east of Palmyra in Wayne County) and
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walks 10 miles into the countryside. In the course of arranging to preach that
evening, Parley is told by a Baptist deacon about the Book of Mormon and offers
to let Parley stop by his house to read it the next day.
Parley Pratt visits the next morning as agreed and begins to read the
Book of Mormon. “I was greatly prejudiced against the book, but remembering
the caution of Paul [1 Thessalonians 5:21], ‘Prove all things and hold fast that
which is good,’ I sat down to read it.” “I read all day. Eating was a burden, I had
no desire for food. Sleep was a burden when the night came, for I preferred
reading to sleep. As I read, the Spirit of the Lord was upon me, and I knew and
comprehended that the book was true.”
Parley sets out the next day for Manchester-Palmyra to see Joseph
Smith. He instead meets Hyrum, who is driving some cows toward home.
Hyrum tells Parley that Joseph has moved to Harmony, Pennsylvania, but they
talk late into the night, and Hyrum gives Parley a copy of the Book of Mormon.
The next morning Parley hurries back 30 miles to fulfill two preaching
assignments he had previously arranged for that night and the next, but then
returns to Palmyra and again spends the night with Hyrum.
The next day Hyrum and Parley walk 30 miles from Manchester to the
Whitmer farm at Fayette, arriving in the evening.
On the day following his arrival at Fayette, Parley is baptized in Seneca
Lake by Oliver Cowdery. That evening a meeting is held, and after opening with
a hymn and prayer, Parley is confirmed and ordained to the office of elder. He
is baptized “about the first of September, 1830,” but probably not later than
Friday, August 27 if Hyrum Smith and David Whitmer then take three days to
travel to Colesville by Sunday evening.96
Sunday, 29 August 1830
Joseph Smith’s Fourth Trip to Colesville, He Arrives Unrecognized.
Hyrum Smith and David Whitmer travel 110 miles by wagon from Fayette to
Harmony. There they pick up Joseph Smith and John Whitmer and on Sunday,
August 29 continue another 20 miles to Colesville to“fill the before-mentioned
appointment to hold meeting and confirm those who had been baptized in June
previous” as directed in D&C 24:3; 26:1.
They are also aware of the mob hostility toward them at Colesville, and
so join in “mighty prayer that he [Heavenly Father] ... would blind the eyes of
our enemies, so that they would not know us, and that we might on this occasion
return unmolested. Our prayers were not in vain, for when within a little distance
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of Mr. [Newel] Knight’s place, we encountered a large company at work upon
the public road, among whom were several of our most bitter enemies. They
looked earnestly at us, but not knowing us, we passed on without interruption.
“We that evening [Sunday, August 29] assembled the Church, and
confirmed them, partook of the Sacrament, and held a happy meeting, having
much reason to rejoice in the God of our salvation.” “We had the greatest time
I [Joseph Knight Jr.] ever saw. The house was filled with the Holy Ghost which
rested upon us.”
“Next morning [Monday, August 30], we [Joseph Smith & co] set out
on our return home, and although our enemies had offered a reward of five
dollars to anyone who would give them information of our arrival, yet did we get
clear out of the neighborhood without the least annoyance and arrived home in
safety.”
“It was not long, however, after the brethren had left us [the Colesville
Saints], when the mob began to collect together and threatened and abused us
in the most shameful and disgusting manner during the remainder of the day.”97
Sunday, 29 August 1830
Parley Pratt Preaches near Fayette, then Departs to Preach to His Family.
On the Sunday following Parley Pratt’s baptism, probably August 29, he
preaches to a large crowd at the home of Philip Burroughs at Seneca Falls near
Fayette. “The Holy Ghost came upon me mightily. I spoke the word of God with
power, reasoning out of the Scriptures and the Book of Mormon. The people
were convinced, and four heads of families came forward expressing their faith
and were baptized.” (It is unclear whether Philip Burroughs ever joins the
Church, but his wife Anna Burroughs joins, and he remains friendly.)
“My work was now completed, for which I took leave of my wife and
the canalboat some two or three weeks previous. I now took leave of the little
branch of the Church ... and pursued my journey to the land of my fathers,”
traveling 200 miles east to his hometown of Canaan, Columbia County, New
York near the Massachusetts border, where he rejoins his wife and preaches to
his relatives.98
about first of September 1830
William Phelps Reads the Book of Mormon. William Phelps, editor of
the Ontario Phoenix at Canandaigua in Ontario County, purchases a Book of
Mormon from Parley Pratt. William Phelps and his wife Sally Waterman Phelps
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sit up all night comparing it with the Bible. The next morning he tells his wife
“I am going to join that church. I am convinced it is true.” They are not baptized,
however, until June 1831.99
Friday, 3 September 1830
Thomas Marsh Baptized at Fayette. Thomas Marsh visited Palmyra a
year earlier in October 1829 and obtained a copy of the first 16 pages of the
Book of Mormon through 1 Nephi 7:4. Since then he has corresponded with
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery from his home at Charleston near Boston,
Massachusetts. Upon learning that the Church has been organized, he moves his
family to western New York, arriving at Palmyra about the first of September
and then continuing on to Fayette.
On Friday, September 3 Thomas Marsh is “baptized by David Whitmer
in Cayuga Lake [near Fayette], and in a few days I was ordained an elder by
Oliver Cowdery with six elders at Father [Peter Sr.] Whitmer’s house” at
Fayette. The baptismal date of his wife Elizabeth Godkin Marsh is unknown.100
There are only eight other elders in the Church at this point, so the
presence of six at Thomas Marsh’s ordination on September 3 would require the
presence of at least one of the following: John Whitmer if he returned all the
way to Fayette with his brother David when they departed Colesville on the
previous Monday morning, Parley Pratt if he has not yet left Fayette, or (less
likely) Joseph Smith who moves to Fayette probably soon afterward.
about September 1830
Phineas Young and Solomon Chamberlain Preach the Book of Mormon.
Phineas Young, after preaching the Methodist religion with his brother Joseph
Young near Kingston, Ontario, and while traveling home to Mendon in Monroe
County, New York, “attended a quarterly meeting held by the Episcopalian
Methodists in Kingston at the close of their annual conference. ... After meeting
I went to my hotel, where the most of the members of the conference assembled
for the night. ... After all were seated in two large rooms, I took my place at the
door between the two rooms, and calling the attention of the people, I asked
them if anyone present had ever read the Book of Mormon? ... A gentleman
requested me, on behalf of the people present, to give them some account of the
book. I commenced by telling them that it was a revelation from God, translated
from the Reformed Egyptian language by Joseph Smith Jr., by the gift and
power of God ...
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“I had forgotten everything but my subject until I had talked a long time
and told many things I had never thought of before. I bore a powerful testimony
to the work, and thus closed my remarks and went to bed – not to sleep, but to
ponder with astonishment at what I had said, and to wonder with amazement at
the power that seemed to compel me thus to speak.
“The next morning I took passage on a packet [boat] for the [United]
States ... [and] met a great number of my friends who had assembled for our
annual conference [of Reformed Methodists in or near Oswego County, New
York]. Among the number was my old friend Solomon Chamberlain. He told me
he had come to offer the conference the Book of Mormon ... He soon fulfilled his
mission [‘and labored with them for two days to convince them of the truth of
the Book of Mormon’], and was driven from the place by the voice of the
conference. One man whose name was Buckley ... railed on brother
Chamberlain and abused him shamefully. ... I [Phineas Young] attended the
conference, bore my testimony, and left for home in company with my brotherin-law John P. Greene.”
“On my [Solomon Chamberlain’s] way home [from the conference of
Reformed Methodists near Oswego], I stopped at their camp meeting, where I
found one of their greatest preachers, whom I contended with concerning the
Book of Mormon ... who utterly condemned it and rejected it, who spurned me
and the book and said, ‘If it was of God, do you think he would send such a little
upstart as you are around with it?’”101
1830
Newel & Elizabeth Whitney Pray for Receipt of the Holy Ghost in Ohio.
Shortly before the first Mormon missionaries arrive at Kirtland, Ohio in late
October, “We had been praying to know from the Lord how we could obtain the
gift of the Holy Ghost. My husband Newel K. Whitney and myself [Elizabeth
Smith Whitney] were Campbellites ... and believed in the laying on of hands and
the gifts of the spirit. But there was no one with authority to confer the Holy
Ghost upon us. ... One night, it was midnight, as my husband and I, in our house
at Kirtland, were praying to the Father to be shown the way, the spirit rested
upon us and a cloud overshadowed the house. ... Then we heard a voice out of
the cloud saying: ‘Prepare to receive the word of the Lord, for it is coming!’ At
this we marveled greatly, but from that moment we knew that the word of the
Lord was coming to Kirtland.”102
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6. The Mission to the Lamanites
September 1830 - January 1831
D&C 28-40, 74, Moses 5-7

This chapter covers Joseph
Smith’s last four months in New
York as the Church begins to grow
both there and in Ohio. D&C 28-40
send missionaries to Missouri, send
the general Church membership to
Ohio, and continue the process of
regulating the Church.
The Church in New York.
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery
both move to Fayette, which serves
as the Church’s headquarters.
Hyrum Smith’s family goes to
live at Colesville where persecution
is severe. Hyrum Smith & Newel
Knight spend most of their time
ministering to the local membership
and preaching. In January Joseph
Smith visits Colesville one last time
as instructed in D&C 37.
Church membership in New
York grows from 63 in September
1830 to about 200 by May 1831 and
breaks out of the circle of mostly
just five extended families.
Mission to the Lamanites.
D&C 28 announces the order of

revelation, resolving issues raised in
the previous chapter. But D&C 28
is also the first in a series of
revelations to address a mission to
the Lamanites and the location of
latter-day Zion.
D&C 28, 30b, 32 appoint
Oliver Cowdery, Peter Whitmer Jr.,
Parley Pratt & Ziba Peterson to
preach in the Indian Territory west
of Missouri. This group includes
four of the Church’s entire ordained
ministry of nine elders, its Second
Elder, one of the Three Witnesses,
and one of the Eight Witnesses. The
importance of this mission is also
reflected in its objectives to begin
preaching the gospel to the
Lamanites in fulfillment of the
promises made to them in the Book
of Mormon, and to scout the
location of Zion, the New Jerusalem
to be built in preparation for the
Lord’s Second Coming.
D&C 29 places this mission in
its grand historical context from the
pre-mortal to the post-Millennial.
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Mass Conversions in Ohio.
At Kirtland, Ohio the missionaries
to the Lamanites baptize Sidney
Rigdon and about 125 others. These
converts continue preaching after
the missionaries resume their trip to
Missouri, and soon there are more
members in Ohio than New York.
Many who will play prominent
roles throughout the Ohio-Missouri
Period of Church history (18311839) are baptized in Ohio during
November-January before Joseph
Smith’s arrival, including: Sidney
Rigdon, Frederick Williams,
Edward Partridge, Sidney Gilbert,
Newel Whitney, Isaac Morley, John
Murdock, and Lyman Wight.
Gathering and Zion. The
other purpose of the mission to the
Lamanites, identifying the location
of Zion in Missouri, will be
addressed in several revelations
through D&C 57. In D&C 37, 38
the Church in New York is
instructed to gather to Ohio.
D&C 38 promises that in Ohio the
Saints will receive the Lord’s law
and be endowed with power. The
scope of activity continues to grow,
now from building up a church to
establishing a Zion community.

Missionaries Appointed. In
D&C 28-40 eleven people are
appointed to preach the gospel:
Oliver Cowdery, Peter Whitmer Jr.,
Parley Pratt & Ziba Peterson to the
Lamanites in D&C 28, 30b, 32;
John Whitmer in D&C 30c; Thomas
Marsh in D&C 31; Ezra Thayre &
Northrop Sweet in D&C 33; Orson
Pratt in D&C 34; Edward Partridge
in D&C 36; and James Covill in
D&C 39. In D&C 36 the Lord states
that all who embrace the calling and
commandment to preach shall be
ordained and sent forth. When
James Covill leaves the Church
rather than fulfilling his mission,
the Lord states in D&C 40 that he
will do with James Covill as seems
him good.
In D&C 35 Sidney Rigdon’s
work as a Campbellite preacher is
likened to that of John the Baptist in
preparing the hearts of the people at
Kirtland to receive the restored
gospel. Sidney Rigdon is also
appointed in D&C 35 to serve as
Joseph Smith’s scribe.
Other Resources. See the
maps of New York - Ohio and
Kirtland at the back of the Doctrine
& Covenants.
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September 1830
Joseph Smith Moves from Harmony to Stay at Fayette. Some few
days after Joseph Smith returns home to Harmony from his fourth trip to
Colesville, Newel Knight takes his wagon and team 20 miles southwest from
Colesville to Harmony, and then moves Joseph & Emma 110 miles northwest
to Fayette. “Mr. Whitmer [Peter Sr.], having heard of the persecutions which had
been got up against us at Harmony, Pennsylvania, had invited us to go and live
with him.” Newel Knight then returns 95 miles to Colesville to arrange his
affairs before again returning to Fayette for the conference on September 26.1
September 1830
Joseph Smith Learns at Fayette of Hiram Page’s Stone. Upon arriving
at Fayette, Joseph Smith discovers that Hiram Page, son-in-law to Peter
Whitmer Sr. and one of the Eight Witnesses, “had in his possession a certain
stone, by which he had obtained two revelations concerning the upbuilding of
Zion, the order of the Church, etc., all of which were entirely at variance with
the order of God’s house as laid down in the New Testament, as well as in our
late revelations.” “Hiram Page ... had managed to get up some dissension of
feeling among the brethren ... He had quite a roll of papers full of these
revelations, and many in the Church were led astray by them. Even [or
‘especially’] Oliver Cowdery and the Whitmer family had given heed to them.”
But “as a conference meeting had been appointed for the [26th] day of
September, I [Joseph Smith] thought it wisdom not to do much more than to
converse with the brethren on the subject until the conference should meet.”2
Sunday in September 1830
Ezra Thayre Converted at Manchester. Ezra Thayre of Canandaigua,
Ontario County is a builder of bridges, dams and mills. He has at times
employed members of the Smith family. His initial reaction upon hearing of the
Book of Mormon is very negative. But relatives eventually persuade him to listen
to some Mormon preaching, so in September he and a brother go hear Hyrum
Smith preach on a Sunday in Hyrum’s home at Manchester. Hyrum has returned
home after traveling to Fayette and joining Joseph on his fourth trip to Colesville
at the end of August.
“When Hyrum began to speak, every word touched me [Ezra Thayre] to
the inmost soul. I thought every word was pointed to me. God punished me and
riveted me to the spot. I could not help myself. The tears rolled down my cheeks.
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... When Hyrum got through, he picked up a book and said, ‘Here is the Book of
Mormon.’ I said, ‘Let me see it.’ I then opened the book, and I received a shock
with such exquisite joy that no pen can write and no tongue can express. I shut
the book and said, ‘What is the price of it?’ ‘Fourteen shillings [probably $3.50]’
was the reply. I said, ‘I’ll take the book.’ I opened it again, and I felt a double
portion of the Spirit that I did not know whether I was in the world or not. I felt
as though I was truly in heaven. Martin Harris rushed to me to tell me that the
book was true. I told him that he need not tell me that, for I knew that it is true
as well as he.”
Ezra Thayre is later baptized on Sunday, October 3.3
Sunday, 19 September 1830
Orson Pratt Baptized in Eastern New York. Parley Pratt, upon arriving
at Canaan, Columbia County, New York, begins preaching to his relatives and
friends with whom he had grown up. “I addressed crowded audiences almost
every day. And the people, who had known me from a child, seemed astonished,
knowing that I had but little opportunity of acquiring knowledge by study. And
while many were interested in the truth, some began to be filled with envy and
with a lying, persecuting spirit.” The only person to fully accept his preaching
is his younger brother Orson Pratt, who he baptizes at Canaan on September 19,
Orson’s 19th birthday (he calls it his re-birthday).
During this time Parley Pratt, who has many Shaker relatives, preaches
without success to the Shaker community at nearby New Lebanon, also in
Columbia County. (He will subsequently preach twice to another Shaker
community in Ohio during 1830-1831).
Parley Pratt and his wife Thankful Halsey Pratt then return 235 miles to
Manchester in western New York, arriving about the first of October. His
brother Orson Pratt will follow a few weeks later, arriving at Fayette about the
first of November.4
D&C 28
late September 1830
Order of Revelation, Location of Zion, Mission to the Lamanites.
Joseph Smith has spent part of September at Fayette at the home of Father Peter
Whitmer Sr. Shortly before the Second Quarterly General Conference, Newel
Knight returns from his home at Colesville to Fayette to attend the conference.
“On my [Newel Knight’s] arrival I found Brother Joseph in great distress
of mind on account of Hiram Page. ... Joseph was perplexed and scarcely knew
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how to meet this new exigency. That night I occupied the same room that he did,
and the greater part of the night was spent in prayer and supplication. ... In
consequence of these things Joseph inquired of the Lord before conference
commenced and received [D&C 28], wherein God explicitly states his mind and
will concerning the receiving of revelation,” at Fayette directed to Oliver
Cowdery5 –
Stating with regard to Hiram Page’s stone and the “order of revelation”
that: (i) only Joseph Smith is appointed to receive commandments and
revelations for the Church – 2, 7; (ii) Oliver Cowdery is to be obedient to, and
is not to command, he (Joseph) who stands at his (Oliver’s) head – 3, 6;
(iii) Oliver may preach orally by way of commandment as he is led by the Holy
Ghost, but he is to write only by way of wisdom, not commandment – 1, 4-5, 8;
(iv) it can be known that Hiram Page’s writings are not of God because Hiram
Page has not been appointed by common consent to receive such revelations
– 12-13; and (v) Oliver Cowdery is to teach Hiram Page that he (Hiram Page)
has been deceived by Satan and that his revelations are false – 10-11, 14.
Also stating with regard to the location of the City of Zion that: (vi) the
location has not yet been revealed, but it is on Missouri’s western border with
the Indian Territory – 9.
Also stating with regard to the great interest among Church members
about the promises made to the Lamanites in the Book of Mormon and the
consequent desire to preach the gospel to them6 that: (vii) Oliver Cowdery is
appointed to preach the gospel to the Lamanites (and is to open his mouth at all
times) – 8, 16; (viii) he will receive revelations to guide him in fulfilling this
mission – 8, 15; and (ix) he is to depart on this mission to the Lamanites after
the Second Quarterly General Conference (it will be held on September 26) and
after he has helped to settle the matter of Hiram Page’s stone – 10-11, 14.
Hiram Page’s claim to receive revelation is understandable in light of the
Congregational Church’s practice of allowing any member to announce doctrine
as long as the other members of the congregation agree.7 And while Joseph
Smith is the only person identified in D&C 21:1, 4-5 as a prophet whose words
are to be heeded as though from the Lord’s own mouth, that instruction does not
explicitly state that others may not also receive revelation for the Church.
D&C 28:2, 7 removes any confusion on this point by expressly stating that only
the prophet can receive written revelation for the Church. However, D&C 28:4
does expressly allow other Church members to receive revelation and speak by
way of commandment. D&C 28 announces this “order of revelation” as a matter
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of Church policy so Joseph Smith is not left to convince each member
individually as he had to do after Oliver Cowdery challenged the language of
D&C 20:37. D&C 28:11-14 also requires Oliver, who has taken a leading part
in questioning Joseph Smith’s exclusive authority in matters of written
revelation, to acknowledge and support that role as he corrects Hiram Page.
Oliver Cowdery will also read D&C 20 at the upcoming Church conference and
thus publicly endorse D&C 20:37. The order of revelation will again be
addressed and developed in D&C 30:2 to David Whitmer, in D&C 30:5-7; 32:4
to the other missionaries to the Lamanites, in D&C 43:3-7 to the Saints at
Kirtland, and in D&C 67:4-7; 68:3-5 as the Book of Commandments is prepared
for publication.
The Lord will further address avoiding deception with regard to the
order of revelation (D&C 28:1-7; 43:3-7), recognizing those who speak and act
under inspiration from the Holy Ghost (D&C 50:2-35; 52:24-29), recognizing
gifts of the spirit (D&C 46:8-31), and Church doctrine (D&C 28:11; 49:15-23).
Circulation: D&C 28 is first published in the December 8, 1831 issue
of the Ohio Star and is first published by the Church in the original 1833 edition
of the Book of Commandments.8 But at least its content is widely known almost
immediately since all of its major subjects (the order of revelation, the location
of Zion, and the mission to the Lamanites) are key topics of conversation within
the Church, and these topics are addressed at the Second Quarterly General
Conference in accordance with the instructions in D&C 28. Newel Knight’s
account of Joseph Smith receiving D&C 28 is immediately followed by his
account of Joseph Smith addressing at the conference the issues discussed in that
section.9 The requests for further instruction that soon result in the mission calls
of D&C 30:5-8; 32:2-3 also evidence a general familiarity with the content of
D&C 28.
Also see: D&C 28 and the Second Quarterly General Conference are
best understood in light of Chapter 5.
D&C 29
late September 1830
Missionary Work Linked to Second Coming and Plan of Salvation.
Joseph Smith also receives D&C 29 shortly before the Second Quarterly General
Conference. It is received in the presence of 6 elders (and 3 other members), the
same number of elders present for Thomas Marsh’s ordination to the office of
elder, and the same number (besides Thomas Marsh) who attend the conference
on September 26.
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“They understood from holy writ that the time had come that the people
of God should see eye to eye, and they seeing somewhat different upon the death
of Adam (that is, his transgression), therefore they made it a subject of prayer
and inquired of the Lord, and thus came the word of the Lord through Joseph the
Seer at Fayette.”10 D&C 29 is directed to the assembled elders and “is given unto
you that ye may understand, because ye have asked it of me and are agreed,” and
also because “at this time your sins are forgiven you” – 3, 6, 33
Stating with regard to preaching the gospel that: (i) the assembled elders
are chosen out of the world to declare the gospel, and they receive both a
forgiveness of their sins and the kingdom of the Father – 3-7; and (ii) the elect
(those who hearken to the Lord’s voice) shall be gathered by his elders unto one
place (the Zion of D&C 28:9) in order to be prepared against the tribulations of
the last days – 1-2, 7-8.
Also stating with regard to those tribulations and the signs of the times
that: (iii) the hour is nigh that the unrepentant wicked will be ripe for destruction
and will suffer a darkened sun, crop loss, disease, and burning – 8-9, 14-21;
(iv) Christ will then return in power to reign on the earth during the Millennium
with the hosts of heaven and the righteous resurrected dead – 10-13; and (v) at
the end of the Millennium there will be another apostasy, the earth will pass
away, the remaining dead will be resurrected and judged, and the wicked will
not have power to enter heaven and so will depart to hell like the devil – 22-30.
Also stating with regard to God’s purposes in mortality and individual
salvation that: (vi) God created all things both spiritually and temporally, all
commandments are spiritual rather than temporal, the devil is a real being who
tempts men to misuse their agency, temptation is necessary in order for men to
be agents unto themselves, God’s honor is his power, sin causes spiritual death,
mortality provides a probationary time for repentance, those who do repent will
be raised to immortality and eternal life through Christ’s redemption, and those
who do not repent cannot be redeemed from spiritual death – 30-45; and
(vii) children cannot be tempted, are not agents unto themselves, are not capable
of sin, and are redeemed through the atonement – 46-50.
Interest in the Millennium is at a high pont during 1828-1832 in both the
United States and England,11 and D&C 29:8-30 places the more mundane
preaching assignments of other revelations within the grand sweep of
apocalyptic history. D&C 29:30-45 then places those preaching assignments
within the context of the great plan of individual salvation from pre-mortal life
through the final judgment. D&C 29:30-45 also provides a richer understanding
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of some of the key doctrines previously affirmed in D&C 20:17-36. And
D&C 29:30-45 discusses much of the same doctrinal content as Moses 1-4 that
was received during the previous summer, including that God’s works are
without end, the spiritual and temporal creation, God’s power, his purposes for
man of immortality and eternal life, Satan’s rebellion and expulsion from
heaven, the fall, temptation, and agency. But D&C 29 receives wider circulation
and more directly applies those concepts to the situation of the latter-day Saints
than does Moses 1-4. Imagine hearing D&C 29 read aloud as a sermon to inspire
those about to depart on missions.
Circulation: D&C 29 is first published in the September 1832 issue of
the Evening & Morning Star and is included in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments. Scholar Robert Woodford notes that: “From the
number of times it was printed, this revelation [D&C 29] must have been
considered one of the major ones by the early members of the Church.” D&C 29
is one of only five New York Period sections from D&C 3-40 (D&C 20, 22, 27a,
29, 38) to be printed in the Evening & Morning Star during 1832-1834. In
contrast, the Evening & Morning Star will print 16 of the Ohio-Missouri Period
sections from D&C 41-88.12
D&C 30-31
late September 1830
Revelations to Three Whitmer Brothers and Thomas Marsh. From the
content of D&C 30-31, it appears that David Whitmer, John Whitmer and Peter
Whitmer Jr., the recipients of D&C 14-16 in June 1829, again ask Joseph Smith
to inquire concerning the Lord’s will for them, and that Thomas Marsh also
makes a similar request. D&C 30 is received prior to the conference, and
D&C 31 also is received “before this memorable conference closed” or “before
we separated.”13
D&C 30a is directed to David Whitmer: (i) chastising him for 1-fearing
man rather than relying upon God, 2-allowing his mind to dwell upon the things
of the earth rather than upon his ministry and the things of God, and 3-having
“given heed to those whom I have not commanded” (Oliver Cowdery and Hiram
Page) rather than to the Holy Ghost and to those (the Prophet Joseph) who have
been appointed of God – 1-2; (ii) leaving him therefore “to inquire for yourself
at my [the Lord’s] hand, and ponder upon the things which you have received”
– 3; and (iii) instructing him to “attend to the ministry” at Fayette – 4.
D&C 30b is directed to Peter Whitmer Jr.: (i) appointing him to
accompany Oliver Cowdery on the D&C 28 mission to the Lamanites – 5-6;
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(ii) setting forth the order of revelation for the mission by stating that Oliver
Cowdery is to head the mission, because “none have I [the Lord] appointed to
be his [Oliver Cowdery’s] counselor over him in the church ... except it is his
brother, Joseph Smith Jr.” – 7; and (iii) directing Peter Jr. to pray, open his
mouth, be diligent, and fear not – 6, 8.
D&C 30c is directed to John Whitmer: appointing him to proclaim the
gospel in the vicinity of Philip Burroughs’s home at Seneca Falls in Seneca
County, New York where Parley Pratt preached a few weeks earlier on Sunday,
August 2914 – 9-11L.
D&C 31 is directed to Thomas Marsh stating that: (i) he is appointed to
a short mission, his tongue will be loosed to declare what has been revealed to
Joseph Smith, a Church shall be established by his hand, and his sins are
forgiven – 3-8; (ii) he is to be “a physician unto the Church” (he will often settle
disputes within the Church and serve as moderator at difficult or contentious
conferences)15 – 10; (iii) he has suffered afflictions because of his family but is
to govern his house in meekness, and he is promised that his family will be cared
for during his mission and that one day his children will be one with him in the
Church – 2, 5-6, 9; and (iv) he is to be steadfast and patient in afflictions, revile
not, and pray always that he enter not into temptation – 9-13.
Circulation: D&C 30, 31 are both first published in the original 1833
edition of the Book of Commandments. D&C 30 is originally published as three
separate sections, but in the second 1835 edition and all subsequent editions of
the Doctrine & Covenants it is combined in a single section. D&C 31 is read by
request at Hiram, Ohio on November 11, 1831 during a conference of 8 elders
attended by Joseph Smith but not Thomas Marsh.16
late September 1830
Baptized Church Membership. Since the First Quarterly General
Conference on June 9, baptized Church membership has increased by 35 from
28 to 63 members. Those baptized since the previous conference are:
(29) William Jolly’s daughter Julia Anne Jolly, (30) John Jolly,
(31) Harriet Jolly, (32) Caroline Rockwell, (33) Electa Rockwell, (34) Peter
Rockwell, (35) Joseph Smith’s siblings Katharine Smith, (36) Don Carlos Smith,
and (37) William Smith, (38) Hyrum Smith’s wife Jerusha Barden Smith, and
(39) John Poorman on June 9,
(40) Emma Smith, (41) Joseph Knight Sr., (42) his wife Polly Peck
Knight, (43) their son Joseph Knight Jr., (44) their daughter Polly Knight,
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(45) their daughter Anna Knight DeMill wife of Freeborn DeMill, (46) their son
Newel Knight’s wife Sally Colburn Knight, (47) their daughter Esther Knight
Stringham, (48) her husband William Stringham, and (49) her daughter Julia
Stringham, (50) Polly Peck Knight’s brother Hezekiah Peck, (51) his wife
Martha Long Peck, (52) Aaron Culver, (53) his wife Esther Peck Culver,
(54) Levi Hall, and (55-56) probably two others on June 28,
(57) Parley Pratt by August 27, (58-61) four heads of house on
August 29 at Seneca Falls, (62) Thomas Marsh on September 3, and
(63) Orson Pratt on September 19 (although the minutes of the Second
Quarterly General Conference on September 26-28 note only 62 members
because his baptism will not be known to the Church until about the first of
October when his brother Parley Pratt returns to western New York).17
Some of the six unidentified people baptized during this time might be
John Poorman’s wife Margaret Poorman, Thomas Marsh’s wife Elizabeth
Godkin Marsh, or Anna Knight DeMill’s husband Freeborn DeMill.18
At least 48 of these 63 members are related to Smiths or Rockwells at
Manchester-Palmyra, Whitmers or Jollys at Fayette, or Knights at Colesville.
Ordinations to Office of Elder. Nine men have been ordained to
the office of elder before the Second Quarterly General Conference. Those
ordained since the previous conference are: (7) Samuel Smith on June 9 at the
First Quarterly General Conference, (8) Parley Pratt by August 27, and
(9) Thomas Marsh in September shortly before the Second Quarterly General
Conference.19
See pages 148-149 for lists of previous baptisms and ordinations.
Sunday-Tuesday, 26-28 September 1830
Second Quarterly General Conference at Fayette. The Second
Quarterly General Conference of the Church is held at Fayette on Sunday,
September 26 through Tuesday, September 28. Seven of the Church’s nine
elders attend: Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, John Whitmer,
Peter Whitmer Jr., Samuel Smith, Thomas Marsh (Parley Pratt is still preaching
in eastern New York, Ziba Peterson is also absent). Oliver Cowdery is clerk.
“Conference having assembled, the first thing done was to consider the
subject of the stone in connection with Hiram Page.” “The subject of the stone
previously mentioned was discussed, and after considerable investigation
Brother Page, as well as the whole Church who were present, renounced the said
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stone and all things connected therewith, much to our mutual satisfaction and
happiness.” The conference minutes state that “Brother Joseph Smith Jr. was
appointed by the voice of the conference to receive and write revelations and
commandments for this Church.” Through this action the body of the Church
endorses the order of revelation set forth in D&C 28:1-7, including Joseph
Smith’s exclusive role as the Lord’s prophet. The law of common consent
received in D&C 26:2 helps bring a final resolution to the incident of Hiram
Page’s stone, since everyone attending is asked to publicly state their support of
Joseph Smith’s position, rather than simply leaving the matter to be resolved
between Joseph Smith and Hiram Page.
“The fifth chapter of Isaiah read by Joseph Smith Jr. and prayer by the
same. Articles and Covenants [D&C 20, including the previously disputed
D&C 20:37] read by Oliver Cowdery, and remarks by brother Joseph Smith Jr.”
“We now partook of the sacrament, confirmed and ordained many
[including Newel Knight to the office of priest by Oliver Cowdery], and
attended to a great variety of Church business. Prayer by all present. Exhortation
by all the elders respectively. Singing and prayer in behalf of brothers Oliver
Cowdery & Peter Whitmer Jr. who were previously appointed [D&C 28:8;
30:5-8] to go to the Lamanites.”
During this conference “we had much of the power of God manifested
among us, and it was wonderful to witness the wisdom that Joseph Smith
displayed on this occasion, for truly God gave unto him great wisdom and
power, and it seems to me [Newel Knight], even now [years later], that none
who saw him administer righteousness under such trying circumstances could
doubt that the Lord was with him. ... The Holy Ghost came upon us and filled
us with unspeakable joy.”
“During this conference, which continued three days, ... a number were
baptized.” David Whitmer is appointed to keep the Church records until the next
conference on January 2, 1831.20
early October 1830
Samuel Smith’s Third Trip to John Greene’s Home. About the first of
October, following the Second Quarterly General Conference, Samuel Smith
travels to Reverend John Greene’s home at Bloomfield for the third time (the
first two visits occurred three months earlier about the first and middle of July).
“When I arrived at Mr. Greene’s house ... Mrs. [Rhoda Young] Greene informed
me that her husband was absent from home, that there was no prospect of selling
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my books, and even the one which I had left with them she expected I would
have to take away as Mr. Greene had no disposition to purchase it, although she
had read it herself and was much pleased by it. I then talked with her a short
time and, binding my knapsack upon my shoulders, rose to depart. But as I bade
her farewell it was impressed upon my mind to leave the book with her. I made
her a present of it and told her that the Spirit forbade my taking it away. She
burst into tears and requested me to pray with her. I did so, and afterwards
explained to her the most profitable manner of reading the book which I left
with her, which was to ask God when she read it for a testimony of the truth of
what she had read, and she would receive the Spirit of God, which would enable
her to discern the things of God. I then left her and returned home.”21
Sunday, 3 October 1830
Parley Pratt Meets Joseph Smith. Following the Second Quarterly
General Conference, Joseph & Emma Smith, who have been staying with
Whitmers at Fayette during September, briefly visit Manchester about the first
of October.22
Joseph Smith Sr. has also recently returned home to Manchester from
preaching with Don Carlos Smith to their extended family 210 miles to the
northeast at Potsdam-Stockholm in St. Lawrence County, New York.
Parley Pratt likewise arrives back in western New York about the first
of October after preaching to his family 200 miles to the east at Canaan,
Columbia County, New York near the Massachusetts border. He arrives in
company with his wife Thankful Halsey Pratt, who is not yet converted. Parley
Pratt meets Joseph Smith for the first time at the Hyrum Smith farm at
Manchester.
On Sunday, October 3 Parley Pratt preaches at the Hyrum Smith home,
followed by Joseph Smith. Parley Pratt then baptizes several people23 including
Ezra Thayre, Northrop Sweet of Palmyra (son-in-law of Emer Harris), and
Keziah Cowdery (step-mother of Oliver Cowdery). Ezra Thayre, Northrop
Sweet and presumably also the others are then confirmed by Joseph Smith.24
D&C 32
about Monday, 4 October 1830
Parley Pratt & Ziba Peterson Added to Mission to the Lamanites.
Oliver Cowdery and Peter Whitmer Jr. were previously appointed in D&C 28:8;
30:5-8 in connection with the Second Quarterly General Conference to go on a
mission to the Lamanites.
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Joseph Smith’s history, written several years later, states that “At this
time [fall 1830] a great desire was manifested by several of the elders respecting
the remnants of the house of Joseph, the Lamanites residing in the west,
knowing that the purposes of God were great to that people, and hoping that the
time had come when the promises of the Almighty in regard to that people were
about to be accomplished, and that they would receive the gospel and enjoy its
blessings. The desire being so great that it was agreed upon we should inquire
of the Lord respecting the propriety of sending some of the elders among them,
which we accordingly did, and received the following revelation [D&C 32].”
But as noted by historian B.H. Roberts, the passage of time probably confused
either the issue or the timing, since the question whether any elders should be
sent would have been timely prior to the receipt of D&C 28:8, while the
question at this point would be whether additional elders should also be sent.25
D&C 32 is received at Manchester after the baptismal service on
Sunday, October 3 and before Joseph Smith’s departure from Manchester on
probably Tuesday, October 5. Of the Church’s nine ordained elders, the only two
who did not attend the recent conference were Parley Pratt and Ziba Peterson.26
D&C 32 gives instruction regarding these two previously absent elders and is
addressed directly to Parley Pratt – 1
Stating that: (i) Parley Pratt & Ziba Peterson are to accompany Oliver
Cowdery & Peter Whitmer Jr. on their D&C 28 mission to the Lamanites, the
Lord will also go with them and be in their midst, and nothing shall prevail
against them – 2-3; (ii) Parley Pratt is to be meek and lowly, learn of Christ, and
preach his gospel – 1; and (iii) the four missionaries are to observe what has
been written, pray to understand it, pretend to no other revelation, and give heed
to this revelation (D&C 32), and they will be blessed and will understand what
has been written – 4-5.
Circulation: D&C 32 does not appear in Revelation Book 1, from which
the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments was printed. D&C 32
does appear in the (Kirtland) Revelation Book 2, which was also used in printing
the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants. D&C 32 is therefore first
published in the second 1835 edition. The four missionaries take a copy of
D&C 32 with them to Missouri.27
Tuesday-Wednesday, 5-6 October 1830
Hyrum Smith Moves to Colesville. Hyrum Smith has “settled up his
business for the purpose of being at liberty to do whatever the Lord required of
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him, and he requested Joseph to ask the Lord for a revelation concerning the
matter.” On Tuesday, October 5 Joseph Smith receives a revelation directing
Hyrum to “take a bed, his family, and what clothing he needed for them, and go
straightway to Colesville, for his enemies were combining in secret chambers
to take away his life. ... The next day [Wednesday, October 6], by 10 o’clock,
Hyrum was on his journey” from Manchester to Colesville where he and his
family live for the next several months with the Newel Knight family. “On the
same day that Hyrum left for Colesville, which was Wednesday, the neighbors
began to call, one after another, and inquire very particularly for Hyrum. This
gave me [Lucy Mack Smith] great anxiety, for I knew that they had no business
with him.”28
Joseph & Emma also depart Manchester on Wednesday, October 6. And
the day before, on Tuesday, October 5, William was ordained to the office of
teacher at Manchester and then left on business for a few days, not returning
home until Saturday evening, October 9. This leaves Joseph Sr. and Lucy Mack
Smith at the Hyrum Smith farm with only their youngest daughter Lucy, age 9.29
Thursday, 7 October 1830
Joseph Smith Sr. Remains at Manchester and Arrested for Debt. “At the
same time [as the revelation to Hyrum on Tuesday, October 5], Mr. Smith
[Joseph Sr. also] received a commandment to go forthwith to Waterloo [where
Whitmers live in Seneca County near Fayette] and prepare a place for his family,
as our enemies also sought his destruction in [Manchester], but in Waterloo he
should find favor in the eyes of the people.” But Joseph Smith Sr. does not leave
Manchester on Tuesday or Wednesday, and on Wednesday night he becomes ill.
About 10 o’clock the next morning, Thursday, October 7, a Quaker calls
who has purchased a $14 debt owed by Joseph Smith Sr. He can legally demand
full payment at any time, but common practice is to give advance warning and
wait until cash is available. Joseph Smith Sr. offers to pay $6 immediately and
requests additional time to pay the balance. But the man insists “If thou dost not
pay me immediately, thou shalt go forthwith to the jail, unless ... thou wilt burn
up those Books of Mormon. But if thou wilt burn them up, then I will forgive
thee the whole debt.” Smiths refuse the offer, and a waiting constable arrests
Joseph Smith Sr. for debt and takes him 15 miles south to the jail at
Canandaigua, the county seat of Ontario County. Joseph Smith Sr. is still ill and
is not allowed time to eat the milk porridge his wife has just prepared for him.30
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Saturday-Monday, 9-11 October 1830
William and Samuel Smith Arrive Home, Joseph Sr. Moved to Jail Yard.
On Friday, October 8 Lucy Mack Smith has papers prepared for her husband
Joseph Sr. to be released from the jail cell (or dungeon) into the jail yard. But
on Friday afternoon and Saturday she is delayed at Manchester, delivering corn
and beans to satisfy a debt owed to Dr. Alexander McIntyre, until it is too late
in the day to take the papers to Canandaigua.
After dark on Saturday evening, October 9 four strangers appear at the
door looking for Hyrum Smith. They come inside and, upon finding some corn
in one of the two rooms in the attic, they announce their intention to take it to
satisfy the debt to Dr. McIntyre that was in fact just paid. Several more men are
also outside. “I [Lucy Mack Smith] saw that there was no way but for me to sit
quietly down and see my house pillaged. ... I went aside and kneeled before the
Lord ...
“Just at this instant, William [Smith, age 19, the most passionate and
impetuous of the Smith boys, who has been away on business since about
Tuesday] bounded into the house. ... seized a large handspike, sprang upstairs,
and in one instant cleared the [four] scoundrels out of the chamber. They
scampered downstairs. He flew after them, and bounding [outside] into the midst
of the crowd, he brandished his handspike in every direction, exclaiming ‘Away
from here, you cut-throats, or I will be the death of every one of you.’ The lights
were immediately extinguished, yet he continued to harangue them boisterously
until he discovered that his audience had left him. ...
“Between 12 [midnight] and 1 o’clock, Calvin Stoddard and his wife
Sophronia [Smith Stoddard] arrived at our house. Calvin said he had been
troubled about us all afternoon and finally, about the setting of the sun, he told
Sophronia that he would even then start for her father’s if she felt inclined to go
with him.
“Within an hour after their arrival, Samuel came. He was much fatigued,
for he had traveled 21 miles after sunset [returning from his third trip to the
home of John Greene at Bloomfield]. I told him our situation, and that I wished
him to go early the next morning to Canandaigua and procure his father’s release
from the dungeon [jail cell]. ‘Well, mother,’ said he, ‘I am sick. Fix me a bed
that I may lay down and rest myself, or I shall not be able to go, for I have taken
a heavy cold, and my bones ache dreadfully.’
“However, by a little nursing and some rest, he was able to set off by
sunrise and arrived [16 miles to the south] at Canandaigua at 10 o’clock” on
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Sunday morning. Because prisoners are expected to provide their own food,
Joseph Smith Sr., who was ill when arrested three days earlier, has eaten nothing
since then “save a pint basin of very weak broth.” So Samuel “immediately went
out and brought his father some comfortable food. After which he remained with
him until the next morning [Monday, October 11], when ... Mr. Smith went out
into the jail yard to a cooper’s [barrel-maker’s] shop, where he obtained
employment at coopering, and followed the same until he was released, which
was thirty days. He preached during his confinement every Sunday.”31
October 1830
Joseph Smith Sr. Family Moves to Fayette, Friendly Conditions. Samuel
Smith, age 22, returns home from visiting his father at Canandaigua on Monday,
October 11. He then assumes primary responsibility for moving the family
30 miles from Hyrum’s farm at Manchester to Waterloo in Seneca County.
The residents of Fayette-Waterloo are kind to Smiths, from their arrival
in October 1830 until their departure for Ohio in May 1831, bringing food to
welcome them and offering free grazing for their stock. Their home is a center
of preaching, and a dozen to twenty people often gather to sing and pray in the
evening.
“One evening, soon after we commenced singing, a couple of little boys
came in and one of them, stepping softly up to Samuel, whispered, ‘Mr. Smith,
won’t you pray pretty soon? Our mother said we must be home by 8 o’clock,
and we would like to hear you pray before we go.’ ... Accordingly, when we had
finished the hymn, we closed the evening services with prayer ... After this they
were never absent during our evening devotions while we were in the
neighborhood.”
On Friday, November 5 Joseph Smith Sr. is released from his 30 day
imprisonment for debt at Canandaigua in Ontario County, and “baptized
2 persons whom he had ... converted.” He then joins his family at Waterloo with
“considerable clothing, which he had earned at coopering in the jail yard.”32
On April 26, 1831 New York state will abolish imprisonment for
contractual debts effective January 1, 1832, largely through the efforts of Martin
Van Buren and his political allies in the New York legislature.33
Thursday, 14 October 1830
Ministry of Hyrum Smith & Newel Knight at Colesville. Hyrum Smith,
who left Manchester on October 6, presides over the Colesville Branch until the
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following April when he leaves Colesville for Ohio. During these months “most
of his [Hyrum’s] time, as also that of my own [Newel Knight], was spent in the
villages around, preaching the gospel wherever we could find any who would
listen to us, either in public or private. A few believed and were baptized.”
On October 14 Hyrum Smith & Newel Knight hold a meeting at the
home of Newel’s uncle and aunt Hezekiah & Martha Long Peck. Four people
express a desire for baptism. “Brother Hyrum had great liberty of speech, and
the Spirit of the Lord was poured out upon us in a miraculous manner.” They
have planned to spend the night elsewhere, but Newel feels prompted to remain
for the night. Around midnight his uncle Hezekiah wakes him with news that his
aunt Martha is at the point of death. Upon seeing her, Newel is impressed that
“she was suffering under the power of Satan. That was the same spirit that had
bound and overpowered me at the time Joseph cast him out. I now cried unto the
Lord for strength and wisdom ... I felt the Holy Spirit of the Lord rest upon me
... and I immediately stepped forward, took her by the hand, and commanded
Satan, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, to depart. ... and Satan departed
from her.”
A few days later Hyrum Smith and Newel Knight hold a meeting at the
home of Newel’s uncle and aunt Ezekiel & Electa Buck Peck. Both join the
Church.
On Monday, November 1 Newel Knight’s youngest sister Elizabeth
Knight, age 13, is baptized by Hyrum Smith. She is the youngest person baptized
to date.34 All of the Knight children have now been baptized except the oldest
son Nahum (although Nahum moves with the Saints to Ohio, Missouri and
Nauvoo, it is not clear when or whether he is ever baptized).35
October 1830
Joseph & Emma Smith Settle at Fayette-Waterloo – 3rd Home.
Joseph & Emma Smith left Harmony back in September, stayed at Fayette with
Whitmers through the Second Quarterly General Conference, and in early
October spent a few days at Manchester at the Hyrum Smith farm.
“When Joseph & Emma left Manchester [on Wednesday, October 6],
they went to Macedon (in Wayne County just west of Palmyra). Here he
[Joseph] commenced his ministerial labors and continued for some time to
preach successively in this place [Macedon], Colesville, Waterloo [just west of
Fayette], Palmyra and Manchester till, finally, he sent to [Harmony,]
Pennsylvania for his goods and settled himself in Waterloo.” While at Waterloo
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Joseph “worked as a day laborer for old Jacob Chamberlain and occasionally for
others.”36
D&C 33
October 1830
Revelation to Ezra Thayre & Northrop Sweet. Ezra Thayre and Northrop
Sweet were both baptized at Manchester on Sunday, October 3.37 They
apparently both ask Joseph Smith soon after to inquire regarding the Lord’s will
for them. “The Lord, who is ever ready to instruct such as diligently seek in
faith, gave the following revelation at Fayette, New York [D&C 33]” in October
directed to Ezra Thayre & Northrop Sweet38 –
Stating that: (i) the Lord’s vineyard is corrupted, so that even those who
do good often stumble because of priestcrafts – 4; (ii) but the Lord has
established his Church to gather his elect (those who believe in him and hearken
to his voice) – 5-6; (iii) the field is white already to harvest and it is the 11th
hour – 3, 7; (iv) Ezra Thayre & Northrop Sweet are called to reap, open their
mouths and declare the gospel, and will thus be laden with sheaves – 2, 8-10;
(v) they are to preach the gospel of repentance, baptism, and the Holy Ghost,
remembering faith – 10-12; (vi) the gospel is the rock upon which the Church
is built and upon which individual lives should be built – 13; (vii) the gift of the
Holy Ghost will be given to those they confirm who have faith – 15; and
(viii) Ezra Thayre & Northrop Sweet are to remember the Articles & Covenants
(D&C 20), be instructed by the scriptures, pray always, and have oil for their
lamps (for the bridegroom’s supper) – 14, 16-17.
D&C 33:15 is the first reference in the Doctrine & Covenants (other than
D&C 20) to the gift of the Holy Ghost. If missionary companions Ezra Thayre
& Northrop Sweet are to confer this gift, then at least one of them must be
ordained to the office of elder as required by D&C 20:41. It appears that Ezra
Thayre & Northrop Sweet fulfill this mission, and they both join the migration
of New York Saints to Ohio in the following spring.39
Circulation: D&C 33 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.40
Fall 1830
Solomon Humphrey Baptized. Solomon Humphrey heard Joseph
Smith Sr. & Don Carlos Smith preach back in August while they were visiting
their extended family at Potsdam-Stockholm in St. Lawrence County in
northeast New York. During the fall Solomon Humphrey travels to western New
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York to meet Joseph Smith. He is baptized and ordained to the office of elder
and then returns home to St. Lawrence County.41
October 1830
Emma Smith Participates in Preparations for Mission to the Lamanites.
“As soon as this revelation [D&C 28:8; 30:5-8; 32:2-3 appointing the four
missionaries to the Lamanites] was received, Emma Smith and several other
sisters began to make arrangements to furnish [them] with the necessary
clothing, which was no easy task as the most of it had to be manufactured out
of the raw material. Emma’s health at this time was quite delicate, yet she did
not favor herself on this account, but whatever her hands found to do, she did
with her might until so far beyond her strength that she brought upon herself a
heavy fit of sickness, which lasted four weeks.
“And although her strength was exhausted, still her spirits were the
same, which in fact was always the case with her, even under the most trying
circumstances. I [her mother-in-law Lucy Mack Smith] have never seen a
woman in my life who would endure every species of fatigue and hardship from
month to month and from year to year with that unflinching courage, zeal and
patience which she has ever done. She has been tossed upon the ocean of
uncertainty, she has breasted the storms of persecution and buffeted the rage of
men and devils, which would have borne down almost any other woman.”42
Moses 5
by Sunday, 17 October 1830
Joseph Smith Translation at Genesis 4:18 / Moses 5:43. The Joseph
Smith Translation of the Bible began in about late June with the receipt of
Moses 1 and continued for a month until about late July when Oliver Cowdery
moved from Harmony to Fayette. In early September Joseph Smith also moves
to Fayette, making it possible for Oliver to resume serving as scribe for another
month until he departs for Missouri on Sunday, October 17 (though it seems
unlikely that much would be accomplished after the Second Quarterly General
Conference in late September while Oliver prepares for his D&C 28:8 mission
and Joseph preaches in surrounding communities). At the time of Oliver’s
departure for Missouri on October 17 the Joseph Smith Translation has reached
Genesis 4:18 / Moses 5:43.43
On Thursday, October 21 John Whitmer begins serving as scribe for the
Joseph Smith Translation until November 30. During those six weeks the
translation will cover Genesis 4:18-5:11 / Moses 5:43-6:18.44
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Moses 5 (Genesis 4:1-24 JST), captioned in the JST manuscripts as
“A revelation concerning Adam after he had been driven out of the Garden of
Eden,”45 relates that; (i) Adam & Eve till the earth and have children – 1-3;
(ii) they are taught about redemption and the law of sacrifice in the similitude
of Christ’s atonement – 4-11; (iii) the gospel is preached but few hearken
– 12-15; (iv) Cain, as master of the secret that he can kill for gain, kills his
brother Abel – 16-43; (v) Lamech, a generation #7 descendant of Cain, kills his
great-grandfather to protect that secret – 44-54; and (vi) again few hearken to the
gospel – 55-59.
Circulation: Moses 5:1-16 is first published on the front page of the
April 1833 issue of the Evening & Morning Star together with Moses 8:13-30L.
Moses 5:1, 4-9, 19-23, 32-40 is quoted in the second lecture of the Lectures on
Faith, published without being canonized in the second 1835 edition of the
Doctrine & Covenants. These two portions of Moses 5 are combined and again
published in the original, uncanonized 1851 edition of the Pearl of Great Price
in England. But the complete text of Moses 5 is not published or widely
available until the entire Book of Moses is included in the second
1878 American edition of the Pearl of Great Price and canonized in 1880.46
Sunday, 17 October 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Depart on Mission to the Lamanites. On
Sunday, October 17, Oliver Cowdery signs a covenant at Manchester stating:
“I, Oliver, being commanded by the Lord God to go forth unto the Lamanites to
proclaim glad tidings of great joy unto them by presenting unto them the fullness
of the gospel of the Only Begotten Son of God, and also to rear up a pillar as a
witness where the temple of God shall be built in the glorious New Jerusalem,
and having certain brothers with me who are called of God to assist me, whose
names are Parley [Pratt] and Peter [Whitmer Jr.] and Ziba [Peterson], do
therefore most solemnly covenant with God that I will walk humbly before him
and do this business and this glorious work according as he shall direct me by
the Holy Ghost, ever praying for mine and their prosperity and deliverance from
bonds and from imprisonment and whatsoever may befall us with all patience
and faith. Amen.”
The other three missionaries also sign a covenant that day stating: “We,
the undersigned, being called and commanded by the Lord God to accompany
our brother Oliver Cowdery to go to the Lamanites and assist in the above
mentioned glorious work and business, we do therefore most solemnly covenant
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before God that we will assist him faithfully in this thing by giving heed to all
his words and advice which is, or shall hereafter be, given him by the Spirit of
Truth, ever praying with all prayer and supplication for our and his prosperity
and our deliverance from bonds and imprisonments and whatsoever may come
upon us with all patience and faith. Amen.”
Joseph Smith and David Whitmer also sign these two covenants at
Manchester as witnesses.47
The order of revelation for this mission is clearly set forth in
D&C 30:5-8; 32:4 and these covenants: the Holy Ghost will lead Oliver
Cowdery as the appointed head of this mission, he in turn will lead the
other missionaries, and the four missionaries will give heed to what has been
written and not pretend to any other revelation.
That day (or perhaps the next) the missionaries depart late in the season
on their 1,500 mile journey to Missouri “with carpetbags [suitcases] filled with
copies of the Book of Mormon.”48 Parley Pratt’s wife Thankful Halsey Pratt lives
with Whitmers until his return from Missouri.49
late October 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Preach to Seneca Indians in Western New York.
“After traveling for some days,” Oliver Cowdery & co spend a few hours with
the Seneca Indians on the Cattaraugus Reservation south of Buffalo, New York,
“instructing them in the knowledge of the record of their forefathers” and
leaving two copies of the Book of Mormon. These are the first Indians to hear the
gospel in this dispensation. (By 1830 most Indians in the U.S. have been
removed to west of the Mississippi River; in all of Ohio only some hundreds
remain on reservations.)50
late October 1830
John Corrill Not Converted in Ashtabula County, Ohio. In late October
Oliver Cowdery & co stop overnight in Ashtabula County, the most
northeasterly county in Ohio. Kirtland-Mentor is still another 30 miles further
southwest. The missionaries “soon became the topic of conversation in that
section of the country ... at first more to inquiry [curiosity] than otherwise, as
these messengers stopped in the place only one night.
“In the course of two or three days the Book of Mormon ... was presented
to me [John Corrill] for perusal. I looked at it, examined the testimony of the
witnesses at the last end of it, read promiscuously a few pages, and made up my
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mind that it was published for [financial] speculation. In my feelings and
remarks I branded the messengers with the title of imposters, and thought I
would not trouble myself any more about them.”51
Campbellite Congregation and Other Conditions at Kirtland, Ohio.
Oliver Cowdery & co have been traveling southwest from Buffalo along the Old
Girdled Road, the most important road in the Ohio Western Reserve. It runs
along the south shore of Lake Erie from Buffalo, New York through
Pennsylvania to Cleveland, Ohio, passing 2 miles north of Kirtland. The
missionaries have been traveling southwest from Buffalo along the Old Girdled
Road.
Kirtland was founded in 1811. By 1830 its population is 1,018 people
consisting of 162 households. Kirtland has a few stores and shops, a gristmill,
a sawmill, a carding machine, an ashery, a tannery, a furnace with a lathe, a
blacksmith, a post office, a hotel/tavern, some schools, and several other
buildings and homes. Not long before the four Mormon missionaries arrive,
Peter French builds the first brick building at Kirtland, a hotel located across the
street from the Gilbert & Whitney store, with bricks made from clay deposits on
his farm.
By late 1830 there are four religious congregations at Kirtland: a
Methodist and a Congregational that each meet in meetinghouses built about a
decade earlier, and a Baptist and a Campbellite (Reformed Baptist) that each
meet in their members’ homes.52
The Campbellite congregation at Kirtland was established by Sidney
Rigdon in 1828 and now has about 50 members. Campbellites are distinguished
from other religious groups by their belief in the need to return to the order of
the ancient Christian church following what Alexander Campbell calls “the great
apostasy from Christian institutions,” their belief in the nearness of the
Millennium, and their emphasis on the basic principles of faith, repentance, and
baptism for the remission of individual sins rather than original sin.
But while the Campbellites at Kirtland accept these doctrines, they are
not a typical Campbellite congregation. Most Campbellites accept only the fruits
of the Spirit (peace, love, joy), but many of the Kirtland Campbellites are also
looking for the gifts of the Spirit (miracles, healings, tongues). Many of the
Campbellites at Kirtland have also joined in the Morley Common Stock Family,
a communal group having all property in common, an arrangement strongly
opposed by Alexander Campbell. And some of the Campbellites influenced by
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Sidney Rigdon have questions about the need for authority to officiate in the
ordinances of the gospel. Historian Richard Bushman explains that, in
Alexander Campbell’s view, a religious leader “went too far when he sought to
restore not just the teachings, but the methods of the New Testament.” The
beliefs of the Campbellite congregation at Kirtland are thus unusually similar to
the message being preached by the Mormon missionaries.53
Friday, 29 October 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Arrive at Mentor, Preach to Sidney Rigdon.54
On Friday, October 29 Oliver Cowdery & co (Peter Whitmer Jr., Parley Pratt,
Ziba Peterson) arrive at Mentor, Geauga County in the Ohio Western Reserve.55
Mentor is near the Old Girdled Road, and the missionaries stop at Parley Pratt’s
suggestion that they visit his former religious leader Sidney Rigdon.56
“The first house at which they [Oliver Cowdery & Parley Pratt] called
was [Sidney] Rigdon’s, and after the usual salutations, presented him [and his
wife Phebe Brooks Rigdon and their oldest daughter Athalie Rigdon, age 10]
with the Book of Mormon, stating that it was a revelation from God. ... This
being the first time [he] had ever heard of or seen the Book of Mormon, he felt
very much surprised at the assertion and replied that he had the Bible, which he
believed was a revelation from God, and [with] which he pretended to have
some acquaintance. But with respect to the book they had presented him, he
must say that he had considerable doubts. Upon which they expressed a desire
to investigate the subject and argue the matter. [Parley Pratt says ‘You brought
truth to me, I now ask you as a friend to read this for my sake’.] But he [Sidney]
replied ‘No, young gentlemen, you must not argue with me on the subject. But
I will read your book, and see what claims it has upon my faith, and will
endeavor to ascertain whether it be a revelation from God or not.’
“After some further conversation, they expressed a desire to lay the
subject before the people, and requested the privilege of preaching in
Mr. Rigdon’s chapel, to which he readily consented. The appointment was
accordingly published.”
Sidney Rigdon begins reading the Book of Mormon that evening and is
at first unimpressed with the book. But within a day or two he is speaking
favorably about it to others. He “got so engaged in [the Book of Mormon] that
it was hard for him to quit long enough to eat his meals. He read it both day and
night.”57
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D&C 34
Thursday, 4 November 1830
Revelation to Orson Pratt at Fayette, New York. Orson Pratt, who was
baptized on September 19 by his brother Parley Pratt in eastern New York,
travels 200 miles west to Fayette, where he meets Joseph Smith. He apparently
arrives after October 17 when his brother Parley departed on the mission to the
Lamanites.
“By my [Orson Pratt’s] request, on the 4th of November, the Prophet
Joseph Smith inquired of the Lord for me and received the revelation published
in the Doctrine & Covenants [D&C 34]” at the home of Peter Whitmer Sr. in
Fayette, with John Whitmer as scribe, directed to Orson Pratt58 –
Stating that: (i) this revelation is from Jesus Christ, the light and life of
the world – 1-2; (ii) Christ the Redeemer so loved the world that he gave his life
so those who believe may become his sons, and Orson is blessed because he
believes and is one of those sons – 3-4; (iii) Orson is even more blessed because
he is called to lift up his voice, cry repentance, and preach the gospel as with the
sound of a trump to prepare the way for the Lord’s Second Coming – 5-6; (iv) he
is to prophesy, and it will be given him by the Holy Ghost what he is to say – 10;
(v) the time is soon at hand that the sun will be darkened, the moon will turn to
blood, the stars will go dark, some of the stars will fall, Christ will then come in
a cloud with great glory, and all nations will tremble – 6-9; and (vi) “verily, I
[Christ] say unto you, I come quickly” – 12.
“I [Orson Pratt] was then only about 19 years of age and was desirous
to know what my duty was. The Lord commanded in this revelation [D&C 34]
that I should preach his gospel. I thought that was a very great and important
calling, and I felt altogether incompetent unless the Lord qualified me by his
Spirit, ... that unless the Lord shall pour out his Spirit upon me more fully than
anything I ever yet have experienced, I never can perform these duties
acceptably in his sight.” “‘Lift up your voice and prophesy, and it shall be given
by the Holy Ghost’ [D&C 34:10]. This was a particular point in the revelation
that seemed to me too great for me ever to attain to, and yet there was a positive
command that I should do it. I have often reflected upon this revelation, and
have oftentimes inquired in my heart ‘Have I fulfilled that commandment as
earnestly as I ought to have done? Have I sought as earnestly as I ought to obtain
the gift of prophecy so as to fulfill the requirement of heaven?’”
In connection with Orson Pratt’s comment that he often reflected on
D&C 34, biographer Breck England notes that themes from D&C 34,
particularly the fatherhood of God and the Second Coming, have a significant
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impact on Orson Pratt’s voluminous later writings. He also notes that, while the
bold, older brother Parley is directed in D&C 32:1 to be meek and lowly of
heart, the younger Orson, who has no preaching experience, is directed in
D&C 34:6 to preach as with the sound of a trumpet.59
Circulation: D&C 34 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.60
Thursday, 4 November 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Preach in Sidney Rigdon’s Chapel at Mentor.
In response to the appointment for Oliver Cowdery & Parley Pratt to preach at
Sidney Rigdon’s chapel at Mentor on probably Thursday, November 4, “a large
and respectable congregation assembled. Oliver Cowdery and Parley P. Pratt
severally addressed the meeting. At the conclusion, Mr. Rigdon arose and stated
to the congregation that the information they had that evening received was of
an extraordinary character and certainly demanded their most severe [serious]
consideration. And as the apostle advised his brethren ‘to prove all things, and
hold fast that which was good [1 Thessalonians 5:21],’ so he would exhort his
brethren to do likewise, and give the matter a careful investigation and not turn
against [it] without being fully convinced of its being an imposition [fraud], lest
they should possibly resist the truth. ...
“After the meeting broke up, the brethren [missionaries] returned home
with Mr. Rigdon and conversed upon the important things which they had
proclaimed. He informed them that he should read the Book of Mormon, give it
a full investigation, and then would frankly tell them his mind and belief on the
subject, told them they were welcome to abide at his house until he had
opportunity of reading it.”61
Thursday-Friday, 4-5 November 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Baptize 17 at Kirtland. During 1830 the three
families on the Isaac Morley farm (Isaac Morley, Titus Billings, Lyman Wight)
are joined by eight more families, bringing the total to about fifty people. During
the fall another five families also decide to join. But since they already own
good farms and mills at Mayfield, it is decided to start a second branch of the
Morley Family. On November 4, Lyman Wight moves his family from Kirtland
7 miles southwest to take charge of the new group at Mayfield in Cuyahoga
County, 20 miles east of Cleveland and only 10 miles from his previous home
at Warrensville. This leaves ten families on the Isaac Morley farm.
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As Lyman Wight is loading his wagon for the move, Oliver Cowdery &
co arrive at the Isaac Morley farm, probably following the meeting at Sidney
Rigdon’s chapel. “On [Thursday, November] the 4th, after attending a public
meeting, we [Oliver Cowdery & co] came to the place” where, about 2 miles
from Sidney Rigdon’s, “at the town of Kirtland, were a number of the members
of his church ... to which place they [Oliver Cowdery & co] immediately
repaired, and proclaimed the gospel unto them, with considerable success.”
“When I [Lyman Wight] had my goods about half loaded, four men
came along [Oliver Cowdery & co] and brought with them the Book of Mormon,
which they wished to introduce to us. I desired them to hold on until I got away
as my business was of vital importance and I did not wish to be troubled with
romances nor idle speculators. But nothing daunted, they were not to be put off,
but were as good natured as you please. Curiosity got uppermost, and I
concluded to stop for a short time. We called a meeting, and one [Oliver
Cowdery] testified that he had seen angels, and another [Peter Whitmer Jr.] that
he had seen the plates, and that they had seen miracles wrought and that the gifts
was again in the Church. The meeting became so interesting that I did not get
away till the sun was about an hour high at night, and it was dark before I
arrived at my new home. And I amused myself by thinking that the trouble was
over and that I should not see them again for a long time, supposing they would
start the next morning for the western boundary of Missouri. But in this I was
very much disappointed.”
“And when we [Oliver Cowdery & co] had returned [the next day,
Friday, November 5], we held a meeting with these brethren, and 17 went
immediately forward and were baptized between 11 and 12 o’clock at night, and
on the 6th there was one more.”62
Those baptized on November 5 probably include Titus Billings (he is the
second person baptized at Kirtland according to family tradition),63 and Henry
Alanson Cleveland.64 The entire Morley Common Stock Family is baptized
before Oliver Cowdery & co resume traveling to Missouri on November 22.65
November 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Preach at Kirtland and Vicinity. “We [Oliver
Cowdery & co] tarried in this region for some time and devoted our time to the
ministry and visiting from house to house ... The news of our coming was soon
noised abroad, and the news of the discovery of the Book of Mormon and the
marvelous events connected with it. The interest and excitement now became
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general in Kirtland and in all the region round about. The people thronged us
night and day, insomuch that we had no time for rest and retirement. Meetings
were convened in different neighborhoods, and multitudes came together
soliciting our attendance, while thousands flocked about us daily, some to be
taught, some for curiosity, some to obey the gospel, and some to dispute or
resist it.”66
Monday, 8 November 1830
Sidney Rigdon Baptized. While Oliver Cowdery & co are preaching at
Kirtland, “they visited [Sidney] Rigdon occasionally and found him very
earnestly engaged in reading the Book of Mormon, praying to the Lord for
direction, and meditating upon the things he heard and read. And after a
fortnight [fourteen days, but in fact after probably ten days] from the time the
book was put in his hands, he was fully convinced of the truth of the work by a
revelation from Jesus Christ, which was made known to him in a remarkable
manner, so that he could exclaim ‘flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto me,
but my Father which is in Heaven.’”
Sidney Rigdon realizes, however, that baptism will cost him his
livelihood and social station. He asks his wife Phebe Brooks Rigdon, “My dear,
you have followed me once into poverty [when joining Walter Scott’s
Campbellite congregation at Pittsburgh in 1823], are you again willing to do the
same?” She replies, “I have weighed the matter, I have contemplated on the
circumstances in which we may be placed, I have counted the cost, and I am
perfectly satisfied to follow you. It is my desire to do the will of God, come life
or come death.”67
Sidney Rigdon also “called together a large congregation of his friends,
neighbors and brethren, and then addressed them [on Sunday, November 7] very
affectionately for nearly two hours, during most of which time both himself and
nearly all the congregation were melted into tears. He asked forgiveness of
everybody who might have had occasion to be offended with any part of his
former life. He forgave all who had persecuted or injured him in any manner.
And the next morning [Monday, November 8], himself and wife were baptized
by Elder O. Cowdery. I [Parley Pratt] was present. It was a solemn scene, most
of the people were greatly affected. They came out of the water overwhelmed
in tears.” “After he [Sidney Rigdon] was baptized, he professed to be
exceedingly joyful and said he would not be where he was three days ago for the
universe.”68
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Most of Sidney Rigdon’s Kirtland congregation of about fifty members
also joins the Church. But most of his Mentor congregation, also about fifty
strong, is indignant at his conversion and rescinds its offer to give him the farm
with the house that is now almost completed. Sidney Rigdon responds that he
is convinced the Mormon faith is true, “let the consequences be what they may,”
and that although he has a “family of small children to provide for, [he] trusted
them and himself to the mercy of God.”
Sidney Rigdon’s replacement as minister for the Campbellite
congregation at Mentor will be Matthew Clapp, the husband of Alexander
Campbell’s sister Alicia Campbell Clapp, and also the brother of John
Murdock’s wife Julia Clapp Murdock whose twins will be given to Emma Smith
to raise.69
mid November 1830
John Corrill Visits Kirtland to Save Sidney Rigdon from the Mormons.
A few days after dismissing the Book of Mormon as a financial scheme, John
Corrill hears that Oliver Cowdery & co “had stopped at Kirtland ... among a
society of people called Campbellites, at whose head stood elder Sidney Rigdon,
a noted preacher of that order. With this news I was at first much pleased, for
from my former acquaintance with that society I knew that they were well
versed in the Scriptures, and I supposed that without fail they would confound
the imposters, convince them of their folly, and send them home again. But to
my astonishment, in a short time I heard that they had converted the majority of
the society, together with [Sidney] Rigdon, to their faith. ...
“I became much excited in my feelings, for in that society were several
men for whom I felt the greatest veneration and respect. By the advice of a
neighbor whose feelings were similar to mine, I concluded to pay them a visit
with a determination, if I could, to persuade [Sidney] Rigdon to go home with
me on a preaching visit. For I thought if I could get him away from them until
his mind became settled, he might be saved from their imposition. ... On arriving
at the place, I ... sought an argument with Oliver Cowdery, who refused.” Sidney
Rigdon and the others with whom he speaks likewise refuse to contend, except
Ziba Peterson.
“The next day I started for home with my heart full of serious
reflections. I thought of Solomon’s words ‘that he is a fool who judges a matter
before he hears it [Proverbs 18:13].’ ... Perhaps I had better stop and reflect
on the subject a little, weigh the matter more closely, and compare the new
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doctrine with the Scriptures.” John Corrill then spends two or three weeks back
home in Ashtabula County reading and discussing the Book of Mormon with
others.70
Friday, 12 November 1830
First Confirmation Meeting at Kirtland; John Murdock Baptized. John
Murdock, age 38, lives at Orange, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 30 miles southwest
of Kirtland. He has been associated with the Campbellites for about three years,
but he has recently begun to question their lack of priesthood authority.
“Word came to me [John Murdock] that four men had arrived at Kirtland
from the state of New York who were preaching, baptizing, and building up a
church after the ancient order. It was one Sunday morning [November 7], as I
was going to attend an appointment to preach, that I was informed on this. I was
also told that Rigdon, with many others of the Campbellite Church, were
baptized by them. I replied to my informer that it was an insinuation of the devil,
but I was immediately checked in my feelings, and I made no more harsh
expressions respecting them.”
Later that week on Thursday, November 11, he rides to Kirtland to meet
the Mormon missionaries. Twice along the way he speaks with friends who try
to dissuade him from going. “But I told him I was of age, and the case was an
important one of life and death existing between me and my God, and I must act
for myself, for no one can act for me.” He arrives at the Isaac Morley farm at
Kirtland about dark and meets Oliver Cowdery & co. The first confirmation
meeting in Ohio is held at Isaac Morley’s home at about 10 o’clock that evening,
Thursday, November 11. But John Murdock is asked to not attend since he is not
a baptized member of the Church, and he remains alone reading the Book of
Mormon until late into the night. After going to bed he hears the others return,
and “the Spirit of the Lord rested on me, witnessing to me of the truth of the
work. ...
“The next morning [Friday, November 12] I conversed with about half
a dozen men separately who had been confirmed in the meetinghouse the night
before. I found their testimony agreed on the subject that there was a
manifestation of the Spirit attended the ministration of the ordinance of laying
on hands. ... About 10 o’clock that morning ... I told the servants of the Lord that
I was ready to walk with them into the water of baptism. Accordingly Elder P.P.
Pratt baptized me in the Chagrin River, and the Spirit of the Lord sensibly
attended the ministration, and I came out of the water rejoicing and singing
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praises to God and the Lamb. An impression sensibly rested on my mind that
cannot by me be forgotten. ... This was the third time I had been immersed, but
I never before felt the authority of the ordinance, but I felt it this time and felt
as though my sins were forgiven.”71
Friday, 12 November 1830
Letter from Oliver Cowdery regarding Missionary Work in Ohio.
On Friday, November 12 Oliver Cowdery writes a letter from Kirtland, Ohio to
“our beloved brethren” in New York relating: (1) the baptism in one night of
17 members of the Morley Common Stock Family, (2) the baptism so far of
55 people altogether including Sidney Rigdon, (3) Sidney Rigdon’s intention to
visit the Saints in New York, and (4) the missionaries’ intention to depart
Kirtland in a few days (they will leave ten days later on November 22). The
letter also states: (5) “There is considerable call here for books [of Mormon], and
I wish you would send five hundred immediately here.”
The missionaries have so far baptized 55 people: (1-17) 17 members of
the Morley Common Stock Family on Friday, November 5; (18) 1 on Saturday,
November 6; (19-46) 9 during the day and 19 at night on Sunday, November 7
(most of them probably members of the Morley Common Stock Family);
(47-49) 3 on Monday, November 8 (including Sidney Rigdon); (50-52) 3 on
Tuesday, November 9; (53) 1 at night on Wednesday, November 10; (54) 1 on
November 11; and (55) 1 (John Murdock) in the morning on Friday,
November 12.
The November 16 issue of the Painesville Telegraph also reports this
success, adding that “he [Oliver Cowdery] is bound for the regions beyond the
Mississippi, where he [Joseph Smith] contemplates founding a ‘city of refuge’
for his followers and converting the Indians under his prophetic authority.”72
Sunday, 14 November 1830
Missionaries and Sidney Rigdon Preach at Mayfield. Following his
baptism at Kirtland on Friday, November 12, “I [John Murdock] continued with
the brethren till Sunday [November 14], at which time they preached in
Mayfield [in Cuyahoga County 7 miles southwest of Kirtland at John Jackson’s]
and baptized a number, and on Sunday evening they confirmed about 30. I was
one of the number. Elder Oliver Cowdery was administrator. I was also ordained
an elder, and it was truly a time of the outpouring of the Spirit. I know the Spirit
rested on me as it never did before ...”73
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Deputy Sheriff John Barr records that he “determined to go to Mayfield
... and hear Cowdery and Rigdon on the revelations of Mormonism. Varnum J.
Card the lawyer and myself [Sheriff Barr] started early Sunday morning on
horseback. We found the roads crowded with people going in the same direction.
Services in the church were opened by Cowdery with prayer ... He was followed
by Rigdon.” At the close of the meeting Sidney Rigdon asks if anyone will come
forward to be baptized, and the only person to come forward is old (probably
Reynolds) Cahoon. “While standing in the water [to perform the baptism in a
clear pool of the Chagrin River, Sidney] Rigdon gave one of his most powerful
exhortations. The assembly became greatly affected. As he proceeded he called
for the converts to step forward. They came through the crowd in rapid
succession to the number of 30 and were immersed, with no intermission of the
discourse on the part of Rigdon. ...
“While the exciting scene was transpiring below us ... Mr. Card suddenly
seized my arm and said, ‘Take me away!’ Taking his arm, I saw that his face
was so pale that he seemed to be about to faint. His frame trembled as we
walked away and mounted our horses. We rode a mile before ... [he] said
‘Mr. Barr, if you had not been there I certainly should have gone into the water.’
He said the impulse was irresistible.”74
Father Thomas Hancock, age 66, is one of those baptized on this
occasion. His son Levi Hancock, who heard about the missionaries only the day
before, also attends and gains a testimony but does not go forward to be baptized
at this time.75
Lyman Wight recalls that he and his family are also baptized on this date
in the Chagrin River, but by Parley Pratt at Kirtland, which seems more likely
to have occurred a day earlier or two days later.76
Tuesday, 16 November 1830
Philo Dibble and Levi Hancock Baptized at Kirtland. “Next morning
[Monday, November 15], I [Levi Hancock] went back to Mayfield and asked
where the men were that had been baptizing there, with a firm determination to
be baptized. I found that they had gone to Kirtland.”
Meanwhile, Philo Dibble misses the missionaries that same day at
Kirtland. He heard about the Mormon missionaries from two neighbors on the
day before, Sunday, November 14. On Monday he had intended to travel
50 miles to pay some taxes but, at the urging of his wife Celia Kent Dibble, they
instead travel 5 miles to Kirtland on Monday, November 15. “When we [Philo
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& Celia Dibble] arrived there, the men we were seeking had gone to the town
of Mayfield, but were to return the next day.”
The following day, Tuesday, November 16 Levi Hancock and Philo
Dibble both find the missionaries returned to Kirtland. “I [Philo Dibble] hitched
up my carriage and again drove to Kirtland. ... On arriving there, we were
introduced to Oliver Cowdery, Ziba Peterson, Peter Whitmer Jr. and Parley P.
Pratt. I remained with them all day and became convinced that they were sincere
in their professions. ... That evening he [Oliver Cowdery] preached at brother
Isaac Morley’s and bore his testimony to the administration of an angel at
noonday. ... He also requested all who wished to be baptized to make it manifest
by arising. Five persons, among whom were William Cahoon and myself, arose.
I then made preparations for baptism by borrowing a suit of clothes. My wife
thought I was too hasty ... but [I] went forthwith and was baptized by Parley P.
Pratt. ... When I came out of the water, I knew that I had been born of water and
of the spirit, for my mind was illuminated with the Holy Ghost.”
Levi Hancock arrives at Kirtland later in the day than Philo Dibble and
“found that Parley P. Pratt was engaged in baptizing. I [Levi Hancock]
dismounted my horse and went and asked Parley P. Pratt if he would baptize me.
He said he would if I believed. I told him I believed that Jesus is the Son of God
and felt within my heart that the things he had told us were the truth. He then
baptized me.”
Philo Dibble spends that evening at the home of Frederick Williams
before returning home the next day, Wednesday, November 17. Levi Hancock
spends the night at the home of Isaac Morley.77
Thursday, 18 November 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Preach Again at Mayfield. On Wednesday
morning, November 17, the next day after being baptized, “I [Levi Hancock]
told Oliver [Cowdery that] if he would go to Mayfield, I would go and let the
people know. ... I soon arrived at Mr. [John] Jackson’s [at Mayfield in Cuyahoga
County] and called the people together. ... Lyman Wight and myself had been
talking to the people the first evening I came.
“It was the next day [Thursday, November 18] before Oliver Cowdery
and Ziba Peterson and one of the Whitmers [Peter Jr.] came. They held meetings
and baptized some and in the evening they confirmed many members of the
Church [including Lyman Wight]. The next morning [Friday, November 19],
I [Levi Hancock] was ordained an elder [by Oliver Cowdery].”
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On probably the next day, Saturday, November 20, Lyman Wight is also
ordained to the office of elder by Oliver Cowdery. “We traveled into the woods
about half a mile and placed ourselves behind a large oak tree. After a most
solemn prayer he intended to ordain me [Lyman] a priest, but ordained me an
elder. He afterwards told me he done it in conformity to a vocal voice.”78
Sunday, 21 November 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Preach at Warrensville. On Saturday evening,
November 20 Ziba Peterson preaches at the home of John Murdock at Orange
in Cuyahoga County. During the meeting John Murdock bears testimony to his
neighbors.
The next day, Sunday, November 21, Oliver Cowdery & co fill an
appointment that John Murdock has arranged for them at Warrensville, 3 miles
west of Orange. During this meeting John Murdock again bears his testimony,
and Parley Pratt baptizes five people including Caleb Baldwin and John
Murdock’s wife Julia Clapp Murdock.79
Monday, 22 November 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Depart Kirtland, Ohio for Missouri. Since
arriving at Kirtland-Mentor on Friday, October 29, Oliver Cowdery & co have
preached frequently at Kirtland and Mentor in Geauga County, and at Mayfield,
Orange and Warrensville in Cuyahoga County, “and in all the region round
about.” They have baptized about 130 people (55 during November 5-12 and
about 75 more during November 13-22), roughly tripling the membership of the
Church. The November 30 issue of the Painesville Telegraph reports that more
than 100 people have been baptized into the Church in Geauga and Cuyahoga
Counties, “many of them respectable for intelligence and piety.”
The missionaries have ordained Sidney Rigdon, Lyman Wight, John
Murdock, and Levi Hancock to the office of elder, and Isaac Morley “and many
others to the ministry ... leaving them to take care of the churches and to
minister the gospel” in Ohio.
On Monday, November 22 Oliver Cowdery & co (Peter Whitmer Jr.,
Parley Pratt, Ziba Peterson, plus Frederick Williams who was baptized in about
mid November and ordained to the office of elder) depart the Western Reserve
to continue their journey to the Indian Territory west of Missouri. Frederick
Williams intends to return home to his medical practice in about three weeks,
but he will ultimately be gone for ten months. He provides the other four
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missionaries with cash and provisions. The group travels “with a fine bay mare
belonging to Frederick Williams and light wagon ... traveled as far as possible
through mud and snow by team, then sold the outfit and proceeded as best they
could on foot.”80
late November 1830
Levi Hancock Preaches in Ashtabula County, Ohio. Levi Hancock
returns home to Rome in Ashtabula County, soon after being ordained to the
office of elder on about Friday, November 19, and begins holding preaching
meetings.81
late November 1830
Lyman Wight Preaches in Ohio Western Reserve. “I [Lyman Wight]
next come to the commencement of my preaching and labors in the Church. On
the 21st [of November, 1830] I made an appointment to preach and filled the
same without any serious difficulty. And on the 22nd I was called upon to
baptize three persons ... thus performing all the rites and ceremonies of the
Church with but little further embarrassment.” Lyman Wight spends the next
several months preaching in the Western Reserve, baptizing many and
establishing several branches.82
late November 1830
John Murdock Preaches in Cuyahoga County, Ohio. On Sunday,
November 28, John Murdock preaches “in great plainness” at Orange and
baptizes three people. The following Sunday he again preaches “in great
plainness” at nearby Warrensville and baptizes three more. Upon confirming
them, Stephen Burnett and another person each “received the outpouring of the
spirit so that their strength was taken from them.”
Over the next six months he often preaches at Orange and Warrensville
in Cuyahoga County “when I could leave my family. And in order that I might
the better leave my family, I left my own house and moved my family to brother
C. [Caleb] Baldwin’s in Warrensville in December.” He baptizes more than fifty
people by June 1831.83
late November 1830
Newel Whitney & Sidney Gilbert Baptized at Kirtland, Ohio. Following
the departure of Oliver Cowdery & co from Kirtland, “at a meeting held one
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evening at Brother [Newel] Whitney’s, the heavens were opened and the spirit
of God filled the house and rested upon all the congregation to overflowing,
little children not excepted. Prophesying and singing the songs of Zion were
indulged in until morning. Brother Whitney, who had not then yielded obedience
to the gospel, was convinced of the truth and shortly after was baptized” in about
late November, a short time after the baptism of his wife Elizabeth Smith
Whitney.84
Newel Whitney’s business partner Sidney Gilbert is also baptized in
about December.85
Note: Newel Whitney of Kirtland, Ohio should not be confused with
Newel Knight of Colesville, New York. Both are important figures in the early
days of the Church.
late November 1830
Shakers Not Converted in Cuyahoga County, Ohio. Oliver Cowdery
& co, probably soon after departing Kirtland, preach without success to the large
Shaker community at North Union (now Shaker Heights in Cleveland), 15 miles
southwest of Kirtland in Cuyahoga County. They stay for “two nights and one
day. And when they were ready to start, they proposed to leave some of their
books among us [the Shaker community], to which we consented. And they
left 7, which we distributed among the people. But they were soon returned as
not interesting enough to keep them awake while reading.”86
Parley Pratt will return to again preach at the North Union Shaker
community in early May 1831 as directed in D&C 49:1.
late November 1830
Orson Hyde Not Converted in Lorain County, Ohio. Still further to the
southwest, Oliver Cowdery & co contact Orson Hyde, a Campbellite preacher
at Elyria in Lorain County and at Florence in Huron County, Ohio. He listens to
their message but is not converted.
In fact, Orson Hyde preaches against the Book of Mormon several times
to great popular effect. But he begins to feel “pretty strongly convicted in my
own mind that I was doing wrong,” and he stops. After several months, in about
August 1831, he will resign his positions as a Campbellite preacher at Elyria and
Florence and as a school teacher at Florence, and he will then move to Kirtland
to investigate the Church more closely.87
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late November 1830
Parley Pratt Arrested, Simeon Carter Converted in Lorain County, Ohio.
“Fifty miles [south-]west of Kirtland we [Oliver Cowdery & co] had occasion
to pass through the neighborhood [in Lorain County] where I [Parley Pratt] first
settled in the wilderness after my marriage [in 1827]. We found the people all
excited with the news of the great work we had been the humble instruments of
doing in Kirtland and vicinity. Some wished to learn and obey the fullness of the
gospel, were ready to entertain us and hear us preach. Others were filled with
envy, rage and lying.”
By November 25 “we had stopped for the night at the house of Simeon
Carter ... and were in the act of reading to him and explaining the Book of
Mormon, when there came a knock at the door, and an officer entered with a
warrant ... to arrest me on a very frivolous charge. I dropped the Book of
Mormon in Carter’s house, [which ‘was by these circumstances left with him’],
and went with him [the officer] some 2 miles in a dark, muddy road. One of the
brethren [Ziba Peterson] accompanied me. We arrived at the place of trial late
in the evening, found false witnesses in attendance, and a judge who boasted of
his intention to thrust us into prison for the purpose of testing the powers of our
apostleship, as he called it, although I was only an elder. ...
“I concluded to make no defense, but to treat the whole matter with
contempt.” The court urges him to pay a fine, but his only reply is that around
midnight he and Ziba Peterson sing the hymn “O How Happy Are They,” and
then later he offers to resolve the matter by praying for the judge and witnesses
if they will repent of their wickedness. Finally he is locked up for the night.
The next morning he eats breakfast at the local inn before being
conducted to the county jail. When the other missionaries pass by, he tells them
in a low voice to continue on their way, promising to soon catch up with them.
After breakfast he requests the officer to step out with him into the
public square. Once there he asks the officer, “Are you good at a race?” He
replies “No, but my bulldog is.” Parley Pratt then says “You have given me an
opportunity to preach, sing, and have also entertained me with lodging and
breakfast. I must now go on my journey. If you are good at a race, you can
accompany me.” Parley Pratt is 200 yards along before the officer arouses out
of a stupor. The officer’s dog then chases Parley and nearly catches him, but at
the last minute he encourages the dog forward, and the dog runs right past him
and on into the forest, and so he escapes.88
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Moses 6
Tuesday, 30 November 1830
JST at Genesis 5:11 / Moses 6:18, then at Genesis 5:21 / Moses 7:1.
During October 21 - November 30, John Whitmer is scribe as the Joseph Smith
Translation covers Genesis 4:18-5:11 / Moses 5:43-6:18. Emma Smith briefly
serves as scribe beginning on December 1 for Genesis 5:12-21 / Moses 6:19-51
as generally appointed in D&C 25:6. John Whitmer then resumes as scribe later
in December for Moses 6:52-7:1, which falls between Genesis 5:21-22.89
Moses 6 (Genesis 4:25-5:21 JST) relates: (i) the birth of righteous Seth,
a book of remembrance kept among the righteous, and the death of Adam
– 1-12; (ii) the generations from Adam #1 to Enoch #7, wars and secret
combinations among the wicked, and the righteous are led away to a land of
promise – 13-25; (iii) Enoch is called to preach repentance to the wicked and
becomes a seer – 26-36; and (iv) Enoch preaches with great power the plan of
salvation: God’s existence, temporal and spiritual death, the principles of faith,
repentance, baptism and the Holy Ghost, the atonement, free agency, and the
final judgment – 6:37-7:1.
Circulation: Moses 6:43-68L is first published in the March 1833 issue
of the Evening & Morning Star. The remainder of Moses 6 is not published or
widely available until the complete Book of Moses is included in the second
1878 edition of the Pearl of Great Price, which is canonized in 1880.90
Thursday, 2 December 1830
Orson Pratt Appointed to a Mission at Colesville, New York. Orson Pratt
is confirmed and ordained to the office of elder by Joseph Smith at Fayette, New
York on Wednesday, December 1. He is also appointed to a mission to labor
with Hyrum Smith & Newel Knight at Colesville.
On Thursday, December 2 Joseph Smith writes a letter from Fayette to
the Colesville Saints: (1) introducing Orson Pratt to them as “another servant
and apostle separated unto his gospel through Jesus Christ our Redeemer,”
(2) stating that “Enoch, the seventh from Adam, saw our day and rejoiced,”
(3) stating that “all those who will obey his [the Lord’s] commandments are his
elect, and he will soon gather them,” and (4) warning Hyrum Smith to be
cautious of Dr. Alexander McIntyre, who plans to assert a debt against Hyrum
in order to get him into custody.
Hyrum Smith & Newel Knight are not home when Orson Pratt arrives
at Colesville, but upon their return they “found Brother Orson Pratt awaiting us,
who had been called by the Prophet to labor with us in the ministry.” “I [Orson
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Pratt] commenced to open my mouth in public meetings and to teach the things
of God as the Holy Ghost gave me utterance.”91
early-mid December 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Preach to Wyandot Indians and at Cincinnati.
Oliver Cowdery & co, after leaving Lorain County, Ohio, travel west for “some
days” until they arrive at Sandusky in Huron (now Erie) County, Ohio and spend
“several days” with the Wyandot Indians in about early December. They then
travel overland 200 miles south to Cincinnati, where “we spent several days and
preached to many of the people, but without much success” until December 20.92
early December 1830
John Corrill Visits Kirtland, Ohio to Investigate Evil Reports. John
Corrill spends the second half of November in Ashtabula County, Ohio “reading
the Book of Mormon, comparing it with the Scriptures, and in reflecting and
conversing with others upon the subject. Scarcely a day passed but I heard of
some evil report against the new sect. ... Apprehending [fearful] there might be
some truth in them [the reports], I went to Kirtland [about the first of December]
to see for myself ... I attended several meetings, one of which was the laying on
of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost ... and such a meeting I never attended
before. They administered the sacrament, and laid on hands, after which I heard
them prophesy and speak in tongues unknown to me ... and after exhausting all
my powers to find the deception, I was obliged to acknowledge in my own mind
that the meeting had been inspired by some supernatural agency. The next day
I returned home, satisfied that the evil reports were not true, and spent about six
weeks more in the further investigation of the subject.”93
early December 1830
Sidney Rigdon and Edward Partridge Depart Ohio for New York. In
early December Sidney Rigdon and Edward Partridge travel 250 miles east from
Kirtland, Ohio to Manchester, New York in order to meet Joseph Smith. Sidney
Rigdon has been baptized and ordained to the office of elder, but Edward
Partridge is not yet baptized. “My husband [Edward Partridge] partly believed,
but he had to take a journey to New York state and see the Prophet.” Edward
Partridge apparently goes to New York to find out the truth of Mormonism not
only for himself, but also for others. Philo Dibble is told by a neighbor that “We
have sent a man [Edward Partridge] down to New York state to find out the truth
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of this work, and he is a man who will not lie ... he is a man who would not lie
for his right arm!” and that he (the neighbor) will believe or not believe the truth
of Mormonism according as Edward Partridge reports.94
Friday, 10 December 1830
Sidney Rigdon and Edward Partridge Meet Joseph Smith in New York.
“While he [Joseph Smith] was preaching [at his parents’ home at Waterloo near
Fayette on probably Friday, December 10], Sidney Rigdon and Edward Partridge
came in and seated themselves in the congregation. When Joseph had finished
his discourse, he gave all who had any remarks to make the privilege of
speaking.
“Upon this Mr. Partridge arose and stated that he had been to
Manchester with the view of obtaining further information respecting the
doctrine which we preached. But not finding us, he had made some inquiry of
our neighbors concerning our characters, which they stated had been
unimpeachable until Joseph deceived them relative to the Book of Mormon. He
also said that he had walked over our farm [presumably the Hyrum Smith farm]
and observed the good order and industry which it exhibited. And having seen
what we had sacrificed for the sake of our faith, and having heard that our
veracity [truthfulness] was not questioned upon any other point than that of our
religion, he believed our testimony and was ready to be baptized ‘if,’ said he,
‘Brother Joseph will baptize me.’
“‘You are now,’ replied Joseph, ‘much fatigued, brother Partridge, and
you had better rest today and be baptized tomorrow.’” Edward Partridge is
baptized the next day, probably Saturday, December 11, by Joseph Smith in the
Seneca River near Fayette. He is ordained by Sidney Rigdon to the office of
elder four days later on probably Wednesday, December 15.95
D&C 35
mid December 1830
Revelation to Sidney Rigdon. “Now in these days Sidney Rigdon was
desirous to have the Seer inquire of the Lord to know what the will of the Lord
was concerning him. Accordingly Joseph inquired of the Lord, and these are the
words that were spoken to him: [D&C 35]” at Fayette “shortly after the arrival
of these two brethren [Sidney Rigdon and Edward Partridge]”96 –
Stating to Sidney Rigdon that: (i) without being aware, he was like John
the Baptist in preparing the way for the full, restored gospel message, but the
Lord has prepared him for now a greater work – 3-4; (ii) as in the ancient
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church, those that Sidney Rigdon baptizes will receive the Holy Ghost and, if
they have faith, gifts of the Spirit: miracles, signs and wonders (this doctrine has
been favored by Sidney Rigdon but is rejected by Alexander Campbell, Walter
Scott and most other Campbellites)97 – 5-11; (iii) the nations are wicked, and
there are none who do good except the elect who are ready to accept the restored
gospel – 11-13, 20-21; (iv) God calls upon the weak (such as Joseph Smith) to
exercise the power of his Spirit to thrash the nations and preach the fullness of
the gospel to the poor and meek, and this signals summertime in the parable of
the fig tree in Matthew 24:32 – 13-18; and (v) Sidney Rigdon is to be a scribe
and a support for Joseph Smith and is to preach from the scriptures, while
Joseph has the keys of revealing sacred mysteries – 18-23.
Also stating to the Church in general: (vi) “Keep all the commandments
and covenants by which ye are bound, and I will cause the heavens to shake for
your good, and Satan shall tremble, and Zion shall rejoice upon the hills and
flourish ... Fear not, little flock, for the kingdom is yours until I come” – 24-27.
Circulation: D&C 35 is first published a year later in the January 5, 1832
issue of the Ohio Star and is first published by the Church in the original 1833
edition of the Book of Commandments.98
Sidney Rigdon’s Role in the Early Days of the Church. Three notes
illuminate Sidney Rigdon’s relationship to Joseph Smith and the young Church.
David Whitmer will write, decades after his apostasy, while attacking
several of the later revelations, that: “Rigdon was a thorough Bible scholar, a
man of fine education, and a powerful orator. He soon worked himself deep into
Brother Joseph’s affections and had more influence over him than any other man
living. He was Brother Joseph’s private counselor and his most intimate friend
and brother for some time after they met. Brother Joseph rejoiced, believing that
the Lord had sent to him this great and mighty man, Sidney Rigdon, to help him
in the work. ... Rigdon would expound the Old Testament scriptures ... to Joseph,
concerning the priesthood, high priests, etc., and would persuade Brother Joseph
to inquire of the Lord about this doctrine and that doctrine, and of course a
revelation would always come just as they desired it.”99
Historian Richard Van Wagoner notes: “But the former minister, often
called a ‘walking Bible’ by his peers in the Reformed Baptist [Campbellite]
movement, made an immediate impact on the work. The material of the early
manuscripts ... in the handwriting of Oliver Cowdery and John Whitmer, was
further revised and rewritten by Rigdon. ... That Rigdon could have been merely
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‘Sidney the Scribe,’ a penman whose sole function was to take down dictation,
is implausible. A Biblical scholar with a reputation for erudition [scholarly
knowledge], he was more learned, better read, and more steeped in Biblical
interpretation than any other early Mormon ... Any number of Smith’s followers
could have functioned as clerk, but only Rigdon could have functioned as a
scribe in the historical Jewish sense of the word: ‘a man of learning, one who
read and explained the law to the people.’”100
Historian Richard Bushman observes: “But as noteworthy as the awe and
envy of the rustic converts [toward Sidney Rigdon] was the confidence with
which Joseph dealt with a man thirteen years his senior and far his superior in
education. ... Rigdon’s superior learning was of secondary importance, for to
Joseph had been given ‘the keys of the mystery of those things which have been
sealed, even those things which were from the foundation of the world’
[D&C 35:18] ... Joseph was the revelator and Sidney the scribe, support, and
spokesman who was to ‘preach my gospel and call on the holy prophets to prove
his [Joseph’s] words, as they shall be given him’ [D&C 35:23].”101
D&C 36
mid December 1830
Revelation to Edward Partridge. D&C 36 is received about the same
time as D&C 35, presumably at Fayette, and before Edward Partridge’s
ordination on probably Wednesday, December 15. It is directed to Edward
Partridge102 –
Stating with regard to Edward Partridge that: (i) he is blessed, his sins
are forgiven, and he is called to preach the gospel – 1, 3; (ii) he is to be
confirmed by Sidney Rigdon – 2; and (iii) the Holy Ghost will teach him “the
peaceable things of the kingdom” – 2.
Also stating with regard to all men who embrace this calling to preach
that: (iv) upon coming before Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon, they shall be
ordained to the office of elder and sent forth to cry repentance – 4-7.
Also stating that: (v) Christ will come suddenly to his temple – 8.
D&C 33-35 each end with the statement that “I come quickly.”
D&C 36:8 adds that the Lord will come “to my temple” as foretold in
Malachi 3:1 (and soon again in D&C 42:36). Joseph Smith later teaches that the
purpose of gathering is always to build temples.103 This is the first appearance
of the word “temple” in the Doctrine & Covenants, and the need for the
gathering Saints to build a temple will be clearly understood by the time the
elders begin departing on their D&C 52 missions to Missouri in June 1831.104
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Circulation: D&C 36 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.105
D&C 74
about December 1830
Explanation of Paul’s Statement about Intermarriage. During 1830,
presumably before the receipt of D&C 37 in mid December, Joseph Smith
receives D&C 74 regarding the Apostle Paul’s statement in 1 Corinthians 7:14
about intermarriage between believers and non-believers, explaining that the
children of a believer should not be raised in the false traditions of a
non-believing spouse.
Circulation: Revelation Book 1, from which the original 1833 edition of
the Book of Commandments is printed, labels D&C 74 an “explanation” of this
Bible passage rather than a “revelation,” and it contains the notation by John
Whitmer next to D&C 74 “not to be printed.” D&C 74 is first published in the
second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants, not the original 1833
edition.106
Moses 7
December 1830
Joseph Smith Translation at Gen 5:24 / Ms 7:69L, Prophecy of Enoch.
“Now after the Lord had made known [in D&C 35:20] what he wanted that his
servant Sidney should do, he went to writing the things which the Lord showed
unto his servant the Seer [Joseph Smith].” Sidney Rigdon is scribe for the rest
of the original JST manuscript OT1 beginning with Genesis 5:22 / Moses 7:2.
“Much conjecture and conversation frequently occurred among the
Saints concerning the books mentioned and referred to in various places in the
Old and New Testaments which were now nowhere to be found. The common
remark was, They are ‘lost books.’ But it seems the Apostolic Churches had
some of these writings, as Jude mentions or quotes the Prophecy of Enoch, the
seventh from Adam. To the joy of the little flock, which in all from Colesville
to Canandaigua numbered about 70 members [up from 63 at the conference on
September 26], did the Lord reveal the following doings of olden time from the
prophecy of Enoch [Moses 7, which falls between Genesis 5:21-23]” in about
late December with Sidney Rigdon as scribe107 –
Recounting that: (i) Enoch sees the Lord face to face in vision – 2-4;
(ii) he sees and prophesies destruction on the people of Shum by those of
Canaan as well as a curse upon the people of Canaan in the land of Shum – 5-8;
(iii) he is directed to and does preach repentance and baptism to all people
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except those of Canaan – 9 12; (iv) he works great miracles in defense of God’s
people, the fear of God falls upon their enemies, and God dwells with his people
and calls them Zion – 13-19; (v) Enoch sees Zion taken up into heaven, Satan
reigning over those who remain on the earth, angels declaring the gospel, and
the righteous being caught up into Zion – 20-27; (vi) he sees God weep and is
taught that this is because of God’s love for those who will suffer in prison after
becoming wicked children of the devil – 28-40; (vii) he sees all mankind, his
heart swells wide as eternity, and in response “all eternity shook;” he also sees
the wicked perish in the flood and refuses to be comforted until he sees Christ’s
atonement – 41-47; (viii) God promises to never again send a flood and that
mankind will remain on the earth while it stands, and Enoch again sees Christ’s
atonement and resurrection and the First Resurrection – 48-57; and (ix) he sees
the tribulations of the last days, the New Jerusalem, Christ’s Second Coming,
Zion’s return to earth, and the Millennium – 58-69L.
Circulation: The Zion of Enoch is referenced in D&C 38:4 (received
during the next Quarterly General Conference) and so, even before Moses 7 is
published, the New York Saints are likely to ask questions that result in
familiarity with its content. In addition, the Joseph Smith Translation reaches
Genesis 5:24 / Moses 7:69L (with John Whitmer as scribe for Moses 5:43-6:18;
6:52-7:1 during October - December) before John Whitmer departs New York
for Ohio. And it is reported in the Painesville Telegraph within two weeks of
John Whitmer’s arrival in Ohio that he has brought a manuscript recounting
events from pre-flood times, so the Ohio Saints are likely to also be somewhat
familiar with Moses 7.
Moses 7 is published in the third, August 1832 issue of the Evening &
Morning Star on the second page, behind D&C 46, 50 on page one. Moses
6:43-68L is then published in the March 1833 issue. The importance placed
upon this account of Enoch is further shown from the fact that the only other
portions of the Book of Moses published prior to 1843 (other than a few
scattered passages quoted in the Lectures on Faith) are Moses 5:1-16; 8:13-30L.
The Book of Moses passages published before 1843 emphasize
preaching the divinely revealed gospel, establishing Zion, and warning the world
of impending judgment.108
D&C 37
mid-late December 1830
First Revelation to Gather to Ohio. Soon after receiving Moses 7,
Joseph receives D&C 37, “a revelation to Sidney [Rigdon] and Joseph [Smith]
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at a time that they went from Fayette to Canandaigua to translate, etc., given at
Canandaigua, Ontario County, state of New York” 109 –
Stating to Joseph & Sidney that: (i) “because of the enemy and for your
sakes,” they are to stop work on the Joseph Smith Translation until they have
1-visited the Church branches, preaching the gospel and strengthening the
members, “especially in Colesville, for behold, they pray unto me in much
faith,” and 2-thereafter moved to Ohio. – 1-2.
Also stating by way of commandment to the entire Church that: (ii) the
Church should gather to Ohio “against the time that my servant Oliver Cowdery
shall return unto them (which will turn out to be late August 1831 shortly before
the receipt of D&C 63 in which the Lord will give instructions for gathering to
Zion in Missouri) – 3.
Work on the Joseph Smith Translation is now interrupted until after
Joseph Smith arrives in Ohio in February.
The concept of building Zion is already widely known, and in D&C 28:9
the Lord revealed its general location in western Missouri. But D&C 37:3 is the
first statement that the time has arrived to actually begin gathering, and it
initiates the first of the Church’s moves generally westward to Ohio
(D&C 37-38), Missouri (D&C 54, 56, 63-64), Illinois (D&C 124-125), and Utah
(D&C 136).
Circulation: D&C 37 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments. But its general content is soon widely known since
D&C 38 will be received in response to the desire of many members to know
“somewhat more” concerning the commandment in D&C 37:3 to move to
Ohio.110
December 1830 - January 1831
Joseph Smith & Sidney Rigdon Preach in New York. “After the above
directions [D&C 37] were received, Joseph & Sidney went to the several
churches, preaching and prophesying wherever they went, and greatly
strengthened the churches that were built unto the Lord. Joseph prophesied ...
Sidney preached the gospel and proved his [Joseph’s] words from the holy
prophets [as directed in D&C 35:18-23]. And so powerful were their words that
the people who heard them speak were amazed and trembled and knew not
whereunto this thing would grow.”
“After Sidney Rigdon had been at Palmyra a few days, he proclaimed the
gospel in those regions round about, at which the people stood trembling and
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amazed, so powerful were his words, and some obeyed the gospel and came
forth out of the water ... From thence he traveled to Fayette where Joseph lived,
and there he also proclaimed the gospel in the regions round about, and there
were numbers added.” They also preach at Ezra Thayre’s home near
Canandaigua and in early January at Colesville. Sidney Rigdon’s last sermon
before returning to Ohio will be at Waterloo near Fayette on January 24.
At this time “the Prophet himself was not a very successful preacher, but
the versatile Sidney Rigdon more than made up for his defects.” Alexander
Campbell, who himself has a national reputation as a public speaker, refers to
Sidney Rigdon as “the great orator of the Mahoning Association.” 1 1 1 And
Jedediah Grant, though critical of Sidney Rigdon, nevertheless acknowledges
that he “was truly a man of talents, possessing a gift for speaking seldom
surpassed by men of this age.”112
A Campbellite historian, writing after Sidney Rigdon’s conversion to
Mormonism, recounts that “Sidney Rigdon was an orator of no inconsiderable
abilities. In person he was ... while speaking, open and winning, with a cast of
melancholy. His action was graceful, his language copious, fluent in utterance,
with articulation clear and musical. Yet he was an enthusiast, and unstable. His
personal influence with an audience was very great, but many with talents far
inferior surpassed him in judgment and permanent power with the people. He
was just the man for an awakening. ... It would scarcely be just to deny sincerity
and candor to him.”113
December 1830 - January 1831
Edward Partridge Preaches to Relatives in Massachusetts. Edward
Partridge, probably while in New York, makes copies of several revelations
including Moses 7 and other excerpts from the Joseph Smith Translation.114
After being ordained to the office of elder on probably December 15,
Edward Partridge “went on to Massachusetts to visit his relatives, feeling
confident that he could convert them all. But they turned a deaf ear and treated
him very coldly, especially those who were professor of religion.
On his return [to Painesville, Ohio], his friends [in Massachusetts]
thinking him somewhat deranged in his mind, thought best for one of his
brothers to accompany him home. Accordingly his brother James Harvey
[Partridge] went with him [they arrive by February 4] and stayed a while with
us [at Painesville] and joined the Church, but never gathered with the Saints.”115
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late December 1830
Oliver Cowdery & co Travel from Ohio to Illinois. Oliver Cowdery
& co, after crossing Ohio from north to south on foot and then preaching for
several days at Cincinnati with little success, board a river steamboat on about
December 20. In a few days they arrive at the mouth of the Ohio River where it
feeds into the Mississippi River. But “finding the river blocked with ice, the boat
did not proceed further.” The missionaries are forced to land at Cairo, Illinois
and to start on foot 150 miles upstream toward St. Louis at the mouth of the
Missouri River. But 20 miles before reaching St. Louis they encounter a storm
that drops 3 feet of snow over the course of a week. “Although in the midst of
strangers, we were kindly entertained, found many friends, and preached to large
congregations in several neighborhoods.” The winter of 1830-1831 is known for
many years as the winter of deep snow, and the latter part of December is
bitterly cold with lots of wind and snow.116
Friday, 24 December 1830
William Phelps Meets Joseph Smith in New York. William Phelps
purchased a Book of Mormon from Parley Pratt in probably early September or
early October. On Tuesday, December 24 he meets Joseph Smith. “I [William
Phelps] for the first time held a conversation with our beloved Brother Joseph,
who I was willing to acknowledge as a prophet of the Lord, and to whom, and
to whose godly account of himself and the work he was engaged in, I owe my
first determination to quit the folly of my way.” William Phelps is later baptized
in June 1831.117
Saturday, 1 January 1831
Abolitionist Liberator Magazine Published in Massachusetts. The first
issue of the weekly Liberator magazine is published by William Lloyd Garrison
at Boston, Massachusetts on January 1, 1831. It is the leading abolitionist (antislavery) magazine until the end of the U.S. Civil War in 1865. The lead article
in the first issue concludes “I will be as harsh as truth and as uncompromising
as justice on this subject [slavery]. I do not want to think or write with
moderation. No! No! Tell a man whose house is on fire to give a moderate
alarm. Tell him to moderately rescue his wife from the hands of the ravisher.
Tell the mother to gradually extricate her babe from the fire into which it has
fallen. But urge me not to use moderation in a cause like the present. I am in
earnest – I will not equivocate – I will not excuse – I will not retreat a single
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inch – AND I WILL BE HEARD.” The state Senate of Georgia (a Southern
slave state) offers a $5,000 reward for his apprehension and conviction in a
Georgia court.
Also in 1831 the name “Underground Railroad” is first applied to the
chain of safehouses used to conduct slaves from the South to freedom in the
North.118
Saturday, 1 January 1831
Baptized Church Membership. At the end of 1830 baptized Church
membership is at least 70 in New York,119 approaching 300 in Ohio,120 and in
Missouri only the 5 missionaries who are crossing the state to Independence.
The total population of Kirtland is 1,120, including only 70 Mormons.121
Members living at Kirtland are the approximately fifty people in ten families
living on the Isaac Morley farm, the families of Frederick Williams, Newel
Whitney, Sidney Gilbert, his wife’s widowed sister Keziah van Benthusen
Rollins, and perhaps a few others. Most Ohio converts live away from Kirtland
in other nearby towns.
Established Church Branches. At the end of 1830 there are about half a
dozen branches of the Church at: (1) Fayette-Waterloo in Seneca County, New
York where Joseph Smith lives; (2) Colesville in Broome County, New York
where Hyrum Smith presides until he departs for Ohio in about late March,
followed by Newel Knight;122 (3) Manchester-Palmyra, though branch
leadership is unclear;123 (4) Kirtland in Geauga County, Ohio where Isaac
Morley presides until John Whitmer arrives in mid January to preside over the
Church in Ohio;124 (5) Mentor, also in Geauga County, where Sidney Rigdon
presides until he departs for New York in early December, possibly followed by
Lyman Wight;125 (6) Warrensville in Cuyahoga County, Ohio where John
Murdock presides;126 and (7) probably Mayfield, also in Cuyahoga County,
where Lyman Wight lives and would preside.127
Ordinations to Office of Elder. Probably about twenty men have been
ordained to the office of elder by the end of 1830: (1) Joseph Smith, (2) Oliver
Cowdery, and (3) David Whitmer on April 6, 1830, (4) John Whitmer, (5) Peter
Whitmer Jr., and (6) Ziba Peterson before June 9, (7) Samuel Smith on June 9,
(8) Parley Pratt on about August 27, (9) Thomas Marsh in September,
(10) Solomon Humphrey sometime in the fall, (11-12) Ezra Thayre and/or
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Northrop Sweet in October, (13) Sidney Rigdon and (14) Frederick Williams in
November, (15) John Murdock on November 14, (16) Levi Hancock on
probably November 19, (17) Lyman Wight on probably November 20,
(18) Orson Pratt on December 1, (19) Edward Partridge on probably
December 15, and perhaps also (20) Hyrum Smith.128
D&C 38
Sunday, 2 January 1831
Third Quarterly General Conference at Fayette, Gathering to Ohio.
The Third Quarterly General Conference of the Church is held at the home of
Peter Whitmer Sr. at Fayette on January 2, 1831. Much of the Church
membership in New York is present. “All the Saints were gathered together
from various little branches that had been established in the house of old Father
Whitmer ... In one small room of a log house nearly all of the Latter Day Saints
(east of Ohio) were collected together.”
“After transacting the necessary business, Joseph the Seer addressed the
congregation and exhorted them to stand fast, looking forward, considering the
end of their salvation. The solemnities of eternity rested on the congregation,
and having previously received a revelation [D&C 37:3] to go to Ohio, they
desired to know somewhat more concerning this matter.” “They desired the
prophet of the Lord to inquire of God and receive a revelation to guide and
instruct the church that were then present. Brother Joseph seated himself at the
table. Brother Sidney Rigdon ... was requested to act as scribe in writing the
revelation [D&C 38] from the mouth of the Prophet Joseph.” “Therefore the
Seer inquired of the Lord in the presence of the whole congregation, and thus
came the word of the Lord.” “I [Orson Pratt] sat and heard that revelation as it
was uttered by the Prophet Joseph and written by his scribe” 129 –
Stating with regard to the Lord’s qualifications to give the
commandments in this revelation that: (i) he is the omniscient creator of the
earth who took the Zion of Enoch up into heaven and has atoned for the sins of
the righteous – 1-4; (ii) he keeps the wicked who will not hear him until the
judgment at the end of the earth – 5-6; (iii) he has given the kingdom to the
Saints, he is in their midst, and the enemy will not prevail, but rather the Lord’s
angels will reap the tares – 7-12; and (iv) the wickedness of the world causes
silence to reign in heaven (as described in Revelation 8:1) – 12.
Also stating by way of commandment that: (v) the commandment is
repeated from D&C 37:3 that “ye should go to the Ohio” – 32; (vi) a second
commandment is also given that “every man esteem his brother as himself”
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– 24-27; and (vii) these two commandments are given in response to both the
prayers of the Saints and the complaints of the poor – 16, 30.
Also stating with regard to the blessings that will follow from obedience
to these commandments that: (viii) the Saints will thus: 1-avoid the destruction
plotted by the enemy – 13-15, 30-31, 2-be gathered to a land of promise and
perpetual inheritance as the Lord’s people – 17-22, 31, and 3-receive the Lord’s
law and be endowed with power from on high – 21-22, 32, 38.
Also stating with regard to implementing these two commandments that:
(ix) men should be appointed to govern the property of the Church and to relieve
the poor – 34-36; (x) farms are to be disposed of in whatever manner seems wise
– 37-38; (xi) the Saints should seek the riches of eternity and beware of pride as
they seek the riches of the earth that the Lord also offers to them – 18, 39; and
(xii) the Saints are commanded to labor in obedience to these two
commandments while warning their neighbors to go out from among the wicked
– 40-42.
By directing the Saints to sell their farms and move to Ohio, D&C 37-38
call for a level of sacrifice beyond anything requested of the general Church
membership in previous revelations.
Two items that could each be considered a fulfillment of the promise in
D&C 38:32, 38; 43:16 of an endowment of power are: (1) the ordination of high
priests and the manifestations of priesthood power over false spirits at the next
quarterly general conference on June 3-5 in Ohio;130 and (2) the dedication of the
Kirtland Temple together with the spiritual manifestations and conferral of
additional priesthood keys that occur there in 1836 as stated in D&C 95:8;
105:9-13, 33; 110:9. The revelations frequently address the concept of power,
including in Moses 4:1-4; 7:41; D&C 29:29-31, 36; 38:32; 84:20; 121:36-46.
Circulation: D&C 38 is immediately widely known. It is dictated during
a conference of nearly all the New York Saints, and it results in a general
migration of the New York Saints to Ohio. D&C 38 is widely circulated in early
Church periodicals and is included in the original 1833 edition of the Book of
Commandments. D&C 38 is one of only five New York Period sections
(D&C 20, 22, 27a, 29, 38) to be printed in the Evening & Morning Star,
appearing in the January 1833 issue.131
Theoretical Foundation Laid for the Law of Consecration. Even before
the organization of the Church, several revelations had instructed individuals at
each center of Church activity in New York to seek to establish Zion: D&C 6:6
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to Oliver Cowdery at Harmony, D&C 11:6 to Hyrum Smith of ManchesterPalmyra, D&C 12:6 to Joseph Knight Sr. of Colesville, and D&C 14:6 to David
Whitmer at Fayette. And in D&C 21:7-8, received during the organizational
conference of the Church, the Lord states that Joseph Smith has been “inspired
to move the cause of Zion in mighty power” and “Yea, his weeping for Zion I
have seen, and I will cause that he shall mourn for her no longer.”
The location for the city of Zion has been a topic of much discussion, fed
in part by Hiram Page’s false revelations regarding its upbuilding. In the course
of putting down those false revelations in September, both in D&C 28 and at the
Second Quarterly General Conference, the Lord states in D&C 28:9 that the
exact location is not yet revealed but is generally near the western border of
Missouri where Oliver Cowdery & co are to preach to the Lamanites. And while
Oliver Cowdery & co understand upon their departure in October that their
mission to the land of Zion is the same thing as going to the location of the New
Jerusalem described in Ether 13:1-12,132 that connection is made explicit in
December in Moses 7:62.
The Lord has also been developing a second thread regarding
commandments that relate to property. In D&C 29:34-35 (also received in
connection with the Second Quarterly General Conference) the Lord states that
there are no temporal commandments and that all commandments are spiritual.
In Fourth Nephi a people is described as living in an ideal state with all things
in common. The proper purpose of riches is stated in Jacob 2:18-19 to be caring
for the needy, and King Benjamin states in Mosiah 4:16-25 that those who have
property are under obligation to share with those who do not. And in
Moses 7:18, received in December, Zion is described as a people who dwell in
righteousness, are of one heart, and have no poor among them.
These two threads regarding the establishment of Zion and the
distribution of property are now brought together in D&C 38 and applied to the
Saints. In D&C 38:4 the Lord references the blessed state of Enoch’s Zion (in
which there were no poor), states in D&C 38:16, 24-27 that every man is to
esteem his brother as himself in connection with temporal property, and then
states in D&C 38:34-35 that the poor shall be cared for in moving to Ohio. It is
with this background that the Lord instructs the Saints in D&C 38:31-32 to go
to Ohio so they can be gathered as a righteous people and receive the Lord’s
law, which will be D&C 42 including the Law of Consecration and Stewardship.
But the theoretical foundation of that law has now been set forth and connected
to the upbuilding of Zion. While the Saints go to Ohio in part to escape from
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their enemies in New York, they also go to gather and to receive the Lord’s law
that will govern in Zion, the New Jerusalem.
In D&C 78:7; 82:8-10 the Lord will again carefully explain the spiritual
nature of commandments before instituting the United Order.
January 1831
Colesville Branch Prepares to Move to Ohio. “It was at this [Third
Quarterly General] Conference that we were instructed as a people to begin the
gathering of Israel ... Having returned home from conference, in obedience to
the commandment which had been given, I [Newel Knight], together with the
Colesville Branch, began to make preparations to go to Ohio. ... As might be
expected [and as anticipated in D&C 38:37], we were obliged to make great
sacrifices of our property. The most of my time was occupied in visiting the
[Colesville] brethren and helping to arrange their affairs so that we might travel
together in one company.”133
January 1831
William Smith’s Home Visits in New York as a Teacher. “After the
Lord had manifested the above words [D&C 38] through Joseph the Seer, there
were some divisions among the congregations. Some would not receive the
above as the word of the Lord, but [asserted] that Joseph had invented it himself
to deceive the people that in the end he might get gain. Now this was because
their hearts were not right in the sight of the Lord, for they wanted to serve
[both] God and man.” But most of the New York Saints do ultimately move to
Ohio during the spring of 1831. “Therefore they made preparations to journey
to the Ohio with their wives and children and all that they possessed to obey the
commandment of the Lord.”
In connection with the commandment in D&C 37-38 to move to Ohio,
“William [Smith], being one of the teachers, visited the Church. And calling
upon each family, he remained with them until each individual belonging to the
house had prayed in his hearing.”134
January - February 1831
Samuel Smith & Orson Pratt Work in New York, then Travel to Ohio.
Orson Pratt traveled with Hyrum Smith 95 miles from Colesville where they
have been preaching to attend the Third Quarterly General Conference at
Fayette. Following the conference “Samuel H. Smith and myself [Orson Pratt]
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commenced laboring for one of the Saints by the name of Joseph Coe [of
Macedon, Wayne County, just west of Palmyra], to assist him in making
preparations to remove to Ohio according to the revelation [D&C 38] given at
the conference on the 2nd of January. And in a few weeks elder Samuel H.
Smith and myself started on foot for Kirtland, Ohio [‘on a mission into the same
region of country’], a distance of several hundred miles.” They arrive at Kirtland
on February 27.135
Tuesday, 4 January 1831
John Whitmer Departs New York to Preside over Church in Ohio. In
early January in New York “the Lord manifested himself to Joseph the Revelator
and gave commandment for me [John Whitmer] to go to Ohio and carry the
commandments and revelations with me, to comfort and strengthen my brethren
in that land,” and to preside over the Church in Ohio until Joseph Smith arrives.
John Whitmer takes with him a letter of introduction written on Tuesday,
January 4 by Sidney Rigdon. The letter states, in part: “I send you this letter by
John Whitmer. Receive him, for he is a brother greatly beloved, and an apostle
of this Church. With him we send all the revelations which we have received.”
Those revelations include the Book of Moses, D&C 37-38, and presumably most
of the other Doctrine & Covenants revelations received so far. The letter also
explains that Joseph Smith & Sidney Rigdon cannot yet go to Ohio until they
have fulfilled the charge in D&C 37:2 to preach and to strengthen all of the
churches in New York.
John Whitmer arrives in the Western Reserve, 300 miles west of Fayette,
during the week of January 9-15.136
D&C 39
Wednesday, 5 January 1831
Revelation to James Covill. “Not long after this conference [at Fayette
on January 2] closed, there was a man came to me [Joseph Smith] by the name
of James Covill [of Chautauqua County in far southwest New York], who had
been a Baptist minister for about forty years, and covenanted with the Lord that
he would obey any command that the Lord would give through me as his
servant, and I received the following revelation to James Covill given at Fayette,
New York, January 5, 1831” directed to James Covill137 –
Stating generally with regard to individual persecution and salvation
that: (i) Jesus Christ is the great I AM, the light and life of the world – 1-2;
(ii) who came in the meridian of time but the world would not receive him – 3;
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and (iii) who gives those who receive him and his gospel the power to become
his sons – 4-5; (iv) Christ’s gospel is repentance, baptism, and the gift of the
Holy Ghost – 6; and (v) the Holy Ghost teaches the peaceable things of the
kingdom – 6.
Also stating with regard to blessings to be bestowed upon James Covill
individually that: (vi) he has in the past seen great sorrow as a result of many
times rejecting Christ due to pride and the cares of the world – 9; (vii) his heart
is now right before the Lord, great blessings have been bestowed upon his head,
and the days of his deliverance are now come if he will hearken to the Lord’s
voice – 7-8, 10; (viii) he is to be baptized for the remission of sins and receive
the Holy Ghost and great blessing – 10; (ix) he is then to engage in a greater
work, in Ohio to the west rather than the more settled Eastern states like New
York, by bringing forth Zion through preaching the gospel, which is the
covenant sent forth to recover scattered Israel – 11, 13-14; and (x) he will be
blessed with power and great faith, and Jesus Christ will be with him and will
go before his face – 12.
Also stating with regard to blessings and judgments to be poured out
upon others that: (xi) the Lord will pour out a great blessing upon the heads of
his people who gather to Ohio – 15; (xii) from Ohio men will go forth to all
nations – 15; (xiii) many in Ohio pray with much faith for the Lord’s judgments
to be stayed – 16; (xiv) but he will stay his judgments upon the nations only if
they repent, accept the fullness of the gospel, and become sanctified – 18;
(xv) faithful laborers should therefore be called to preach, baptize, and confer
the gift of the Holy Ghost in preparation for the Second Coming – 17-20;
(xvi) those who receive the gospel and are baptized will receive the Holy Ghost
and be gathered the Lord – 22-23; and (xvii) the hour of his coming is not
known to any man, but it is at hand, and those who receive him will look forth
for that time – 21, 23-24.
Circulation: D&C 39 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.138
D&C 40
Thursday, 6 January 1831
Revelation regarding James Covill’s Apostasy. “As James Covill
rejected the word of the Lord [revealed in D&C 39] and returned to his former
principles and people, the Lord gave unto me [Joseph Smith] and Sidney Rigdon
the following revelation, explaining why he obeyed not the word, given at
Fayette, New York [the next day on] January 6, 1831”139 –
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Stating that: (i) James Covill had received God’s word with gladness,
and his heart was right when he covenanted to obey God’s word – 1-2; (ii) but
he was soon tempted by persecution and the cares of the world (in language
recalling the parable of the sower in Matthew 13:3-23), which caused him to
reject God’s word and break his covenant – 2-3; and (iii) the Lord will do with
him “as seemeth me [the Lord] good” – 3.
Circulation: D&C 40 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.140
Note: James Covill of New York makes his entire brief appearance in
Church history on these three pages relating to D&C 39-40. He should not be
confused with John Corrill who has been investigating the Church in Ohio and
who will be a prominent Church leader throughout the Ohio-Missouri Period of
Church history until 1839.
Shift Away from Revelations to Individuals. D&C 40 is the last section
of the Doctrine & Covenants received in New York. About half the sections so
far (21 of 40) have included individualized instruction to specific people
(D&C 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 23, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40).
But once Joseph Smith arrives in Ohio such individualized revelations
will include only about a tenth (11 of 98) of the remaining sections (D&C 53,
55, 66, 79, 80, 93, 99, 106, 117, 124, 126). Later revelations will generally be
directed either to the Church as a whole, to individuals who are to act for the
benefit of the Church organization or in their capacity as Church leaders, or to
groups whose individual identities are unimportant to readers today.
In 1833 Joseph Smith will write a letter in which he says that “It is a
great thing to inquire at the hand of God, ... and we feel fearful to approach him
... to satisfy the queries of individuals, especially about things the knowledge of
which men ought to obtain in all sincerity before God for themselves.”141
Thursday, 6 January 1831
Reflector Resumes Antagonistic Newspaper Coverage at Palmyra. Abner
Cole’s Reflector newspaper at Palmyra has not printed much about Joseph Smith
or the Church for several months. But after hearing of the numerous Mormon
conversions in Ohio, he begins on January 6 to print a series of six antagonistic
articles intended for circulation beyond just the Palmyra area. Other newspapers
in western New York mostly continue to ignore Joseph Smith and the Church.142
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Sunday, 9 January 1831
David Whitmer & Julia Ann Jolly Are Married in New York. David
Whitmer, age 26, marries Julia Ann Jolly, daughter of William Jolly, at Seneca
County, New York at 6 o’clock in the morning on Sunday, January 9.143
Sunday, 9 January 1831
Conversions at Strongsville, Ohio. Wheeler Baldwin of Strongsville,
Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 20 miles south of Cleveland, is baptized on Saturday,
January 8.144 (The Baldwin great-grandfathers of Caleb Baldwin and Wheeler
Baldwin were both born in Milford, Connecticut in the late 1600’s, so they are
likely extended cousins and able to discover that relation).145
That Saturday evening Solomon Hancock (brother of Levi Hancock)
preaches at Strongsville at the house of John Coltrin where he then spends the
night. He shares a room with John’s married son Zebedee Coltrin and continues
discussing the gospel until he (Solomon) falls asleep around 1 o’clock in the
morning. But Zebedee remains awake pondering on the message of the
restoration, and he determines to be baptized. The next day, Sunday, January 9,
Zebedee Coltrin is baptized by Solomon Hancock at Strongsville after carving
a hole in the foot-thick ice that covers a pond on his father’s farm. He is
confirmed on Wednesday, January 19 by Lyman Wight and ordained to the
office of elder on Friday, January 21 by John Whitmer. Zebedee’s wife Julia
Jennings Coltrin is baptized much later by John Taylor, probably not earlier than
March 1837.146 Zebedee Coltrin will live until 1887, one of the last living,
faithful participants in many of these early events.
Seymour Brunson, who lives 40 miles to the east at Mantua in Portage
County, Ohio is also baptized by Solomon Hancock at Strongsville during
January, and on Tuesday, January 25 he is ordained to the office of elder by John
Whitmer.
Major Ashley, who also lives at Strongsville, is baptized and ordained
to the office of priest by June.147
Monday, 10 January 1831
John Corrill Baptized in Ohio. Upon his return home in about early
December from Kirtland to Ashtabula County, Ohio, John Corrill spends several
weeks “in the further investigation of the subject [of Mormonism]. ... Although
I was not fully satisfied, yet viewing this religion to be much nearer the religion
of the Bible than any other I could find, I concluded to join the Church, with this
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determination: that if I ever found it to be a deception, I would leave it. ...
I joined the Church on the 10th of January 1831, and in the course of three or
four days I was ordained an elder.”148
mid January 1831
John Whitmer Encounters False Spirits in Ohio. After Oliver Cowdery
& co depart Ohio for Missouri on November 22, “leaving the few converts they
had made to themselves, ... all manner of spirits were there made manifest, and
no one to detect them.” “Immediately after Mr. R [Sidney Rigdon] and the four
[missionaries] left Kirtland, a scene of the wildest enthusiasm was exhibited,
chiefly, however, among the young people.”149
Upon John Whitmer’s arrival in Ohio during the week of January 9-15,
he finds the Church membership there is now about 300. He also finds that “the
enemy of all righteousness had got hold of some of those who professed to be
his [the Lord’s] followers, because they had not sufficient knowledge to detect
him [Satan] in all of his devices ... and made them think that an angel of the
Lord appeared to them and showed them writings on the outside cover of the
Bible, and on parchment which flew through the air, and on the back of their
hands, and many such foolish and vain things. Others lost their strength, and
some slid on the floor and such like maneuvers, which proved greatly to the
injury of the cause.”150
“Many young persons became very visionary, and had diverse operations
of the spirit as they supposed. ... I [John Corrill] would here remark, however,
that it was but a very few of the Church who were exercised in that way. The
more substantial minded looked upon it with astonishment and were suspicious
that it was from an evil source.”151 But others are confused. Levi Hancock
“concluded that all could not be blessed, and perhaps I was not as pure as those
young men. ... I believed it all, like a fool. I dare not come out against anything
that an elder should say for fear I should speak against the Holy Ghost.”152
John Whitmer is overwhelmed by the situation in Ohio and writes a
letter requesting that Joseph come immediately from New York.153
mid January 1831
Shortage of Books of Mormon in Ohio. Books of Mormon are still in
short supply in Ohio following John Whitmer’s arrival in mid January. Mary
Rollins (later married name Lightner), age 12, lives at Kirtland with her
widowed mother, brother and sister in her uncle Sidney Gilbert’s home. She
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recounts that “About this time John Whitmer came and brought a Book of
Mormon. There was a meeting that evening, and we learned that Brother [Isaac]
Morley had the book in his possession, the only one in that part of the country.
I went to his house just before the meeting was to commence and asked to see
the book. ... I could not refrain from asking him to let me take it home and read
it while he attended meeting. He said it would be too late for me to take it back
after meeting and ... finally said, ‘Child, if you will bring this book home before
breakfast tomorrow morning, you may take it.’ He admonished me to be very
careful and see that no harm came to it. ...
“When I got into the house, I exclaimed, ‘Oh, Uncle [Sidney Gilbert],
I have got the Golden Bible.’ Well, there was consternation in the house for a
few moments, and I was severely reprimanded for being so presumptuous as to
ask such a favor when Brother Morley had not read it himself. However, we all
took turns reading it until very late in the night.
“As soon as it was light enough to see, I was up and learned the first
verse in the book. When I reached Brother Morley’s, they had been up for only
a little while. When I handed him the book he remarked, ‘I guess you did not
read much in it.’ I showed him how far we had read. He was surprised and said,
‘I don’t believe you can tell me one word of it.’ I then repeated the first verse,
also the outlines of the history of Nephi. He gazed at me in surprise and said
‘Child, take this book home and finish it. I can wait.’”154
January 1831
Joseph Smith’s Fifth Trip to Colesville, New York with Sidney Rigdon.
Following the Third Quarterly General Conference, Joseph Smith visits the
Church at Colesville for the last time, accompanied by Sidney Rigdon. During
this trip Joseph also makes a quick visit to Harmony to settle some business, his
only known visit after moving away in September 1830.
“Joseph & Sidney went to Colesville [as directed in D&C 37:2] to do the
will of the Lord in that part of the land, and to strengthen the disciples in that
part of the vineyard, and to preach the gospel to a hardened and a wicked people.
... For when they arrived there they held prayer meetings among the disciples,
and they also held public meetings, but it was all in vain – they threatened to kill
them. ... The Spirit of the Lord fell upon Sidney, and he spoke with boldness,
and he preached the gospel in its purity, but they laughed him to scorn ... And
his enemies were astonished and amazed at the doctrines which he preached, for
they taught as men having authority and not as hireling priests.”
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“Sidney Rigdon came into Colesville and preached to a numerous
congregation. ... It was indeed interesting, and great attention and silence
prevailed, and it was acknowledged by all to be the best sermon ever preached
in that vicinity. He stayed several days.”
“Now Sidney had been at my [Joseph Knight Sr.’s] house several days
and had preached there several times, and he was too smart for them, therefore
they wanted to trouble him. And the day we expected them [Joseph & Sidney],
I sent my son down to meet them and told them of their plan and they turned
across to Chenango Point” and “escaped out of their hands.”
Joseph Knight Sr., his wife Polly Peck Knight and daughter (presumably
Elizabeth) also soon leave Colesville.155
Thursday, 13 January 1831
Oliver Cowdery & co Arrive at Independence, Missouri. “In the
beginning of 1831 we [Oliver Cowdery & co: Peter Whitmer Jr., Parley Pratt,
Ziba Peterson, Frederick Williams] renewed our journey. And passing through
St. Louis and St. Charles, we traveled on foot for 300 miles [along the Boonslick
and Santa Fe Trails] through vast prairies and through trackless wilds of snow
– no beaten road, houses few and far between, and the bleak northwest wind
always blowing in our faces with a keenness which would almost take the skin
off the face. We traveled for whole days from morning til night without a house
or fire, wading in snow to the knees at every step, and the cold so intense that
the snow did not melt on the south side of the houses, even in the mid-day sun,
for nearly six weeks. We carried on our backs our changes of clothing, several
books [of Mormon], and cornbread and raw pork. We often ate our frozen bread
and pork by the way, when the bread would be so frozen that we could not bite
or penetrate any part of it but the outside crust. After much fatigue and some
suffering, we all arrived in Independence, in the county of Jackson, on the
extreme western frontiers of Missouri and of the United States” on Thursday,
January 13, about seven weeks after departing Kirtland.
Oliver Cowdery, Parley Pratt & Frederick Williams soon visit the
Delaware Indians in the Indian Territory just west of the Missouri border. Their
chief “was at first unwilling to call his council [to hear the missionaries], made
several excuses, and finally refused, as he had ever been opposed to the
introduction of missionaries among his tribe. We continued the conversation a
little longer till he at last began to understand the nature of the book [of
Mormon]. He then changed his mind, became suddenly interested, and requested
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us to proceed no further until he could call a council. He dispatched a
messenger, and in about an hour had some forty men collected around us in his
lodge.” At the conclusion of Oliver Cowdery’s address to the Delaware Indians,
the chief says “It is now winter, we are new settlers in this place [recently
resettled forcibly to Indian Territory], the snow is deep, our horses and cattle are
dying, our wigwams are poor. We have much to do in the spring – to build
houses and fence and make farms. But we will build a council house and meet
together, and you shall read to us and teach us more concerning the book of our
fathers and the will of the Great Spirit.” The missionaries continue to instruct the
chief and others for several days “until at length nearly the whole tribe began to
feel a spirit of inquiry and excitement on the subject.” They then leave copies
of the Book of Mormon with several of the Delaware Indians who can read
English and return to Independence by Saturday, January 29.
Mr. Pool, the government blacksmith for the Delaware Indians, is also
converted and becomes an advocate and interpreter for the missionaries.156
Meanwhile Peter Whitmer Jr. begins working on Friday, January 14, the
day after their arrival at Independence, presumably at his trade as a tailor,
assisted by Ziba Peterson. Alexander Doniphan, a young attorney who will later
represent the Mormons in Missouri, has his first contact with Mormons in 1831
when he visits Independence from his home at Liberty in Clay County and hires
Peter Whitmer Jr. to make him a suit of clothes. By summer Oliver Cowdery is
teaching school to also help the missionaries support themselves.157
Saturday, 15 January 1831
Correspondence between Eber Howe and William Phelps. On Tuesday,
January 11, Eber Howe writes a letter as editor of the Painesville Telegraph in
Geauga County, Ohio to William Phelps, editor of the Ontario Phoenix at
Canandaigua in Ontario County, New York, seeking unfavorable material about
the Mormons.
William Phelps responds on Saturday, January 15 with a letter to Eber
Howe stating that he has met Joseph Smith, that Joseph Smith is of limited
learning but of honest heart, that “I had ten hours discourse with a man from
your state named Sidney Rigdon, a convert to its doctrines, and he declared it
was true and he knew it by the power of the Holy Ghost,” and that “I have read
the book, and many others have, but we have nothing by which we can
positively detect it as an imposition.”158
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Monday, 24 January 1831
Joseph Smith Leaves New York for Ohio. In late January “Joseph
received a letter from John Whitmer, desiring his immediate assistance at
Kirtland in regulating the affairs of the Church there. Joseph inquired of the
Lord and received a commandment to go straightway to Kirtland with his family
and effects [property].”159
On January 24 Sidney Rigdon preaches at Waterloo near Fayette before
departing by stagecoach for Ohio ahead of Joseph Smith.
Joseph Smith & co (Emma Smith, probably also Joseph Knight Sr., his
wife Polly Peck Knight, and their daughter Elizabeth Knight) follow in their son
Joseph Knight Jr.’s sleigh. Emma Smith has recently recovered from a monthlong illness in the dead of winter, is six months pregnant, and in just four years
of marriage has already lived at Manchester, Harmony and Fayette-Waterloo,
besides additional extended stays at both Harmony and Fayette.160
late January 1831
Peter Whitmer Sr. Sells Farm in New York. In late January Peter
Whitmer Sr. and his wife Mary Musselman Whitmer agree to sell their 100 acre
farm at Fayette for $2,300 (although the deed dated April 1 recites payment of
only $2,200).161
Saturday, 29 January 1831
Letter from Oliver Cowdery & co at Jackson County, Missouri. On
Saturday, January 29, Oliver Cowdery writes his first letter from Jackson
County, Missouri to Joseph Smith in New York stating that “we [Oliver
Cowdery & co] arrived at this place a few days since.” The letter also recounts
the missionaries’ initial favorable reception during two meetings with the
Delaware Indians, “but how the matter will go with this tribe to me is
uncertain.” It takes some time for this letter to reach Joseph Smith in Ohio.162
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7. The Law of Consecration
February 1831 - June 1831
D&C 41-51, Moses 8, Matthew 24 JST

This chapter covers the first
four months that Joseph Smith
spends in Ohio, after leaving New
York and before his first trip to
Missouri. Two groups of Ohio
converts figure prominently: the
Morley Common Stock Family
where all property is owned in
common, and those involved with
false spirits. D&C 41-51 provide
guidance for regulating the Church
temporally, spiritually, and administratively.
Consecration & Gathering.
D&C 41 introduces the office of
bishop, appoints Edward Partridge
to that office, and renews the
promise to reveal the Lord’s Law.
The Law revealed in D&C 42
expands upon the charge to “love
thy neighbor” in Commandments
# 6-9 (to not lie, commit adultery,
kill or steal). But it is most known
for implementing Commandment
# 10 (to not covet) by announcing
the Law of Consecration and
Stewardship. Members are to

consecrate their property by deeding
it to the bishop and then receiving
back an amount sufficient for their
families. Members who grow their
stewardships are to periodically
consecrate the excess. D&C 51
explains that the size of a
stewardship appointed by the
bishop is based on a family’s wants
as well as its needs, and that
stewardships are given to each
family to own as their private
property.
During the spring about 200
New York Saints move to Ohio.
D&C 48 instructs the Ohio Saints to
share their lands with the New York
Saints. If needed, additional land
should be purchased with money.
D&C 42, 48 also promise to
reveal the location of the city Zion.
Operations of the Spirit. The
order of revelation, the rule that
only the prophet receives written
revelation for the Church, was
established for the New York Saints
in D&C 28. D&C 43 likewise
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establishes this rule for the Ohio
Saints.
D&C 46 authorizes the elders
to conduct meetings as led by the
Spirit. D&C 42 again instructs the
elders to also preach by the Spirit.
D&C 43 reminds them that they are
not sent to be taught by those who
lack the fullness of the gospel, but
are to teach what the Lord has
revealed.
D&C 46 also identifies several
gifts of the Spirit and encourages
the Saints to seek after them.
Church leaders have the gift to
discern whether a particular
spiritual manifestation is of God.
D&C 50 provides two tests for
identifying false spirits. That which
is of God is light and promotes
understanding; that which does not
is of the devil. If the elders are still
unsure, they can pray to receive the
manifested spirit, and if they do not
receive it then it is not of God.
At the Fourth Quarterly General
Conference both the Holy Ghost
and false spirits are manifested, and
the elders gain practical experience
in distinguishing between them.
Church Administration.
Church discipline is addressed in
D&C 42, the appointment of a
quarterly general conference in
D&C 44, the appointment of a

Church Historian in D&C 47, and
allowing sincere investigators to
attend sacrament and confirmation
meetings in D&C 46.
Missionaries receive instruction in D&C 42, 43, and hundreds
are baptized. In D&C 49 Sidney
Rigdon, Parley Pratt and Leman
Copley are sent to preach to the
Shakers.
D&C 42, 49 also correct
several incorrect doctrines taught by
the Campbellites and Shakers, the
two religious groups teaching
doctrines most similar to the
Mormons.
Signs preceding the Second
Coming are discussed in several
revelations, including D&C 43, 45,
49.
Other People and Activities.
In May Joseph Smith heals Elsa
Johnson’s arm. This experience
leads to the baptism of the Father
John Johnson family and Ezra
Booth. These new converts will
soon play significant roles in
Church history.
In Missouri the missionaries to
the Lamanites (Oliver Cowdery,
Peter Whitmer Jr., Ziba Peterson,
Frederick Williams) spend the
winter and spring preaching, except
for Parley Pratt who returns to Ohio
to report on their mission.
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Sunday, 30 January 1831
Sidney Rigdon Arrives Home at Mentor, Ohio. On Monday, January 24
Sidney Rigdon departs by stagecoach from Fayette, New York. He arrives back
home at Mentor, Ohio in time to preach at a public meeting at Kirtland on
Sunday, January 30. During the meeting he issues a challenge to publicly debate
anyone regarding the Book of Mormon.1
Tuesday, 1 February 1831
Joseph Smith Arrives at Kirtland, Ohio. Joseph Smith & co (his wife
Emma Smith, probably also Joseph Knight Sr., his wife Polly Peck Knight, and
their daughter Elizabeth Knight) arrive at Kirtland, Ohio on about Tuesday,
February 1.2 Upon arriving, they “drew up in front of the mercantile store of
Gilbert & Whitney. A stalwart young man sprang out, walked up the steps into
the store and to where the junior partner was standing. Extending his hand as if
to an old and familiar acquaintance, he exclaimed: ‘Newel K. Whitney, thou art
the man!’ The merchant was astonished. He had never seen this person before.
‘Stranger,’ said he, ‘you have the advantage of me. I could not call you by name,
as you have me.’ ‘I am Joseph the prophet,’ said the stranger, smiling. ‘You’ve
prayed me here, now what do you want of me?’” Joseph Smith then explains
that he has seen a vision of Newel Whitney praying for him to come to Kirtland.3
Whitneys invite Smiths to live with them temporarily. Smiths stay for
about a month in two rooms of the Whitney home, located on the corner across
the street from the Whitney store (they later live above the store during
September 1832 - February 1834).4
By this time branches of the Church have been established in Ohio not
only at Kirtland, but also at Mentor, Warrensville and probably Mayfield.
Additional branches will soon be established at Hiram, Nelson, New Portage
(now Barberton), and Amherst.5 But what makes Kirtland a particularly good
location for the Church’s headquarters are four local members who are both
willing and able to make large temporal contributions: Newel Whitney & Sidney
Gilbert, who treat their mercantile business as though it belongs to the Church,6
and Isaac Morley and Frederick Williams, who each invite large numbers of the
Saints to move onto their combined total of 247 acres of farmland.7
early February 1831
Joseph Smith Encounters False Spirits at Kirtland, Ohio. Upon arriving
at Kirtland, Joseph Smith finds that the Church in Ohio “were striving to do the
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will of God so far as they knew it, though some strange notions and false spirits
had crept in among them.” One account describes Joseph Smith as “astonished”
at some of the practices he encounters at Kirtland. He later remarks that “as it
[the Church] is made up of [members previously belonging to] all those different
sects professing every variety of opinion, and having been under the influence
of so many kinds of spirits, it is not to be wondered at if there should be found
among us false spirits.” But “with a little caution and some wisdom, I [Joseph
Smith] soon assisted the brethren and sisters to overcome them ... and the false
spirits were easily discerned and rejected by the light of revelation,” although
that process will not be completed until some time during the summer.
John Corrill records that “The main difference between them [the
Mormons] and other professors of the gospel is that they believe rather more
firmly in the promises of God – especially those that require faith for their
fulfillment – than others do ... that these signs shall follow them that believe: in
his name they shall cast out devils, heal the sick, etc.” But while the Mormon
claim to spiritual gifts causes disagreement with most other religions of the day,
historian Max Parkin notes that these excessive spiritual displays are especially
damaging because they also cause a loss of respectability, or as Joseph Smith
later writes, “were calculated to bring disgrace upon the Church of God.”8
early February 1831
Joseph Smith Encounters Morley Common Stock Family at Kirtland.
Upon arriving at Kirtland, Joseph Smith also encounters the Morley Common
Stock Family, which has all property in common in an effort to live as did the
ancient Saints (Acts 2:44-45; 4:34-37). But John Whitmer writes that they “were
going to destruction very fast as to temporal things, for they considered from
reading the scripture that what belonged to a brother belonged to any of the
brethren. Therefore they would take each other’s clothes and other property and
use it without leave, which brought on confusion and disappointments, for they
did not understand the scripture.”9
On one occasion while Levi Hancock is visiting the Isaac Morley farm,
“Heman Basset came to me [Levi Hancock] and took my watch out of my
pocket and walked off as though it was his. I thought he would bring it back
soon, but was disappointed as he sold it. I asked him what he meant by selling
my watch. ‘Oh,’ said he, ‘I thought it was all in the family.’ I told him I did not
like such family doing and I would not bear it.”10
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Friday, 4 February 1831
Campbellite Efforts to Combat Mormon Conversions in Ohio. Historian
Max Parkin notes that: “The Campbellites suffered more from the growth of
Mormonism in Ohio than any other religious society.”11 This is understandable
since Campbellite doctrines are among the most similar to those taught by the
Church.12 The Campbellite congregation at Mentor “was shaken as by a tempest
under the outbreak of Mormonism, but it is to be noted that few of its members
were [converted]. While the [Campbellite] church in Kirtland, with less
experience and more immediately in Rigdon’s power, became engulfed and has
never since been recovered.” At Mantua in Portage County, where Sidney
Rigdon had also built up a Campbellite congregation, the Mormon preaching is
described as a “shock ... like an earthquake when Symonds Ryder, Ezra Booth,
and many others” are converted to Mormonism.13
“The venerable Thomas Campbell [father of Alexander Campbell and
a noted Campbellite preacher in his own right], hearing of the defection of
Rigdon and the progress [the Mormon faith] was making, came quickly to the
front. He spent much of the winter in Mentor and vicinity.”14
On Friday, February 4, a few days after Sidney Rigdon returns to Ohio,
Thomas Campbell writes a letter that Sidney Rigdon receives on February 6. In
this letter Thomas Campbell accepts Sidney Rigdon’s offer to debate the Book
of Mormon (no debate ever occurs). He also asserts his objections to the Book
of Mormon and to the Church, including: (1) “the all-sufficiency and alonesufficiency of ... the Bible,” (2) the Book of Mormon’s contradictions of the
Bible and its generally poor writing, (3) Campbell’s pre-existing disagreements
with Rigdon-influenced Campbellites at Kirtland regarding spiritual gifts,
common property and priesthood authority, and (4) the poor character of Joseph
Smith and his “accomplices.” This letter is soon printed in the February 15 issue
of the Painesville Telegraph.15
His son Alexander Campbell, in the February 7 issue of the Millennial
Harbinger,16 publishes his own critique of the Book of Mormon, including:
(1) the Book of Mormon’s premise that God would establish a righteous people
apart from Canaan with a new land of inheritance, another temple, non-Levite
priests, and kings from a tribe other than Judah, (2) the Book of Mormon’s
teaching that Jews living under the Law of Moses prior to Christ’s birth would
know of the future Christ or practice baptism (Joseph Smith’s revelations
consistently portray a gospel that has not changed since the days of Adam, in
contrast to Alexander Campbell’s belief that God has established four
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progressively higher covenants throughout the ages: Adam, Abraham, MosesJews, Christ-apostolic),17 and (3) that Joseph Smith and the Three Witnesses are
unable to prophesy, perform miracles, or demonstrate other spiritual gifts to
prove the statement in Moroni 10:7-19 that signs will follow Christ’s disciples
even in modern times (which would contradict Alexander Campbell’s belief that
the purpose of signs was limited to proving the validity of the ancient apostolic
dispensation).18
Alexander Campbell’s critique is reprinted a month later in two
installments on the front pages of the March 8 and March 15 issues of the
Painesville Telegraph,19 and also as a pamphlet entitled Delusions. Mormon
missionaries, while preaching, must often respond to the objections in this
pamphlet. Jared Carter recounts that during a debate with two Campbellite
preachers, “instead of speaking, he [one of the Campbellite preachers] began to
read in a book, and after he had read a little I perceived that it was the writings
of Mr. Campbell’s pamphlet ... [and[][ instead of having to resist the arguments
of Mr. Castle and Mr. Hill, we had got to withstand the greatest arguments of
one of the greatest writers in the United States (as Mr. Campbell is called).”20
These critiques by Alexander Campbell and his father Thomas Campbell
are the first serious attempts to combat the Church on reasoned substance rather
than just belittling it, and they are the first anti-Mormon writers to have a
significant impact.21
D&C 41
Friday, 4 February 1831
Revelation Introducing the Office of Bishop. On Friday, February 4
Joseph Smith receives D&C 41 at Kirtland, Ohio directed to the Church22 –
Stating with regard to the Lord’s promise to reveal his Law in Ohio that:
(i) he delights to bless his disciples who hear him with the greatest of all
blessings, while those who receive his law but do not keep it are to be cast out
and receive the heaviest of all cursings – 1, 5-6, 12; and (ii) the elders are
directed to assemble and agree upon the receipt of God’s word in order that,
through the prayer of faith, they may receive that word (the Law of D&C 42 as
previously promised in D&C 38:32) – 2-4.
Also stating with regard to individual Church leaders in Ohio that: (iii) a
house should be built for Joseph Smith in which to live and translate (Smiths
will soon move from the Whitney home to a one room home on the Isaac Morley
farm until September when the farm is sold; the home referenced in this verse
will be completed three years later in February 1834)23 – 7; (iv) Sidney Rigdon
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should support himself “as seemeth him good” as long as he keeps the
commandments (he has recently lost the home that would have been provided
by his former Campbellite congregation at Mentor)24 – 8; and (v) Edward
Partridge should leave his business (as a successful hat maker at Painesville)25
and devote himself full time “in the business of the Church” as bishop, the duties
of which office will be explained when God gives his Law (in D&C 42) – 9-11.
Following the receipt of D&C 41, Edward Partridge is ordained by
Sidney Rigdon to the office of bishop.26 He is universally respected for his
honesty and is a faithful member to the end of his life. He is the man of whom
Philo Dibble was told that “he ... would not lie for his right arm.” He is
described in Joseph Smith’s history as “a pattern of piety and one of the Lord’s
great men.” In D&C 41:11 the Lord describes him as having a heart that “is pure
before me, for he is like unto Nathaniel of old, in whom there is no guile.” Even
Ezra Booth, as he attacks the character of other Church leaders following his
apostasy, says of Edward Partridge that “I think him to be an honest man, as
yet.”27 In fact, of the first 8 men called to serve over temporal matters in
bishoprics (Edward Partridge with counselors Isaac Morley & John Corrill and
then Titus Billings, and Newel Whitney with counselors Hyrum Smith &
Reynolds Cahoon and then Jared Carter), only John Corrill ever leaves the
Church. This is a much better retention rate than among early stake high
councils, stake presidencies, apostles, or counselors in the First Presidency.
The Church Articles & Covenants (D&C 20) provide for four priesthood
offices: deacon, teacher, priest and elder. D&C 41 introduces a fifth office:
bishop. The bishop’s duties will be developed over time in several revelations,
including: D&C 42:30-33, 82; 46:27; 51:3-13; 58:13-20; 68:13-24; 72:9-26L;
84:112; 107:15-17, 68-76.
Circulation: D&C 41 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.28
D&C 42:1-73

Wednesday, 9 February 1831

The Law, including Consecration & Stewardship. “After this
revelation [D&C 41:1-6] was received, the elders were called together and
united in mighty prayer and were agreed as touching the reception of the Law.”29
So “on the 9th of February 1831 at Kirtland, in the presence of 12 elders, and
according to the promise heretofore made [in D&C 38:32; 41:2-3], the Lord
gave the following revelation embracing the Law of the Church: [D&C 42:173]”30 –
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Stating that: (i) because the elders are assembled, are agreed on this one
thing, and have asked, the Lord now reveals his Law to them – 1-3.
(Question: “Shall the Church come together into one place or continue
in separate establishments?” – these headings are not published or canonized,
but they appear in Revelation Book 1 and in a copy written by Sidney Gilbert.
They may assist in understanding D&C 42, although this particular question
seems to be better answered in verses 60-69)31
Stating to the elders by way of appointment to preach that: (ii) Joseph
Smith & Sidney Rigdon are to go forth preaching for a little season – 4-5;
(iii) the other elders are to go forth two by two toward the west, preaching
“Repent ye, repent ye, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand,” baptizing and
building up the Church wherever they are received, until it is revealed when the
New Jerusalem shall be prepared for the purpose of gathering – 4, 6-9; and
(iv) Bishop Edward Partridge is to stand in his office as bishop, unless he
transgresses, in which case another will be appointed in his place – 10.
(Question: “The Law” or “The Law regulating the Church in her present
situation til the time of her gathering”)32
Stating to the elders by way of instruction regarding preaching that:
(v) missionaries must be known to have been ordained by authority, are to teach
the principles contained in the Bible, the Book of Mormon and the Articles &
Covenants (D&C 20), are to preach with the Spirit, and shall not preach without
the Spirit – 11-17.
Also stating to the entire Church with regard to Commandments #6-9:
(vi) to not kill, steal or lie, not commit nor contemplate adultery, and “not speak
evil of thy neighbor [gossip], nor do him any harm,” restating these
commandments broadly and strongly, and with penalties provided for their
violation – 18-29.
Also setting forth commandments regarding one’s own property and the
poor (including the Law of Consecration and Stewardship) and
Commandment #10 to not covet that: (vii) members are to consecrate their
property to the economically poor by giving all of it irrevocably to the bishop
– 30-31; (viii) members will then receive back stewardships sufficient to support
their families, for which they will be accountable – 32; (viii) excess property
remaining in the bishop’s storehouse shall be used to amply supply the poor,
purchase lands for inheritances, construct houses of worship, and build up the
New Jerusalem – 33-36; (ix) those who sin, do not repent, and are cast out shall
not receive back what they have consecrated – 37; and (x) commandments to
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beware of pride, fancy clothing, and idleness (recalling the promise of blessing
and associated warning in D&C 38:39) – 40-42.
Also correcting beliefs held by some new Campbellite converts with:
(xi) a promise of the gift of healing to the ill who have faith, together with a
commandment to live in love, bear with and bless those who are ill or weak, and
to weep for those who die (emotional consecration) – 43-52; and (xii) a
commandment that “Thou shalt not take thy brother’s garment; thou shalt pay
for that which thou shalt receive of thy brother” (in contrast to the common
ownership of property practiced by the Morley Common Stock Family), together
with a commandment to consecrate excess stewardship income to the bishop
(continuing economic consecration) – 53-55.
Also stating with regard to continuing revelation that: (xiii) ask, and the
scriptures (the Joseph Smith Translation) will be given and preserved in safety,
do not preach them “until ye have received them in full,” but do preach them
thereafter – 56-58; and (xiv) all that has been received in the scriptures as law
shall be the law of the Church – 59.
Also stating with regard to gathering that: (xv) the location of the New
Jerusalem will in time be revealed, and those in the East (which includes New
York) are to be taught to come west – 60-69.
(Question: “How the elders are to dispose of their families while they are
proclaiming repentance or are otherwise engaged in the service of the Church”)33
Stating that: (xi) priests and teachers are to receive stewardships as do
other members; and the bishop and his counselors are to be compensated for
their service, either by receiving a stewardship or by direct payment out of
consecrated properties – 70-73.
The text of D&C 42 is changed over time to reflect the evolving
administrative structure of the Church. This explains, for example, the
references in D&C 42:34, 71 to high councils that will not exist until 1834 and
to high priests, an office that will not exist until June 1831.34
Material responsive to two additional questions following verse 73 is
included in the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments but is left
out of all subsequent editions (see Appendix 3). That material states that “Thou
shalt contract no debts with the world except thou art commanded,” that Bishop
Edward Partridge should have assistants appointed to help him obtain houses so
that every family of the immigrating New York Saints can live in a separate
house (unlike the nearby Shakers, described on pages 268-69), and that Church
branches “should be organized in as close bodies as they can.”35
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The remainder of D&C 42 (verses 74-93L) is received on February 23
and is discussed below under that date.
In about late 1834, after D&C 42 is first published at Jackson County in
the July 1832 issue of the Evening & Morning Star, the following italicized
words will be added to D&C 42:39: “... for I will consecrate of the riches of
those who embrace the gospel among the Gentiles unto the poor of my people
who are of the house of Israel.”36 Until this clarification is made, some Church
members will read verse 39 in isolation from the rest of D&C 42:30-42 as a
basis for boasting that the riches of the Gentiles will soon belong to the
Mormons. This boasting begins by the time of the D&C 52 missions to Missouri
during the summer of 1831. In the summer of 1833 the Jackson County settlers
will cite these boasts as one of their reasons for expelling the Saints from
Jackson County.37 The italicized additions make it clear that this interpretation
is not intended.
D&C 42 is the first section to use the term “New Jerusalem.”
In Moses 7:18, received in December 1830, Enoch’s people are called
Zion because they were: 1-of one heart and one mind, 2-dwelt in righteousness,
and 3-there were no poor among them. In D&C 42, received two months later,
the elders are: 1-commended for their unity – 1-3, 2-instructed to obey the
Lord’s commandments – 18-29, and 3-given the Lord’s law with regard to the
poor – 30-42.
All of D&C 42:18-55 elaborates on the Second Great Commandment to
“love thy neighbor as thyself.” D&C 42:18-29 addresses Commandments #6-9
and associated penalties. The discussion of property that follows in
D&C 42:30-42 is an institutional implementation of Commandment #10 as
stated to Martin Harris in D&C 19:26: “Thou shalt not covet thine own
property.” But D&C 42:30-42 does not state any penalty for violation of
Commandment #10 to not covet. Except for the denunciation in D&C 42:42 of
idleness, which is not merely coveting one’s own property, but effectively
coveting and taking property from others. Idleness will be a problem with some
who join the Church and move to Zion following the receipt of D&C 42. “There
were some of the disciples who were flattered into the Church because they
thought that all things were to be common, therefore they thought to glut
themselves upon the labors of others.”38 Idleness will be denounced in
D&C 52:39; 56:17; 60:13; 68:30-31; 75:29; 88:124; 90:18. In D&C 68:30 the
Lord will state that “I, the Lord, am not well pleased with the inhabitants of
Zion, for there are idlers among them.”
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Language similar to “The word of the Lord, in addition to the law which
has been given ...” appears several times in the revelations (D&C 68:13; 72:9,
24; 83:1; 107:59) and may be seen as introducing supplements to the Articles
and Covenants of D&C 20 or to the Law of D&C 42.
Circulation: Early members of the Church consider D&C 42 (the Law)
to be of great importance. It is often read and discussed at conferences in the
same manner as D&C 20 (the Articles and Covenants), many manuscript copies
are made, and elders often read from it while preaching.39
D&C 42:1-69 is first published in the September 6, 1831 issue of the
Ravenna Western Courier and is republished by the end of September in at least
four other local newspapers including the Painesville Telegraph. The source is
probably Symonds Ryder, who during the summer of 1831 will steal copies of
several revelations while Joseph Smith is traveling to Missouri and back.40
D&C 42:11-77 is first published by the Church on the front page of the
second, July 1832 issue of the Evening & Morning Star (a month after D&C 20
is first published by the Church on the front page of the inaugural June 1832
issue). D&C 42:78-93L is first published three months later in the October 1832
issue. The original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments prints D&C
42:1-73 as a separate section from D&C 42:78-93L, 74-77; they are combined
in their current form in the second 1835 and all subsequent editions of the
Doctrine & Covenants.41
Also see: The theoretical basis for the Law of Consecration and
Stewardship is discussed in the entry following D&C 38. Many of the Ten
Commandments are discussed further, in connection with establishing Zion, in
D&C 59:5-13, 20; 63:13-18; 68:25-35L; 136:19-33.
February 1831
Missionaries in Ohio Depart on D&C 42 Missions. Following the receipt
of D&C 42:4-9, “the elders went forth to proclaim repentance according to
commandment, and there were members added to the Church.” During
February - March, John Whitmer & Lyman Wight build up a branch at Nelson
in Portage County 30 miles southeast of Kirtland, John Corrill & Solomon
Hancock build up a branch of 36 members over three weeks at New London in
Huron County 80 miles southwest of Kirtland, and Levi Hancock & Zebedee
Coltrin depart on a mission to the west of Kirtland. Hundreds of new converts
are baptized during the spring, including Lyman Johnson, age 19, who is
baptized in February by Sidney Rigdon.42
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Historian Milton Backman Jr. notes that “The simplicity of the message
declared by the missionaries [in the early days of the Church] is evident from
notations many of them entered in their diaries. Elias Smith wrote that he
preached on the first principles, the Second Coming, the necessity of prophets,
the Book of Mormon fulfilling Biblical prophecy (especially Isaiah, chapter 29),
and the fruits of Mormonism. Orson Pratt recorded in his missionary journal
some of the themes of his sermons, noting that he frequently spoke on the
restoration, miracles, the first principles of the gospel, and sometimes the
gathering of the Saints and the Millennium.”43
February 1831
Problems Implementing the Law of D&C 42 in Ohio. John Whitmer
records that, following the receipt of the Law of Consecration and Stewardship
in D&C 42:30-36, 55 “the Bishop Edward Partridge visited the Church in its
several branches. There were some that would not receive the Law. The time has
not yet come that the Law can be established, for the disciples live scattered
abroad and are not organized, our numbers are small and the disciples untaught,
consequently they understand not the things of the kingdom. There were some
of the disciples who were flattered into the Church because they thought that all
things were to be common, therefore they thought to glut themselves upon the
labors of others.”44
The Law of Consecration and Stewardship is known to be formally
implemented only four times during the Ohio-Missouri Period of Church
history: (1) among the Colesville Branch at Thompson, Ohio for about six weeks
during May - June 1831 until the receipt of D&C 54:4-7; 56:6-7, (2) among the
Saints generally who settle in Jackson County, Missouri pursuant to D&C 58:3436; 85:3 until the receipt of D&C 105:34 in June 1835,45 (3) among the twelve
Church leaders who comprise the United Firm and the Literary Firm 46 pursuant
to D&C 82:11; 92:1-2; 96:6-9,47 and (4) among the Saints at Far West including
pursuant to D&C 119-120.48
Thursday, 10 February 1831
Emer Harris Baptized in Pennsylvania and Moves to Kirtland . Hyrum
Smith & Newel Knight travel 60 miles south from Colesville, New York to visit
Emer Harris, older brother of Martin Harris, at his home at Windham, Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania. He is baptized by them on Thursday, February 10. Hyrum
Smith returns to Colesville by about February 20. Emer Harris will soon rent out
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his farm and move to Ohio, traveling along the same general route as the
Colesville Saints.49
Monday, 14 February 1831
Oliver Cowdery & co Prevented from Preaching in Indian Territory.
Following their initial success with the Delaware Indians, the missionaries to the
Lamanites (D&C 28:8; 30:5-8; 32:2-3) plan a return visit to the Delawares and
a visit to the nearby Shawnee Indians. But their unusual success stirs up envy
among other missionaries along the frontier. And preaching from a book that
contains prophecies of the Lamanite Indians ultimately trodding down wicked
white Gentiles (as in 3 Nephi 21:12) can be seen by government-appointed
Indian agents as inflammatory and counterproductive.
In about early February the Indian agent in charge of the area around
Independence informs the missionaries that they lack a permit to preach to the
Indians. He orders them, under threat of military force, to cease further
missionary work among the Indians until they obtain the required permit from
General William Clark (of Lewis & Clark fame), the head Indian agent for the
Louisiana Territory.
On Monday, February 14 Oliver Cowdery writes a letter to General
William Clark requesting permission to preach to the Indians. It is not known
whether he ever responds.
Also on Monday, February 14 the missionaries select Parley Pratt to
return to Ohio and New York, visit the branches they established in Ohio, report
on their mission, and obtain additional copies of the Book of Mormon.
Meanwhile, the four remaining missionaries settle at Independence and
preach to interested settlers in Missouri. By August they will have baptized at
least seven people in Jackson County, including Joshua Lewis and his wife who
live at Kaw township west of Independence in Jackson County, and four other
women.50
mid February - late March 1831
Parley Pratt Returns from Independence, Missouri to Kirtland, Ohio.
The severe weather that began about January 1 finally relents after six weeks in
mid February. About February 14 Parley Pratt begins walking 300 miles over
nine days from Independence, Missouri to St. Louis, Missouri. In late February
he spends a few days near St. Louis with a friend. He then travels by steamboat,
arriving a week later at Cincinnati, Ohio in early March. From there he walks
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250 miles over bad roads muddy from melted snow, much fatigued and
feeling ill, to Strongsville in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 40 miles short of Kirtland,
where he spends the night at the home of John Coltrin (father of Zebedee
Coltrin) in about mid March. The next morning he is sick with the measles and
unable to get out of bed. After recovering for a week or two at Strongsville, he
is provided with a horse and, still weak, he rides to Kirtland in about late March
or early April. His return trip from Jackson County to Kirtland takes about six
weeks altogether.51
Tuesday, 15 February 1831
Painesville Telegraph Announces It Will Take Anti-Mormon Stance.
Two weeks after Joseph Smith’s arrival in Ohio, the Painesville Telegraph
announces in its February 15 issue that it will abandon its usual policy of
avoiding religious controversy and will open its pages to both sides, both proand anti-Mormon. In fact the paper began printing antagonistic articles in
December 1830. In this issue it prints lengthy attacks by Matthew Clapp and
Thomas Campbell, and in the March 8 and March 15 issues it will print lengthy
attacks by Alexander Campbell.52
Joseph Smith’s history states that “At this age of the Church [spring
1831] many false reports, lies, and foolish stories were published in the
newspapers and circulated in every direction to prevent people from
investigating the work or embracing the faith. A great earthquake in China,
which destroyed from one to two hundred thousand inhabitants, was burlesqued
[belittled] in some papers as ‘Mormonism in China.’” This statement refers to
the April 5 issue of the Painesville Telegraph that reprints, under the heading
“Mormonism in China,” an anonymous prophecy of impending pestilence and
death that appeared nine months earlier in a Chinese newspaper. Historian Max
Parkin observes that at this time unusual and fantastic events are often reported
in Ohio newspapers with the label of “Mormonism” for no apparent reason but
to ridicule the Church.53
Moses 8
February 1831
Joseph Smith Translation at Genesis 6:13 / Moses 8:30L. Soon after
receiving Moses 7, Joseph Smith was instructed in December in D&C 37:1 to
stop working on the Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible until he had moved
to Ohio. Moses 8 is received probably in February upon the resumption of this
work in Ohio. Sidney Rigdon continues serving as scribe.54
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Moses 8 (Genesis 5:23-6:13 JST) recounts: (i) the generations from
Enoch #7 to Noah #10 and a great famine that kills many – 1-12; and (ii) that
Noah preaches repentance and warns of a great flood, but the people reject his
words and seek to kill him – 13-30L.
The Joseph Smith Translation continues, but the “Book of Moses” that
makes its way into the Pearl of Great Price ends here.
Circulation: Moses 8:13-30L is first published on the front page of the
April 1833 issue of the Evening & Morning Star together with Moses 5:1-16.
The remainder of Moses 8 is not printed or widely available until the entire
Book of Moses is included in the second 1878 edition of the Pearl of Great
Price, which is canonized in 1880.55
Sunday, 20 February 1831
Jared Carter Baptized at Colesville, New York. In January Jared Carter
departs his home at Chenango in Broome County, New York on a business trip
scheduled to last several weeks. He stops 12 miles from home at Lisle at the
home of John Peck, brother to Hezekiah Peck, Ezekiel Peck and Polly Peck
Knight. John Peck rejects Mormonism, but he allows Jared Carter to see a copy
of the Book of Mormon that he has. Upon reading the book and praying to know
of its truth, Jared Carter becomes “immediately convinced that it was a
revelation of God, and it had such an influence on my mind that I had no mind
to pursue my business.”
Jared Carter returns home and tells his wife Lydia Ames Carter about the
Church. She at first considers it to be a delusion, but then encourages him to
investigate the Church.
“On visiting the Church of Christ at Colesville and having an interview
with them, I [Jared Carter] felt it my duty to separate from Babylon and be
baptized. Accordingly, I was baptized by Hyrum Smith about the 20th of
February for the remission of sins. As I was baptized I felt the influence of the
Spirit of God, for as I stepped out of the water I was wrapped in the Spirit, both
soul and body, so that the chill of the cold water was taken from me.”56
His wife Lydia Ames Carter will not be baptized until May - June during
the few weeks that they live on the Leman Copley farm at Thompson, Ohio.57
Tuesday, 22 February 1831
Simeon Carter Baptized at Kirtland, Ohio. Upon Parley Pratt’s arrest in
early December at the home of Simeon Carter near Amherst, Lorain County,
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Ohio, the Book of Mormon he had been using to teach was dropped and left
behind. “He [Simeon Carter, then] read it with attention. It wrought deeply upon
his mind, and he went 50 miles [east] to the Church we had left in Kirtland, and
was there baptized [on February 22] and ordained an elder. He then returned to
his home [near Amherst] and commenced to preach and baptize.”58
Jared Carter and Simeon Carter are brothers, but they have not seen each
other in several years. They will first meet again in connection with the Fourth
Quarterly General Conference at Kirtland on June 3-5.59
Tuesday, 22 February 1381
Joseph Smith Writes Letter to Martin Harris, Mortgage Due on Farm.
On Tuesday, February 22 Joseph Smith writes a letter from Kirtland, Ohio to
Martin Harris at Palmyra, New York stating that “it is necessary for you to come
here as soon as you can, in order to choose a place to settle on which may be
best adapted to the circumstances of yourself and brethren in the East [New
York] ... in this part of the country so as to be as compact as possible. And as
you will be better able to make choice than we, it is better for you to come
before the rest of the brethren, that when they come they may have places to go.
“You will also bring, or cause to be brought, all the books [of Mormon],
as the work here is breaking forth on the east, west, north and south.
“You will also inform the elders which are there that all of them who can
be spared will come here without delay if possible, this by commandment of the
Lord, as he has a great work for them all in this our inheritance. ... You will send
to Colesville and have either Hyrum [Smith] or Newel [Knight] to come
immediately, or both if they can be spared.
“You will not sell the books for less than ten shillings [probably
$2.50].”60
Three days later on Friday, February 25, eighteen months after Martin
Harris granted a mortgage against his farm to secure the $3,000 cost of printing
the Book of Mormon, the mortgage comes due.61
D&C 42:74-93L
Wednesday, 23 February 1831
Addendum to the Law of D&C 42. Two weeks after receiving
D&C 42:1-73, Joseph Smith inquires of the Lord and receives D&C 42:74-93L.
A manuscript copy of D&C 42:74-93L by Oliver Cowdery is captioned:
“February 23rd, 1831. The rules and regulations of the Law. How the elders of
the Church are to act upon the points of the Law [D&C 42:1-73] given by Jesus
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Christ to the Church in the presence of 12 elders February 9th, 1831, as [now]
agreed upon by 7 elders.”62
(Question: “A commandment how to act in certain cases of adultery” –
again, this heading is not formally part of the text of D&C 42)63 (xii) terms upon
which fellowship is to be extended in cases of divorce and adultery – 74-77.
(No question or heading) (xiii) those who violate the law of the land
shall be delivered up to that law; those who violate the law of the Church shall
be tried for their membership before two elders (and the bishop, if possible)
upon the testimony of at least two members – 78-87; (xiv) offenses should be
resolved privately by those concerned; those who offend privately should be
rebuked privately, while those who offend openly should be rebuked openly
– 88-93L.
Circulation: See D&C 42:1-73.
D&C 43
February 1831
The Order of Revelation, Instructions to Missionaries, the Millennium.
In about February “there was a woman by the name of [Laura] Hubbell who
professed to be a prophetess of the Lord, and [‘with great pretensions to
revealing commandments, laws and other curious matters’], professed to have
many revelations, and knew the Book of Mormon was true, and that she should
become a teacher in the Church of Christ. She appeared very sanctimonious”
and “so ingratiated herself into the esteem and favor of some of the elders that
they received her as a person commissioned to act a conspicuous part in
Mormonizing the world. Rigdon and some others gave her the right hand of
fellowship.” So “it became necessary to inquire of the Lord, when I [Joseph
Smith] received the following: [D&C 43]”64 –
Stating with regard to the order of revelation and avoiding deception
that: (i) the President of the Church (through whom D&C 42 was received) is the
only one who has been or will be appointed of God to receive revelations and
commandments for the Church, either until he dies “if he abide in me,” or until
this gift is taken from him, in which case “he shall have no power except to
appoint another in his stead” – 1-4; and (ii) anyone appointed of God “shall
come in at the gate and be ordained,” therefore the Church is to “receive not the
teachings of any [others] that come before you as revelations or
commandments” – 5-7.
Further stating with regard to ways in which gospel knowledge can be
reliably obtained that: (iii) when the elders assemble together, they are to
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instruct each other in the law of the Church, edify each other, and become
sanctified – 8-11; (iv) if they desire the glories and mysteries of the kingdom,
then they should provide Joseph Smith (the Lord’s properly appointed revelator)
with food, raiment and whatever else he needs to accomplish the work to which
God has appointed him (including the Joseph Smith Translation) – 12-14; and
(v) “ye [missionaries] are not sent forth to be taught, but to teach ... the things
which I have put into your hands by the power of my Spirit; and ye are to be
taught from on high” – 15-16.
Also repeating the promise of D&C 38:32, 38 that: (vi) “purge out the
iniquity which is among you ... sanctify yourselves, and ye shall be endowed
with power” – 11, 16.
Also stating with regard to preaching the gospel and the Lord’s Second
Coming in glory that: (vii) the elders are to warn the nations to repent and
prepare for the great day of the Lord when he shall declare “how often would I
have gathered you together ... but ye would not!” – 20-27; (viii) during the
Millennium the wicked shall sleep and Satan shall be bound, but the righteous
shall arise and reign with Christ – 18, 29-31; and (ix) at the end of the
Millennium men will again become wicked, Satan will be loosed for a little
season, the earth shall pass away, and the wicked shall go into unquenchable fire
– 31-33.
Upon the receipt of D&C 43, “her [Laura Hubbell’s] follies and
abominations were made manifest,” and “she returned to the place from whence
she came.”65 Her problem is not that she attempts as a woman to teach; Emma
Smith was appointed in D&C 25:7 “to expound scriptures and to exhort the
Church.” Laura Hubbell’s problem is that she has overstepped into professing
to receive revelation for the Church. D&C 43:3-6 establishes the order of
revelation for Church members in Ohio in much the same way that D&C 28:1-7,
11-14 had done for the New York Saints in connection Hiram Page’s claim to
receive revelation.
It seems reasonable to expect that the material in D&C 43:17-33
regarding signs of the times was included to correct false doctrines taught by
Laura Hubbell, but no firm conclusions can be drawn because the sources are
silent about the content of her teaching.
Circulation: D&C 43:15-35L is first published in the October 1832
issue of the Evening & Morning Star. All of D&C 43:1-35L is included in the
original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments. The general content of
D&C 43 is soon widely known in Ohio since John Whitmer records that “after
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this commandment was received the Saints came to understanding on this
subject.”66
Also see: Hiram Page’s stone and D&C 28:1-7, 11-14 regarding the
order of revelation, and D&C 24:3-6 regarding the need to provide Joseph Smith
with financial support so he can accomplish his calling.
D&C 44
late February 1831
Fourth Quarterly General Conference Appointed. In D&C 20:61 the
Church was instructed to hold quarterly general conferences. The first three
conferences were held at Fayette on June 9, 1830, September 26, 1830 and
January 2, 1831. The practice has been to schedule each succeeding conference
at the conclusion of the preceding conference. But it appears that a fourth
conference was not appointed on January 2 when D&C 38 was received
instructing the New York Saints to move to Ohio. In late February Joseph Smith
and Sidney Rigdon receive D&C 44 at Kirtland, Ohio6 7 directed to “you my
servants” – 1
Stating that: (i) the elders are to be called together from all directions for
a conference, and if they are faithful “I will pour out my Spirit upon them in the
day that they assemble themselves together” – 1-2; (ii) the elders will then
convert so many that the Saints will have power to organize themselves so they
can be preserved from their enemies and “enabled to keep my laws” – 3-5; and
(iii) “ye must visit the poor and the needy and administer to their relief, that they
may be kept until all things may be done according to my Law which ye have
received [D&C 42]” – 6.
The appointed conference, the Fourth Quarterly General Conference of
the Church, is subsequently held at Kirtland on June 3-5. By then the New York
Saints will have finished gathering to Ohio, so the New York Saints do not miss
any general conferences.68
Circulation: D&C 44 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.69
Sunday, 27 February 1831
Some New York Saints Gather to Ohio ahead of the Three Main Groups.
Samuel Smith & Orson Pratt, after working for several weeks for Joseph Coe at
Macedon just west of Palmyra, New York, depart on foot for Kirtland, Ohio to
fulfill an appointed mission to the area around Kirtland. They arrive at Kirtland
on Sunday, February 27.
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Several others of the New York Saints also move to Ohio during the
winter ahead of the three main groups that will migrate in the spring.70
early March 1831
Joseph & Emma Smith Move to Isaac Morley Farm – 4th Home. About
the first week of March (probably between the receipt of D&C 44 and D&C 46),
Joseph Smith and his family move about a mile from the Newel Whitney home
at Kirtland to a one room home on the Isaac Morley farm.71
Thursday, 3 March 1831
Joseph Smith Writes Letter Requesting that Hyrum Smith Come to Ohio.
On Thursday, March 3 Joseph Smith writes a letter from Kirtland, Ohio to
Hyrum Smith, presiding elder at Colesville, New York, that “I think you
[Hyrum] had better come into this country [Ohio] immediately, for the Lord has
commanded us that we should call the elders of this Church together unto this
place as soon as possible.” He also writes that David Jackway has threatened to
execute a writ upon Joseph Smith Sr. in the coming spring, so Hyrum should
stop along the way at Fayette and bring their father with him.72
Friday, 4 March 1831
Status of Missionary Work in Ohio. A conference is held in Ohio on
Friday, March 4, “from whence the elders were sent forth to preach the gospel,
and many were added ... The disciples increased daily [passing 600 in Ohio
during the spring], and miracles were wrought, such as healing the sick, casting
out devils, and the Church grew and multiplied in numbers, grace and
knowledge.”73
D&C 45
Monday, 7 March 1831
Prophecy to the Church of Christ regarding the Signs of the Times.
On Monday, March 7 Joseph Smith receives D&C 45 at Kirtland, Ohio entitled
“A Prophecy ... given to Joseph the Seer” directed to “ye people of my
Church” 74 – 1
Stating that: (i) the Lord pleads as mankind’s advocate with the Father,
but men must hearken if they are to work miracles, become the sons of God,
gain eternal life, and avoid finding their souls unsaved when the summer harvest
is ended – 1-8; (ii) he has sent his covenant into the world as a standard for his
people and as a light for the Gentiles to seek after in preparing the world for his
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return – 9; and (iii) he is the God of Enoch who was taken up into heaven until
the day of righteousness upon the earth that all the prophets have sought for
– 11-14.
Also stating that the Lord will now reason and prophesy as he did with
his ancient apostles regarding the signs of his Second Coming – 10-11, 15-16:
(iv) the Lord’s Second Coming will be a day of redemption for the dead and a
day of restoration for scattered Israel – 16-17; and (v) in the days of the ancient
apostles the temple at Jerusalem was to be thrown down, the Jews destroyed,
and a remnant scattered among all nations until the times of the Gentiles be
fulfilled – 18-25.
Further stating with regard to the signs of the Second Coming (drawing
heavily from Matthew 24) that: (vi) before the Lord returns there will be blood,
fire, smoke, wars, rumors of wars, iniquity, earthquakes, a desolating sickness
covering the land, the heavens will be darkened, the love of men will wax cold,
and a remnant of Israel will be gathered to Jerusalem – 25-27, 31-33, 39-43;
(vii) the fullness of the gospel will be restored when the times of the Gentiles is
come in (indicating that summer is near in the parable of the fig tree), but the
times of the Gentiles will be fulfilled when they reject the gospel because of the
precepts of men – 28-30, 36-38; (viii) the Saints should not be troubled when
these things come to pass, for “ye may know that the promises which have been
made unto you shall be fulfilled” – 34-5; (ix) the Lord will then appear in the
clouds with power and glory, a trump shall sound and the righteous dead will
arise in the First Resurrection, the Lord will put his foot on the mount and it will
split, all shall see him, and the wicked shall be cut off – 44-50; (x) the Jews will
then recognize Christ – 51-53; and (xi) the heathen without law will have part
in the First Resurrection, Satan shall be bound, the wise virgins who have taken
the Holy Spirit for their guide shall abide and inherit the earth, their children
shall grow up without sin unto salvation, and the Lord will dwell in the midst of
his people – 54-59.
Also stating with regard to Joseph Smith’s translation of the Bible that:
(xii) the Lord will give no further information about Matthew 24 until the New
Testament is translated (to date the Joseph Smith Translation has progressed
only to Genesis 24:42)75 – 60; (xiii) Joseph is now given permission to translate
the New Testament in order that the Saints may be prepared for things to come,
including rumors of wars in foreign lands that will soon be replaced by war in
this land (United States/North America) – 60-63; (xiv) the Saints are therefore
to preach, build up churches, gather to the west, and purchase an inheritance (to
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be called both Zion and the New Jerusalem) as a place of refuge when all other
people are at war with each other – 64-71.
D&C 45:60-61 sounds like D&C 45 is received in response to a specific
inquiry about Matthew 24 and its discussion of the signs of the times. And it
seems reasonable that this inquiry could be prompted by the receipt of
D&C 43:17-33. But this is only a possibility since the sources are again silent.
Circulation: D&C 45:1-71 is published on page 2 of in the inaugural
June 1832 issue of the Evening & Morning Star, right behind D&C 20 (the
Articles & Covenants) on page 1. Even D&C 42 (the Law) and D&C 76 (the
Vision) are not printed until the next issue. But this first printing leaves out
D&C 45:72-75L, which instruct the Saints not to publish D&C 45 publicly to the
world “until it is expedient in me [the Lord].” The complete text of D&C 45
including those four verses is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.76
Also see: the entry for Matthew 24 JST (pages 296-299) for a discussion
of the two questions in Matthew 24:3 that prompt the Olivet Discourse regarding
the signs and the time of the Second Coming.
D&C 46
Tuesday, 8 March 1831
Revelation on Gifts of the Spirit. “In the beginning of the Church, while
yet in her infancy, the disciples used to exclude unbelievers [from confirmation
meetings as happened to John Murdock], which caused some to marvel and
converse about the matter because of the things that are written in the Book of
Mormon,” including 3 Nephi 18:22 which states “And ye shall not forbid any
man coming unto you when ye shall meet together.” Joseph Smith inquires of
the Lord regarding this practice and in response, the day after receiving D&C 45,
he receives D&C 46 at Kirtland, Ohio directed to the entire Church77 –
Stating with regard to how Church meetings are to be conducted that:
(i) regardless of what is written by way of general rule, “it always has been given
to the elders of my church from the beginning, and ever shall be, to conduct all
meetings as they are directed and guided by the Holy Spirit” (as previously
stated in the Articles & Covenants in D&C 20:45) – 2, 7; and (ii) none should
be excluded from public meetings, and members and sincere investigators
should not be excluded from sacrament or confirmation meetings, but members
in transgression should refrain from partaking of the sacrament – 3-6.
Also stating with regard to discerning operations and gifts of the Spirit
that: (iii) inspiration and gifts of the Spirit should be requested, exercised in the
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name of Christ, with thanksgiving to God, in virtue and holiness – 7-8, 28-33L;
(iv) in order to avoid deception, as to both doctrine and the operation of spiritual
gifts, individuals should seek the best gifts, remember why they are given, and
Church leaders are given the gift of discerning whether spiritual operations are
of God – 8, 27; (v) the reason spiritual gifts are given is for the benefit of those
who love and obey God and those who seek to do so – 8-9, 26; (vi) each person
has a gift, different people have different gifts, each gift is given “that all may
be edified thereby,” and Church leaders stand at the head – 11-12, 27-29; and
(vii) gifts of the Spirit include testimony, discernment, wisdom, faith to heal or
be healed, the working of miracles, prophecy, speaking in tongues, and the
interpretation of tongues – 10, 13-25.
D&C 42 and D&C 58:17-18 give the bishop authority in temporal
matters and as a judge. D&C 46:27 also gives the bishop authority in spiritual
matters.
Circulation: D&C 46 is first published together with D&C 50 on the
front page of the third, August 1832 issue of the Evening & Morning Star and
is included in the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments.78
D&C 47
Tuesday, 8 March 1831
John Whitmer Appointed as Church Historian. Oliver Cowdery is the
Church Historian and Recorder, but he has been gone since October on the
mission to the Lamanites. Joseph Smith asks John Whitmer, who has just
returned with Lyman Wight from raising up a branch at Nelson in Portage
County, Ohio, to replace Oliver as Church Historian. John Whitmer has
previously served as a scribe for Joseph Smith at Fayette while translating a
small portion of the Book of Mormon, and again at Harmony while working on
the Joseph Smith Translation of Genesis 4:18-5:11; 5:21-22 / Moses 5:43-6:18;
6:52-7:1 and making copies of other revelations. John is “not feeling reconciled
to write at the request of Joseph without a commandment,” and so replies that
“I would rather not do it, but observed that the will of the Lord be done, and if
he [the Lord] desires it, I desire that he would manifest it through Joseph the
Seer.” Joseph therefore inquires of the Lord and, on the same day as D&C 46,
receives D&C 47 at Kirtland79 –
Stating that: (i) Oliver Cowdery has been appointed to an office other
than Church Historian – 3; (ii) John Whitmer is appointed to keep a regular
history of the Church and to be a scribe for Joseph Smith – 1, 3-4; and (iii) John
can lift up his voice in meetings whenever it is expedient – 2.
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John Whitmer is sustained as Church Historian during a meeting of
elders at Kirtland on April 9, and on June 12 he will begin his record as the Book
of John Whitmer.80 It is likely soon after this that John Whitmer also begins
transcribing loose copies of Joseph Smith’s revelations into a bound book
known as Revelation Book 1.81 Further instruction regarding the office of Church
Historian will be set forth in D&C 69, 85.
Circulation: D&C 47 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.82
Tuesday, 8 March 1831
JST at Genesis 24:42 / Matthew 1:1, John Whitmer Begins OT2.
From its beginning in June 1830 until March 8, 1831, Joseph Smith’s translation
of the Bible has focused on Genesis in the Old Testament. Since moving to Ohio
about the first of February, work has progressed from Genesis 5:25 / Moses 8:1
(Noah) probably all the way to Genesis 24:42 (Isaac & Rebekah). This includes
the extensive revisions to Genesis 14 regarding Melchizedek and to
Genesis 17:11 stating that the age of accountability is 8 years. Sidney Rigdon
has been the scribe for all of the original manuscript OT1 of Genesis 5:22-24:42
since December when he met Joseph Smith in New York and Joseph’s previous
scribe John Whitmer left New York to briefly preside over the Church in Ohio.
On Tuesday, March 8, as directed the day before in D&C 45:60-61,
Joseph begins working on the New Testament at Matthew 1:1 on a new
manuscript NT1. Sidney continues as scribe. By April 7, a month later, they will
reach Matthew 9:2. (Work may continue on the Old Testament during March,
but it definitely reaches and stops at Genesis 24:42 by April 5.)
In D&C 47:1, received on March 8, John Whitmer is appointed to “assist
you, my servant Joseph, in transcribing all things which shall be given you, until
he is called to further duties.” Beginning soon afterward, and finishing by
April 5, John makes a copy OT2 of the original manuscript OT1 of the Joseph
Smith Translation of Genesis 1:1-24:42.
Joseph Smith does not return to translating the Old Testament until the
New Testament is completed in July 1832. Work on the Old Testament then
resumes on OT2, not OT1, and concludes in July 1833.83
Wednesday, 9 March 1831
Colesville Saints Sell Land in New York. Following the instruction in
D&C 38:32, 37 that the New York Saints sell their farms and move to Ohio,
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Aaron Culver sells 100 acres of land, Newel Knight sells 60 acres, and Freeborn
DeMill sells 36 acres, all on Wednesday, March 9. Joseph Knight Sr. has more
difficulty selling his farm, and about this time he advertises his farm for sale in
the newspaper. Freeborn DeMill sells another 25 acres in July after moving to
Ohio, probably through an agent. All four belong to the Colesville Branch.84
D&C 48
Thursday, 10 March 1831
Revelation regarding Settlement of New York Saints in Ohio. The New
York Saints were instructed in D&C 37:3; 38:32 to move to Ohio. But as “the
time drew near for the brethren from the state of New York to arrive at Kirtland,
Ohio ... there was no preparation made for the reception of the Saints from the
East. The Bishop [Edward Partridge] being anxious to know something
concerning the matter, therefore the Lord spake unto Joseph Smith Jr.”
“concerning the brethren in New York, how to manage their property, etc.”
“Upon inquiry how the brethren should act in regard to purchasing lands to settle
upon, and where they should finally make a permanent location, I [Joseph
Smith] received the following revelation [D&C 48], given at Kirtland” (or
possibly at Thompson) on Thursday, March 1085 –
Stating with regard to plans for the present that: (i) the Ohio Saints
should “for the present time” remain in their current homes – 1; (ii) the Ohio
Saints should share what land they have with the immigrating New York Saints
– 2; and (iii) when their land runs out, additional land should “for the present
time” be purchased in the Kirtland vicinity – 3.
Also stating with regard to plans for the future that: (iv) the Saints
should save all the money possible so that “in time” they can purchase land for
a city (Zion, the New Jerusalem referenced in D&C 42:9) – 4; (v) the location
for the city will be revealed after the New York Saints arrive in Ohio – 5;
(vi) a group of men will be appointed to purchase land for the city and to begin
laying its foundation – 6; and (vii) “then shall ye begin to be gathered”
according to each family’s circumstances and as appointed by the bishop and
other Church leaders (as directed in D&C 42:32) – 6.
D&C 48 clearly distinguishes between plans for immediate settlement
in Ohio and the eventual establishment of Zion. The concept that Zion will take
many years to establish will be repeated in other revelations including
D&C 52:43; 58:2-5, 44.
The reference to the “presidency and the bishop of the Church”
originally read “bishop and elders of the Church,” but this was changed for the
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second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants to conform with the Church’s
evolving administrative structure.86
Circulation: D&C 48 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.87
Saturday, 12 March 1831
Martin Harris Visits Kirtland, Ohio. On February 22 Joseph Smith wrote
to Martin Harris requesting that Martin select a location in Ohio on which to
settle the Palmyra Saints. In response, Martin arrives at Kirtland on Saturday,
March 12 and visits briefly before returning back home to New York.88
Friday, 1 April 1831
Martin Harris Sells Farm, Palmyra Saints Move to Ohio. On Friday,
April 1 Martin Harris sells 151 acres of his farm at Palmyra for $3,000 ($20 per
acre). The sale proceeds satisfy the $3,000 debt owed to Egbert Grandin for
printing the Book of Mormon. The deed is dated Thursday, April 7 and is
witnessed by Solomon Chamberlain, who lives at Lyons, the county seat of
Wayne County. (In order to provide public notice that one owns land in the
United States, the deed must be filed with the office of the county clerk, which
is located in the city that serves as the county seat).
The contract of sale allows Martin to remain on the farm until May 1,
and Martin also owns about another 70 acres of farmland. By mid May Martin
Harris leads the migration of Palmyra Saints to settle in Ohio.
Shortly before the sale, Martin’s wife Lucy Harris takes their two
youngest children (George, age 18, Elizabeth or Betsy, age 10) and moves onto
the 80 acre farm that Martin Harris previously deeded to her in 1825. They never
again live together, and Lucy Harris disappears from Church history. She dies
in 1836.89
late March-early April 1831
Parley Pratt Arrives at Kirtland, Ohio from Missouri. In late March or
early April Parley Pratt arrives at Kirtland, Ohio from Independence, Missouri
with a report on the mission to the Lamanites (D&C 28:8; 30:5-8; 32:2-3). He
has spent the last week or two recovering from the measles. Now, still weak, he
rides the last 40 miles from Strongsville to Kirtland on horseback in late March
or early April. “Hundreds of the Saints now crowded around to welcome me
[Parley Pratt] and to inquire after my brethren whom I had left in Missouri. ...
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“I also heard from my wife, from whom I had been absent about six
months. The news was that the whole Church in the state of New York,
including herself (for she had joined during my absence), was about to remove
to Ohio in the opening spring. I therefore was advised to proceed no farther
eastward, but to await their arrival.
“After visiting the Saints a few days, I commenced laboring with my
hands,” and with his brother Orson Pratt “preached some in Rome [in Ashtabula
County where Levi Hancock lives] and also in Thompson [also northeast of
Kirtland where Leman Copley was converted by probably early February].”90
Tuesday, 5 April 1831
JST Reaches Matthew 9:2. By April 5, after probably about a month of
work, John Whitmer completes OT2, a copy of the original manuscript OT1 of
the Joseph Smith Translation of the Old Testament, through Genesis 24:42.
Over three days, Monday-Thursday, April 4-7 John Whitmer also makes
a copy NT2 of the original New Testament manuscript NT1 through
Matthew 9:2, indicating that Joseph Smith & Sidney Rigdon have translated at
least that far. “During the month of April, I [Joseph Smith] continued to translate
the Scriptures as time would allow.” He will reach Matthew 26:71 before
departing for Missouri in mid June.91
Friday, 8 April 1831
Oliver Cowdery & co Preach to Indians and Settlers in Missouri. On
April 8 Ziba Peterson & Peter Whitmer Jr. go to preach to some Indians north
of Independence and within the state of Missouri where the federal
government’s Indian agents lack jurisdiction. During late April or early
May, Oliver Cowdery and Ziba Peterson preach 40 miles east of Independence
in Lafayette County. During the summer Ziba Peterson preaches as far away as
the town of Lone Jack in southeast Missouri.92
April 1831
Conversions at Amherst, Ohio. On February 22 Simeon Carter was
baptized at Kirtland and ordained to the office of elder. “He then returned to his
home [50 miles to the west near Amherst in Lorain County] and commenced to
preach and baptize. A church of about 60 members was soon organized.”93
Harvey Whitlock & Edson Fuller (baptized earlier in 1831) arrive during
the spring to preach. In probably March, Lyman Wight & Orson Pratt serve
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“a short mission of about one month ... west of Kirtland, preaching the gospel
wherever we were led by the Spirit of Truth,” including at Amherst. Samuel
Smith, who arrived in Ohio on about February 27, is also at Amherst for two
weeks in April when about 50 people are baptized, but by mid May he is at
Fairport for the arrival of his mother and the other Fayette Saints from New
York.94
Among those baptized at Amherst during the spring is Sylvester Smith.
He is ordained to the office of elder by June, and he will be a prominent Church
leader during the Ohio-Missouri Period of 1831-1839. Sylvester Smith is the one
prominent Smith in early Church history who is not related to Joseph Smith.95
Joel Johnson is also baptized at Amherst. He recently moved to Ohio
from Pomfret, Chautauqua County, New York in 1830, followed by his wife and
children in January 1831. He is baptized on June 1 by Sylvester Smith, and on
September 20 he will be ordained to the office of elder by Jared Carter (who will
move to Amherst in about June). Joel Johnson will later be the branch president
at Amherst until moving to Kirtland in May 1833. His younger brother is Ben
Johnson, his sister Delcena is married to Lyman Sherman, and his sister Julia
Ann will later marry Almon Babbitt (these Johnsons are no relation to Father
John & Elsa Johnson and their sons Luke and Lyman who live 65 miles east at
Hiram in Portage County, Ohio).96
Joel’s brother David Johnson, who is visiting from Pomfret, New York,
is also converted at Amherst. He is baptized in 1831 by Edson Fuller of Chardon
in Geauga County, Ohio, one of those most caught up in false spiritual
manifestations. In May 1832 David Johnson will ask “to be rebaptized, for he
felt dissatisfied with his former baptism, he having been baptized by Edson who,
while baptizing him, was under the influence of an evil spirit. It was a short time
[September 1, 1831] before Edson was cut off from the Church of Christ.”97
Other early Amherst converts include James Newberry, who is probably
baptized by Edson Fuller in March,98 and Royal Barney.99
Spring 1831
Alpheus Gifford & co of Rutland-Columbia, Pennsylvania Baptized.
“In the spring of 1831, hearing of the doctrines taught by Joseph Smith, he
[Alpheus Gifford] made diligent inquiry, and found they were scriptural, and
was baptized and ordained a priest. He brought home [to Tioga County in north
central Pennsylvania, west of Harmony] five Books of Mormon which he
distributed among his friends.
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“Soon after, he went to Kirtland, Ohio to see the Prophet Joseph Smith”
in company with his brother Levi Gifford, Enos Curtis, and Enos Curtis’s sonsin-law Elial Strong and Abraham Brown. All are baptized before returning home
(Enos Curtis by Lyman Wight, Elial Strong in June), and Alpheus Gifford is
ordained to the office of elder. Levi Gifford baptizes Eliazer Miller, probably in
Pennsylvania in December. These men form the nucleus of a noteworthy branch
of about 45 members at Rutland in Tioga County and at Columbia just to the
east in Bradford County.100
Saturday, 16 April 1831
Erie Canal Opens for 1831 Season in New York. During the winter,
ice makes it impossible to use either the Cayuga & Seneca Canal or the Erie
Canal. But the New York Saints begin their journey to Ohio as soon as they
“considered the spring sufficiently open for traveling on the water.”
On Saturday, April 16 the Erie Canal is officially opened for the warm
season at Buffalo, New York, the west end of the Erie Canal, and on Thursday,
April 21 at Albany, the east end of the Erie Canal.101
Tuesday, 19 April 1831
Colesville Saints Begin Moving to Ohio. On April 1, Joseph Knight Jr.
begins traveling on foot to coordinate with members of the Colesville Branch
regarding the details for their joint move from New York to Ohio.
Over several days beginning about Tuesday, April 19 the Colesville
Branch, including Jared Carter and his family, depart their homes in Broome and
Chenango Counties for a two day, 55 mile journey north to Ithaca, Tompkins
County, the designated meeting point for the Colesville Branch at the south end
of Cayuga Lake. Teamsters are hired for the trip to Ithaca, suggesting that
livestock and wagons are sold and left behind. The group consists of about 70
people in 15 families with three baggage wagons and eleven passenger wagons.
Hezekiah Peck’s daughter Elizabeth (or Betsy) Peck is engaged to
Cornelius Atherton, but Hezekiah forbids the marriage unless Cornelius will join
the Mormon Church and move to Ohio. His niece later recalls “That day was
made impression to me as I witnessed the sorrow of uncle Cornelius who was
at our house [in South Bainbridge] when the wagon train went by.” Anna Jones,
age 18, another relative of Hezekiah Peck, is engaged to Stephen Pratt, age 21.
Just before the Colesville Saints depart for Ohio, she runs away to be married
and does not move west with the Saints.
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Josiah Stowell also does not move to Ohio. The reasons are unknown,
but he is 61 years old and is a wealthy landowner. Years later, on December 19,
1843, at age 73, he dictates a letter to Joseph Smith expressing his desire to live
long enough to join the Saints at Nauvoo in the spring of 1844.102
Hyrum Smith’s family travels with the Colesville Branch, but Hyrum
himself travels separately to Ohio with his father Joseph Sr. as requested in
Joseph Smith’s letter of March 3. Hyrum & Joseph Sr. arrive at Kirtland ahead
of the three main bodies of New York Saints.103
Monday, 25 April 1831
Colesville Saints Delayed at Ithaca. After the Colesville Saints arrive at
Ithaca, Newel Knight is subpoenaed as a witness and required to return 55 miles
south to Colesville. “On arriving there it was very evident that this plan had been
adopted by our enemies to add a little more to the persecutions already heaped
upon us. The whole company declined traveling until I should return.”
Soon after Newel Knight leaves as required by the subpoena, his aunt
Electa Peck, age 49, falls and breaks her shoulder on Sunday, April 24. She
dreams that he returns and heals her and that she continues traveling with the
group. Upon relating this to the surgeon, he responds that “If you are able to
travel in many weeks it will be a miracle, and I will be a Mormon too.” Newel
Knight returns late that evening and gives her a blessing in which he rebukes her
pain and commands her to be made whole.
The next morning, Monday, April 25 the Colesville Saints depart by boat
from Ithaca at the south end of Cayuga Lake. Electa Peck gets up that morning,
dresses herself, and departs with the rest of the company. They arrive the
following day, Tuesday, at Cayuga in Cayuga County, 40 miles away at the
north end of the lake.
On Wednesday the Colesville Saints board another canalboat at Cayuga
and travel north on the Cayuga & Seneca Canal, which becomes the Seneca
River, and then west on the Erie Canal, arriving at Buffalo on Sunday, May 1.104
Saturday, 30 April 1831
Death of Joseph & Emma Smith’s Newborn Twins and Julia Murdock.
On April 30 Emma Smith gives birth at Kirtland, Ohio to her second and third
children, twins Thaddeus and Louisa, but they live for only three hours. Her first
child Alvin also died the day he was born in 1828. Emma has not yet recovered
her health from the difficult midwinter move from New York to Ohio.
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On the same or next day, Julia Clapp Murdock gives birth to twins, but
she dies about six hours later. Her widowed husband John Murdock, left with
five children, consents when Joseph Smith asks if he & Emma can adopt the
newborn twins. They come to live with Smiths when about nine days old.105
late April 1831
William Phelps Jailed to Prevent His Baptism. About the end of April
1831 William Phelps is “thrown into prison at Lyons, [Wayne County], New
York by a couple of Presbyterian traders for a small debt, for the purpose, as I
was informed, of ‘keeping me from joining the Mormons.’” He will print the
final issue of the Ontario Phoenix on May 11 and gather to Kirtland, Ohio by
mid June.106
Sunday, 1 May 1831
Colesville Saints Delayed at Buffalo by Ice. Upon arriving at Buffalo,
New York on Sunday, May 1 the Colesville Saints are unable to obtain passage
on a ship to Fairport, Ohio because wind from Lake Erie has filled the harbor
with ice.
During this delay Jared Carter is selected to lead a dozen of the
Colesville brethren overland to Dunkirk, New York. From Dunkirk they take
passage on a steamboat to Fairport, Ohio and then travel overland to Kirtland.
While on the lake their steamboat nearly sinks in the high windy waves.107
Tuesday, 3 May 1831
Fayette Saints Begin Moving to Ohio. For their move to Ohio, the
Fayette Saints gather at nearby Waterloo at the Joseph Smith Sr. home on the
Seneca River. On probably Tuesday, May 3 they take passage on two canalboats
north to the Erie Canal, then west to Buffalo. Lucy Mack Smith leads the first
boat with about 50 people (20 adults and 30 children) after Solomon Humphrey
declines to do so (he has recently arrived from Stockholm in northeast New
York). Thomas Marsh leads the second boat with about 30 people. The only
members of the Joseph Smith Sr. family still in New York are Lucy Mack and
the two youngest boys, William, age 20, and Don Carlos, age 15, who all travel
west with the Fayette Saints. (Joseph Sr. and Hyrum travel overland and arrive
in Ohio about a week ahead of the Fayette Saints).
Before the company casts off, Esquire (possibly Jacob or Orrin)
Chamberlain asks Lucy Mack Smith whether she has sufficient funds. Lucy
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replies that she does, but that others may need assistance, so he gives her $17 to
help other members of the company. That evening Lucy Mack Smith finds that
many in the company have little or no food, and she ends up feeding much of her
company of 50 for the trip.
En route to Buffalo there is a break in the Erie Canal on the Irondequoit
section where they are traveling (a common occurrence at the time). The break
causes a travel delay, which in turn leads to discontent and murmuring among
the company. Lucy Mack Smith suggests patience, stating her faith that “I have
no doubt but the hand of the Lord is over us,” and suggesting that it would be
more comfortable to be stuck where they are along the canal than in the port of
Buffalo if the harbor is not yet clear of ice. A passing local resident inquires as
to their denomination and asks whether there are any preachers on board. The
next day the company holds a public meeting on a green by the canal. This
generates sufficient interest that they are requested to hold another meeting on
yet the next day; but by then the canal is repaired and they instead continue their
journey. The Fayette Saints arrive at Buffalo on the fifth day of their journey,
probably Saturday, May 7.108
Saturday-Monday, 7-9 May 1831
Fayette Saints Delayed at Buffalo until Ice Temporarily Parts. The
Fayette Saints, upon arriving at Buffalo on probably Saturday, May 7, must find
a boat and/or lodging. The Colesville Saints have already been stuck in Buffalo
for a week since the previous Sunday waiting for the ice in the harbor to clear.
The Colesville Saints advise Lucy Mack Smith that “you [must not] mention a
word about your religion, for if you do you will never be able to get a house, or
a boat either.” Thomas Marsh likewise warns that “if our company persisted in
singing and praying, as we had hitherto done, we should be mobbed before the
next morning.” But she ignores this advice. Fayette Saints Solomon Humphrey
and Hiram Page find a captain who used to work for Lucy Mack Smith’s brother
General Stephen Mack, and though his steamboat is already filled with the usual
capacity of passengers and cargo, he agrees to give them passage on the ship’s
exposed deck.
The next day the Fayette Saints load their goods onto the ship’s deck. It
then begins to rain, and many of the children are sick, so a room is eventually
located in which the women and children spend the night.
The day after, probably Monday, May 9, the captain requires everyone
to stay on board so they can depart at a moment’s notice. Lucy Mack Smith tells
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the Fayette Saints “‘Now brethren and sisters, if you will all of you raise your
desires to heaven, that the ice may be broken up and we be set at liberty, as sure
as the Lord lives it will be done.’ At that instant a noise was heard like bursting
thunder. ... The ice parted, leaving barely a passage for the boat and so narrow
that, as the boat passed through, the buckets of the waterwheel were torn off
with a crash ... We had barely passed through the avenue when the ice closed
together again, and the Colesville brethren were left in Buffalo, unable to follow
us.” The Fayette Saints have only had to spend two days at Buffalo.109
Saturday, 7 May 1831
Letter from Oliver Cowdery to Joseph Smith. On Sunday, May 7 Oliver
Cowdery writes another letter from Independence, Missouri stating “In the letter
we received from you we were informed us that the opposition was great against
you. Now, our beloved brethren, we verily believe that we can also rejoice that
we are counted worthy to suffer shame for his name; for almost the whole
country [around Independence] ... with all the devils from the infernal pit, are
united and foaming out their own shame.”
He also writes of the existence of the Navajo Indians west of Santa Fe
in the Mexican state of Nuevo (New) Mexico “because I feel under obligation
to communicate to you ... every information respecting the Lamanites.”110
April - May 1831
Elsa Johnson’s Arm Healed, Johnsons and Booths Baptized. “In the
winter of 1831 Ezra Booth, a Methodist minister, procured a copy of the Book
of Mormon and brought it to my father [John Johnson]’s house. They sat up all
night reading it and were very much exercised over it. As soon as they heard that
Joseph Smith had arrived in Kirtland, ...” “Ezra Booth of Mantua [6 miles
southwest of Hiram in Portage County], a Methodist preacher of much more
than ordinary culture and with strong natural abilities, in company with his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, and some other citizens of this place [Hiram], visited
Smith at his home in Kirtland.”
“My mother [Elsa Johnson] had been laboring under an attack of chronic
rheumatism in the shoulder, so that she could not raise her hand to her head for
about two years.” “She persuaded her husband ... to take her to Kirtland to get
her arm healed. ... Joseph asked her if she believed the Lord was able to make
him an instrument in healing her arm. She said she believed the Lord was able
to heal her arm. Joseph put her off till the next morning, when he met her at
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Brother [Newel] Whitney’s house. There were eight persons present, one a
Methodist preacher [Ezra Booth], and one a doctor. Joseph took her by the hand,
prayed in silence a moment, pronounced her arm whole in the name of Jesus
Christ, and turned and left the room. The preacher asked her if her arm was
whole, and she straightened it out and replied ‘It is as good as the other.’ The
question was then asked if it would remain whole. Joseph, hearing this,
answered and said ‘It is as good as the other and as liable to accident as the
other.’”
Another account relates that “during the interview, the conversation
turned on the subject of supernatural gifts such as were conferred in the days of
the apostles. Someone said ‘Here is Mrs. Johnson with a lame arm. Has God
given any power to men now on the earth to cure her?’ A few moments later,
when the conversation had turned in another direction, Smith rose, and walking
across the room, taking Mrs. Johnson by the hand, said in the most solemn and
impressive manner ‘Woman, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I command
thee to be whole’ and immediately left the room. The company were awestricken at the infinite presumption of the man and the calm assurance with
which he spoke. ... Mrs. Johnson at once lifted it [her ‘rheumatic arm’] up with
ease, and on her return home the next day she was able to do her washing
without difficulty or pain.”
Booths and Johnsons are baptized before returning home. (John & Elsa’s
son Lyman Johnson was previously baptized in February). “[Ezra] Booth knew
this to be an instantaneous cure, and soon after witnessing this miracle he was
baptized and ordained an elder. He having formerly been a Methodist minister,
commenced preaching the gospel without purse or scrip.”111
This miracle is widely publicized in the Ohio Western Reserve, and even
the Church’s opponents concede that Elsa Johnson’s arm was healed. One
antagonistic historian relates that “The sudden mental and moral shock – I know
not how better to explain the well-attested fact – electrified the rheumatic arm.
Mrs. Johnson at once lifted it up with ease, and on her return home the next day
she was able to do her washing without difficulty or pain.” But Ezra Booth will
maintain, following his apostasy six months later, that Church members always
fail in repeated attempts to heal the sick, thus casting into public doubt whether
healings actually occur in the Church.112
Shaker Community at North Union, Ohio. Besides the Campbellites, the
other denomination in Ohio’s Western Reserve with teachings most similar to
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the Mormons is the United Society of Believers in Christ’s Second Coming.
They call themselves Believers but are more commonly known as Shaking
Quakers or Shakers.113 The Church has little success, however, in preaching to
the Shakers, and they are important to Church history only during 1831-1832 in
the persons of Leman Copley and Jesse Gause and in prompting D&C 49.
The first Shakers in America where a small group of eight who arrived
from England in 1774 and settled northeast of Albany, New York. Their leader
was Ann Lee, a woman in whom they believed the spirit of Christ dwelt.
Following her death, Shaker converts began gathering into organized religious
communities. By 1830 about 6,000 Shakers live in 18 communities.114 One of
these Shaker communities is located at North Union (now Shaker Heights in
Cleveland) in Cuyahoga County, 15 miles southwest of Kirtland.115
Some Mormon beliefs rejected by the Campbellites are accepted by the
Shakers.116 Both Mormons and Shakers believe in continuing revelation,
miracles, and gifts of the spirit.117 Both gather into religious communities and
consecrate their property (though Shakers have all goods in common like the
Morley Common Stock Family).118 Both believe that they have initiated the
kingdom of God that will culminate in the coming Millennium, and this belief
lends urgency to the work of both groups, though neither group predicts a
specific date for the Second Coming.119
But Shakers also hold some beliefs that will be specifically identified in
D&C 49 as false. Shakers believe that one must give up all carnal desires,
including a belief in celibacy as the higher way. Shakers who consecrate their
property and move into an organized community live in large open dormitories
where men and women eat and sleep in two separate groups rather than living
as family units. Any children born before joining the community are raised by
assignment within the community, not by their natural parents.120
Shakers also believe that God is an unembodied spirit. They believe that
God’s spirit entered into Jesus on the occasion of his baptism, that he only
became the Christ at that moment, and that Christ’s Second Coming occurs as
this Christ spirit entered first into their leader Ann Lee and then into others.121
Shakers believe in a resurrection of the spirit only and not of the body. And they
believe that outward ordinances such as baptism and the sacrament were limited
to the ancient apostolic church and are no longer necessary.122
Other Shaker beliefs include a strong belief in pacifism and a prohibition
against eating pork, and many Shakers eat no meat at all.123
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D&C 49
Saturday, 7 May 1831
Revelation Correcting Shaker Doctrines. Leman Copley will be a
very important figure in Church affairs, but only for a few months until June.
Since 1820 he had been a Shaker affiliated with the North Union community.
But he had not moved into that community and so still lives with his family on
his 759 acre farm at Thompson in Geauga County, 16 miles northeast of
Kirtland. He was baptized into the Mormon Church probably by early
February.124
“At about this time came Leman Copley, one of the sect called Shaking
Quakers, and embraced the fullness of the everlasting gospel, apparently honesthearted, but still retained ideas that the Shakers were right in some particulars
of their faith.” “He was anxious that some of the elders should go to his former
brethren and preach the gospel ... also ... to be ordained to preach himself, and
desired that the Lord should direct in this.” So “in order to have more perfect
understanding on the subject, I [Joseph Smith] inquired of the Lord and received
the following revelation [D&C 49]” at Kirtland, Ohio on probably Saturday,
May 7 directed to Sidney Rigdon, Parley Pratt and Leman Copley125 –
Stating that: (i) Sidney Rigdon, Parley Pratt and Leman Copley are to
preach to the Shaker community at North Union – 1-4; and (ii) Leman Copley
is to teach as the Saints teach, not as the Shakers teach – 4.
Also stating with regard to four incorrect Shaker doctrines that: (iii) they
are to teach as did Peter (in Acts 2:37-40; 3:16-19) the gospel of faith,
repentance, and the ordinances of baptism and laying on hands for the gift of the
Holy Ghost – 11-14; (iv) marriage is necessary to fulfill the measure of mankind
and should not be forbidden – 15-17; (v) animals should not be killed wastefully,
but they are appropriate for food and clothing – 18-21; and (vi) Christ has not
and will not come in the form of a woman, nor shall he come until three
as-yet-unfulfilled signs are fulfilled – 22-25; but (vii) recognizing the Shakers’
efforts to avoid sin by living in economic equality – 20.
Parley Pratt previously preached without success in September 1830 to
relatives at the headquarters Shaker community at New Lebanon while visiting
his family at nearby Canaan, Columbia County in eastern New York, and again
in November 1830 to the North Union community while traveling to Missouri.126
Circulation: D&C 49 is first published in the November 1832 issue of
the Evening & Morning Star and is included in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.127
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Saturday-Sunday, 7-8 May 1831
Sidney Rigdon, Parley Pratt & Leman Copley Preach to Shakers. As
appointed in D&C 49:3-4, Sidney Rigdon & Leman Copley arrive at the Shaker
community at North Union on a Saturday evening, probably May 7, and spend
the evening discussing religion with its presiding elder, Ashbel Kitchel.
On Sunday morning, probably May 8, Ashbel Kitchel asks “for neither
[group] to force their doctrine on the other at this time, but let the time be spent
in feeling of the spirit, as it was Rigdon’s first visit ... [and] he [Rigdon] said he
would subject himself to the order of the place.” Parley Pratt then arrives and
tells Sidney Rigdon & Leman Copley “to pay no attention to me [Ashbel
Kitchel], for they had come with the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the
people must hear it, etc.”
After sitting quietly through the Sunday service, Sidney Rigdon is given
permission to read D&C 49 to the congregation. When he asks for their reaction,
they say “they were fully satisfied with what they had and wished to have
nothing to do with ... them. ... On hearing this Rigdon professed to be satisfied
and put his paper by.
“But Parley Pratt arose and commenced shaking his coat tail. He said he
shook the dust from his garments as a testimony against us, that we had rejected
the word of the Lord Jesus. Before the words were out of his mouth, I [Ashbel
Kitchel] was to him and said ‘You filthy beast, dare you presume to come in
here and try to imitate a man of God by shaking your filthy [coat] tail.’ ... I then
turned to Leman [Copley], who had been crying while the message was reading,
and said to him ‘you hypocrite, you knew better.’ ... Sidney had been looking on
all this time without saying a word. As he had done all he did only by liberty
[with permission], nothing was said to him. ... Parley’s horse had not been put
away, as he came too late. He mounted and started for home without waiting for
anyone. Sidney [Rigdon] stayed for supper ... He was treated kindly and let go
after supper, but Leman [Copley] tarried all night and started for home in the
morning.”
Parley Pratt’s entire account of this visit recites only that “they utterly
refused to hear or obey the gospel.”128
Spring 1831
False Spirits Still Manifest in Ohio. “As I [Parley Pratt] went forth
among the different branches [during the spring], some very strange spiritual
operations were manifested, which were disgusting rather than edifying. Some
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persons would seem to swoon away, and make unseemly gestures, and be drawn
or disfigured in their countenances. Others would fall into ecstasies, and be
drawn into contortions, cramps, fits, etc. Others would seem to have visions and
revelations which were not edifying and which were not congenial to the
doctrine and spirit of the gospel. In short, a false and lying spirit seemed to be
creeping into the Church. All these things were new and strange to me, and had
originated in the Church during our absence [after departing Ohio for Missouri]
and previous to the arrival of President Joseph Smith from New York.”
John Whitmer likewise relates that still in late spring “some had visions
and could not tell what they saw. Some would fancy to themselves that they had
the sword of Laban and would wield it as expert as a light dragoon [soldier],
some would act like an Indian in the act of scalping, some would slide or scoot
on the floor with the rapidity of a serpent, which they termed sailing in the boat
to the Lamanites, preaching the gospel. And many other vain and foolish
maneuvers that are unseeming and unprofitable to mention. Thus the devil
blinded the eyes of some good and honest disciples.”129
D&C 50

Monday, 9 May 1831

Revelation Providing Tests to Identify False Spirits. “Those visionary
spirits spoken of before continued in the Church, and rose to such a height, that
the elders became so dissatisfied with them that they determined to have
something done about it. Accordingly they called upon the Prophet and united
in prayer and asked God to give them light upon the subject. They received a
revelation [D&C 50] through the Prophet, which was very gratifying, for it
condemned these visionary spirits and gave rules for judging of spirits in
general.”130
“Feeling our weakness and inexperience, and lest we should err in
judgment concerning these spiritual phenomena, myself [Parley Pratt], John
Murdock, and several other elders [including John Whitmer and John Corrill],
went to Joseph Smith and asked him to inquire of the Lord concerning these
spirits or manifestations. After we had joined in prayer in his translating room,
he dictated in our presence the following revelation [D&C 50]. Each sentence
was uttered slowly and very distinctly, and with a pause between each
sufficiently long for it to be recorded by an ordinary writer in long hand. This
was the manner in which all his written revelations were dictated and written.
There was never any hesitation, reviewing, or reading back in order to keep the
run of the subject.”131
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“These things [the excessive spiritual displays] grieved the servants of
the Lord, and some conversed together on this subject, and others came in, and
we were at Joseph Smith Jr. the Seer’s and made it a matter of consultation, for
many would not turn from their folly unless God would give a revelation.
Therefore the Lord spoke [in D&C 50] to Joseph” in “a revelation to the elders
of this Church [– 1] ... in consequence of their not being perfectly acquainted
with the different operations of the spirits which are abroad in the earth,”
received at Joseph Smith’s home on the Isaac Morley farm at Kirtland on
May 9132 –
Stating that: (i) this revelation is given because the elders have asked and
are agreed regarding this request – 1; and (ii) there are false spirits abroad in the
earth, and there are some hypocrites and deceivers in the Church, but the
hypocrites will be detected and the deceived will be reclaimed – 2-9.
Also providing a test by which false spirits can be identified, stating that:
(iii) the elders were ordained (per D&C 42:6, 14-17; 43:15-16) to preach by the
Comforter, which teaches truth, but they then received as coming from God
other spirits they could not understand – 13-16; (iv) preaching and receiving the
gospel are both to be by the Spirit of Truth, “and if it be by some other way it is
not of God” – 17-20; and (v) when the word is preached by the Spirit of Truth,
those who preach and those who receive both understand each other, are both
edified and rejoice together in light, “and that which doth not edify is not of God
[nor of the Spirit of Truth] and is darkness” – 21-24.
Also providing a second test by which false spirits can be detected and
dismissed, stating that: (vi) those ordained and sent forth of God, if purified and
cleansed from all sin, “shall ask whatsoever you will in the name of Jesus and
it shall be done; but know this, it shall be given you what you shall ask” – 25-30;
therefore (vii) if the elders behold a spirit they cannot understand and do not
receive, then it is now given them to ask of God, and if they still do not receive
of that spirit then it is not of God and is to be proclaimed against – 31-33.
Also stating by way of promise as the Church takes steps to remove false
spirits that: (viii) Joseph Wakefield & Parley Pratt, and also John Corrill and
others, are to strengthen the churches – 37-39; and (ix) “Behold ye are little
children and ye cannot bear all things now, ye must grow ... Fear not, little
children, for ye are mine ... and the day cometh that you shall hear my voice and
see me” – 40-46L.
The problem of identifying false spirits has existed in the Ohio Church
since December 1830. D&C 50 finally establishes the theory in great plainness.
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D&C 50 denounces spiritual displays in which people may be exhilarated but
are not edified or taught. Significantly, D&C 50 does not refer to the Holy Ghost
as merely a true spirit, but as the Spirit of Truth. The elders will soon acquire
practical experience in recognizing false spirits at the Fourth Quarterly General
Conference on June 3. By October the Church will be cleansed of false spirits
as the elders who remain in Ohio over the summer apply these lessons.
George A. Smith later states that “There was no point upon which the
Prophet Joseph dwelt more than the discerning of spirits.”133 Discerning spirits
is also addressed in D&C 46:27; 52:14-19. Learning and knowledge will be
further developed in many sections including D&C 35:20; 55:4; 88:117-41L;
90:12-16; 93:18-40; 98:12; 109:14; 130:18-19; 131:6.
Circulation: D&C 50 is first published together with D&C 46 on the
front page of the third, August 1832 issue of the Evening & Morning Star and
is included in the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments. There are
many manuscript copies of D&C 50, and its content is probably soon widely
known to at least the Church leadership since it is received at the request of
several of them, resolves an issue of major concern, and is implemented as
Parley Pratt, Joseph Wakefield, John Corrill, Jared Carter and others visit the
various Church branches.134
May 1831
Parley Pratt & Joseph Wakefield Rebuke False Spirits in Ohio. Between
the receipt of D&C 50:37 on May 9 and Joseph Wakefield’s departure on June 7
on his D&C 52:35-36 mission to eastern New York, he and Parley Pratt “visited
the several branches of the Church, rebuking the wrong spirits which had crept
in among them, setting in order things that were wanting, ordaining elders and
other officers, baptizing such as believed and repented of their sins,
administering the gift of the Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands in the name
of Jesus Christ, laying hands on little children and blessing them, praying for the
sick and comforting the afflicted, etc. ... Thus my [Parley Pratt’s] time passed
sweetly and swiftly away for some weeks.”135
Tuesday, 10 May 1831
Baptism of Luke Johnson in Ohio. In Ohio, Luke Johnson “was baptized
by Joseph Smith, May 10, 1831. Soon thereafter I was ordained a priest by
Christian Whitmer and performed a mission to the southern part of Ohio in
company with Robert Rathburn, where we baptized several and organized a
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branch at Chippewa” in Medina County. Luke is the brother of Lyman Johnson
and the son of John & Elsa Johnson.136
Wednesday, 11 May 1831
Fayette Saints Arrive in Ohio. On about Wednesday, May 11 (or perhaps
a day or two later) the Fayette Saints land at Fairport, Geauga County (now Lake
County), Ohio, 13 miles north of Kirtland, after a “long and tedious passage,
facing many storms, cold winds and rains.” Historian Max Parkin notes that
“Travel on the lake [Lake Erie] was also a very hazardous trip on which few
during the early decades of the century dared to risk their family or property.
Lake Erie proved to be very temperamental, and the casualties were high among
those who did use it.” Joseph Smith and Samuel Smith greet the Fayette Saints,
and teams are soon provided to move their goods to Kirtland. The entire
company eats dinner that evening at the home of Edward Partridge at
Painesville, 3 miles from the landing at Fairport.
In 1832 the Ohio & Erie Canal will link Lake Erie at Cleveland to the
Ohio River. But until then the principal port in the Kirtland area is at Fairport.
With its high bluffs, Fairport is the last good anchorage point on Lake Erie
before reaching Cleveland, another 30 miles further west.137
Saturday, 14 May 1831
Colesville Saints Arrive in Ohio and Settle at Thompson. On
Wednesday, May 11 the Colesville Saints finally depart Buffalo harbor, a day
or two behind the Fayette Saints and ten days after arriving at Buffalo. “When
we set sail on the lake [Erie] the winds continued boisterous, and the vessel was
tossed about in such a manner that nearly all the company were seasick, which
made it a rather disagreeable voyage. We arrived safely, however, at our
destination [Fairport]” on Saturday, May 14.138
The Colesville Branch is assigned to settle 15 miles east of Painesville
on the Leman Copley farm at Thompson. The Colesville Branch includes
Knights, Pecks and Slades, plus Jared Carter, plus Orson Pratt who in December
1830 was briefly at Colesville and in 1828 had lived near Thompson. “On our
arrival [in Ohio], it was advised that the Colesville branch remain together and
go to a neighboring town called Thompson, as a man by the name of Copley had
a considerable tract of land there which he offered to let the Saints occupy.
Consequently, a contract was agreed upon, and we commenced work ...”139
“We ... commenced preparing houses on a brother’s land [Leman Copley] who
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has a thousand acres [actually 759 acres] ... we planted and sowed a great
deal.”140 “We all went to work and made fence and planted and sowed the fields.
About this time we were called upon to consecrate our properties.” 1 41 The
Colesville Saints at Thompson are the first to formally implement the Law of
Consecration.142
The Colesville Branch will remain together as it moves from New York
to Thompson, Ohio in May 1831, to Jackson County, Missouri in July 1831, and
then to Clay County, Missouri in 1833. It is finally absorbed into other units
with the move to Far West in 1836.143
Sunday, 15 May 1831
Revelation regarding the Frederick Williams Farm. After the Fayette
Saints’ arrival at Kirtland on about May 11, “we [the Joseph Smith Sr. family]
remained two weeks at Mr. Morley’s, then removed our family to [the Frederick
Williams farm]. On this farm my family were all established with this
arrangement, that we were to cultivate the farm, and from the fruits of our labor
we were to receive our support; but all over and above this was to be used for
the comfort of strangers or brethren who were traveling through the place.”144
“He [Frederick Williams] gave the use of his farm to the Prophet [or to
his father Joseph Smith Sr.] for two years and furnished farm tools such as plow,
harrow, chains, sled, wagon, one or two yoke of oxen and yokes, a frame house
of two rooms with an unfinished upstairs, (where the Prophet and his wife
Emma slept), and a large two room log house in which the Prophet’s father and
mother lived with their family. A fine apple orchard also went with this house.
Frederick [Williams] moved his family some one and a half miles away on a
13 acre plot that had been assigned to him.”145 (Frederick Williams is himself
still in Missouri with Oliver Cowdery & co).
Ezra Thayre has also moved from New York to Ohio, probably separate
from the main groups of New York Saints, stopping along the way to preach and
to baptize several people.146 It appears that a portion of the original $2,000
purchase price for the Frederick Williams farm remains to be paid and that, upon
arriving in Ohio, Ezra Thayre pays part of that remaining balance (perhaps an
annual payment of $400) in return for an interest in the farm. It further appears
that difficulties regarding management of the farm have arisen between at least
Ezra Thayre and Joseph Smith Sr., and that Ezra Thayre is seeking to partition
the farm (split it into pieces) in order to obtain a legally recognizable title that
will preserve his interest.147
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On Sunday, May 15 Joseph Smith receives a revelation at Kirtland, Ohio
directed to Joseph Smith Sr. and Ezra Thayre regarding the Frederick Williams
farm
Stating, in part: “It must needs be that ye let the bargain stand that ye
have made concerning those farms until it be so fulfilled. ... it must needs be that
ye pay no more money for the present time until the contract be fulfilled. And
let mine aged servant Joseph [Smith Sr.] and his family go into the house after
their adversary is gone, and let my servant Ezra [Thayre] board with him, and
let all the brethren immediately assemble together to put up an house for my
servant Ezra [Thayre], and let my servant Frederick’s [Williams] family remain,
and let the house be prepared and their wants be supplied. ... Let that which
belongeth unto my servant Frederick [Williams] be secured unto him by deed
or bond, and thus he willeth that the brethren reap the good thereof. Let my
servant Ezra [Thayre] humble himself, and at the conference meeting he shall
be ordained unto power from on high, and he shall go from thence if he be
obedient unto my commandments and proclaim my gospel unto the western
regions [as subsequently appointed in D&C 52:22].” (See Appendix 4 for the
complete text of this uncanonized revelation).148
D&C 51

Friday, 20 May 1831

Duty of the Bishop to Divide Inheritances. “The Saints from the state
of New York began to come on, and it seemed necessary to settle them. At the
solicitation of Bishop [Edward] Partridge, I [Joseph Smith] inquired and
received the following revelation [D&C 51]” on Friday, May 20 while visiting
at Thompson, Ohio149 where the Colesville Branch is settling, directed to Bishop
Edward Partridge –
Stating that: (i) the bishop and those he appoints are to apportion
inheritances according to the circumstances, needs and wants of each family – 3;
(ii) all are to “deal honestly, and be alike among this people, and receive alike,
that ye may be one”– 9; (iii) inheritances are to be secured to individual
stewards by deeds that are valid under the law of the land – 4, 6; (iv) those
excommunicated shall retain their apportioned inheritances but shall not receive
back any additional consecrated gift – 5; (v) the bishop is to be financially
supported in his labors as bishop – 14; (vi) the bishop is to establish a storehouse
to receive excess property – 13; (vii) congregations are to keep track of their
accounts between each other – 7-8, 10-12; (viii) the Saints are to have this land
in Ohio “for a little season until I, the Lord, shall provide for them otherwise and
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command them to go hence,” but in the meanwhile the Saints are to “act upon
this land as for years” (following up on D&C 48) – 16-17.
“Elder [Orson] Pratt said he was present when this revelation [D&C 51]
was given. No great noise or physical manifestation was made; Joseph was as
calm as the morning sun. But he noticed a change in his countenance that he had
never noticed before, when a revelation was given to him. Joseph’s face was
exceedingly white and seemed to shine.”150
Two significant changes are made to D&C 51 at some point during
1834-1835 before its initial publication in 1835. Current verse 5 is added to
clarify that stewardships are to be received by deed, thus giving stewards full
legal ownership of their stewardships, including the right to sell or to leave their
stewardships to their heirs, even if excommunicated. And a verse is deleted
between current verses 2 and 3 that may have contributed to Bishop Edward
Partridge’s confusion about proper implementation. That verse stated in part “...
let my servant Edward ... go and obtain a deed or article of this land unto himself
of him who holdeth it, if he harden not his heart ...”151 (See Appendix 5).
Circulation: Revelation Book 1, from which the original 1833 edition of
the Book of Commandments is printed, contains the notation by John Whitmer
“not printed” next to D&C 51. It is therefore not included in the original 1833
edition, and it is first published in the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine &
Covenants.152
Implementing the Law of Consecration during 1831-1833. The Law of
Consecration and Stewardship is implemented among the Colesville Saints at
Thompson per D&C 51; 42:30-32.153 There are no records of the precise manner
in which it is implemented at Thompson. But there is substantial information
about its implementation soon afterward at Jackson County, Missouri during
1831-1833.
Under the Law of Consecration and Stewardship, members deed all of
their property to the bishop (D&C 42:33-36; 51:13). During 1831-1833,
members in Missouri then receive back the portion needed for their own support
in the form of a “lease” or “loan” until either the death of the parents and
adulthood of the children, or the parents’ excommunication for transgressing the
laws of the Church. Upon the first to occur of these two conditions, the lease
ends, the property reverts back to the bishop, and the bishop is free to make
another disposition of the property.154
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But this implementation by Bishop Edward Partridge during 1831-1833
is not correct. In letters that Joseph Smith will write to Missouri dated
November 27, 1832 to William Phelps (portions later become D&C 85) and
May 2, 1833 to Edward Partridge, the Prophet will explain that members should
not receive inheritances by lease or loan, but by a deed recognizing that they
fully own their stewardships.155 As Apostle J. Reuben Clark Jr. later explains:
“The brethren in Missouri got away ... from the principles set out in the
revelations. ... The fundamental principle of this system was the private
ownership of property. Each man owned his ‘portion’ or ‘inheritance’ or
‘stewardship’ with an absolute title, which he could alienate [sell], hypothecate
[mortgage or borrow against], or otherwise treat as his own. The Church did not
own all of the property, and the life under [this law] was not a communal life,
as the Prophet Joseph himself said (HC 3:28 [‘Do the Mormons believe in
having all things in common? No.’]).”156
The lease-loan arrangement will also be invalidated in court. “One Bates
from New London, Ohio, who subscribed fifty dollars for the purpose of
purchasing lands and the necessaries for the Saints, after his arrival here [in
Missouri] sued Edward Partridge and obtained a judgment for the same. Bates
shortly after denied the faith” and leaves Missouri. In July 1833 the Evening &
Morning Star reports, immediately preceding its account of the verdict in the
Bates lawsuit, that “Members of the Church have, or will have, ‘deeds’ in their
own name.”157
late May 1831
Palmyra Saints Travel from New York to Ohio. The Friday, May 27
issue of the Wayne Sentinel reports that “Several families, numbering about fifty
souls, took up their line of march from this town [Palmyra] last week for the
‘promised land,’ among whom is Martin Harris, one of the original believers in
the Book of Mormon. Mr. Harris was among the early settlers of this town, and
has ever borne the character of an honorable and upright man, and an obliging
and benevolent neighbor. He had secured to himself by honest industry a
respectable fortune, and he has left a large circle of acquaintances and friends
to pity his delusion.”
The Palmyra Saints arrive at Kirtland prior to the Fourth General
Conference held at Kirtland beginning on Friday, June 3.158
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Spring 1831
New York Saints Finish Migrating and Settle in Ohio. About 200 Saints
migrate from New York to Ohio during the spring of 1831 as instructed in
D&C 37:3; 38:32. Those traveling in the three main groups number about 70
from Colesville, 80 from Fayette, and 50 from Palmyra, in addition to others
who previously traveled on their own over the winter.159 “The churches of the
state of New York had moved to Ohio, with their wives and their children and
all their substance. Some purchased farms, others rented, and thus they situated
themselves as convenient as they could.”160
The Saints own six significant land holdings in the Kirtland area:
(1) Frederick Williams 144 acres at Kirtland161
(2) Isaac Morley
103 acres at Kirtland162
(3) Newel Whitney
50 acres in Geauga County163
(4) Leman Copley
759 acres 16 miles northeast at Thompson164
(5) John Johnson
304 acres 30 miles southeast at Hiram 165
(6) Philo Dibble
1,200+ wild acres in various nearby counties.166
The Colesville Saints settle on the Leman Copley farm at Thompson.167 The
Fayette Saints settle on the Isaac Morley and Frederick Williams farms at
Kirtland.168 Some of the Palmyra Saints also settle on the Frederick Williams
farm, while others apparently make their own arrangements per Martin Harris’s
visit to Kirtland in March.169
Historian Richard Bushman notes that this “was the end of the large
migrations [from New York]. By June 1831 the bulk of the first year’s converts
had left New York. Missionaries criss-crossed back through the state in
subsequent years, teaching their kinsmen and preaching publicly when they
could obtain a platform. Brigham Young and Heber Kimball would be baptized
in New York in 1832. But New York would never again be Mormon
headquarters. The Hill Cumorah, the place of the First Vision, the Smith
farmhouse, the Peter Whitmer farm – all were left behind, their importance for
the founding of the church sacrificed for the moment to the demands of
expanding it. The truly sacred places lay to the west, at the sites for the city of
Zion and the temple. The Mormons left New York to escape their enemies, but
still more in search of the designated places where under the inspiration of God
they could build Zion and plant their families in a promised land.”170
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Friday, 3 June 1831
Fourth Quarterly General Conference at Kirtland, Office of High
Priest, False Spirits Identified and Rebuked. The Fourth Quarterly General
Conference is held at a schoolhouse (18 feet by 20 feet in size) near the Isaac
Morley farm at Kirtland on Friday-Sunday, June 3-5 (44 elders, 9 priests, and
10 teachers attend). “The elders from the various parts of the country where they
were laboring came in,” “all the elders, far and near, who could be got together,”
“about all the elders that then belonged to the Church,” “and also many
members.” This is the conference appointed in D&C 44:1 and is the first general
conference not held at Fayette, New York. John Whitmer is clerk.
“Conference was opened by prayer and exhortation by Joseph Smith Jr.
... The Spirit of the Lord fell upon Joseph in an unusual manner,” “and the spirit
of power and of testimony rested down upon the elders in a marvelous manner.”
Joseph Smith prophesies that the Apostle John is at that time among the Ten
Tribes preparing them for their return, and “he prophesied many more things
that I [John Whitmer] have not written.” Joseph Smith and Lyman Wight see the
heavens open and Jesus Christ sitting on the right hand of God.171
Joseph Smith ordains five men as high priests: Lyman Wight, John
Murdock, Reynolds Cahoon, Harvey Whitlock, Hyrum Smith (and perhaps also
Parley Pratt). Lyman Wight and Harvey Whitlock address the congregation, and
Lyman Wight ordains eighteen others as high priests, including Joseph Smith.
Those ordained as high priests are: Wheeler Baldwin, Ezra Booth, Reynolds
Cahoon, Simeon Carter, John Corrill, Solomon Hancock, Martin Harris, Thomas
Marsh, Isaac Morley, John Murdock, Bishop Edward Partridge, Parley Pratt,
Sidney Rigdon, Jacob Scott, Hyrum Smith, Joseph Smith, Joseph Smith Sr.,
Samuel Smith, Ezra Thayre, Joseph Wakefield, Harvey Whitlock, John
Whitmer, and Lyman Wight. Martin Harris was previously a priest, the others
constitute about half the elders present at the conference. Levi Hancock and
Zebedee Coltrin are not ordained as high priests, but Joseph Smith tells them
that “we had another calling as high as any man in the house” (in 1835 they will
both be among the first seven presidents of the Seventy).172
Isaac Morley & John Corrill are appointed as counselors to Bishop
Edward Partridge and are set apart by Lyman Wight. “Isaac Morley and myself
[John Corrill] were chosen counselors to the bishop to assist him in his business,
which was to receive consecrations of property and attend to the temporal
concerns of the Church.”173
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In addition to the offices of elder, priest, teacher, deacon (D&C 20) and
bishop (D&C 41), this conference introduces the office of high priest.
“Here also were some strange manifestations of false spirits, which were
immediately rebuked.” During the conference Harvey Whitlock is possessed
“and tried to speak. His eyes were in the shape of oval O’s. Hyrum Smith said,
‘Joseph, that is not of God.’ Joseph said, ‘Do not speak against it.’ ‘I will not
believe,’ said Hyrum, ‘unless you inquire of God and he owns it.’ Joseph bowed
his head, and in a short time got up and commanded Satan to leave Harvey
[Whitlock], laying hands upon his head at the same time. At that very instant an
old man [Leman Copley] said to weigh 214 pounds sitting in the window turned
a complete somersault in the house and came, his back across a bench, and lay
helpless. Joseph told Lyman [Wight] to cast Satan out. He did.” The devil also
enters into and is cast out of Harvey Green and John Murdock.174
“Joseph Smith Jr. [had] prophesied the day previous that the man of sin
should be revealed.” Following these events, “Joseph said this was a fulfillment
of the Scriptures [2 Thessalonians 2:3] where it says the man of sin should be
revealed.” And for those attending, apparently including Joseph Smith, this
experience functions as a practical lesson in distinguishing between good and
evil spirits following the theoretical lesson received a month earlier in D&C 50.
It also serves as a warning not to tamper with evil spirits. “I [Levi Hancock] was
so scared I would not stir without his liberty [Joseph Smith’s permission] for all
the world. I knew the things I had seen was not made [up]. ... I also heard
Harvey Green say that he could not describe the awful feeling he experienced
while in the hands of Satan.”175
This conference is also a partial fulfillment (as is the dedication of the
Kirtland Temple and associated spiritual manifestations in 1836) of the promise
made in D&C 38:32 that in Ohio the Saints would be endowed with power from
on high. “While the Lord poured out his spirit upon his servants, the devil took
occasion to make known his power ... he [Joseph the Seer] commanded the devil
in the name of Christ and he departed to our joy and comfort. Therefore a part
of the revelation given at Fayette, New York [D&C 38:32] was fulfilled.” “The
Lord displayed his power to the most perfect satisfaction of the Saints. ... It was
clearly evident that the Lord gave us power in proportion to the work to be
done.”176
The first day of the conference closes with exhortations by Sidney
Rigdon and Joseph Smith and a prayer by Sidney Rigdon.177
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Use of the Term “Elder.” From its inception the Church uses the term
elder to refer generally to all priesthood holders who hold that office or any
higher office. D&C 20:38 expressly states that “an apostle is an elder.” And
many of the revelations in the Doctrine & Covenants address groups of “elders”
that obviously include high priests. See D&C 52, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 67. The
minutes of many Church conferences likewise list both elders and high priests
who attend under the collective heading “elders present.”178
Understanding of Melchizedek Priesthood and Office of High Priest.
When John the Baptist restored the Aaronic Priesthood in 1829, he taught that
it does not include the authority to bestow the gift of the Holy Ghost (also see
Acts 8:14-17; 19:1-6). Yet prior to this conference the gift of the Holy Ghost is
being conferred in accordance with D&C 20:41-43 by many elders, including
several ordained as high priests at this conference, who must therefore have
already received at least some portion of the Melchizedek Priesthood authority
restored by Peter, James and John.179 So Joseph Smith’s statement that at this
conference “the authority of the Melchizedek Priesthood was manifested and
conferred for the first time upon several of the elders” probably means that
ordinations to Melchizedek Priesthood offices have for the first time included
an express conferral of the Melchizedek Priesthood itself.
As noted by historian Richard Bushman, “So far as can be told now,
before 1831 men were called to church offices – elders, priests, and teachers –
given authority, and licensed without reference to a bestowal of priesthood. ...
In this case experience may have outrun comprehension ... Although he [Joseph
Smith] understood such Church offices as teacher and elder, it took time to
comprehend that the powers of priesthood were included in the authority that
went with those offices.”180
Parley Pratt’s muddled terminology is typical when recalling that “This
[Fourth Quarterly General Conference] was the first occasion in which this
[Melchizedek] priesthood had been revealed and conferred upon the elders in
this dispensation, although the office of an elder is the same in a certain degree,
but not in the fullness. On this occasion I was ordained to this holy ordinance
and calling by President Smith.”181
This limited comprehension should be recognized in order to understand
both the text of D&C 81 regarding the First Presidency and the significance of
D&C 84, 107 in the developing understanding of priesthood ordinations. This
is just one of several examples of Joseph Smith learning “line upon line of
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knowledge, here a little and there a little,”182 and it illustrates the importance of
distinguishing between Joseph Smith’s teachings in general, especially his early
teachings, and the canonized revelations.
Monday, 6 June 1831
Apostasy of Heman Basset and Others Involved with False Spirits.
Apostasy was never much of an issue for the Church in New York. Until late
1830, most members belonged to just five extended families and so enjoyed a
social network to support them in their new faith. Then, once the Church began
to grow more quickly, the Saints were commanded to sell their property and
move to Ohio. Those weak in the faith were left behind almost before they had
a chance to apostatize and turn against the Church. But in Ohio the Church
grows very differently and thus has to begin dealing with the antagonism of
former members
Heman Basset was among the first to be baptized at Kirtland in
November 1830 at about age 16, and during the spring he was ordained to the
office of elder. He is one of those who joined the Morley Common Stock Family
in 1830, and is also one of the young people most prominently involved in the
excessive spiritual displays at Kirtland. Since arriving at Kirtland four months
earlier, Joseph Smith has sought to change the practices of both groups. By May
24 the Painesville Telegraph reports that Heman Basset “has recently abandoned
the [Mormon Church] and declares it all to be a miserable hoax.” Despite this
report he attends the Fourth Quarterly General Conference on June 3-5, during
which Joseph Smith warns him, “Heman Basset, you sit still, the Devil wants to
sift you.” The next day, June 6, the Lord states in D&C 52:37 that “In
consequence of transgression, let that which was bestowed upon Heman Basset
[his ordination as an elder] be taken from him and placed upon the head of
Symonds Ryder.” With this passage Heman Basset leaves Church history.183
Others also leave the Church about this time. “In a short time [following
Joseph Smith’s arrival in Ohio], a number of those who had been influenced by
those foul manifestations apostatized. Among the number was Wycom Clark.
He got a revelation that he was to be the prophet, that he was the true revelator.
And himself, Northrop Sweet, and four other individuals retired from the Church
and organized the Pure Church of Christ, as they called it, composed of six
members, and commenced having meetings and preaching, but [‘they had two
or three meetings’ and] that was the extent of that early schism.” And so
Northrop Sweet also leaves Church history about this time.184
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By October even apostate Ezra Booth will report that the excessive
spiritual displays “have vanished out of sight,” that “most of those who were the
principal actors have since apostatized, and the work [the excessive spiritual
displays] is unanimously discarded by the Church.”185
June 1831
Symonds Ryder Baptized following Preaching of Ezra Booth. Symonds
Ryder is the elder of the Campbellite congregation at Hiram, Portage County,
Ohio. He may be the best educated man in Hiram. Unlike most Campbellites,
he seeks for the Holy Spirit through the laying on of hands and for the signs and
gifts of the spirit promised to follow those who believe the gospel.
In May he preaches at a Campbellite service attended by his friend Ezra
Booth of nearby Mantua. “Ezra Booth became a [Mormon] convert and an elder,
May 1831. Coming to Hiram in the same month, he attended church [with the
Campbellites], and at the conclusion of [Symonds] Ryder’s sermon, [Ezra
Booth] sought and obtained permission to make an address, in which he stated
in the strong, clear language of impassioned enthusiasm the ground of his new
faith and the inspiring hopes which it gave him. A deep impression was made
upon the minds of many who heard him. [Symonds] Ryder was himself
staggered, and ‘lest haply he should be found even to fight against God’
[Acts 5:39], he sat in silence, neither approving nor disapproving. Determined,
however, to know the truth and follow it wherever it might lead, he made a
journey to Kirtland and heard for himself.
“On his return [to Hiram] he seemed for a short time to have rejected the
claims of Mormonism. But in the month of June he read in a newspaper an
account of the destruction of Beijing in China, and he remembered that six
weeks before a young Mormon girl had predicted the destruction of that city.
Shortly after this he openly professed his adhesion to the Mormon faith. But he
[Symonds Ryder] and Ezra Booth, who were most intimate friends, promised
that they would faithfully aid each other ...”186
As directed in D&C 52:37, Symonds Ryder is ordained to the office of
elder on probably Thursday, June 16. Historian James Kennedy writes that “His
surrender [Symonds Ryder’s conversion] caused an excitement almost equal to
that which followed the fall [or conversion] of Rigdon.”187
Word of the Beijing earthquake (it killed about 7,000 people a year
earlier on June 12, 1830) appears in a local Ohio newspaper by July 7.188
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8. Missions from Ohio to Zion
June 1831 - September 1831
D&C 52-64

This chapter covers the three
months during which Joseph Smith
makes his first trip from Ohio to
Missouri and back. D&C 52-64
provide guidance for the trip to
Missouri, establishment of Zion,
return trip to Ohio, and migration of
Church members to Missouri.
Missions to Zion. D&C 52
instructs Joseph Smith and a few
others to travel together to
Missouri. Once there, the location
of the city Zion will be revealed.
Others are soon added to the group
in D&C 53, 55.
D&C 52 also instructs a dozen
pairs of missionaries to travel to
Missouri two by two. By late June
nine pairs of elders are en route.
When Thomas Marsh and Selah
Griffin find themselves without
companions, D&C 56 appoints
them to travel together.
Leman Copley breaks his
covenant to let the Colesville
Branch settle on his farm at
Thompson, Ohio. D&C 54 instructs

the Colesville Branch to leave
for Missouri. When they delay,
D&C 56 instructs branch president
Newel Knight to leave with as many
as will go. Within two weeks they
are traveling to Missouri.
A second land dispute
involving the Frederick Williams
farm will not be resolved until fall.
The Land of Zion. In D&C 52
the Lord promised to reveal where
and how to settle Zion. Once in
Missouri, Joseph Smith asks where
Zion is to be established and when it
will flourish. Regarding where,
D&C 57a states that Zion is in
J a c k s o n C o unty, M is s o u r i.
Regarding when it will flourish,
D&C 58a cautions that those who
lay the foundation of Zion will be
crowned will blessings only after
much tribulation. Tem poral
arrangements for settling Zion are
set forth in D&C 57b, 58b. Spiritual
arrangements for establishing Zion,
including Sabbath Day observance
and fasting, are stated in D&C 59.
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The Return Trip to Ohio.
D&C 60 instructs the missionaries
who return to Ohio to travel through
St. Louis. From there Joseph Smith,
Oliver Cowdery and Sidney Rigdon
are to return quickly, while the
others are to return two by two,
preaching along the way.
There is contention as the
returning elders travel downstream
by canoe, followed by an accident
that is nearly serious. D&C 61
chastises the company and teaches
that the Saints are generally to
travel by land rather than by water.
The next day they cross paths
with four elders still on their way to
Missouri. D&C 62 instructs the
outbound elders to continue on to
Jackson County and to hold a
conference there before returning to
Ohio.
The Church in Ohio. During
this time most of the Church
remains in Ohio. Jared Carter and
others employ the methods outlined
in D&C 50 to identify false spirits,
and by October false spirits and
excessive spiritual displays are
largely gone from the Church.
But in D&C 61 the Lord
instructs Joseph Smith, Oliver
Cowdery and Sidney Rigdon to
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return quickly to Ohio where their
labors are most urgently needed.
Upon Simeon Carter’s return to
Ohio, he laments a falling away that
occurred while on his mission to
Missouri.
Migrating to Zion. D&C 63,
64 state the arrangements under
which Saints are to be sent from
Ohio to Zion. For the next five
years, they are to move to Zion only
as appointed by Church leaders, and
not in haste or confusion.
The Church now has two
centers of activity 800 miles apart,
one in Ohio and one in Missouri.
This will continue until 1838, only
a year before the Saints move to
Nauvoo, Illinois in 1839. Joseph
Smith is in Ohio with Sidney
Rigdon and most of the Saints, all
living under the same economic
rules as their neighbors. Bishop
Edward Partridge is the spiritual
and temporal leader of the Saints in
Missouri where the Law of
Consecration and Stewardship is
implemented.
As directed in D&C 63, Oliver
Cowdery & Newel Knight visit the
Church congregations in Ohio
collecting money to purchase land
in Missouri.
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D&C 52
Monday, 6 June 1831
Revelation Appointing Missions to Zion. Oliver Cowdery and the
other missionaries to the Lamanites have sent Parley Pratt from Missouri back
to Ohio in order to report on their mission. “About this time Joseph was
requested by Parley P. Pratt, and his company who were then in Missouri, to
send some elders to assist them. He [Joseph] inquired of the Lord,” and the day
following the Fourth Quarterly General Conference, on Monday evening,
“June 6, 1831, received a revelation what to do” “by an heavenly vision” at
Kirtland, Ohio1 addressed to “the elders whom he [the Lord] hath called and
chosen” – 1
Stating as an introduction to this revelation that: (i) the next (Fifth)
Quarterly General Conference is to be held in the land of inheritance in Missouri
– 2; and (ii) this revelation contains instructions regarding what the elders are
to do until that conference – 2.
Also appointing 30 elders to missions as follows: (iii) Joseph Smith &
Sidney Rigdon are to travel to Missouri in company with Edward Partridge and
Martin Harris as soon as preparations can be made – 3, 24; (iv) twelve pairs of
missionaries are to also travel to Missouri: 1-Lyman Wight & John Corrill,
2-John Murdock & Hyrum Smith via Detroit, 3-Thomas Marsh & Ezra Thayre,
4-Isaac Morley & Ezra Booth, 5-David Whitmer & Harvey Whitlock, 6-Parley
Pratt & Orson Pratt, 7-Solomon Hancock & Simeon Carter, 8-Edson Fuller &
Jacob Scott, 9-Levi Hancock & Zebedee Coltrin, 10-Reynolds Cahoon &
Samuel Smith, 11-Wheeler Baldwin & William Carter, 12-Newel Knight &
Selah Griffin – 7-8, 22-32; (v) Joseph Wakefield & Solomon Humphrey are to
go East (to northeast New York) to preach to their families – 35-36; and
(vi) these elders are to preach, baptize, and lay on hands by the water’s edge,
traveling by different routes and not building on each other’s foundations – 9-10,
33; (vii) “saying none other things than that which the prophets and apostles
have written, and that which is taught them by the Comforter through the prayer
of faith” – 9, 36.
Also stating with regard to the city of Zion that: (viii) if Joseph Smith &
Sidney Rigdon are faithful, it will be made known to them what they should do
and the location of the land of inheritance – 4-6; (ix) if the other appointed
elders are faithful, they will assemble and rejoice together in Missouri – 42; and
(x) the Lord will hasten the city of Zion in its time – 43.
Also stating as a pattern by which to discern spirits and avoid deception
that: (xi) those who pray with a contrite spirit, who speak with a contrite, meek,
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and edifying spirit, and who obey the Lord’s ordinances are of him, while those
who are overcome and do not bring forth fruit are not of him – 14-21.
Also stating by way of instruction to the elders remaining in Ohio that:
(xii) Jared Carter and George James are to be ordained to the office of priest (by
September Jared Carter will be ordained to the office of elder)2 – 38; (xiii) “that
which was bestowed upon” Heman Basset (his office as an elder)3 is to be taken
away and placed upon Symonds Ryder (this ends Heman Basset’s association
with the Church; he is one of the first to leave the Church in Ohio)4 – 37; and
(xiv) the elders who remain in Ohio are to watch over the churches, preach near
to home, work with their hands, and remember the sick, poor and needy – 39-40.
These mission assignments reflect the increasing number of lengthy,
formally appointed missions as the Church becomes more organized.
Despite the identification of Zion in or near western Missouri in
D&C 28:9, the covenants signed by Oliver Cowdery & co showing their
familiarity with that concept in October 1830, and the temporary language
employed in D&C 48:1-3; 51:16-17 regarding settlement in Ohio (but also see
D&C 38:18-22, 32-33), Newel Knight records that upon receiving D&C 52, “We
now understood that this [Ohio] was not the land of our inheritance, the land of
promise, for it was made known in a revelation [D&C 52:2, 5, 42] that Missouri
was the place chosen for the gathering of the Church.”5
Several previous revelations have instructed the missionaries first to
preach repentance (D&C 6:9; 11:9; 15:6; 16:6) and then to preach faith,
repentance, baptism and the gift of the Holy Ghost (D&C 19:31; 33:10-12;
49:11-14, also then D&C 53:3; 55:2). But the instruction in D&C 52:9, 36 is
different and instructs the elders to preach what has been written by the prophets
and apostles in the scriptures and what they are individually taught by the
Comforter. So at the same time the Church is clamping down on false spirits
(D&C 50:13-38), the Church is also giving the elders freedom to govern
themselves as they are led by the Holy Ghost while conducting meetings
(D&C 46:2) and preaching (D&C 52:9, 36), remembering that without the Spirit
they are not to preach (D&C 42:14) and that it must be the Spirit of Truth and
not some other spirit by which they are inspired (D&C 50:18). The thread that
began with the instruction to Oliver Cowdery that while he may write only by
way of wisdom, he may nevertheless preach as inspired by the Comforter by
way of commandment (D&C 28:1-7), will culminate in the statement that
whatever ordained elders speak (but not write) when moved upon by the Holy
Ghost is the mind of the Lord and is scripture (D&C 68:4).
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Circulation: D&C 52 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.6 Its general content must be widely known almost
immediately in light of the many prominent members who promptly depart on
D&C 52 missions to Missouri.
early June 1831
Preparations for Missions to Zion. “After this revelation [D&C 52] was
received, those elders were making all possible speed, who were called to go
according to the commandment, to fill their missions in their several courses.”7
“This was a trial indeed. I [Levi Hancock] had not thought of being
called upon to go so far. I had [a] little money to be sure, but I had spent the
most of it for other elders I had traveled with ... I had just hired a room and had
my [carpentry] tools and furniture there, and I knew some people would be
disappointed. All these things, together with a promise to a young lady, wrought
on my mind all manner of impressions. But when I would think of the old man
Jack [the devil] and the man of sin who had been revealed before us [at the
Fourth Quarterly General Conference], I found myself harnessed. I said I will let
all things go, and do as I am told in the revelation [D&C 52:29]. As soon as I
formed this conclusion I felt better. I was determined to do the best I could and
immediately started.”8
Tuesday, 7 June 1831
Solomon Humphrey & Joseph Wakefield Depart Ohio for New York.
Joseph Wakefield is from Watertown, Jefferson County in northeast New York
at the east end of Lake Ontario. Solomon Humphrey has recently moved to
Kirtland, Ohio from Potsdam, 70 miles northeast of Watertown, where Joseph
Smith Sr.’s extended family lives. Solomon Humphrey & Joseph Wakefield
(D&C 52:35-36) depart Kirtland on their mission to labor with their families in
northeast New York on Tuesday, June 7, the next day after being appointed. For
about the next year they preach in northeast New York with some success.9
D&C 53
Wednesday, 8 June 1831
Revelation to Sidney Gilbert to Travel to Zion. “Shortly after the
foregoing [D&C 52] was received, at his request I, Joseph Smith Jr. inquired of
the Lord and received the following revelation [D&C 53] to Sidney Gilbert,”
partner in the Gilbert & Whitney store at Kirtland, on Wednesday, June 8 at
Kirtland directed to Sidney Gilbert10 –
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Stating that Sidney Gilbert is to: (i) forsake the world – 2; (ii) “take upon
you mine ordination, even that of an elder” to preach faith, repentance,
remission of sins and the gift of the Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands
(although faithful, he is scared of public preaching)11 – 3; (iii) serve as an agent
assisting Bishop Edward Partridge (he will be specifically instructed in
D&C 57:6 to receive monies and buy land for the Church in Missouri) – 4; and
(iv) travel to Missouri with Joseph Smith & co – 5-6.
Circulation: D&C 53 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.12
Thursday, 9 June 1831
Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith Depart on Mission to Zion. On
Thursday, June 9 Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith (D&C 52:30) depart
Kirtland on their mission to Missouri as appointed three days earlier on
Monday.13
D&C 54
Friday, 10 June 1831
Revelation to Colesville Branch to Move to Zion. In May or June Leman
Copley of Thompson, Ohio is “turned out of the Church for bad conduct. He
then began to persecute us [the Colesville Saints],” and “in a short time Copley
broke the engagement” or contract under which he had agreed to settle the
Colesville Branch on his farm.
“He [Leman Copley] had a large farm, and about 100 Mormons [the
Colesville Branch] were living with him on it. When he got home [after
preaching to the Shakers at North Union as appointed in D&C 49:3-4], he found
the Mormons had rejected him and could not own him for one of them. ... He
felt very bad, was not able to rest, came back to us [the Shakers at North Union]
and begged for union. After some consultation we concluded to give him union
and help him through. And to accomplish this, I [Ashbel Kitchel, leader of the
Shaker community at North Union] went home with him [to Thompson] and
held a meeting in the dooryard among the Mormons, but few of them
attended.”14
“At this time the Church at Thompson was involved in difficulty because
of the rebellion of Leman Copley, who would not do as he had previously
agreed, which thing confused the whole church.” “The branch of the Church in
Thompson, on account of breaking the covenant, and not knowing what to do,
sent in their elders [‘to attend the conference’ and] for me [Joseph Smith] to
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inquire of the Lord for them, which I did, and received the following revelation
to Newel Knight [D&C 54]” at Kirtland directed to Newel Knight on June 10,
probably while he is still at Kirtland in connection with the Fourth Quarterly
General Conference15 –
Stating with regard to Leman Copley’s covenant to consecrate his farm
that: (i) the covenant has been broken and is now void – 4; and (ii) those who
have kept that covenant will find mercy, but wo to him who has broken it – 5-6.
Also stating to Newel Knight and the other Colesville Saints regarding
what to do now that the covenant is broken that: (iii) Newel Knight is to stand
fast in the office to which he has been appointed (as branch president rather than
departing on his D&C 52:32 mission with Selah Griffin) – 2; (iv) to escape their
enemies, the Colesville Branch must repent and become humble and contrite
– 3; (v) to escape their enemies, they must also flee the land, journey to the
western border of Missouri by the Lamanites, and “seek a living like unto men
until I [the Lord] prepare a place for you” (rather than living the Law of
Consecration and Stewardship as they attempted to do on the Leman Copley
farm) – 7-9; and (vi) they are to be patient in tribulation – 10.
The Colesville Saints only arrived in Ohio on May 14, and they will
depart for Missouri on June 28.16 This first attempt at Thompson to implement
the Law of Consecration and Stewardship has lasted only about six weeks.
Circulation: D&C 54 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.17
Sunday, 12 June 1831
Commencement of the Book of John Whitmer. On June 12 John
Whitmer begins his history of the Church as instructed on March 8 in D&C 47.
He calls his history The Book of John Whitmer.18
June 1831
Alexander Campbell Makes a Campbellite Preaching Tour in Ohio.
Alexander Campbell conducts an extended preaching tour, probably to counter
Mormon missionary successes, including at Kirtland on June 14, at Chagrin
(now Willoughby) on June 15, at Chardon on June 16, at Painesville on June 17,
and at Mentor on June 18 and 19, beginning at 10 o’clock each morning. It is
probably during this time that Alexander Campbell and Sidney Rigdon meet
again; they do not part on friendly terms.19
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D&C 55
Tuesday, 14 June 1831
William Phelps Gathers to Kirtland and then to Zion. After publishing
the Ontario Phoenix newspaper at Canandaigua, Ontario County, New York for
three years, William Phelps prints the final issue on May 11, 1831.20 He then
moves his family to Ohio to gather with the Saints. “While we were preparing
for our journey to Missouri, about the middle of June, W.W. Phelps and his
family arrived among us and as he said, ‘to do the will of the Lord.’ I [Joseph
Smith] inquired and received the following revelation to W.W. Phelps
[D&C 55]” on Tuesday, June 14 at Kirtland21 addressed to William Phelps – 1
Stating with regard to baptism that: (i) baptism with an eye single to
God’s glory is followed by a remission of sins and by the reception of the Holy
Ghost through the laying on of hands – 1.
Also stating by way of instruction to William Phelps that: (ii) after
baptism he will be ordained to the office of elder to preach repentance and
baptism and to confer the gift of the Holy Ghost – 2-3; (iii) he is also appointed
to assist Oliver Cowdery in printing, writing and selecting school books,
including for children – 4; and (iv) he is therefore to travel to Missouri with
Joseph Smith & co to be planted there in an inheritance to do this work – 5.
Also stating by way of instruction to Joseph Coe that: (v) Joseph Coe is
to also travel to Missouri with Joseph Smith & co – 6.
William Phelps is baptized two days later on Thursday, June 16. He may
be the most widely known convert to Mormonism other than Sidney Rigdon.22
At this time the availability of education in frontier areas like Ohio and
Missouri is limited, and children often study from textbooks written for adults.23
Circulation: D&C 55 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.24
Tuesday, 14 June 1831
Wight & Corrill, Murdock & Hyrum Smith Depart on Missions. Lyman
Wight & John Corrill (D&C 52:7), John Murdock & Hyrum Smith (D&C 52:8),
and Lucy Mack Smith and her niece Almira Mack of Pontiac, Michigan, all set
out together for Detroit, Michigan. “As Hyrum, my eldest son, was directed to
go to Missouri by the way of Detroit, I [Lucy Mack Smith] thought it would be
a good opportunity to visit the family of my brother, General [Stephen] Mack.”
They depart Fairport on the shore of Lake Erie aboard the steamboat William
Penn on Tuesday, June 14 and arrive at Detroit the next day, Wednesday, at
11 o’clock at night.
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On Thursday, June 16 John Murdock & Hyrum Smith “labored from
morning til noon to get a chance to preach, but could not.” The group from Ohio
shares dinner that evening at the home of Lucy Mack Smith’s niece Lovisa
Cooper. After dinner Lyman Wight & John Corrill take the North Route through
Oakland City, Michigan, arriving at Jackson County on Saturday, August 13
ahead of most of other D&C 52 missionaries. John Murdock & Hyrum Smith
also depart Detroit after dinner, traveling to Pontiac, 30 miles northwest of
Detroit, and then generally along the Chicago Road, arriving at Independence
in late August.
The next morning, Friday, June 17, Lucy Mack Smith and Almira Mack
depart Detroit for Pontiac by stagecoach. A few days later Lucy Mack Smith is
introduced to Isaac Ruggles, a Presbyterian pastor at Pontiac who says, “And
you are the mother of that poor, foolish, silly boy, Joe Smith, who pretended to
translate the Book of Mormon ... I am not afraid of any member of my church
being led astray by such stuff. They have too much intelligence.” Lucy Mack
Smith responds “Now Mr. Ruggles, mark my words, as true as God lives, before
three years we will have more than one third of your church. And sir, whether
you believe it or not, we will take the very deacon [Samuel Bent], too.” This
statement will be fulfilled during Jared Carter’s mission to Michigan in 1833.
Lucy Mack Smith spends about a month at Pontiac before returning
home to Kirtland. During this stay, her niece Mary Mack Dort and her husband
David Dort are converted, as is Temperance Mack, the widow of Lucy Mack
Smith’s deceased brother Stephen Mack.25
Wednesday, 15 June 1831
Isaac Morley & Ezra Booth Depart on Mission to Zion. On Wednesday,
June 15 Isaac Morley & Ezra Booth (D&C 52:23) depart Kirtland, Ohio on their
mission to Jackson County, Missouri. They walk the entire distance but “made
a speedy and prosperous journey to Missouri” since they stop to preach along the
way twice in Ohio, three times in Indiana, once in Illinois and once in Missouri,
or only seven times on the entire trip. They arrive at Independence, Missouri on
July 25, the same day as the Colesville Branch.26
D&C 56
Wednesday, 15 June 1831
Second Revelation to Colesville Branch to Move to Zion. In a revelation
received in late May, Joseph Smith Sr. and Ezra Thayre were directed to let
stand their bargain regarding the Frederick Williams farm until fulfilled.27 Ezra
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Thayre was then appointed on June 7 in D&C 52:22 to a mission to Missouri in
company with Thomas Marsh. But since the property dispute has not been
resolved to his satisfaction, Ezra Thayre “could not get ready for his mission to
start as soon as he (Marsh) would.” So “in consequence of Ezra Thayre delaying
so long, I [Thomas] went [‘to inquire what he should do’] to Joseph, who
received the word of the Lord [D&C 56] appointing Selah J. Griffin in Thayre’s
stead, with whom I journeyed to Missouri, preaching by the way.”28
In addition, “the Church at Thompson, Ohio [the Colesville Branch] had
not done according to the will of the Lord [to leave Thompson, Ohio for
Missouri as instructed in D&C 54:7-8]. Therefore, before Joseph and his
company left, thus came the word of the Lord”29 directed to “O ye people who
profess my name” – 1
Stating with regard to obedience to the Lord’s commandments that:
(i) the Lord’s anger is kindled against the rebellious who profess his name, and
they shall not be saved – 1-2; (ii) “I, the Lord, command and revoke as it
seemeth me good, and all this to be answered upon the heads of the rebellious”
– 3-4; (iii) the Lord’s people have need to repent, and are not forgiven, because
they counsel in their own ways, their hearts are not satisfied, and they take
pleasure in unrighteousness – 14-15; and (iv) wo to the rich who will not share,
and to the poor who steal or are greedy or idle, but blessed are the poor who are
pure in heart and have broken hearts and contrite spirits – 16-20.
Also stating by way of instruction to specific individuals that: (v) the
commandments (in D&C 52:22, 32) for Thomas Marsh and Selah Griffin to
travel to Missouri with their appointed companions Ezra Thayre and Newel
Knight are revoked, and they are now appointed to travel together – 5-6; (vi) “in
consequence of the stiffneckedness of my people which are in Thompson, and
their rebellions,” Newel Knight is to leave Thompson for Zion, Missouri with
“as many as will go ... that are contrite before me” – 6-7; (vii) “Ezra Thayre
must repent of his pride, and of his selfishness, and obey the former
commandment which I [the Lord] have given him” in late May, for the Frederick
Williams farm will not be partitioned; Ezra Thayre may either obey this
commandment and go to Missouri, or receive back his money and be cut off
from both the land and the Church (apparently he later repents since on
January 25, 1832 he is again appointed to a mission with Thomas Marsh in
D&C 75:31)30 – 8-11; and (viii) the Lord will provide if Joseph Smith has to
repay money to Ezra Thayre, and those who contribute to that purpose will be
rewarded with inheritances in Missouri – 12-13.
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Circulation: D&C 56 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.31
Thursday, 16 June 1831
Ordinations to Office of Elder. On probably Thursday, June 16 Joseph
Smith ordains to the office of elder: Selah Griffin (D&C 52:32), Symonds Ryder
(D&C 52:37), Sidney Gilbert (D&C 53:3), William Phelps (D&C 55:1-2), Peter
Dustin and Daniel Stanton.32
Matthew 24 JST (Joseph Smith – Matthew)
June 1831
Joseph Smith Translation Pauses at Matthew 26:71. Sidney Rigdon is the
scribe for all of NT1, the original manuscript for the Joseph Smith Translation
of the New Testament through Matthew 26:71. They began at Matthew 1:1 on
March 8, reached Matthew 9:2 by April 7, and then reach Matthew 26:71
(including Joseph Smith – Matthew 24) by June 19 when they depart Ohio for
Missouri. The manuscript ends in mid sentence, and Joseph Smith will make no
further progress on the translation until September 26 following his return from
Missouri to Ohio.33
The Olivet Discourse of Matthew 24-25 is preceded by Jesus lamenting
over Jerusalem “How often I would have gathered thy children ...,” foretelling
his Second Coming with the woe “Behold, your house is left unto you desolate
... ye shall not see me henceforth til ye shall say ‘Blessed is he that cometh in the
name of the Lord,’” and prophesying the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple
(Matthew 23:37-24:2). This prompts two questions from his disciples, and these
questions in turn prompt the Olivet Discourse: (1) “When shall these things be?”
and (2) “What shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?”
(Matthew 24:3). The Lord’s answer addresses both the destruction of the
Jerusalem Temple by the Romans in AD 70 (generally Matthew 24:4-22) and
the Lord’s Second Coming, which is still in the future (generally
Matthew 24:23-25:46L). The Joseph Smith Translation makes this division
clearer by moving verses 6-7, 14 and copying verses 12, 15 from the first part
to the second part of Matthew 24, as well as by additions (especially to JS-M
verse 21).34
Joseph Smith’s translation of Matthew 24 states with regard to the
ancient destruction of the Jews and the temple that – JS-M 4: (i) false Christs
and false prophets will arise and deceive many – 6, 9; (ii) the ancient Saints will
be persecuted and many will fall away – 7-8; (iii) “but he that remaineth
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steadfast and is not overcome, the same shall be saved” – 11; (iv) when the
ancient Saints see “the abomination that maketh desolate” (a pollution of the
temple per Daniel 11:31; 12:11),35 they should flee in haste to the mountains
– 12-17; (v) for great tribulation will then fall upon the Jews at Jerusalem, and
additional sorrows will even yet come upon them, but those days will finally be
shortened for the sake of the elect – 19-20.
Matthew 24 JST then states with regard to the destruction of the wicked
at the end of the world and the Lord’s Second Coming that: (vi) the elect should
not be troubled, for the Lord has foretold the tribulations, and all that he has
spoken will come to pass – 23-24; (vii) false Christs and false prophets will arise
and deceive many with signs and wonders, but Christ’s Second Coming will be
obvious and known to all – 22, 25-26; (viii) there will be wars and rumors of
wars, famine, pestilence and earthquakes, the abomination of desolation will
again be fulfilled, and the wicked will be destroyed – 23, 28-29, 31-32; (ix) the
gospel will be preached in all the world, the elect will be gathered together, and
again “he that shall not be overcome, the same shall be saved” – 27, 30-31;
(x) after the tribulations of those days, the heavens will not give their light,
Christ will come with power and glory in the clouds of heaven, and his angels
will gather the remainder of the elect – 33-37; (xi) “Now learn” that no one
knows the hour of the Lord’s return, and the hour will surprise the wicked as did
the flood, but the elect will know it is close from the parable of the fig tree
– 38-46; (xii) since no one knows the hour of the Lord’s return, they must be
always faithful and prepared – 47-54; and (xiii) the destruction of the wicked at
the Second Coming will not be the final end of the earth – 55L.
One purpose of the Olivet Discourse is to encourage the Lord’s people
to remain in a state of perpetual individual readiness (see the four parables in
Matthew 24:42-25:30).
A second purpose is to instruct the Saints how to act in relation to others.
This purpose is much clearer in the Joseph Smith Translation of Matthew 24. Of
all the signs listed prior to Christ’s Second Coming (in JS-M v.22-32), the only
two good things, presumably the only two that the Saints should hasten, are
preaching the gospel in all the world and gathering the elect (JS-M.v.27, 31,
compare v.37). This is less clear in Matthew 24, which places preaching the
gospel to all the world in the first part of the chapter that is generally concerned
with the ancient Jews.
A third purpose of the Olivet Discourse is also clearer in the Joseph
Smith Translation. In Matthew 24:6 the ancient Jews are told to “be not
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troubled” in the midst of tribulation because all these things must occur before
the end. But the Joseph Smith Translation moves this verse to the discussion of
the last days and then, after telling them to “be not troubled” and that “all I have
told you” must come to pass, states “Behold, I have told you before.” This
makes it easier to see the entire passage of Joseph Smith-Matthew v.21-32
(especially when read in light of D&C 45:35) as providing comfort through a
knowledge that the Lord knows the end from the beginning and remains in
charge, so the Saints need not be troubled when they experience the enumerated
tribulations.
Another passage changed by Joseph Smith is Matthew 24:33-37. The
Joseph Smith Translation moves verses 34-35 out of this passage to precede
Matthew 24:30. What remains at the beginning of this passage
(Matthew 24:32-33, 36 / JS-M v.38-40) more clearly emphasizes that while the
hour of the Lord’s return cannot be known, the faithful can nevertheless know
the season. The parable of the fig tree is then followed, not by a sequential list
of specific signs, but an analogy to the days of Noah, the other occasion on
which the Lord decreed destruction upon all mankind. The Joseph Smith
Translation of Genesis 6:5-7 (Moses 8:18-26 received the previous February)
teaches that Noah warned the people to repent or be destroyed until they sought
his life. The scriptures recount that other societies are likewise destroyed, after
being warned to repent, when they systematically violate the principle of free
agency either by forcibly preventing people from choosing the right or by killing
them for doing so, as in Alma 10:22; Helaman 13:14; Genesis 18:23-19:25. This
is a standard by which the faithful can discern, if not the hour, then at least the
approaching season of the Lord’s destruction of the wicked.
The Joseph Smith Translation of Matthew 24-25 thus makes it easier to
recognize and learn, barely a year after the Church’s organization, most of what
we need to know about the Second Coming: (1) we should not be troubled nor
lose faith when we see the enumerated tribulations of the last days, (2) we can
recognize the approach of the Second Coming by reference to general principles
rather than a checklist of signs, and (3) in the meanwhile we should maintain our
individual preparedness and be actively engaged in preaching the gospel to
gather the elect.
The missionary journey of Oliver Cowdery & co appointed in
D&C 28:8; 30:5-8; 32:2-3 was accompanied by the receipt of D&C 29. Here the
missions and moves to Missouri appointed in D&C 52-56 are accompanied by
the receipt of Joseph Smith-Matthew. In both cases the mundane assignments
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to travel to Missouri are placed in the context of going to Zion in preparation for
the Lord’s Second Coming.
Circulation: Matthew 24 JST (much like D&C 88, 89, 101) is first
published on a broadsheet for public distribution, probably in Ohio at some point
during 1832-1837, by which time it is widely known. It is again published in the
original (uncanonized) 1851 edition of the Pearl of Great Price in England and
in the second 1878 edition in America, which is canonized in 1880.
Despite the importance Joseph Smith places on his translation of the
Bible, it will be generally unavailable until 1867, and even then will still not be
easily obtained or generally used by Church members until the 1979 LDS
edition of the Bible. The only exceptions more than a few verses in length are
Joseph Smith-Matthew (1832-1837), Moses 5:1-16; 6:43-7:69L; 8:13-30L
(1832-1833), Moses 1 (1843) and then all of Moses 1-8 (1878). The importance
of Joseph Smith’s translation of Matthew 24 is shown by the early dates at
which it is both widely available and canonized.36
Also see: President Harold Lee suggests reading the following in this
order: (1) Matthew 24-25 JST; (2) D&C 45; (3) D&C 101; (4) D&C 133;
(5) D&C 38.37
Sunday, 19 June 1831
Joseph Smith’s 1st Trip from Ohio and 1st Trip to Missouri.
On Sunday, June 19 Joseph Smith & co (Sidney Rigdon, Edward Partridge,
Martin Harris, Joseph Coe, William Phelps, Sidney Gilbert, and his wife
Elizabeth van Benthusen Gilbert) begin the 800 mile journey from Kirtland to
Missouri by traveling overland to Cincinnati.38
Most of Edward Partridge’s family is sick with the measles. His oldest
daughter Eliza has both measles and pneumonia, and she is not expected to
survive. Although she will in fact recover, Edward Partridge “had no expectation
of seeing me [Eliza Partridge] again, but the Lord had called and he must obey.
He showed his faith by his works.”39
Joseph Smith will leave Ohio on more than a dozen trips during the
Ohio-Missouri Period of Church history. The last will be his move from
Kirtland, Ohio to Far West, Missouri during January-March 1838.40
Summer - Fall 1831
Summary of D&C 52 Missions to Missouri. The missionaries who fulfill
their missions to Missouri per D&C 52 arrive in about the following order:
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(1) Isaac Morley & Ezra Booth on probably July 25;
(2) Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith on August 4;
(3) Lyman Wight & John Corrill on August 13;
(4) David Whitmer & Harvey Whitlock about August 19;
(5) Hyrum Smith about mid August, John Murdock about a week later;
(6) Solomon Hancock & Simeon Carter also about the same time;
(7) Parley Pratt & Orson Pratt in early September;
(8) Selah Griffin & Thomas Marsh after August 24; and
(9) Zebedee Coltrin in October, and Levi Hancock in November.
Newel Knight also goes to Jackson County, but leads the Colesville Branch to
settle there as a group rather than going as a missionary.41
The missionaries are instructed to not build on each other’s foundations
(D&C 52:33) and so take generally different routes. Levi Hancock & Zebedee
Coltrin, for example, preach for several days in Shelly County, Ohio. “When
Parley P. Pratt & his brother Orson Pratt came, we [Levi & Zebedee] got them
to stay and preach a time or two. We then all started on our way. But as soon as
we came to the first fork in the road, Parley said ‘it is contrary to counsel to
travel on the road together,’ so it was necessary to part.”42
Summary of Unfulfilled D&C 52 Missions. The five missionaries who
do not fulfill the missions assigned to them in D&C 52 are:
(1) Jacob Scott, who is ordained to the office of high priest at the Fourth
Quarterly General Conference just prior to receiving this call, but soon
apostatizes and actively persecutes the Church. About this time “Jacob Scott,
while preaching, threw down the Book of Mormon and jumped on it and said he
would go to hell before he would preach it where he was so much persecuted;”43
(2) Edson Fuller, who has been a prominent member of the Church at
Chardon, but is also a leading participant in the excessive spiritual displays in
Ohio, is stripped of his office as an elder on September 1, and leaves the Church
soon after;44
(3) William Carter, nephew of Jared Carter (not the member of the 1847
pioneer company), who is also stripped of his office as an elder on September 1,
but repents in 1832 and later helps to build the Kirtland Temple;45
(4) Ezra Thayre, who is ordained to the office of high priest at the Fourth
Quarterly General Conference and remains actively involved in the Church, but
does not fulfill his D&C 52 mission due to his involvement in the land dispute
regarding the Frederick Williams farm at Kirtland, Ohio;46 and
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(5) Wheeler Baldwin, who is ordained to the office of high priest at the
Fourth Quarterly General Conference and remains in Ohio for lack of a
companion when William Carter refuses his call, but who does work faithfully
during the summer to strengthen local congregations in Ohio.47
Tuesday, 28 June 1831
Colesville Saints Depart Ohio for Zion, Missouri. In response to
D&C 54:7-8; 56:6-7, “The Church at Thompson [the Colesville Branch] made
all possible haste to leave for Missouri and left, and none of their enemies
harmed them.” “We had to leave his [Leman Copley’s] farm and pay $60
damage for fitting up his houses and planting his ground.”48 Newel Knight was
to have been Selah Griffin’s companion per D&C 52:32, but instead now moves
to Missouri as Colesville Branch President per D&C 56:5-7.
The Colesville Saints, consisting of at least 23 adults and 38 children,
depart for Missouri on Tuesday, June 28. They travel southeast in two
companies of 12 wagons each, since it is easier to buy provisions for only half
as many teams at a time. They arrive on Saturday, July 2 at Wellsville on the
Ohio River along the Ohio-Virginia (later West Virginia) border.
On Sunday, July 3 they leave their wagons behind and depart Wellsville
by steamboat, arriving at St. Louis on Wednesday, July 13 and at Independence,
Missouri on Monday, July 25.49
“The Church at Chardon, [Geauga County,] Ohio was also anxious to
take their journey to Missouri, and by much teasing [many requests] they
obtained a permit to take their journey.”50
June 1831
Jared Carter Moves to Amherst, Ohio. Simeon Carter lives at Amherst
in Lorain County, Ohio. His brother Jared Carter has moved from New York to
the Leman Copley farm at Thompson, Ohio. They met for the first time in eight
years at Kirtland during the Fourth Quarterly General Conference on June 3.
When the Colesville Saints leave the Leman Copley farm about the same time
that Simeon Carter is called away on a mission to Missouri by D&C 52:27, Jared
Carter does not travel to Zion with the Colesville Branch, but instead settles his
family at Amherst with the family of his soon-to-be-absent brother Simeon.51
Jared Carter recalls that dealing with his branch president Newel Knight
was also a great trial. “Here [at Thompson] was one of the most trying scenes
that I ever experienced ... yet notwithstanding the many temptations I had, I did
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not at all doubt but that the work of God that I had engaged in was the work of
God. But I ... became greatly confused because of what took place, but more
especially in consequence of Newel Knight’s addresses to me ... for
notwithstanding I then possessed the principle as follows: that not for the whole
world would I have disobeyed God in one of the least of his commands, yet he
came to me in the following language: ‘The spirit you have is not the true spirit
... And now,’ says he, ‘I command you to repent in the name of Christ or you
will be cast off.’ ... After hearing him some time, I said unto him, ‘What shall
I do? Have you seen anything in my daily walk and conversation that is contrary
to the commands of God?’ He answered, ‘No, I have not seen but that you and
your wife were as exemplary as any of the whole Church.’ After hearing this
interview I had some of the most severe trials.” It is thus understandable that
Jared Carter moves to Amherst with his brother’s family rather than to Missouri
with the Colesville Branch.52
The four Carter brothers (Simeon, Jared, plus Gideon and John
following their baptisms) will be figure prominently in Church history
throughout the Ohio-Missouri Period of 1831-1839.53
June 1831
Jared Carter Implements D&C 50 to Test the Spirits. Soon after Jared
Carter moves to Amherst in June, and while the D&C 52 missionaries are absent
on their missions to Missouri, “One principal thing that became a trial to my
[Jared Carter’s] mind was certain exercises that they called visions that
individuals had. The first of them that I saw was at Mr. [Royal] Barney’s house
in Amherst. On seeing them I was doubtful concerning them and did not know
what to do, for I did not know as I could depend on my own views as well as I
could on some others that were present, that I supposed had more knowledge in
the work than I ... til at length I proved, by revelation that had been given to the
elders concerning spirits [D&C 50], that these spirit visionary exercises as they
were called were not of the Lord. I proved them in the following manner:
“It was at a time when I, with Sylvester Smith, was attending to a
meeting on what is called the middle ridge in Amherst in Ohio. Here at a
meeting as we was about to attend to the administration of the communion
[sacrament], there was a young woman taken with an exercise that brought her
on the floor. And because I doubted of such manner of influences in public
congregations, I requested Brother Sylvester that we should try that spirit
according to the revelation that God had given. He immediately complied with
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my request. We then kneeled down and asked our Heavenly Father in the name
of Christ that if that spirit that sister possessed was of him, that he would give
it to us. And we prayed in faith but we did not receive that spirit. We then arose
and I sat upon my seat, silent for some minutes. But Brother Sylvester arose and
laid hands upon the sister. But this was not as the commandment [D&C
50:31-33] directs. ... Now after Sylvester had made some communications,
which was not proclaiming against the spirit as I believed it had ought to have
been, ... I then arose and proclaimed against that spirit with a loud voice” and
the spirit departs.54
early July 1831
Joseph Smith and Colesville Saints Travel through Cincinnati. Joseph
Smith & co, including Sidney Rigdon, travel overland to Cincinnati, Ohio and
arrive about the first of July while on their way to Missouri. Located midway
along the Ohio River between Pittsburgh and St. Louis, Cincinnati is the fastest
growing large city in the United States. As traffic on the Ohio River grows, its
population of only 2,500 in 1810 quickly explodes to 25,000 in 1830 and
115,000 in 1850 (the only U.S. cities that are bigger in 1850 are the four major
Eastern cities of New York City, Baltimore, Philadelphia and Boston, plus New
Orleans at the mouth of the Mississippi River). By 1830 Cincinnati has banks,
hospitals, a theater, a museum, and other amenities of large, established cities.
But being so young and close to the recent frontier, and hosting so much
transient traffic along the river, Cincinnati can also be a wild place.
At Cincinnati Joseph Smith meets Walter Scott, the Campbellite
preacher who has worked closely with Alexander Campbell and Sidney Rigdon.
Like Campbell, Walter Scott opposes the Church’s claim to enjoy the spiritual
gifts of the ancient church, believing those gifts were limited to the ancient
church for the sole purpose of proving its original authenticity. “He [Walter
Scott] manifested one of the bitterest spirits against the doctrine of the
New Testament (‘that these signs shall follow them that believe’ as recorded in
[Mark 16:17-18]) that I [Joseph Smith] ever witnessed among men.”
At Cincinnati Joseph Smith & co board the same steamboat the
Colesville Saints have been traveling on since they started down the Ohio River
on Sunday, July 3 at Wellsville, 400 miles upriver. They all travel together from
Cincinnati on about Wednesday, July 6, with a three day layover at Louisville,
Kentucky to switch boats, and arrive at St. Louis on Wednesday, July 13.55
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Summer 1831
John Whitmer Completes NT2 Copy of Joseph Smith Translation. When
Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon departed for Missouri on June 19, they had
completed NT1, the original manuscript for the Joseph Smith Translation of the
New Testament, to Matthew 26:71.
Even earlier, on April 4, John Whitmer began making a copy of NT1
known as NT2. John Whitmer completes NT2 by September 26, and it is likely
that he does most of this work over the summer while Joseph Smith is traveling
to Missouri and back. But although NT1 extends through Matthew 26:71, John
Whitmer only copies it onto NT2 through Matthew 26:1, leaving off the last 70
verses of NT1. Over the summer he may also still be transcribing loose copies
of revelations into Revelation Book 1.56
Summer 1831
Symonds Ryder Steals Copies of Revelations. The Lord directed in
D&C 52:37 that Symonds Ryder be ordained to the office of elder, which was
done probably ten days later on June 16. In “both the letter he received and in
the official commission to preach, however, his name was spelled R-i-d-e-r
instead of R-y-d-e-r.” “His commission came, and he found his name
misspelled. Was the Holy Spirit so fallible as to fail even in orthography
[spelling]? Beginning with this challenge, [he was] brought to the task of
re-examining the ground on which he stood.” He doubts, if Joseph Smith is not
inspired in his spelling of revelations, whether Joseph receives inspired
revelation at all. As explained by historian Milton Backman Jr.: “Apparently
unaware that Joseph Smith often dictated revelations to scribes, or recorded in
his own language and spelling information he received from God, Ryder was
bewildered.” Joseph Smith also states in 1834, when challenged about poor
writing in the revelations, that “We did not think so much of the orthography
[spelling] and manner, as we did of the subject matter, as the word of God
means what it says.”57
Meanwhile Joseph Smith & co, upon going up to Zion, have “left their
papers behind” in Ohio. This gives Symonds Ryder and some other “new
converts an opportunity to become acquainted with the internal arrangement of
their church, which revealed to them the horrid fact that a plot was laid to take
their property from them and place it under the control of Joseph Smith the
Prophet” through the Law of Consecration and Stewardship in D&C 42.
Symonds Ryder takes this opportunity by traveling 30 miles northwest from his
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home at Hiram to Kirtland and stealing manuscript copies of D&C 20, 35, 36,
42, 52, 56, and Oliver Cowdery’s 1829 draft of D&C 20 (these papers are
discovered by his descendants over a century later).58
Wednesday, 13 July 1831
Joseph Smith, Colesville Saints Travel from St. Louis to Independence.
Joseph Smith & co and the Colesville Saints land at St. Louis on Wednesday,
July 13. Joseph Smith & co (now Edward Partridge, Martin Harris, Joseph Coe,
William Phelps) set out on foot 240 miles west to Independence along the
Boonslick and Santa Fe Trails, arriving on or shortly before the following
Wednesday, July 20.
The Colesville Saints plus the remainder of Joseph Smith’s company
(Sidney Rigdon, Sidney Gilbert & family) wait several days at St. Louis for
passage upstream on a flatboat, departing St. Louis on Monday, July 18 and
arriving at Independence a week later on Monday, July 25.59
July 1831
Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith Preach in Indiana. Reynolds Cahoon
& Samuel Smith (D&C 52:30) walk more than 150 miles over two weeks while
crossing Indiana. On Friday, July 1 they preach at the courthouse at Madison,
Jefferson County. Two days later they hold a meeting at Vienna in Scott County.
The next day they hold an evening meeting 3 miles east of Orleans in Orange
County. On Friday, July 8 they cross the west fork of the White River and preach
twice “to very attentive audiences,” including Reynolds Cahoon’s relatives, in
Greene County where they stay through Sunday, July 10. On Monday they travel
8 miles and hold a meeting before preaching at Terre Haute in Vigo County. On
Tuesday evening, July 12 they cross the Wabash River from Indiana into Illinois.
“On this mission they suffered great privations such as want of rest and food.”60
July 1831
William McLellin Hears Missionaries at Paris, Illinois. On Thursday,
July 14 Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith (D&C 52:30) preach at the Edgar
County courthouse at Paris, Illinois. Here “the people appeared hard hearted and
wicked,” and they pay out the last of their money for lodging. Three days later
they are preaching to a Presbyterian congregation 55 miles further west.61
But William McLellin, a school teacher who heard them preach at Paris,
records that “When I heard it, I made up my mind that there was more in it than
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any religion I had ever before heard advocated.”62 A few days later David
Whitmer & Harvey Whitlock (D&C 52:25) also pass through Paris, Illinois on
their way to Missouri. William McLellin goes to hear them preach and is
especially impressed by the testimony of Harvey Whitlock, who he later calls his
father in the gospel. “I never heard such preaching in all my life. The glory of
God seemed to encircle the man [Harvey Whitlock], and the wisdom of God to
be displayed in his discourse.”
Over the next few days William McLellin sets appointments for David
Whitmer & Harvey Whitlock. He also arranges to meet them a week later on
Sunday, July 31 in Coles County, Illinois and to travel with them from there to
Jackson County, Missouri.
But after traveling with them for only four days, he purchases their last
Book of Mormon on Wednesday, August 3 and sets out on his own. “My object
was to get to Independence before them and see if the testimony of the other
witnesses would agree with theirs.”63
July 1831
John Murdock & Hyrum Smith Preach in Indiana. On Tuesday, July 12
John Murdock & Hyrum Smith (D&C 52:8) “traveled to Lafayette, [Tippecanoe
County, Indiana] and preached in the evening, 11 miles. Wednesday, 13th
traveled 25 miles and passed through where brother Solomon Hancock &
Simeon Carter [D&C 52:27] built a church and arrived at Attica [in Fountain
County] on the Wabash River, 70 miles southwest of [Logansport].
14th preached twice. 16th preached once. Sunday, 17 preached twice. 18th once.
19th once. 20 passed through Danville [Vermilion County, Illinois], 30 miles
southwest of Attica.”64
Summer 1831
Thomas Marsh & Selah Griffin Preach along the Way to Zion.
Thomas Marsh & Selah Griffin (D&C 52:22, 32; 56:5-7) preach often on their
mission, and “many believed our testimony, but we did not wait to baptize any,”
contrary to the instruction in D&C 52:10. They are one of the last three D&C 52
companionships who do not arrive at Jackson County until after August 24.65
July 1831
Levi Hancock & Zebedee Coltrin Preach at Winchester, Indiana.
In about early July, Levi Hancock & Zebedee Coltrin (D&C 52:29) arrive at
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Winchester, Randolph County in eastern Indiana. “By this time we were getting
to look pretty shabby as our clothes had become so old, our stockings were
nearly worn out, and our money gone. ... As I [Levi Hancock] was ready to leave
[an older settler’s home], she gave me a pair of warm socks, the first thing I ever
had given to me in my life, to my remembrance. ... I was not used to having
anyone give me anything. Zebedee & I held another meeting, and after we were
through I was informed that one man brought some cloth for me, some pants,
and a shirt. This was in the forepart of July.” Another convert, upon being
baptized, “said he had something for me [Levi Hancock]. He had saved a
watermelon on purpose for me, so now he went and picked it, he was so grateful
to me. It appeared to do him good to see me enjoying the watermelon, as if he
were feeding an angel.”
“We continued to preach here in the region round about until we had
raised a large branch of the Church. We were sent for from Ward [township].
We went there, and in a short time we had in both places about 100 members.
... Soon after this we thought we should leave here as we had done all we could
in Winchester. The people were growing hard and had threatened to mob us, but
had not done it yet.”
One Saturday evening in probably early August, Levi Hancock is handed
a letter stating “Dear sir: We have been reading your new bible and find it to be
a piece of nonsense. And we understand you are looking after [for] the New
Jerusalem. We inform you it is not here, and you must leave this place before
tomorrow at 10 o’clock or we will have something to reveal to you far beyond
the Book of Mormon. You may take Mr. Brindle [their first convert] with you ...
[signed] The Public.”
The two missionaries nevertheless keep an appointment for 11 o’clock
the next morning. “I [Levi Hancock] commenced talking and soon forgot
myself and said what came to my heart. I mounted the bench and walked in
among the same crowd who had written that letter. ... I said, ‘my father fought
for liberty you now enjoy, and you want to deprive me of the liberty that
rightfully belongs to me. I am a son of the only man who survived the great
struggle for independence [the Revolutionary War] who belonged to the family,
and I am a cousin to the first man who signed the Declaration of Independence
[John Hancock, they are third cousins]. Now if you want to reveal anything to
me, come on. I am ready.’ ... Nothing was said, so I sat down, and Zebedee then
took hold of the subject and gave a good sermon. He opened the door for
baptism. We felt the Spirit of the Lord there with us. After the meeting we went
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to the water and baptized 17 out of that crowd, who the day before were going
to mob us.”66
Conditions at Independence, Missouri. Independence (now a suburb of
Kansas City), Missouri is located in the north part of Jackson County about
3 miles south of the Missouri River. The town is located on the sharply rolling
hills at the edge of the Missouri River bottoms. It is also located about midway
between two rivers that flow north into the Missouri River, the Big Blue to the
west and the Little Blue to the east. Land is available from the U.S. government
for $1.25 per acre, and more than 300,000 acres of the county’s 385,000 acres
are well suited to agriculture, most of it rolling prairie.
The population of Jackson County is 2,823, almost all on small,
scattered farms. Independence, the county seat, was established only four years
earlier in 1827. The town consists of a log courthouse built on the highest point
in the county, 2-3 merchant stores, and 15-20 homes, mostly of hewn logs.
Joseph Smith says in the summer of 1831 that the disadvantages are the same as
in all new countries, namely a lack of mills and schools. Most settlers are from
Southern states.
Many residents of Independence have been attracted by the quick profits
available from the Santa Fe Trail trade. As the furthest point west in the United
States, it is also a destination both for Christian missionaries to the Indians and
for fugitives fleeing the law back East.67
In 1828 a missionary for the Presbyterian and Congregational churches
wrote the following about Independence: “The prospects for our evangelical
work appear less likely here than any place I have seen in my westward
journeyings. Such a godless place, filled with so many profane swearers, would
be difficult to imagine. ... There are a few so-called ministers of the gospel
here-abouts, but they are a sad lot of churchmen, untrained, uncouth, given to
imbibing [drinking] spiritous liquors, and indulging as participants in the
gambling which accompanies horse racing and cock fighting. There are many
suspicious characters who headquarter here, but when intelligence arrives that
a federal marshal is approaching this county, there is a hurried scurrying of
many of this element to the Indian Territory on the west side of the Missouri. ...
one soon learns not to make inquiry concerning the names nor the home towns
of this class of men. ... Christian Sabbath observance here appears to be
unknown. It is a day for merchandising, jollity, drinking, gambling, and general
anti-Christian conduct. ... There appears to be an overabundance of females here
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practicing the world’s oldest profession. ... Gouging and more serious forms of
violence are common. The sheriff has little support from the populace, except
to prevent burglars breaking into the merchants’ shops. He confided to me that
the citizens do not care to have the lawless punished.”68
Oliver Cowdery & co have converted only a few of the local residents
in Jackson County, including Joshua Lewis and his wife who live west of
Independence at Kaw township in Jackson County, and four other women.69
by Wednesday, 20 July 1831
Joseph Smith & co Arrive at Independence, Missouri. Joseph Smith
& co (Edward Partridge, Martin Harris, William Phelps, Joseph Coe) arrive at
Independence in Jackson County, Missouri on or shortly before July 20
following “a long and tedious journey, suffering many privations and hardships.”
They find Oliver Cowdery & co (Peter Whitmer Jr., Ziba Peterson, Frederick
Williams) who have been based there since January. Frederick Williams
(converted at Kirtland in November) meets Joseph Smith for the first time.70
D&C 57

Wednesday, 20 July 1831

Revelation Identifying Jackson County as the Location of Zion.
Upon arriving at Jackson County, Missouri, Joseph Smith notes that, “coming
as we had from a highly cultivated state of society in the East, and standing now
upon the confines or western limits of the United States, and looking into the
vast wilderness of those that sat in darkness, how natural it was to observe the
degradation, leanness of intellect, ferocity, and jealousy of a people that were
nearly a century behind the times, and to feel for those who roamed about
without the benefit of civilization, refinement, or religion! Yea, and exclaim in
the language of the prophets, ‘When will the wilderness blossom as the rose?
[per Isaiah 35:1] When will Zion be built up in her glory? [per Isaiah 60:1-2 or
Psalm 102:16] And where will thy temple stand, unto which all nations shall
come in the last days? [per Isaiah 2:2-3].’
“Our anxiety was soon relieved by receiving the following revelation
[D&C 57] given in Zion” at Independence, Jackson County, Missouri on
Wednesday, July 20 directed to the elders who have, as directed in D&C 52:2-3,
7-10, 22-33, so far gathered there71 –
Stating in response to the last of the three questions quoted above, with
regard to “the very spot upon which he [the Lord] designed to commence the
work of the gathering and the upbuilding of an holy city, which should be called
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Zion,”72 that: (i) Independence in Jackson County is to be the center place of
Zion and of the Saints’ land of “everlasting inheritance,” with the temple lot
located just west of the courthouse – 1-3, 5; and (ii) the Saints are to buy as
much land as possible from Independence westward toward the prairies 12 miles
to the Missouri state border with the Indian Territory – 4-5.
Also stating with regard to six individual leaders who are to manage
various Church affairs in Missouri that: (iii) Sidney Gilbert (who will arrive with
the Colesville Saints on July 25) is appointed as the Church’s agent in Missouri
to receive money and to purchase land, and is also appointed to establish a store
in Jackson County to generate profits “for the good of the Saints” – 6, 8-10;
(iv) Bishop Edward Partridge and his counselors Isaac Morley & John Corrill
are appointed to divide the land into inheritances among the Saints who settle
at Zion – 7; (v) Church agent Sidney Gilbert and Bishop Edward Partridge are
to make preparations to receive those who have been commanded to move to
Jackson County (including at least the Colesville Branch)73 – 15; (vi) William
Phelps (who was already instructed to move to Missouri in D&C 55:5) is
appointed to be a printer and, if financially successful, to “obtain whatsoever
[profits] he can in righteousness for the good of the Saints” – 11-12; (vii) Oliver
Cowdery is to assist William Phelps in printing (per D&C 55:4) and is to copy,
correct and select items for printing (confirmed at a conference on November 8,
1831)74 – 13; and (viii) these six brethren “of whom I [the Lord] have spoken”
are to settle their families at Jackson County as soon as they can – 14 (although
this future fact is not yet known, during 1832-1833 the Church in Missouri will
be presided over by 7 high priests consisting of these six men, plus John
Whitmer who will be instructed to move there in D&C 69:1-2, 6).75
The description of Jackson County as the Saints’ “everlasting
inheritance” puts it in Abrahamic Covenant terms.
Circulation: Revelation Book 1, from which the original 1833 edition of
the Book of Commandments is printed, contains the notation by John Whitmer
“not to be printed at present.” D&C 57 is therefore first published in the second
1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants, not the original 1833 edition.76 But
its general content must be widely known by fall both through implementation
and through extensive advertising among the Saints back in Ohio.
Also see: Here Joseph asks where and when Zion will be established. In
D&C 52:4-5 the Lord also promised to reveal where and how to settle Zion.
Where is explained in the first part of D&C 57, when in the first part of D&C 58
and the last part of D&C 64, how with regard to the mechanics of settlement in
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the remainder of D&C 57-58, 63-64, and how regarding standards of conduct in
D&C 59. D&C 57-59, 63-64 should therefore be read together as a group.
Sunday, 24 July 1831
William Phelps Preaches in Indian Territory. On probably July 24, “the
first Sabbath after our [Joseph Smith & co’s] arrival in Jackson County, brother
W.W. Phelps preached to a western audience” a short distance west of the U.S.
border in the Indian Territory. Two recent converts are baptized.77
Monday, 25 July 1831
Colesville Saints Arrive at Jackson County, Missouri. On Monday,
July 18 the Colesville Saints (plus Sidney Rigdon, Sidney Gilbert, and his wife
Elizabeth van Benthusen Gilbert) depart St. Louis. “As we came by water we
had no tents, and my father and I [Joseph Knight Jr.] slept in a hen coop two
weeks til we got a shelter.” “We now resorted to flatboats to take us up the
[Missouri] River to the mouth of Big Blue in Jackson County and to the ferry
landing, and here we disembarked [on Monday, July 25] and our journey was
ended, except a few miles by land into the country.”78
The approximately sixty Colesville Saints led by Newel Knight settle at
Kaw township, 6 miles south of the Missouri River along the Big Blue River.79
This is 12 miles southwest of Independence and 2 miles from Indian Territory,
and thus within the area identified as Zion in D&C 57:4-5. The Joshua Lewis
family lives at Kaw township, “and they were faithful and good to us, and took
us into their house, my wife [Joseph Sr.’s wife Polly Peck Knight] being sick.”80
D&C 52:23 missionary companions Isaac Morley & Ezra Booth also
arrive at Independence on probably Monday, July 25. They are the first pair of
D&C 52 missionaries to arrive at Jackson County, having stopped to preach only
seven times.81
D&C 58
Monday, 1 August 1831
Revelation on the Timing and Arrangements for Settling Zion. On
Monday, August 1 Joseph Smith receives D&C 58 at Jackson County, Missouri
directed to “ye elders of my Church” as “directions what to do, etc.” 8 2 (per
D&C 52:4-5) –
Stating with regard to obedience and future tribulations that: (i) blessings
follow tribulation, and those who keep the Lord’s commandments shall in a
future day be crowned with much glory – 2, 4; (ii) while the Saints cannot yet
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discern the Lord’s design in this matter, they are to remember that he has told
this to them beforehand – 3-5; and (iii) woe is pronounced upon those who do
not obey the Lord’s commandments and who then accuse him of failing to fulfill
his promises – 30-33.
Also stating with regard to the purposes for which the Lord called the
Saints to Missouri that: (iv) they were called: 1-to give the Lord a witness of
their obedience, 2-to give them the honor of laying the foundation of Zion, 3-to
enable them to bear witness in their subsequent travels of where Zion shall
stand, 4-so that the testimony of these things can go forth from “the city of the
heritage of God,” and 5-to prepare a feast of fat things for the poor (paraphrasing
Isaiah 25:6, such a feast is given by the bishop at Kirtland in January 1836)83
– 6-14.
Also stating with regard to how those purposes are to be accomplished
that: (v) men should not have to be commanded in all things, but should be
anxiously engaged in good causes and do much on their own initiative – 26-29;
(vi) Bishop Edward Partridge and his counselors (Isaac Morley & John Corrill)
are to bring their families to Missouri in whatever way they determine best in
“counsel between themselves and me [the Lord]” – 24-25; (vii) an agent will
also be appointed for the Church in Ohio (Newel Whitney will be appointed in
D&C 63:42-45) – 49; and (viii) land is to be purchased at Independence for a
storehouse and a printing shop – 37.
Also stating with regard to the laws of the Church and of the state that:
(ix) a bishop is a judge in Israel and is to judge according to the law of the
Church and allot inheritances – 17-20; and (x) until Christ reigns, the law of the
Church is subject to the law of the land, and “he that keepeth the laws of God
hath no need to break the laws of the land” – 21-23.
Also stating with regard to settling other Saints in Missouri that:
(xi) Sidney Rigdon is to write a description of the land of Jackson County for a
subscription to raise money to buy land in Missouri, “even to purchase the whole
region of country as soon as time will permit,” otherwise there will be no
inheritance save it be by the shedding of blood, which would fail – 50-53;
(xii) Martin Harris, as an example to those who seek inheritances in Zion, is to
consecrate all his property before the bishop – 34-38; (xiii) workmen of all kinds
should be sent to Missouri “to labor for the Saints of God” – 54; but (xiv) it will
not be time yet “for many years” for other Saints to migrate to Missouri, except
as they seek it through prayer and are appointed – 44; (xv) the gathering is not
to be in haste nor by flight (paraphrasing Isaiah 52:12), but as made known by
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Bishop Edward Partridge or his agent Sidney Gilbert, or as appointed at Church
conferences – 55-56; and (xvi) those not appointed to settle in Missouri are to
preach the gospel – 45-48.
Also stating with regard to immediate activities in Missouri that:
(xvii) Sidney Rigdon is to consecrate the land of Zion (done the next day,
August 2) and the temple lot (done on August 3), and the Fifth Quarterly
General Conference is to be held as instructed in D&C 52:2 (done on August 4)
– 57-58.
Also stating with regard to the D&C 52 missionaries that: (xviii) Joseph
Smith, Sidney Rigdon & Oliver Cowdery are to return to Ohio following the
appointed conference – 57-58; (xix) the D&C 52 missionaries still en route to
Missouri, “some of whom are exceedingly blessed even above measure,” are to
hold a conference at Jackson County under the direction of Bishop Edward
Partridge and then return to Ohio bearing testimony along the way – 61-64; and
(xx) all those returning from Missouri to Ohio are to bear testimony along the
way – 59.
Also stating with regard to repentance, both in general and by specific
individuals, that: (xxi) forgiveness comes through repentance, which is
manifested by confessing and forsaking one’s sins – 42-43; (xxii) Bishop
Edward Partridge is to repent of his unbelief and blindness of heart – 14-16;
(xxiii) William Phelps is to repent “for he seeketh to excel” and is not
sufficiently humble – 40-41; (xxiv) Martin Harris is to repent of seeking the
praise of the world – 39; and (xxv) Ziba Peterson is to have his standing taken
away until he is sufficiently chastened because he hides his sins and does not
confess them (he makes confession during the conference held three days later
on August 4)84 – 60.
D&C 48 and D&C 51:16-17 make clear that the plan is to settle the
Saints in Ohio as a base and then settle Zion over time as the Saints are able
(compare with the plan in Deuteronomy 7:22 for the gradual Israelite occupation
of Canaan). Repeated statements about tribulation preceding blessing
(D&C 54:10; 58:3-5), migration to Zion in organized companies over many
years (D&C 58:44-45; 64:30-33), and laying the foundation of Zion rather than
the roof (D&C 48:6; 58:7; 64:33) indicate that it was always contemplated to
take many years to establish Zion.
Circulation: D&C 58:55-56 is first printed in the inaugural June 1832
issue of the Evening & Morning Star, and D&C 58:1-11 is first printed in the
March 1833 issue. The complete text of D&C 58 is first published in the original
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1833 edition of the Book of Commandments. A copy is made by Sidney Gilbert,
whose family remains in Missouri and shows the revelation to others.85
Also see: D&C 57-59, 63-64 should be read together as a group.
Tuesday, 2 August 1831
Dedication of the Land of Zion. Sidney Rigdon dedicates the land of
Zion at Kaw township, 12 miles southwest of Independence, on Tuesday,
August 2 (per D&C 58:57). Oliver Cowdery lays a cornerstone, and twelve men
representing the Twelve Tribes of Israel lay the first 10 inch log against it for a
house as a foundation of Zion. Elders known to attend are: Joseph Knight Sr.,
Newel Knight, Hezekiah Peck, Ezekiel Peck, Aaron Culver, Freeborn DeMill
(all members of the Colesville Branch), Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, Sidney
Rigdon, Ezra Booth, and at least two more to make twelve.
During the service Sidney Rigdon asks the congregation “‘Do you
receive this land for the land of your inheritance with thankful hearts from the
Lord?’ Answer from all: ‘We do.’ ‘Do you pledge yourselves to keep the laws
of God on this land, which you have never kept in your own lands?’ ‘We do.’
‘Do you pledge yourselves to see that others of your brethren who shall come
hither do keep the laws of God?’ ‘We do.’ After [Sidney Rigdon offers the
dedicatory] prayer, he arose and said: ‘I now pronounce this land consecrated
and dedicated to the Lord for a possession and inheritance for the Saints, in the
name of Jesus Christ, having authority from him, and for all the faithful servants
of the Lord to the remotest ages of time. Amen.’”86
Wednesday, 3 August 1831
Dedication of the Independence Temple Site. On Wednesday,
August 3, “eight elders, viz. Joseph Smith Jr., Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon,
Peter Whitmer Jr., Frederick G. Williams, William W. Phelps, Martin Harris,
Joseph Coe [perhaps also Edward Partridge, Newel Knight] assembled together
where the temple is to be built. Sidney Rigdon dedicated the ground where the
city is to stand [per D&C 58:57] and Joseph Smith Jr. laid a stone at the
northeast corner of the contemplated temple in the name of the Lord ... Sidney
Rigdon pronounced this spot of ground wholly dedicated unto the Lord forever.
Amen.” Psalm 87 is also read.87
The Saints will identify five temple sites before moving to the Salt Lake
Valley: (1) Independence, Missouri, site dedicated and cornerstone laid on
August 3, 1831 per D&C 57:3; 58:57, but not built; (2) Kirtland, Ohio as
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directed on December 27, 1832 in D&C 88:117-141L, ground broken on June 5,
183388 following rebuke in D&C 95:3, dedicated on March 27, 1836 as recorded
in D&C 109; (3) Far West, Missouri, cornerstone laid on July 4, 1838, and again
on April 26, 183989 per D&C 115:8-16, but not built; (4) Adam-ondi-Ahman,
Missouri, site dedicated in mid October 1838,90 but not built; and (5) Nauvoo,
Illinois, as directed on January 19, 1841 in D&C 124:22-55, dedicated and used
during late 1845 - early 1846 following the death of Joseph Smith in 1844.91
Thursday, 4 August 1831
Fifth Quarterly General Conference at Jackson County, Missouri.
As directed in D&C 52:2; 58:58, the Fifth Quarterly General Conference of the
Church is held among the Colesville Saints at the home of Joshua Lewis at Kaw
township in Jackson County, Missouri on Thursday, August 4. Attendance is
14 elders plus 31 members of the Colesville Branch and presumably also the
family of Joshua Lewis. Oliver Cowdery is clerk.
“The conference opened by singing ‘Glorious Things, etc.’ [Psalm 87].
Prayer by brother Edward Partridge. Exhortation to obedience to the requisition
[requirements] of Heaven by delivering a charge in the name of Christ to the
bishop, rulers and members of the Church planted in their inheritances in the
land of Zion, by brother Sidney Rigdon.”
Three days after the receipt of D&C 58:60, Ziba Peterson makes
“confession ... of his transgressions, which was satisfactory to the Church as
approved by unanimous vote.” (He is not re-ordained to the office of elder until
October 2, 1832, an unusually long wait in these days. He then withdraws from
fellowship in May 1833 and is excommunicated the following month. This
conference is the last time Ziba Peterson is important to Church history.)
“Exhortation by brother Joseph Smith Jr. to acts of righteousness and
keeping the commandments of the Lord with promise of blessings. ... Closed by
prayer by Oliver Cowdery.”
Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith arrive at Jackson County this day in
time to participate in the conference. They are only the second of the nine
D&C 52 companionships to arrive at Jackson County.92
Friday, 5 August 1831
Saints Who Settle at Zion in Missouri before First Winter. On Friday,
August 5 Edward Partridge writes from Missouri to his wife Lydia Clisbee
Partridge in Ohio stating: “My Dear Wife: You will perceive by the
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commandments received here (which our brethren will carry home) [especially
D&C 57:7, 14; 58:24-25] that brothers [Isaac] Morley, [John] Corrill and
[William] Phelps and myself [Edward Partridge] are to plant ourselves and our
families here as soon as consistent. You will likewise perceive that we are left
to our own agreement how we will manage about getting our families here.”
Soon Sidney Gilbert & William Phelps will make a quick trip back to Ohio and
then return to Missouri in about November in company with the Partridge and
Morley families. (Sidney Gilbert’s family is already in Missouri, Oliver
Cowdery is single, and the arrangements for William Phelps and John Corrill’s
families are unclear).93
Besides the Colesville Branch and probably the Chardon, Ohio Branch,
elders known to settle in Missouri in 1831 include Bishop Edward Partridge, his
counselors Isaac Morley & John Corrill, his purchasing agent Sidney Gilbert, the
printer William Phelps, Ziba Peterson, blacksmith Selah Griffin at the request
of Bishop Edward Partridge, Harvey Whitlock, and Lyman Wight.94
Oliver Cowdery, Whitmers and other Saints will also begin moving to
Missouri in early 1832.
Saturday, 6 August 1831
Polly Peck Knight Dies at Zion. Polly Peck Knight, wife of Joseph
Knight Sr., dies at Jackson County, Missouri on Saturday, August 6 (or the next
day), two weeks after arriving with the Colesville Branch. She is the first of the
Saints to die at Zion. Joseph Smith speaks the following day at her funeral.
“My mother’s [Polly Peck Knight’s] health was very poor, and had been
for a considerable time, yet she would not consent to stop traveling. Her only,
or her greatest desire, was to set her feet upon the land of Zion and to have her
body interred in that land. I [Newel Knight] went on shore [during the journey
to Zion] and bought lumber to make a coffin in case she should die before we
arrived at our place of destination, so fast did she fail.”95
D&C 59
Sunday, 7 August 1831
Revelation on Standards for Establishing Zion, including Sabbath Day.
The day after Polly Peck Knight’s death (or perhaps a few hours after), Joseph
Smith receives D&C 59 on Sunday, August 7 at Zion in Jackson County,
Missouri, with Oliver Cowdery as scribe, directed to the Saints in Missouri,
“those who have come up unto this land with an eye single to my glory” and
“whose feet stand upon the land of Zion who have obeyed my gospel”96 – 1-5
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Stating with regard to those who have come to Zion with an eye single
to the Lord’s glory that: (i) those who live shall inherit the earth, the good things
of the earth, and be blessed with revelations and with “commandments not a
few” – 2-4; (ii) while those who die (such as Polly Peck Knight) shall rest and
receive crowns in the mansions of heaven – 2.
Also stating by way of blessing and commandment to the faithful in Zion
that: (iii) they are to obey the two great Commandments to love God and one’s
neighbor, obey Commandments #6-8 to not kill, commit adultery or steal, and
offer the repentant sacrifice of a broken heart and a contrite spirit – 5-8; (iv) they
are to obey Commandment #4 by keeping the Sabbath Day holy through fasting
and prayer, attending church services, partaking of the sacrament, confessing
their sins, and “preparing thy food ... with singleness of heart” (the Sabbath is
often observed in New England but rarely in Jackson County)97 – 9-14; (v) those
who obey these commandments with thanksgiving will receive the fullness of
the earth, which is intended by God for food, shelter, clothing, and to please the
eye and gladden the heart – 15-20; and (vi) this blessing of the good things of
the earth is not to be taken by extortion, used to excess, nor be received
ungratefully – 20-21.
Also stating as general principles of obedience and blessing that:
(vii) “in nothing doth man offend God ... save those who confess not his hand
in all things and obey not his commandments” – 21; and (viii) “he who doeth the
works of righteousness shall receive his reward, even peace in this life and
eternal life in the world to come” – 23.
Circulation: D&C 59 is first published in the second, July 1832 issue of
the Evening & Morning Star, one of the first five revelations printed in the Star
(after D&C 20, 45, along with D&C 76 and, more significantly, immediately
following the Law of D&C 42). D&C 59 is included in the original 1833 edition
of the Book of Commandments.98
Also see: Same as for D&C 42 regarding the Ten Commandments.
D&C 57-59, 63-64 should be read together as a group regarding Zion.
D&C 60
Monday, 8 August 1831
Joseph Smith Departs Missouri, Revelation for Return Trip to Ohio.
After spending about three weeks in Missouri, Joseph Smith & co (ten other
elders: missionaries to the Lamanites Oliver Cowdery, Peter Whitmer Jr.
(D&C 28:8; 30:5-8), plus Frederick Williams; Joseph’s traveling companions
Sidney Rigdon, Sidney Gilbert, William Phelps, Joseph Coe (D&C 52:3; 53:5-6;
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55:5-6); paired missionaries Ezra Booth, Reynolds Cahoon, Samuel Smith
(D&C 52:23, 30) depart Independence for Ohio. This company includes all the
Saints who have arrived at Missouri by now and do not plan to settle there
permanently, except Martin Harris, plus William Phelps & Sidney Gilbert who
will soon return to Missouri.99
“On the 8th [of August, Monday], as there had been some inquiry among
the elders what they were to do, I [Joseph Smith] received the following
revelation [D&C 60]” directed to the elders at Missouri who are to return
speedily to Ohio100 – 1
Stating with regard to their completed journey to Missouri that: (i) the
Lord is pleased that the elders have come to the land of Zion – 1; but (ii) he is
not pleased with those who fear man, hide their talent, and do not open their
mouths, and if not more faithful they will lose their talent – 2-3.
Also stating with regard to their return trip to Ohio that: (iii) the
company is to travel quickly downstream to St. Louis in whatever way they
choose – 5; (iv) Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery & Sidney Rigdon are then to
preach at Cincinnati – 6-7, 17; (v) the rest of the company is to preach two by
two from St. Louis back to Ohio, not in haste, because “for this intent [to preach]
have I sent them” – 8-9; (vi) Bishop Edward Partridge is to advance funds for
the return trip – 10; and (vii) “he that is able, let him return [repay] it by way of
the agent [Sidney Gilbert], and he that is not, of him it is not required” – 11.
Also stating with regard to the D&C 52 missionaries who have not yet
arrived at Zion that – 12: (viii) while returning home from Missouri to Ohio,
they are to preach, not idling away their time nor burying their talent, and
“speedily return ... not in haste, neither in wrath nor with strife” – 13-14;
and (ix) they are to shake off the dust of their feet against those who do not
receive them, but in private in order to avoid provocation (in contrast to Parley
Pratt’s conduct the previous spring at the North Union Shaker community)101
– 15.
Circulation: D&C 60 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments.102
Thursday, 11 August 1831
Joseph Smith & co Encounter Dangers on the Missouri River.
Ezra Booth obtains canoes for Joseph Smith & co’s return trip from Missouri to
Ohio, probably with funds advanced by Bishop Edward Partridge per
D&C 60:10.
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“On the 9th [of August, Tuesday], in company with ten elders, I [Joseph
Smith] left Independence Landing for Kirtland. We started down the [Missouri]
river in sixteen canoes, and went the first day as far as Fort Osage [in Chariton
County], where we had an excellent wild turkey for supper.”103
The next morning, Wednesday, August 10, there “was a spirit of
animosity and discord which made its appearance on board.” Oliver Cowdery
warns the group that some accident will befall them if their conduct does not
improve.
On the third day of the return trip, Thursday, August 11, the company
is about 100 miles down river from Independence (40 miles above Chariton)
when the canoe in which Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon are traveling is nearly
upset upon running into a “sawyer” – a large tree branch that bobs powerfully
up and down on the current with one end embedded in the river bottom, a
common obstacle on the Missouri River. “Many of the dangers so common upon
the western waters manifested themselves, and after we had encamped upon the
bank of the river at McIlwaine’s Bend [probably now Miami Bend at Miami
between Carroll and Saline Counties], Brother Phelps, in an open vision by
daylight, saw the destroyer in his most horrible power ride upon the face of the
waters. Others heard the noise but saw not the vision.”104
Sidney Rigdon believes that if Bishop Edward Partridge had advanced
more money to the returning missionaries, their travel arrangements would have
had been better, and he (Sidney Rigdon) would not have been in danger of
drowning. This complaint will surface repeatedly over the next couple years.105
D&C 61
Friday, 12 August 1831
Revelation that Returning Missionaries Stop and Preach. After prayer on
Friday morning, August 12, the fourth day of the return trip, Joseph Smith
receives D&C 61 “on the bank of the River Destruction (or Missouri)” at
McIlwaine’s Bend (now Miami Bend) directed to the assembled elders106 –
Stating by way of new instructions for their return trip that: (i) the Lord
was angry with his elders on the preceding day, but their sins are forgiven now
that they have been chastened and have become one – 2, 8-9, 20; (ii) “it is not
needful for this whole company of mine elders to be moving swiftly upon the
waters whilst the inhabitants on either side are perishing in unbelief” – 3;
(iii) Sidney Gilbert & William Phelps (who are traveling to Kirtland, Ohio only
to return to Missouri) are to travel quickly either by land or water and should
take with them to Kirtland anything the others are carrying that exceeds what
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they require for clothing – 7-12, 21-22; (iv) the greatest need for Joseph Smith,
Oliver Cowdery & Sidney Rigdon is at Kirtland, so they are not to stop except
at Cincinnati as they travel by land – 23, 30-32; and (v) the rest of the elders
should travel two by two, preaching to the wicked, ridding their garments of the
blood of this generation, and making their garments spotless – 33-35.
Also stating with regard to blessings and cursings pronounced upon the
land and the waters that: (vi) in the beginning the Lord blessed the waters and
cursed the land (see Genesis 3:17), but in the last days he has instead blessed the
land and cursed the waters (oceans and rivers, not canals, see Genesis 8:21;
Revelation 8:8-11), although the faithful may be protected upon the waters
– 4-6, 13-19; (vii) the Lord has allowed the elders this experience so they can
bear testimony of this, and he commands them to so warn their brethren
– 4, 18, 26; and (viii) the Saints who travel to Zion should be instructed to travel
by land and canal, pitching their tents by the way, but not to travel upon open
water – 24-29.
Also stating as an exhortation to all to: (ix) “be of good cheer, little
children, for I am in your midst and I have not forsaken you,” be sober,
watchful, humble, and prayerful – 36-39L.
Circulation: D&C 61 is first published in the December 1832 issue of
the Evening & Morning Star (verses 24-25 are also printed in the prior issue)
and is included in the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments.107
Saturday, 13 August 1831
Lyman Wight & John Corrill Arrive at Zion. Lyman Wight & John
Corrill (D&C 52:7) arrive at Jackson County, Missouri on Saturday, August 13.
They “stopped with a small branch of the Church [the Colesville Branch] that
has gone up by water and camped in a schoolhouse.”108
August 1831
John Murdock & Hyrum Smith Arrive at Chariton, Missouri. On
Tuesday, August 2 John Murdock & Hyrum Smith (D&C 52:8) walk the last
“30 miles to Mississippi River, Louisiana Ferry [near the mouth of the Illinois
River] and got my feet wet, by which I [John Murdock] took a violent cold, by
which I suffered near unto death.” The next day they cross the river from Illinois
into Missouri.
On “Thursday, 4th arrived at Salt River [a town in Pike County,
Missouri], where we preached the next day, but I [John Murdock] was sick and
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went to bed, and we continued there near one week, and then I gave my watch
in pay to William Ivy to carry me [and presumably his companion Hyrum Smith]
in a wagon to Chariton [in Chariton County], 70 miles. We stayed there two
days” including Saturday, August 13.109
D&C 62
Saturday, 13 August 1831
Revelation to Missionaries at Chariton, Missouri. On Saturday,
August 13, the day after receiving D&C 61, Joseph Smith & co (ten elders),
cross the Missouri River and arrive at Chariton, 25 miles east of McIlwaine’s
Bend. There they meet John Murdock & Hyrum Smith and David Whitmer &
Harvey Whitlock (D&C 52:8, 25), who are still on their outbound trip to Jackson
County. After “joyful salutations,” Joseph Smith receives D&C 62 at Chariton
directed to the elders who have not yet arrived at Jackson County110 –
Stating that: (i) their testimony is recorded in heaven, their sins are
forgiven, and the angels rejoice over them – 3; (ii) but their mission is not yet
full until they arrive at Jackson County, whether by foot, horseback or
stagecoach as they determine with judgment and inspiration – 2, 4, 7-8;
(iii) once in Jackson County they are to hold a conference and “offer a sacrament
unto the Most High” in fulfillment of D&C 52:42; 58:61 (done at Kaw township
on August 24)111 – 4, 6; and (iv) they are then free to return to Ohio bearing
testimony along the way “even altogether, or two by two, as seemeth you good,
it mattereth not unto me; only be faithful and declare glad tidings unto the
inhabitants of the earth” – 5.
D&C 52:42 instructed the D&C 52 missionaries to go to Missouri to
rejoice. In D&C 62:2, 4, 6 the elders still on their way to Independence are told
that their mission will not be complete until they have also partaken of the
sacrament there. This is symbolically significant. In Luke 22:14-20; D&C 27:514 the sacrament not only looks back to the Lord’s cleansing atonement for sin,
but also forward to the marriage supper of the bridegroom to which the cleansed
righteous will be invited at the Second Coming. Independence is the site of Zion,
the New Jerusalem where Christ and the righteous will dwell (Moses 7:60-65;
Ether 13:1-12). And the mission of these elders is not complete until they have
participated in that symbolic act at that symbolic location.
Circulation: D&C 62 is first published in the original 1833 edition of the
Book of Commandments. The four outbound elders take a copy of D&C 62 with
them to Jackson County where it is read by others.112
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August 1831
John Murdock Remains Sick at Lexington, Missouri. At Chariton, as
authorized in D&C 62:7-8, David Whitmer & Harvey Whitlock and Hyrum
Smith & John Murdock “put our money together and bought a pony. I [John
Murdock] rode him to Lexington [in Lafayette County], 60 miles. ... I had a
raging fever ... The next day [about Sunday, August 14] when I rode into
Lexington, I was so weak I fell from the horse and lay till the brethren came and
picked me up. They took me into a house and left me there four days and
traveled on, [arriving at Jackson County on Thursday, August 18,] after which
brothers Lyman Wight & Solomon Hancock came with a horse and carried me
to Thomas Hopper, where I remained in a few days, and was then carried in a
wagon to Brother Joshua Lewis’s in Jackson County, where I lay sick two or
three months” until January.
Lyman Wight & Solomon Hancock are probably transporting John
Murdock on August 24 since they do not attend the conference that day while
their three companions do (John Corrill, Simeon Carter, Hyrum Smith).113
Sunday, 14 August 1831
Joseph Smith & co Travel Back to Kirtland, Ohio. After receiving
D&C 62, “Myself [Joseph Smith] and Sidney Rigdon and Oliver Cowdery
continued our journey by land [on Sunday, August 14, traveling south 50 miles
on foot to Fayette, Howard County, Missouri and then 150 miles east by stage]
to St. Louis, where we overtook brothers Phelps and Gilbert. From this place
[St. Louis] we took stage ... to Kirtland, where we arrived safe and well on the
27th [of August].” William Phelps & Sidney Gilbert travel from St. Louis up the
Ohio River by steamboat as authorized in D&C 61:7-10, 21-22.114
Monday, 15 August 1831
William McLellin Misses Seeing Joseph Smith in Missouri. On Sunday,
August 14 William McLellin “rode on 3 miles to a Mr. [William] Ivy’s and fed
my horse and took breakfast. Here two elders had stayed about a week, viz.
Hyrum Smith & John Murdock [D&C 52:8], though they were gone. They had
no book [of Mormon] with them, and when Mrs. Ivy found out that I had a book
she said she must see it, and when she saw it she said I must sell it to her, which
I did and then pursued my course.”
The next day, Monday, August 15 “I heard of two more elders, Simeon
Carter & Solomon Hancock” (D&C 52:7) before arriving at the Mount Pleasant
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ferry a mile from Chariton. “Here I heard that Joseph, Sydney, Oliver and about
a dozen of others had left there the day before and gone to the east. Now I was
very much disappointed.” But he also hears that David Whitmer & Harvey
Whitlock, Hyrum Smith (D&C 52:8, 25) and others continued west, so William
McLellin likewise continues west to Independence.115
late August 1831
Thomas Marsh Is Sick in Missouri. In late August Reynolds Cahoon &
Samuel Smith (D&C 52:30; 61:35), after departing Chariton on their return trip
to Ohio, “found brother Thomas B. Marsh & Selah J. Griffin [D&C 52:22, 32;
56:5-6, still on their way out to Jackson County]. Brother Marsh was sick, so we
prayed with him and laid hands upon him. We remained with him that night and
preached in the evening. The next day we obtained some physic [medicine] and
gave to brother Marsh, after which we continued our journey.”116
Thursday, 18 August 1831
William McLellin Baptized in Missouri. William McLellin arrives at
Independence, Missouri on Thursday, August 18, having traveled 450 miles
from Paris, Illinois since the first of the month. “Before I got out of the village
[of Independence], I met with David Whitmer & Martin Harris, who
accompanied me about 10 miles further westward” to Kaw township, where he
meets Bishop Edward Partridge, his counselors Isaac Morley & John Corrill, and
the Colesville Branch.
On Friday William McLellin has a four hour conversation with Hyrum
Smith and then spends the night at Joshua Lewis’s.
The next morning, Saturday, August 20, “I [William McLellin] rose
early and betook myself to earnest prayer to God to direct me into truth, and ...
I was bound as an honest man to acknowledge the truth and validity of the Book
of Mormon and also that I had found ... the living Church of Christ.” William
McLellin is then baptized that morning by Hyrum Smith and confirmed at the
water’s edge.117
Sunday, 21 August 1831
Nat Turner’s Slave Revolt in Virginia. Nat Turner, a black preacher who
believes he has been chosen to lead his people out of slavery, leads a slave revolt
at Southampton County, Virginia on August 21. On the first day the group grows
in size as it liberates more than 50 black slaves and kills more than 50 whites.
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But the revolt is put down the next day. Militia and federal troops execute more
than 100 black slaves during the ensuing manhunt. Nat Turner receives
widespread publicity as he eludes capture for over two months. He is finally
captured on October 30 while hiding in a cave, and he is hanged on
November 11. Southerners are haunted by this revolt, and in response they pass
more stringent laws regarding slavery and abolitionist literature.118
Wednesday, 24 August 1831
Second Conference of D&C 52 Missionaries at Zion. As directed in
D&C 62:4, a conference of D&C 52 missionaries is held at Kaw township in
Jackson County on Wednesday, August 24. The meeting is “opened by singing
and prayer by brother Hyrum Smith. Brother Edward Partridge made certain
remarks from the 3rd chapter of Malachi. Brother [Harvey] Whitlock made
remarks upon the Second Coming of Christ. Brother Hyrum Smith gave an
exhortation, spoke of Zion and the gathering of the Saints into her, etc. and read
part of the 102 Psalm.” David Whitmer, Isaac Morley and John Corrill also
speak.
William McLellin also “arose and told them that I was resigned to the
will of God in the matter and I believed that God would make my duty known
to them if they would inquire. I then sat down. Brother Hyrum Smith
immediately arose and said he had received a witness of the Spirit that I should
be ordained an elder. This agreed with the minds of all present, and elder
H. Smith and Bishop E. Partridge ordained me [William McLellin] to be an
elder in the Church of Christ.”
Bishop Edward Partridge also requests at this conference that Selah
Griffin (D&C 52:32), a blacksmith, “tarry a while after arriving in this land if
the Spirit so direct him.” Upon his subsequent arrival, Selah Griffin does settle
with his family at Zion.
Martin Harris, Simeon Carter, and Samuel Drollenger also attend the
conference. Lyman Wight, Solomon Hancock and John Murdock do not
attend.119
Thursday, 25 August 1831
Missionaries Depart Missouri to Return to Ohio. On Thursday,
August 25 six elders (Martin Harris, David Whitmer, Hyrum Smith, William
McLellin, Simeon Carter, Harvey Whitlock) all depart Jackson County, Missouri
together to return to Ohio.
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On Saturday, August 27 Harvey Whitlock learns that his wife is coming
to Zion, so he returns back to Zion himself. The next day Simeon Carter leaves
the group to travel alone back to Ohio, arriving in September.
On Sunday, August 28 William McLellin preaches for the first time.
“I arose, and it seemed to me that the whole volume of truth was opened before
me. My heart was animated and burning, and my tongue seemed to be untied.
I spoke about an hour and a half. ... I ceased to proclaim and seated myself,
filled with astonishment ... Here we sold five Books of Mormon.”
On Monday, August 29, a day before crossing the Missouri River at
Chariton, they cross paths with a company of Saints traveling to Zion (possibly
the Chardon, Ohio Branch).
The four missionaries part company at Chariton on Wednesday morning,
August 31. Hyrum Smith & William McLellin set an appointment to preach at
Chariton the next day before heading east, and a week later they cross the
Mississippi River into Illinois on Wednesday, September 7. David Whitmer &
Martin Harris travel via St. Louis and arrive back in Ohio by October 11.120
Saturday, 27 August 1831
Joseph Smith & co Arrive Back Home at Kirtland, Ohio. Joseph
Smith, Sidney Rigdon & Oliver Cowdery arrive back at Kirtland, Ohio on
Saturday, August 27.121
The next day, Sunday, August 28, Oliver Cowdery is ordained to the
office of high priest by Sidney Rigdon during a Church conference. Oliver was
away in Missouri as part of the mission to the Lamanites (D&C 28:8) when the
first ordinations to that office were performed at Kirtland on June 3 during the
Fourth Quarterly General Conference.122 It may also be during this conference
that Joseph Smith & co report on their trip to Missouri.123
By August 30 Sidney Rigdon has written an epistle describing the land
of Zion as instructed in D&C 58:50.124
August - September 1831
Lucy Mack Smith Requests that Missionaries be Sent to Michigan. Upon
Joseph Smith’s return to Kirtland, his mother Lucy Mack Smith, who has
already returned from Michigan, tells Joseph about her promise to try to get an
elder sent to Pontiac, Michigan. Jared Carter will subsequently be sent and will
be preaching at Pontiac by January 1833.125
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Summer 1831
Apostasy at Kirtland during Joseph Smith’s Absence. Joseph Smith first
arrived at Kirtland about February 1. He spent the next four and a half months
setting the Ohio church in order with regard to false spirits, the order of
revelation, and the Law of Consecration and Stewardship. He then left for
Missouri on June 19 as directed in D&C 52:3, returning a little more than two
months later on August 27.
While Joseph Smith and the other D&C52 missionaries traveled to
Missouri and back, “in the absence of the elders, many apostatized.” Though this
apostasy appears not to be widespread, at the Sixth Quarterly General
Conference on October 25 Simeon Carter (D&C 52:27) “mourned because of
the falling away since he took his journey to the land of Zion.”126 Ezra Booth,
who went to Missouri as directed in D&C 52:23, is also in the process of
apostatizing.127 This apostasy may account for the harsh tone of D&C 63:1-23,
55-66L.
D&C 63
Tuesday, 30 August 1831
First Revelation regarding Migration of Saints to Zion. Three days after
arriving back in Ohio, Joseph Smith receives D&C 63 at Kirtland, probably at
the Isaac Morley farm – 38-39, on Tuesday, August 30. Oliver Cowdery is
scribe. “In these infant days of the Church there was a great anxiety to obtain the
word of the Lord upon every subject that in any way concerned our salvation.
And as the land of Zion was now the most important temporal object in view,
I inquired of the Lord for further information upon the gathering of the Saints,
and the purchase of the land, and other matters, and received the following
[D&C 63]”128 addressed to “you that call yourselves the people of the Lord” – 1
Stating with regard to faith and obedience that: (i) the Lord God is angry
with the wicked and rebellious; let them take heed, fear, tremble, and hold their
lips – 2-6; (ii) the Lord is not pleased with those who seek after signs for faith,
they shall see signs only unto condemnation, and signs come only by
pre-existing faith and the will of the Lord, for the good of men and the glory of
the Lord – 7-12; (iii) let those also beware who violate Commandments #7, #9
by lying, committing adultery, or committing adultery in their hearts (compare
D&C 42:20-26) – 13-18; and (iv) the Church is not justified while these things
are among it and therefore needs to repent of its sins, but the righteous shall
receive the mysteries of the kingdom and at the Second Coming will also receive
an eternal inheritance – 19-21, 23; and (v) the Lord now reveals his will, but will
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not label his instructions as “commandments” since his commandments are
often not observed – 22.
Also stating the Lord God’s will with regard to general principles for
gathering to Zion that: (vi) the Saints should gather, but “not in haste, lest there
should be confusion, which bringeth pestilence” (see Isaiah 52;12;
D&C 58:55-56) – 24; (vii) that which belongs to Caesar should be rendered to
Caesar, and lands at Zion should be purchased with money so “that you may
have advantage of the world, that you may have claim on the world, that they
may not be stirred up to anger” against the Saints – 25-28; (viii) if Zion is
obtained “by purchase, behold you are blessed; and if by blood ... lo, your
enemies are upon you, and ye shall be scourged from city to city, ... and but few
shall stand to receive an inheritance” – 29-31; (ix) the wicked shall destroy the
wicked by and by, and the Saints too shall hardly escape, so the Saints are to
gather to Zion and lift a warning voice to the wicked before the Lord consumes
the wicked at his coming – 32-37, 57-58.
Also stating by way of instruction to specific individuals regarding
gathering to Zion that: (x) Titus Billings, who has the care of the Isaac Morley
farm in the absence of his brother-in-law Isaac Morley, is to dispose of the farm
so he and the rest of the Morley Common Stock Family can travel to Zion in the
coming spring of 1832 – 38-39; (xi) all the money that can be spared should be
sent up to Zion – 40; (xii) Joseph Smith will be given to discern who should go
up to Zion and who should remain in Ohio – 41; (xiii) Newel Whitney is
appointed to be the Church’s agent in Ohio (filling the office created in
D&C 58:49), and he is to keep the store at Kirtland “yet for a little while” and
send the profits up to Zion – 42-45; (xiv) Newel Whitney (the Church’s agent
in Ohio) & Oliver Cowdery (the Second Elder who just spent six months in
Missouri) are to visit the various branches expounding D&C 63 and collecting
money to send up to Zion (per D&C 58:51) – 46; (xv) Sidney Rigdon exalts
himself in his heart and is unwilling to accept counsel, his epistle regarding the
land of Zion (written per D&C 58:50) is not acceptable, and he will retain his
office only if he writes a new epistle that is acceptable – 55-56; and (xvi) Joseph
Smith and Sidney Rigdon should seek homes “as they are taught through prayer
by the Spirit.” – 65.
Providing additional information about Zion and the Second Coming
(see verse 21): (xvii) those who contribute to acquiring Zion shall receive
inheritances in Zion and a reward in the world to come – 47-48; (xviii) those
who die in the Lord shall be resurrected at the Second Coming and receive
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inheritances in Millennial Zion – 49; (xix) those who live in the Lord at the
Second Coming shall grow to old age, “die at the age of man,” and be
resurrected without delay – 50-51; but (xx) foolish virgins will remain mixed
among the wise until the angels pluck out the wicked to make a complete
separation at the Second Coming – 53-54.
Also stating: (xxi) that the name of the Lord should be invoked only with
authority, the things of God are sacred and are to be spoken with care and as
directed by the Holy Ghost, and the Church is to repent of its sins if the Lord is
to own it – 59-64; and finally (xxii) that “these things remain to overcome
through patience” – 66L.
As instructed in D&C 63:56, Sidney Rigdon writes a second epistle and
subscription for the land of Zion the very next day, Wednesday, August 31.129
As instructed in D&C 63:38-39; 64:20, the Isaac Morley farm will be
sold in October, and most of its residents will move to Missouri the following
March of 1832. This will fully erase the Morley Common Stock Family and its
practice of having common claims on property per D&C 42:30-42 (except for
the dozen Church leaders who will have common claims on property as
members of the Literary Firm and United Firm initiated in early 1832 in
D&C 70, 78, 82).130
Circulation: Several of the instructions in D&C 63 repeat and emphasize
instructions previously given in D&C 57, 58. Repeating those instructions in
D&C 63 ensures that they will be widely taught to the Ohio Saints as Newel
Whitney & Oliver Cowdery travel among the branches soliciting funds and
teaching D&C 63 as appointed in D&C 63:46. D&C 63 is first published in the
February 1833 issue of the Evening & Morning Star and is included in the
original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments.131
Also see: D&C 57-59, 63-64 should be read together as a group.
Conversion to Come by Fruits of the Spirit, Not Gifts of the Spirit.
D&C 63 concludes a series of revelations beginning with D&C 35 in which the
Lord explains that people must be converted through the witness of the Holy
Ghost (a fruit of the Spirit like peace, love, joy) and are not to be converted by
signs (or gifts of the Spirit such as miracles, healings, tongues).
While Campbellites do believe in the fruits of the Spirit, they argue that
gifts of the Spirit were only given to the ancient church for a short time as proof
of its divine origin. This belief leads Alexander Campbell to call on the Mormon
Church to likewise prove itself by providing public miracles and other signs.132
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But the Lord stated in D&C 24:13-14 that healings and casting out evil
spirits should only be performed upon the request of those afflicted, and other
miracles only if commanded by the Lord. And in D&C 35:8-10 the Lord stated
only that he would show miracles and signs to “those who [already] believe on
my name.” Then in D&C 46:8-9, 26 the Lord stated that spiritual gifts are given
for the benefit of those who seek to do his will, but expressly excluded those
who ask “for a sign that they may consume it upon their lusts.” Now in
D&C 63:6-12 the Lord clearly states that “Faith cometh not by signs, but signs
follow those that believe” and that he is “not well pleased with those among you
who have sought after signs and wonders for faith.” The Lord thus rejects the
test of truth proposed by Alexander Campbell and instructs his Saints not to
attempt to prove the truth of his Church by that false test.
The only test of truth sanctioned by the Lord is instead the confirming
witness of the Holy Ghost, or the fruits of the Spirit in which the Campbellites
and many others do also believe. In D&C 50:13-23 the Lord states that even
preaching and receiving the true gospel, “if it be by some other way, ... is not of
God.” That instruction to preach only by the Holy Ghost ensures that acceptance
of the truth will be based only upon the witness of the Holy Ghost. The Lord
also instructs his elders in D&C 42:14, in the opening verses of his Law, that “if
you receive not the Spirit, you shall not teach.” This instruction avoids the
opposite problem by ensuring that those who employ the Lord’s own test to
reject preaching based upon a lack of any confirming witness by the Holy Ghost
will not not inadvertently reject the Lord’s true gospel. D&C 63 thus concludes
a series of revelations in which the Lord teaches that both acceptance and
rejection of his gospel must be based alone on the Holy Ghost and fruits of the
Spirit, not the performance of miracles and other signs.
Thursday, 1 September 1831
Ezra Booth and Others Arrive Back in Ohio. Ezra Booth was converted
six months earlier after witnessing the miraculous healing of Elsa Johnson’s
arm. Since then has sought unsuccessfully to also convert others through the
performance of miracles. He arrives from Missouri back in Ohio in a state of
apostasy on Thursday, September 1, two days after the receipt of
D&C 63:6-12.133 He returns by steamboat from St. Louis to Wellsville, Ohio
followed by a short trip overland to his home at Mantua (30 miles southeast of
Kirtland in Portage County), not stopping to preach even once, in complete
disregard of D&C 58:59; 61:33.
`
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Peter Whitmer Jr. also rejoins his family in Ohio on Thursday,
September 1 (they were still in New York when he began his mission to the
Lamanites the previous October). In about September he is taken sick with fever
and ague (â-gyû: fever with chills and sweating) that lasts four weeks.134
Others known to return to Kirtland by September 1 include Sidney
Gilbert & William Phelps (D&C 61:7-12), Joseph Coe (D&C 55:6), and
Frederick Williams.135
Thursday, 1 September 1831
Newel Whitney Set Apart as Mercantile Agent in Ohio. At a conference
at Kirtland, Ohio on Thursday, September 1, Oliver Cowdery sets Newel
Whitney apart as the Church’s mercantile agent in Ohio per D&C 63:45.
Also at this conference Lorin Page voluntarily relinquishes his license
as a priest, and Edson Fuller and William Carter, who did not fulfill the missions
assigned to them in May in D&C 52:28, 31 and who have apostatized, are
“silenced from holding the office of elders in this Church.”136
September 1831
Oliver Cowdery & Newel Whitney Solicit Subscriptions for Zion.
“Immediately after the commandment was given [on August 30 to Sidney
Rigdon in D&C 63:56 to write a second description of the land of Zion] and the
epistle written [on August 31], O. Cowdery and N.K. Whitney [per D&C 63:46]
went from place to place and from church to church preaching and expounding
the scriptures and commandments, and obtaining monies of the disciples for the
purpose of buying lands for the Saints according to commandments [D&C 57:3,
5; 58:49-52; 63:27-30, 40]. And the disciples truly opened their hearts, and thus
there has been lands purchased for the inheritance of the Saints” at Zion.137
early September 1831
Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith Preach in Greene County, Indiana.
Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith (D&C 52:30; 61:35), while returning from
Missouri to Ohio, arrive on Monday, August 29 at Greene County, Indiana
where they had previously preached on their outbound trip to Missouri during
July 8-10. “We found the people glad to see us again ... [and] this whole region
of country in a state of excitement over the Book of Mormon. The people were
searching the Scriptures, some of them had read their Bibles through twice since
we last visited them, and as soon as they heard that we had returned they were
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all ready to come together to hear what further testimony we had to give.” They
baptize six more people, ordain an elder and a priest, and organize a branch.
Among those converted is John Patten. He will write during the
following spring to his brother David Patten in southeast Michigan about the
restored gospel and will baptize him a few months after that in June 1832.
After two weeks Reynolds Cahoon & Samuel Smith depart Greene
County on Tuesday, September 13. They arrive at Kirtland, Ohio another two
weeks later on Wednesday, September 28, about three and a half months after
their departure for Missouri on June 9.138
early September 1831
Parley Pratt & Orson Pratt Arrive at Jackson County, Missouri. Parley
& Orson Pratt (D&C 52:26) arrive at Jackson County about the first of
September following a three month journey, having preached at least fifty times,
and “baptized many people and organized branches of the Church in several
parts of Ohio, Illinois and Indiana. ... I [Parley Pratt] felt somewhat disappointed
in not meeting with the brethren, but was consoled with the reflection that I had
been diligent in preaching the gospel on my journey, while others had hurried
through the country, perhaps, without tarrying to do much good.”
The two brothers suffer from the Southern summer heat to which they
are not accustomed, as well as “the hardships incident to a new and in many
places unsettled country, such as hunger, thirst, fatigue, etc.” Following their
arrival at Jackson County, both become ill with chills, fever and ague, first
Orson and then also Parley. “I [Parley Pratt] suffered extremely for several
months, being brought very low ... I tarried mostly with ... the Colesville
Branch,” which “consisted of about 60 souls and were under the presidency of
a faithful and zealous elder by the name of Newel Knight.”139
Tuesday, 6 September 1831
Lyman Wight Family Travels from Ohio to Missouri. Lyman Wight
arrived in Missouri on August 13. “From the 25th of August to the 21st of
October I continued laboring in the land of Zion with the exception of making
two journeys [to] Snybar Creek [in southeast Jackson County] and back ...
preach[ing] eight times and also one journey to Clay County. ... The remainder
of this time I preached at home twice a week besides my daily labor ...
“In the meantime, on the 6th of September 1831 my family arrived with
a small branch of the Church [possibly the Chardon Branch]. I doubled my
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exertions, which gave me but a small portion of rest either by day or by night.
Yet by the ... 26th of January 1832 I had accomplished my design of preparing
a comfortable house with food and raiment sufficient to make my family
comfortable for six months” so he can depart on another lengthy mission.140
Fall - Winter 1831
Saints’ First Winter at Zion. “The time now passed in our [the Colesville
Branch’s] common labors in building houses, plowing, sowing grain, and all
other labors necessary to build up a new country. We were not accustomed to
a frontier life, so things around us seemed new and strange, and the work we had
to do was of a different nature to that which had been done in the East. Yet we
took hold with cheerful hearts and a determination to do our best, and with all
diligence went to work to secure food and prepare for the coming winter.”141
“The Colesville Branch ... had arrived late in the summer and cut some
hay for their cattle, sowed a little grain, and prepared some ground for
cultivation, and were engaged during the fall and winter in building log cabins
etc. The winter was cold, and for some time about ten families lived in one log
cabin which was open and unfinished, while the frozen ground served as a floor.
Our food consisted of beef and a little bread made of corn, which had been
grated into coarse meal by rubbing the ears on a tin grater.
“This was rather an inconvenient way of living for a sick person, but it
was for the gospel’s sake, and all were very cheerful and happy ... and the Spirit
of the Lord was poured out upon us ... There was a spirit of peace and union and
love and goodwill manifested in this little church in the wilderness, the memory
of which will be ever dear to my [Parley Pratt’s] heart.”142
early September 1831
Joseph Smith Prepares to Move from Kirtland to Hiram, Ohio. Joseph
Smith spends the early part of September through Sunday, September 11
“making preparations to remove to [Father John Johnson’s home at] the town
of Hiram and recommence the translation of the Bible.”143
D&C 64
Sunday, 11 September 1831
Second Revelation regarding Migration of Saints to Zion. “The brethren
who were commanded to go up to Zion were earnestly engaged in getting ready
to start in the coming October. On the 11th of September I [Joseph Smith]
received the following [D&C 64]” directed to “ye elders of my Church”144 –
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Stating with regard to sin, repentance and forgiveness that: (i) their sins
are forgiven this once, the failure to forgive is itself a serious sin requiring
forgiveness, and individuals need to receive forgiveness from God, need to
likewise offer that gift to their fellow men by in turn forgiving them, and need
to not seek occasion against each other – 1-11; (ii) those who do not confess and
repent shall be brought before the Church in order that the Church not offend
God – 12-14; and (iii) companions Ezra Booth & Isaac Morley (D&C 52:23,
who did not follow the instruction of D&C 52:9-10 to preach on their way to
Missouri), and Edward Partridge (who is guilty of unbelief and blindness of
heart per D&C 58:14-15) have each sinned, but Isaac Morley has been forgiven,
as will the other two upon repenting – 15-17.
Also stating by way of specific instruction regarding gathering to Zion
that: (iv) Sidney Gilbert is to return in a few weeks from Ohio to his position as
Church agent in Missouri – 18-19; (v) Isaac Morley is again to sell his farm at
Kirtland (per D&C 63:38-39) in order that he not be tempted beyond his ability
to bear – 20; (vi) Frederick Williams is to not sell his farm so that a stronghold
remains at Kirtland for five years, but at the end of that time any who so desire
will be free to go up to Zion – 21-22; (vii) it is a day of sacrifice and “tithing”
until the Second Coming, when the wicked and those who remain in Babylon
will be burned (per Malachi 3:8-12) – 23-25; (viii) the Gilbert & Whitney store
at Kirtland should not be sold until the Kirtland Saints have gone up to Zion
– 26; (ix) the Church is authorized to incur debt at this time, although debt has
been generally forbidden (see Appendix 3 regarding D&C 42) – 27-30.
Also stating with regard to the destiny of Zion that: (x) Zion will flourish
as an ensign to make the nations tremble, and people shall come unto it out of
every nation, but this will occur in the Lord’s own time, “Wherefore, be not
weary in well-doing, for ye are laying the foundation of a great work. And out
of small things proceedeth that which is great” – 31-33, 41-43L; (xi) “Behold,
the Lord requireth the heart and a willing mind; and the willing and obedient
shall eat the good of the land of Zion,” but the rebellious shall be cut off, and
those not faithful in their stewardships shall be replaced – 34-40; and (xii) it
shall come to pass that Zion will judge its own affairs – 37-38.
The five years during which a stronghold is to be retained at Kirtland
(D&C 64:21-22) would end about September 1836 when Far West is founded,
through the good times of the temple dedication at Kirtland, but not the
economic disruptions, apostasy and ensuing exodus from Kirtland during
1837-1838.
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Circulation: D&C 64:1-36a (through the word “Ephraim”) is first
published in the original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments. But the
last 1/6 of the Book of Commandments (probably the rest of D&C 64 plus
D&C 65-69, 107b, 70-73, 75, 133 and the testimony written on November 2) are
not yet printed when the Jackson County printing press is destroyed by a mob
on July 20, 1833. About a hundred sets of printed sheets of the first 5/6 rescued
from the mob are later bound and sold as the original 1833 edition of the Book
of Commandments. But the remainder of D&C 64 and the other material that
was to have been included in the original 1833 edition is not included in the
Doctrine & Covenants until the second 1835 edition.145
Also see: D&C 57-59, 63-64 should be read together as a group.
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9. Preparing the Book of Commandments
September 1831 - November 1831
D&C 1, 65-70, 107b, 133

Upon his return to Ohio,
Joseph Smith moves from Kirtland
to the John Johnson Farm at Hiram.
He lives with Johnsons for the next
six months before making a second
trip to Missouri. This chapter covers
the first half of that “Hiram Period,”
including several revelations that
relate to publishing the Book of
Commandments (the first edition of
the Doctrine & Covenants).
Book of Commandments. A
series of three special conferences
regarding the Book of
Commandments is h eld in
November. During the first
conference D&C 1 is received as
the Lord’s own dictated Preface. In
D&C 67 the Lord confirms the
revelations designated for
publication. The Lord also
challenges those who hesitate to
endorse the revelations to write a
better one themselves. William
McLellin attempts to do so but fails.
The next day those at the
conference affirm their testimony

of the revelations and receive
D&C 68. These three revelations
address the content of the Book of
Commandments.
The next day after the
conference, Joseph Smith receives
D&C 133 as an apocalyptic
Appendix for inclusion at the end of
the Book of Commandments.
Two more revelations address
the procedure for publication.
During the last of the special
conferences D&C 69 appoints John
Whitmer to accompany Oliver
Cowdery to Missouri with the
revelation manuscripts and the
money donated for purchasing land
in Missouri. William Phelps is
appointed by a conference to
purchase a printing press.
In D&C 70 Joseph Smith,
Martin Harris, Oliver Cowdery,
Sidney Rigdon, John Whitmer and
William Phelps are appointed as
stewards over the Book of
Commandments. Any profits from
the sale of the book are assigned to
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the group jointly. This “Literary
Firm” is the first joint stewardship
under the Law of Consecration and
Stewardship, and it is a precursor to
the United Order or United Firm.
Missouri. Missouri is barely
mentioned in this chapter. The last
of the D&C 52 missionaries finally
arrives in November. A few more
families arrive. Land is purchased.
But mostly the Saints who arrived
during the summer and fall spend
their first winter at Zion just getting
settled.
Church Administration.
While the Church remained in New
York, Church offices were limited
to a First and Second Elder, branch
president, elder, priest, teacher and
deacon. During Joseph Smith’s first
four months in Ohio the offices of
bishop and high priest were added.
Following Joseph’s return from
Missouri, D&C 68 adds subordinate
bishops who report to the Presiding
Bishop in Zion. D&C 107b adds
quorum presidents and a President
of the High Priesthood. And the
relationship between the Presiding
Bishop and the President of the
High Priesthood is explained in
D&C 68, 107b.
William McLellin. William
McLellin will at times figure
prominently in Church history,

including in this chapter. In October
he spends two weeks with the
Prophet. D&C 66 answers some
questions for William McLellin and
instructs him to go on a mission to
the East rather than moving to
Missouri. When D&C 67 challenges
the assembled elders to write a
revelation, William McLellin is the
one who takes up the challenge.
D&C 68, although directed to the
elders in general, is received at the
request of William McLellin, Orson
Hyde, Luke Johnson, and Lyman
Johnson.
Other People and Activities.
The first two missions to New
England are undertaken in late 1831
by Jared Carter and by members of
the Rutland-Columbia Branch in
Pennsylvania.
The land dispute at Kirtland
regarding the Frederick Williams
farm is finally resolved in the fall of
1831. But soon afterward Sidney
Rigdon writes a letter that sparks
another dispute by asserting
complaints against Bishop Edward
Partridge. It will take a year to
finally resolve that dispute.
By September Ezra Booth and
Symonds Ryder both apostatize.
Their apostasy sets the stage for key
events that will occur during the
second half of the Hiram Period.
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Monday, 12 September 1831
Joseph & Emma Smith Move from Kirtland to Hiram – 5th Home.
On August 30 the Lord directed in D&C 63:38-39 (and later in D&C 64:20) that
Isaac Morley sell his farm, where Joseph Smith and many others have been
living. In D&C 63:65 the Lord also directed “Let my servants Joseph Smith Jr.
and Sidney Rigdon seek them a home as they are taught through prayer by the
Spirit.”
On September 12 Joseph Smith moves his family (Emma and the
adopted Murdock twins, age 4 months) from a small home on the Isaac Morley
farm at Kirtland. They move in with the John Johnson family in their large
frame home 30 miles southeast of Kirtland at Hiram in Portage County. Sidney
Rigdon’s family (Phebe and six or seven children up to age 11) move into a log
cabin on the 304 acre John Johnson farm. Smiths and Rigdons live at the John
Johnson farm for six months until the following March of 1832. But living at
Hiram does not fully relieve Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon of the need to
support their families financially.
Over the next couple weeks after moving, “I [Joseph Smith] did little
more than prepare to recommence the translation of the Bible.”1
Monday, 12 September 1831
Newel Whitney Sells Farm at Kirtland. Newel Whitney was instructed
on August 30 in D&C 63:42-44 (and later in D&C 64:26) both to retain his store
and possessions at Kirtland, and also to “impart all the money which he can
impart to be sent up to the Land of Zion. Behold these things are in his own
hands, let him do according to wisdom.”
By a deed recorded two weeks later on September 12, Newel Whitney
sells a 50 acre parcel of land in Geauga County for $400, the same price he paid
for it in 1829. He still owns four town lots at Kirtland including his home and
store, totaling 2.9 acres worth at least another $400.2
Monday, 12 September 1831
Ezra Booth & Symonds Ryder Apostatize. Ezra Booth was converted
in about early May after witnessing the miraculous healing of Elsa Johnson’s
arm. He was soon appointed to go on a mission to Missouri with Isaac Morley
in D&C 52:23. Though he at first hesitated, he did ultimately go. “But when he
[Ezra Booth] actually learned that faith, humility, patience, and tribulation go
before blessing, and that ... instead of the ‘Savior’s granting him power to smite
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men and make them believe’ (as he said he wanted God to do in his own case),
... then he was disappointed.” Or as Joseph Fielding Smith observes, he was
converted through the performance of a miracle, but is disillusioned when he is
unable to likewise convert others by performing miracles. It is significant in this
connection that Ezra Booth & Isaac Morley preached only seven times on their
entire outbound trip to Jackson County (contrary to D&C 52:9). And on his
return trip to Ohio, Ezra Booth did not preach even once (contrary to
D&C 61:33), arriving home on September 1.3
Through Ezra Booth’s preaching back in May, Symonds Ryder was also
converted to Mormonism. But by late summer he, too, has lost his testimony.
His initial doubts were prompted by Joseph Smith misspelling his name
R-i-d-e-r instead of R-y-d-e-r, and he thoroughly distrusts the Law of
Consecration and Stewardship (D&C 42:30-42).4
Upon Ezra Booth’s return to Ohio, he and his good friend Symonds
Ryder share their experiences and confirm each other in their apostasy. They
soon begin to actively oppose the Church. “It was only a short time after the
return from this mission [to Missouri] that Ezra Booth apostatized, as did ...
Symonds Ryder ... and a number of others. The spirit of apostasy was little
known, but when these men apostatized they became more violent, more cruel,
and manifested a greater spirit of persecution than any other enemies.”5
On Tuesday, September 6 during a conference at Nelson (5 miles east
of Hiram), “it was voted that Ezra Booth be silenced from preaching as an elder
in this Church.” On the following Sunday, September 11 Ezra Booth is rebuked
by the Lord in D&C 64:15-16. The next day, Monday, September 12 Ezra Booth
and Symonds Ryder both publicly denounce Mormonism at a Methodist camp
meeting at Shalersville (10 miles southwest of Hiram). Also during September
Symonds Ryder returns to the Campbellite congregation at Hiram and is soon
reappointed as its elder.
On Monday, September 12 Ezra Booth writes the first of nine letters that
will be published in the Ohio Star over the next three months. Ezra Booth
attacks the Church in these letters in an effort to undo the effect of his previous
preaching in May - June when he encouraged others to join the Church. These
attacks are so successful that they will eventually prompt the instruction in
D&C 71 that Joseph Smith & Sidney Rigdon lay aside other labors to spend
several weeks preaching publicly. Ezra Booth is not the first person to apostatize
from the Church, but he is the first to publicly attack it in print or with any broad
effect.6
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Ezra Booth and Symonds Ryder have traveled similar paths: both were
established preachers (Booth Methodist, Ryder Campbellite), both joined the
Church through miracles (Booth upon healing Elsa Johnson’s arm, Ryder upon
the prediction of an earthquake in China), both apostatize when God does not
intervene in their ministries as expected (Booth by the absence of promptings
to preach, Ryder by the misspelling of his name), and both then actively oppose
the Church (both publicly denouncing Mormonism, Booth through his letters in
the Ohio Star, and Ryder by participating in the mob that will tar and feather
Joseph Smith).
Ezra Booth and John Johnson were converted on the same occasion four
months earlier. Joseph Smith moves in with John Johnson on the same day that
Ezra Booth publicly repudiates Joseph’s calling as a prophet.
September 1831
William Phelps Appointed to Purchase a Printing Press. During a
conference at Hiram in about late September, William Phelps is instructed to
stop during his return trip to Missouri and purchase a printing press and type at
Cincinnati. The press will be used to publish the Church’s first monthly
newspaper at Jackson County, the Evening & Morning Star.7
On October 1 William Phelps will be ordained by Joseph Smith to the
office of high priest.8
September 1831
First Member of Extended Smith Family Baptized in New York.
In September, missionaries Solomon Humphrey & Joseph Wakefield
(D&C 52:35-36), who are preaching in St. Lawrence County in northeastern
New York, baptize Clarissa Lyman Smith, the wife of Joseph Smith Sr.’s brother
John Smith. She is the first member of Joseph Smith Sr.’s extended family to
join the Church.9
late September 1831
Hyrum Smith & William McLellin Preach in Illinois. Hyrum Smith &
William McLellin, after departing Jackson County, Missouri on August 25 to
return to Ohio, “pursued our course until Saturday [September 17] about noon
we reached Shelbyville [in Shelby County, Illinois]. When the people found out
who we were, they solicited us to preach. ... I [William McLellin] arose and
addressed them about three hours. There was a Methodist priest present” who
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then preaches against the missionaries. “When he closed, I arose and showed the
people his mistakes, and they seemed to be ashamed for him.” But the next day,
Sunday, “I arose and attempted to preach, but could not ... and in truth I had lost
the spirit of God. ... I sat down and told brother H. [Hyrum] to preach, for I
could not. ...
“Monday morning I went into the woods and bowed before the Lord ...
until I found out what was the matter. ... it was to show me my own weakness
and that it was not me who had preached so many great sermons, but that the
Lord had given me light and liberty. And I found too, by close examination, that
my whipping out the Methodist p. [priest] so completely the day before had
tended to lift me up. This was the whole secret.”
They continue on to Paris in Edgar County, Illinois where William
McLellin settles his financial affairs and twice preaches on Friday, September 23
and Sunday, September 25 to his friends and neighbors in the same schoolhouse
where he had recently been the school teacher.
William McLellin records the content of his preaching on one occasion
as follows: “I ... gave them a brief history of the Book of Mormon, of its coming
forth, etc. Then reasoned upon and expounded prophecy after prophecy and
scripture after scripture which had reference to the book and to these days and
... concluded with a warning to them to flee from the wrath to come and to
gather themselves to Zion and prepare to meet the Lord at his Second Coming
which was nigh at hand.” On Saturday, October 1 “I arose and addressed them
on the subject of the coming forth of the Book of Mormon about 1½ hours and
also on the subject of the ancient faith, concerning the spiritual gifts in the
Church, etc.”
On Tuesday, October 4, “because of the much rain which had fallen, and
the bridges on the road being not yet made, we had to swim two of the creeks,
and we were preserved.” They arrive at Kirtland, Ohio on October 18.10
Thursday, 22 September 1831
First Missions to New England. Simeon Carter and his brother Jared
Carter both live at Amherst, Ohio. Simeon Carter returns home from his mission
to Missouri (D&C 52:27) in about late September. On Thursday, September 22
his brother Jared Carter departs Amherst on a mission to the East in company
with Ebenezer Page.
Jared Carter & Ebenezer Page’s first stop is at Hiram, Ohio, where they
spend several days with Joseph Smith until Tuesday, September 27. While there,
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Joseph “had the spirit of prophecy come on him while he was looking upon me
[Jared Carter ... and] prophesied relative to the mission that I had commenced,
and expressed what should take place on conditions I was faithful, and in this I
found ... the whole was fulfilled.”
On Saturday, October 1 they stop at the house of a man with a severe
toothache. Jared Carter reflects on the times that he has been healed, “and it then
appeared to me that God was willing to relieve him,” so he heals the man, “and
the pain all left him in one instant.”
In about mid October the two missionaries part company. Ebenezer Page
goes to the town of Chenango near Colesville in Broome County, New York
where Jared Carter had lived before moving to Ohio the previous spring.
Jared Carter goes to Benson in Rutland County, Vermont where he was
born and where many of his relatives still live. He arrives on October 25 and
preaches, heals several people, and baptizes 27 by mid January. He briefly
returns to visit his family at Amherst, Ohio during February - April 1832, but for
the next year his time is otherwise spent preaching in Vermont.11
Also during the fall of 1831 Daniel Bowen, Elial Strong and a Brother
Potter of the Rutland-Columbia Branch in Bradford-Tioga Counties,
Pennsylvania go on a short mission to Shaftsbury in Bennington County,
Vermont where Daniel Bowen was born. “A few [at least five] received the
work.”12 These are the first two missions to New England (the six states east of
New York).
Monday, 26 September 1831
Joseph Smith Translation Resumes at Matthew. 26:1. On Monday,
September 26 Joseph Smith resumes working on his translation of the Bible at
Matthew 26:1. By October 9 he completes his translation of Matthew. John
Whitmer serves as scribe until reaching Mark 8:44L by November 20.
The Joseph Smith Translation of Matthew 1:1-26:71 was written on the
NT1 manuscript. Over the summer John Whitmer copied almost all of this text
(Matthew 1:1-26:1) onto a second manuscript, NT2. When work resumes on
September 26, John Whitmer records Joseph Smith’s changes on NT2 beginning
where that NT2 manuscript left off at Matthew 26:1. This results in Joseph
Smith twice making changes to the overlapping text of Matthew 26:1-71.
While some corrections and refinements will be made to NT1, the text
of NT1 never extends beyond Matthew 26:71.13
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Sunday, 2 October 1831
Orson Hyde Moves to Kirtland to Investigate Mormonism, Baptized.
Back in about July Orson Hyde quit his positions as a Campbellite preacher at
Elyria in Lorain County and at Florence in Huron County and as a school
teacher at Florence, and moved to Kirtland. He is employed at Kirtland as a
clerk in the Gilbert & Whitney store where he had previously worked during
probably 1824 and 1826-1827.
During this time Orson Hyde seriously investigates the Church, hears
Joseph Smith preach on several occasions, and attends meetings at which the
merits of Mormonism are debated, “but was careful to say nothing.” After two
or three months he is baptized at Kirtland on Sunday, October 2 by Sidney
Rigdon and confirmed at the water’s edge by Joseph Smith. By October 10
Joseph Smith will ordain him to the office of elder.14
early October 1831
Orson Pratt & Asa Dodds Depart Missouri for Ohio. “About the first of
October, though still weak and feeble, I [Orson Pratt] started on foot [from
Jackson County, Missouri] for Ohio, in company with Asa Dodds, preaching by
the way as commanded of the Lord through the Prophet [D&C 60:14; 61:33].
Brother Dodds stopped in Indiana [in December], but I continued my journey,
although suffering much from the ague. Towards the end of the year I arrived in
Hiram, Portage County, Ohio.”
Asa Dodds also arrives in time to attend the Seventh Quarterly General
Conference at Amherst, Ohio on January 25, 1832. (Asa Dodds lives in Ohio.
It is unclear when he joined the Church or how he came to be in Missouri.)15
Monday, 10 October 1831
Land Dispute at Kirtland over Frederick Williams Farm Is Resolved.
On Monday, October 10 a conference of 7 elders is held at Kirtland, “before
whom was presented a difficulty [regarding the Frederick Williams farm]
wherein brothers Joseph Smith [Sr.], Ezra Thayre and F.G. Williams were
implicated ...
“The conference decided that brother Ezra Thayre’s family remain
where they are until spring. And brother Frederick G. Williams’s family be
provided with a comfortable dwelling by this Church. And that brother Joseph
Smith [Sr.] see to the management of the farm and to the distribution of its
productions as the Lord’s agent according to commandment of the Lord
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[previously received in about late May]. And that brothers Smith and Thayre be
reproved by this conference for the unwise course they have taken in this affair
... and that William W. Phelps be appointed to reprove them in the presence of
this conference.”16
Tuesday, 11 October 1831
Joseph Smith & Sidney Rigdon in Need of Financial Assistance. “On the
11th of October [Tuesday], a conference was held at Brother [Father John]
Johnson’s [at Hiram, Ohio] where I [Joseph Smith] was living, at which the
elders were instructed into the ancient manner of conducting meetings, of which
knowledge the most of them were ignorant.”
Oliver Cowdery suggests the appointment of “six elders to visit the
several branches of this Church, setting them in order, and also make known the
situation of brothers Joseph Smith Jr. & Sidney Rigdon [‘that they might obtain
means to continue the translation’]. And accordingly brothers David Whitmer
& Reynolds Cahoon were appointed, the other four remain to be chosen
hereafter” (done two weeks later at the Sixth Quarterly General Conference).17
This assignment recalls the charge in D&C 24:3 that the churches
provide Joseph Smith with support and in D&C 43:13 that “if ye desire the
mysteries of the kingdom, provide for him food and raiment and whatsoever
thing he needeth to accomplish the work wherewith I have commanded him.”
Scholar Robert Matthews observes that “progress in the translation of
the Bible was sometimes impeded because the Prophet had to lay it aside in
order to labor for the temporal necessities of his family and the Church. It will
further be apparent ... that publishing the New [Joseph Smith] Translation was
delayed and even prevented because of lack of money. The Prophet was
distracted with temporalities and could not give sufficient time and energy to the
preparation of the manuscript. Leading brethren of that day are quoted as saying
that this situation denied the Saints spiritual blessings they could have had if
they had been willing to free the Prophet’s hands from temporal bondage.”18
Wednesday, 12 October 1831
Isaac Morley Farm Sold at Kirtland. Titus Billings, pursuant to a power
of attorney, sells Isaac Morley’s 103 acre farm at Kirtland for $1,050 by a deed
recorded on Wednesday, October 12 per D&C 63:38-39; 64:20. This farm,
where the Morley Common Stock Family and many of the New York Saints
have been living, was often called the “Church farm.”
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Titus Billings will also sell his own 8 acre farm by a deed recorded the
following March before he and some of the Morley Common Stock Family
move to Missouri in late March 1832.19
When the New York Saints arrived in Ohio in May 1831, many of them
settled on three large Mormon farms owned by Frederick Williams and Isaac
Morley at Kirtland and by Leman Copley at nearby Thompson. But during
May-June Leman Copley broke his covenant to let the Saints settle on his farm,
and now the Isaac Morley farm is sold. This leaves only the 144 acre Frederick
Williams Farm, besides “some [of the New York Saints who have] purchased
farms, others rented, and thus they situated themselves as convenient as they
could.”
The next major Mormon land holding at Kirtland, the Peter French farm,
will not be purchased until a year and a half later in March 1833.20
Thursday, 13 October 1831
Ezra Booth’s Anti-Mormon Letters in Ohio Star Newspaper. Upon his
apostasy Ezra Booth writes a series of nine letters for publication in a local
newspaper, the Ohio Star of Ravenna. The first letter is published on October 13
and the last two on December 8. These letters are the next significant antiMormon publication after Alexander Campbell’s pamphlet Delusions in
February. Ezra Booth’s letters are the first anti-Mormon literature by an
apostate, and they will form a major section of the next significant anti-Mormon
publication, Eber Howe’s 1834 book Mormonism Unveiled. While Alexander
Campbell generally attacked the Church’s theology, Ezra Booth attacks
the Church’s factual claim of divine guidance and personally attacks its
leadership.
Ezra Booth’s principal assertions in these letters include that: (1) Joseph
Smith’s revelations routinely fail, and Church leaders routinely claim to know
things by inspiration that are obviously incorrect; (2) Joseph Smith and other
Church members consistently fail in their repeated attempts to perform miracles;
(3) the Three Witnesses must not have really seen anything because D&C 17:2
says that they would see the angel Moroni by faith, which Ezra Booth equates
with imagination; (4) the one spiritual manifestation that Ezra Booth
acknowledges (the excessive spiritual displays that arose after Oliver Cowdery
& co left Kirtland) could not be recognized by the new Ohio converts as unholy
until Joseph Smith arrived from New York; (5) Joseph Smith is authoritarian
and jealously guards his exclusive right to receive written revelation; (6) the
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Church is secretive about many of its revelations (see instructions such as
D&C 42:56-57; 45:72-73); (7) Ezra Booth had expected to preach on his way
to Missouri when prompted by the Spirit, and to be increasingly prompted as he
neared Missouri, but the promptings never came (so he preached only seven
times on his way there and never on his way back); (8) Joseph Smith is an
unreformed money-digger who had to abandon his fraudulent schemes in New
York until his move to Ohio gave him another chance to have others provide his
livelihood; and (9) those who remain in the Church (especially Edward
Partridge, who he acknowledges to be an honest man) must either be gullible or
have succumbed to emotional frenzy.
These accusations have credibility since they come from a former
insider, one of only two dozen ordained high priests in the Church, and they
generate substantial anti-Mormon feeling in the Ohio Western Reserve. They
also make it difficult for the Church to regain a respectable image following the
disreputable spiritual displays of Heman Basset, Edson Fuller, and others.21
Saturday, 22 October 1831
Jesse Gause Moves to Ohio. In the fall of 1831 Jesse Gause and his wife
move from Massachusetts to Ohio. They are Shakers. They first appear on the
rolls of the North Union Shaker community in Ohio, the same community as
Leman Copley, on October 22, 1831. Jesse Gause will be converted and
baptized into the Mormon Church at some point prior to March 1832, but the
date is unknown. During 1832 he will serve as one of Joseph Smith’s original
two counselors.22
late 1831
Warren Cowdery Baptized. Warren Cowdery, older brother of Oliver
Cowdery, is baptized in late 1831, probably in October. He has lived at
Freedom, Cattaraugus County, New York since 1816, became its first
postmaster in 1824, and in 1828 built the first brick house at Freedom.23
October 1831
Zebedee Coltrin Arrives at Jackson County, Missouri. Zebedee Coltrin
(D&C 52:29) finally arrives at Jackson County, Missouri in about October. His
mission companion Levi Hancock remains ill at Boone County, Missouri and
will not finally arrive at Jackson County until November.24
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Tuesday-Wednesday, 25-26 October 1831
Sixth Quarterly General Conference at Orange. The Sixth Quarterly
General Conference of the Church, commonly known as the “Orange
Conference,” is held at the home of Sirenes Burnett at Orange in Cuyahoga
County, 15 miles southwest of Kirtland. Those attending include 12 high priests,
17 elders, 4 priests, 3 teachers, 3 deacons, and a large congregation.
This is the first known reference to any ordination to the office of
deacon. Those holding the office are: Titus Billings, Sirenes Burnett, John Busk.
The Tuesday morning session opens with a prayer offered by Simeon
Carter and the opening hymn “Glorious Things” (Psalm 87). Joseph Smith &
Sidney Rigdon each make some remarks by way of exhortation, including
Joseph Smith’s statement that “could we all come together with one heart and
one mind in perfect faith, the veil might as well be rent today as next week or
any other time” (compare D&C 67:10). John Whitmer says “that a certain clause
in the Church Covenants [D&C 20] was too much neglected, he feared, by the
brethren. Read accordingly.”
“Brother Hyrum Smith said that he thought best that the information
concerning the coming forth of the Book of Mormon be related by Joseph
himself to the elders present, that all might know for themselves. Brother Joseph
Smith Jr. said that it was not intended to tell the world all the particulars of the
coming forth of the Book of Mormon, and also said that it was not expedient for
him to relate these things, etc.”
Several bear testimonies in which they express gratitude for having been
to the land of Zion and express a willingness to consecrate all they have to God
and his cause. Frederick Williams (who returned home two months earlier after
being absent on a mission for most of a year) brings attention to the condition
of the families of absent missionaries.
Joseph Smith emphasizes the importance of the Joseph Smith
Translation and makes reference to the instruction in D&C 43:12-13 that he be
financially assisted in that endeavor. “Brother Joseph Smith Jr. said that he
intended to do his duty before the Lord and hoped that the brethren would be
patient as they had a considerable distance [to go]. Also said that the promise of
God was that the greatest blessings which God had to bestow should be given
to those who contributed to the support of his family while he was translating the
fullness of the Scriptures [the Joseph Smith Translation]. ... Also said that the
Lord held the Church bound to provide for the families of the absent elders
while proclaiming the gospel. Further said that God had often sealed up the
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heavens because of covetousness in the Church. Said that the Lord would cut his
work short in righteousness, and except the Church receive the fullness of the
Scriptures [the Joseph Smith Translation] that they would yet fall.” The closing
prayer is offered by William McLellin, and the conference adjourns until
evening.25
The entries in Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, pages 8-9 entitled
“Parting the Veil through Perfect Faith” and “Perfect Love a Safeguard against
Falling from Grace” are taken from Joseph Smith’s statements at this session of
the conference. The minutes of this conference also make a brief reference to the
concept of sealing the Saints up unto eternal life, a topic given much emphasis
in the latter part of Teachings.
The Tuesday evening session opens with a hymn, a prayer by Orson
Hyde, and another hymn. The committee of six to which David Whitmer &
Reynolds Cahoon were appointed two weeks earlier is filled with the
appointment of Hyrum Smith & Orson Hyde and Simeon Carter & Emer Harris.
Two days later Emer Harris is also called to be a scribe for Joseph Smith.
Oliver Cowdery then ordains the following elders to the office of high
priest: Major Ashley, Stephen Burnett, Joseph Brackenbury, Edmund Durfee,
Emer Harris, Orson Hyde, Levi Jackman, Luke Johnson, William McLellin,
Burr Riggs, Sylvester Smith, Daniel Stanton, David Whitmer, Peter Whitmer Jr.,
and Frederick Williams.
Oliver Cowdery then ordains Lyman Johnson, a priest, to the office of
elder (he will be ordained to the office of high priest a week later on Tuesday,
November 1). Oliver Cowdery also ordains to the office of priest: William
Cahoon, Gideon Carter (baptized earlier that day by Joseph Smith, brother of
Jared and Simeon Carter), Luman Gibbs, Albert Jackman, Ezekiel Rider,
William Scobey, William Smith (a teacher, he will be ordained to the office of
elder by Lyman Johnson on December 19), Uziel Stephens, Calvin Stoddard,
Stephen Strong, Micah Welton, Eleazer Willis (not Miller), and Calves Wilson.
The conference then adjourns until the next morning.26
The Wednesday morning session opens with the hymn “Go On Ye
Pilgrims” and a prayer by David Whitmer. Sidney Rigdon chastises some of
those who were ordained the day before to the office of high priest, saying that
“the Lord was not well pleased with some of them because of their indifference
to be ordained to that office.” Orson Hyde “said that he received the rebuke in
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meekness,” as do some others. Oliver Cowdery & David Whitmer also receive
instructions regarding their selection of the Twelve Apostles (which will occur
in February 1835 pursuant to D&C 18:37). It is decided to hold the next
(Seventh) Quarterly General Conference on January 25, 1832 at Amherst in
Lorain County. The closing prayer is offered by Sidney Rigdon, and the
conference adjourns.27
D&C 66
Saturday, 29 October 1831
Revelation to William McLellin. William McLellin & Hyrum Smith
arrived from Missouri at Kirtland, Ohio on Tuesday, October 18. A week later
William McLellin finally meets Joseph Smith at the Sixth Quarterly General
Conference at Orange on Tuesday-Wednesday, October 25-26.
Following the conference, while traveling 15 miles northeast to Kirtland
on Wednesday, October 26, William McLellin strains his ankle. Joseph Smith
also travels separately that day to Kirtland, and that Wednesday evening at
Kirtland he heals William McLellin’s ankle.
Two days later on Friday night, October 28, William McLellin and
Joseph Smith both spend the night at Nelson, 5 miles east of Hiram, where John
Whitmer & Lyman Wight established a branch during February-March. Early
Saturday morning Joseph Smith and William McLellin arrive together at the
John Johnson farm at Hiram where Joseph Smith currently lives.
On Saturday, October 29 “the Lord condescended to hear my [William
McLellin’s] prayer and give me a revelation of his will, through his prophet or
seer (Joseph), and these are the words which I wrote from his mouth
[D&C 66]”28 –
Stating that: (i) William McLellin is blessed inasmuch as he has been
baptized and turned away from his iniquities, but there are still some things of
which he must repent – 1-3; (ii) he is not to remain long at Hiram, Ohio, nor yet
go up to Zion – 6; (iii) he may send to Zion what property he can, and otherwise
he is not to think of his property – 6; (iv) he is to preach the gospel with Samuel
Smith in eastern lands where it has not yet been proclaimed, forsake not his
companion, heal the sick, be patient in affliction, and not return until called for
– 5, 7-9; (v) he is to entirely forsake all unrighteousness and not seek to be
weighed down with sin – 10; and (vi) if he keeps these sayings, will push many
people to Zion (as in D&C 58:44-45) and receive a crown of eternal life – 11-12.
“I [William McLellin] had expected and believed that when I saw Joseph
I should receive [a revelation]. And I went before the Lord in secret, and on my
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knees asked him to reveal the answer to five questions through his prophet, and
that, too, without his [Joseph] having any knowledge of my having made such
request. I now [in 1848] testify in the fear of God that every question which I
thus lodged in the ears of the Lord of the Sabbaoth were answered to my full and
entire satisfaction.”
Scholar Larry Dahl suggests that the five questions answered in D&C 66
might be: (1) How does the Church fit into the religious world? – 2; (2) What is
my spiritual standing? – 3; (3) What is my duty? – 5-8; (4) Will I have the same
power to heal that I have witnessed? – 9; and (5) How can I escape the
temptation of adultery (his wife and infant child died in late 1830 or early 1831)
and other sins? – 9-12.29
The (Kirtland) Revelation Book 2 and William McLellin’s personal copy
of D&C 66 both identify it as “a revelation given to William E. McLellin, a true
descendant of Joseph that was sold into Egypt down through the loins of
Ephraim his son.”30 Lineage is also addressed in D&C 68, 107, but the portions
of those revelations that discuss lineage (D&C 68:15c-21; 107:13, 16, 40-58) are
not received or recorded until substantially later.31
William McLellin stays with Joseph Smith at Hiram for another two
weeks until November 16 when he and Samuel Smith depart on the mission
appointed in D&C 66:7-8. In the interim he copies some of the revelations.32
Circulation: D&C 66 is first published in the second 1835 edition of the
Doctrine & Covenants, rather than the original 1833 edition, due to the
destruction of the Jackson County printing press in July 1833.33
D&C 65
Sunday, 30 October 1831
A Prayer Patterned on the Lord’s Prayer. Joseph Smith identifies
D&C 65 as a revelation. William McLellin’s copy titles it “a revelation of
Joseph the Seer, 30 October 1831 on the 6th Matthew 10th verse.” Matthew 6:10
is the portion of the Lord’s Prayer that states “Thy kingdom come. Thy will be
done in earth as it is in heaven.” D&C 65 is received at Hiram and 34 –
Includes: (i) an exhortation to hearken to the voice saying: Prepare ye
the way of the Lord and make ready for the Bridegroom – 1, 3; (ii) an
affirmation that the keys of the kingdom of God (the Church) have been
committed to man, and the gospel shall roll forth as the stone cut out of the
mountain without hands (per Daniel 2:35, 44) to fill the whole earth – 2;
(iii) another exhortation to call upon God and to make his works known so the
inhabitants of the earth will be prepared for Christ’s Second Coming – 4-5; and
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(iv) a concluding desire that the kingdom of God (the Church) will go forth so
the kingdom of Heaven may come – 6.
Circulation: D&C 65 is first published in the September 1832 issue of
the Evening & Morning Star. It is first included in the Doctrine & Covenants in
the second 1835 edition, rather than the original 1833 edition, due to the
destruction of the Jackson County printing press in July 1833.35
Tuesday-Wednesday, 1-2 November 1831
First Conference on the Book of Commandments. Orson Pratt later
recalls that “We often had access to the manuscripts [of Joseph Smith’s
revelations] when boarding with the Prophet, and it was our delight to read them
over and over again before they were printed. And so highly were they esteemed
by us that we committed some to memory, and a few we copied for the purpose
of reference in our absence on missions.”36 As late as 1835, while the second
1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants is being printed, Oliver Cowdery will
write a letter to Newel Whitney requesting an original copy of D&C 42 in order
to correct copying errors.37 These examples show the need not only to get copies
of the revelations into the hands of both Church members and Church leaders,
but also to ensure that the copies they have are accurate.
During November 1-12 at Hiram, Ohio a series of conferences is held
at which the principal business is publication of the revelations as the Book of
Commandments (the original 1833 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants). “My
[Joseph Smith’s] time was occupied closely in reviewing the commandments
and sitting in conference, for nearly two weeks.”38
The first of the special conferences is held at Hiram on Tuesday,
November 1. Sidney Rigdon is moderator and Oliver Cowdery is clerk. Those
attending are: Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon, David Whitmer,
John Whitmer, Peter Whitmer Jr., Orson Hyde, Luke Johnson, Lyman Johnson,
William McLellin. The conference decides during the morning session to print
10,000 copies of the Book of Commandments (later reduced to 3,000).39 This is
double the 5,000 Books of Mormon that were printed and several times the
number of Church members, suggesting that it is intended to be read at least in
part by non-members, or else by a significantly increased Church membership.
The title Book of Commandments derives from the fact that Joseph
Smith’s revelations are often called “commandments,” such as when Martin
Harris requested D&C 19 saying “I must have a commandment.”40
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D&C 1
The Lord’s Preface to the Book of Commandments. D&C 1 is received
on Tuesday, November 1, the first day of this conference.41 “A committee had
been appointed to draft a preface [to the Book of Commandments], consisting of
himself [William McLellin], O. Cowdery and [probably] Sidney Rigdon, but
when they made their report the conference picked it all to pieces. The
conference then requested Joseph to inquire of the Lord about it, and he said that
he would if the people would bow in prayer with him. This they did, and Joseph
prayed. When they arose, Joseph dictated by the Spirit the Preface found in the
book of Doctrine & Covenants [D&C 1] while sitting by a window of the room
in which the conference was sitting, and Sidney Rigdon wrote it down. Joseph
would deliver a few sentences, and Sidney would write them down, then read
them aloud, and if correct then Joseph would proceed and deliver more, and by
this process the Preface [D&C 1] was given.”42
D&C 1 is directed to “ye people of my church” and to “all men” as the
Lord’s Preface to the Book of his Commandments published to “ye inhabitants
of the earth” – 1-2, 6, 11, 34
Stating that: (i) the Lord’s voice is unto all people, and there is none that
shall not hear it – 1-2; (ii) the rebellious shall be pierced with sorrow, for their
secret iniquities will be made public – 3; (iii) the Lord’s disciples are his
warning voice, they speak by his authority, and so none shall stay them – 4-6;
(iv) this same authority applies to the Book of Commandments, so all that is
decreed in it shall occur – 6-7; and (v) the Lord’s disciples who bear the tidings
in the Book of Commandments have been given power to seal up the unbelieving
and rebellious unto wrath in the day of judgment at the Second Coming – 8-10.
Wherefore: (vi) the Lord warns all who are willing to hear to prepare, for
he is nigh and his anger is kindled against the world – 11-13; (vii) and those
who will not hear his voice nor his servants will be cut off from among the
people (per Deuteronomy 18:15-19; Acts 3:22-23) – 14; (viii) because they:
1-have strayed from his ordinances, 2-have broken his covenant, and 3-seek after
idols that will perish when Babylon falls – 15-16.
Wherefore: (ix) the Lord, knowing the impending calamity, commanded
Joseph Smith and others to proclaim these things to the world – 17-18; (x) so
that the weak might break down the strong by proclaiming the gospel – 18-19,
23; and (xi) so that: 1-every man might speak in the name of the Lord God rather
than being counseled by his neighbor, 2-faith might increase rather than trusting
in the arm of flesh, and 3-the Lord’s everlasting covenant might be established
– 19-22.
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Behold: (xii) the Lord God gave these commandments to his servants “in
their weakness, after the manner of their language, so that they might come to
understanding” – 24; (xiii) so that: 1-his servants might be instructed, corrected,
chastened and strengthened, 2-Joseph Smith might translate the Book of
Mormon, and 3-those who receive these commandments might have power to
lay the foundation of the Church – 25-30; and (xiv) the Lord is well pleased with
the Church collectively, the only true and living church on the earth – 30.
But (xv) while the Lord forgives those who repent, he will take from the
unrepentant even the light which they have received – 31-33.
And again, as in verses 1-10: (xvi) the Lord speaks to the entire earth
and is willing for all men to know these things – 34-35; (xvii) the hour is nigh
that peace will soon be taken from the earth, the devil will have power over his
dominion, and the Lord will come down in judgment on the world – 35-36;
(xviii) “search these commandments, for they true,” and the Lord’s word in them
shall all be fulfilled – 37; (xix) “whether by mine own voice or the voice of my
servants, it is the same” – 38; and (xx) the Spirit bears record of these truths
– 39L.
The Lord repeatedly bears witness in this Preface of his servants, of the
Doctrine & Covenants, and of the Book of Mormon.
Circulation: D&C 1 is first published in the March 1833 issue of the
Evening & Morning Star and is included as Section 1 in all editions of the
Doctrine & Covenants, including the original 1833 edition of the Book of
Commandments.43
D&C 67
Revelation Challenging Elders to Bear Testimony of Commandments.
During the afternoon session of the first day, Tuesday, November 1, “Brother
Joseph Smith Jr. said that, inasmuch as the Lord has bestowed a great blessing
upon us in giving commandments and revelations, asked the conference what
testimony they were willing to attach to these commandments which should
shortly be sent to the world. A number of the brethren arose and said that they
were willing to testify to the world that they knew that they were of the Lord.”
But others apparently hesitate because “after this revelation [D&C 1] was
received, some conversation was had concerning revelations and language, and
I [Joseph Smith] received the following revelation [D&C 67]” on November 1
during the conference directed to the assembled elders44 –
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Stating by way of testimony and challenge from the Lord regarding the
truth of the commandments under discussion that – 4: (i) the assembled elders
are aware of Joseph Smith’s limitations in expressing himself with words – 5;
and (ii) they have sought in their hearts to express in better language than he – 5;
(iii) so they are now challenged to have the wisest among them attempt to do so
by writing a commandment equal to even the least of those included in the Book
of Commandments – 6-7; (iv) but if they are unable to do so, then they are under
obligation to bear witness of the truth of these commandments – 7; and (v) the
elders are also under obligation to bear witness because that which is righteous
comes from God, and they know that there is no unrighteousness in any of the
revelations – 9.
Also stating with regard to an unidentified blessing that the assembled
elders had failed to receive (perhaps a testimonial manifestation like the Three
Witnesses that: (vi) although “ye endeavored to believe that ye should receive
the blessing,” they did not because “there were fears in your hearts” – 1-3; and
then stating by way of promised blessing “unto you that have been ordained unto
this ministry” that – 10: (vii) “ye are not able to abide the presence of God now,
neither the ministering of angels” – 11-13; but (viii) “inasmuch as you strip
yourselves from jealousies and fears, and humble yourselves before me ... the
veil shall be rent and you shall see me and know that I am” – 10, 14.
William McLellin, a school teacher baptized two months earlier on
August 20, a member of the committee that wrote the discarded preface, and
who Joseph Smith describes as “the wisest man, in his own estimation, having
more learning than sense, endeavored to write a commandment like unto one of
the least of the Lord’s, but failed. It was an awesome responsibility to write in
the name of the Lord.”45
Circulation: D&C 67 is first published in the second 1835 edition of the
Doctrine & Covenants, rather than the original 1833 edition, due to the
destruction of the Jackson County printing press in July 1833.46
On Wednesday morning, November 2 the conference reconvenes for a
third session. Oliver Cowdery is moderator and John Whitmer is clerk. “The
revelation of last evening [presumably D&C 67] read by the moderator.”47 “The
elders and all present that witnessed this vain attempt of a man [William
McLellin] to imitate the language of Jesus Christ renewed their faith ... in the
truth of the commandments and revelations which the Lord had given to the
Church through my [Joseph Smith’s] instrumentality, and the elders signified a
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willingness to bear testimony of their truth to all the world. Accordingly,
I received the following” as a testimony to be signed by those attending –
Stating, in part: “We therefore feel willing to bear testimony to all the
world of mankind, to every creature upon the face of all the earth and upon the
islands of the sea, that the Lord has borne record to our souls, through the Holy
Ghost shed forth upon us, that these commandments were given by inspiration
of God, and are profitable for all men, and are verily true.”48
This testimony is intended to appear at the end of the Book of
Commandments, but this will be prevented by the destruction of the Jackson
County printing press in July 1833.49
During this session of the conference Oliver Cowdery is appointed to
take the revelations with him when he returns to Missouri so that William Phelps
can use them to print the Book of Commandments. Joseph Smith is appointed to
arrange and have the revelations ready (by reviewing Revelation Book 1) before
Oliver Cowdery departs not later than November 15 (he will finally depart on
November 20).50
D&C 68
Revelation to Ordained Elders, Matters in Addition to the Articles. Of
the ten elders who attend the conference on November 1-2, five were previously
called on missions to Missouri (Oliver Cowdery, Peter Whitmer Jr. in
D&C 28:8; 30:5-8; Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon, David Whitmer in D&C 52:3,
25), and the other five were not. Four of those who were not called to Missouri
(Orson Hyde, Luke Johnson, Lyman Johnson, also William McLellin who was
baptized in Missouri) “were desirous to know the mind of the Lord concerning
themselves. I [Joseph Smith] inquired and received a revelation [D&C 68]” at
Hiram on November 151 –
As “the mind and will of the Lord, as made known by the voice of the
Spirit in a conference held November 1st, 1831”52 to these four elders, and to all
other faithful elders of the Church – 1-2, 7 that: (i) they are appointed to preach
the gospel to all the world by the Holy Ghost – 1-2, 6-8; (ii) whatever they speak
when moved upon by the Holy Ghost is also the mind and will of the Lord and
is “scripture” – 3-5; (iii) those who believe and are baptized will be saved and
will be blessed with signs following, while those who do not will be damned
– 9-10, 12; and (iv) it shall be given to the elders to know the signs of the
Second Coming –11.
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“Also certain items, as made known, in addition to the covenants and
commandments which have been given to the Church”53 – 13 with regard to the
office of bishop that: (v) other bishops besides Edward Partridge will be
ordained – 14; (vi) bishops must be high priests and must be appointed by a
council of high priests (changed by June 1835 to the First Presidency) – 13-15b;
and (vii) the (Presiding)54 Bishop can be tried only before a council of high
priests (changed by June 1835 to the First Presidency;55 the reverse is also true
per D&C 107:82-84) – 22-24.
The discussion of Aaronic lineage in D&C 68:15c-21 does not appear
in the earliest surviving copies of D&C 68 dated November 1831 and
October 1832, but is added by June 183556 stating that: (viii) the individual
holding the birthright lineage of Aaron may claim his anointing as (Presiding)57
Bishop and president of the Aaronic Priesthood and need not be a high priest,
but anyone else appointed to the office must be a high priest, which office
allows one to officiate in all lesser offices – 15c-21.
Also stating as items in addition to the covenants and commandments
with regard to standards of conduct in Zion (by June 1835 these commandments
will be extended to anyone residing in any stake of Zion)58 that: (ix) parents are
to teach their children faith, repentance, baptism at 8 years of age, the gift of the
Holy Ghost, to pray, and to walk uprightly – 25-28, 31; (x) Zion’s inhabitants
are to work, observe the Sabbath Day, and attend to their prayers – 29-33; and
(xi) Oliver Cowdery is to take these sayings to Zion in Jackson County, Missouri
so violations of these standards may be done away – 32.
D&C 1, 67, 68 can be read as a group. D&C 1:5-8, 14, 17, 24, 37-38
clearly states that the revelations received by Joseph Smith are to be treated as
though from the Lord’s own mouth, despite any weakness in the manner of
language that Joseph uses to express them. When that language is criticized by
some of the elders, D&C 67:4-9 reaffirms that Joseph Smith receives his written
revelations from the Lord, rebukes the elders for their jealousy and pride in
seeking to excel over Joseph’s manner of language, and sets a challenge that
demonstrates their inability to excel above that language. But while the order of
revelation in D&C 28:1-7; 43:3-7 prohibits other elders from writing by way of
commandment, it does not prohibit them from speaking by way of
commandment when inspired to do so. And D&C 68:3-5 reaffirms this principle
in the strongest possible language by calling their words “scripture,” thus
softening the criticism received in D&C 67:4-9.
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D&C 68:25-35L is specifically directed to the inhabitants of Zion, those
who are to be organized under the Law of D&C 42 and to whom D&C 59 is
specifically directed, and it builds upon the discussions of the Ten
Commandments found in those two revelations. The Saints are again instructed
in D&C 68:29 (as in D&C 59:9-14) to observe Commandment #4 regarding the
Sabbath Day, and in D&C 68:30-31 to not be idle (as in the discussion of
Commandment #10 to not covet in D&C 42:42). Commandment #5 in the Old
Testament instructs children to honor their parents. But that concept is not found
in the Doctrine & Covenants. What is found instead in D&C 68:25-35L;
93:40-50 is a law that parents teach their children to honor and obey the Lord,
the spiritual father of all, or “the sin be upon the head of the parents.”
The Lord stated in D&C 49:15 that marriage and families are
necessary to fulfill the measure of mankind. D&C 68:25-28; 83:4; 93:40-50
provide instruction about parental duties to children. D&C 128, 132 will then
provide information about the continuation of family ties across generations and
throughout eternity.
The age of accountability, stated in D&C 68:25-27 to be 8 years of age,
was previously revealed in about February in connection with the Joseph Smith
Translation of Genesis 17:11.59
The four elders requesting D&C 68 will have a shared history. Luke and
Lyman Johnson are brothers, in 1832 their cousin Emeline Miller will marry
William McLellin, and in 1834 their sister Marinda Johnson will marry Orson
Hyde. All four will then become original members of the Quorum of Twelve
Apostles in 1835, and they will all struggle with faithfulness during the trials of
1837-1838.60 It is not clear why William McLellin would feel the need for
another revelation so soon after receiving D&C 66 on October 29. The other
elder attending the conference who was not called to visit Missouri is John
Whitmer, and he will soon be addressed in D&C 69 during the last of the special
conferences on the Book of Commandments.
Circulation: Oliver Cowdery is instructed in D&C 68:32 to take
D&C 68 to those who live at Zion, so it is presumably soon known to the Saints
in Missouri. D&C 68 is first published in the October 1832 issue of the Evening
& Morning Star. D&C 68 is first included in the Doctrine & Covenants in the
second 1835 edition, rather than the original 1833 edition, due to the destruction
of the Jackson County printing press in July 1833.61
The October 1832 issue of the Evening & Morning Star printed at
Independence is reprinted at Kirtland in June 1835. Both the 1835 reprint and
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the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants incorporate the changes
noted in this entry regarding the First Presidency and stakes of Zion, concepts
not yet revealed in 1831.62
D&C 133
Thursday, 3 November 1831
The Appendix. “At this time there were many things which the elders
desired to know relative to preaching the gospel to the inhabitants of the earth
and concerning the gathering. And in order to walk by the true light and be
instructed from on high, on the 3rd of November 1831 [the next day following
the first special conference on the Book of Commandments during which
D&C 1, 67, 68 were received], I [Joseph Smith] inquired of the Lord and
received the following revelation [D&C 133 at Hiram, Ohio], which from its
importance and for distinction has since been added to the book of Doctrine &
Covenants and called the Appendix”63 –
Stating to “ye people of my church” with regard to gathering in these last
days that: (i) the Lord shall suddenly come to his temple (per Malachi 3:1) with
judgment upon the ungodly, but also with salvation for the righteous – 2-3;
(ii) the Saints are therefore to go out from Babylon, be clean, call upon God, and
gather to Zion (except those who are commanded to tarry in Ohio) – 4-7; (iii) the
elders are to go first to the nations of the Gentiles to gather them out from
Babylon to Zion, and then to the Jews to gather them to Jerusalem, “unto the
mountains of the Lord’s house” to meet the Bridegroom – 8-14; but (iv) “let not
your flight be in haste, but let all things be prepared before you” (per Isaiah
52:12; D&C 58:55-56) – 15.
Also stating to “ye inhabitants of the earth [and] ye elders of my church
together” regarding the gathering of Israel at the Second Coming that: (v) the
Lord’s voice commands all men everywhere to repent – 16; and (vi) the Lord
has sent forth his angel through the midst of heaven crying prepare ye for the
hour when the Lord will soon stand upon Mount Zion with his 144,000, the earth
will be restored as it was before being divided, and the Lord will reign
personally upon the earth from Zion and Jerusalem – 17-25; (vii) and when the
Lost Tribes in the north countries will bring their treasures and be crowned with
glory by Ephraim, and Judah will be sanctified – 26-35.
Further stating to “you, O inhabitants of the earth” with regard to the
latter day gathering of the Gentiles that: (viii) the Lord has sent forth his angel
flying through the midst of heaven with the everlasting gospel so the Lord’s
servants can preach it to all the world – 36-37; (ix) the servants of God shall go
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forth saying fear and worship God and pray that he will come down – 38-45;
(x) the heavens will be darkened when the Lord appears in red garments and
announces that he has trodden the wine press alone – 46-51; and (xi) the
righteous of ancient days and the more recent righteous (whose graves shall be
opened) shall stand at the Lord’s right hand upon Mount Zion and sing the song
of the Lamb’s lovingkindness – 52-56.
Further stating with regard to preaching the restored gospel in
preparation for the Second Coming that: (xii) the Lord has sent forth the
“fullness of his gospel, his everlasting covenant” and these commandments (the
Book of Commandments) to prepare the weak for the Lord’s errand when they
shall thrash the nations, and so that those who repent may receive eternal life
and “be made partakers of the glories that were to be revealed” – 57-62; but
(xiii) those who do not will be cut off from among the people (per Deuteronomy
18:15-19; Acts 3:22-23; D&C 1:14), burned up as stubble (per Malachi 4:1), and
go away into darkness – 63-72L.
The warning voice in this Appendix (D&C 133) is similar to the Preface
(D&C 1) received two days earlier. This Appendix is full of references to Bible
passages (the LDS edition footnotes to this section are particularly useful), but
it opens and closes with prophecies from Malachi and Acts that Moroni quoted
during his first visit to Joseph Smith in 1823.64
Circulation: D&C 133:12-15 is first published in the inaugural June
1832 issue of the Evening & Morning Star. The entire revelation is first
published on the front page of the May 1833 issue of the Evening & Morning
Star and is also widely reprinted in other Church periodicals. D&C 133 is
intended for inclusion as an appendix at the end of the original 1833 edition of
the Book of Commandments, but this is prevented by the destruction of the
Jackson County printing press in July 1833. D&C 133 is therefore first included
in the Doctrine & Covenants in the second 1835 edition.65
Also see: the references noted for Matthew 24 JST.
November - December 1831
Hyrum Smith & Orson Hyde Preach in Lorain County, Ohio. Orson
Hyde was baptized on Sunday, October 2, ordained to the office of elder by
October 10, and ordained to the office of high priest on October 25. In
D&C 68:1, received at the beginning of November, the Lord states that “My
servant Orson Hyde was called by his ordination to proclaim the everlasting
gospel ...”
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At some point during November-December 1831 Hyrum Smith & Orson
Hyde go on a short mission to Elyria in Lorain County and to Florence in Huron
County in the Ohio Western Reserve where Orson Hyde had, in 1829, helped
Sidney Rigdon to establish Campbellite congregations and then remained as a
pastor and school teacher. Orson Hyde records that “we were the means of
baptizing many of my old Campbellite friends, raised up and organized two or
three branches of the Church, laid hands on several sick persons, and healed
them by the prayer of faith.”66
Tuesday, 8 November 1831
Second Conference on the Book of Commandments. A second
conference regarding publication of the Book of Commandments is held at
Hiram on Tuesday, November 8. Those attending are Joseph Smith, Oliver
Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon, John Whitmer, Peter Whitmer Jr., Christian Whitmer,
Luke Johnson, William McLellin. Joseph Smith is moderator and John Whitmer
is clerk.
“Remarks by brother Sidney Rigdon on the errors or mistakes which are
in commandments and revelations, made either by the translation in
consequence of the slow way of the scribe at the time of receiving or by the
scribes themselves.
“Resolved by this conference that brother Joseph Smith Jr. correct those
errors or mistakes which he may discover by the Holy Spirit while reviewing the
revelations and commandments, and also the fullness of the Scriptures [the
Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible].
“Resolved by this conference that brother Oliver Cowdery shall copy,
correct and select all the writings which go forth to the world through the
printing press (except the revelations and commandments) by the Spirit of the
Lord, and this according to the commandment given in Missouri July 20, 1831
[D&C 57:13]” and per the order of revelation set forth in D&C 28:1-7.67
Friday, 11 November 1831
Reynolds Cahoon to Not Move to Missouri. A conference of eight elders
is held at Hiram on Friday, November 11. Those attending are: Joseph Smith,
Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon, Reynolds Cahoon, Luke Johnson, Lyman
Johnson, William McLellin, Peter Whitmer Jr.
“Prayer by Reynolds Cahoon, who then said that the question which he
wanted settled was whether it was the will of the Lord that he should go to Zion
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[Missouri] in the spring. ... Voted that ... our brother Reynolds be not sent up to
Zion in the coming spring.” D&C 31 (to Thomas Marsh) and “commandments
concerning the duties of the elders” are also read to the conference.68
D&C 107:59-100L

Friday, 11 November 1831

Revelation on Priesthood Organization. On Friday, November 11 at
Hiram in Portage County, Ohio, Joseph Smith receives a revelation now found
at D&C 107:59-60, 62-69a, 71-72, 74-75, 78-87, 89-92, 99-100 (“D&C 107b,”
text printed in Appendix 6). D&C 107b is directed to “the Church of Christ in
the Land of Zion”69 –
Stating with regard to the administrative organization of priesthood
holders that: (i) each office in the priesthood should have members appointed
to preside over the others who hold that office – 59-65; (ii) quorum sizes are:
12 for deacons, 24 for teachers, 48 for priests, and 96 for elders – 85-89; (iii) the
duty of a quorum president is to preside, sit in council with quorum members,
and teach them their duty – 85-89; and (iv) “wherefore now let every man learn
his duty, and to act in the office in which he is appointed in all diligence; he that
is slothful shall not be counted worthy to stand, and he that learns not his duty
and shows himself not approved shall not be counted worthy to stand” – 99-100.
Also stating with regard to the offices of bishop and President of the
High Priesthood that: (v) the President of the High Priesthood: 1-is the highest
priesthood officer, 2-presides over the entire Church, 3-is a prophet, seer,
revelator and translator (compare D&C 21:1), and 4-administers ordinances and
blessings by the laying on of hands – 64-67, 91-92; (vi) a bishop: 1-must be a
high priest (as in D&C 68:13-15), 2-is lower than the President of the High
Priesthood, 3-administers in temporal matters, and 4-is a common judge (as in
D&C 58:17-18) – 68, 71-74; (vii) additional bishops may be appointed as
needed (as in D&C 68:14) – 74-75; (viii) appeals from the decision of a bishop
will be heard by the President of the High Priesthood assisted by twelve high
priests, with no further appeal – 78-81; and (ix) the President of the High
Priesthood is to be tried before the bishop (Presiding Bishopric)70 with no further
appeal (compare D&C 68:22-24) – 82-84.
At the next quarterly general conference, the Seventh held at Amherst
on January 25, 1832, the Church’s first quorum presidents will be selected as
directed in D&C 107:60-63, and Joseph Smith will be sustained and set apart as
President of the High Priesthood consistent with D&C 107:65-66.71 In 1834
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D&C 107b is copied into the (Kirtland) Revelation Book 2 with the heading
“revelation ... regulating the presidency of the church”72 (although the concept
of a presidency with counselors is probably not known until several weeks later
in February-March 1832).
At a conference in Missouri in July 1832 it will be “resolved that the
mode and manner of regulating the Church take effect from this time according
to [D&C 107b].” In October 1832 a council of high priests in Zion will read
D&C 107b and then explore its relationship to D&C 20 by posing the following
questions: “Are the high priests in the land of Zion required to meet as [do the]
elders in the [quarterly general] conference according to the Articles and
Covenants [D&C 20:61] to do Church business?” and “Is the council of elders,
where the president of the elders resides, to teach them their duty, the same as
the [quarterly general] conference mentioned in the Covenants? [D&C 20:61]”73
D&C 107 is not recorded in its final and complete form until March 28,
1835 (see verse 58).
Circulation: D&C 107b is intended for inclusion in the original 1833
edition of the Book of Commandments, but this is prevented by the destruction
of the Jackson County printing press in July 1833. D&C 107b is first published
in the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants as part of the entire
current revelation, where it appears as Section 3 behind only the Lord’s Preface
(D&C 1) and the Articles & Covenants (D&C 20). The general substance of
D&C 107b is widely known by January 1832 when many of its administrative
provisions are implemented at the next quarterly general conference, and it is
read to conferences in Missouri on July 3 and October 5, 1832.74
D&C 69

Friday, 11 November 1831

John Whitmer Appointed to Go with Oliver Cowdery to Missouri.
On Friday, November 11 Joseph Smith receives D&C 69 in connection with the
third conference on the Book of Commandments75 –
Stating that: (i) John Whitmer is appointed as a traveling companion for
Oliver Cowdery’s trip to Missouri with the revelation manuscripts and the
money that has been donated to buy land in Jackson County, Missouri (they will
depart on November 20)76 – 1-2; and (ii) John Whitmer, appointed as Church
Historian in D&C 47, is to 1-continue writing the important things he observes
and knows regarding the Church, 2-actively “travel many times from ... church
to church” to learn more, 3-collect from others their accounts of their
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stewardships, and 4-receive counsel and assistance from others including Oliver
Cowdery (the Second Elder and previous Church Historian)77 – 3-8.
Six of the seven high priests who will preside over the Missouri Church
during 1832 were instructed to settle there in D&C 58:6-14, and John Whitmer,
the last of the seven, is sent there in D&C 69:2, 5-7.
Circulation: D&C 69:5-6 is first published in the August 1832 issue of
the Evening & Morning Star. The complete text of D&C 69 is first published in
the second 1835 edition of the Doctrine & Covenants, rather than the original
1833 edition, due to the destruction of the Jackson County printing press in
July 1833.78
Saturday-Sunday, 12-13 November 1831
Third Conference on the Book of Commandments. The third and last
conference regarding the Book of Commandments is held on Saturday,
November 12 in Joseph Smith’s translating room in Father John Johnson’s home
at Hiram. William McLellin is moderator and Oliver Cowdery is clerk. While
the first conference on November 1-2 and the revelations received in connection
with it (D&C 1, 67, 68) generally address the content and authenticity of the
revelations, this conference and the revelations received in connection with it
(D&C 69, 70) address how to handle the mechanics of publication.
During the conference “Brother Joseph Smith Jr. said one item he
wished acted upon was that our brothers Oliver Cowdery & John Whitmer, and
the sacred writings which they have entrusted to them to carry to Zion, be
dedicated to the Lord by the prayer of faith ... done accordingly.”
“After deliberate consideration, in consequence of the Book of
Revelations [Commandments] now to be printed, being the foundation of the
Church in these last days, and a benefit to the world, showing that the keys of
the mysteries of the kingdom of our Savior are again entrusted to man, and the
riches of eternity within the compass of those who are willing to live by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God, the conference priced the
revelations to be worth to the Church the riches of the whole earth, speaking
temporally.”
“Voted that in consequence of the diligence of our brethren Joseph
Smith Jr., Oliver Cowdery, John Whitmer and Sidney Rigdon [compare
D&C 70:1-6 which adds Martin Harris, William Phelps] in bringing to light by
grace of God these sacred things, be appointed to manage them according to the
laws of the Church and the commandments of the Lord.”
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The conference also recommends several Smiths and Whitmers “to the
Bishop in Zion as being worthy of inheritances among the people of the Lord
according to the laws of said Church:” Joseph Smith Sr., Hyrum Smith, Samuel
Smith, William Smith, Don Carlos Smith, Peter Whitmer Sr., Christian
Whitmer, Jacob Whitmer, David Whitmer, Peter Whitmer Jr., Hiram Page.79
The entries in Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith 7-8 entitled
“Value of the Revelations and Commandments” and “Parting the Veil through
Perfect Faith” are taken from the minutes of this conference.
D&C 70

Saturday, 12 November 1831

Revelation Establishing the Literary Firm. D&C 70 is received at
Hiram on Saturday, November 12, the first day of this last special conference.
“The great benefits to the world which result from the Book of Mormon and the
revelations ... were duly appreciated [by the conference], and in answer to an
inquiry, I [Joseph Smith] received the following revelation [D&C 70]” directed
to Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, John Whitmer, Sidney Rigdon, Martin Harris
and William Phelps (the “Literary Firm”)80 –
Stating that: (i) these six men are appointed as stewards to manage the
revelations [Book of Commandments] and to receive the financial benefit of
them – 1-6; (ii) any excess benefits beyond their needs and wants are to be given
to the bishop’s storehouse, and this is a pattern for all Church members who
receive stewardships – 7-11; (iii) stewards are worthy of their hire [financial
compensation] regardless of whether they labor in temporal or spiritual matters
– 12-13; (iv) “nevertheless, in your temporal things you shall be equal, and this
not grudgingly, otherwise the abundance of the manifestations of the Spirit shall
be withheld” – 14; and (v) this commandment [D&C 70] is given to the Literary
Firm as a reward for the diligence of its members in many things and for
temporal security – 15-18.
The Literary Firm established in D&C 70:1-6, 15-18 is at first concerned
with the Book of Commandments and eventually also with newspapers, a Church
Hymnal, a Church Almanac, and children’s books.81
The Literary Firm is a major development in the Law of Consecration
and Stewardship. D&C 42, 51 describe a system of individual stewardships
where accounts are kept between individuals and even between Church units.
In contrast the Literary Firm is a joint stewardship where several people all have
equal claim on common property, as in the Morley Common Stock Family and
the Shaker community at North Union.
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The Literary Firm will soon become affiliated with an umbrella joint
stewardship known as the United Firm (see D&C 78, 82, 104). During the
1830’s the terms “United Firm,” “United Order” and “Order of Enoch” are used
interchangeably.82 This book generally uses the term “United Firm” since it most
clearly describes the nature of the enterprise and carries fewer preconceptions.
The author believes that in the Doctrine & Covenants the term “United
Order” refers only to joint stewardships, not individual stewardships. See
D&C 92:1; 104:47 where this term clearly refers to fewer than all who have
entered into the Law of Consecration and Stewardship. Nowadays it is common
to use the term “United Order” even when speaking of individual stewardships,
but the reader should keep in mind, even when speakers and writers do not, that
there is a distinction between an individual stewardship and a joint stewardship.
Circulation: D&C 70 is first published in the second 1835 edition of the
Doctrine & Covenants, rather than the original 1833 edition, due to the
destruction of the Jackson County printing press in July 1833.83
November 1831
David Whitmer & Reynolds Cahoon Depart on Mission to Branches.
David Whitmer & Reynolds Cahoon, after attending the conference on
November 12-13, depart on the mission to which they were appointed a month
earlier on October 11 to instruct the local branches of the Church and to make
known that Joseph Smith & Sidney Rigdon are in need of financial support.84
Monday, 14 November 1831
Sidney Rigdon Writes Letter Complaining about Edward Partridge.
On Monday, November 14 Sidney Rigdon writes a letter from Hiram, Ohio to
John Corrill & Isaac Morley, the bishop’s counselors in Missouri, in which he
asserts several complaints against Bishop Edward Partridge. One is that Edward
Partridge insulted and assumed authority over the Prophet during their visit
(D&C 52:3) to Missouri. Another is that Edward Partridge deceived or
defrauded Joseph Smith & co “respecting the handing over money [pursuant to
D&C 60:10] to brothers Joseph, Oliver and Sidney for their expense to Ohio”
on their return trip home from Missouri.
It will take another year for all of the issues raised in this letter to be
finally resolved. A response will be sent from Missouri back to Ohio in March
1832.85
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November 1831
Levi Hancock Finally Arrives at Jackson County, Missouri. Levi
Hancock (D&C 52:29) is the last of the D&C 52 missionaries to arrive in
Missouri. His companion Zebedee Coltrin only arrived in October. Levi became
very ill and so does not arrive until November, months after Joseph Smith & co
have already arrived back home in Ohio.86 Levi finds this very discouraging until
Elizabeth Van Benthusen Gilbert, wife of Sidney Gilbert, shows him the text of
D&C 58, received by Joseph Smith on August 1 at Jackson County.
On arriving near the temple lot, Levi “soon found Zebedee. He was glad
to see me, as I was him. We prayed together. He took me to Sister Gilbert’s. She
showed me the revelation given in August and showed me these words ‘Let the
residue of the elders of this church, who are coming to this land, some of whom
are exceedingly blessed even above measure, also hold a conference upon this
land’ [D&C 58:61]. ‘There,’ said she, ‘that means you brother Levi, Zebedee,
Simeon [Carter], & Solomon [Hancock]! Joseph gave this when you were seven
hundred miles away. Everybody says you are blessed.’
“I also saw other revelations he had given. She showed me one and said,
‘There is a piece for you & Zebedee.’ It read ‘And now I speak of those elders
who have not as yet gone up unto the land of Zion ... for the testimony which ye
have borne is recorded in heaven for the angels to look upon ... and your sins are
forgiven you’ [D&C 62:2-3]. She said some were tried when these words came,
and their faith almost failed them, because they had heard that nothing was done
[no successful missionary work along the way]. Many had apostatized, and but
four [more pairs of missionaries] behind ... As soon as the news had come that
Solomon & Simeon had baptized between twenty and thirty, it revived their
drooping spirits, and as soon as they heard that Zebedee & myself had baptized
upwards of a hundred, Sidney Rigdon gave glory to the God of Heaven and said
I [Sidney] did not know what those revelations meant before.”87
Sidney Gilbert makes personal handwritten copies of D&C 20, 22, 42,
50, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 64, 72, 76, 83, 86, 87, 88, 89, 91, Matthew 24 JST, and
other parts of the Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible.88
During November - January Levi Hancock builds a log and brick store
for Sidney Gilbert at Jackson County, Missouri, for which he receives a satin
coat in payment. He also builds the two-story printing office and home for
William Phelps, for which he receives five copies of the Book of Mormon.89 In
January he is again preaching in company with Harvey Whitlock.90
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November 1831
Partridge and Morley Families Move from Ohio to Missouri. In about
early November Sidney Gilbert, William Phelps, and the families of Edward
Partridge and Isaac Morley (per D&C 57:7, 14-15; 58:24-25) all travel together
from Ohio to Missouri. They travel overland 100 miles to a landing on the Ohio
River. The plan is to travel by steamboat, but after renting a cabin for a week
while waiting for the river to rise, they finally take passage instead on a much
shallower keelboat. They are soon overtaken by a large rainstorm and, in the
reduced visibility, the keelboat becomes stuck on a sandbar. The passengers
spend the dark night exposed to cold sheets of rain as the boat slowly leaks. In
the morning daylight three crewmen swim ashore, locate some long poles, and
succeed in prying the keelboat free. About noon the group transfers to a passing
steamboat that has finally set out on the swollen river.
They presumably stop along the way at Cincinnati long enough for
William Phelps to purchase a printing press and type.
They travel without further incident until, in late November, “when we
were within about 100 miles of our destination, we met the ice coming down the
river so thick that the boat could not proceed and we were forced to land.” They
spend about a week in a small hut before hiring a teamster to convey them to
Jackson County in a large Kentucky wagon. After three or four days they meet
Isaac Morley, who is coming for them, and he conveys them the rest of the way
to a cabin he recently built.91
November 1831
John Carter Baptized in Vermont. John Carter travels from Middlesex
County, Connecticut to Benson in Rutland County, Vermont, where his brother
Jared Carter is preaching, to determine whether Jared’s preaching is true. “For
many days I [John Carter] prayed and wept much before the Lord, pleading with
my whole soul that God would lead me aright.” At length he receives a
testimony and is baptized. By the spring of 1832 he is ordained to the office of
elder. He is the last of the four Carter brothers to join the Church.92
Wednesday, 16 November 1831
Samuel Smith & William McLellin Depart on Mission to Eastern States.
While Samuel Smith is preparing at Kirtland for the mission to which he and
William McLellin were appointed on October 29 in D&C 66:5-8, “but before he
was ready to start, he heard a voice in the night which said: ‘Samuel, arise
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immediately, and go forth on the mission which thou wast commanded to take,
to Hiram.’ He arose from his bed and took what clothing he had in readiness and
set off without further delay” for Hiram where William McLellin is staying with
Joseph Smith.93
Samuel Smith & William McLellin depart Hiram on Wednesday,
November 16. During November 19-30 they preach several times at Braceville,
7 miles west of Warren in Trumbull County, Ohio. On Sunday, November 27
they baptize Reuben Fields and his wife, “though it was a cold day and
considerable snow on the ground.”
On Friday, December 2 they arrive at Weathersfield, 4 miles east of
Warren. They preach that evening and again on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
At the conclusion of the Tuesday meeting, “Brother S. [Samuel] exhorted and
invited the people to embrace the truth. None expressed a desire. I then exhorted
a while and closed without making another appointment. But by pressing
requests we made an appointment for next evening [Wednesday, November 7]
at the schoolhouse ... and also on next Sunday [November 11] at Heatin’s Mill.”
“The prejudice of many began to break down, and the spirit of the Lord
commenced to work upon the hearts of the people.” On Wednesday, William
baptizes three sisters and a brother. “It was snowing considerable. And though
we had to break the ice, I went down into the water.” The next day, Thursday,
December 15 William McLellin is “quite unwell with a violent cold.”94
Sunday, 20 November 1831
Oliver Cowdery & John Whitmer Depart Ohio for Missouri. On Sunday,
November 20 Oliver Cowdery & John Whitmer finally depart Ohio for Missouri
as instructed in D&C 69:1-2, 6. They take Revelation Book 1, the bound
collection of revelations into which John Whitmer began copying revelations in
about March 1831 and which Joseph Smith has been reviewing. At this point it
apparently contains all of D&C 1-70, 74, 107b, 133 – except D&C 2, 12, 13, 32.
William Phelps will use Revelation Book 1 to publish both the original 1833
edition of the Book of Commandments and about 25 individual revelations that
appear in the Evening & Morning Star newspaper during 1832-1833. Oliver
Cowdery & John Whitmer also take the money raised to buy land in Missouri.
They will arrive at Independence, Missouri on January 5, 1832.95
End of Volume 1
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Appendix 1
Preface to the Original 1830 Edition
of the Book of Mormon1
(with references to D&C 10)
To the Reader –
As many false reports have
been circulated respecting the
following work, and also many
unlawful measures taken by evil
designing persons to destroy me,
and also the work, I would inform
you that I translated, by the gift and
power of God, and caused to be
written, one hundred and sixteen
pages, the which I took from the
Book of Lehi, which was an
account abridged from the plates of
Lehi, by the hand of Mormon;
which said account, some person or
persons have stolen and kept from
me, notwithstanding my utmost
exertions to recover it again – 1,
and being commanded of the Lord
that I should not translate the same
over again – 30, for Satan had put it
into their hearts to tempt the Lord
their God, by altering the words,
that they did read contrary from that
which I translated and caused to be
written – 10-11; and if I should
bring forth the same words again,
or, in other words, if I should
translate the same over again, they
would publish that which they had

stolen – 17-18, and Satan would stir
up the hearts of this generation, that
they might not receive this work
– 12-13, 32-33; but behold, the
Lord said unto me, I will not suffer
that Satan shall accomplish his evil
design in this thing – 14; therefore
thou shalt translate from the plates
of Nephi, until ye come to that
which ye have translated, which ye
have retained; and behold ye shall
publish it as the record of Nephi;
and thus will I confound those who
have altered my words. I will not
suffer that they shall destroy my
work; yea, I will show unto them
that my wisdom is greater than the
cunning of the Devil – 41-43.
Wherefore, to be obedient unto the
commandments of God, I have,
through his grace and mercy,
accomplished that which he hath
commanded me respecting this
thing. I would also inform you that
the plates of which hath been
spoken were found in the township
of Manchester, Ontario County,
New York.
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Oliver Cowdery’s Preliminary Draft
of D&C 20 (1829)2
A commandment from God
unto Oliver how he should build up
his church and the manner thereof –
Saying Oliver listen to the
voice of Christ your Lord and your
God and your Redeemer and write
the words which I shall command
you concerning my Church, my
Gospel, my Rock and my Salvation.
Behold the world is ripening in
iniquity and it must needs be that
the children of men are stirred up
unto repentance both the Gentiles
and also the House of Israel for
behold I command all men every
where to repent and I speak unto
you even as unto Paul mine apostle
for ye are called even with that
same calling with which he was
called – D&C 18:47, 4, 17, 6, 9.
Now therefore whosoever
repenteth and humbleth himself
before me and desireth to be
baptized in my name shall ye
baptize them. And after this manner
did he command me that I should
baptize them. Behold ye shall go
down and stand in the water and in
my name shall ye baptize them.
And now behold these are the

words which ye shall say calling
them by name saying Having
authority given me of Jesus Christ,
I baptize you in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost, Amen. And then shall
ye immerse them in the water and
come forth again out of the water,
and after this manner shall ye
baptize in my name. For behold
verily I say unto you that the Father
and the Son and the Holy Ghost are
one and I am in the Father and the
Father in me and the Father and I
are one – 3 Nephi 11:22-27.
And ye are also called to
ordain priests and teachers
according to the gifts and callings of
God unto men and after this manner
shall ye ordain them. Ye shall pray
unto the Father in my name and
then shall ye lay your hands upon
them and say In the name of Jesus
Christ I ordain you to be a priest, or
if he be a teacher, I ordain you to be
a teacher, to preach repentance and
remission of sins through Jesus
Christ by the endurance of faith on
his name to the end Amen – Moroni
3:4, 3.
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And this shall be the duty of
the priest. He shall kneel down, and
the members of the Church shall
kneel also, which Church shall be
called The Church of Christ, and he
shall pray to the Father in my name
for the church, and if it so be that it
be built upon my rock I will bless it.
And after that ye have prayed to the
Father in my name ye shall preach
the truth in soberness – no clear
matches casting out none from
among you but rather invite them to
come. And the Church shall oft
partake of bread and wine, and after
this manner shall ye partake of it
– 3 Nephi 18:22; Moroni 6:6.
The elder or priest shall
minister it, and after this manner
shall he do, he shall kneel with the
Church and pray to the Father in the
name of Christ, and then shall ye
say O God the Eternal Father, we
ask thee in the name of thy Son
Jesus Christ to bless and sanctify
this bread to the souls of all those
who partake of it that they may eat
in remembrance of the body of thy
Son and witness unto thee, O God
the Eternal Father, that they are
willing to take upon them the name
of thy Son and always remember
him and keep his commandments
which he hath given them that they
may always have his spirit to be
with them. Amen – Moroni 4:2-3.
Then ye shall take the cup and
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say O God the Eternal Father, we
ask thee in the name of thy Son
Jesus Christ to bless and sanctify
this wine to the souls of all those
who do drink of it that they do [it]
in remembrance of the blood of thy
Son which was shed for them that
they may witness unto thee, O God
the Eternal Father, that they do
always remember him that they may
have his spirit to be with them.
Amen – Moroni 5:1-2.
And now behold I give unto
you a commandment that ye shall
not suffer any one knowingly to
partake of my flesh and blood
unworthily when ye shall minister
it, for whoso eateth and drinketh my
flesh and blood unworthily eateth
and drinketh damnation to his soul.
Therefore if ye know that a man is
unworthy to eat and drink of my
flesh and blood ye shall forbid him,
nevertheless ye shall not cast him
out from among you but ye shall
minister unto him and shall pray for
him unto the Father in my name,
and if it so be that he repenteth and
is baptized in my name then ye shall
receive him and shall minister unto
him of my flesh and blood, but if he
repenteth not he shall not be
numbered among my people that he
may not destroy my people. For
behold I know my sheep and they
are numbered, nevertheless ye shall
not cast him out of your synagogues
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or your places of worship, for unto
such shall ye continue to minister,
for ye know not but what they will
return and repent and come unto me
with full purpose of heart and I shall
heal them and ye shall be the means
of bringing salvation unto them.
Therefore keep these sayings which
I have commanded you that ye
come not under condemnation, for
woe unto him whom the Father
condemneth – 3 Nephi 18:28-33.
And the church shall meet
together oft for prayer and
supplication, casting out none from
your places of worship, but rather
invite them to come – 3 Nephi
18:22; Moroni 6:5. And each
member shall speak and tell the
church of their progress in their way
of eternal life. And there shall be no
pride nor envying nor strifes nor
malice nor idolatry nor witchcraft
nor whoredoms nor fornications nor
lying nor deceits nor no iniquity,
and if anyone is guilty of any or the
least of these – several similar but
no clear single match and doth not
repent and show fruits meet for
repentance, they shall not be
numbered among my people that
they may not destroy my people
– 3 Nephi 18:31.
And now I speak unto the
Church. Repent all ye ends of the
earth and come unto me and be
baptized in my name, which is Jesus

Christ, and endure to the end, and
ye shall be saved – 3 Nephi 27:20.
Behold Jesus Christ is the name
which is given of the Father, and
there is none other name given
whereby men can be saved.
Wherefore all men must take upon
them the name which is given of the
Father, for in that name shall they
be called at the last day. Wherefore
if they know not the name by which
they are called they cannot have
place in the kingdom of my Father
– D&C 18:22-25. Behold ye must
walk uprightly before me and sin
not, and if ye do walk uprightly
before me and sin not my grace is
sufficient for you that ye shall be
lifted up at the last day
– D&C 18:31; 17:8.
Behold I am Jesus Christ, the
Son of the living God. I am the
same which came unto my own and
my own received me not. I am the
light which shineth in darkness and
the darkness comprehendeth it not
– D&C 6:21. These words are not
of man nor of men but of me. Now
remember the words of him who is
the first and the last, the light and
the life of the world. And I Jesus
Christ your Lord and your God and
your Redeemer by the power of my
Spirit have spoken it. Amen –
D&C 18:34; 10:70; 18:47. And
now if I have not authority to write
these things judge ye. Behold ye
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shall know that I have authority
when you and I shall be brought to
stand before the judgment seat of
Christ – Ether 5:6. Now may the
grace of God the Father and our
Lord Jesus Christ be and abide with
you all and finally save you
eternally in his kingdom through the
infinite atonement which is in Jesus
Christ. Amen.
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Behold I am Oliver. I am an
apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of
God the Father and the Lord Jesus
Christ. Behold I have written the
things which he hath commanded
me for behold his word was unto
me as a burning fire shut up in my
bones and I was weary with
forbearing and I could forbear no
longer. Amen.
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Appendix 3
D&C 42:73½ (9 February 1831)3
The following text appears in D&C 42 in Revelation Book 1 and in the
original 1833 edition of the Book of Commandments following current verse 73.
As with the rest of D&C 42, the headings (in parentheses) appear only in some
early handwritten manuscripts and have never been published as part of the
canonized text.
(Question 4: How far it is the will
of the Lord that we should have
dealings with the world, and how
we should conduct our dealings with
them)
Thou shalt contract no debts with
the world, except thou art commanded.
And again, the elders and bishop shall
counsel together, and they shall do by
the direction of the Spirit as it must
needs be necessary.
(Question 5: What preparations we
shall make for our brethren from the
East, and where and how)
There shall be as many appointed
as must needs be necessary to assist the
bishop in obtaining places for the
brethren from New York, that they may
be together as much as can be, and as
they are directed by the Holy Spirit; and
every family shall have a place, that
they may live by themselves. And every
church shall be organized in as close
bodies as they can be; and this for a
wise purpose. Even so. Amen.
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Revelation to Ezra Thayre and Joseph Smith Sr.
regarding the Frederick Williams Farm
(15 May 1831)4
Hearken unto my words, and
behold, I will make known unto you
what ye shall do as it shall be
pleasing unto me. For verily, I say
unto you, it must needs be that ye let
the bargain stand that ye have made
concerning those farms until it be so
fulfilled. Behold ye are holden for the
one, even so likewise your adversary
is holden for the other. Wherefore it
must needs be that ye pay no more
money for the present time until the
contract be fulfilled. And let my
servant Joseph [Smith Sr.] and his
family go into the house after your
adversary is gone, and let my servant
Ezra [Thayre] board with him, and let
all the brethren immediately assemble
together and put up a house for my
servant Ezra [Thayre], and let my
servant Frederick’s [Williams] family
remain, and let the house be repaired
and their wants be supplied, and
when my servant Frederick
[Williams] returns from the west
[Missouri], behold and lo, he desireth
[to] take his family to the west. Let
that which belongeth to my servant
Frederick [Williams] be secured unto
him by deed or bond, and thus he

willeth that the brethren reap the
good thereof. Let my servant Joseph
[Smith Sr.] govern the things of the
farm and provide for the families, and
let him have help inasmuch as he
standeth in need. Let my servant Ezra
[Thayre] humble himself, and at the
conference meeting he shall be
ordained unto power from on high,
and he shall go from thence (if he be
obedient unto my commandments)
and proclaim my gospel unto the
western regions with my servants that
must go forth even unto the borders
of the Lamanites [western Missouri
as subsequently appointed in
D&C 52:22]. For behold, I have a
great work for them to do, and it shall
be given unto you to know what ye
shall do at the conference meeting.
Even so. Amen.
(What shall the brethren do with
the monies?) Ye shall go forth and
seek diligently among the brethren
and obtain lands and save the money
that it may be consecrated to
purchase lands in the west for an
everlasting inheritance. Even so.
Amen (to the Palmyra Church).
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Appendix 5
D&C 51:2½ (20 May 1831)5
The following text appears in the earliest surviving manuscript copies of
D&C 51 between current verses 2 and 3, but has never been included in any
edition of the Doctrine & Covenants:
Wherefore let my servant Edward
Partridge receive the properties of this
people, which have covenanted with me
to obey the laws which I have given,
and let my servant Edward Partridge
receive the money as it shall be laid
before him according to the covenant
and go, and obtain a deed or article of
this land unto himself of him who
holdeth it, if he harden not his heart, for
I have appointed him to receive these
things, and thus through him the
properties of the church shall be
consecrated unto me, if my people
break not their covenant.
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Appendix 6
D&C 107:59-100 (11 November 1831)6
This revelation was received on November 11, 1831. Verse numbers follow
current D&C 107. Text stricken out appeared in the original, while text in
brackets was added later.

59. To the church of Christ in
the land of Zion, in addition to the
church laws respecting church
business.
60. Verily, I say unto you, saith
the Lord of Hosts, there must needs
be presiding elders to preside over
those who are of the office of an
elder,
61. And also priests over those
who are of the office of a priest,
62. And also teachers [to
preside] over those who are of the
office of a teacher, in like manner,
and also the deacons –
63. Wherefore, from deacon to
teacher, and from teacher to priest,
and from priest to elder, severally as
they are appointed, according to the
church articles and covenants [and
commandments of the church].
64. Then cometh[s] the high
priesthood, which is the greatest of
all.
65. Wherefore, it must needs
be that one be appointed of the high
priesthood to preside over the
priesthood, and he shall be called

president of the high priesthood of
the church,
66. Or, in other words, the
Presiding high priest over the high
priesthood of the Church.
67. From the same cometh[s]
the administering of ordinances and
blessings upon the Church, by the
laying on of the hands.
68. Wherefore, the office of a
bishop is not equal unto it; for the
office of a bishop is in
administering all temporal things;
69. Nevertheless a bishop must
be chosen from the high priesthood
[...]
70. [...]
71. [...] that he may be set apart
unto the ministering of temporal
things, having a knowledge of them
by the spirit of truth;
72. And also to be a judge in
Israel, to do the business of the
church, to sit in judgment upon
transgressors upon testimony as it
shall be laid before him according
to the laws, by the assistance of his
counselors, whom he hath[s] chosen
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or will choose among the elders of
the church.
73. [...]
74. Thus shall he be a judge,
even a common judge among the
inhabitants of Zion [...], until the
borders [of Zion] are enlarged and it
becomes necessary to have other
bishops or judges [in Zion or
elsewhere].
75. And inasmuch as there are
other bishops appointed, they shall
act in the same office.
76. [...]
77. [...]
78. And again, verily, I say
unto you, the most important
business of the church, and the most
difficult cases of the church,
inasmuch as there is not satisfaction
upon the decision of the [bishop or]
judges, it shall be handed over and
carried up unto the court [council]
of the church, before the
president[cy] of the high priesthood.
79. And the President[cy] of
the court [council] of the High
Priesthood shall have power to call
other high priests, even twelve, to
assist as counselors; and thus the
Pre sid e nt[c y] of th e H igh
Priesthood and his [its] counselors
shall have power to decide upon
testimony according to the laws of
the church.
80. And after this decision it
shall be had in remembrance no

more before the Lord; for this is the
highest court [council] of the church
of God, and a final decision upon
controversies [in spiritual matters].
81. There is not any person
belonging to the church who is
exempt from this court [council] of
the church.
82. And inasmuch as the [a]
President of the High Priesthood
shall transgress, he shall be had in
remembrance before the common
court [council] of the church, who
shall be assisted by twelve
counselors of the High Priesthood;
83. And their decision upon his
head shall be an end of controversy
concerning him.
84. Thus, none shall be
exempt[ed] from the justice and the
laws of God, that all things may be
done in order and in solemnity
before me [him], according to truth
and righteousness. Amen.
85. A few more words in
addition to the laws of the church:
And again, verily I say unto you, the
duty of a president over the office of
a deacon is to preside over twelve
deacons, to sit in council with them,
and to teach them their duty,
edifying one another, as it is given
according to the covenants.
86. And also the duty of the
president over the office of the
teachers is to preside over twentyfour of the teachers, and to sit in

Appendixes

council with them, teaching them
the duties of their office, as given in
the covenants.
87. Also the duty of the
president over the priesthood [of
Aaron] is to preside over forty-eight
priests, and to sit in council with
them, and to teach them the duties
of their office, as [is] given in the
covenants –
88. [...]
89. And again, the duty of the
president over the office of elders is
to preside over ninety-six elders,
and to sit in council with them, and
to teach them according to the
covenants.
90. [...]
91. And again, the duty of the
president of the office of the High
Priesthood is to preside over the
whole [church], and to be like unto
Moses –
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92. Behold, here is wisdom;
yea, to be a seer, a revelator, a
translator, and a prophet, having all
the gifts of God which he
bestoweth[s] upon the head of the
church.
93. [...]
94. [...]
95. [...]
96. [...]
97. [...]
98. [...]
99. Wherefore, now let every
man learn his duty, and to act in the
office in which he is appointed, in
all diligence.
100. He that is slothful shall
not be counted worthy to stand, and
he that learneth[s] not his duty and
showeth[s] himself not approved
shall not be counted worthy to
stand. Even so. Amen.
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And again ..., 91
Anthon, Professor Charles, 30, 54, 66-67,
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Anti-Mormon Preaching and W riting,
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225, 227-28, 229-30, 246, 262-64,
284-85, 291-92, 295, 300, 326,
337-39, 344-45
- at end of Millennium, 181, 252
Arbitration, 128-29
Arkansas, 27
Ashley, Major, 229, 347
Ashley, W illiam, 29
Ashtabula County, Ohio, 195, 203, 208,
212, 229, 261
Astor, John, 29, 39
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Atonement, 133, 136, 140, 165, 181, 194,
211, 217, 321, 373
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Austintown, Trumbull (now Mahoning)
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B
Babbitt, Almon & Julia Johnson, 262
Backman, Milton Jr., 246, 304
Bainbridge, Geauga County, Ohio, 49
Baldwin, Caleb, 207, 208, 229
Baldwin, W heeler, 229, 281, 288, 301,
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Ballet, 48
Baltimore, Maryland, 27, 42, 74-75,
147-48, 303, 384n60
B&O Railroad, 74-75, 147-48
Banking
- Bank of the United States, 89
- Panic of 1819, 17, 25
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- age of accountability, 141, 181, 191,
258, 355
- importance, 99-100, 112, 133, 145,
269-70, 293, 306, 354-55
- necessity of rebaptism, 141, 143-44,
169
- before church organized, 99-100,
102-04, 108
- first six months of church, 138-39,
143, 145-49, 154, 168, 171-73,
178, 183-86
- accounts, 99-100, 138-39, 154-55,
205, 206, 229, 249, 262, 367
Baptists, 18-20, 25-26, 38, 49, 72, 135,
143, 166, 168, 171, 196, 226, does
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Barber of Seville, 47
Barberton, Summit County, Ohio, 237
Barr, Deputy Sheriff John, 205
Barrett, Ivan, 150

Subject Index

Basset, Heman, 238, 284, 289, 345,
mentioned in D&C 52:37
Beaman, Alva, 61, 62, 157, 161
Becknell, W illiam, 28
Bennington County, Vermont, 341
Benson, Rutland County, Vermont, 341,
366
Bent, Samuel, 294
Bentley, Adamson, 25-26, 72
Bethany, Brooke County, W est Virginia,
26
Bible, also see Apocrypha
- instructions to study or use in
preaching, 32, 103, 242, 289
- accounts of use in preaching, 149,
158, 161, 172, 185, 214, 218,
282, 324
- fulfillment of Biblical prophecy, 22,
32, 33, 67, 87, 246, 282, 340
- prior familiarity of new converts, 120,
127, 171, 197, 202, 214
- reliance on Bible by new converts,
20, 40-41, 120, 170, 173, 202-03,
212, 229-30, 330
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26, 197, 239, 303
Big Blue River, Jackson County,
Missouri, 308, 311
Billings, Titus & Diantha Morley, 130,
199-200, 241, 327, 343-44, 346,
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Bishop, see Priesthood
Bloomfield, Ontario County, New York,
157, 161, 185
Boats
- canalboat, 17, 43, 124, 147, 170, 172,
264-65
- ferry, 311, 320, 322-23
- flatboat, 305, 311
- keelboat, 366
- steamboat, 43, 220, 247, 265-67, 293,
301, 303, 322, 329, 366
- other, 43, 52, 174, 264, 272
Book of Commandments, see Doctrine &
Covenants
Book of John W hitmer, 258, 292
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Book of Mormon, also see Gold Plates,
Three W itnesses, Eight W itnesses
- marvelous work and a wonder, 87
- early awareness of, 53, 125, 128-30,
132, 195-96, 200-201
- called Gold Bible, 53, 64, 70, 124,
128, 158, 231, 307
- translation process, 68-69, 83-84, 93,
98, 107-08
- translation progress, 65, 68-70, 73,
80-83, 92-93, 98-101, 107, 110,
114
- scribes, 68, 83, 92-93, 97-98, 107-08
- manuscripts, 69, 73-77, 82, 98, 120,
125-26, 130, 369
- chapters, verses, punctuation, 121,
135
- printing, 81, 117-21, 123-27, 129,
132, 135
- mortgage to secure cost, 119, 129,
132-33, 250, 260
- copyright and unauthorized printing
of excerpts, 110, 125, 127-29, 135
- purposes, 32, 78
- use for doctrinal guidance, 99, 256
- contents described, 32
- Book of Lehi or 116 page manuscript,
69, 369
- sealed portion, 33
- presented to
– Thomas Marsh, 123
– Solomon Chamberlain, 123-24
– John Greene, 157, 161, 185-86
– Phineas Young, 157-58
– George A. Smith, 167
– Parley Pratt, 170-71
– W illiam Phelps, 172-73
– Sidney Rigdon, 197-201
– Simeon Carter, 210, 250
– Mary Rollins, 230-31
- preaching, 124-25, 142, 157-58, 168,
172-74, 242, 340
- sales and distribution, 118, 125, 129,
132-33, 135, 157-58, 161, 178,
185-86, 188, 195, 204, 209,
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322, 325, 365, 406n3
Book of Moses, see Moses
Boone County, Missouri, 345
Boonslick Trail, 232, 305
Booth, Ezra, 141, 236, 239, 241, 267-68,
281, 285, 288, 294, 300, 311, 314,
318, 326, 329, 333, 336-39, 344-45,
mentioned in D&C 52:23; 64:15-16
Bortles, J.H., 121
Boston, M assachusetts, 43, 48, 51, 89,
118, 123, 125, 126, 173, 220, 303,
384n60
Boston & Sandwich Glass Company, 42
Bowen, Daniel, 341
Boycott, 118, 129
Braceville, Trumbull County, Ohio, 367
Brackenbury, Joseph, 347
Bradford County, Pennsylvania, see
Rutland-Columbia
Bradish, Luther, 31, 66
Breastplate, see Urim & Thummim
Bricks, 63, 196, 345, 365
Bridger, Jim, 39
Brooks, Richard, 39
Broome County, New York, see
Colesville
Brown, Abraham, 263
Brunson, Seymour, 229
Buffalo, New York, 43, 170, 195-96,
263-67, 275, 384n60
Buffaloe Creek, Virginia, 26
Busk, John, 346
Burnett, Sirenes, 346
Burnett, Stephen, 208, 347
Burroughs, Philip & Anna, 172, 183,
mentioned in D&C 30:10
Burt, New York, 29
Burton Academy, 53
Bushman, Richard, xi, 78, 87, 144, 164,
197, 215, 280, 283
C
Cahoon, W illiam, 206, 347
Cahoon, Reynolds, 205, 241, 281, 288,
291, 300, 305, 315, 318, 323, 330-31,
343, 347, 360, 364, mentioned in

D&C 52:30; 61:35
Cairo, Illinois, 220
California, 28-29, 49
California Trail, 52
Calhoun, John, 71, 86, 89
Calvinism, 43, 49
Campbell, Alexander, 26, 38-39, 72, 127,
166-67, 196-97, 214, 219, 239-40,
248, 292, 303, 328
Campbell, Thomas, 144, 239-40, 248
Campbellites or Reformed Baptists
- origins & doctrines, 16, 25-26, 38-39,
49, 53, 72, 126-27, 130, 166-67,
170, 196-97, 202, 213-14, 303,
328-29
- Mormon conversions, 170-71, 174,
176, 201-03, 209, 239, 243, 285,
338-39, 342, 358-59
- response to Mormons, 202, 239-40,
248, 292, 328, 338-39
Canaan (ancient Israel), 313
Canaan, Columbia County, New York,
126, 170, 172, 178, 186, 270
Canada, 29, 124, 168-69, 173-74
Canals, 43, 74-75, 320, also see
Cayuga & Seneca Canal, Erie Canal,
Illinois & Michigan Canal, Ohio &
Erie Canal
Canandaigua, Ontario County, New
York, 17, 45-46, 70, 75, 88, 172, 177,
188-90, 216, 218-19, 233, 293
Card, Varnum, 205
Carriage, see W agon
Carroll, Charles, 74-75
Carroll County, Missouri, 321
Carson, Kit, 49
Carter, Gideon, 302, 347
Carter, Jared & Lydia Ames, 240-41,
249-50, 262-63, 265, 274-75, 287,
289, 294, 300-03, 325, 336, 340-41,
347, 366, mentioned in D&C 52:38
Carter, John, 302, 366
Carter, Simeon, 210, 249-50, 261, 281,
287-88, 300-02, 306, 322, 324-26,
340, 346-47, 365, mentioned in
D&C 52:27
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Carter, W illiam, 288, 300-01, 330,
mentioned in D&C 52:31
Castle, Mr., 240
Catholic Church, 26-27
Catskill, Greene County, New York, 102,
104
Cattaraugus County, New York, 124, 345
Cattaraugus Indian Reservation, New
York, 195
Cattle, Livestock, Cows, Oxen, 28, 52,
109, 156, 171, 233, 263, 276, 332
Cayuga, Cayuga County, New York, 264
Cayuga & Seneca Canal, 147, 263-64
Cayuga County, New York, 264
Cayuga Lake, 173, 263-64
Chagrin, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 292
Chagrin River, Ohio, 203, 205
Chamber, Revelation in the Chamber of
Peter W hitmer Sr. Home, 110-11,
138, 162
Chamberlain, Jacob, 192, 265
Chamberlain, Solomon & Hope Haskins,
16, 118, 123-24, 135, 146-48, 168,
174, 260
Champollion, Jean-Francois, 30
Channing, W illiam Ellery, 42-43
Chariton, Chariton County, Missouri,
319-25
Chariton County, Missouri, 52, 319-25
Charleston, Massachusetts, 123, 173
Charleston, South Carolina, 30, 384n60
Chase, W illard, 56, 59, 62
Chase, Sally, 62
Chautauqua County, New York, 226, 262
Chenango (town), Broome County, New
York, see Colesville
Chenango County, New York, see
Colesville
Cherokee Indians, 71
Chicago, Illinois, 166
Chicago Road, 294
Children, 141, 181, 255, 258, 355-56,
also see Family
Chippewa, Medina County, Ohio, 275
Christian Baptist newspaper, 39, 72, 127
Church Discipline, 141, 251, 284, 291,
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312, 330, 338, 343, 347-48
Church Historian and Church Records
- church instructed to keep records,
138, 141
- clerks appointed to keep minutes at
conferences, 149, 184-85, 281,
315, 350, 353, 359, 362
- appointments and duties of historian,
149, 185, 257-58, 361-62
- priesthood licenses, 141, 149, 330
- Book of John W hitmer begun, 292
- Joseph Smith’s history, 23, 34, 100,
187
Church Name, 139
Church Statistics
- membership in New York, 148,
183-84, 216, 221, 280
- membership in Ohio, 204, 207-08,
229, 237, 254, 261-62
- membership emigrating from New
York to Ohio, 280
- membership in Missouri, 315-16, 332
- ordinations, 148, 184, 221-22, 281
- Church branches, 221
- membership of United Firm, 418n46
Cimarron Cutoff, 28
Cincinnati, Ohio, 212, 220, 247, 287,
299, 303, 318, 320, 339, 366, 384n60
Civil W ar, 26, 41, 48, 86, 220
Clapp, Julia, see Murdock, John & Julia
Clapp
Clapp, Matthew & Alicia Campbell, 202,
248
Clapp, Thomas, 53
Clark, J. Reuben Jr., 279
Clark, General W illiam, 247
Clark, W ycom, 284
Clay, Henry, 42, 71
Clay County, Missouri, 131, 233, 276,
331
Clay Deposits, see Bricks
Cleveland, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 170,
196, 209, 269, 275
Cleveland, Henry Alanson, 200
Cleveland, Moses, 25
Clinton, Governor DeW itt, 43
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Cobb, Polly, 73
Coe, Joseph & Sophia Harwood, 226,
253, 293, 299, 305, 309, 314, 317,
330, mentioned in D&C 55:6
Colburn, Sally, see Knight, Newel &
Sally Colburn
Cole, Abner, 127-29, 228
Cole, Thomas, 47
Coles County, Illinois, 306
Colesville, Broome County - South
Bainbridge, Chenango County, New
York, 15, 44-48, 50-51, 81, 84, 96,
101-02, 104, 132, 137-38, 144,
146-47, 152, 154-56, 159-60, 162,
169, 171-72, 175, 177-78, 184,
187-88, 190-91, 211, 216, 218-19,
221, 225, 231-32, 246-47, 249-50,
254, 263, 341
Colesville Branch emigrates to Ohio and
Missouri, 225, 246, 258-59, 263-67,
275-80, 286, 289, 291-92, 294-95,
301-03, 305, 310-11, 314-16, 320,
323, 331-32
Coltrin, John & Sarah Graham, 229, 248
Coltrin, Zebedee & Julia Jennings, 142,
229, 245, 248, 281, 288, 300,
306-07, 345, 365, mentioned in
D&C 52:29
Columbia County, New York, 126, 170,
172, 178, 186, 270
Columbia, Bradford County,
Pennsylvania, see Rutland-Columbia
Columbia University, 66
Commandments
- nature of, 181, 224-25, 317, 326-27
- Ten Commandments, 235, 242, 244,
317, 326, 355-56
- name applied to revelations, 105, 132,
142, 164-65, 188, 198, 234, 257,
303, 316, 330, 250-54, 359-60,
D&C 1:6; 133:60
Common Consent, 96, 111, 138, 149,
162, 165, 179, 181, 185, 187, 240-42,
251, 273, 315, 324, 346, 352-54, 359,
362
Common Stock Family, see Morley

Common Stock Family
Conferences
- quarterly general conferences
– Org. Apr 6, 1830, Fayette, 138
– 1. 9 Jun 1830, Fayette, 149
– 2. 26 Sep 1830, Fayette, 184
– 3. 2 Jan 1831, Fayette, 222
– 4. 3 Jun 1831, Kirtland, 281
– 5. 4 Aug 1831 Independence 315
– 6. 25 Oct 1831, Orange, 346
- other conferences, 254, 324, 325,
330, 338, 342, 343, 350, 359, 362
Confirmation
- instructions, 141, 192, 203, 215,
256-57
- accounts, 139, 141, 149, 159, 165-66,
171-72, 185, 186, 203, 204, 206,
208, 211, 212, 229, 323, 342
Congregational Church, 18, 42-43, 179,
196, 308
Connecticut, 25, 229, 366
Conrad, Sarah Heller, 108
Consecration and Stewardship, also see
United Firm, Priesthood-Bishop
- law promised and given, 222-23,
240-42
- contents of law, 241-45, 270, 277-78,
312
- theoretical foundation, 223-25
- attempts to implement, 246, 275-76,
278-79, 291-92, 301
- how implemented, 278-79, 328,
424n155
- United Firm distinguished, 362-64
- contributions of property outside of
formal law, 65, 84, 104, 119,
207-08, 237, 259, 275-76, 280,
290, 307, 337, 367
- other groups with common property,
41, 130, 238, 269, 328, also see
Morley Common Stock Family,
Shakers
Contention, see Debates
Cook, Lynn, 424n155
Cooper, James Fenimore, 48
Cooper, Lovisa, 294
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Copley, Leman, 236, 249, 261, 269-71,
275-76, 280, 282, 286, 291-92, 301,
344-45, mentioned in D&C 49:1, 4;
54:5
Corrill, John, 195-96, 202-03, 212,
228-30, 238, 241, 245, 272-74,
281, 287, 293-94, 300, 310, 312,
316, 320, 322-24, 364, mentioned in
D&C 50:38; 52:7
Corrupt Bargain, 42, 71
Court, see Law and Legal Proceedings
Covenants
- Abrahamic covenant, 34, 310
- covenants offered by God, 78, 136,
164, 227, 254, 351, 358
- covenants entered into by man, 64,
194-95, 228, 286, 291-92, 351
Covill, James, 226-28, mentioned in
D&C 39-40
Cowdery, Lyman, 85
Cowdery, Keziah, 186
Cowdery, Oliver, also see W hitmer,
Elizabeth Ann
- generally, ix, x, 23, 33-34, 69, 80-81,
85-86, 88-89, 91-116, 118,
120-127, 137-40, 143-45, 147-50,
152, 154, 159-65, 171, 173,
175-87, 193-97, 199-210, 212,
214, 218, 220-21, 224, 230,
232-34, 236, 247, 250, 257, 261,
267, 276, 284, 287, 289, 293,
298, 305, 309-10, 313-22, 325-28,
330, 335, 343-48, 350-56, 359,
361-63, 367
- mentioned in D&C 6:20; 8:1; 9:1;
13:1; 17:1; 18:1, 9, 37; 20:3;
21:10; 23:1; 24:10; 25:6; 27:8;
28:1; 30:5; 32:2; 47:3; 52:41;
55:4; 57:13; 58:58; 60:6, 17;
61:23, 30-32; 63:46; 68:32; 69:1,
2, 4; 70:1
Cowdery, W arren, 124, 345
Crusades, see Revivals
Culver, Aaron & Esther Peck, 154, 184,
259, 314
Cumberland (National) Road, 148
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Cumorah, 35-36, 39, 43, 49-51, 56, 78,
79, 280
Curtis, Enos, 263
Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 130, 170, 196,
199, 203-09, 221, 229, 237, 248, 260,
268-71, 275, 291, 318, 345-46, 348,
363
D
Dahl, Larry, 349
Danville, Vermilion County, Illinois, 306
Davidson, James, 155-56
Deacon, see Priesthood
Deaths
- Alvin Smith, JS’s brother, 38
- Alvin Smith, JS’s son, 73
- tavern owner by smallpox, 161
- Thaddeus & Louisa Smith, 264
- Julia Clapp Murdock, 265
- Polly Peck Knight, 316
Debate or Contention, 19-20, 26, 38, 113,
133, 144, 174, 177, 197, 201-02, 237,
239-40, 319, 342, 364
Debt, 41-42, 44, 64-65, 119, 129, 133,
170, 188-90, 211, 243, 250, 254, 260,
265, 276, 333
Delaware Indians, 232-34, 247
Delusions, by Alexander Campbell, 240,
344
DeMill Family, 154, 184, 259, 314
Des Plaines River, Illinois, 166
Detroit, Michigan, 147, 288, 293-94
Dibble, Philo & Celia Kent, 205-06, 212,
241, 280
Dikes, Flanders, 67, 69
Disciples of Christ, see Campbellites
Disease, see Medical Conditions
Disorderly Conduct, 48, 137, 155-56
Dispensation, 101-02, 112, 117, 283
Doctor, see Medical Conditions
Doctrine & Covenants, also see
Revelations, Revelation Books,
Scripture Index
- purpose and importance, 351-52, 362
- origins, viii-x
- loose copies of revelations collected
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in Revelation Books, ix, 163, 258,
304
- importance of understanding the
historical background, v-vii
- language used, viii, 91, 142, 304
- first 1833 edition (Book of
Commandments)
– generally, ix, 34, 163
– conferences on publication, 335,
350-64
– preparing revelations to publish,
143, 354, 359, 367
– Literary Firm to publish, 362-63
– revelations omitted due to
destruction of printing press,
79, 333-34
- second 1835 edition
– generally, ix, 34
– changes from first edition, 34, 90,
142, 145, 166, 183, 187, 216,
245, 259-60, 278, 310, 354,
356-57, 361
- third 1844 edition, ix
- 1876 edition, x, 34-35, 100
- current 1981 edition, x
- historical introductions
– D&C 18, 111
– D&C 69, 439n75
– D&C 70, 439n80
Dodds, Asa, 342
Dogberry, Obadiah, see Cole, Abner
Dollar Amounts, see Prices
Doniphan, Alexander, 131, 233
Dort, David & Fanny (or Mary) Mack,
294
Drollenger, Samuel, 324
Durfee, Edmund, 347
Durfee, Lemuel, 46-47, 88
Dustin, Peter, 296
E
Earnest Town, Ontario, Canada, see
Ontario
Easter, 34
Economic Activity, see Debt, Payment,
Land, H ouses, Possessions,

Prices, Industries and Occupations
Banking
- at Palmyra, 17-18
- at Kirtland, 196-97
- at Independence, 308
- at Zion, 332
Edgar County, Illinois, 305-06, 323, 340
Education
- value, 31, 33, 85, 214-15, 308-09,
353
- agricultural school year, 91
- educational opportunities-places
– Massachusetts, 51
– Palmyra, 17
– Kirtland, 196
– Independence, 308, 320
– frontier generally and books, 293
- educational opportunities-people
– Joseph Smith, 37, 47
– Emma Smith, 44
– Hyrum Smith, 85
– Oliver Cowdery, 85, 233
– Orson Hyde, 31, 126
– W illiam McLellin, 305, 353
– Sidney Rigdon, 214
– Symonds Ryder, 285
Egyptian Language and Artifacts, 30-31,
67, 130, 173
Eight W itnesses, 81, 117, 119, 135, 158,
175, 177, 195-96, 200
Elder, see Priesthood
Elijah, 34
Elyria, Lorain County, Ohio, 126, 209,
342, 359
Emerson, Ralph W aldo, 41
England, ix, 29, 30, 163, 181, 194, 269
England, Breck, 198
Enoch, 211, 216-17, 222, 224, 244, 249,
255, 364
Erie Canal, 17, 31, 43, 75, 124, 147, 170,
263-66
Erie County, Ohio, see Huron County
Evening & Morning Star newspaper
- operations, 293, 310, 334-35, 339,
349-50, 353-54, 359, 366
- revelations printed, 130, 131, 151,

Subject Index

166, 177, 193, 199, 204, 223,
224, 228, 231, 234, 235, 247,
251, 288, 291, 294, 301, 319,
321, 325, 327, 335, 362
- printing other items, 255
Exploration, see W estern United States
F
Fairport, Geauga (now Lake) County,
Ohio, 262, 265, 275, 293
False and Evil Spirits
- manifested, 20-21, 36, 146, 153, 191,
230, 237-38, 262, 271-73, 282,
284, 302-03
- distinguished from Holy Ghost,
179-80, 256-57, 272-74, 282, 284,
288, 302-03, 344
- casting out, 146, 191, 282, 302-03
Family, also see Morley Common Stock
Family
- families are desirable, 269-70, 355-56
- parents to support, bless and teach
children, 141, 183, 216, 274,
355-56
- family units respected under Law of
Consecration, 243, 259, 277-78
- balancing church and family duties,
133, 183, 202, 299, 331-32, 341,
343
- family ties in eternity, 356
- financial contributions by children,
47, 91
Far W est, Missouri, 162, 276, 299, 315,
333
Farming, 17-18, 106
Farms, see Land or by name of owner
Fayette, Howard County, Missouri, 322
Fayette-W aterloo, Seneca County, New
York, 16, 78, 81, 83, 86, 92-93,
104-16, 119, 134, 136-43, 145-50,
159, 162-64, 171-73, 175-86, 188,
190-93, 198, 211-27, 234, 237,
253-54, 281
Fayette Saints emigrate to Ohio, 234,
265-67, 275-76, 280
Ferry, see Boats
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First Presidency, 279, see Priesthood
First Vision, 15, 20-24, 34, 40, 87, 140,
153, also see JSH 1:14-20 in
Scripture Index
Florence, Huron (now Erie) County,
Ohio, 126, 209, 342, 359
Forgiveness, 21, 22, 32, 77, 87, 108, 115,
156, 160, 181, 183, 201, 204, 215,
295, 313, 319, 321, 333, 352, 365
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 52
Fort Osage, Chariton County, Missouri,
319
Fountain County, Indiana, 306
France, 30, 31, 48
Franklin, Howard County, M issouri, 28,
52, 74
Freedom, Cattaraugus County, New
York, 124, 345
Freemasonry, see Masons
Fremont, John, 25, 49
French, Peter, 196, 344
Frontier, see W estern United States
Fruits of the Spirit, see Holy Ghost
Fuller, Edson, 261-62, 288, 300, 330,
345, mentioned in D&C 52:28
Fur Trade, 28-29, 52
G
Garrison, W illiam Lloyd, 220
Gas Lighting, 125
Gause, Jesse, 269, 345
Geauga County, Ohio, also see Kirtland,
Ohio
General Conferences, see Conferences
Genessee County, New York, 85
Georgia, 71, 86, 221
German Reformed Church, 106
Gibbs, Luman, 347
Gifford, Alpheus, 262-63
Gifford, Levi, 263
Gifts of the Spirit, see Miracles, Holy
Ghost
Gilbert, John, 119-21
Gilbert, Sidney & Elizabeth Van
Benthusen, x, 142, 176, 196,
208-09, 221, 230-31, 237, 242,
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290-91, 296, 299, 305, 310-11,
313-19, 322, 330, 333, 342,
365-66, mentioned in D&C 53:1;
57:6-10; 61:7-12; 64:18-19, 26
Glassware, 42
Gold, 28-29, 49
Gold Bible, see Book of Mormon
Gold Plates, also see Book of Mormon
- containers, 35, 56-58, 61-62, 65, 85
- descriptions, 57, 64, 93
- popular awareness of, attempts to
steal, and protection of, 36, 40-41,
50, 54, 56-57, 59-62, 65, 68-69,
85-86, 88, 131
- seen or obtained by Joseph Smith,
returned to Moroni, 15, 32-36,
39-40, 43, 49, 51, 54, 56, 77-78,
80, 82, 106-07, 114-17, 369
- seen or not seen by others, 33, 60,
62-63, 65, 67-68, 80-81, 88, 90,
98, 109-10, 113-17, 160, 200
Gospel
- first principles, 99, 133-34, 140, 192,
211, 227, 270, also see Covenant,
Missions-what to preach
- uniform throughout the ages, 151, 239
- fullness restored through recovering
ancient scriptures and sent forth in
this dispensation, 22, 32, 97, 100,
101, 102, 111, 140, 194, 213,
214, 255, 358
Grand River Association of Baptist
Churches, 72
Grandin, Egbert, 118-25, 127-29, 132,
135, 260
Grant, Jedediah, 219
Great American Desert, 25
Great Lakes, 29, 43, 166, 275
Great Plains, 25, 28
Greek Language and Texts, 30, 150
Green, Harvey, 282
Greene County, Indiana, 305, 330-31
Greene County, New York, 102, 104
Greene, John & Rhoda Young, 57-58,
157, 161, 174, 185-86
Greenwood, Doctor, 37

Griffin, Selah, 286, 288, 292, 295-96,
300-01, 306, 316, 323-24, mentioned
in D&C 52:32; 56:5-6
H
Hale, Alva, 52, 64-65
Hale, Isaac & Elizabeth Lewis, 44, 47,
50-52, 65-66, 75, 84, 93, 105, 169-70
Hale, Jesse, 66
Hale, Reuben, 83
Hale, W illiam, 44
Hall, Levi, 154, 184
Hancock, John, 307
Hancock, Levi, 205-08, 222, 229-30,
238, 245, 261, 281-82, 288, 290, 300,
306-07, 345, 365, mentioned in
D&C 52:29
Hancock, Solomon, 229, 245, 281,
288, 300, 306, 322, 324, 365,
mentioned in D&C 52:27
Hancock, Thomas & Amy W ard, 205
Harmony, Pennsylvania, 15, 44-45, 47,
50-54, 62, 64-70, 73, 77-88, 90-97,
99-106, 118, 120, 122-23, 125,
128-29, 132, 134, 137, 144, 150-54,
156, 159-65, 169-70, 177, 191-93,
231
Harris, Elizabeth, 260
Harris, Emer, 70, 132, 186, 246-47, 347
Harris, George (son of Martin & Lucy
Harris), 260
Harris, Lucy (wife of Martin Harris), 45,
55, 62-63, 66-68, 70, 73-74, 77, 98,
101, 260
Harris, Lucy (daughter of Martin & Lucy
Harris), 67, 69
Harris, Martin
- generally, x, 15, 30-31, 36, 40-41, 45,
54-56, 62-82, 84, 87, 90, 98,
112-21, 123, 126, 129, 132-33,
138-39, 148-49, 178, 244, 250,
258, 279-81, 288-89, 299, 305,
309, 312-14, 318, 323-25, 335,
350, 362-63
- mentioned in D&C 3:12-13; 5:1-3,
11-18, 23-29, 32; 10:6-8; 17; 19;
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52:24; 58:35, 38-39; 70:1-8,
15-18
Harris, Peter, 45
Harris, Preserved, 73
Haskin, Lincoln, 142
Healings, see Miracles
Hen Coop, 311
Henry, Andrew, 29
Hidalgo, Father Miguel, 28
High Priest, see Priesthood
Hill, Mr., 240
Hill Cumorah, see Cumorah
Hiram, Portage County, Ohio, 237, 262,
267, 280, 285, 304, 332, 335, 337-43,
348-50, 354, 357, 359-67
Historian, see Church Historian
Holy Ghost, also see Confirmation,
Missions, False and Evil Spirits
- scriptural descriptions, 95, 97, 103,
215, 227, 273, 288
- accounts of influence or fruits, 21-22,
64, 88, 94-95, 100, 139, 149,
170-73, 177-78, 185-86, 191, 201,
203-06, 208-09, 212, 249, 324,
332
- gifts of the spirit, 239-40, 256-57,
also see Miracles
– healing , 264, 267-68, 341, 348
– tongues, 212
– prophecy, 100, 139, 149, 159,
198, 209, 212, 218, 281-82,
341
– blinding eyes of enemies, 171-72
– casting out evil spirits, 146, 191,
282, 202-03
- fruits and gifts of the spirit, 196-97,
328-29
Hopper, Thomas, 322
Horses and Mules, 28, 49, 56, 59, 66, 75,
84, 106, 147-48, 156, 159, 168, 203,
205, 206, 208, 233, 248, 260, 271,
308, 321, 322
Hotel, see Inn
Houses, 17-18, 31, 65-66, 125, 138, 237,
254, 332, 337
Howard, Luther, 121
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Howard County, M issouri, 28, 52, 74,
322
Howe, Eber, 233, 344
Hubbell, Laura, 251-52
Hudson River, New York, 43, 102
Hudson River School of Painting, 47
Hudson’s Bay Company, 29
Humphrey, Solomon, 168, 192-93,
221, 265, 266, 288, 290, 339,
mentioned in D&C 52:35-36
Huron County, Ohio, 126, 209, 212, 245,
342, 359
Hyde, Orson & Marinda Johnson, 31-32,
53, 126, 142, 209, 336, 342, 347,
350, 354, 356, 359, mentioned in
D&C 68:1-12
Hyde, W illiam, 124-25
Hymns, see Singing
I
Ice, 220, 229, 263, 265-67, 366-67
Idaho, 29
Illinois, 17, 22, 24, 161, 166, 191, 218,
220, 264, 287, 294, 305-06, 315, 320,
323, 325, 331, 339-40
Illinois & Michigan Canal, 166
Illinois River, 166, 320
Illness, see Medical Conditions
Independence, Jackson County, Missouri,
see Jackson County
Indiana, 24, 41, 294, 305-07, 330-31, 342
Indians, 28-29, 52, 71, 89, 157, 195, 204,
212, 232-34, 247, 261, 267, 272, 308,
also see Lamanites, tribes by name
Indian Agents, 247, 261
Indian Removal Act, 89, 195
Indian Territory, 25, 52, 89, 175, 179,
195, 204, 207, 232-34, 247, 261, 308,
310, 311
Indoor Plumbing, 125
Industries and Occupations, 17-18,
31-32, 39-42, 44-45, 47, 50, 88, 177,
196-97, 233, 241, 290, 324, 342
Ingersoll, Peter, 52-53, 63
Inheritances, see Consecration, Zion
Inn, Tavern or Hotel, 17, 46, 125,
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155-57, 161, 173, 196, 210
Inspired Revision or Translation, see
Joseph Smith Translation
Iron Artifacts in New York, 44
Irondequoit Section, Erie Canal, New
York, 266
Ishmael (Book of Mormon), 69
Ithaca, Tompkins County, New York,
263-64
Ivy, W illiam, 321-22
J
Jackman, Albert, 347
Jackman, Levi, 347
Jackson, Andrew, 42, 71, 89, 123, 148
Jackson, John, 204, 206
Jackson County, Missouri, also see Zion
- non-Mormon settlers 28, 52, 74, 131,
232-33, 247, 308-09
- Mormon activities, ix, 175-76, 179,
195, 218, 221, 224, 232-36, 244,
246-47, 260-61, 267, 276, 278-79,
286-95, 298-301, 305-06, 308-24,
328, 331, 333, 335-36, 339, 342,
344-45, 354-56, 359-60, 361-62,
365-67
James, George, 289, mentioned in
D&C 52:38
Jefferson, Thomas, 48
Jefferson County, Indiana, 305
Jefferson County, New York, 290
Jefferson County, Ohio, 49
Jerusalem, 69, 84, 255, 296-97, 357
Jews, 69, 84, 239-40, 255, 296-97, 357
John the Baptist, 81, 99-100, 110, 213
John the Beloved, 96, also see Peter,
James and John
Johnson, Benjamin, 262
Johnson, David, 262
Johnson, Joel, 262
Johnson, John & Elsa (Alice) Jacobs,
236, 267-68, 275, 280, 329, 332, 335,
337, 339, 343, 348, 362
Johnson, Julia, see Babbitt, Almon &
Julia Johnson
Johnson, Luke, 274-75, 336, 347, 350,

354, 359, 423n136, mentioned in
D&C 68:7-12
Johnson, Lyman, 245, 268, 275, 336,
347, 350, 354, 356, 359, mentioned in
D&C 68:7-12
Johnson, Marinda, see Hyde, Orson &
Marinda Johnson
Jolly Family, 137, 145, 148-49, 183-84,
229
Jones, Anna, see Pratt, Stephen & Anna
Jones
Joseph Smith Translation (JST)
- a branch of JS’s calling, 150
- need for, purposes, and comparison to
other translations, 150-51, 347
- Bible books and chapters with most
changes, 151-52
- relation to Doctrine & Covenants, 152
- instructions in Doctrine & Covenants,
159, 162, 218, 243, 255
- process, 151-52, 359
- doctrinal contributions, 151, 217,
258, 297-98
- purchase of pulpit Bible used in JST,
122
- progress and scribes, 152-53, 162-63,
193, 211, 214, 216, 218, 248-49,
257-58, 261, 296, 332, 337, 341
- manuscripts, 153, 216, 258, 261, 296,
304, 341
- circulation, 153-54, 163, 194, 211,
217, 243, 249, 299, 365
- financial obstacles to finishing and
publishing, 240, 252, 299, 343,
346
K
Kansas (state), 25, 52
Kansas Indians, 52
Kansas City, Missouri, 74, 308, also see
Jackson County
Kaw Township, Jackson County,
Missouri, 247, 309, 311, 314, 315,
321, 323, 324, also see Jackson
County
Kennedy, James, 285
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Kentucky, 131, 148, 303, 384n60
Kimball, Heber & Vilate Murray, 57-58,
112, 158, 280
Kimball, Spencer, 138
King, Thomas Starr, 43
King Benjamin, 100, 224
Kingdom, Seneca County, New York, see
Fayette
Kingston, Ontario, Canada, see Ontario
Kirtland, Geauga County, Ohio, 31, 53,
72, 130, 144, 151, 174, 176, 180,
196-97, 199-210, 212, 221, 226,
229-301, 304-05, 312, 315, also see
Mentor
Kirtland Revelation Book, see Revelation
Book 2
Knight, Elizabeth, 191, 232, 234, 237
Knight, Joseph Sr. & Polly Peck, 15, 36,
45, 47, 50, 56-57, 60-61, 81, 84, 91,
102, 104-05, 132, 134, 137, 139,
144-46, 154-56, 183-84, 191, 232,
234, 237, 249, 259, 275, 311, 314,
316-17, mentioned in D&C 12;
23:6-7
Knight, Joseph Jr., 50, 84, 154, 156, 172,
183, 234, 263, 311
Knight, Nahum, 191
Knight, Newel & Sally Colburn, 137,
146-49, 154-55, 159, 165, 169, 172,
175, 177-78, 184-85, 188, 190-91,
211, 221, 225, 246-47, 250, 259, 264,
286-89, 292, 295, 300-02, 311, 314,
316, 331, mentioned in D&C 52:32;
54; 56:6-7
Knight, Polly (daughter of Joseph Sr. &
Polly Peck Knight), 154, 183
L
Lafayette, Tippecanoe County, Indiana,
306
Lafayette County, Missouri, 261, 322
Lake County, Ohio, see Geauga,
Cuyahoga Counties
Lake Erie, 25, 43, 196, 265, 275, 293
Lake Michigan, 166
Lake Ontario, 290
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Lamanites, 77, 101, 163, 175-76, 178-80,
182, 185-87, 193-94, 198, 224, 236,
247, 257, 260, 267, 272, 292, 317,
325, 330, 375, also see Indians
Land, also see Consecration, Zion
- government land sales, 24-25, 308
- land speculators or developers 17, 25,
46, 280 (Philo Dibble)
- pricing, 17, 24-25, 42, 46-47, 234,
260, 308, 337, 343
- annual land payments, 17-18, 31,
44-47, 276
- Joseph Smith farm at Harmony,
Pennsylvania, 65, 93, 170
- Smith farms in New York
– Joseph Smith Sr. farm, 17-18, 20,
31-38, 41-42, 44-47, 51,
56-57, 59-64, 75-77, 88-89,
91
– Hyrum Smith farm, 49-51, 59-60,
88, 117, 120-24, 127-28,
130-32, 171, 177, 186-90, 213
– log house, 17-18, 32, 36-38, 40,
44, 49-50, 59-60, 88, 117,
120-24, 127-28, 130-32, 171,
177, 186-90
– board house, 31, 41-42, 45-47,
50-51, 56-57, 59-61, 63-64,
75-77, 88-89, 91
- other Mormon holdings in New York
– instruction to sell New York
farms and move to Ohio, 223
– Martin Harris farm, 45, 119-20,
132-33, 250, 260
– Josiah Stowell fam, 44, 264
– Joseph Knight Sr. farm, 50, 259
– Colesville Saints sell farms,
258-59
– Peter W hitmer Sr. farm, 106, 234
- Mormon holdings in Ohio
– summarized, 280, 344
– Ohio Saints to share, 259
– Isaac Morley farm, 130, 199, 237,
280, 327, 333, 337, 343-44
– Frederick W illiams farm, 237,
276-77, 280, 294-95, 300,
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333, 342-44
– Leman Copley farm, 270, 275-76,
280, 291-92, 295, 301, 344
– John Johnson farm, 280, 337, 344
– Newel W hitney lands, 280, 337,
344
– Philo Dibble lands, 280, 344
– Peter French farm, 196, 344
- Farm offered to Sidney Rigdon, 130,
202
- Mormon holdings in Missouri
– acquired by purchase, 259, 291,
310-12, 325, 327-28, 330,
361, 367
– Joshua Lewis home, 247, 309,
311, 315, 322-23
Large Plates of Nephi, 69
Law and Legal Proceedings
- law of church subject to law of land,
251, 277, 312
- Joseph Smith, 48, 98, 110, 128-29,
155-56
- Joseph Smith Sr., 41-42, 45-47,
188-90, 254
- Parley Pratt, 210
- Hyrum Smith, 211
- Missionaries to the Lamanites, 247
- Newel Knight, 264, 301
- Edward Partridge, 277
- W illiam Phelps, 265
Law of Consecration and Stewardship,
see Consecration
Law of Moses, 239-40
Last of the Mohicans, 48
Lawrence, Samuel, 56, 59, 61
Leavenworth, Colonel Henry, 52
Lebolo, Antonio, 30-31, 130-31
Lebolo, Pietro, 130-31
Lebolo Mummies and Papyrus, 30-31,
130-31
Lectures on Faith, 163, 194, 217
Lee, Ann, 269
Lee, Harold, 299
Levi and Levites, 99, 239
Lewis, Joshua, 247, 309, 311, 315,
322-23

Lewis, Nathaniel, 105
Lewis & Clark, 247
Lexington, Lafayette County, Missouri,
322
Liberator Magazine, 221-22
Liberty, Clay County, Missouri, 131, 233
Library, 53
Library, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania,
25
Lightner, Mary Rollins, 230-31
Lisle Township, Broome County, New
York, 249
Lima, Livingston County, New York,
123, 157
Literary Firm, 246, 328, 335, 362-64,
also see United Firm
Little Blue River, Jackson County,
Missouri, 308
Livingston County, New York, 61-62,
123, 145, 157, 161
Livonia, Livingston County, New York,
61-62, 145, 157, 161
Loboro, Ontario, Canada, see Ontario
Long, Major Stephen, 25
Lorain County, Ohio, 126, 209, 210, 237,
249-50, 261-62, 301-02, 340-41, 342,
348, 359, 360
Los Angeles, California, 49
Louisiana (state), 43, 122, 303, 384n60
Louisiana Ferry, Missouri-Illinois, 320
Louisiana Purchase or Territory, 27, 247
Louisville, Kentucky, 303, 384n60
Lowell, Massachusetts, 384n60
Luzerne County, Pennsylvania, 70, 132,
246
Lyons, W ayne County, New York, 98,
118, 123, 124, 146, 168, 260, 265
M
Macedon, W ayne County, New York,
58-59, 191, 226, 253
Mack, Almira, 147-48, 293-94, also see
Scoby, W illiam
Mack, Stephen & Temperance, 147, 266,
294
Madison, Jefferson County, Indiana, 305

Subject Index

Mahoning Baptist Association, 72, 166,
219
Mahoning County, Ohio, see Trumbull
County
Maine, 27
Manchester, Ontario County, New York,
see Palmyra-Manchester
Mantua, Portage County, Ohio, 53, 167,
229, 239, 267, 285, 329
Manuscripts, see Book of Mormon,
Revelations, Joseph Smith Translation
Marsh, Thomas & Elizabeth Godkin,
118, 123, 125-26, 137, 173, 176, 180,
182-84, 221, 265-66, 281, 286, 288,
295, 300, 306, 323, 360, mentioned in
D&C 31; 52:22; 56:5
Marshall, Elihu, 119
Maryland, 26-27, 42, 74-75, 147, 303,
384n60
Masons, 70, 85
Massachusetts, 42-43, 48, 51, 71, 89,
118, 123, 125-26, 173, 219-20, 303,
345, 384n60
Matthews, Robert, 151, 152, 343
Mayfield, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 199,
204-07, 221, 237
McAuley, Thomas, 121
McConkie, Bruce, 100, 102
McIlwaine’s Bend, Saline-Chariton
Counties, Missouri 319, 321
McIntyre, Dr. Alexander, 37, 64, 189,
211
McLellin, W illiam, 305-06, 322-25,
335-36, 339-40, 347-54, 356, 359,
362, 366-67, mentioned in D&C 66;
68:7-12
Medical Conditions and Treatment,
37-38, 59, 73, 75, 88, 161, 188-90,
193, 234, 248, 264, 266, 267-68, 275,
299, 311, 316, 320-22, 323, 331-32,
341, 345, 348, 359, 367, 390n19
Medina County, Ohio, 275
Mendon, M onroe County, New York,
57-58, 157-58, 168, 173
Mentor, Geauga County, Ohio, 49, 53,
72, 130, 195, 197, 199, 202, 207,
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221, 237, 241, 292, also see Kirtland
Messenger & Advocate newspaper, 23,
34, 100, 115
Methodist Church, 18-20, 22-23, 53, 56,
105, 157, 168-69, 173-74, 196,
267-68, 338-40
Mexico, 28-29, 49, 122, 267
Miami Bend, see McIlwaine’s Bend
Michigan, 17, 24, 26, 147, 288, 293-94,
325, 331
Middlesex County, Connecticut, 366
Mier y Terán, General Manuel, 122
Migrations
- to New York along Erie Canal, 43
- to Ohio W estern Reserve, 25
- Saints to Ohio, 217-18, 222-27,
234-35, 237, 250, 253-54, 258-61,
263-67, 275-80
- Saints to Jackson County, Missouri,
287-89, 291-95, 301-03, 305,
308-17, 324-28, 330-33, 337,
339-40, 343-44, 359-60, 365-66
- Saints to Salt Lake Valley, 39
- to California, 49
Milford, Connecticut, 229
Millennial Harbinger newspaper, 127,
239
Millennial Star, 163
Millennium, 33, 56, 181, 196, 217, 246,
251-52, 269
Miller, Eliazer, 263
M iller, Emeline, 356, see McLellin,
W illiam & Emeline Miller
Miracles, Healings, Casting Out Evil
Spirits, 106, 146, 171-72, 191, 264,
266-67, 267-68, 282, 302-03, 341,
348, also see Holy Ghost-Gifts
Missions and Preaching
- who is called to preach, 86-87, 96,
103, 105, 109, 215, 242, 291,
293, 320, 354
- how to preach, 86-87, 103-04, 133,
187, 198-99, 242, 252, 256, 270,
273, 288-89, 318, 326, 328-29,
354-55
- what to preach, also see Gospel
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– learn doctrine before preaching,
103
– repentance, 94, 103, 109, 198,
215, 249, 252
– repentance, baptism, 112-13, 216,
242
– repentance, baptism, Holy Ghost,
227, 270, 293
– faith, repentance, baptism, Holy
Ghost, 133, 192, 211, 291,
355
– other, 124, 133, 227, 242, 288-89,
357
- accounts of preaching before Church
organized, 63-64, 85, 91, 93-94,
108, 123-26, 135
- accounts of preaching after Church
organized, 139, 154, 157-58,
168-69, 172-73, 185-86, 190-91,
195, 197, 199, 200, 205-06, 210,
218-19, 222, 231-33, 246, 271,
281-82, 307, 314, 315, 325, 330,
339-40, 346-47, 352, 362, 367
- accounts of conversion, 63-64, 88-89,
102-03, 146-47, 158, 171-73,
177-78, 201, 203-04, 209, 213,
229-30, 249, 268, 285, 323, 342
- non-Mormon, see Revivals
Mississippi (state), 86
Mississippi River, 43, 89, 166, 195, 204,
220, 303, 320, 325
Missouri (state), 17, 27-29, 52, 221, 293,
does not include individual counties
or cities
Missouri Compromise, 27
Missouri River, 29, 52, 74, 220, 308,
211, 318-19, 321, 325
Mitchill, Samuel, 66-67
Mobs, Threats, and Unlawful Violence,
59, 61-62, 64, 105, 130, 154-56,
159-60, 167-72, 188-89, 223, 231-32,
266, 307-09, 334, 339, 345
Monroe County, New York, 31, 44,
56-58, 119, 157-58, 168, 170, 173,
384n60
Morgan, W illiam, 70

Morley, Isaac & Lucy Gunn, 53, 130,
176, 199-200, 203, 206-07, 221-22,
231, 237-38, 240-41, 254, 273, 276,
280-81, 288, 294, 300, 310-12, 316,
323-24, 326-28, 333, 337-38, 343-44,
364, 366, mentioned in D&C 52:23;
63:39; 64:20
Morley Common Stock Family, 130, 166,
196, 199-200, 204, 235, 237, 243,
269, 284, 327-28, 343-44, 363
Mormon (prophet), 37
Mormon Church, see Church
Mormon Trail, 39
Mormonism Unveiled, by Eber Howe,
344
Moroni (prophet), 15, 22-23, 32-36, 37,
39, 40-41, 50, 51, 54, 56-57, 73,
77-78, 82, 92, 106-07, 108-09,
114-17, 127, 140, 153, 358, also see
JSH 1:27-54 in Scripture Index
Moses (prophet), 33, 153, 240
Moses (book), also see Joseph Smith
Translation
- content, 150, 152-54, 162-63, 182,
194, 211, 216-17, 249
Mount Pleasant Ferry, Chariton County,
Missouri, 322-23
Mountain Men, 29
Mummies, 30-31, 130-31
Murdock, John & Julia Clapp, 53, 176,
202-04, 207-08, 221-22, 256, 264-65,
272, 281-82, 288, 293-94, 300,
306, 320-22, 324, 337, mentioned in
D&C 52:8
Murray, Fanny Young, 57, 158
N
Napoleon Bonaparte, 30-31
National Road, 148
Nauvoo, Illinois, 22, 161, 191, 218, 264,
287, 315
Navajo Indians, 267
Nebraska, 25
Nephi (prophet), 37, 231
Nephite Prophets, 37
Nelson, Portage County, Ohio, 237, 245,

Subject Index

257, 338, 348
New England, 17, 25, 27, 42-43, 48, 51,
71, 89, 118, 123, 125-26, 173,
219-20, 229, 303, 341, 345, 366,
384n60
New Harmony, Indiana, 41
New Jersey, 384n60
New Jerusalem, 175, 194, 217, 224-25,
242-44, 256, 259, 307, 321, also see
Zion
New Lebanon, Columbia County, New
York, 178, 270
New London, Huron County, Ohio, 245
New Mexico, 28, 267
New Orleans, Louisiana 43, 122, 303,
384n60
New Portage, Summit County, Ohio, 237
New York (state), 15-16, 31, 43-45, 70,
89, 175-76, 190, 196, 227-28, 263,
269, 280, 284-85, 384n60, does not
include individual counties or cities
New York City, 43, 45, 47-48, 54, 66, 75,
303, 384n60
New York Evening Post, 47
Newark, New Jersey, 384n60
Newark, W ayne County, New York, 170
Newberry, James, 262
Newell, Grandison, 32
Newspapers, see Reflector, W ayne
Sentinel, Ontario Phoenix, Painesville
Telegraph, Ohio Star, W estern
Courier, Evening & Morning Star,
Messenger & Advocate, Times &
Seasons, Christian Baptist, Millennial
Harbinger
Nile River, 30
Ninevah, Broome County, New York, 50,
see Colesville
North Carolina, 28
North Sewickley, Beaver County,
Pennsylvania, 25
North Union, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
209, 268-71, 291, 318, 345, 363
North W est Company, 29
Northwest Territory, 24
NT1, NT2, see Joseph Smith Translation
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O
Oakland City, Michigan, 294
Oblasser, Albano, 131
Occupations, see Industries
Ohio (state) 17, 24, 131, 147, 195, 212,
220, 221, 227, 247-48, 274-75,
293-94, 299, 303, 331, 384n60, does
not include W estern Reserve nor
individual counties or cities
Ohio & Erie Canal, 43, 275
Ohio River, 43, 220, 275, 301, 303, 322,
366
Ohio Star newspaper, 180, 214, 284,
338-39, 344
Oklahoma, 25
Old Girdled Road, New York to Ohio
196-97
Oneida County, New York, 43, 110
Ontario, Canada, 124, 168-69, 173-74
Ontario County, New York, 17, 29, 32,
45-46, 70, 75, 88, 157, 161, 172-73,
177, 185, 188-90, 216, 218-19, 233,
293, does not include PalmyraManchester
Ontario Phoenix newspaper, 70, 173,
233, 265, 293
Opera, 47
Orange, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 203,
207-08, 346, 348
Orange County, Indiana, 305
Order of Enoch, see United Firm
Order of Revelation
- generally, 137-39, 175, 177-80,
182-83, 184-85, 187, 194-95, 215,
235-36, 251-52, 256-57, 289,
351-55, 359
- inspiration in scope of stewardship,
112, 127, 183, 207, 312, 324, 327
Ordinations, see Priesthood
Oregon (state), 29
Oregon Territory, 29
Oregon Trail, 39, 52
Orleans, Orange County, Indiana, 305
Osage Indians, 52
Oswego County, New York, 174
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OT1, OT2 see Joseph Smith Translation
Owen, Robert, 41
Oxen, see Cattle
P
Pacific Northwest, 29
Page, Ebenezer, 340-41
Page, Hiram & Catherine W hitmer, 117,
137, 143, 145, 148-49, 177, 179-80,
182, 184-85, 224, 252-53, 266, 363,
mentioned in D&C 28:11-12
Page, Lorin, 330
Painesville, Geauga (now Lake) County,
Ohio, 53, 219, 241, 275, 292
Painesville Telegraph newspaper, 82,
101, 142, 144, 153, 166, 204, 207,
217, 233, 239-40, 245, 248, 409n54
Palmyra, W ayne County - Manchester,
Ontario County, New York, 15-24,
29-68, 73-77, 85-86, 88-89, 91, 103,
113-14, 117-35, 143-45, 147-48, 157,
161, 171, 173, 177-78, 186-92, 194,
213, 221, 228, 250, 260, 279-80
Palmyra Reflector, see Reflector
Palmyra Saints emigrate to Ohio, 226,
250, 260, 279-80, 375
Panic of 1819, see Banking
Papyrus, 30-31, 130-31
Paris, Edgar County, Illinois, 305-06,
323, 340
Parkin, Max, 238, 239, 248, 275
Partridge, Edward & Lydia Clisbee
- generally, x, 53, 153, 176, 212-13,
215, 219, 222, 235, 241-43, 246,
259, 275, 277-79, 281, 287-88,
291, 299, 305, 309-10, 312-16,
318-19, 323-24, 333, 336, 345,
355, 364, 366
- mentioned in D&C 36; 41:9-11;
42:10; 50:37-39; 51; 52:24; 57:7;
58:14-18, 24-25, 61-62; 60:10;
64:17
Partridge, James Harvey, 219
Passover, 34
Patriarch, see Priesthood
Patten, David, 16, 26, 331

Patten, John, 331
Paul (apostle), v, 23, 112, 171, 216, 370
Payment
- commonly late, 44-45, 188
- in kind, 170, 189-90, 365
- money and coin, 28-29, 49, 58, 65
Pearl of Great Price, x, 153-54, 163, 194,
211, 249, 299, also see Abraham,
Moses
Peck Family, 154, 184, 191, 249, 263-64,
275, 314, also see Colesville
Pennsylvania, 25, 38-39, 49, 70, 132,
196, 246-47, 262-63, 303, 336, 341,
384n60, 423n136, does not include
Harmony
Peter, James and John, 81, 96, 99, 101,
283
Peterson, Ziba (Richard) & Rebecca
Hooper, 145, 148-49, 175-76, 184,
186-87, 194, 197, 202, 206-07, 210,
221, 232-33, 236, 261, 309, 313,
315-16, mentioned in D&C 32:3;
58:60
Phelps, W illiam & Sally W aterman, ix, x,
70, 172-73, 220, 233, 265, 279, 293,
296, 299, 305, 309-19, 322, 330, 335,
339, 343, 354, 362-63, 366-67,
mentioned in D&C 55:1-5; 57:11-14;
58:40-41; 61:7-10; 70:1-8, 15-18
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 303, 384n60
Pike, Lieutenant Zebulon, 25
Pike County, Missouri, 320
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 25, 38-39, 49,
303, 384n60, 423n136
Platte River, 39
Pomfret, Chautauqua County, New York,
262
Pontiac, Michigan, 147, 293-94, 325
Pool, Mr., 233
Poorman Family, 149, 183-84
Portage County, Ohio, 53, 167, 229, 237,
239, 245, 257, 262, 267, 280, 285,
304, 329, 332, 335, 337-43, 348-50,
354, 357, 359-67
Porter, Larry, 399n2
Possessions or Personal Property, 31, 52,
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68, 74, 84, 104, 156, 188, 193, 238,
263, 290, 307, 331-32
Potsdam-Stockholm, St. Lawrence
County, New York, 85, 167-68, 186,
192-93, 265, 290, 339
Power, 223
Pratt, Stephen & Anna Jones, 263
Pratt, Orson, 121, 126, 135, 142, 151,
176, 178, 184, 198-99, 211, 222, 225,
246, 253, 261, 275, 278, 288, 300,
331, 342, 350, mentioned in D&C 34;
52:26
Pratt, Parley & Thankful Halsey, 53, 126,
137, 170-73, 175-76, 178, 183-84,
186-87, 194-95, 197-99, 201, 203,
205-07, 209-10, 220-21, 232, 236,
247, 249, 260-61, 270-74, 281, 283,
288, 300, 318, 331-31, mentioned in
D&C 32; 49:1-3; 50:37; 52:26
Prayer, also see events leading up to
receipt of most D&C sections
- instructions to pray, 36, 81, 82, 90,
109, 133, 145, 162, 183, 187,
192, 240, 288, 312, 317, 320,
327, 337, 355, 357
- prayers heard or approved, 20-21, 32,
36, 95, 100, 115-16, 171-72, 174,
207, 218, 223, 227, 237, 348
- meetings and organized prayers, 138,
146, 149, 171, 185, 190, 205,
231, 281-82, 315, 324, 346-48,
359
- seeking direction or understanding,
20-21, 99, 110-11, 174, 187, 303
- seeking testimony, 64, 91, 95, 102,
158, 201, 225, 249, 323, 366
- repentance, 32, 36, 77, 79, 90, 115-16
- ordinances and other action through
prayer, 141, 268, 274, 314, 323,
359, 362
- hymns compared, 161
- other references, 40, 56, 92, 126, 146,
171, 186, 194-95, 207, 210, 237,
266, 349, 365
Preaching, see Missions
Presbyterian Church, 18-19, 22, 38, 53,
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106, 131-32, 265, 294, 305, 308
President of the High Priesthood, see
First Presidency
Presidents of the United States, 27, 42,
48, 71, 89, 123, 148, 190
Prices
- dollars to shillings, 405n4
- wages, 17, 44
- land, 17, 24, 41-42, 46-47, 66, 234,
260, 276, 308, 337, 343
- books, 119, 122, 178, 250
- other, 30, 43, 46-47, 62-63, 84, 125,
147, 170, 172, 188, 221, 266, 301
Priesthood
- need for authority, 127, 140-41, 143,
150, 174, 180, 196-97, 203-04,
231, 239, 242, 251-52, 271, 282,
351
- restoration of priesthood authority,
34, 99-100, 101-102, 110-11, 223,
392n65
- participation of lay clergy, 87
- general duty of diligence, 312, 360
- licenses issued, 141, 149, 330
- early understanding of priesthood and
offices, 283
- revelations revised to incorporate new
priesthood offices, 142, 243,
259-60, 355, 361
- quorum sizes, duties of quorum
presidents, presidents appointed,
360
- First and Second Elders
– offices introduced, 99
– ordinations, 110-11, 138-40
– authority and duties of first elder,
112-13, 138, 251
– authority and duties of second
elder, 100, 138
– removal from office, 251
- First Presidency, Presidency of the
High Priesthood, also see
Prophet, Seer, Revelator,
Translator
– office introduced, 355
– ordinations, 360
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Priesthood, continued
– use of title President, 272, 283
– faithfulness of early counselors,
241
– removal from office, 162, 251,
360
– relation to presiding bishop, 360
– duties and authority, 251, 259-60,
355, 360
- Apostle, also see by individual name
– duties of office, 112, 141
– First Elders and Three Witnesses,
102, 112, 138, 140, 373
– Quorum of Twelve Apostles, 112,
241, 348, 354, 356
– title loosely used for other elders,
210, 211, 226, 396n110
– is an elder, 138, 141, 283
- Seventy, 281
- Patriarch, 145
- High Priest
– office introduced, 214, 223, 281
– ordinations, 281, 325, 339, 347,
358
– attending conference, 346
– apostates, 300, 345
– early understanding of relation to
Melchizedek Priesthood, 283
– gravity of office, 347-48
– bishops to be high priests, 241,
281, 355, 360
– councils of high priests, 355, 360,
361
– council of seven presiding high
priests at Zion, 310, 362
– early questions about application
of D&C 20 to high priests,
361
- Elder, also see Missions
– ordinations, 139, 148-49, 171,
173, 184, 192-93, 204,
206-07, 211, 213, 221-22,
229-30, 250, 262, 263, 268,
274, 284, 285, 296, 324, 330,
342, 347, 366
– loss of office, 289, 313, 315, 330,

338
– attending conference, 149, 184,
281, 314-15, 346, 360
– duties and authority, 141, 236,
250-52, 256, 259-60, 273-74,
289, 343, 355, 359
– duty to preach the gospel, 141,
181, 216, 242, 252, 273, 291,
293, 354
– early understanding of relation to
Melchizedek Priesthood, 283
– term used synonymously with
missionary, 125, 245, 253,
254, 270, 357
– term can include apostles and
high priests, 283
- Bishop, Presiding Bishop, President
of the Aaronic Priesthood,
also see Agent
– office introduced, 241, 355, 360
– those who work with the bishop,
243, 259, 277, 281
– ordination, 241
– faithfulness of early bishoprics,
241
– removal from office, 242, 355,
360
– bishops to be high priests, 241,
281, 355, 360
– descendant of Aaron, 355
– relation to First Presidency, 360
– duties and authority, 242-43, 251,
257, 259, 277-78, 310,
312-13, 318, 360, 362-63
– performance of duties, 246, 259,
278, 312, 318-19, 324, 364
– storehouse, 242, 277, 312, 363
– to be compensated for full time
labors, 241, 243, 277
- Priest
– the Twelve to ordain, 112
– ordinations, 139, 149, 185, 207,
229, 262, 274, 289, 330, 347
– attending conference, 281, 346
– license relinquished, 330
– duties and authority, 141
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Priesthood continued
– missionary, 168
– to receive stewardships in Zion,
243
- Teacher
– the Twelve to ordain, 112
– ordinations, 149, 188
– attending conference, 281, 346-47
– duties and authority, 141
– home visits, 225
– to receive stewardships in Zion,
243
- Deacon
– office introduced, 141-42
– attending conference, 346
– duties, 141
Printer’s Manuscript, see Book of
Mormon - Manuscripts
Printing Press
- E.B. Grandin in New York, 120-21,
124, 127
- Jackson County, ix, 79, 333-34, 339,
359, 366
Property, see Land, Possessions
Prophecy, see Holy Ghost-Gifts
Prophet, also see Priesthood-First
Presidency, Seer, Revelator,
Translator
- JS called to be, 138, 360
- term applied to Joseph Smith, vi, 69,
73, 143, 198, 211, 212, 219, 222,
237, 263, 272, 274, 276, 304,
348-49, 350
Providence, Rhode Island, 384n60
Public Land Sales, 25
Puritan, 164
Q
Quakers, 18, 188, 269-70, also see
Shakers
Quarterly General Conferences, see
Conferences
R
Randolph County, Indiana, 306-07
Railroads, 43, 74-75, 147-48
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Ravenna, Portage County, Ohio, 245, 344
Ravenna Star newspaper, see Ohio Star
Reflector newspaper, Palmyra, New
York, 22, 127-29, 228
Reform Movements, 41, 48
Reformed Baptists, see Campbellites
Reid, John, 155-56
Relief Society, 161
Repentance, 32, 35-36, 76-79, 90,
107-08, 115-16, 132-33, 145, 164-65,
177, 179, 182, 190, 201, 203, 209,
210, 220, 292, 294, 300, 301, 313,
315, 319, 326-28, 333, 342-43,
347-48, 353-54, 355, 366-67, also see
Church Discipline
Revelations, also see Doctrine &
Covenants, Visions, Holy Ghost,
Order of Revelation, Scripture
Index
- received through urim and thummim,
viii, 59, 77-78, 82, 94, 96, 103,
109, 114, 115
- other descriptions of JS receiving,
viii-ix, 151, 178-79, 222, 272,
278, 281-82, 351
- implemented, 78-79, 83, 113-14, 185,
193, 198-99, 216, 217-18, 223,
225, 231, 241, 246, 252-53,
256-58, 271, 278-79, 290, 292,
296, 300-01, 302-03, 314-15, 318,
322, 324, 328, 330, 337, 343,
359, 360, 363, 365-67
- continued use as reference, 142, 192,
242, 245, 346, 360, 361
- personal and loose copies, 142-43,
153, 189, 219, 242, 245, 250,
274, 304-05, 314, 321, 349, 350,
355, 365
- directed to individuals, 228
- relation to JST, 152
- uncanonized revelations, 72-73, 92,
105, 110-11, 142, 187-88, 234,
250, 254, 276-77
Revelation in the Chamber of Peter
W hitmer Sr.’s House, 110-11, 138,
162
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Revelation Book 1, ix, 134, 140, 143,
187, 216, 242, 258, 278, 304, 311,
354, 367
Revelation Book 2 or Kirtland Revelation
Book, ix, 187, 349, 361
Revelator, 158, 215, 226, 252, 284, 360,
also see Priesthood-First Presidency,
Prophet, Seer, Translator
Revivals, Preaching, Missions, Crusades
and Sieges by non-Mormons, 18-19,
26, 48, 53, 72, 126-27, 170-71,
239-40, 292
Rhode Island, 384n60
Richmond, Virginia, 384n60
Rider, Ezekiel, 347
Rigdon, Sidney & Phebe Brooks
- generally, vii, x, 16, 25-26, 38-39, 41,
49, 53, 72, 126, 130, 144, 166,
176, 196-97, 199-205, 207,
212-19, 221-22, 226-27, 230-42,
245, 248, 251, 253, 258, 261,
270-71, 281-82, 285-88, 292-93,
296, 299, 303-05, 311-22, 325,
327-28, 330, 335-38, 342-43,
346-48, 350-51, 354, 359, 362-65
- mentioned in D&C 35; 36:2, 5; 37;
41:8; 42:4-5; 49; 52:3, 41;
58:50-51, 57-58; 60:6-7, 17;
61:23, 30-32; 63:55-56; 70:1
Riggs, Burr, 347
Roads, 62, 77, 92, 148, 172, 196-97, 205,
210, 232, 248, 294, 300, 340
Roberts, B.H., 187
Robinson, Ebenezer, 427n32
Robinson, Dr. Gain, 38, 46, 64
Rochester, Monroe County, New York,
31, 44, 56, 119, 170, 384n60
Rockwell Family, 113, 137, 139, 148-49,
183-84
Rocky Mountains, 29, 39, 52
Rollins Family, 221, 230-31
Rome, Ashtabula County, Ohio, 208, 261
Rosetta Stone, 30
Rossini, Giaochino, 47
Ruggles, Isaac, 294
Rutgers Medical College, 66

Rutland, Tioga County - Columbia,
Bradford County, Pennsylvania,
262-63, 336, 341
Rutland County, Vermont, 341, 366
Ryder, Symonds, 239, 245, 284-85, 289,
296, 304, 336-39, mentioned in
D&C 52:37
S
Sacrament or Last Supper, 111, 137, 141,
148, 165-66, 172, 185, 212, 236, 256,
302, 317, 321
Saline County, Missouri, 319, 321
Salt Lake Valley, Utah, 39, 49, 314
Salt River (town), Pike County, Missouri,
320-21
San Gabriel, California, 49
Sandusky, Huron (now Erie) County,
Ohio, 212
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 42
Santa Anna, General Antonio de, 122
Santa Fe, New Mexico, 28-29, 267
Santa Fe Trail, 28-29, 52, 74, 232, 305,
308
School, see Education
Scoby, W illiam, 147, also see Mack,
Almira
Scott, Jacob, 281, 288, 300, mentioned in
D&C 52:28
Scott, W alter, 38-39, 49, 72, 201, 214,
303
Scott County, Indiana, 305
Scripture Index is on page 495
Seer, 32, 69, 138, 158, 179, 181, 213,
216, 222, 225, 257, 273, 282, 348-49,
360, also see, Priesthood-First
Presidency, Prophet, Revelator,
Translator
Seer Stones, 32, 68-69, 98, 107, also see
Urim and Thummim
Seneca Chief canalboat, 43
Seneca County, New York, 229, does not
include Fayette-W aterloo-Kingdom
Seneca Falls, Seneca County, New York,
172, 183
Seneca Indians, 195

Subject Index

Seneca Lake, 108, 143-49, 171
Seneca River, New York, 213, 264, 265
Sequoya, 71
Seventy, see Priesthood
Shaftsbury, Bennington County,
Vermont, 341
Shaker Heights, Ohio, 209, 269
Shakers, 178, 209, 236, 268-71, 291,
318, 345, 363
Shalersville, Portage County, Ohio, 338
Shawnee Indians, 247
Shelby County, Illinois, 339
Shelbyville, Shelby County, Illinois, 339
Shelly County, Ohio, 300
Sherman, Lyman & Delcena Johnson,
262
Shillings, see Prices
Sickness, see Medical Conditions
Sieges, see Revivals
Signs of the Times, 22, 32-34, 181-82,
198, 252, 255-56, 270, 296-98,
327-28, 357-58
Silver, 28, 44, 60, 65
Singing, 115, 137, 149, 161, 171, 185,
190, 204, 209, 210, 211, 266, 315,
324, 346, 347, 358, 363
Skousen, Royal, 83
Slade Family, 275, also see Colesville
Slavery, 27, 30, 48, 71, 220-21, 323-24
Small Plates of Nephi, 81, 83, 100, 110
Smith, Alvin (JS’s brother), 15, 18, 31,
35-38, 60
Smith, Alvin (Joseph & Emma’s son), 73,
264
Smith, Asael Sr. & Mary Duty (JS’s
grandparents) 85, 167
Smith, Asael Jr. (JS’s uncle), 167-68
Smith, Don Carlos, 18, 60, 117, 137, 149,
167-68, 183, 186, 192, 265, 363
Smith, Emma Hale, 15, 44, 47, 50-54,
56-57, 59, 62, 64-66, 68, 73, 75-76,
83-85, 91-93, 102, 104-08, 110, 137,
154, 160-61, 165, 169-70, 177, 183,
186, 188, 191, 193, 202, 211, 234,
237, 252, 254, 264-65, 276, 337,
mentioned in D&C 25, also see
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Smith, Joseph
Smith, George A., 85, 167, 274
Smith, Hyrum & Jerusha Barden, 15,
18-19, 38, 40, 45-47, 49-50, 57,
59-60, 66, 76, 81, 85, 88, 96, 103-04,
108, 113, 117-18, 120-21, 123-27,
131-32, 138-39, 143-45, 148-49, 171,
175, 177-78, 183, 186-91, 211,
221-22, 224-25, 241, 246, 249-50,
254, 264-65, 281-82, 288, 293-94,
300, 306, 320-25, 339-40, 346-48,
359, 363, 413n128, mentioned in
D&C 11; 23:3; 52:8, also see Land
for farm and house
Smith, Jedediah (no relation to JS), 39,
49
Smith, Jesse, 167-68
Smith, John & Clarissa Lyman, 85,
167-68, 339
Smith, Joseph, also see Smith, Emma
- understanding of calling, 21-22,
33-34, 78, 82, 87, 90-91, 112,
114, 138, 215
- preparation as prophet, 35-37, 39-40,
47, 51, 77-78, 151, 282, 358
- chastisement and repentance, 32,
35-36, 40, 51, 73, 76-79, 90,
107-08
- education and speaking ability, 37,
47, 84, 219, 233, 309
- o rd inatio ns,
9 9 -1 0 0 , 1 0 1 -1 0 2 ,
110-11, 139, 281, 360
- burden of calling, 23-24, 59, 116, 353
- preaching activity, 63-64, 85, 91, 108,
124-25, 139, 149, 159, 162, 185,
186, 191, 218-19, 220, 222,
231-32, 242, 316, 346-47
- substantive teachings (uncanonized),
222, 268, 279, 281-82, 315,
346-47, 352, 362-63
- notable miracles, 146, 267
- refuses to fight Abner Cole, 128
- humor, 57
- employment and economic situation,
17, 44-45, 47, 50-53, 58, 83-84,
98-99, 104, 159, 160, 162, 192,
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240, 252, 343, 362-64
- contract to print Book of Mormon,
119, 129, 260
- contract on house at Harmony, 66, 93,
170
- family
– courtship with Emma, 44, 47,
50-51
– children, 73, 264-65
– father, 139
- moves (#) & lengthy visits
– Manchester (#1), 50-51
– Harmony, 52-53, 65
– Harmony (#2), 66
– Fayette, 106
– Manchester, 117, 119, 122
– M anchester-Fayette-ManchesterF a yette-C o lesville -F a ye tte ,
132, 138, 143, 145, 146, 150
– Fayette-Manchester, 177, 186,
188
– Fayette (#3), 191
– Kirtland - W hitney, 234, 237
– Kirtland - Morley (#4), 254
– Missouri, 299, 325
– Hiram (#5), 332, 337
- trips from Ohio
– #1, first to Missouri, 288, 299,
303, 305, 309-22, 325
Smith, Joseph Sr. & Lucy Mack Smith,
xii, 15, 17-18, 22, 31, 35-38, 40-42,
44-47, 50-51, 56-57, 59-66, 69,
75-77, 85-88, 114, 116-17, 124, 128,
130-32, 137-39, 144-45, 147-49, 161,
167-68, 186, 188-90, 193, 254,
264-67, 275-77, 281, 290, 293-94,
325, 342-43, 363, mentioned in
D&C 4; 23:5, also see Land for farm
and houses
Smith, Joseph Fielding, vi, 100, 103, 338
Smith, Katharine, 18, 149, 183
Smith, Louisa, 264
Smith, Lucy (JS’s sister), 18, 188
Smith, Samuel, 18-19, 47, 88, 91-92,
102-05, 117, 131, 137-39, 143-45,
148-49, 157-58, 161, 169, 184-85,

189-90, 221, 225-26, 253, 262, 275,
281, 288, 291, 300, 305, 315, 318,
323, 330-31, 348-49, 363, 366-67,
mentioned in D&C 23:4; 52:30;
61:35; 66:7-8
Smith, Silas, 167-68
Smith, Sophronia, see Stoddard, Calvin &
Sophronia Smith
Smith, Sylvester (no relation to JS), 262,
302-03, 347
Smith, Thaddeus, 264
Smith, William, 18, 24, 35, 88, 149, 183,
188-89, 225, 265, 347, 363
Snake, 68
Snake River Valley, 39
Snow, 68, 208, 220, 232-33, 248, 367
Snow, Eliza, 53
Social Reform, see Reform Movements
South Bainbridge, Chenango County,
New York, see Colesville
South Carolina, 30, 71, 86, 89, 384n60
South Carolina Exposition and Protest,
86
South Pass, W yoming 39
Southampton County, Virginia, 323-24
Southern United States, 26, 28, 30, 71,
86, 89, 131, 148, 221, 301, 303,
323-24, 384n60
Spain, 28, 122
Spirit, see Holy Ghost, see False and Evil
Spirits
St. Clair, Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, 25
St. Lawrence County, New York, 85,
167-68, 186, 192-93, 265, 290, 339
St. Louis, Missouri, 74-75, 131, 220, 232,
247, 287, 301, 303, 305, 311, 318,
322, 325, 329
St. Louis Missouri Gazette and Public
Advertiser, 29
Stafford, Genessee County, New York,
85
Stagecoach, 17, 75, 128-29, 234, 237,
294, 321, 322
Stanton, Daniel, 296, 347
States’ Rights, 71
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Steamboats, see Boats
Steam Engines, see Railroads
Stephens, Uziel, 347
Steubenville, Jefferson County, Ohio, 49
Stewardship, see Consecration
Stockholm, St. Lawrence County, New
York, see Potsdam
Stoddard, Calvin & Sophronia Smith,
18-19, 88, 189, 347
Stoddard, Russell, 41-47
Storehouse, see Priesthood-Bishop
Story Index is on page 493
Stowell, Calvin, 44
Stowell, Josiah, 15, 36, 44-45, 47, 50-51,
56, 60-61, 125, 155-56, 264
Stringham Family, 154, 184
Strong, Elial, 142, 263, 341
Strong, Stephen, 347
Strongsville, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
229, 248, 260
Subscriptions for Zion, 330
Summit County, Ohio, see Portage,
Medina Counties
Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania, see
Harmony
Susquehanna River, 44, 69, 101, 156
Sweet, Northrop, 176, 186, 192, 222,
284, mentioned in D&C 33
T
Tannery, 17, 39, 196
Tarbell, Zachariah, 51
Tariff of Abomination, 71, 86
Tavern, see Inn
Taylor, John, ix, 135, 229
Teacher, see Priesthood
Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith
(contents of book)
- title page of Book of Mormon (1830,
p.7), 135
- value of the revelations and
commandments; parting the veil
through faith (Nov 1831, p.7-8),
362-63
- perfect love a safeguard to falling
from grace (Oct 25, 1831, p.8-9),
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346-47
Temples
- Jerusalem, 239, 255, 296-97
- Christ will return to, 215, 357
- Saints gather to build, 215
- list of pre-Utah temples, 314-15
- Jackson County, 194, 280, 309-10,
313-14, 365
- Kirtland, 34, 223, 282, 300, 333
Ten Commandments, see Commandments
Tennessee, 71
Terre Haute, Vigo County, Indiana, 305
Texas, 28
Thayre, Ezra, 176, 177-78, 186, 192,
219, 221, 276-77, 281, 288, 294-95,
300, 342-43, 375, mentioned in
D&C 33; 52:22; 56:5, 8-13
Thompson, Geauga County, Ohio, 246,
249, 259, 261, 270, 275-78, 280, 286,
291-92, 295, 301, 344
Thompson County, New York, 70
Three W itnesses, 80, 81, 90, 98, 109,
112-16, 135, 139-40, 175, 195-96,
200, 240, 244
Times & Seasons newspaper
- printing Joseph Smith’s History, 23,
34, 100, 153
Tioga County, Pennsylvania, see RutlandColumbia
Tippecanoe County, Indiana, 306
Tithing, 333, also see Consecration
Translation, see Book of Mormon,
Joseph Smith Translation, Rosetta
Stone
Translator (prophetic title), 138, 360,
also see, Priesthood-First Presidency,
Prophet, Seer, Revelator
Transportation, 320-21, also see Boats,
Railroads, Roads, W agons, Horses,
Cattle, W alking
Treasure, 33, 40, 44, 60, 61, 244, 357
Tremont Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts,
125
Troy, Rensselaer County, New York,
384n60
Trumbull County, Ohio, 26, 166, 367
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Turner, Nat, 323-24
Tvedtnes, John, 91
Twelve Apostles, see Priesthood
Twelve Nephite Disciples, 37
U
Underground Railroad, 221
Unitarian Church, 42-43
United Firm, United Order, Order of
Enoch, 225, 246, 328, 336, 364,
418n46, also see Consecration,
Literary Firm
Unity, see Common Consent
Universalist Church, 43, 50, 53
Urim & Thummim and breastplate, also
see Seer Stones
- receipt by Joseph Smith, protection,
and return to Moroni, 56-57, 60,
73, 77-78, 82, 85
- shown to a few others, 33, 98, 114-15
- description, 57, 60
- used in translating Book of Mormon,
32, 65, 66, 68-69, 83, 93
- used in receipt of D&C revelations,
viii, 77-78, 82, 94, 96, 103, 109,
114, 115
- used or not used in receipt of other
revelations, 59, 70
- no further use, 115, 151
Utah, 39, 49, 218, 314
Utica, Oneida County, New York, 43,
110
V
Van Buren, Martin, 89, 190
Van W agoner, Richard, 214
Vermilion County, Illinois, 306
Vermont, 17, 341, 366
Vesey, Denmark, 30
Vienna, Scott County, Indiana, 305
Vigo County, Indiana, 305
Violence, see Mobs
Virginia, 26, 86, 89, 301, 323-24, 384n60
Visions, Visitations, Voices, Dreams
- First Vision, 15, 20-24, 34, 40, 87,
140, 153

- M oroni, 15, 22-23, 32-36, 37, 39,
40-41, 50, 51, 54, 56-57, 73,
77-78, 82, 92, 106-07, 109-10,
115-17, 127, 140, 153, 358
- Joseph Smith generally, 37, 99-102,
165, 237, 281, 288
- experienced by others
– David Patten, 26
– Martin Harris, 41
– Youngs, 57-58
– Lucy Harris, 63
– Oliver Cowdery, 88-89, 99-102,
207
– Three W itnesses, 115-16
– Solomon Chamberlain, 123-24
– Orson Pratt, 126
– Newel Knight, 146
– congregation, 149
– Newel & Elizabeth W hitney, 174
– Lyman W ight, 281
– W illiam Phelps, 319
W
W abash River, Indiana-Illinois, 305-06
W ages, see Prices
W agons, Carriages and Sleighs, 28, 52,
56, 64-66, 84, 106, 132, 155-56, 167,
169, 171-72, 177, 200, 206, 208, 234,
263, 276, 301, 321-22, 366
W akefield, Joseph, 273-74, 281, 288,
290, 339, mentioned in D&C 50:37;
52:35
W alking, 70, 75-76, 92, 122, 124, 159,
170-71, 208, 210, 220, 226, 232, 247,
253, 263, 294, 305, 320, 322, 342
W ard Township, Randolph County,
Indiana, 307
W arren, Trumbull County, Ohio, 25-26,
72, 367
W arrensville, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
130, 207-08, 221, 237
W ashington (state) 29
W ashington, George, 48
W ashington, D.C, 384n60
W aterloo, Seneca County, New York, see
Fayette

Subject Index

W atertown, Jefferson County, New York,
290
W ayne County, New York, 32, 58-59, 98,
118, 123, 124, 146, 168, 170, 191,
226, 253, 260, 265, does not include
Palmyra-Manchester
W ayne Sentinel newspaper, 132, 135,
279
W eathersfield, Trumbull County, Ohio,
367
W eed, Thurlow, 119
W ells, Mary, 58-59
W ellsville, Columbia County, Ohio, 301,
303, 329
W elton, Micah, 347
W est Virginia, 26, 301
W estern Courier newspaper, 245
W estern Reserve, Ohio, also see Geauga,
Cuyahoga, Portage, Ashtabula,
Trumbull, Medina, Lorain, Huron
Counties
- before Mormon missionaries arrive,
25, 31, 49, 53, 72, 126-27,
166-67, 196-97, 268-69, 383n42
W estern United States (west of
Mississippi River) 25, 27-29, 39, 49,
52, 74, 89, 232-33, 247, 267, 308-09,
311, also see Missouri
W estport Landing, Jackson County,
Missouri, 74
W hig Party, 70
W histling Tom, 121
W hite River, Indiana, 305
W hitlock, Harvey & Minerva, 261,
281-82, 288, 300, 306, 316, 321-325,
365, mentioned in D&C 52:25
W hitmer, Catherine, see Page, Hiram &
Catherine W hitmer
W hitmer, Christian & Ann Schott, 106,
117, 124, 143, 145, 148-49, 164-65,
177, 274, 359, 363
W hitmer, David & Julia Ann Jolly, x, 81,
83, 86, 92-94, 105-09, 111-16, 124,
138-39, 143, 145, 147-49, 154,
164-65, 171, 173, 177, 182, 184-85,
195, 214, 221, 224, 229, 288, 300,
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306, 321-25, 343, 347-48, 350, 354,
363-64, mentioned in D&C 14; 17;
18:9-47; 30:1-4; 52:25
W hitmer, Elizabeth, 107, 145, 148, also
see Cowdery, Oliver
W hitmer, Jacob & Elizabeth Schott, 117,
143, 145, 148, 177, 363
W hitmer, John, ix, x, 81, 107-09, 117,
138-39, 143, 145, 148-50, 153-54,
162-65, 169, 171, 176-77, 182-84,
193, 198, 211, 214, 216-17, 221, 226,
229-31, 234, 238, 245-46, 252,
257-58, 261, 272, 278, 281, 292, 304,
310, 335, 341, 346, 348, 350, 353,
356, 359, 361-63, 367, mentioned in
D&C 15; 26; 30:9-11; 69; 70:1
W hitmer, Peter Jr., 81, 108-09, 117, 130,
138-39, 144, 145, 148-49, 164-65,
175-77, 182-86, 194, 197, 200,
206-07, 221, 232-33, 236, 261, 309,
314, 317, 330, 347, 350, 354, 359,
363, mentioned in D&C 16; 30:5-8
W hitmer Peter Sr. & Mary Musselman
and Family, 16, 81, 92, 94, 106-10,
114-17, 124, 137-38, 143, 145, 148,
163-65, 171, 173, 177-79, 186, 191,
195, 198, 222, 234, 363
W hitney, Newel & Elizabeth Smith, x,
31, 53, 174, 176, 196, 208-09, 221,
237, 240-41, 254, 268, 280, 290, 312,
327-28, 330, 333, 337, 342, 350,
mentioned in D&C 63:42-46; 64:26
W ight, Lyman & Harriet Benton, 53, 130,
176, 199-200, 205-08, 221-22, 229,
245, 257, 261, 263, 281-82, 288,
293-94, 300, 316, 320, 322, 324, 331,
348, mentioned in D&C 52:7, 12
W illiams, Frederick & Rebecca Swain,
ix, 162, 176, 206-08, 221-22, 232,
236-37, 276-77, 280, 286, 294-95,
300, 309, 314, 317, 330, 333, 336,
342, 344, 346-47, mentioned in
D&C 64:21
W illoughby, Lake County, Ohio, 292
W ilson, Calves, 347
W inchester, Randolph County, Indiana,
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306-07
W ind Pass, 39
W indham, Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania, 70, 132, 246
W ood, W illiam, 131
W oodford, Robert, 182
W oodruff, W ilford, 102, 142
W orks, necessity of, 87, 312
W yandot Indians, 212
X
Y
Young, Brigham & M iriam W orks, v, x,
35, 39, 100, 112, 158, 280, also
related to John Greene and Heber
Kimball
Young, John Sr. & Abigail Howe, 58,
158
Young, Joseph, 168-69, 173
Young, Phineas & Clarissa Hamilton,
157-58, 168-69, 173-74
Z
Zion / New Jerusalem, also see, Land,
Consecration, Jackson County
- defined, 95, 217, 224

- Zion same as New Jerusalem, 179,
194, 224, 256
- first reference in Doctrine &
Covenants, 95, 244
- importance, 217, 326
- instruction to seek to establish, 94,
103, 105, 109, 159, 223-24, 227
- gather and be planted in inheritances,
160, 181, 218, 280, 288-89, 310,
312, 314-15, 327, 340, 348, 357,
363
- location, 179, 224, 259, 288-89,
309-10, 314
- sacrament at Zion, 321, 324
- standards of conduct, 224, 241-44,
245, 246, 312, 314, 316-17
- to be acquired by purchase, 256, 259,
325, 327-28, 330, 337
- instructions for settling, general, 259,
288, 311-13, 320, 327, 333
- instructions for settling, specific, 310,
312-13, 327, 333
- emigration and settlement activities,
291, 294-95, 301, 311, 315-16,
331-32
- dedication, 313-14
- future glory and return, 214, 217,
222, 333, 357-58
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STORY INDEX
(in chronological order)
Joseph Smith confused and reads
Epistle of James, 19-20

Restoration of the Aaronic Priesthood,
99-100

Joseph Smith’s First Vision, 20-22

Restoration of the Melchizedek
Priesthood, 101-02

Joseph Smith persecuted after relating
First Vision, 23-24
Moroni’s initial visit to Joseph Smith,
32-34
Joseph Smith’s initial trip to Hill
Cumorah, unable to obtain the
plates, 35-36
Joseph Smith’s first anniversary trip to
Hill Cumorah, sets the plates down,
39-40
Loss of Smith family farm, 31, 41-42,
44-47
Joseph Smith chastised by Moroni, 51
Joseph Smith receives the plates, 56-57
Youngs and Kimballs see vision in night
sky, 57-58
Joseph Smith brings the plates home,
59-60
Attempts to get the plates from Joseph
Smith, 59-62, 64-65
Martin Harris visits professor Charles
Anthon, 66-67
Loss of the 116 page manuscript, 72-77
Joseph Smith chastised in D&C 3,
77-78
Joseph Smith told not to retranslate 116
pages, 82, 369
Joseph Knight Jr. provides assistance to
Joseph Smith, 84
Joseph Knight Sr. provides assistance
Joseph Smith, 104-05
Joseph Smith prays for a scribe, 91-92
Oliver Cowdery fails to translate, 94-98

David W hitmer receives miraculous
help plowing fields, 106
Moroni shows the plates to Mary
W hitmer, 109-10
Moroni shows the plates to Three
W itnesses, 115-16
Joseph Smith shows the plates to Eight
W itnesses, 117
Arrangements for printing the Book of
Mormon, 119-21
Thomas Marsh and Solomon
Chamberlain get proof sheets of
Book of Mormon, 123-24
Organization of the Church, 138-39
Joseph Smith’s five trips to Colesville,
146, 154-56, 159, 169, 171-72,
231-32
Samuel Smith’s first mission, 157
Youngs introduced to the restored
gospel 57-58, 157-58, 161, 168-69,
173-74, 185-86
Oliver Cowdery challenges Joseph
Smith over D&C 20:37, 164-65
Joseph Smith Sr. preaches to his
relatives, 167-68
Solomon Chamberlain preaches the
Book of Mormon, 168-69, 173-74
Parley Pratt reads the Book of Mormon,
170-71
Hiram Page’s stone, 177-80, 184-85
Hyrum Smith and Joseph Smith Sr.
instructed to leave Manchester,
187-90
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Emma Smith works until sick to prepare
missionaries, 193
Sidney Rigdon’s conversion and loss of
house, 197, 199, 201-02
John Murdock insists on hearing
missionaries for himself, 203
Sidney Rigdon preaches while baptizing
in the Chagrin River, 205
Parley Pratt arrested, sings, and races a
bulldog, 210
Difficult journey from Ohio to Missouri
of Oliver Cowdery & co, 220,
232-33
The commandment to move from New
York to Ohio, 217-18, 222-23, 225
W illiam Smith’s home visits as a
Teacher, 225
Mary Rollins reads the Book of
Mormon, 230-31

Jared Carter remains active despite
difficulties with his branch
president, 301-02
Jared Carter implements D&C 50 to
identify false spirits, 302-03
Levi Hancock accepts gifts from new
converts, 306-07
Levi Hancock challenges audience to
mob him, 307-08
Dedication of the land of Zion, 314-15
Ziba Peterson chastised and confesses,
313, 315
Polly Peck insists on arriving at Zion
before she dies, 316
Parley and Orson Pratt sick from
Southern heat, 331
Lyman W ight’s financial preparations
for a mission, 331-32

Joseph Smith arrives at Kirtland, 237

Apostasy of Ezra Booth and Symonds
Ryder, 337-39

Levi Hancock’s watch sold by Morley
Common Stock Family, 238

W illiam McLellin unable to preach
unless humble, 339-40

Death of Smith twins and adoption of
Murdock twins, 264-65

Rebuke to those who do not take
ordinations seriously, 347-48

New York Saints at Buffalo harbor,
265-67

W illiam McLellin attempts to write a
revelation, 352-54

Elsa Johnson’s arm is healed, 267-68

Literary Firm organized, 362-64

Sidney Rigdon and Parley Pratt preach
to the Shakers, 271

Sidney Rigdon complains about Edward
Partridge, 364

Colesville Branch instructed to move to
Missouri, 291-92, 294-95

Partridge and Morley families travel
from Ohio to Missouri, 366
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SCRIPTURE INDEX
OLD TESTAM ENT
Genesis.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151, 258

Psalm 87. . . . . . . . . . . . 314-15, 346

Genesis 1:1-24:42.. . . . . . . 153, 255
258, 261

Psalm 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

Genesis 1:1-6:13.. . . . . . . . . . . . 153
Genesis 1:1-4:18.. . . . . . . . 162, 193
Genesis 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153, 163
Genesis 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
Genesis 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
Genesis 3:17. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320
Genesis 4:1-24. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194
Genesis 4:18-5:11.. . . . . . . 193, 211
Genesis 4:25-5:21.. . . . . . . . . . . 211
Genesis 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
Genesis 5:12-21. . . . . . . . . 161, 211
Genesis 5:21-24. . . . . . 211, 216-17
Genesis 5:23-6:13.. . . . . . . . . . . 249
Genesis 5:25-24:42.. . 216, 255, 258
Genesis 5:25-6:13.. . . . . . . . . . . 248
Genesis 6:5-7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298
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